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SITTING OF MONDAY, 10 OCTOBER 1983
Contents
2.
3.
l. Resumption of tbe session
Application of Rule 49
Order of business :
hlr Cbambeiron; Mr Boyes ; lWr Bonde ;lllr Hcinscb; hlr Klepsch ; lllr Coust6; SirFred Catherutood; lWr Beumer; 
-fuLr
Herman; iVr Grffitbs ; lWr Aigner; Mr
Andriessen (Commission); Mr Aigner; lWr
J. .fuIoreau; ,fuIrs Vlalz; frIr Klepscb ; ,fuIr
Hord ,
Delegation of tbe power of decision to a
committee (Rule 33):
Mr Hord; hlr Habsburg; Mr Cbam-
beiron; hlr Israil; hIr Alaaanos ; Mr
Prouan
Action on tbe opinions of Parliament:
lllr Boys ; iVr Andriessen (Comrnission);
JlIr Patterson ; )Wr Andriessen ; tllr Rogers ;lllr Andriessen; Mr Coust6; l[.r Andri-
essen 1 IVr Lomas ; lVr And.riessen; llr
Hord; .fuIr And.iessen; Mr Prooan I lWr
Andriessen ; Mr Aigner ; hlr Patterson
6. Vlelcotne
IN THE CHAIR: MR DANKERT
President
Qhe sitting opened at 5 p.m.)
l. Resurnption of tbe session
President. 
- 
I declare resumed the session of the
European Parliament adjourned on 15 September
1983 t.
I For items concerning approval of the Minutes, member-
ship of Parliament, receipt of a letter of amendment,
motions for resolutions under Rule 49, petitions, authoriza-
tion of reports and request for opinions, and application of
the Rules of procedure, see the Minutes of this sitting.
7. Request to waioe a lWember's parliatnen-
tary immunitl 
- 
Report by Mr Donnez
(Doc. 1-766/83) :
hlr Donnez
8. Court of Auditors 
- 
Report by Atr Aigner
(Doc. 1-790/83) :
-fuIr Aigner; -fuIr Kellett-Bowrnan
9. Film-making 
- 
Report by fuIrs Pruoot
(Doc. 1-504/83):
Mrs Pruoot ; -fuIr Scbuencke ; lWr Brok; -fuIr
Papapietro ; -foIr Coust6; lVrs P6ry ; lllr
Adamou;hlr And.riessen (Comrnission) . .
10. Scbool textbook commission 
- 
Report by
hIr Brok (Doc. 1-494/83):
.fuIr Brok ; .fuIr Gerokostopoulos ; A[r Beyer
de Ryke; lIr Vandemeulebroucke I hlr
Eisma; fuIr Bogb ; .fuIr Estgen; hlr Gende-
bien ; A4r Andriessen (Comrnission); lllr
Brok;hlr Fortb ; -fuIrs Kellett-Bournan
Annexes
-fuIr Fortb ; tuIr Marck; lWrs Dury; .fuIr
Simrnonds ; hlrs Pblix; lWrs Van Hemeldonck;
tuIr Ficb ; ^l4r de CourE Ling; itlr Ahxiadis ;
-fuIr Klrkos ;hIrs Le Roux;.foLr Ryan
2. Application of Rule 49
President. 
- 
I wish to inform the House of the
content of a letter which I have received from the
chairman of the Committee on the Rules of Proce-
dure and Petitions concerning the application of Rule
49 to the resolution tabled by Mr von Hassel.
You will recall that this resolution, which concerns
the secretariat of the European Parliament, was sent to
the members of the Bureau and to the Secretary
General on the understanding that this is no way prej-
udiced the result of discussions in the Committee on
the Rules of Procedure and Petitions.
Following Parliament's rejection on 9 June 1983 of an
interpretation proposed by this committee, the
Committee on the Rules of Procedure and Petitions
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President
considers that a thoroughgoing modification of Rule
49 should be submitted in the near future.
At the same time, I am told by the chairman of this
committee that at all events any such modification of
Rule 49 will not be retroactive. I therefore consider
the doubts expressed on the admissibility of the resolu-
tion tabled by Mr von Hassel and others to have been
removed.
As for the substance of this resolution, I repeat what I
said in the sitting of 10 March 1983. The comPetent
authorities of the Parliament will consider the action
to be taken on this text with specific reference to the
judgment of the Court of Justice of the European
Communities in Case 230181 between the Govern-
ment of the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg and the
European Parliament and to the provisions of the Staff
Regulations. 1
3. }rder of business
President. 
- 
At its meeting of 14 September 1983,
the enlarged Bureau drew up a draft agenda for this
part-session. This has been distributed.
During the meeting held this morning, the chairmen
of the political groups authorized me to ProPose to
the House the following changes.
(The President read out tbe cbanges proposed to
iWonday\ agenda) 2
\7ith regard to Tuesday's agenda, Mr Chambeiron and
nine other signatories have requested, under Rule 55,
that the Fergusson rePort on arms Procurement
within a common industrial policy and arms sales
(Doc. 1-455/83) be withdrawn from the agenda for
this part-session.
Mr Chambeiron (COM). 
- 
(FR) Yes, Mr President,
several of my colleagues and I myself feel that the
European Parliament is not the place for this debate.
Some of us think Parliament is not comPetent to
discuss the subject, but we all agree that it would have
been better to spend the time we are going use
discussing the Fergusson report dealing with things
that are bothering international public opinion today,
by which I mean the problems of peace and the
conversion of military arsenals.
There is no doubt that the rapporteur's choice of title,
'Arms procurement within a common industrial
policy and arms sales', which is intended to be both
technical and moralizing, is nothing more than a
subterfuge. The aim, as we are all aware, is to push the
idea of European defence.
!7e have always maintained 
- 
and we shall remain
firm on this 
- 
that none of the problems of Euro-
pean defence are Parliament's problems.
1 For items concerning documents received and the texts of
treaties forwarded by the Council, see the Minutes.
2 See the Minutes.
There is no point in looking for a reference to Parlia-
ment's scope in this resPect in the Treaties. There
isn't one. There is no reference to Parliament or to
any other institution of the Community either. \7e
are all perfectly well aware that the terms of reference
of the different European institutions was settled years
ago, without needing to be reminded. And we aren't
the only ones to say so. Look at the annexes to the
report and you will see that MPs from groups other
than mine have taken the same stand and expressed
the same opinions.
And to back up my arguments, I should like to quote
an authority which, I imagine, is unimpeachable 
-the Atlantic Council. In last month's Atlantic Neus,
No 1559, the Council expressed very serious doubts as
to the European Parliament's Powers in the matter of
defence. The problem, in fact, is one for the Member
States and the Member States alone. Every country is
entitled to defend itself as it sees fit 
- 
although this
does not mean that there is no room for intergovem-
mental discussion. There is, but not in the Commu-
niry institutions or within the framework of our polit-
ical cooperation.
The Prime Minister recently reminded us that the
'STestern European Union was the only European
organization able to deal with the question of defence
and the attendant matter of arms production. This is
the only consultation structure whose representatives
may discuss European defence.
This is why, Mr President, we are calling for the
Fergusson report to be withdrawn from the agenda,
and we see no reason why we should not discuss the
question of peace and disarmament instead.
(Applause frotn tbe left)
President. 
- 
Does anyone wish to speak in favour of
Mr Chambeiron's request ?
Mr Boyes (S). 
- 
Mr President, yes I would like to
support the removal of this item from the agenda. It is
incredible to me that when we are living in the most
dangerous period ever faced by mankind, this Parlia-
ment, the elected representatives of l0 European
nations should spend time discussing a resolution on
arms procurement and the sale of armaments which
make the world a more dangerous place. The cruise
missiles, which will lower the nuclear threshold
dramatically, and make the world a much more
dangerous place, have never been discussed in full in
this Parliament, although it is estimated that they will
be stationed in Britain on 14 October. I think the
elected representatives of Europe should be talking
about peace. Our overwhelming concern in this Parlia-
ment should be for peace, but instead of that, month
after month, meeting after meeting, we are concerned
with weaponry, war and destruction. I hope that this
Parliament will vote overwhelmingly today to take this
particular item off the agenda and insist that if it has
to be replaced the Bureau replaces it with something
to which the people of Europe can look and say: 'At
least the elected representatives are concerned about
peace.' I want this Parliament to be a big institution
for peace.
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Mr Bonde (CDI). 
- 
(DA) There are still a few of us
who support law and order. I should therefore like to
ask the President where he gets his authority to deal
with defence-policy matters. There is after all a prin-
ciple legality which is applicable to activities of all the
institutions : there must be a legal basis for anything
they concern themselves with. In what Article should
I look for this legal basis ? Since the Commission is
the guardian of the Treaties, I should like to ask the
Members of the Commission to give us an assurance
that under no circumstances will any attention be
given to the report which is before us here today and,
for safety's sake, I would also ask the representatives of
the Council to indicate to us that under no circum-
stances wili any action be taken on the piece of paper
which may emanate from Parliament on matters
which this Assembly has no authority to concern itself
with.
Mr Hiinsch (S). 
- 
(DE) W President, I should like
to ask Mr Chambeiron, of the Communist and Allies
Group, whether he is aware that the Fergusson report
has its origins in, among other things, a motion for a
resolution, one of whose sponsors was Mr Marchais,
on the Communify arms procurement policy in the
global context of the industrial policy. Hence you are,
in fact, one of the forces behind this report !
President. 
- 
Mr Hiinsch, that was not a point
relating to the agenda but rather a polemical remark.
Mr Klepsch, do you wish to speak in favour of
keeping this report on the agenda ?
Mr Klepsch (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Yes, Mr President. I
have to assume that neither Mr Chambeiron nor Mr
Boyes has really read the Fergusson report, for if they
had, they would not have moved this request nor
would they have been able so to justify it. Such a pres-
entation can only emanate from someone who has
missed the significance of both.
The Fergusson report has two components : the first,
on the arms trade, is based on a report drawn up by
our (then) colleague, Mr Dankert, and on a number of
motions for resolutions tabled by various Members of
the House. The aim is to make provision for a
common code of behaviour within the Community's
external economic policy and so bring arms exports
under a degree of control. As this is an aim which
promotes peace, one could be forgiven for seeing in
the attitude of Mr Chambeiron and Mr Boyes a desire
for the maintenance of unlimited arms exports.
On the question of the common industrial policy, this
House adopted by a large majority (including a large
majority of the Communist and Allies Group, if I
recall correctly) a report which I had the honour of
drawing up. That report went considerably further
than the present one drawn up by Mr Fergusson on
the basis of a realistic appraisal of the possibilities of
attaining a common industrial policy. The Fergusson
report confines itself exclusively to exploring the possi-
bilities for promoting such a common industrial
policy, to the exclusion of everything devoted to mili-
tary aims. Hence I feel that Mr Chambeiron's request
for the withdrawal of the Fergusson report really had
another report in mind, namely that on European
security, which has yet to be presented to the House
and which is not scheduled for debate until, I think,
next January. Today we are concerned with a number
of questions raised by a series of motions for resolu-
tions tabled by Members of the House and with ques-
tions which have already been repeatedly debated and
approved by large majorities, and on no more than
one follow-up aspect. I therefore ask you to reject Mr
Chambeiron's request.
(Parliament rejected Mr Cbambeiron's request)
President. 
- 
The Fergusson report accordingly
remains on the agenda for Tuesday.
(Applause)
\7ith regard to I7ednesday's agenda, Mrs Nielsen's
report on migrant workers, labelled 'possibly', has not
in fact been tabled in time and has therefore been
withdrawn from the agenda at the request of the
Committee on Social Affairs and Employment.
An oral question tabled by Mr Bord, on behalf of the
EPD Group, on the centralizing of electoral results at
the European elections of June 1984 in Strasbourg(No 88/83) is proposed for a joint debate with the oral
question tabled by the political groups on the same
subject.
Mr Coust6 (DEP). 
- 
(FR) IThile we are talking
about \Tednesday, Mr President, can I please ask if the
Turner report on the Community trademark is defi-
nitely on the agenda ? \7ill it be discussed in the
morning or the afternoon, bearing in mind that the
agenda you have already proposed, Mr President, is to
be maintained for Tuesday ?
President. 
- 
It is down for I7ednesday, after the
continuation, if any, of Tuesday's agenda.
\7ith regard to Thursday's agenda, the Hopper report,
on behalf of the Committee on Economic and Mone-
tary Affairs, on consumer taxes on beer, wine and
alcohol (Item 213), the Delorozoy report, on behalf of
the same committee, on turnover tax and excise duty
on imports in international travel (Item 214), and the
Simonnet report, on behalf of the Committee on
Budgets, on the Financial Regulation (Item 220) have
not been adopted in committee and are therefore with-
drawn from the agenda.
Sir Fred Catherwood, I understand you have a ques-
tion to raise about Thursday ?
Sir Fred Catherwood (ED). 
- 
Mr President, our
group did not have the Beumer report when we met
last week and we have not had time to discuss it this
morning. I would ask the House if we could possibly
agree to put this off. It is an extremely controversial
report. Because it is on value-added tax, it is highly
sensitive electorally. It is also very complex. It was also
altered at the very last possible moment and we have
not had time to consider the implications of the altera-
tions. Therefore I would earnestly ask my colleagues if
they would agree to defer this item to the next part-
session.
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President. 
- 
This is the Beumer rePort, on behalf of
the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs,
on a twelfth directive on the harmonization of the
laws of Member States relating to turnover taxes and a
common system of VAT (Item 2l$.
Mr Bemer (PPE). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, the report
was approved in committee with one abstention. But I
do not think there will be any problems as regards
deadlines or that the committee will have any obiec-
tion to the report being held over until the next part-
session.
President. 
- 
Mr Beumer agrees to the postpone-
ment of this report.
Are there any objections ?
Mr Herman (PPE). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, we have
this text to read now, and we shall be discussing it on
Thursday. For a report of this importance, this seems
to me to be quite enough time to get together on a
topic that has already been amply discussed and on
which the members of the Committee on Economic
and Monetary Affairs managed, with a compromise, to
reach unanimity. I think we can talk about it this
week.
Mr Griffiths (S).- If I heard Sir Fred properly, he
said that this report was not available for the Euro-
pean Democratic Group to discuss last week, yet I see
on the order paper that amendments had to be in by
12 noon last Thursday. Now, if that is the case, how
could that group have the opportunity of Putting in
amendments if the report was not available to them ?
I suggest this item must be delayed.
President.- Mr Griffiths, we have only to vote now
on whether we should have it on the agenda or not.
(Parliament decided to Postpone tbe report)
Mr Aigner (PPE), cbairman of tbe Committee on
Budgetary Connol. 
- 
(DE) Mr President, I should
like to raise another matter. As you are aware, the
Committee on Budgetary Control, of which I am a
member, unanimously adopted a draft resolution on
the butter disposal scheme which was carried by three
quarters of the House at our last part-session. The
Commission has, as the House will be informed later,
ruled negatively on the scheme, and I feel this to be
such a critical state of affairs as to merit urgent debate
in the presence of the responsible commissioner. It
really is a bit much that the responsible commissioner
should not be in the House to justify his rejection. My
group has therefore requested urgent debate for
Thursday in the presence of the responsible commis-
sioner on the subject of the Christmas butter scheme.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I think the question of an urgent
debate can only be decided when the House comes to
vote on the subiects for topical and urgent debate.
Only then will it be possible to see about the Commis-
sioner being present 
- 
if at all, for at the moment a
special sitting of the Council is taking place in
Athens.
Mr Andriessen, )Vernber of the Commission. 
- 
(NL)
Mr President, the Commission quite appreciates the
concern felt in this matter and is prepared to
exchange views with Parliament. I would, of course,
prefer it if this exchange took place when the
Commissioner primarily responsible was present. As
you know, Mr Dalsager has to be in Athens at the
moment for a Council meeting, and the Commission
will therefore be in a position to make a statement on
Thursday and then to discuss the matter with Parlia-
ment.
President. 
- 
Do you want to take the floor again,
Mr Aigner, or rather not ?
Mr Aigner (PPE), cbairman of tbe Committee on
Budgetary Control. 
- 
(DE) Mr President, my sole
concern is that we should have enough time, for this
debate can certainly not be hurried.
President. 
- 
\flith regard to Friday's agenda, the
Committee on Energy and Research has requested the
procedure without report for a proposal for a decision
on the framework programme for Community scien-
tific and technical activities, 1984-87 (Doc. l-395183).
The Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs,
which has been asked for its opinion, has lodged a
protest against the adoption of this procedure.
I remind the House that, pursuant to Rule 34 (2), such
a protest must be made by a political group or at least
l0 Members of Parliament.
Mr J. Moreau (S), cbairman of tbe Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs. 
- 
(FR) Mr Presi-
dent, to be very explicit about this, our committee felt,
in spite of the fact that the Committee on Energy and
Research decided not to submit a report on this
subiect, that it was important enough for our
committee to submit a draft opinion 
- 
which was
adopted 
- 
and for us in this House to hold a debate
on it.
(hlore tban -l4embers rose. Tlte Commission proposal
utas accordingly refened to tbe committee responsible)
Mrs \Valz (PPE), cbairman of tbe Committee on
Energt, Research and Tecbnolog!. 
- 
(DE) Mr Presi-
dent, to my considerable astonishment I note that you
have chosen this moment to ask Mr Moreau to
produce the requisite l0 Members; Mr Moreau could
have done that earlier. Six committees have declared
themselves to be in favour of the procedure without
report. The rapporteur of the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs is no longer in the
Chamber. !fle all approve of the procedure without
report, and I feel that you exceeded your powers by
addressing such a request to Mr Moreau.
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President. 
- 
Mrs \Valz, the requirements of Rule 34
are quite clear and have been observed. A protest is
not valid if made by a committee. It has to be done
either by a group or by l0 Members, and this can only
occur in plenary sitting after the report has become
available but before the vote. That was clearly the case
here.
Mr Klepsch (PPE). 
- 
(DE) I would just like to say
that we have succeeded in setting an unfortunate
precedent. How are we ever going to simplify our
work by resorting to the procedure without report, in
compliance with the committee's wishes, if we
subsequently override such a decision in plenary
sitting ? The decision just taken is of course valid ; I
merely wished to draw attention to the consequences
thereof.
President. 
- 
Rule 34 is Rule 34, Mr Klepsch.
Mr Klepsch (PPE). 
- 
(DE) If everyone does the
same, we shall never have a procedure without report !
Mr Hord (ED).- Mr President, I did try to catch
your eye on the proposal with regard to Italian
tobacco. You may recall that this issue came before
the House last part-session and the Parliament
decided that it should go to committee, under Rule 34(2). It has been referred to committee 
- 
the
Committee on Agriculture is the competent
committee 
- 
and I can tell you that the Committee
on Agriculture has decided to draw up a report on the
situation of the Italian tobacco industry with regard to
the earthquake which, I would remind the House,
took place three years ago. I am the rapporteur, and
the committee has decided to submit that report in
time for the second part-session in October.
President. 
- 
$7e shall be voting on that question
tomorrow. If you can convince the Assembly not to
accept the topic for urgent debate and deal with it
later, .then we shall do so, but for the moment the
proposal is to vote on a request for urgent debate
tomorrow morning. 1
(Parliament adopted tbe order of busines tbus modi-
fied)
4. Delegation of the power of decision to a committee
(Rule 33)
President. 
- 
Under Rule 33, I propose that the
following Commission proposals be referred to the
appropriate committees with the power to take a deci-
sion :
- 
proposal for a Council regulation laying down
certain measures for acid oils from refining of
by-products of olive oil or olive residue oil (Doc.
COM(83) 466 final);
- 
proposal for a Council directive amending Direc-
tive 64l432lEEC as regards brucellosis in respect
of the buffered brucella antigen test, the microag-
glutination test and the milk-ring test as applied
to samples of milk from milk-tanks (Doc.
COM(83) 4e6 final).
Mr Hord (ED).- Mr President, if I understood you
aright, you have had a request to refer to committee,
for a decision, a proposal in regard to olive oil. I
believe the Committee on Agriculture itself is consid-
ering this matter tonight I just wondered whether you
could represent this proposal tomorrow after the
Committee on Agriculture has come to a conclusion.
President. 
- 
No, this is a different matter which
also concerns olive oil, but it is a completely different
proposal as far as I can see.
Mr Hord (ED). 
- 
Mr President, it is possible for us
to be furnished with more reasons for the need for
urgent procedure, because it seems unrealistic that
this House should be expected to take instant deci-
sions on matters on which it has no detailed informa-
tion whatsoever ?
President. 
- 
Mr Hord, this is not a matter of urgent
procedure ; it is proposal under Article 33. That
means a proposal to finalize the debate in the
cornmittee concerned and not in the plenary sitting if
the need does not arise in committee for this to be
done. As we are applying this procedure for the first
time, perhaps it will be a good thing if I leave the deci-
sion until you have seen tomorrow morning, from the
Minutes, whether you can agree or not.
(Applause)
If there is then no opposition, it will be declared
accepted.
The third proposal of this kind concerns
- 
a proposal for a Council directive on air-quality
standards for nitrogen dioxide (Doc. COM(S3) a98
final).
Any objections raised when these Minutes are adopted
tomorrow morning will be dealt with as laid down in
Rule 33. If there are no objections, this proposal will
be considered adopted.
Mr Habsburg (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, I would
like to remind the House that the Chair announced,
during the last part-session, that two hours would be
set aside during this part-session's urgent debate proce-
dure on Thursday for a debate on Turkey. I should
like to know whether this is still the intention, for, if
so, it is a complete travesty of the concept of urgent
debate. $7hen one decides a month in advance on the
substance of a forthcoming urgent debate the elementI For other changes to Friday's agenda, see the Minutes.
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Habsburg
of urgency has obviously been lost and been replaced
by a slow burner, which is in fact what this affair
amounts to. Is it still in the offing or not ?
President. 
- 
Mr HabsburS, we have already had this
discussion. I can only point out that the group
chairmen have decided to make a proposal. !7e shall
see what this proposal is.
Mr Chambeiron (COM). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, you
will understand that I find it difficult to let what Mr
Hiinsch said iust now go without reactinS. I am very
surprised at what he said.
Mr Hinsch has either read the annexes to the report
or he has not (in which case he would have done
better to refrain from making any comments). As I
find it difficult to believe he wanted to give a tenden-
tious interpretation, all I can say is that he didn't
really understand what he read.
Because it is clear. Look at Annex IV 
- 
that is to say,
the motion for a resolution tabled by Mr Marchais and
his colleagues from the Communist and Allies
Group : it says, quite simply 
- 
and this is the motion
for a resolution 
- 
that the Assembly of the European
Communities, considering that matters of defence are
in no way within the jurisdiction of the Community,
declines to put any questions of defence on the
agenda and considers that it would be unaccePtable
for the Commission to discuss matters of defence in
any way whatsoever, including within the framework
of the common production of armaments.
I should like to say, quite simply, that Mr Marchais'
resolution contains neither more nor less than this.
There is no point in trying to make it say what it
doesn't say.
You only have to read it. And I am pleased that it is
addressed to the Commission, because it says that the
Commission should not discuss matters of defence.
lfhen I raised the question of jurisdiction iust now, I
thought the Commission would back me up; but I
see that the Commission has not said a word 
-which is tantamount to approving what Mr Klepsch
said. There is nothing new here. The debate is the
same as the one we had four years ago, except that we
have gone a little further with our desire to push the
idea of a European Defence Communiry.
That was what I wanted to say.
Mr IsraEl (DEP). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I have been a
Member here for three years. I should like to ask you
a question which will surprise you. Can you tell me
who Mr Marchais is ? I have never seen him.
(Laugbter)
Mr Alavanos (COM). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, after
some slight delay, since I did not wish to make Parlia-
ment's work more difficult, I wish to raise a matter in
connection with the Jackson report. This report has
not appeared in Greek, nor has it been delivered to
our offices, nor is it in our postbox, nor is it available
from the Distribution Service. Since Rule 5l (l) states
as a condition for proceeding with part-sessions of the
European Parliament that all relevant documents
should be available in the official languages, I would
like to request 
- 
I think on behalf of all our Greek
colleagues 
- 
that today's debate on the Jackson
reporl be postponed until it has been made available
in Greek as well.
President. 
- 
The group chairmen and myself took
steps this morning to extend the time-limit for tabling
amendments in view of the difficulties of distributing
this report in certain languages. So far as I know, it is
now available, but we will go into the matter, because
its availability must be beyond doubt. I quite agree
with you. I
Mr Provan (ED).- Mr President, I think, following
Mr Hord's speech a short while ago, you would agree
that it is the first time that we have operated Rule 33.
Perhaps as Members of Parliament, we have not been
fully furnished with all the facts on the reports that
you were talking about and which are being referred
to committee for decision. Could you therefore give us
an undertaking that in future we shall be given the
full.facts regarding these reports so that we can take a
proper decision as to whether they should be sent to
committee or be taken on the floor of the House ?
President. 
- 
Mr Provan, I think that the proposals
concerning directives can be ascertained. !7e have
decided to take a decision tomorrow morning on the
proposals. I think that gives us sufficient time to
inquire into the background of these proposals.
Mr Provan (ED). 
- 
I agree with you entirely, Mr
President. I am grateful for the decision you came to.
However, if in future we had a bit of paper, rather
than a verbal proposal from you in the Chair, we
could have a discussion in the groups during the
preceeding week on the proposals so that we should
knciw exactly what we were letting ourselves in for.
President. 
- 
I think we should not prolong this
procedure too much. It may sometimes happen that a
proposal comes up and one has to decide immediately
whether to bring it before the plenary sitting in order
to have Rule 33 adopted, otherwise it goes to
committee and we follow the normal procedure.
Therefore, from that point of view there are a number
of dead-lines which have to be respected. I agree with
you that we should look for ways and means of
ensuring that on the Monday of the part-session, one
has on paper the proposals which are to be put
I For items concerning the time-limit for tabling amend-
ments, membership of Parliament and speaking time, see
the Minutes.
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forward under Rule 33. It is not the first time the
procedure has applied. Sir Fred has been quite
successful in his committee in invoking Article 33, so
it can work.
5. Action taken on tbe opinions of Parliament
President. 
- 
The next item is the Commission's
statement on the action taken by it on the opinions
and resolutions adopted by Parliament. I
Mr Boyes (S). 
- 
In June 1984, many Members of
this Parliament will be asking peoole to elect them
again. One thing is absolutely certain : the number of
people living in poverly will be much greater than it
was when we asked people to vote for us in June
1979. I notice that according to Section C, Part 2, the
Commission intends to present proposals for a second
programme during the last quarter of 1983. I would
suggest to the Commission that every month that goes
by, every month's delay, gives less opportunity for a
second action programme against poverty to be imple-
mented.
So I make rwo appeals, one to our Committee on
Budgets to ensure that money is provided for a second
action programme; but, above all, to the Commission
not to delay in bringing forward a report ; otherwise
the people of Europe on the major questions of peace,
unemployment and poverty are going to say to those
who knock on doors and hold meetings : S/hat did
you do about it ? I hope that the answer to that ques-
tion will not be negative because of any hold-up in
Commission proposals.
So will the Commissioner tell me exactly in which
part-session he is going to bring forward this report ?
Mr Andriessen, Jllember of the Commission 
- 
(NL)
The Commission fully agrees with the honourable
Member that this is an urgent matter. I would remind
you that the debate on this question took place during
the September part-session and that the Commission
announced that a report would be published in the
autumn. Partly because others have to be consulted,
we cannot comply with Parliament's requests any
sooner. I cannot, of course, say whether the report will
be available for the November part-session. It seems
unlikely to me. The Commission said this autumn,
and the honourable Member can take it that that is
when it will appear.
Mr Patterson (ED). 
- 
Two questions: the first
arises from Mr Boyes's question. Will the Commission
at least allow Parliament's Social Affairs Committee to
see the draft of this second poverty programme ?
Otherwise we shall have to vote on the funds for this
poverty programme blind, and that would be a pity.
My second question : can the Commissioner now
report on what the Commission is doing about the
directive on temporary work ? You will remember that
last month he said it was still too early to comment.
Can he now comment today ?
Mr Andriessen. 
- 
(NL) As regards the first ques-
tion, the Commission is, of course, prepared to
exchange views with the parliamentary committee on
important matters at any stage. I must point out,
however, that any extension of the proposed proce-
dure will make it more difficult for us to keep the
promise I have just repeated, that we shall be
appearing before Parliament with a programme this
autumn. Sy'e must therefore try to reconcile the need
to discuss this matter and the Commission's need for
information. I believe that is something on which the
appropriate Commissioner might usefully exchange
views with the committee.
As for the second point, I must tell you that I do not
have any more information now than I had at the last
part-session. I would also point out that during the
debate the Commissioner responsible for this area
stated his position on many of the points raised. I can
only add that a written answer to the specific question
asked will be forwarded to the committee and so, of
course, to Parliament.
Mr Rogers (S). 
- 
During the last part-session, Parlia-
ment debated a report on the financial activities of the
European Coal and Steel Community. Since then I
have read in our national press that Commissioner
Andriessen made a statement in Luxembourg to the
effect that the British steel industry should once again
take out something like 500 000 tonnes capacity on
top of the extraordinary amounts it has had to take
out over the last couple of years.
In view of the proposals of Parliament that are
outlined in this report, may I ask the Commissioner
what notice he has taken of Parliament's views in this
matter ? Iflhen he issued his statement in Luxem-
bourg, was he speaking in a purely personal capacity ?
Or was it in an official capacity ? And if he was in an
official capacity, could he and Commissioner
Davignon decide who is going to orchestrate the
rundown of the European steel industry ?
President. 
- 
Mr Rogers, may I suggest that you take
up this question during Question Time ? I do not
think it is a question on the follow-up to resolutions
of Parliament adopted during the last few part-ses-
sions. I really must refer you to Question Time as far
as this kind of problem is concerned.
Mr Rogers (S). 
- 
Mr President, I would urge you,
before you pass your snap judgement, to read the
report presented by Mr Gabert during the last part-ses-
sion, in which this Parliament, of which you are the
President, asked the Commission 
- 
and an under-
taking was given by Mr Pisani 
- 
that there would beI See Annex II.
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no implementation and reordering of the guidelines
that cover the Coal and Steel Community until certain
factors had been taken into consideration.
!/hat I want to know is this. Is the Commission as a
group or Mr Andriessen as an individual 
- 
I do not
mean this personally, but in his capacity as a Commis-
sioner 
- 
so arrogant that they can throw out the
views of Parliament within a matter of weeks and
make wide Draconian statements, especially in areas
for which, I understand, Mr Andriessen has no respon-
sibility ? If he has a responsibility, then maybe he
should sort it out with Mr Davignon and Mr
Tugendhat. There are too many fingers in the pie
already. I would like to know in what capaciry that
statement was made and why full recognition was not
taken of Parliament's views on the Gabert report on
the financing of the European Coal and Steel Commu-
nity ? If that is not a follow-up, Mr President, I would
like to know what is.
President. 
- 
You are no longer addressing Mr Andri-
essen in his personal capacity, so perhaps he will
reply.
Mr Andriessen! 
- 
(NL) I still feel that the honou-
rable Member's question, interesting though it is,
exceeds the limits of what Parliament and the
Commission have agreed to discuss with one another
under this item of the agenda. One reason I say this is
that I do not want the agreement watered down in the
future. But, as I have been publicly told that I have no
responsibiliry for this specific aspect of the steel affair,
I am particularly pleased to take this opportunity to
deny what has been said.
In the committee concerned, I referred to the decision
the Commission took on 29 June of this year
regarding the restructuring of the steel industry in an
exchange of views between the committee and the
Commission that was entirely in keeping with the
normal procedures. I did so in my capaciry as the
Commissioner responsible for this matter, and I was,
of course, speaking on the Commission's behalf. I
cannot imagine that any Member of the Commission
would raise the question in this Parliament of imple-
menting the decision the Commission took on 29
June of this year. The Commission still believes that
that decision must be implemented, and I shall there-
fore certainly act on the decisions it has taken.
Mr Coust6 (DEP). 
- 
(FR) I should like Mr Andri-
essen to answer two questions.
The first question, which follows on from what our
worthy colleague Mr Patterson said, has to do with the
directive on temporary work. He did not answer this,
and we asked the Commission at the September part-
session and again today what its position would be. In
view of the contradictions in the amendments 
-which were in fact adopted by a very small number of
voters 
- 
I, for one, said there was no point in purely
and simply withdrawing the directive. Neither Mr
Patterson, the rapporteur for the Committee on Social
Affairs, nor I myself have received any answer on this
so far.
The second question was evaded, but it is, to my
mind, a very important one. Has everything been
done to ensure that the Christmas butter sales takes
place properly ? Mr Aigner, the chairman of the
Budgetary Control Committee, has in fact stressed the
importance of the Christmas butter operation on a
number of occasions.
IN THE CHAIR: MR KLEPSCH
Vice-President
Mr Andriessen. 
- 
(NZ,) I must apologize for presu-
mably not fully understanding Mr Patterson's question
regarding what was discussed in September. That is
why I said that I would give a written answer. I have a
note here which says that during the debate the
Commission made its position clear on this particular
point, the possibility of temporary employment agen-
cies established in one Member State also operating in
other Member States, if that is the point to which Mr
Patterson was referring in his question. If the Commis-
sion's statement was not absolutely clear to Parlia-
ment, I must say that, after a lengthy discussion, the
Commission still believes that there should be no
recommendation for such harmonization for the very
simple reason that it would amount to interference in
areas for which the Member States are at present
responsible. The Commission does not, therefore, feel
it can comply with this suggestion.
As regards the second question, I have just said that
the Commission would appreciate the opportunity of
exchanging views with Parliament on the decision it
has taken as to whether or not it should comply with
the recommendation Parliament made during the last
part-session regarding the Christmas butter campaign.
I do not think it would be a good idea to anticipate
the debate on this subject. I7hat I will say, however, is
that the Commission looks forward to this debate as
an opportuniry to explain how it feels the problem of
the butter surpluses must be tackled and that there are
other, better ways than that indicated by Parliament.
The Commission hopes that it can make it clear to
Parliament and the public on that occasion that it is
trying to pursue a cohesive policy on dairy products.
Mr Lomas (S). 
- 
Just two quick points reverting to
the item on the new anti-poverty programme. Is the
Commissioner able to give a figure for the amount
that the Commission will be asking for the new
programme ?
Is it the figure that was in the Boyes report or does it
differ from that ?
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Secondly, would the Commission, when considering
priorities, please take into account the needs of the
inner city areas ? Very often these are not in nation-
ally designated assisted areas. For instance, my own
constituency in the East End of London is in the
south-east region of Britain. It is certainly not one of
the poorest regions, but there are, in certain parts of it,
300/o unemployed and 25o/o of. the population are
ethnic minorities. It is a very severely deprived area.
Could I make a plea to the Commission not to over-
look those kind of areas iust because they are in rela-
tively well-off regions ?
Mr Andriessen, 
- 
(NL) I am quite prepared to Pass
the honourable Member's plea for information on the
contents of the second anti-Poverty Programme on to
the Commissioner responsible. I hope the honourable
Member will understand that I am not able at the
moment to give him an accurate answer' but I will
forward the suggestion he has made to the relevant
quarter.
As regards the resources to be set aside for this
purpose, I should like to say this: during the debate
Commissioner Richard invited Parliament to use its
budgetary powers to ensure this programme is given
the prioriry which Parliament believes it deserves. I
should like to stress this. In the preliminary draft,
Parliament called for 20 million units of account, if I
remember rightly, on the understanding that the
Member States contribute a similar amount. As the
consultations are still in progress, I cannot yet say
precisely what resources will be involved. But I will
bear this suggestion in mind. As this is an urgent
matter, adequate resources must be provided. Other-
wise, it would be better to leave things as they are.
Mr Hord (ED).- If I may return to the question of
Parliament's opinion on Christmas butter sales last
part-session, it seems to me that the Commission has,
in fact, confirmed that it does not have enough
money left in the 1983 budget to deal with substantial
disposals of butter or any of the other commodities
which are in substantial surplus for this year. l7hether
it is the Christmas butter sale expounded by Mr
Aigner and supported by this House, or whether it is
substantial amounts of sales by way of exports, there is
not enough money in the budget, and therefore the
Commission is unable to carry on with its responsibili-
ties of managing the market.
\7ould the Commission confirm that that is the situa-
tion, and say what it intends to do, having regard to
the seriousness of the situation of such high levels of
surplus agricultural products at the moment ?
Mr Andriessen. 
- 
(NL) I appteciate that this point
is politically important, and I therefore appreciate that
it will keep on coming up under this item of the
agenda. Bui I would point out once again that (a) the
Commission has announced that it intends to issue a
statement on Thursday which will deal with all the
aspects of the matter, including that to which the
honourable Member has referred, and (b) however you
look at it, this is a subiect that is not covered by the
Agreements between Parliament and the Commission
on the substance of this specific item of the agenda.
I therefore hope that you will not expect me to give a
detailed explanation of the Commission's position.
The author of this proposal requested that this debate
be held in the presence of the Commissioner
primarily responsible. I believe we should comply
with this request, and I would therefore ask you to
wait for a detailed answer to the question until Mr
Dalsager addresses Parliament on this matter.
President. 
- 
I think the Commissioner's request is
reasonable, since at previous stages of our discussion
we have already reached similar conclusions.
Mr Provan (ED). 
- 
I refer the Commissioner to
Item No 6 in the report from the Commission, i.e. the
Gautier report on coordinating agricultural research.
Can he give me any indication as to the action that
the Commission has taken, since that report was
asked for as a matter of urgency during the last part-
session ? I stress, Mr President, the matter of urgency
during the last part-session. I have a report in front of
me from the European News Service which says that
common research programmes in the Community are
now hindered by budgetary restraints. How can the
Commission come forward and ask Parliament for
something as a matter of urgency when it knows that
it cannot carry it out financiallY ?
Mr Andriessen. 
- 
(NL) ln reply to the first ques-
tion, I can tell Parliament that later this month the
Commission will be submitting to the Council an
amended proposal that takes account of Parliament's
proposals. The Commission will obviously not be
forwarding to the Council a proposal for which there
are no financial resources in the budget. The honou-
rable Member need not concern himself about that.
Mr Aigner (PPE). 
- 
(DE) I would like to ask the
Commission a few questions with regard to Thurs-
day's discussion.
Can the Commissioners Present ensure that the
Commission statement this coming Thursday will
answer the following questions ?
l. !7hat will be the quantity of intervention stocks
of butter in storage at the end of 1984 
- 
i.e., those
which will have been in storage for two years at that
time 
- 
on the basis of the Commission's own export
projections of something in the region of 350 000
iorrr,.s ? If we have to add the massive stocks from last
year to the 800 000 tonnes we currently have in
storage, the disposal of such combined quantities
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could prove highly problematic and ultimately cost
the Community twice or three times as much.
2. Am I correct in saying that the Commission
renewed, at the end of March 1983, the generally
applicable refund of 135 ECU per 100 kilos for the
C2 zone, only to raise it suddenly to 149 ECU on I
May 1983 for all trading partners in order to make
possible the pre-fixing of some 45 000 tonnes of
butter for a well-known operator with Eastern Euro-
pean connections ? The pre-fixed refund is apparently
to be further adjusted to the tune of 8.16 ECU per 100
kilos after the opening of the milk marketing year
1983184. Commercial circles inform me 
- 
and I
would like to have the Commission's view on this 
-that the delivery of these 46 000 tonnes of butter will
mostly not take place before autumn 1983. In the
intervening period it is being privately stored at the
Community's expense ; in other words, the Commu-
nity's services are being doubly exploited with a view
to increasing personal profits.
3. Can the Commission tell us how it intends 
- 
in
the absence of exhausting the internal market reserves
- 
to dispose of 800 000 tonnes of butter, in the light
of current market trends, sinking world market prices
and a steep curtailment in world demand ?
4. Can the Commission state whether it is empow-
ered to pay for an operation such as the Christmas
butter scheme after it has been completed 
- 
that is,
next year ? Either way the financial burden for the
Commission remains unchanged, for it must make
the interest payments, whether the butter is being
sorted or sold. It is, therefore, not so much a question
of the budgetary year or of insufficient resources 
-the resources exist in the budget. Can the Commis-
sion confirm that the 350 million ECU are not to be
considered as a free gift, as has been said, but rather as
a modest subsidy of. 33 o/0, as we suggested, while the
export option amounts to almost 50 oh of the value of
the produce ? Can the Commission confirm that our
disposal scheme would be both cheaper and more effi-
cient than any superficial analysis they have presented
heretofore ?
President. 
- 
I do not think that Mr Andriessen
should, or even can, give an answer to this now, but
that these questions should be raised in connection
with the Commission's statement on Thursday.
Mr Patterson (ED). 
- 
The Commissioner did say
he had not understood my question. In reply to Mr
Coust6, he said that I should get a written reply.
Could I be absolutely certain he is going to reply to
my question, which is whether I can have a detailed
analysis, as was promised by Commissioner Richard,
of Parliament's vote on all the clauses in the
temporary work directive, not just on the one
concerning right of establishment but on all the
others as well ? Commissioner Richard did say that he
needed time to analyse it. He has now had several
months, so can I have that in a written reply, please ?
President. 
- 
I do not think you need reply, Mr
Andriessen, since the speaker has asked you to deal
with these questions in the written answer which you
intend to give him.
6. lYelcome
President. 
- 
On behalf of the Parliamen! I extend a
hearty welcome to Mr !flilliam Morrison, leader of a
delegation from the Australian Parliament which is
visiting us here.
(Applause)
7. Request to ua.ioe a lllember! parliamentary immu-
nity
President. 
- 
The next item is the report by Mr
Donnez, on behalf of the Legal Affairs Committee, on
a request for the parliamentary immunity of a
Member to be waived (Doc. l-766183).
Mr Donnez (L), rapporteur. 
- 
(FR) Mr President
honourable Members, this is the third time in a row
- 
and I hope it will be the last 
- 
that we have heard
a request from the Italian Minister of Justice to waive
the parliamentary immunity of Mr Pannella.
Let me briefly outline the facts. A number of people
are on trial in Italy for contempt of the Italian Coniti-
tutional Court 
- 
and this is a very special kind of
offence which can only be proceeded against if the
said court gives its agreement, as has happened in this
case 
- 
and they have claimed that the insulting utter-
ances, the defamatory utterances, that is the very least
you can say, that they made about the Italian constitu-
tional Court had been decided on by the national
secretariat of the Radical Party at a meeting attended
by Mr Pannella. Hence, of course, potential proceed-
ings against Mr Pannella for conspiring to insult and
defame the Italian Constitutional Court. The potential
proceedings, of course, come up against the problem
of parliamentary immuniry, and a request has there-
fore been made to waive it.
You are very familiar with our rules 
- 
we have
shaped them together 
- 
and you are as familiar as I
am with the principles governing parliamentary immu-
niry. The idea is to guarantee both the European Parli-
ament and the independence of the Euro-MPs 
- 
in
other words, to protect the institution we form by
protecting the effectiveness of these MPs from the
powers that be. And we decided, in particular, that
parliamentary immunity should not be waived when
the offence was recognized as being of a political
nature. We even decided that the opinion of the MP
in question should be sought, because that is what our
rules say. But we also decided that if the MP, Mr
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Pannella in this case, waived his own immunity, we
could not necessarily accept it because, as I say, parlia-
mentary immunity is primarily a guarantee for the
parliamentary institution.
In the case in point, the offence is of a political nature
or, more precisely, it is a question of utterances of a
political nature made by Mr Pannella. So I would ask
you to maintain our rules and decide that parliamen-
tary immunity should not be waived. The case we are
discussing today is identical to the one we had a few
months ago and I find it very strange that we can
contemplate changing our minds so soon.
This is the rule I am asking you to apply by adopting
the report I have the honour of submitting to you.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.l
8. Court of Auditors
President. 
- 
The next item is the report by Mr
Aigner, on behalf of the Committee on Budgetary
Control, embodying the opinion of the European
Parliament on the appointment of six Members of the
Court of Auditors of the European Communities
(Doc. l-790183).
Mr Aigner (PPE), rapporteur. 
- 
(DE) Mr President,
ladies and gentlemen, the legal basis for the presenta-
tion by your Committee on Budgetary Control of this
motion for a resolution is Article 206 (4) of the EEC
Treaty, which stipulates :
The members of the Court of Auditors shall be
appointed for a term of six years by the Council,
acting unanimously after consulting the Assembly.
However, when the first apPointments are made,
four members of the Court of Auditors, chosen by
lot, shall be appointed for a term of office of four
years only.
The members of the Court of Auditors shall be
eligible for reappointment.
Article 5l of our Rules of Procedure provides as
follow:
Before the appointment of Members of the Court
of Auditors by the Council Pursuant to Article
205 $) of the EEC Treaty, Parliament shall adopt
an opinion on this matter on the basis of a motion
for a resolution tabled by the appropriate
committee.
On behalf of the Committee on Budgetary Control I
am now presenting the motion for a resolution, which
was adopted unanimously in committee ; I have,
however, been requested to clarify certain points.
Six years ago, this House ratified the appointment of
the first members of the Court of Auditors. The term
of office of six of those members expires ot 17
October 1983. The EEC Treaty provides that Parlia-
ment is to have a say in the nomination of members
of the Court of Auditors. Three of the six names
proposed concern reappointments namely, Mr Lelong,
ihe'current presideni of the Court of Auditors, Mr
Mart, from Luxembourg, and Mr Middelhoek, from
the Netherlands. The remaining three are candidates
for office: Mr Carey, from Great Britain, Mr Haase,
from the Federal Republic of Germany, and Mr Vallas,
from Greece.
There is, I feel, no need for me to go into the candid-
ates' curricula t)itae at this point. They are to be
found in Document l-762183. The Committee on
Budgetary Control is satisfied that their experience,
professional formation and academic background
equip them adequately for membership of the Court
of Auditors. The Committee also discussed several
important matters concerning these candidates,
including the pertinent provisions of the Treates.
I would like to cite, in particular :
The members of the Court of Auditors may not,
during their term of office, engage in any other
occupation, whether gainful or not [205 (5)].
In the performance of these duties, they shall
neither seek nor take instructions from any govern-
ment or from any other body. They shall refrain
from any action incompatible with their duties
[205 (5)].
In the course of a discussion it transpired that all
members of the Court of Auditors either reside in the
Grand Duchy or, in the case of new appointees, take
up residence there, so that they are full-time sewants
of the Court. As regards their honorary functions the
Court has adopted particularly stringent rules. !7e
were sufficiently heartened by this to be able to state
that the members of the Court of Auditors have, in
the performance of their duties, complied fully with
the terms of Article 206 of the EEC Treaty.
The Committee on Budgetary Control decided unani-
mously to recommend that Parliament should join
with the Council in appointing these three candidates.
!(e did, however, express one criticism of the
Council : It delays for some considerable time before
consulting Parliament on its recommendations, with
the result that Parliament's hearings and deliberations
are constantly pressed for time. Furthermore, there is
little point in presenting a name to Parliament in the
absenie of prior consultation between Council and
Parliament. Rather, Council should forward a
complete list of all potential candidates to Parliament
so that the latter's hearings could be conducted on the
basis of the complete dossier.I For the vote, see Annex I.
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To close, I would like to express my thanks 
- 
and I
feel sure I can do so also on behalf of Parliament 
-to the departing members, Mr Leicht, Sir Norman
Price and Mr Vitalis, for their excellent endeavours
over the past years.
Both Parliament and our Committee on Budgetary
Control have succeeded in organizing very close and, I
think one may say, exemplary cooperation with the
Court of Auditors. Each has respected the other's
domain in the knowledge that the contribution of
each partner was crucial for the control and, as a
result, the success of the endeavour. Parliament is not
equipped to carry out in-depth investigations in the
Member States. For such thorough investigations, and
the analyses thereof, it relies on the Court of Auditors
and its team of officials. On the other hand, the
Court's endeavours would be all to no avail if it could
not be followed up by parliamentary control and the
option of sanctions. In this scheme of things the coop-
eration brought about an atmosphere of mutual confi-
dence between the Court of Auditors and the
Committee on Budgetary Control in which the
departing members, Mr Leicht, Sir Norman Price and
Mr Vitalis, played no small part. I would like to reit-
erate my thanks to them from the floor of the House.
I would ask the House to emulate the voting pattern
in committee by adopting this report unanimously.
Mr Kellett-Bowman (ED).- Mr President, Parlia-
ment takes the making of these appointments very
seriously indeed, because we lean very heavily on the
Court in the work that we do, especially in the Budge-
tary Control Committee.
Now, I have two small reservations about what we are
doing, and both of them follow from the belief that
members of the Court should be full-time members.
Mr Aigner has mentioned paragraph 6 ol Article 205,
which asks that members of the Court should not be
involved in other activites, and that, of course, I fully
endorse.
Separately 
- 
and if you think about it, it is separate
- 
I think we should ask the members of the Court to
be full-time. By that I mean not necessarily working
on other things but working full-time for the Court.
I hope that the Court, which will reconstitute itself in
the next few days, will bear these points in mind.
I join with Mr Aigner in thanking the retiring three
members of the Court for the sterling work they have
done. They have set a good example to those that
follow them, and we look foward to working very
closely with them in the future.
President. 
- 
The debare is closed. The vote will take
place during the next voting-time.
9. Film-making
President. 
- 
The next item is the report by Mrs
Pruvot, on behalf of the Committee on Youth,
Culture, Education, Information and Sport, on the
promotion of film-making in the Community coun-
tries (Doc. l-504/83).
Mrs Pruvot (L), rapporteur.- (FR) Mr President,
honourable Members, when it drew up the report
before you today, the Committee on Y<iuth, Culture,
Education, Information and Sport wanted to make
proposals and provide details of things that have to be
done quickly by efficient, practical work on the
Community's part.
'$7'e are delighted at rhe support the Commission
representatives have given for our work and our propo-
sals. Although we may agree that the main cause of
the decline of the cinema as popular entertainment
has been the development of television, we should
also remember that, although television has deprived
the film industry of its monopoly of audio-visual
expression, it has provided a new medium for the
dissemination of cinematographic works. In other
words, another market has been opened up. Television
and the cinema are not necessarily conflicting or
competing. \7hat we must do is make proper arrange-
ments so the two media can collaborate in a way that
is profitable to both. Greater television involvement in
film-making and the fixing of film prices at a fairer
level could be envisaged.
In most countries of the Communiry, the television
authorities enjoy a state monopoly and are not subject
to real competition. This enables them to abuse their
dominant position as film buyers to keep prices too
low. This does not happen in the USA, where televi-
sion companies, which are private, provide 45 o/o of.
the film industry's earnings on the national market.
A second aspect of the situation of the film industry
in the countries of the Community is the problem of
film production proper and the question of national
aid for film-making. Our Parliament had the opportu-
nity to look at this question last year, by asking the
Commission not to continue with the drive against
the current system of national aids for film-making, as
this aid should not be seen as a barrier to competition
on the European film market (which in fact does not
exist), but as essential measures to enable the Euro-
pean film industry to survive. That is the second prin-
ciple of our report.
I now move on to the third point, which is perhaps
the most important one. Although the film industry
in the Community countries is in a state of serious
crisis today, the American one seems never to have
been so prosperous. This over-riding difference is not
due, to my mind, to any difference in the standard of
what is produced, but to a huge difference in the
means available for distribution. !7e have here, I
believe, a rypical situation in which the size of the
available market plays a very important part in deter-
mining the success of films.
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The American film industry can count on a huge
basic national market of more than 200 million
consumers, and it has a world-wide distribution
network too. Most of the films produced in the
Community countries are still designed for fairly
small national markets which do noi have the publi-
ciry and distribution facilities they have in America.
But since we agree that the creation here of a genuine
common market in Europe is a very faint hope,
bearing in mind that many of the cultural characteris-
tics of films are inevitably also national characteristics,
how can we help the European film industry to
emerge from the present crisis ?
First of all, the success of American productions in
the countries of the Community proves that, although
there is no common market for film-making as yet,
there is already a f.airly integrated common market as
far as distribution and therefore consumption are
concerned.
So what we want the Community and its institutions
to do is enable European film producers to compete
with the American ones on an equal footing on both
our own and the world market' !7ith this in mind, the
motion for a resolution before you makes three
specific suggestions : first, tighter control of semi-
monopolistic and unfair competition on the part of
American companies on the European market;
second, Community action to improve the efficiency
of the distribution arrangements for films produced in
the Communiry; and, third, an annual European film
festival.
As far as the first proposal is concerned, all we are
asking the Community to do is implement the provi-
sions of the Treaty of Rome on monopolies and unfair
competition. The major American film distributors are
abusing their strength on the European market to
force cinemas to accept conditions and rules that
enable them to exercise what amounts to real control
bver the market.
Secondly, the absence of any European distribution
network that is powerful enough to stand up to the
American majors means that the career of any original
European film depends on American networks, which
are bound to distribute their own films first.
Third, the idea of an annual European film festival,
with Communiry support, could ensure that some of
our films get the sort of collective publicity that would
go some way to making up for the delays they have to
undergo because of the specific publiciry which the
major distributors guarantee their own productions.
To conclude, Mr President, I think I can say that, in
this report, we provide a series of proposals which are
practical and realistic and could be taken up and
implemented by the Commission very quickly 
- 
and
without any maior expenditure 
- 
thereby making a
decisive contribution to safeguarding and promoting
the film industry in the countries of the Community.
Standing up for our film-making is not iust standing
up for one section of our industry and job security in
a sector undergoing a crisis. Supporting the European
film industry means, above all, supporting an impor-
tant medium of European cultural expression, one
that is living and of high quality.
Success in this sector means more than producing
first-class films. European directors and artists are
already doing that. !7hat we have to do is make sure
that these films really reach the public. That is the
fundamental problem and that is where the size of the
market and respect for the rules of competition could
play a very important part 
- 
and one that the
Community must back up with its own efforts.
This report does not call on the Community to
promote cultural protectionism in the film industry.
That would be both regrettable and absurd. !7hat it
does do is ask the Community to make the conditions
of film-making in the Community today fairer. It is
not for us to influence the European sPectator, who is
still the best judge of the standard of films, or to
restrict his choice. \7hat we want to do is guarantee
an equal chance of success to films that are made in
Europe.
Mr Schwencke (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, Europe's cultural heritage is rich. No
responsible politician would ever dream of harmon-
izing such a cultural diversity which has its roots in
history, religion and national identiry. This immense
and gratifying European cultural diversity is not
confined to the traditional arts 
- 
1ns5i6, theatre, litera-
ture, painting and sculpture, but extends to the newer
medium of films. I feel sure that there is no one in
Europe, from Copenhagen to Palermo, from Brest to
Istanbul who cannot immediately call to mind several
films whose artistic expressiveness exercised such a
profound influence upon him as to have very prob-
ably kindled an interest in other peoples and regions.
The European film industry is, as the rapporteur has
indicated, in serious danger. That danger is, to begin
with, of an economic natute. The fall in cinama atten-
dances has by flo means come to an end in Europe.
Furthermore, well over half of the films projected in
Community cinemas 
- 
in some Member States it is a
high as 90 o/o 
- 
are not European, but American
productions. These powerful American distribution
organizations determine the outlook of our citizens
thiough the publicity they employ, they use their
financial resources to fund the public lobby, for televi-
sion too, and purchase, in the usual capitalistic way
their own cinemas, which are then tied to the well-
nigh exclusive showing of American films.
Some Member States and Sovernments have
responded to this overlapping, this increase in the
disiribution of American films to the detriment of
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Community productions, by providing national aids to
promote film-making. I believe such measures consti-
tute an important step in the right direction. However
- 
and herein lies the main reason for this report 
-the Commission has declared such national aid to be
inadmissible under the Treaty. In 1981, it brought an
action against Denmark, the Federal Republic of
Germany, Italy, France and Great Britain, pursuant to
Article 169 of the EEC Treaty. !(e thus have the
Commission as guardian of the Treaties and, simul-
taneously, assassin of the Communiry film industry ! I
believe this doesn't add up. It is now incumbent on
Parliament to declare categorically the prioriry of the
cultural asset represented by the film, for films cannot
be marketed like soap-powder and cannot fall victim
to competition in the same way as any other product
on the Community market.
The Pruvot report is comprehensive and its most
important evidence stems from a hearing instigated by
me, which took place in March 1982 and which was
attended by a cross section of participants ranging
from illustrious film directors to modest provincial
cinema owners. That hearing strengthened our convic-
tion that a dismantling of such national aids to the
Member State film-making industry would be a
prelude to the total disappearance of that industry.
The Committee on Youth, Culture, Education, Infor-
mation and Sport is unanimous in its opinion that
national aids for the promotion of a cultural product,
namely films, are necessary in creating a national and
regional identiry, that measures to stimulate creativity
in the Community and to protect against the flooding
of the Community film market by American produc-
tions are necessary and that we must further develop,
through this medium, the production of original films
in contrast to the stereotype American offerings as the
Community's individual cultural contribution and,
finally, that the Community needs a showpiece for its
own productions in the form of an individual film
festival. Munich has been suggested as a likely loca-
tion, while some proposed amendments favour a
system of rotation. I would say that we should decide
in favour of Munich, at the same time leaving open
the possibility of holding it occasionally in other coun-
tries. Finally, we are in the happy position, as a result
of our discussion with those concerned, of knowing
even better what Europe needs in the way of a cultural
policy : preservation of national films is priority
number one !
Mr Brok (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, the cinema is the authentic art form of the
20th century. This is the spirit in which it should be
promoted. !(ith this aim in mind we must make a
particular Community effort to ensure the future of
the Community film industry. This applies equally to
the tactics of the non-Community picture studios and
distributors.
Films are a typical means of expressing national iden-
tiry and, as such, we ought to support the merits of
national aid in this area. $7e should use the floor of
this House to echo Mr Schwencke's statement that the
cinema is a cultural asset, an art form and it must not
be confused with soap powder. It cannot be subjected
to the same criteria as any other consumer product.
Moreover, we ought to take joint Community action
with the object both of looking into the commercial
practices of American firms and of supporting the
existing Community film industry. Community action
is also needed to bolster our distribution and export
firms with a view to achieving a better world-wide
distribution of our domestic productions than has
hitherto been the case. We must proceed primarily by
building on the strong points of the existing distribu-
tion system which can, in turn, be appropriately coor-
dinated and promoted. Apart from the aid package
outlined we must take the necessary steps to ensure a
wider screening of domestic films by television
networks in the Communiry Member States, thereby
weaning the latter off the cheap fare from overseas.
This report does not set out to put a stamp of Commu-
nity uniformity on our film industry. It goes without
saying that the cinema is apart of the intrinsic culture
of each nation, an expression of national identity. It is
this, above all, which provides the European cinema
with its wealth of diversity. Our group supports the
idea of a festival of European films and the award of a
prize for the best European-made production and we
would like to see suitable provision set aside for this
in the Community budget. To avoid the pitfalls of
centralized bureaucracy we should commission the
Association of Film Directors to carry out the task,
thereby ensuring an appropriate and competent opera-
tion.
Mr Papapietro (COM). 
- 
AD Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, I should like first of all to congratu-
late Mrs Pruvot on her excellent and very comprehen-
sive report, with the valuable proposals it contains.
Mr Schwencke has just recalled the episode from
which the resolution originated. The question was
already discussed in this Chamber last year, and was
the subject of a motion for a resolution which I
personally had the honour of presenting, and which
Parliament adopted. The Commission was then asked
to give up its inappropriare and largely unjustified atti-
tude towards the national film industries. Parliament's
request, which was supported by directors and
producers from all over Europe, was on that occasion
successful.
The Pruvot report now addresses itself to the crisis in
cinema-going, the relationship of the cinema to televi-
sion and modern means of broadcasting, and, above
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all, the relationship between the European and
American film industries. The report paints an
accurate picture of the problems behind the crisis. Its
judgment and denunciation of the subordinate posi-
tion of the European film industry in relation to its
American counterpart is right, as is also its denuncia-
tion of the intolerable practices of the film distribu-
tion companies 
- 
above all the American ones 
-
which are beyond question contrary to the rules of
competition of the EEC Treaty.
In the limited time available to me, I will only dwell
on two points.
I would emphasize that national aid to the film
industry is useful, and is necessary to maintain the
artistic quality of the product, but it cannot resolve on
its own a crisis that does not stem from a lack of
quality in the films produced, even if, for every film
by Fellini or Godart, what a lot of trash there is, and
often, what a lot of vulgarity 
- 
often financed nation-
ally, too 
- 
6nd, at the same time, what a lot of great
American cinema !
The crisis in the European film industry does not
stem only from conditions of commercial colonialism,
or weakness in regard to film distribution. It stems
from something more complex : firstly, the deep
change in the structure of leisure itself 
- 
and this is
what we have to dwell on 
- 
2nd, hence, the decline
in cinema-going. This is a phenomenon that is
tending to become increasingly complex, with cable
TV, TV by satellite, and video cassettes. This is the
first difficulry. The American film invasion is the
second.
As Mrs Pruvot has said, these complex problems
cannot be tackled and resolved with autarkic, Protec-
tionist measures.
It only remains for me, therefore, to say that I agree
with the proposals, above all the proposal for a Euro-
pean Film Festival, preferably to be held in a different
plrce o., each occasion, and probably to be arranged
- 
as proposed in an amendment 
- 
by the Associa-
tion of Film Producers and Directors.
Mr Coust6 (DEP). 
- 
(FR) Mrs Pruvot's rePort on
the promotion of film-making in the Communiry is a
very good one. We apProve of it, we supPort it and we
think that, when she says the Europeans are not
competing with each other but with the Americans,
she is right. But what is imPortant is to strengthen the
ties between the various European film producers. \fle
already have the example of cooperation between
France and the Federal Republic since the l98l agree-
ment, and joint assistance has been Siven to certain
coproduction proiects. There is no doubt that the Fran-
.o-G".man assessment committee for film Proiects
eligible for assistance, like the last Fassbinder film, is
u *.cest. So it was decided 
- 
and this is good thing
- 
to boost this cinematographic cooperation between
France and the Federal Republic by setting up a
similar system of joint assistance with distribution.
This is a precise response to Mrs Pruvot's concern.
But we have to go further than this. On 17 and 18
September 1982, there was a conference in Naples
wliere they proposed a multilateral European agree-
ment on the coproduction and distribution of films
on the lines of that already existing in the Federal
Republic. These are the lines we should be working
along and, of course, we should be working towards a
European film festival too. However, one word of
warning : the arrangements for the festival must be
made as carefully as possible, as there are already
important, long-standing and highly regarded festivals
in Berlin and Cannes and Venice.
Lastly, the resolution underlines, and quite rightly, the
essential role of short films both as a form of cinema-
tographic expression and as a means of training film-
makers. This should be supported so as to lead to the
adoption, at Community level, of measures to
encourage producers in the various countries to make
short films. I should add that this is particularly essen-
tial as we are living in a world where trends in the
distribution of films will lead and already are leading,
with the introduction of new techniques (cable and
satellite in particular), to a new situation. Europe must
unite to promote the European film industry.
Mrs P6ry (S). 
- 
(FR) I should like to start by
thanking Mrs Pruvot for taking her subiect so seri-
ously and by assuring her she has our suPPort. The
European film industry is in a state of crisis in spite of
the fact, as the rapPorteur pointed out, that the
general public is very fond of this most PoPular art-
form. However, today, people can 80 to the cinema in
their own homes, nice and warm and surrounded by
their families. The attractions of television and video
are undeniable. I shall not go into the various asPects
of the report in any greater detail, as you have already
had them explained to you, but I shall talk about the
competition between the traditional forms of distribu-
tion and the development of new techniques. I should
also like to put forward certain measures that would
protect the projection of films in cinemas, this being
something people in the profession are concerned
about.
The countries of Europe could agree on some
common rules to harmonize relations between the
cinema and television. They could, for example, get
the television authorities to broadcast fewer films at
weekends and to wait two or three years after the
premidre before showing them at all. In much the
ru-. *uy, there should be a waiting-time of several
months before films can be distributed on video too.
\7e have to have European cooperation if we are to
campaign against the illegal copying and distribution
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of works. And lastly, these new forms of distribution
should make a greater contribt'tion to covering the
cost of producing films.
The European film industry is in a state of crisis, but
the American film industry, as we have already heard,
is not, for 47 o/o of. the films screened in Europe come
from America. I am not particularly protectionist and
I often find American films good, but it has to be
admitted that a liberal policy is of no help to our
seventh art, in spite of the undeniably high standards
of what we produce. Sfle have to strike a fresh balance
between European and American films. Agreements
could be concluded in the technical industries 
- 
for
copies of films, for example 
- 
and in the field of
distributing European films outside the Community.
!7e could keep a certain percentage of screen time for
European films when programmes are being planned
in our various countries. The honourable Member
who spoke before me reminded us that on 17
September 1982 in Venice, Jack Lang, the French
Minister of Culture, suggested a multilateral European
agreement on the coproduction and distribution of
films, using the provisions that already link France
and Germany. But this European cooperation cannot
replace national aid as things are at the moment : abol-
ishing this aid would kill the film industry in the
countries of Europe.
The need for collaboration between television and the
cinema, the creation and renovation of cinemas in
underprivileged areas and the adoption of new
measures to encourage shorts and provide support for
art and experimental films are all potential focusses
for a European film policy.
Mr Adamou (COM). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, we
consider that Mrs Pruvot's proposals relating to the
situation and problems of national film industries in
the Member States of the Community are positive.
She very rightly stresses the dramatic consequences of
the crisis in the film industry in EEC countries
because of competition from large multinational
companies, and in particular the threat to the culture
and further advancement of 'l7estern European coun-
tries posed by the flood of American films. The statis-
tics are indeed frightening. American films have taken
over the markets in the Community's Member States,
from a proportion of 30% in Italy up to 92o/o in
Britain. If we bear in mind that the characteristic
feature of the American cinema is a glorification of all
kinds of violence and crime, it becomes easy to under-
stand how great is the danger threatening not only the
psychological well-being, but the cultural progress and
spiritual development of our peoples owing to the
cultivation of Americanism. I stress the term 'Ameri-
canism.'
Nevertheless, we would like to comment that at
certain points in Mrs Pruvot's resolution it should be
made clear that the measures proposed apply to the
film industries in all our countries, and not just to
some film industry in the Communiry. Otherwise, we
should find ourselves trapped in the same vicious
circle, with many threats to the national identities of
our peoples.
Sublect to these reservations, we shall vote in favour of
Mrs Pruvot's proposals.
Mr Andriessen, ilernber of tbe Comnrission. 
- 
(NL)
Mr President, the President of the Commission, Mr
Thorn, would have liked to take part in this debate.
Unfortunately, business elsewhere in the Community
prevents him from being here today. In view of the
limited speaking-time, I cannot, of course, consider
every detail of the analysis or even of the resolution,
an important resolution.
I will confine myself, if I may, to saying that Parlia-
ment and the Commission very largely agree on the
need for action to be taken to help the film industry
and on the form this action should take. I am also
pleased to see that the majority of this Parliament at
least now understands the Commission's opinion on
assistance for the film industry. The Commission has
never opposed such assistance. It has been concerned
in the past about the way in which it has been
provided. Consultations on this subject are now in
progress and will, I hope, produce a satisfactory solu-
tion.
!flhen preparing for this debate, I was struck by some-
thing that Moravia said: 'Through the invention of
the film man is placed before a gigantic enlargement
of himself. He raises his head and sees himself in
action. Television, on the other hand, reduces man in
size, making him a dwarf, a miniature'. Although I do
not fully agree with this statement, I do share the view
expressed on films made for the cinema. In my
opinion, such films are culturally irreplaceable. It is a
piry that far fewer people go to the cinema now than
before the introduction of television. It is obvious that
from an economic point of view 
- 
as has rightly
been pointed out 
- 
television obtains expensive films
cheaply. The cinema-goer provides much of the
finance that goes into the films seen on television.
This produces a false relationship between revenue
from the cinema and revenue from television. Some-
thing must be done about this, but I do not think it
will be easy to do it quickly.
Before the end of the 1980s, the Member States of the
Community will have on average three conventional
television channels, thirty cable channels and a
number of satellite channels. How programmes are to
be found for all these channels will then become a
particularly urgent question. Not only will there have
to be more coproductions : a fair price will also have
be paid for films that are shown.
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There need be no doubt is this disputed here
- 
that our film industry is in a healthy condition as
regards the quality and quantiry of the films it
produces. Culturally, the challenge can there,fore be
accepted without further ado. But the film industry is
less healthy when it comes to distribution. \7hile it is
true that film production is a flourishing activity with
strong roots in firm ground, the same cannot be said
of distribution. Where distribution is concerned, it is
extremely important for us to ioin forces in the
Community, because the likelihood of success in this
area is directly related to the number and variety of
the films produced. In this connection, I can also say
that the Commission is looking very carefully at the
present situation as regards the distribution of films
ind, if necessary, will take action. I also note that it is
more widely agreed that competition which is consid-
ered unfair should be combated than that the prin-
ciple of competition should be accepted for this
product as such, even in this Parliament.
The Commission will, of course, need to have further
consultations, internally and externally, before the
ideas contained in this resolution are implemented.
The Commission is prepared for this, and it is also
willing to pave the way for the European film festival,
an idea that you have suggested. And we are talking
not only about films that last the whole evening, but
about short films as well, not only the commercial
circuit but also the non-commercial film-clubs and
cinemas that specialize in artistic and experimental
films. Thought witl also be given to cinemathdques,
which are true cultural centres, and, just as you have
proposed, to those men and women who earn their
daily bread by making films.
After the resolution has been adopted, the Commis-
sion will have a clear recommendation to help it map
out its policy. A resolution that will, of course,
iontinue to bear the name of Mrs Pruvot, who has
been responsible for drawing up excellent rePort' on
which I ihould like to congratulate her most sincerely.
I hope and expect the final outcome to be a substan-
tial increase in the number of people wanting to go
and see our films in the Community and possibly
outside.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed. I
Mr Brok (PPE), ra.Pporteur. 
- 
(DE) Mr President,
ladies and gentlemen, European unification, and with
it, the consolidation of a durable peaceful coexistence
worthy of the name, can be assured if we are
successful in rallying Community youth to such ideals
and, in organizing their education along lines faithful
to them, we can help to Prevent chauvinism from ever
taking roots again in Europe. This highlights the need
to have recourse to the Community dimension with
regard to school curricula, not by the addition of an
exclusively Community subiect but rather across the
board, supplanting the exclusively national view and,
in the process, affording the young generation a truly
global Community outlook.
Such an objective necessitates the gradual elimination
from school textbooks of mutually-held preconceived
ideas which, in turn, would have the additional effect
of contributing towards peace in Europe. A French
writer once said: 'they even manage to turn the truth
on its head. Each nation has spawned its own self-
serving truth to replace the notion of eternal truth. So
many nations, so many truths, refusing to acknow-
ledge each other, distorting and misrepresenting. By
all accounts this is, in the history of Europe, a critical
point of departure. !7e need look no further than at
the European civil wars 
- 
preconceived ideas which
were allowed to feed upon themselves over hundreds
of years and which, to this day, have still not been
totally banished from our hearts and minds.
This is not an attempt to decry the necessity of
recalling clearly those chapters of national excesses.
Quite the contrary. Such national aberrations must be
explained, warts and all. !7e have come to realize at
this stage that ideals of European unification fail to
inspire the young generation precisely because they
lack the personal war-related experiences imprinted
upon those who were later to become the founding
fathers of the European unification Process.
'We must explore ways of equipping the young Senera-
tion with a sense of perception in spite of their lack of
personal experience of those appalling chapters of
European civil wars, race and class hatred. It is incum-
bent on the European Parliament to contribute to this
process, for aspects of Community economic policy,
customs union and so forth are not matters which are
likely to rally the young generation behind a Peace
movement. Europe is more than an association of
grocers and farmers. It is first and foremost the instru-
ment for rendering warfare between Europe's citizens
inconceivable. This was the reasoning underlying the
unanimity which prevailed in the Committee on
Youth, Culture, Education, Information and Sport.
The area covered by the report is one in which
numerous institutes and non-governmental bodies are
already active. Indeed, in drawing up the report, I
have been inundated with excellent suggestions,
mainly spontaneous, at national rather than Commu-
10. Scbool textbook commission
President. 
- 
The next item is the report by Mr
Brok, on behalf of the Committee on Youth, Culture,
Education, Information and Sport, on the establish-
ment of a school textbook commission (Doc.
r-4e4183).
1 For the vote, see Annex I.
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nity or bilateral level and, for the most part, uncoordi-
nated. \7e now have the task of coordinating these
exemplary efforts of scientists and other specialists.
Hence the need for cooperation among the various
national specialists. This, in turn, highlights the need
for seminars devoted to educational policy, the initia-
tion and support of scientific studies and the commis-
sioning of an enquiry, to be undertaken by an existing
scientific institute rather than by the creation of a new
one. The coordination of the results obtained would
be entrusted to a school textbook commission
consisting of independent specialists. The aim is,
therefore, to bring specialists together in a cooperative
endeavour, rather than a series of individual efforts.
The Community's role in this scheme of things would
be one of coordinating and supplementing.
Let me make it perfectly clear that we believe there is
a case for investigating the possible need for such a
committee ol inquiry. Mr Simmonds, who has tabled
an amendment, ought to reconsider this aspect. Ifle
are not about to set up a school textbook commission
at this juncture. $7e are, rather, asking the House to
give the go-ahead for an inquiry to be carried out, as
to the need, or otherwise, of such a commission. Thus
worded, I believe there ought to be little objection to
its adoption by the House.
There is no doubt that Member State governments
must have the final say with regard to the contents of
such school texts. Nor do we consider it, as yet, an
auspicious moment for entrusting the Community
with overall responsibility in the educational sphere.
!fle feel, rather, that this is a quintessentially national
domain. As such the work carried out by the commis-
sions and institutes referred to could be of no more
than a preliminary nature, consisting of recommenda-
tions which would be examined and appropriately
reworked to take account of national characteristics.
However, 
- 
and I would ask the conservatives to
appreciate this 
- 
if we strip the report of the provi-
sions relating to the committee of inquiry and the
coordination exercise outlined above, then it will have
lost its relevance and we shall have rejected the oppor-
tunity of eliminating national preconceived ideas.
For the benefit of Mr Simmonds I should like to
quote from his fellow-countryman, Herbert George
!7ells, who said: 'To the enlightened it is becoming
increasingly clear that as long as racist heresies and
national and cultural prejudices are sustained through
systematic inculcation, our very contemporary human
existence and thought-process will be increasingly
doomed to a regime of slavery, fear and the passions
of ever-more appalling wars'!
Such an issue lends itself, in my opinion, neither to a
formal nor a fiscal approach, all the less so when the
wherewithal for the implementation of the approach I
have outlined is at hand, in the form of the Kreyssig
Fund. Turning to Mr Forth, I must say that I feel the
Community to be more than the attainment of the
customs union, as you propose, and that we should,
therefore, attempt to promote a European peace
policy as a promising initial step.
A peace policy in Europe supercedes mere discussion
about deployed or to-be deployed missiles. It must be
more than the mere absence of war, it must contain a
tangible commitment to promoting peace. Hence ny
belief that, if European society could be relieved of
prejudices, they could no longer be manipulated and,
sharing an education based on the Community dimen-
sion, would never permit governments to embark
upon warmongering tactics. I believe such an ideal of
a peaceful and free Europe to have been the dream of
the founding fathers of the European unification
movement and that, while fully recognizing national
responsibility in educational policy, we should
subscribe to such a dimension and make the advan-
tages it affords freely available, with a view to
providing back-up advice in the form of coordination
and consultation, thereby providing the national
Member States, as the responsible authorities, with the
benefit of the preliminary work which they can
develop in the spirit of a European ideal.
(Applause)
Mr Gerokostopoulos (PPE). 
- 
(GR) Mr President,
the Group of the European People's Party, on whose
behalf I speak, adopts absolutely and unreservedly the
proposed resolution by the Committee on Youth,
Culture, Education, Information and Sport, for the
setting up of a school textbook commission.
In and my group thank the rapporteur, Mr Brok, both
for his report and for his initiative, with other
colleagues, in setting in motion a debate on this most
important topic. Our colleague's inspired develop-
ment of the subject and indeed the text of the resolu-
tion under consideration are characterized by such
clarity that little more need be said upon the subject.
I would however, like to take this opportunify to voice
certain general thoughts and comments on the need, I
stress 
- 
the urgent need 
- 
for the European
Community to become more active in the educational
sector in general. To forestall any objections, I stress
that such action would nor aim to challenge the
characteristic features of the national identities of
Member States ; in any case, this is also emphasized in
the motion for a resolution and by the rapporteur
himself. On the contrary, it should aim at a better
understanding of national characteristics and a deeper
knowledge of Europe's cultural heritage, the common
properfy of the countries on our continent.
The European Community cannot base its orientation
entirely on economics and its associated fields. Due
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consideration must also be given to the cultural sector,
and in particular to education. The proposed resolu-
tion we are debating deals only with one small frac-
tion of the problem of education, but it does round off
previous Community actions in a specific and prac-
iical way. More especially, I refer, first, to the Commis-
sion's communication to the Council of 1978 entitled
'Educational activities with a European content : The
study of the European Community in schools', and
secondly, to Parliament's resolution of I I March 1982,
the Gaiotti de Biase resolution, concerning a Commu-
niry programme in the field of education.
Mr President, before I finish I should like to stress
that the proposal to set uP a European school text-
book commission is a basic precondition for coordi-
nating all the work aimed at publicizing the European
Ideal in the Community's schools. The European
People's Party, believing firmly in the unification of
Europe, supports Mr Brok's motion for a resolution
without any reservations, as I said earlier, and both
asks and hopes that this House will unanimously
adopt the same position so that the necessary steps
towards our Sreat PurPose, the aspiration of European
Union, may be taken all the sooner'
Mr Beyer de Ryke (L). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, if our
colleague Georges Marchais happened to be present, I
would get him to shout that it was a scandal. !7hat
scandal ? The one the President of the French Repu-
blic denounced 
- 
so pertinently and so late 
- 
when
he spoke out against history being dropped from the
timeiable in our schools. Man is only man because he
has a memory 
- 
and that will perhaps prevent Jean-
Charles from picking out gems like the caricature that
appeared in a French weekly the other day, where we
siw a little boy thinking: 'Marie-Antoinette, Marie-
Antoinette .. . W'asn't she married to Napoleon before
he married Joan of Arc at Verdun ?' Joking aPart 
- 
if
the Brok report is simply aimed at generating a better
knowledge of the history of Europe and the Commu-
niry, we shall be right behind it. But we cannot be
unieservedly in favour, I have to admit, when it
implies a need to harmonize syllabuses to avoid what
he calls national prejudices' It is true 
- 
he is right 
-
that, to a certain extent, excessive nationalism is the
death of Europe; but ignorance of what has made the
nations of Europe what they are does damage to the
whole.
I am most certainly aware of the fine intentions of the
equally fine honorable Member, our friend Brok' He
claims not to want to diminish our national identities,
but what he is proposing still seems to some of us to
be likely to damp our individual features' There is no
point in harmonizing for the sake of it. Harmonize
-Eutop..n 
law, 'yes'. Harmonize school textbooks, 'yes
but' 
- 
which for some people means 'no, but'' !(hich
is why, Mr President, and I am ending on this note,
we, in our hearts and our consciences, will not be
harmonizing this vote. Each member of the Liberal
Group will vote as he sees fit and he will be free to do
so.
Mr Vandemeulebroucke (CDI). 
- 
(NL) In some
respects I have mixed feelings about the Brok report.
It is true that history is sometimes taught from a fairly
narrow nationalist viewpoint and often lacks a wider
perspective, but I find'it a pity that the raPporteur
confines his suggestions almost entirely to the subject
of the textbook itself. There are, of course, quite a
number of pedagogical methods besides the tradi-
tional textbook. This report does not, for example,
refer to schools programmes on the radio and televi-
sion or to adult education Programmes, video libraries
or slide libraries. And it is also a great piry that it does
not contain an analysis of the role which the informa-
tion offices in the various Member States might play
in the composition of more Europe-oriented curricula
and teaching materials. They could do this by
arousing the interest of teachers' association and
helping to finance model lessons, series of slides and
vidio iassettes. This could all be done in the form of
'project teaching', with the teaching of languages,
history, geography, economics and so on being
combined to give an overall aPProach, leading to the
discovery of another Member State, for example.
In my opinion, it is not for the Commission to Put
iself in the place of the Member States' pedagogues.
No teaching method is ever cut and dried. Teaching
methods are always evolvinS. I do not therefore
consider the proposal for a 'Commission textbook'
very useful. It would be far better for the Commission
to confine itself to giving financial encouragement
and support from the Kreyssig Fund and to
exchanging information through existing channels,
which are, in my opinion, the information offices.
Nonetheless, I shall vote for this report because it
calls for more attention to be paid to the teaching of
history.
Mr Eisma (NI). 
- 
(NL) Mt President, we have
repeatedly complained here about the lack of progress
in European integration, principally because of the
Council's frequent failure to take decisions. This in
turn is due to the Ministers having to account to their
national parliaments and to the fact the European idea
has to take second Place to national interests' even
minor ones. And this, of course, is due to the fact that
the members of the national parliaments would not
otherwise dare to face their constituents.
If we are to overcome this impasse, we must educate
young people in a European way. This in turn will
mean the election of parliamentarians who think Euro-
pean and also require their Ministers to Pursue a Pro-
Er.opean policy. The Council of Ministers will then
automatically take the decisions we want over the next
rwenty years. It is as simple as that.
The ideas expressed in Mr Brok's rePort therefore
have our full support. The idea of European unifica-
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tion should be encouraged, both by progressively
removing the prejudices and one-sided approaches
from teaching aids and through positive teaching on
the importance of European integration.
!7e know, of course, that the powers of the Council
and Commission do not extend to the curricula of
schools in the Communiry. But they can make recom-
mendations and use their influence, as indeed the reso-
lution requests. And there are already 'European text-
books'which give an unprejudiced account of history,
for example. These books could be used to advantage
when national teaching materials are modified.
Like my neighbour, Mr Vandemeulebroucke, we are
less enthusiastic about the proposal that these activi-
ties should be coordinated by yet another new
commission. After all, the budget of many of the
Community's advisory committees was halved last
year. This will make things difficult for various major
reports, like those on consumer protection. In these
circumstances, should we be setting up another advi-
sory committee ? At the risk of labouring the point,
we would remind you of the institute in Brunswick
that has been comparing textbooks for years.
Could this institute not carry out the research into the
way Europe is treated in teaching, for which the reso-
lution calls ? Could it not be put in charge of coordi-
nating activities ? If so, there is no need for a separate
commission. This is to assume that the Commission
cannot take on these tasks itself, which is the subject
of the amendments tabled by Mr Simmonds. !7e look
forward to hearing the Commissioner's answer to this
question.
Mr Bogh (CDI). 
- 
(DA) Mr President, when I read
Mr Brok's report, I am reminded that we are are ap-
proaching the year 1984, which was the subiect of
George Orwell's famous novel of the future. In that
book, the main character is an official at the Ministry
of Truth, his work consists in the continuous revision
of the past, so that the history books are always in
confirmity with prevailing ideology.
There is not a little of the same idea in the document
we are dealing with here. It assumes that the past was
full of nationalistic prejudices, which are reflected in
the school books of the period, and that we are in a
better position today to present an objective view. Mr
President, our view of history is no more objective
than the view we have of our own age, and any claim
that our view of our own age is objective would be
intellectual fraud. The appraisal of history which is
presented in Mr Brok's report is ciiaracterized by the
attempt of the devotees of Union to trivialize certain
uncomfortable facts about the past and to make the
idea of European unity the culmination of a signifi-
cance and dynamism inherent in the history of
Europe.
It is a perfectly legitimate and important task for us to
work out a reasoned attitude to the absurd evils we
have lived through in Europe, but we shall not do that
by trimming history to fit a convenient pattern. !7e
shall do it by coming to terms with the past. !7e shall
not do it 
- 
as the report calls on us to do 
- 
by intro-
ducing a European dimension into the education
given in the schools. This is nothing but a new subiec-
tivism which we have no grounds for inflicting on the
children. The plain fact is that education, schooling,
cultural policy in general are irrelevant to the Commu-
nity. There is nothing about these things in the Treaty
of Rome, and Parliament could therefore quite
happily have saved itself the trouble of dealing with
this question.
Mr Estgen (PPE). 
- 
(FR) As co-signatory of Mr
Brok's motion, I clearly support it whole-treartedly.
Like him, I think rhat there is no point in champ-
ioning a Community educational policy, but I do
believe it is reasonable to ask schools today to help
build the United States of Europe, to contribute to thl
European idea, for Europe will only be achieved if our
young Europeans realize and recognize the impor-
tance of this unification for our continent, for our
countries and for our citizens in a world environment
that is extremely hard and dangerous. It is at school
that the young people, men and women alike, of our
respective countries have to learn that they belong to
Europe and that they depend on Europe.
'S(e have to teach the meaning of being European in
our schools ; we have to teach what unites us and what
makes us different from other people. So the school
has a key task here, as it has an enormous influence
over_ our young people. What this means, practically
speaking, is that the European idea has to have its
place in the school, both as an educational principle
and as part of the syllabus.
'We must base ourselves on the cultural foundations of
a common European civilization and show our young
people how the desire for political unification in
Europe was, ultimately, born of the ruins and of the
great fratricidal wars. So school textbooks, obviously,
are of vital importance. At the same time, I shouid
like to stress the importance of training teachers too,
along European lines. It is our teachers who will train
the European citizens of tomorrow. That is where our
hopes lie. The classroom is every bit as important as
this Chamber when it comes to building tie Europe
of tomorrow. Teachers are as important as politicians,
maybe more important. School-books are as important
as our resolutions. Therein lies the importance of the
report by Mr Brok, and I congratulate him on what he
has done.
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Mr Gendebien (CDI). 
- 
(FR) In one or two words,
Mr President, I should like to thank Mr Brok for
having taken my motion for a resolution into account.
As he said, we shall not build Europe iust by talking
about the sheepmeat trade or Christmas butter. That
would be a monumental error.
Closer ties between our peoples will also come from a
better understanding and a greater appreciation of our
different identities. Hence the importance of teaching
history to the up and coming generation : the history
of our nations 
- 
which, as far as I am concerned,
stretch from the Atlantic to the Urals 
- 
and the
almost equally long history of the construction of
Europe.
In my motion for a resolution, I noted the persistence
in history teaching of wrong, distorted and even nati-
onalistic ideas. This is something that has to be fought
at all costs by our institutions taking ioint action on
history books and also on the mass media 
- 
televi-
sion, for example. Here I am sorry that the resolution
fails to mention television, for it is worrying to see
that stupid, simple-minded and nationalistic films,
particularly war films, are distorting the idea of
Europe. So I hope the Commission and the govern-
ments will take note of the resolution we are about to
vote this evening, and I hope that from now on, Mr
President, ladies and gentlemen, Parliament will
spend more time on debates of this kind, as these are
subjects which seem to me to be every bit as impor-
tant as our debates on economic and commercial
affairs.
Mr Andriessen, .lfiernber of the Commission. 
- 
(NL)
Mr President, the Commission appreciates the interest
the European Parliament is again showing through
this debate in educational problems and more specifi-
cally in teaching on EuroPe.
If we are to achieve what is written in the first para-
graph of the preamble to the Treaty of Rome, an ever-
closer union among the peoples of Europe, we simply
cannot overlook the teaching of our young people.
Parliament can therefore take it for granted that the
Commission will be continuing its activities in this
area with the modest resources at its disposal. T'he
Commission has close contacts with many non-gover-
nemental organizations active in the field of educa-
tion, and not least with the Centre for European
Education and the European Teachers' Federation.
Through these organizations it assists a wide range of
initiatives and activities.
But I must point out at this juncture that the
resources available to the Commission are very
limited. !7hile the Commission was able to contribute
300 000 ECU from the Kreyssig Fund to teaching on
Europe in 1982, this amount was reduced to 150 000
ECU by the budgetary authority in 1983. The
Commission has again requested 300 000 ECU for
1984, but at the end of the debate the Committee on
Youth, Culture, Education, Information and Sport
proposed that this should be reduced to 200 000 ECU.
I should mention that there are people working enthu-
siastically in the field who are capable of doing impor-
tant work with small amounts, but that the very
substantial reduction in available resources has also
brought many initiatives with a good chance of
success to a halt. However, I should like to emphasize
here this evening that the most important asPect of
the Commission's policy is cooperation with other
organizations in conjunction with encouraging cooper-
ation among these other organizations.
Earlier this year, for example, the Comission sPon-
sored a conference that was organized by the Istituto
storico italiano per l'etd rnodema e contenlporane*,
the main aim of which was to set up an association to
encourage the teaching of European history in a non-
nationalist way. The Commission has also compiled a
catalogue of textbooks on Europe that will be available
in a few months.
The Commission's experience generally shows that
this is a more effective way of stimulating balanced
teaching in Europe than, for example, the involve-
ment of textbook commissions. This latter idea has
been raised in the past, but has generally encountered
considerable resistance or reservations among the
authorities concerned in the Member States, one
reason being that in various Member States textbooks
are not regarded as something which should concern
the government. I therefore believe that encouraging
cooperation could be more effective than setting uP
new bodies.
The Commision endorses the general recommenda-
tion made in this resolution, in its call for more coop-
eration in this area. The Commission would not be
able to accept any very specific recommendation, as I
have just said with reference to the textbook commis-
sion. This does not alter the fact that the Commission
intends to act in the spirit of this resolution with the
resources it has, with the aim of bringing about the
type of teaching that Parliament wants.
Mr Brok (PPE), rapporteur. 
- 
(DE) Mr President,
ladies and gentlemen, I would like to thank the
Commission for endeavouring to aid this area from
the very limited financial resources available. Our
report aims to continue the initiative sponsored by the
Commission which is currently in operation in this
area. On the question of the school textbook commis-
sion, the House is not being asked to vote on its inau-
guration but rather to endeavour with the aid of such
i commission, to obtain a constant coordination and
contact consisting of specialists already carrying out
such research in various national institutes. !7ere the
Commission and Parliament to make a joint effort to
substantially beef up the financial resources allocated
to this area in an effort to eliminate national preju-
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dices it would be better than some of the decorative
Community-financed brochures we distribute which
are read by no more than a chosen few and, at best,
end up adorning one or other book shelf. As Mr
Eisma pointed out, the task which we envisaged for
the school textbook commission could, in fact, be
entrusted to an existing organism such as the 'Braun-
schweiger Institut'. Although a possibility, I personally
would prefer to see such a body constituted along
Community-wide lines, for I can readily envisage the
pitfalls inherent in commissioning a national institute
to carry out a task of such international scope. To Mr
Bogh, who has compared the whole affair to Orwell's
book '1984' I, as a German, born in the post-war
period, and as one who feels he has learned some-
thing from German history, feel obliged to point out
something to you. In the First and Second \florld
Wars, young Germans were spurred on by non-democ-
ratic governments because a school educational policy
replete with preiudices rendered them easy priy for
such manipulation. I would not like Germany, nor
indeed Europe as a whole, to be subjected to such an
experience again. I would like to hope that the elimi-
nation of such prejudices would preclude Europeans
from ever taking up arms against each other again.
For this reason I appeal for your support.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
The debate is closed. The vote will take
place during the next voting-time.
Mr Forth (ED).- Mr President, it may be that when
we considered the agenda we decided not to vote after
this report, but I missed that. It says on my agenda
that the report by Mr Brok would be followed by the
vote. I fully expected the vote to take place now, and I
am here to participate in it ! Can you tell me the basis
on which you have now changed the time of that vote
to l7ednesday please ? I am not aware of the House's
having approved of that.
President. 
- 
Mr Forth, I will gladly tell you in the
hope that Mrs Kellett-Bowman's point of order will
then fall. Our agenda indicates that today's sitting lasts
until 8 p. m. Eight o'clock has now passed, and there
is no hope of finishing the matter in a couple of
minutes, since I have so many requests to make expla-
nations of vote that it is impossible to tell how long
they will take. Once more, the reason why the voting
cannot take place now and has to be postponed until
ITednesday is that it is already 8 o'clock.
Mrs Kellett-Bowman (ED). 
- 
I was going to
observe that it is so much more satisfactory when
those who have actually listened to the debate can
then vote, but obviously the point is gone, Mr Presi-
dent.
Qhe sitting closed at 8.05 p.m)t
I For items concerning membership of committees and the
agenda for the next sitting, see the Minutes.
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Votes
This Annex indicates rapporteur's opinions on amendments and fepro-
duces the text of explanations of vote. For further details of the voting, the
reader is referred to the Minutes'
Donnez report (Doc. 1-766t83 : \Uraiving a Member's immunity) : adopted
Pruvot report (Doc. 1-504/t3 : Film-making) : adopted
Explanations of aote
Mr Forth (ED).- This resolution, I am afraid, shows Parliament at its worst, because yet
again we are going through the ritual of saying warm and pleasant words about some-
tf,ing, asking at siveral poi.,tr fot things to be done which entail the expenditure of
-oniy, but not telling anyone where the money will come from.
This Parliamenr lays a lot of stress on the fact that it is a joint budgetary authority of the
Communiry. \(/e claim to have power and influence over the purse-strings. Ve claim to
be financiaily responsible. !7e claim to speak on behalf of the taxpayers of Europe. Yet in
this report, as in io many others, we make specific recommendations for the expenditure
of money. You will find this in paragraphs 8, ll, 14, 15 and 17. I would like to know
from the Commission from which budgetary line this money is coming, because the
Commissioner told us how wonderful all this was and how the Commission proposed to
do positive and good things about it.
But words are not enough and reports are not enough. $7'e are dodging, ducking and
avoiding our responsibility as parliamentarians and as joint budgetary authority of this
Commrinity if time and time again we produce reports which say that we should spend
money and yet refuse to say where the money is coming from'
Could anyone tell me whether this is going to require a larger Community budget and, if
so, from where ? !7ill other budgetary lines be reduced ? If so, which ones ? I would very
much like to know when this Parliament is going to face its responsibiliry as a joint
budgetary authority and tell people where the money for this kind of thing is coming
from. Until it does, I will not suPport this and similar rePorts.
Mr Marck (PPE). 
- 
(NL) I fully endorse the general tenor of Mrs Pruvot's resolution,
since I believe that the abolition or reduction of the aid that is now provided by most
Member States and is now in danger because of the crisis would eventually result in the
disappearance of the film industry-. It should be given more encouragement' Mrs Dury's
ame'niment, which has just been adopted, calls for encouragement through tax conces-
sions on investments in the production of films, and that seems a very good idea to me'
!7e should also make it cleai to various Member States that something must be done for
the film industry.
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I do not fully agree with the suggestion Mrs Pruvot makes in her report that the
American film industry is entirely to blame for the European industry's difficulties. The
dominance of American films in the world has been a process of historical evolution and
is, in my opinion, an irreversible fact. !7e must search our own hearts rather than look for
excuses. Even the European Community has great film producers who make things diffi-
cult for the smaller countries, and the amendment tabled by Mrs Dury that has just been
adopted makes it easier for me to vote for this resolution with enthusiasm.
I should like to refer, in particular, to paragraph 7 of the Pruvot resolution, which calls on
the Commission to take action to establish cooperation between the film and television
industries on a mutually beneficial basis.
Mrs Dury $1. 
- 
(FR) Mrs Pruvot, in the end I shall be voting for your report, because,
in spite of the fact that you failed to give your opinion on my amendments, they got
through. But I have two remarks to make about your report. First, we should not, i f;el,
make the American film industry and its 'majors', which are rapacious indeed, the only
targets. r7hen they talk about rapacious companies in Belgium, what they mean are th;
French distributors above all, those firms that are on the way to getting themselves a
monopoly in a small country like mine and making it extremely difficult io contemplate
any independent distribution. I feel your report fails to shed enough light on the pro6lem
of small countries which are subject to the influence both of America and of big countries
like your own.
A second thing is this. I think you don't place enough emphasis on film production. This
is why I tabled an amendment on tax exemption for people who invest in the film
industry. There would be no point, I think, in having distribution circuits if there were
nothing to distribute. If there are no films to distribute, the whole operation is pointless.
!7hat I think, in fact, is that the distribution issue is far more important than we tend to
imagine, which is why I tabled that amendment.
As Mr Andriessen said, the need for image is growing, particularly in the new media that
you criticize 
- 
although, as I see it, it is an opportuniry for the European film industry
too.
Mr Simmonds (ED). 
- 
In making my explanation of vote, may I say that whilst I have
the Sreatest respect for Mrs Pruvot, I have been unable to vote for certain paragraphs in
the report, just as I was unable to vote for them in committee. As Mr Fiorth has
mentioned, very many of them call for the spending of money and the establishment of
further bureaucracy, and there is no indication of scale of this and how the cost of it is to
be met. Virtually all the paragraphs that I have voted for, however, call for the law to be
observed and to ensure that we have free and fair competition. !7e can ask for nothing
less than that.
One particular call that worries me is the call for a European Film Festival. All those to
whom I have spoken in the trade tell me that there are already too many festivals for too
few films, and I cannot vote for yet another film festival. I do believe that we have to take
into account the new revolution that is taking place in Europe regarding video cassettes.
The statistics contain'ed in this report and relating to the yeais p1g ani 1980 are, as far
as the United Kingdom's figures for cinema attendance are concerned, out-of-daie and,
alas, irrelevant. However, I am prepared to support substantial parts of the report.
Mrs Phlix (PPE). 
- 
(NL) | welcome this reporr, and I thank Mrs pruvot for the way in
which she has dealt with this difficult subject.
However, I. must express my disappointment at the insufficienr emphasis placed, in my
humble opinion, on the qualiry standards European films must satisfy. Nor is enough saii
about the difficulties and possibilities as regards training and experimental exchariges for
film-makers. !fle must have the courage to say that it is not only the limited opportlunities
and shortcomings in distubution which are aggtayating the crisis in our film iniustry and
lowering the quality of the films produced. Considering the major part played by films in
the spread of culture and in employment, I venture to express the-hope tfiat a'European
film policy will be established, and I thank the Commission for its encouraging words in
this respect. I hope that a high-quality European film festival will occupy a viry impor-
tant place in this policy.
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Mrs Van Hemeldonck (Sl, 
- 
@L) I shall give this resolution my full support, because
I believe Parliament must take an interest in one of the most important aspects of culture
of and for the masses and one that is peculiar to the twentieth century. I, too, feel that the
national film libraries must be assisted and encouraged so that this original cultural asset
of the twentieth century may be preserved for future generations.
As a Fleming, I would add that the absence of a gteat tradition of Flemish films, while
Flemish artists are world-famous in all the creative arts, is entirely due to the brutal prac-
tices of the international production companies and the practices of the distribution
giants, which distort the market. I7e have a duty to defend all forms of European culture,
even the relatively minor ones, which are no less original for all that.
Mr Fich (S). 
- 
(DA) | intend to vote against Mrs Pruvot's report, which deals with the
production and distribution of films and thus, to a considerable extent, with cultural
policy. I realize that the Pruvot report constitutes some progress in relation to previous
decisions taken by us ; amongst other things, it recognizes the national support given to
film production. Unfortunately, however, this document does not concern itself exclu-
sively with the question whether there is free trade or not, but with cultural policy in the
broad sense. I must say that I find no reference to cultural policy in the Treaties. This is a
position, moreover, on which all the Danish parties are agreed. I am rather amazed there-
fore to learn that the only Danish member of the committee concerned did not vote
against this report. But that will not change my attitude: the Danish Social Democrats
will vote against it.
Mr de Courcy Ling (ED). 
- 
I am on the whole in favour of this report and am there-
fore voting for it for three reasons. First of all, I think that it touches on important aspects
of industrial policy and politics. S7e underestimate the interdependence between televi-
sion and films. There is a vacuum in British, French, Italian, German television, filled at
the moment by second-rate American films. This has been clearly identified in the
debate. Governments have considerable influence on television channels. I urge govern-
ments, through the Council 
- 
and I urge the Commission to pursue this 
- 
to bring
more influence to bear on national television channels to make use of national European
films. Secondly I would like to say a word of congratulation to the organizers of the new
Palais des Festioals at Cannes, because this year we had an even better Cannes Film
Festival and there is no need, in my view, to have a separate European Film Festival. The
Cannes Film Festival should be the basis of what Members desire, Thirdly, I should like
to draw Members' attention to the fact that although last Thursday night in London, more
than half the awards presented by the British Film Institute went to non-British members
of the film industry, they went to other countries of the European Community.
Mr Alexiadis (NI), in writing 
- 
(GR) I shall vote in favour of the report, even though I
do not agree that the wider dissemination of American films is due to a better organized
distribution system. On the contrary, I think this happens because American films
respond more closely to the preferences of the public, particularly those of the average
filmgoer. The European film industry, influenced by political standpoints and with mostly
obscure messages, is not attractive and in many cases is actually offputting. Besides, Ameri-
canism, which is more in tune with modern mankind, influences not only the cinema but
very many other aspects of life as well, such as music, dancing, fashions, etc. The institu-
tion of yet another festival, in addition to those of Cannes and Venice, will achieve very
little. The main requirements are a change in the attitudes of producers and directors, a
more faithful portrayal of life, less politics, more psychology, and more complete tech-
nical equipment. National subsidies are essential, but should not be conditional upon
subjection to particular political attitudes.
Mr Kyrkos (COM), in writing 
- 
(GR) The basic logic of the resolution is correct ; so
also are the measures it proposes, and we shall therefore vote for its approval. However,
the matter has a wider aspect from one point of view : the prevalence of American films
on the European market goes hand in hand with the prevalence of American serials on
Eurpean television screens (which currently command the largest audiences in all Euro-
pean countries). This means that measures to protect and support the European film
industry are not likely to be effective unless they are accompanied by and combined with
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similar action on behalf of the European television corporations. The problem is all the
more serious now that new forms of teleoptic communication (cable, satellite) are iust
around the corner.
On the other hand, serious consideration should be given to the fact that though the Euro-
pean cinema may indeed be threatened by the influx of American films, the European
film industry itself is by no means homogeneous. No national film industry must be
allowed absolutely to dominate the whole of Europe simply because it happens to be
more dynamic ; serious account must be taken of the national film industries of the
smaller countries, and conditions must be created so that they can become better known
and competitive outside their own frontiers. It must be a firm principle that support is
given to the European film industry in all its various national forms.
Finally, since the resolution comes from the Committee on Youth, Culture, Education,
Information and Sport, it would perhaps not go amiss to stress that we must avoid being
trapped by a logic that regards American cinema as 'bad' and European as 'good', recog-
nizing that there is both good and bad on both sides.
The question is to what extent these characteristics are linked with certain cultural values
and principles, such as active humanism and social progress, or whether they present
models of behaviour such as the unbridled pursuit of profit or the solution of differences
by violence. From this standpoint, it would perhaps be useful if an effort to promote the
European cinema were to be combined with emphasis on those values whose representa-
tion characterizes its best offerings. With these comments, we shall vote in favour of Mrs
Pruvot's motion.
Mrs Le Roux (COM) (in writing). 
- 
(FR) !7e share the rapporteur's anxiety about the
way America is swamping the Community's film market 
- 
I do not mean the best
products of one of the most creative film industries in the world, of course, but those
films that use the worst sort of stereotypes, the poorest kind of entertainment whose attrac-
tion is based on repetition.
This is the kind of cinema that responds to the logic of industrial marketing, and, like
everything else dealt with in this way, it only exists as something to be marketed. This is
why we congratulate the rapporteur on asserting, once again, the need to maintain
national subsidies, without which the cinemas of the countries of the Community would
not survive. They bear witness to the fact that film-making cannot be treated as an
industry just like the others.
'We are strongly in favour of setting up a European film festival, and we propose two
amendments on this subject.
Before concluding there is a suggestion I should like to make.
The Rencontres internationales cin4matographiques de Saint-Etienne intend running a
European festival next year. This organization has made it possible for film-makers from
our various countries to get together, and it also led to the formation, five years ago, of the
European audio-visual federation. I should like to add that Saint-Etienne is a shining
example of the kind of event that our rapporteur would like to see supported in paragraph
14 of her motion for a resolution. For all these reasons it would only be right to make
Saint-Etienne the town of the first European Film Festival.
I shall conclude, Mr President, by expressing the support which the French members of
the Communist and Allied Group will be giving to the motion for a resolution on which
we are about to vote.
Mr Ryan (PPE), in uiting. 
- 
Communications being of the most vital interest to the
unification of the peoples of Europe, it is crucially important that all European govern-
ments appreciate the need to assist the European film and television industry to improve
mutual broadcasting of their productions. Apart from the invaluable improvement in
inter-European understanding which would naturally flow from a wider circulation within
Europe of European film and television producions, a better use of cinema and television
talents in Europe would increase employment and retain money in Europe which other-
wise would continue to leak away to the United States and elsewhere.
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If Europeans do not soon get their act together, there is a real danger that there will be
further casualties in the European film and television industry in the face of high-
powered A-merican productions. Modern technology offers Europe an opportunity ..r-d ,
challenge. The opportunity is to use technology for language-dubbing pr.pos.r on film
and tapes to overcome the curse of the Tower of Babel. The challengels-to produce films
acceptable and saleable initially in the European market of 270 million people and
thereafter saleable to the US and elsewhere, thereby creating employment oiportunitiesin Europe and recovering from America some of the monies whictr the American film
industry has hitherto made in Europe.
There is something incongrous in a situation in which the market share for American
films in English-speaking countries such as Ireland and Britain is 920/0, while European
English-speaking films enjoy only 8% of the US market. Notwithstanding language diffi-
culties and, unlike America, complete freedom for viewers to make theii own selection,
American films enjoy the following shares in Europe of non-English-speaking markets :
Netherlands
Greece
Germany
Belgium
France
Italy
80%
70o/o
s0%
45o/o
4s%
30o/o.
Europe must correct this gross imbalance against the European film industry. It is not
only.the important matter of the preservation and enrichment of European cuiture, there
are also iobs and material benefits at stake. There is no question of anti-Americanism, but
there is the vital issue of Europe advancing its own interests.
In many respects, European film productions are superior to those from the USA. yet
they fail to earn revenue commensurate with that enioyed by American films, merely
because they tend to be prepared for a limited national domestic market in one languagi.
It is often overlooked that modern technology can easily overcome language limiti'tiois.
The European film industry, with its immense employment potential, i.qiir.. financial
and other assistance from the EEC to overcome language constraints ,nd to break the
US-owned monopoly in Europe on film distribution outlets.
Over IRL 30 million annually is expended in little Ireland by our cinema-going public,
overwhelmingly to the benefit of US film-makers, who long before they show a -mltre of
film in E-u1o.pe have made adequare profits in the US. TherJ is something very wrong in a
system which allows all that money to leak away from Europe to a foreign country-while
any European film industry is starved of funds or excluded from markets.totally unaccep-
table is that any national or European film industry should be denied access to the
American market because of American protectionism or language limitations.
I would advocate that there should be EEC action to improve the distribution within
!"-t9P. of films produced in Europe, including financial aid towards the cost of languagedubbing, and that the European Commission should take acrion, including litigati6n in
the European court in Luxembourg, to end the monopoly ownership by us film;f Euro-
pean film distribution outlets.
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l. Report
final) for :
ANNEX II
Action taken by the Commission on opinions of the European Parliament deliuered on
Com.rnission proposals at the part-sessions of l"U and September 1983
This is an account, as arranged with the Bureau of Parliament, of the action taken by the
Commission in respect of amendments proposed at the July and September 1983 part-ses-
sions in the framework of parliamentary consultation, and of disaster aid granted.
A. Cornmission proposals to ubicb Parliament proposed amendments tbat tbe Commis-
sion bas accepted in wbole or in part (fuly and September 1983 part-sessions)
by Mr Malangr6 on the Commission proposals to the Council (COM(81)4
(i) a directive concerning the coordination of provisions laid down by law, regulation or
administrative action in respect of certain activities in the field of pharmacy,
(ii) a directive concerning the mutual recognition of diplomas, certificates and other
evidence of formal qualifications in pharmacy, including measures to facilitate the
effective exercise of the right of establishment relating to certain activities in the field
of pharmacy
Council decision setting up an advisory committee on pharmaceutical
On l5 September 1983, Parliament adopted a resolution containing its opinion on the
proposals for directives and for a decision concerning pharmacists which the Commis-
sion had presented in February 1981.
In adopting the resolution, the European Parliament approved amendments intended
to enable Member States to exclude the possibility of opening new pharmacies or of
purchasing pharmacies that had been opened less than two years previously from
among the effects of mutual recognition of diplomas.
During the debate, the Commission informed Parliament that it would follow up the
line Parliament had taken in the amendments and would present proposals, accord-
ingly amended, to the Council under Article 149 of the EEC Treary.
The appropriate Commission departments are currently preparing the amended propo-
sals. The European Parliament will be kept informed.
2. Report by Mr Simonet on the Commission proposal ro the Council (COM(80)750
final) for a regulation amending the Financial Regulation of 2l December 1977 appli-
cable to the general budget of the European Communities:
The Commission explained its position on the main questions at the debate and is
now examinating Parliament's opinion. As soon as possible it will present an amended
version of its original proposal in accordance with the procedure provided for in
Article 149 of the EEC Treary. The European Parliament will be kept informed.
3. Report by Mrs Krouwel-Vlam on the Commission proposal to the Council
(COM(81)8ll final) for a directive concerning airborne noise emitted by household appli-
ances :
The Commission will be sending the Council in accordance with Article 149 of the
Treaty an amended proposal early in October for a directive on airborne noise emitted
by household appliances. This will incorporate all the amendmenrs proposed by Parlia-
ment at the September part-session. Parliament will be kept informed.
and on the draft
training :
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4. Report by Mrs von Alemann on the Commission proposal to the council
(COM(82)718 final) for a directive amending Directive 651269|EEC concerning the stan-
dardization of certain rules relating to authorizations for the carriage of goods by road
between Member States:
The Commission took account of the amendments proposed in Mrs von Alemann's
report in the final text of the directive, now adopted by the Council.
5. Report by Mr Hord closing the parliamentary consultation procedure on the
Commission proposal to the Council (COM(82)505 final) for a directive laying down
Community measures to combat foot-and-mouth disease:
On 7 October 1983, the Commission sent the Council and the European Parliament a
proposal amended under Article 149 of the Treaty (COM(83)58a final).
6. Report by Mr Gautier closing the parliamentary consultation procedure on the
Commission proposal to the Council (COM(82)853 final) for a decision establishing
programmes for coordinating agricultural research :
The Commission has prepared a proposal amended under Article 149 of the Treaty
which will be sent to the Council this month. The European Parliament will be kept
informed.
B. Comrnission proposals to ubicb Parliament proposed amendments tbat tbe Commis-
sion has not felt able to accept
Nil
C. Commission proposals in respect of wbich Parliament deliaered. faoourable opinions
or did not request forrnal amendment
1. Report by Mr Bocklet on the Commission proposal to the Council (COM(83)359
final) for a regulation setting the amount of the production aid for hop-growers for the
1982 harvest:
Item 2 in the resolution : The Commission will continue its informal talks with the
other exporter countries.
Item 3 in the resolution : The Commission will be presenting the next report on
the situation concerning hop-growing and the related
proposals for regulations in due course.
2. Report by Mr Boyes closing the parliamentary consultation procedure on the
Commission's final report to the Council on the first programme of proiects and pilot
studies to combat poverty :
Parliament's resolution on poverty corresponds to the Commission's intentions as
presented in its final report on the first programme and its statements at the discus-
sion on the resolution.
At the close of the year, the Commission will be finishing the first part of its consulta-
tions with groups concerned with the problems of poverty, whether or not they were
involved in the first programme.
The Commission is intending to present its proposals for a second programme during
the last quarter of 1983.
D. Disaster aid supplied since tbe last part-session
l. Emergenq aid uitbin tbe Cornrnunity
75 000 ECU for disaster victims in the province of Bolzano, further to the 425 000
ECU already granted the province of Sondrio, bringing total aid for this disaster to
500 000 ECU for the whole of the whole of the region affected ;
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500 000 ECU for German victims of the disastrous floods in April and May 1983 in a
number of Bundeskinder (Hessen, Rheinland-Pfalz, Baden-'S7iirttemberg, Saarland and
Nordrhein-l7estfalen) ;
I 500 000 ECU for French victims most severely affected by the floods and disastrous
weather conditions that hit 39 French departments in April and May 1983 ;
100 000 ECU for victims in the French Basque country of the bad weather and disas-
trous floods in August 1983.
The money for this aid came from the appropriations in Article 590 of the budget (Aid
to disaster victims in the Communiry).
2. EmergenE aid for third countries
(i) Financial aid
Sum Recipient Distributor Date of
decision
Spain 500 000 ECU flood victims LICCROSS' 14. 9. 83
Lebanon 250000 ECU war victims ICRC* 21.9.83
Lebanon 250 000 ECU war victims local NGOs 21. 9. 83
(ii) Food aid
"f;Tr:r:!"r, 
Recipient Distributor Date of
decision
Lebanon 700 t veg. oil war victims UNR\7A 26.7.83
El Salvador 100 t beans refugees and Catholic 30. 8. 83
displaced Relief
persons Services
Sao Tome 300 t beans victims of (not yet 30. 8. 83
weather decided)
conditions
Thailand 775 t fish Cambodian !7orld 7. 9. 83
I 300 t beans refugees and Food
displaced Organization
Persons
' LICCROSS : League of Red Cross Societies
* ICRC : International Committee of the Red Cross
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SITTING OF TUESDAY 11 OCTOBER 1983
Con tents
l. Approoal of tbe Minutes
fuIr Curry; -foIr Tugendhat (Commission);
Allr Alaaanos
2. Decision on urgenc))
hlr Curry;lllr Hord;tuIrs lV'alz
3. Supplementary budget No 2 
- 
Report (Doc.
1-791/83) by Mr R, Jackson
.fuLr R, Jachson; Alr Georgiadis (Council);lllr Tugendbat (Commission); fuIr R.
Jackson ; hIr Tugendhat ; lllrs Hoff ; llr
Balfuur; lWr Notenboom; Lord Douro ; hIr
Prancbire; Mr Louwes; Mrs Nebout ; hlr
Eisma; fuIr Ficb; tVrs Barbarella; fuIrs
Focke; hlr Alauanos ; tuIrs Kalliopi Niko-
laou; lllr Lange; .fuIr Georgiadis ; .fuIr
Lange ;Mr Georgiadis
4. Community budget 1983 
- 
Oral question
witb debate (Doc. 1-732/83) b1 hIr Noten-
boom and otbers
.l4r Notenboorn; hlr Tugendbat (Commis-
sion); Mr Konrad Scbdn ; lllr Notenboom
5. Arrns procurement 
- 
Report (Doc, 1-455/83)
by Mr Fergusson
Jl[r Alaaanos ; hlr Fergusson; Mrs lY'ieczo-
rek-Zeul; -fulr Hrinscb ; Mr Klepscb ; Alr
Normanton; lllr De Pasquale ; Mr
Haagerup i fu[r de la Maline; Mrs Bonino;
lWr Romualdi; Al.rs Gaiotti De Biase ; Alr
de CourE Ling; Mr Cbambeiron ; .llr
Lalor; 
-foIrs Hammerich; Mr Eisma; .fuIr
Ryan ; Sir Peter Vanneck; Mr Epbremidis ;
A[rs Castellina ; .fuIrs Hammerich ; fuIr
Radoux; Mr Penders; .fuIr Kyrkos; Mr
Capanna; .foIrs Boserup; .foIr Cbarzat ; llr
Halligan ; A4r Narjes (Commission); Mrs
lV'ieczorek-Zeul; fuIr Narjes ; frlrs Baduel
Glorioso ;Mr Fergusson
6. EEC and Latin America 
- 
Report (Doc.
1-t80/83) by Mr uan Aerssen
fuIr oan Aerssen; Mrs lYieczorek-Zeul; 
-fuIr
Blumenfeld; hliss Hooper; llr Garuronski;
fuIr Linkobr; hlr Pedini ; lWrs Pauwelln ;
Mrs Lenz; Mrs Rabbetbge ; Mr Narjes
Question Time (Doc. 1-798/83)
fuIr Boyes
- 
Questions to tbe Council
- 
Question No 1, by Mr Eisma: Part-time
utorking in the European institutions:
hlr Charalambopoulos (Council); Mr
Eisma; ,fuIr Cbaralambopoulos; 
-foIrs Elaine
Kellett-Bouman ; -fuIr Cbaralambopoulos
- 
Question No 2, b1 Mr Normanton:
Energjt inoestment in tbe deoeloping
countries :
A4r Cbaralambopoulos; Mr Normanton;
fuIr Cbaralambopoulos ; Mr Seligman; Mr
Cbaralambopoulos; Mr Alaoanos I Mr
Charalambopoulos ; tuIr Enrigbt ;Air Chara-
lambopoulos ; Mr Nordmann; -fuIr Cbara-
lambopoulos
- 
Question No 3, by Sir Jack Stewart-
Clark: Public holiday
.fuIr Cbaralambopoulos ; Sir Jack Stewart-
Clark ; ilr Cbaralambopoulos
- 
Question No 4, b1 A4r Lalor: The
problems of smaller economies utitbin
tbe EEC:
A4r Charalambopoulos ; hlr Lalor; hlr
Charalambopoulos ; -fuIr hlarsball; hlr
Cbaralambopoulos; Mr Kyrkos; Mr Cbara-
larnbopoulos
8. Welcome
9. Question Tinte (Doc. 1-798/83) (continued)
- 
Question No 5, by hIr Israel: Teacbing
of human rights in tbe Comrnunitl:
.tuIr Cbaralambopoulos (Council); .toIr
Israel ; Mr Cbaralambopoulos ; hIr Fich;
tuIr Cbaralambopoulos ; hlr Epbremidk ;
A4r Charalambopoulos; Mr Ficb ; fuIr Boyes
- 
Question No 7, by .tutr Rogalla: Relaxa-
tion of controls a, intemal Cornmunity
borders :
-l[.r Cbaralambopoulos ; Mr Rogalla; lWr
Cbaralambopoulos; Mr Alaoanos ; hIr
Cbaralambopoulos ; -fuIr Malangr{; hIr
7.
32
33
86
86
87
88
33
47
53
88
90
(Commission); -fuIr oan Aerssen 76
90
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Cbaralambopoulos; Lord Bethell; tuIr
Charalatnbopoulos ; fuIr Berkhouwer; fuIr
Charalambopoulos ; fuIr Berkbouurcr; Mr
No t enboom ; hlr C bara lam bopou los
Questions to the iWinisters of Foreign
Affairs
- 
Question No 2), by lVr Purais : Parlia-
rnent's resolution on tbe lran-Iraq war :
lllr Cbaralambopoulos (lllinister of Foreign
Affairs); hlr Purais ; lllr Cbaralarnbo-
IN THE CHAIR: MR DANKERT
President
(Tbe sitting opened at 9 a.m)
1. Approual of tbe Minutes
President. 
- 
The Minutes of yesterday's sitting have
been distributed. Are there any comments ?
Mr Curry (EDI, Chairman of tbe Comrnittee on Agri-
culture. 
- 
Mr President, I see from the Minutes that
it is proposed that certain measures be referred for
final decision to committee under Rule 33. !/hile I
am wholly favourable to this in principle, we have a
particular problem in handling these matters in the
Committee on Agriculture in that they will entail the
calling of yet another meeting 
- 
a public meeting
with various notice. 'W'e have an absolutely monu-
mental workload in the committee already. There are
no fewer than 12 reports relating to the CAP reform
proposals which are awaiting our attention, and I am
very reluctant to to add another item to an already
overburdened agenda. So I would prefer to take it
under Rule 99.
President. 
- 
Mr Curry, I think there is no problem
for the Committee on Agriculture, because if you,
under Rule 33 (3), decide in the Committee on Agri-
culture, after it has been referred to you on the basis
of that Rule, to deal with it under Rule 99, you are
fully entitled to do so. So there is no problem.
(Parliament approued tbe .fuIinutes)
Mr Curry (EDI, cbairman of tbe Committee on Agri-
culture, 
- 
Mr President, it was, announced in Athens,
I think yesterday, and it was certainly reported in
certain newspapers and over the radio today, that the
Commission had suspended the payment of certain
agricultural advances amounting to a quite consider-
able sum. I think it would be appropriate if we were
poulos; hlr Purois ; .fuIr Cbaralarnbopoulos ;
fuIr Adamou; A[.r Cbaralambopoulos; ]Vrs
lV'ieczorek-Zeul; .fuLr Cbaralambopoulos;
.fuIr G, Fucbs ;Nr Charalambopoulos
- 
Question No 26, fu hlr Israel : lVitb-
drautal of Soaiet troops from Afghan-
,stan :
hlr Cbaralambopoulos ; -fuIr Israil; ,foIr
Charalambopoulos
to have a statement in this Chamber from the
Commission as to what exactly has or has not taken
place. I note that the Commissioner himself will be
here to reply to a debate on butter later in the week,
and perhaps by then at the very latest we could have a
clarification of what Ministers have been informed of
in Athens in this matter.
President. 
- 
I trust that the Commission will be
able to give such a statement during the debate on the
supplementary budget.
Is that possible, Mr Tugendhat ?
Mr Tugendhat, Vice-President of tbe Commission.
- 
Mr President, I will see what is possible. The
Commission is distributed over three centres this
week, as you know : certainly it will be possible to do
as Mr Curry suggested. I would only point out that I
have all along said that it would in practice be impos-
sible to pay the full monthly advances in the month
of October for November, and I have also, of course,
warned on many occasions that it will in any case,
even after the supplementary budget is, as I hope,
passed, be necessary to have the most stringent
management of the Community's agriculture.
Mr Alavanos (COM). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, I would
like to touch on something not connected with the
approval of the Minutes.
Mr Rauf Denktash, the head of the Turkish occupied
northern part of Cyprus, is in Strasbourg at this time.
There is much speculation in the newspapers
concerning this visit, particularly in Turkey and
Cyprus. I would like you to confirm, Mr President,
that the invitation for this visit was extended by
colleagues acting independently and not by the Euro-
pean Parliament which overwhelmingly supports the
well-known stance of Lady Elles' report on the need
for the demilitarization of Cyprus and for recognition
not to be given to the illegal regime represented by
Mr Rauf Denktash. I await what you have to say, Mr
President.
9392
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President. 
- 
Mr Alavanos, I think I also saw this
morning in the newspapers that Mr Denktash is in
Strasbourg. As you know, the European Parliament is
in no way, officially or unofficially, connected with
that visit. (1)
2. Deci-rion on urgenry
President. 
- 
The next item is the decision on a
request for urgency for the proposa! for a regulation
by tbc Comnrission (Doc. 1-525/83): real tobacco.
Mr Curry (EDI, chairnran of tbe Committee on Agri-
culture. 
- 
Mr President, the Committee on Agricul-
ture approved urgent procedure for this matter
yesterday, and it endorsed the report prepared by Mr
Hord, so that can go ahead.
Mr Hord (ED). 
- 
Mr President, I am of the view
that this House should not grant urgent procedure.
This matter relates to a situation which occurred three
years ago ; it is aid for tobacco-growers in Italy; the
amount of aid which is now proposed has been
doubled from 20 m ECU to 40 m ECU. I see no
reason why we, this Parliament, should be rushed into
doing our job. This is in many ways a serious matter
in that we have to make sure that Community monies
are properly distributed, and I think that the Parlia-
ment should produce its report in the normal way and
that there is no case for urgent procedure. If this
procedure is so necessary, why is it that it has taken
the Italian authorities three years to bring forward the
applications to the Commission ? I therefore exhort
this House not to allow itself to be pressurize,l by one
Member State Government or another, and that we
should be allowed to do and be seen to be doing our
iob properly. I exhort them to vote against urgent
procedure.
(Parliament rejected urgent procedure)
President. 
- 
The next item is the decision on a
request for urgency for the Veronesi report (Doc.
1 -7t0/83) : In.formation tecbnology (ESPRIT)
Mrs \Walz (PPE), chairman of tbe Committee on
Energl/, Research and Tecbnolog). 
- 
(DE) This has
my full support, Mr President. The ESPRIT
programme is extremely urgent, and we ought to vote
on it 
- 
and in favour of it 
- 
today.
(Urgent procedure was agreed to).
I Membership of committees : Toprcal and urgent debate
(announcement) : see Minutes.
3. Supplernentary Budget No 2
President. 
- 
The next item is the report (Doc.
l-791183) by Mr R. Jackson on behalf of theCommittee on Budgets on the draft supplementary
and amending budget No 2 of the European Commu-
nities for 1983 (Doc. l-643183).
Mr R. Jackson (EDI, rapporteur. 
- 
Mr President,
the Committee on Budgets has proceeded on two
assumptions in its recommendations to the House in
respect of this supplementary budget.
The first is that the House does not wish to see any
expenditure voted above the own resources ceiling;
and the second is that if two readings turn out to be
necessary, so be it : Parliament will not be rushed. \7e
will not be hurried in the passage of this supplemen-
tary budget, in spite of the Commission's and the
Council's claims of urgent necessity and their pleas
for the budget to be passed in one reading.
Mr President, this supplementary budget, as we all
know, is unusual for two reasons. The first reason is
that it brings us very close to the own resources
ceiling : there is a gap between the Council's propo-
sals and the own-resources ceiling for 1983 of no
more than 95 million ECU. !7e have ofren heard it
said that the budget cannot derermine obligatory
expenditure, but I believe that in this situation we are
seeing something like the first stone that comes down
the alpine valley and tells us that an avalanche is on
its way. '!fle saw that very clearly in the committee last
week when we had to reiect an amendment from the
Committee on Agriculture to spend 750 million ECU
on Christmas butter. This, Mr President, was the first
time we have had to refuse to undertake agricultural
expenditure because of the budgetary envelope of own
resources. S7'e see now the reports of suspension of
advances deriving from the same cause. It may have
been said in the past that the budget cannot
determine agricultural spending, but what we are now
seeing, Mr President, is precisely that.
The second reason why this is an unusual budget is
that the Committee on Budgets is proposing revenue
changes. This arises from the sharp practice of the
Commission and the Council at the Budget Council
meeting in July. The Commission told the Parliament
delegation that it planned to have a third supplemen-
tary budget to make revenue changes. But when it
emerged that Parliament's delegation wished to make
use of that third supplementary budget in order to
make some adjustments to the second supplementary
budget now before us, the Council and the Commis-
sion decided hastily to cobble together the necessary
revenue change in July in order to deprive the Parlia-
ment of the opportunity to make those adjustments in
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R. Jackson
a third supplementary budget. Of course, they did
their business too fast and it was ill-considered. Ve all
know that the changes that they made in the revenue
side are likely to have to be further amended in the
future. And there has, indeed, already had to be one
rectification of the changes that were made in July.
Now, Mr President, in a rather farcical way, Parlia-
ment failed to receive the rectifying letter. \U7e do not
know whether it was received in your office, Mr Presi-
dent ; it certainly was not received by the Committee
on Budgets. So we have decided ourselves to Propose
to the House that we should make the necessary tech-
nical revenue changes in the supplementary budget to
correct the situation in respect of the VAT balances
for 1.982. W'e are doing so because we failed to be
informed by the Council in due time of what it
planned to do.
Now, Mr President, turning to the more interesting
side of the budget 
- 
the expenditure side. 84 % of
the amount proposed for additional appropriations in
the Council's draft is destined for agricultural guaran-
tees. S7e had a substantial debate about this in the
Committee on Budgets. It was noted that there have
been considerable changes in world markets since the
Council's draft was adopted in July and since the
Commission brought forward its proposals in June.
Expenditure on export refunds for cereals has fallen
considerably. On the other hand, there has been an
increase in respect of the dairy sector. !/e sought to
obtain from the Commission and Council details of
the possible changes that may arise, or may have
arisen, with respect to the f.nancial requirements for
guarantee expenditure since they made their draft in
Jrly 
- 
but we failed to get any clear or convincing
answer from either institution. The result of this was
that the Committee on Budgets decided to recom-
mend to the House that we should propose no amend-
ments to the Guarantee Sector because we are in such
uncertainty as to the exact amount that will be
required. I should report, Mr President, that there is a
bet concerning the number of millions of ECUs in
this supplementary budget which may not in the end
be required to support guarantee expenditure. The
Commissioner will pay me a bottle of champagne for
every million in excess of the requirements 
- 
but we
will have to see what happens at the end of the year !
To turn to the next controversial item in the supple-
mentary budget, Mr President 
- 
that concerning the
risk-sharing repayments to the United Kingdom and
to the Federal Republic of Germany. \fle had a lively
debate about this in the Committee on Budgets. The
minority argued that there was an analogy with the
Communiry's obligation to maintain price guarantees,
the analogy being that both the price guarantee and
the risk-sharing formula are based on Communiry
regulations to which the European Parliament is a
party. Parliament may not have thrown its hat in the
air, it may not have shouted 'hooray' when it passed
the risk-sharing regulation in February of this year 
-but it did pass it all the same. That was the argument
of the minority in favour of not amending the propo-
sals in respect of risk-sharing.
On the other hand, a large majority in the committee
believed that it would be right and proper to make
such amendments, and so I am obliged to present
amendments to the House to place the appropriations
in the reserve chapter, and to attach two conditions to
them 
- 
the first being that the money should only
be spent on new proiects, that is to say, projects since
the middle of July, and the second being that the
payment of these appropriations out of the reserve
chapter should be contingent on agreement on a
concept of long-term financial arrangements for the
Community which would end the unacceptable situa-
tions that exist in the budget.
Having decided not to restore the full amount of the
risk-sharing payment to the amount proposed by the
Commission, the Committee on Budgets noted that
there was some 95 m ECU left under the own-
resources ceiling. So it decided to make a series of
proposals to the House 
- 
to restore aids to Poland to
the level proposed by the Commission, to restore one
or two other small items, and also to put back the 52
m ECU cut out by the Council from the Social Fund
appropriations and placed in the reserve chapter.
So, Mr President, the Committee on Budgets comes
before Parliament with a package of amendments the
effect of which, if they are passed on lTednesday, is
that we will certainly require two readings in order to
pass this supplementary budget.
So much for the motion for a resolution and the
report standing in my name. Having fulfilled my task
as rapporteur in presenting these proposals to the
House, let me take only one sentence to explain why
I personally will not be voting in favour of my motion
for a resolution if the House fails to amend it. Here is
the sentence, Mr President : In my personal view the
Committee on Budgets is doing Parliament and the
Community great harm in this attempt to impose
conditions upon the fulfilment of Community obliga-
tions in respect of the United Kingdom and the
Federal Republic 
- 
obligations to which Parliament
itself is a parry.
Mr President, I beg to move the resolution standing in
my name, and I commend it to the wisdom of the
House in the vote on 'lTednesday.
Mr Georgiadis, President-in-0ffice of tbe Council. 
-(GR)Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, I feel greatly
honoured to be able to speak from this position
because, as some of you will remember, I served for a
long time in this Chamber, and it is something I do
not forSet. Of course, my official capaciry obliges me
to speak on behalf of the Council, and I shall do so as
convincingly as possible.
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Firstly, I would like to stress on behalf of the Council
that it is absolutely imperative that the supplementary
budget for 1983 be debated and approved as quickly
as possible because there are already problems with
the agricultural payments in question.
The second point I would like to stress is that the
views of Parliament were taken account of and duly
considered when the July adjustments were made. If
Parliament's views are not always followed this is
because a balance has to be struck between the institu-
tions, and I believe that with good will we can arrive
at this.
Regarding the matter in question I would like to
stress at the outset that the Council has informed Par-
liament repeatedly about the correction it has made to
the revenue side of the budget, and consequently Parli-
ament has no justification for not knowing about this
adjustment. Parliament has been given adequate
notice of the adjustment, both officially and unoffi-
cially, and I do not believe it will insist on making
any amendment of its own to the revenue side in view
of the fact that the Council itself has already done
this.
Mr President, the third point I would like to stress is
that the main problem in connection with the supple-
mentary budget is that of the repayments to the UK
on the basis of the risk-sharing formula. !7e believe
that the amendment adopted by the Committee on
Budgets departs from the practice followed in 1983
and is against the wider interests of the Communiry,
and I hope that the plenary will reject it. If Parliament
approves this amendment, at a time when all the
forces in the Community are striving to clear the way
for the Athens summit, it will cast a shadow and make
the procedure for solving the problems more difficult.
Ve believe that the adiustment of repayments to
Britain is not only necessary but also a matter of obli-
gation because, as you are well aware, risk-sharing is
based on Regulation 624 of. 1983 which stipulates that
repayments shall be adjusted in line with changes in
the reference amount. Thus with the 1983 supplemen-
tary budget what we are doing is simply making an
adjustment to the amounts Britain will receive, and
not taking any ad hoc, autonomous, or out of the ordi-
nary action. This adjustment is in no way connected
with the long-term solution of the problem of
financing the Community's expenditure, or with the
Athens summit, or with the problems left outstanding
by the 1980 and 1981 arrangements. It is a self-regu-
lating adjustment which follows inevitably from the
mechanisms of the 1983 regulation.
The amendment which the Committee on Budgets
has adopted and is proposing, namely to place the
appropriations which the Council has approved for
Britain and Germany in chapter 100, and to make the
payment of them contingent on agreement being
reached at the Athens summit on suitable adiustments
to the own-resources ceiling and future financing, is
therefore totally unjustified. I think you will all under-
stand that Parliament is being hasty in this respect
and that this exacerbates the Community's problems.
The second point where Parliament is going wrong
lies in linking these payments not only with chapter
100 but with a new criterion as well, according to
which these appropriations will be paid to Britain
only for pro.iects undertaken in the energy sector since
22 July 1983. This is a new and arbitrary criterion of
which there is no mention anywhere, and I trust that
the plenary will re-examine it.
The question of repayments to Britain for 1983
payable in 1984 is, of course, a totally different matter.
This is, in fact, connected with the Stuttgart resolution
and with the Athens summit which will look into the
question of raising the own-resources ceiling and by
how much. I think that Parliament will have the
opportunity there to express its views in full.
The last point which is related to the question of
repayments to Britain, Mr President, is the classifica-
tion of appropriations.
The Council has decided to stick to the same
consistent course which Parliament has itself
accepted, on a de facto basis at least, since February
1983 when the first supplementary and amending
budget for 1983 was drawn up. Items of expenditure
were then classified as compulsory and non-compul-
sory on a one-to-one basis. !7hen Parliament
approved that budget it also acepted this arrangement.
Of course, it has not perhaps accepted that the non-
compulsory appropriations be taken into account in
the calculation of Parliament's margin for the year
following. But this is a separate question which can be
settled through discussion between the institutions.
Leaving aside this de facto development, which is
continuing now with the second amending budget. I
must remind you that up to 31 .12.1982 these
payments were considered compulsory. Indeed, they
were classified in Article 530 on the basis of the joint
statement by the three institutions on 30.6.1982. It is,
of course, well known that the Council and Parlia-
ment disagreed about this classification. The Council
submitted the first supplementary and amending
budget for 1982 and Parliament accepted this draft
with the proviso that the appropriations for the repay-
ments should not classified as compulsory. In its reso-
lution of 10 February 1983 Parliament noted that the
draft of the first supplementary and amending budget
for 1983 effectively took account 
- 
albeit only in part
- 
of its own views : specifically, that almost half the
proposed appropriations were classified as non-com-
pulsory. This was the basis for compromise on the
first amending budget for 1983, and Parliament had
no objection to that budget being implemented. It is
this compromise solution, Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, which the Committee on Budgets is now
trying to overthrow. I do not think this constitutes a
proper basis for cooperation between the two authori-
ties responsible for the budget.
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So I would like once more to make it clear to you
that, apart from the wider political issue it would raise
by refusing prompt payment of the British refund, the
adoption of this amendment by the plenary would
also involve breaching the principle which was
adopted on the occasion of the first supplementary
budget for 1983. You should therefore think very care-
fully before adopting this amendment.
Mr President, allow me to come back on the other
points during the debate or at the end of it. I thank
you for the attention with which you have listened to
me.
Mr Tugendhat, Vice-President of the Contnti-r-tion.
- 
Mr President, the Commission has made its posi-
tion known on these matters several times before and
at this stage in the budgetary procedure you know
quite as well as I that it is an occasion for the Council
to answer Parliament. Nonetheless there are, I think, a
number of points which I need to make clear.
First of all, I would like to emphasize, as indeed has
been mentioned already, that this budget is not a
budget involving new policy choices. It is concerned
rather with the discharge of obligations into which the
Community has already entered. It is, moreover, the
final supplementary budget which the Commission
envisages presenting this year. The necessary own-
resources corrections which are customarily made in
the autumn of each year have been taken into account
in the draft established by the Council. Thus the
amendment tabled by Mr Jackson makes the final
ad.iustment on the basis of the figures supplied by the
Commission.
I noticed Mr Jackson was slightly critical of the fact
that there was not going to be a third suPPlcmentary
budget, Mr President. I was, I must confess, a little
surprised by this because I have the iniunctions of Mr
Lange and of other members of the Committee on
Budgets, over my years as budget commissioner,
ringing in my ears which have always been to the
effect that supplementary budgets were a bad thing
and there should be as few as possible. I had supposed
therefore that in complying with Parliament's sugges-
tions in this respect, I might be congratulated rather
than criticized, but we live and learn.
Mr President, for EAGGF expenditure 
- 
the maior
item in the supplementary budget 
- 
the Council has
imposed a cut of 50 m ECU by comparison with the
Commission's original request. We are prepared to
live with this but I must emphasize that the recent
trend for advances confirms that the amount in the
draft supplementary budget is absolutely necessary if
the Community is to carry out its obligations under
the common agricultural policy this year.
Indeed, it now becomes apparent that additional strin-
gent financial management measures will have to be
applied. These will imply a particularly strict interpre-
tation of the rules governing payment procedures and
certain of these, that might have been paid now, may
have to be delayed, !fle are going to have to interpret
the rules with the maximum degree of strictness. I do
not think that anybody in the House would be
surprised by what I say, Mr President, because I have
warned several times before not only that this supple-
mentary budget is absolutely necessary 
- 
and I really
have td repeit in the light' of what Mr Jackson said
that we do not believe that we are overestimating ; the
latest figures for advances suggest that we will need all
the money that we have asked for 
- 
but also, and I
have said this before, we are going to have to be very
strict in our interpretation of the rules and people
who might have expected under a more relaxed proce-
dure to receive payments in the near future may well
find that they are going to receive their payments a
little later in strict conformity with the rules, but a
little later therefore than they might normally have
expected.
Now, Mr President, the other item 
- 
much less signif-
icant in terms of money, but significant politically of
course 
- 
in this budget, the major item, concerns the
risk-sharing compensation for the United Kingdom
and Germany, to which both the President-in-Office
of the Council and Mr Jackson have already made
reference. For my part, I would like to recall that the
inclusion of this item results from a mechanical appli-
cation of the Council agreement in October 1982. As
such, it belongs to the past and will not be a feature of
future arrangements. Its smooth implementation in
accordance with the declarations made by the
Council, but also by Parliament, when adopting the
first amending and supplementary budget for 1983, is
in the interests of the Community as a whole.
The Amendment No 10 presented by Mrs Barbarella
and others is unhelpful in this context. It would give
rise to extreme difficulties in implementing the expen-
diture in question before the end of the year. I there-
fore share the view expressed by the President-in-
Office of the Council a few moments ago in hoping
that the Parliament will reject that amendment.
Mr R. Jackson (ED), rapporteur. 
- 
May I ask the
Commission to comment on the Council's interfer-
ence with the Commission's mechanical application
of the formula in respect of the calculation of the
precise amounts which are entered into the draft
budget ?
Mr Tugendhat, Vice-President of tbe Contmission.
- 
Mr President, I think it is unwise for the Commis-
sion, during the course of the budgetary procedure, to
comment on or to criticize the actions of either
Council or Parliament when they are acting in accor-
dance with their rights. We presented a proposal in
conformity with previous practice, which we believed
to be the most appropriate way of proceeding. One
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delegation thought the figure was too low. Other dele-
gations thought it was too high. Ve did what we felt
to be right. Ve may, from time to time, disagree with
what the Council does: we may, from time to time,
disagree with what Parliament does ; but I do not
think it would be helpful at this juncture for me to go
further than that. '$7e presented a proposal which was
in conformity with the previous practice and which
we felt to be the appropriate way to proceed.
The Commission welcomes the amendment
concerning the Residence in Bangkok on which the
Committee on Budgets has given a favourable
opinion. On the amendment tabled by Mr Peterson
and others for an increase in appropriations for the
Social Fund of 64.5 million ECU, I should like to
point out that this amount cannot actually be spent in
1983 and will thus, if included in the 1983 budget
have to be carried over to 1984, The Commission
would not, in the present difficult budgetary circum-
stances, obiect to that.
Finally, may I end by reiterating the urgency of this
supplementary budget ? If the budget is not adopted
by the end of this month, the Communiry will quite
simply not have the means for discharging its respon-
sibilities under the common agricultural policy.
\i7hatever the improvements the Members of this
House might wish to apply to the common agricul-
tural policy in the future, we must honour the obliga-
tions which now exist. Therefore, the message which I
have for the House is this, that first of all the supple-
mentary budget which we are presenting is urgent ;
secondly, it follows from decisions which have previ-
ously been taken; thirdly, both in respect of agricul-
ture and in respect of the risk-sharing, we have put
forward proposals which we believe appropriate. I
quite understand the point Mr Jackson made about
Parliament not wishing to be rushed, and Parliament
must, in any case, take whatever time it regards as
appropriate for discharging its own responsibilities. It
is not for us to comment on that, but I would like to
draw the attention of the House to those three points
which I have 
.iust made.
Mrs Hoff (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I would like to comment on the Socialist
Group's views on the second supplementary and
amending budget for 1983, which can be put into four
main categories. The first of these relates to increased
agricultural spending, the second to funds for employ-
ment programmes, the third to aid to Poland and the
fourth to risk-sharing repayments to the United
Kingdom and the Federal Republic of Germany.
\)7ith respect to agricultural policy, my Group will
accept the additional spending of 438 m ECU for
legal reasons, since these costs have already been
incurred. At the same time we regard it as scandalous
that funds of this order should be required to finance
such an absurd and misguided policy.
I would like to draw attention in this connection to
the development of world market prices for farm
products and ask Mr Tugendhat once more whether
extra spending of this order is necessary, in spite of
world market prices having gone down. Mr Tugendhat
still owes the Committee on Budgets an answer to this
question.
The largest item for CAP in the supplementary
budget relates to storage costs, 100 m ECU being
needed, for instance, to pay for the storage of cereals,
135 m ECU for butter and 280 m ECU for powdered
milk. This means that the 1984 budget will have to
include extra expenditure for marketing or processing
foodstuffs being stored now. All in all, the supplemen-
tary budget can be described as mirroring the Commu-
nity's inadequate agricultural policy. There is much
talk of eliminating structural surpluses, but nothing is
done about it.
In these circumstances there is something ironical
about the Commission's proposal to delete the 64.5 m
ECU earmarked in Chapter 100 for spending on
employment programmes. My Group is strongly
opposed to this recommendation. The Council wants
to use these funds to pay for other items, e.g. fisheries
projects. Despite parliamentary decisions the Council
has so far failed to implement suitable measures. Mr
Tugendhat has just stated again that these funds
cannot be allocated this year. The Socialist Group
finds it unacceptable that failure on the part of the
Council to take action should result in parliamentary
decisions being disregarded and ignored. \7e shall
therefore vote in favour of Amendment No 1l and
request the reinstatement of 54.5 m ECU in Chapter
100. 218 votes will be needed for this amendment to
be adopted, ladies and gentlemen, and I beg you to
give it your full support.
The Socialist Group's third decision concerns aid to
Poland. \7hen the supplementary budget was intro-
duced the Commission asked for 14 m ECU, and the
Council has since reduced this to 10 m ECU. An
amendment has been tabled to restore this aid to its
original level, which we shall support, although we
believe that the place for measures of this kind is the
budget proper and not a supplementary budget. But
we shall vote for it all the same.
Coming to the subject of repayments, we will also
support the amendment presented by Mrs Barbarella,
Mr Arndt, myself and others. The Committee on
Budgets adopted it by a majority ol 20:8: l. The
substance of this amendment is that the 370 m ECU
for risk-sharing repayments to the United Kingdom
and the Federal Republic of Germany be placed in
the reserve chapter. I know the President-in-Office
warned us against doing this, and I am sorry to have
to ,oppose him 
- 
and to have to oppose him so
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strongly 
- 
but although I appreciate the political
reasoning behind his arguments I nevertheless do not
share his views.
Unfortunately I haven't got time to go into this in
depth, but if Parliament wants to stand by its deci-
sions 
- 
and I am thinking particularly of the deci-
sions of March 1983 
- 
we must proceed as proposed
and place the 370 m ECU in the reserve chapter and
not in a budget line. The release of these appropria-
tions will depend on the outcome of the Athens
summit on 6 December. In other words, we are
expecting the Council to define a clear concept for
the future financing of the Community, which in turn
involves the presentation and implementation of prop-
osals for eliminating structural surpluses and for agri-
cultural reform. This is the only way of finding a
lasting solution to the so-called British problem. As I
said earlier, Parliament must stand by its decisions
here, too. The adoption of this amendment will also
require 218 votes, and I hope we shall get them.
The second supplementary budget as presented by the
Commission contains a rectification on the revenue
side, which has been reduced on the basis of esti-
mates. Now, estimates can be revised upwards or
downwards in order to achieve the desired end result.
In this case the Commission has chiefly reduced the
estimates for VAT. The interesting thing is the final
total : if the supplementary budget is adopted as it
stands we shall come within almost 30 m ECU of the
I % VAT ceiling. To exceed the 1 % VAT ceiling
would, however, constitute a serious violation of the
Treaties, resulting in legal problems. But there are also
political reasons why we should ensure that the 1 Yo
VAT ceiling is not exceeded until agricultural reform
is underway. Seen in this light, we are all playing with
fire in adopting this second supplement to the 1983
budget.
(Applause)
Mr Balfour (ED). 
- 
On a point of order. Mr Presi-
dent, I think that Mrs Hoff should correct the figures
that she has just quoted in her speech on the voting
in the Committee on Budgets. There was certainly
more than one person voting against the Barbarella
amendments. In fact, there were at least two other
votes against, apart from the full delegation of the
European Democratic Group I think those statistics
should be corrected for the record. In fact, I see one
or two of those who voted with us actually in the
Chamber today.
Mr Notenboom (PPE). 
- 
(NL) Mrs Hoff said 20
votes to 8 with one abstention. There has probably
been a misunderstanding here due to the interpreta-
tion. I am happy to put the previous speaker right on
this point.
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, I too have four
points to make, but I shall be very brief because my
group has only given me five minutes. The Commu-
nity's own resources have almost run out, and we have
to be careful. It is proposed that we should put up
with the shortfall in the Community's own revenue
this year so that we start with a clean sheet next year,
and that is the right thing to do. The Commission
must also be extremely careful in the coming months
when estimating own resources. Own resources must
not be exceeded, by spending on agriculture or in any
other area. In this respect I cannot agree with the prev-
ious speaker.
\7e shall agree to the agricultural expenditure
although I cannot say that I shall do so with any great
satisfaction because, as Mrs Hoff has said, what we are
discussing is the outcome of the failure to decide to
change the policy, the need for which has been
obvious for years. Of course, agricultural spending fluc-
tuates : prices cannot go on falling. They rise and fall.
'W'e must accept the consequences of this, but this is
more than just a question of rising and falling. This is
more than fluctuation. This still means the acceptance
of an open-ended policy, a policy that must be
changed as soon as possible. \(e shall agree to this
expenditure just this once.
The main item is the compensation for the United
Kingdom and the Federal Republic of Germany. The
Commission said last year that it would agree to rejec-
tion by Parliament because Parliament wanted to see
this expenditure effected against the background of a
permanent settlement of the financing problem, and
again this problem has not been considered in this
context. No, Mr Tugendhat, I do not agree with you
when you say that mechanical implementation is
involved here. Rules can, of course, be obeyed, but the
Commission is not a mechanism. It is a political
body, and I can give examples of cases where action
was certainly not taken mechanically although it
might well have been expected. So that is only half
true. This Parliament, and that includes my group 
-we discussed this last week, and we are unanimous on
this 
- 
is prepared to make the second reading
possible. !7e want this expenditure entered in Chapter
100 because we want to exchange views with the
Council. We can do with the consultations with the
European Council's meeting in Athens fast
approaching.
To the President-in-Office of the Council I must say
that the Council and Parliament unfortunately do not
treat each other so nicely as you have just said they
should. \7hen we were able to reason with each other;
consult with each other, argue back and forth, things
were different. But very often we have no alternative
but to use our power, our budgetary power, to make
the Council change its position very slightly from
time to time. And the Council must not think that it
is out of the woods when it has found a compromise
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after laborious discussions. I do not envy the members
of the Council who have to attend these very boring
meetings, where the atmosphere is thoroughly
poisoned, but when the Council finally reaches a
compromise, it must not think that everything is cut
and dried. That is only half of it. It still has to
contend with Parliament, the other half of the budge-
tary authority, where you, Mr Georgiadis, were so
active when you were still an amusing and esteemed
colleague of ours.
Ve have not therefore chosen to delete these
amounts, as proposed. We have not chosen to increase
these amounts, as proposed. Like Mrs Hoff's group, we
have opted for Chapter 100 because we want to
consult with the Council and because we want to use
our powers to ensure that the European Council has a
fruitful meeting in Athens. We are also in favour of
the aid to Poland and of the Social Fund. We are
therefore in favour of the amendments which have
been approved by the Committee on Budgets.
Mr President, I must 
.iust say a few words about Mr
Jackson. As the rapporteur, he has, of course, been
meticulous in explaining with well-chosen words what
the majority of the Committee on Budgets has
decided, but I prefer a rapporteur who, having failed
to carry the day in the Committee on Budgets, relin-
quishes his mandate to someone else, as a certain Mr
Dankert once did in the past, when a certain Mr
Notenboom had to take his place. I find that a rather
more sincere attitude, but that is perhaps a question of
appreciation, which may vary somewhat from one
Member State to another.
Lord Douro (ED). 
- 
Mr President, this second
supplementary budget for 1983 takes us politically
and financially to the crunch point in the history of
the Community. It is the largest supplementary
budget ever presented to the budgetary authority, and
to all intents and purposes it exhausts the Commu-
nity's own resources. The main ingredient in this
supplementary budget is further agricultural expendi-
ture, which is now running about 30 % higher in
1983 than it did in 1982.
Mr President, it is appropriate and now part of our
rules that I should declare my interest as a farmer.
That is particularly relevant to this debate and to the
position of my group. I wish to state to this House
once again that the European Democratic Group is
not against the common agricultural policy. However,
members of any parliament who exercise powers carry
as well great responsibilities, and the greatest responsi-
bility placed on any parliamentarian is the require-
ment to ensure that the taxpayer's money is properly
spent. Unfortunately, this supplementary budget
shows the weaknesses of the common agricultural
policy. The commitment to purchase unlimited quan-
tities of agricultural produce at guaranteed prices is
proving too expensive to be justifiable. But my Sroup
does not believe that this supplementary budget is the
way to modify the common agricultural policy. The
rapporteur originally proposed in the Committee on
Budgets approximately 400 m ECU of transfers from
agricultural lines to the reserve chapter. Ifle did not
support that suggestion by the rapporteur because we
do not believe it is possible, or sensible, to use the
reserve chapters of the budget in a supplementary
budget in the tenth month of a financial year.
Nevertheless, we do have serious doubts about the
figures put forward by the Commission, because, as
Mrs Hoff said, certain agricultural products had gone
up in price on the world market and we doubt very
much whether, in fact, the Commission will need the
amounts they are asking for, particularly when we
remember that these estimates were made at the end
of June.
The other main item in this budget covers the various
risk-sharing payments to the United Kingdom and
the Federal Republic of Germany. On 26 October
1982, there was an agreement in the Council on a
formula for calculating repayments to the United
Kingdom. This agreement was subsequently enacted
in Regulation 624183. The Parliament was consulted
on that draft regulation, and although certain
Members of this House do not like to accept the idea,
Parliament, by its vote on 10 February 
- 
and I am
quoting from the Official Journal 
- 
approved the
Commission's proposal for that regulation. The figures
in the preliminary draft budget as proposed by the
Commission for these risk-sharing payments ate
simply an interpretation by the Commission
according to previous practice of clause 7 of that regu-
lation. At the Council meeting at the end of July, the
Commission's figures were challenged by certain
Member States. Alternative figures were proposed, and
the Presidency suggested a compromise which, by is
own admission, was arbitrary but, nevertheless, was
accepted by a majoriry. The figures therefore in the
draft budget are not in anyone's opinion derived from
the Regulation. It is thus indefensible in legal terms
to sustain these figures.
Now, the Committee on Budgets is proposing to exac-
erbate the situation. There is an amendment prop-
osing to transfer to Chapter 100, 370 m ECU being
the risk-sharing payments. In addition, all these funds
are to be earmarked for a new article,707l, which is a
new line and for which no legal basis exists. By the
same logic that the Committee on Budgets, supported
by .y group, felt that it was inappropriate to use a
reserve chapter for agricultural expenditure in the
supplementary budget, it is even less logical at this
stage in the year to create a new line for these
payments to Britain and to the Federal Republic. This
device guarantees that the money cannot be spent in
1983 and is another way of deleting these funds from
the 1983 budget. I hope all Members of the House
realize it. It is absolutely impossible if this amend-
ment is carried for these funds to be spent in 1983,
because no legal base exists for their payment.
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I am aware, Mr President, that this is only the first
reading of the supplementary budget. But for all that,
Parliament's vote tomorrow will be significant and
may well create considerable public interest. I there-
fore urge our colleagues in other political groups to
think most carefully before they support the
Committee on Budgets' amendment, the motive for
which is destructive and the results of which might
well be most damaging for the whole Community.
Mr Pranchire (COM). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, the
bulk of this 2 billion ECU supplementary budget is to
cover agricultural expenditure and further compensa-
tion to the United Kingdom.
'!7hy such an increase in agricultural expenditure in
1983 ? Granted, market conditions have been a factor.
And it is true, Mr Jackson, that farm prices have risen
by more than the Commission would have wished, as
a result of the pressure that the farmers have brought
to bear, with our support in this Chamber. Mr
Jackson, you would have done well to think twice
before proposing that 438 million ECU be placed in
the reserve chapter, and to have borne in mind your
failure last year with the same tactic. Remember the
proverb 'once bitten twice shy'. Your manoeuvre has
been rejected by the Committee on Budgets, I am
happy to say. But is not the Commission in effect
seeking to implement this proposal by carrying over
payments of 350 million ECU to the EAGGF, thus
reneging on the commitments given in this very
Chamber by Mr Tugendhat ? Farmers will suffer
unfairly as a result. I protest at this and demand a
clear explanation from the Commission.
Two agricultural sectors require the largest additional
appropriations : cereals and wheat. 300 million ECU
for cereals is a substantial sum. I should like the
Commission to put a figure on the cost of the deci-
sion that it took, to please the United States, on volun-
tary limitation of wheat exports on the world market,
thus deliberately causing stocks to rise. The loss of the
Egyptian flour contract alone cost 40 million ECU.
500 million ECU for milk is a great deal, but where
does the responsibility lie ? In large measure with
those in this House who campaigned against butter
exports to the Soviet Union, playing a part in the loss
of a contract for 100 000 tonnes of butter and the
corresponding increase in stocks.
Mr Tugendhat, could you tell me how much this 'exer-
cise' added to the supplementary budget ?
On a more general level, the trend in the EAGGF
budget reveals a decline in the proportion accounted
for by refunds:41 o/o in 1982 compared with 50 % in
1980. This reflects the Community's refusal to take on
its proper role as an exporter on the world market and
its continued pusillanimity and timidiry in the face of
the American offensive.
The French Communists and Allies are not in favour
of an unlimited increase in agricultural spending.
That said, things should be seen in their proper pers-
pective : the increase in EAGGF expenditure averaged
only 6o/o between 1979 and 1982.That is an inescap-
able fact. \Ve emphatically demand action to establish
a proper balance in the Guarantee Sector of the
EAGGF, mainly to release more resources for Mediter-
ranean products, which have been neglected for too
long, and for farmers with small and medium-sized
holdings. In the milk products sector, for instance, a
charge could be levied on 'factory dairies'. I am
pleased to note that the Commission has taken some
account of our demands, even though it has not yet
gone far enough.
Yet again, we find ourselves dicussing the British
contribution. 'S7'e are all thoroughly fed up with this
perennial topic, except for Mr Jackson, who has been
trying to get a further 92 million ECU. !7e once again
reiterate our opposition to the compensation
mechanism so readily accepted by the French Govern-
ment in 1980. Indeed, this is the purpose of our
amendment, which calls for the overpayments made
in 1980 and 1981 to be used to finance this additional
compensation. Nevertheless, since we are anxious to
do whatever is necessary to prevent the perpetuation
of this system, we shall support the proposal of the
Committee on Budgets to place the amounts
earmarked as compensation for the United Kingdom
and the Federal Republic of Germany in reserve, in
Chapter 100, until this matter is finally resolved.
These were the points that I wanted to bring home in
this debate.
Mr Louwes (L). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I should
briefly like to state my group's position. !7e can
broadly endorse Mr Jackson's analysis of the unusual
nature of this budget. The conclusions we draw differ
from his, however, which will hardly surprise you, Mr
President.
There is one thing which is not clear to us and which
we find regrettable. In May of this year it was already
obvious that there would have to be a supplementary
budget, because of the cyclical trend in the interna-
tional agricultural markets. It was also known at that
time what amount would be involved, I 800m ECU, a
figure that has hardly changed since then, if at all.
!7hy, we wonder, did it take until early July before
Commissioner Tugendhat submitted the preliminary
draft here in Parliament ? Despite the speed with
which the procedure for consulting the Council was
completed, this led to the whole of July and, of
course, the whole of August being wasted, with the
predictable result 
- 
and I stress 'predictable'- rhat
the Community's coffers are now almost empty, and
that too was known in mid-summer, with all the
unpleasant consequences this has for all those who
have legitimate claims against rhe Community. My
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group regards this as a particularly serious matter,
because the credibility and also the creditworthiness
of our institutions are at risk. This assessment deter-
mines our attitude towards this budget and the amend-
ments that have been tabled.
Firstly, it means that as far as possible we shall vote
only for what is unavoidable. IUfle shall not therefore
be voting for new fishery inspectors or a new building
in Bangkok, both undoubtedly useful, but they can
wait until 1984.
Secondly, in the light of what I have iust said, it is
clear that we shall be keeping an eye on the Commis-
sion and Council with regard to the supplementary
agricultural budget.
Thirdly, as regards the repayments to the United
Kingdom and the Federal Republic of Germany, we
stick firmly to the position we have stated in the past,
that what has been agreed should not be questioned
and that general integration must continue so that
imbalances, where they exist, can be eliminated. !7e
are consequently in favour of a new line and thus of
new policies and also of the entry of appropriations in
Chapter 100 to ensure balance between the four main
points on which decisions were taken in Stuttgart.
That, Mr President, is briefly our position on this
supplementary budget, which I very sincerely hope
will have its second reading this month.
Mrs Nebout (DEP). 
- 
(FR) Mr President' ladies and
gentlemen, I do not wish to dwell on the background
io this draft budget, which has been analysed very
adequately by earlier speakers.
I should like to stress the context in which we shall
be voting, a context of uncertainty in which the most
important budgetary problems have yet to be resolved'
In this connection, I cannot go along with Commis-
sioner Tugendhat, who has been trying to persuade us
that this supplementary budget does not involve
policy choices, but only the discharge of obligations.
In fact, this supplementary budget is simple in appear-
ance only. Simple in that the Council, following a
downward revision of VAT revenues' has used a
straighforward arithmetical calculation in arriving at
the appropriations needed to cover the additional agri-
cultu;;l eipenditure required from now to the end of
the year. It is also by arithmetical application of the
risk-sharing mechanism agreed upon on 26 October
1982 that the Council has arrived at a figure for the
f inancial compensation payable to the United
Kingdom in respect of 1982. However, this budget,
whiih once again raises the problem of institutional-
ized refunds to a Member State, is more than simply a
budget for the record.
On the one hand, following the negotiations on farm
prices for 198311984 and given the very detailed
figures advanced by the Commission the additional
expenditure shown for the EAGGF (Guarantee) is self-
explanatory and, moreover, passed unchallenged by
the majority of the Committee on Budgets, but on the
other hand the appropriations for financial compensa-
tion to the United Kingdom, whether entered as
compulsory expenditure under Article 530 or as non-
compulsory expenditure under Article 707, are diffi-
cult to accept. This is because these appropriations
mark the consolidation and further entrenchment of
the 'juste retour'principle, and we cannot but ask
ourselves anxiously, after 1980, after 1981, altet 1982,
how much longer this transitional mechanism for
financial compensation to a single Member State is to
continue to be applied on the basis of the agreement
of 30 May 1980, this, let it not be forgotten, in despite
of the commitment given by the European Parlia-
ment, when voting the first supplementary budget for
1983, no longer to acquiesce in any transitional
compensation arrangement.
You will therefore understand our use of the term
'unacceptable' to describe this arrangement, which is
not only a bad arrangement, the very principle of
which constitutes a serious breach of Communiry
financial solidarify, but a retrograde step taken to ward
off the immediate difficulry, one which compromises
the prospects of achieving a definitive solution to the
problem of finding an equitable basis for the sharing
of costs, a solution for which we are looking to the
forthcoming European Council in Athens to produce.
This is why our Group is calling for the appropria-
tions entered by the Council under Article 530 and
Article 707 to be reiected, and why we have tabled a
proposed modification and a draft amendment to this
end. It is by reiecting a further transitional measure
today that Parliament can best promote the cause of a
constructive solution in Athens.
Finally, we support the amendments proposed by the
Committee on Budgets regarding other items of
expenditure, such as aid to Poland and appropriations
for the Social Fund.
Mr Eisma (NI). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, the supple-
mentary budget before us is, of course, as we all know,
a consequence of the indecision on the financing of
the Community, and the requested increase in
Guarantee Section expenditure is partly the result of
the failure to restructure the common agricultural
policy. That too is something that has been said many
times here this morning.
The compensation for the United Kingdom, however,
is and remains something that is foreign to the princi-
ples of the Community. The question we still ask is
what it is being compensated for if the advantages the
United Kingdom also derives from membership of
the Community have been correctly estimated.
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\fl'e now face a very diffcult task in Parliament. The
course of events in the Council might prompt us to
rciect faits accornflis from now on and to refuse to
approve this supplementary budget. But the
consequences of such a decision would not be insignif-
icant. The amounts that have been requested to
permit an increase in Guarantee Section expenditure
are after all needed if the present common agricultural
policy is to be implemented, an agricultural policy
which has not, moreover, had our support. Nor did we
vote for the increase in farm prices last spring, but the
majority of the Members of this Parliament did,
unwisely in our opinion, and we must now put up
with all the consequences : we cannot let the farmers
down. Furthermore, the rejection of the agricultural
part of this supplementary budget would make
national contributions from the Member States
unavoidable and so lead to the renationalization of the
Community's own revenue. 'We are very much afraid
of that, and any such move will not therefore have our
suPPort.
rUTe shall thus vote for this part of the supplementary
budget, but not for compensation for the United
Kingdom. There is no mention of this in the Treaties,
and it even conflicts with the spirit of the Treaties. Of
course, we can talk about the British problem, and we
are quite prepared to accomodate the United
Kingdom to some extent, but this must not take the
form of ad hoc compensation and it must not become
an automatic procedure. The British demands are
directly connected with the system of financing the
Community, and it is therefore obvious that the
compensation paid to the United Kingdom should be
linked to the decisions on the financial problem as a
whole.
'We are thus opposed ro rhe part of this supplemen-
tary budget that concerns compensation. Our attitude
is not directed against the British but against the slow-
ness with which the Council takes decisions. Parlia-
ment's rejection of the section on compensation will,
I hope, pur an end to all the talk about postponing
decisions on the restructuring of Community
financing. There is too much reckless talk about post-
poning these decisions until the European summit in
Paris next April. \7e believe everything possible must
be done to ensure that decisions are taken in Athens
in December.
Mr President, the European Community has impor-
tant decisions to take that are bound to determine the
future of European cooperation. These decisions
cannot be delayed any longer.
Mr Fich (S). 
- 
(DA) Mr President, I should like, on
behalf of the Danish Social Democrats, to say a few
words about supplementary budget No 2 for 1983. To
begin with, about the EAGGF GuaranLee Section : we
support the payment of an additional amount of I 700
million units of account, because we think that the
money itself has already been used. The Community
has entered into an obligation vis-)-vis the farmers
under which this money must be paid. But we do not
support it gladly, since we see it as proof that there is
something fundamentally wrong with the existing
arrangements for agriculture, which must be reformed
at the earliest possible opportuniry. Obviously we
cannot accept that these arrangements continue
unchanged, with the consequences this will have into
1984.
Vith regard to the Social Fund and the 54 million
units of account, which have been debated here under
a special procedure, I would say the following : it
seems to me to that we are seeking the inclusion of
the 64 million units of account under chapter 100
solely in order to increase our margin of manceuvre
for 1984. !7e oppose this. IU/e think that it is bad
budgeting and that the amount should be entered in
the budget in which it is required, nowhere else. We
have often criticized the Council here in parliament
for including amounts which were not really needed ;
we are now in a position where we are about to do the
same thing. \7e cannot support this. It is bad
budgeting and, if the amounts are to be transferred to
the Social Fund on a special basis, they should be
used for employment policy, which we would then
support, of course.
Mr President, the third and last point I wish to raise
concerns the repayments to Great Britain and the
Federal Republic of Germany. Of all those belonging
to this Assembly, I am perhaps most severely critical
of these repayments which have taken place in the
past two to three years. I still think that the method
being applied is fundamenrally wrong. But, given this
situation, I am in favour of paying out the remaining
amount of approximately 370 million units of
account. This is because we entered into an agreement
with the Council of Ministers in February this year in
connection with supplementary budget No I for 1983,
under which we accepted a sharing of the risk, should
the calculations prove wrong. The calculations did
prove wrong, and I think we should reconcile
ourselves to that. I do not think that we can change
our position, once we have entered into an agreement.
I therefore accept that we pay out rhese 370 million
units of account to Great Britain and Germany on an
exceptional basis. But this does not change my atti-
tude to the mechanism as such. I think that it must
be abolished as soon as possible.
Mr President, I want to say finally that supplementary
budget No 2 for 1983 must be dispatched from the
scene as quickly as possible, so that we can get to
work on the discussion of the budget for 19g4.
Mrs Barbarella (COM). 
- 
Af) Mr president, a fewbrief observations on that part of the budget that
concerns the risk-taking paymenrs to the United
Kingdom and the Federal Republic of Germany.
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I should like first of all to emphasize that no-one ques-
tions the fact that the compensation to the United
Kingdom must be 'readjusted'. But I do not think,
because of that, that the proposals put forward by the
Committee on Budgets fail to discharge the commit-
ment to which this Parliament also gave its approval.
'We agree that this payment should be readiusted, but
consider that now is not the proper time to make the
adiustments. Reference has been made in this
Chamber to the commitments and also the basic regu-
lations ; I should also like to remind members that it
is down in black and white, in the very Regulation
quoted by Lord Douro, that the adiustment should be
made at the time a final decision is taken on the ques-
tion of the United Kingdom's compensation. At that
time, the ad.fustments concerning the years 1980 and
1981 are also to be made. In other words, at that time
the question of the trop perqu by the United
Kingdom is also to be considered.
This is the point that we are contesting ; there is an
agreement, and we respect it, but by the terms of that
agreement the adiustment was to be made at the same
time as a political decision was taken on the final solu-
tion. As I have said, this is down in black and white in
the Regulation.
Now we consider that this 'hurried" adiustment 
- 
if I
may be allowed to use the expression, which has more-
over already been emphasized by the rapporteur, Mr
Jackson 
- 
has been made for very obvious reasons'
which moreover are very clear also to this Parliament'
By linking the United Kingdom adjustment to agricul-
tural expenditure which cannot be postponed it is
obvious that first the Commission and then the
Council were bringing very precise Pressure to bear
on Parliament, obliging it to approve both parts of the
budget.
But, apart from this manceuvre 
- 
which is also, more-
ouer, ,.ry obvious 
- 
I do not want to dwell so much
on the legal aspects, on the respecting of decisions
that have already been taken. Of course, this is impor-
tant. I should like rather to emphasize the political
commitment with which we are faced : namely, that
we can once more, and with that consistency that
Parliament has always maintained, urge the Govern-
ments and the Council finally to find a solution to the
problem of the United Kingdom. Now everybody
knows that this solution is only possible with an
increase in own resources, and therefore in an enlarge-
ment of the scope of Community policies. And on
this point I should like also to ask British members to
urge their Government to make a move in the direc-
tion of an increase in own resources, to enable the
Community budget to be put in overall balance.
The amendment put forward by th. Committee on
Budgets 
- 
and I emphasize this, by the Committee
on Budgets, since the reference in the Chamber to
this amindment was not accurate 
- 
transfers the
United Kingdom readiustment to Chapter 100, whilst
awaiting the political decisions, which are to be taken
at the proper time. No one is trnder any illusion that
all the decisions will be taken at Athens, but we
consider that concrete indications might be forth-
coming at Athens, or, at any rate, there might be an
expression of precise political will for a revival.
I should moreover like to remind this Chamber that,
by transferring this money to Chapter 100, where it
can easily be released, we are conforming to the Regu-
lation to which everyone here has alluded 
- 
Article 8
of the Regulation, to be precise 
- 
which says that any
adjustment will be entered in the budget for the 1983
financial year. In other words, respecting agreements
that have been entered into, and, above all, decisions
that were taken at the beginning of the year by this
Parliament.
Mrs Focke (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, this supplementary budget is both a
nuisance and a signal. It reflects a misguided policy
that pretends we live in an agrarian society 
- 
a policy
that appears to ignore the fact that our Community is
being shaken by mass unemployment in traditional
industries, that our environment is being progressively
destroyed and that what is really needed is vigorous
and imaginative action to create new iobs in our disad-
vantaged and crisis-hit regions.
'What are the issues involved in the second supplemen-
tary budget ? The main issue concerns the fulfilment
of the Community's legal and financial commitments
towards its farmers. These commitments arise out of
the common agricultural market's disastrous system of
guaranteed prices, and they become automatic when
good harvests and low world demand cause an 'unex-
pected' rise (as it is always so nicely termed !) in
subsidies for agricultural surpluses. This is costing us
an extra DM 4 thousand million, which we are
supposed to approve today. How do we explain to our
voiers and taxpayers that the higher the farmers'
yields and the better the harvests, the more they have
got to pay ? How can we explain to industrial
imployees that this Community has made itself a
prisoner of an agricultural automaton that is pushing
it to the verge of bankruptcy, yet when factories are
shut down and thousands of people made redundant
all it can do is shrug its shoulders and say : 'Sorry
we're broke'.
'S7e cannot accept this policy ; the CAP must not be
allowed to destroy the Communiry. This supplemen-
tary budget increases the proportion of spending o.n
agiicrltuie in the total budget from 55 o/o to 58o/o,
which puts us back where we were four years ago.
Four years of hard work by this Parliament 
- 
restruc-
turing funds so that less is sPent on agricultural
surpluses and more is proportionally available for the
Social Fund, the Regional Development Fund and for
combating hunger worldwide 
- 
all that effort would
be wiped out at one blow, if this supplementary
budget were adopted.
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But we haven't got that far yet. The supplementary
budget is still having its first reading. First some appro-
priations have to be debated, and unless there is a
change in the amounts set aside for farmers, let no
one assume everything is cut and dried ; we shall meet
again at the second reading !
But there is worse to come. Our own resources from
VAT are virtually exhausted by this supplementary
budget, which will leave us a margin of only 0.994o/o.
Only a mathematical genius can try to convince us
that there is any leeway for maneouvre at all behind
the decimal point. My reaction as a politician is
simply that we're insolvent. This is emphasized by the
Commission, which, as we have just heard, is not
paying any more substantial advances. This confirms
the worst fears and warnings expressed at the delibera-
tions on the 1983 budget. The reduction in the propor-
tion of the budget spent on agriculture, founded as it
was on the shaky basis of favourable world market
trends, was merely apparent. Events have overtaken all
those whose politics are rooted in hopes and promises,
and there are said to be some outside Parliament as
well as inside.
The Council of Ministers includes some thriftily-
inclined ministers, many of whom regard econom-
izing as their foremost dury, especially when money
can be saved at the expense of social expenditure.
That is the first blow against the underprivileged.
Then there are the generously-inclined ministers of
agriculture who are very good at representing the inter-
ests of the large-scale European farmers, the owners of
agricultural factories, the warehouse operators and the
shippers, without caring what effect this has on the
other social groups who are dependent on the Social
Fund, the Regional Development Fund, on subsidies
and special aid for employees in ailing industries and
crisis- hit regions. That is the second blow against the
socially underprivileged and needy. I call that
perfectly coordinated conservative policy, and it is
forcing social questions more and more into the side-
lines of European politics.
!7e Social Democrars cannot and will not permit this.
No member of parliament with a sense of responsi-
biliry can otherwise face his voters. That was neither
what our voters asked or expected of us, nor does it
correspond to our political ideas on the scope of
action of this Parliament. That is why we Social
Democrats see this supplementary budget as a signal
and a prelude to the deliberarions on the 1984 budget,
which must pave the way for a policy based on
economic common sense and social responsibiliry.
The 1984 budget can only be adopted provided the
Council does its homework first 
- 
on agricultural
reform, on regional development policy and on
finding a sensible and just system of financing the
Communiry.
Mr Alavanos (COM). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, I would
like to make three very brief comments in support of
Greek interests in this intricate matter, this peevish
wrangling between the powerful of the Community
about who should get the biggest share of the cake in
the supplementary budget, and about which institu-
tion should wield greater power in the Community 
-the Council or Parliament.
Firstly, I want to say that this adjustment places a new
heavy tax on our country by increasing the Greek
contribution to the budget by 40.94 m ECU, by more
than 3 billion drachmas that is, a sum almost equiva-
lent to 23 % of the original contribution budgeted for
Greece. I would like the Greek President of the
Council in attendance here to tell us, if possible, why
such a large increase in Greece's contribution ?
Secondly, I want to say that we disagree with the deci-
sion of the Council, and also with the commitment
introduced in the motion of the Committee on
Budgets, concerning the repayments to Britain and
Germany, bgcause we believe that the revision of the
common agricultural policy and the increase of appro-
priations for industry and technologl, etc. 
- 
which
essentially go to the European monopolies 
- 
will be
along negative lines.
Thirdly, that all these matters cannot be solved on the
backs of the farmers . . .
President. 
- 
Your speaking time is over, Mr
Alavanos. I call now Mrs Nikolaou.
Mrs Kalliopi Nikolaou (S). 
- 
(GR) Mr President,
the draft supplementary budget which we are debating
today provides for an increase in the appropriations
for agriculture and for additional repayments to Great
Britain and Germany. Both of these lines run counter
to the firm positions of the European parliament
which call for spending on agriculture to be curbed,
for a halt to the practice of making repayments to
Member States, and for new policies to be developed.
For those of us who belong to Pasok the problem in
the agricultural sector is not the reduction of spending
at any cost, but revision of the CAP in such a way asto reduce the structural surpluses, safeguard the
incomes of small producers and stop the outflow of
CAP resources to non-farming sectors. Only if the
policy is revised along these lines will economies be
possible, whereas under the regulations currently in
force the scope for making economies is negligible.
Besides, we have the experience of drawing u[ the
1983 budget when, while Parliament made provision
for substantial savings in various headings of the
EAGGF and placed these amounts in the reserve
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chapter, not only is this reserve now exhausted but we
are also debating an increase of 1.76 million units of
account.
It is a fact that any delay in approving these appropria-
tions will make it impossible for the Commission to
make payments to farmers in the immediate months
ahead, and this will lead to major social problems. I
think it would be improper for us to try to exert Pres-
sure of any kind by using the incomes of farmers 
-bounden undertakings, indeed, in this case 
- 
as a
lever.
As far as the repayments to Great Britain and
Germany are concerned, Mr President, we in Pasok
are generally opposed to this method of correcting
financial disparities in the budget. However, specifi-
cally for the 1982 financial year, we did accept Parlia-
ment's compromise on the repayments for that year
which was made on the condition that it would be for
the last time. Thus, Parliament has commited itself, in
the absence of developments on new policies for the
Community, not to aPProve repayments in ensuing
years. However, given that the rePayments contained
in the present supplementary budget are for the year
1982, we disagree with the transfer of these amounts
to chapter 100 and consider that immediate endorse-
ment of the budget is essential and consistent with
the decisions the European Parliament has taken.
Approval on the first reading will make it possible for
the payments to the farmers to be made in time so
that they do not come up against cash flow problems
which, for the small producers in particular, are of
great concern, and at the same time will enable Parlia-
ment to fight for a better structured budget for 1984
without any distractions.
Mr Lange (S), cbairman of tbe Committee on
Budgets. 
- 
(DE) Mr President, Mr Presidenrin-Of-
fice, Mr President of the Commission, ladies and
gentlemen, it is strange to hear the other two institu-
tions talking about the dangerous course Parliament is
taking in doing this, that or the other. The Council
should ask itself what it has actually done since
lg76t77 in response to Parliament's demands for a
reform of agricultural policy. The same goes for the
Commission. And even though the Council and the
Commission may point out that Parliament was itself
in favour of higher prices for farm product5 
- 
1nf61-
tunately in the last tvio years a narrow majoriry voted
for slightly higher agricultural prices than those
proposed by the Commission 
- 
that does not relieve
them of the responsibility for a completely misguided
financial and budgetary policy. This policy is reflected
in precisely this supplementary budget, which has to
be viewed in this light.
No one is trying to shirk from taking action or
fulfilling their legal commitments. Only the Commis-
sion is ihi.king from reforming policies to enable us
to spend the European taxpayers' money sensibly'
That is the important point.
There have been three Council meetings. Nothing has
come of the tasks assigned to the Councils at the Stutt-
gart summit, and it looks as though the Athens
meeting will end similarly. How can we continue to
have confidence in the Council ? How can we 8o on
believing the Council is doing something ? That is
why, Mr President-in-Office 
- 
and now I am
appealing to you in your former capacity as a
colleague and a member of this Parliament 
- 
we
have urged the Council and the Commission time
and again to take some action. $7e have asked the
Council not to wait until 5 December before clari-
fying these questions, but to make the course they
intend to take apparent by mid-November so that the
necessary steps can be taken with respect to the 1984
budget as well. Unless the Council 
- 
as one of my
colleagues has just said 
- 
does its homework, this
Parliament will not be able to endorse and support
certain views tending to favour a continuation of the
present irresponsible financial policy.
Anyone attacking the United Kingdom and the
Federal Republic of Germany, anyone talking about
Parliament's commitments, is only looking at the
matter from one side. All we said was that we would
accept the compromise reached by the Council on 25
October 1982. Nor are we querying it. The repay-
ments to the United Kingdom and the Federal Repu-
blic of Germany ought to be classified as 'European
policy', in other words, the expenditure should not be
obligatory and suitable political alternatives should be
sought. This was half achieved by the supPlementary
budget No I adopted for this year. Parliament still has
its reservations with respect to the other half, which
has remained obligatory.
No one can say this compromise is an agreement by
which both parties should not feel bound.
Since this matter has to be dealt with again, we want
an assessment of what has happened with regard to
the United Kingdom and the Federal Republic of
Germany over the years, but no conclusive statement
has been drawn up. Parliament is incapable of imple-
menting and supporting the strange proposals put
forward by the Commission and the Council in this
context. The Council has not yet indicated that it is
willing to seek a lasting solution to this problem, i.e.
to reform agricultural policy and to radically reform
regional policy, since this is the only effective way of
helping the United Kingdom.
To this extent, Messrs Presidents of the other institu-
tions, look to your own affairs before warning Parlia-
ment about upsetting the atmosphere. It is you who
are harming the atmosphere by ignoring the views
expressed by Parliament at the joint deliberations on
20 July. You have disregarded them completely and
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presented a supplementary budget which neither
reflects Parliament's demands nor contains any alterna-
tive proposals which could justify supporting rhe
budget for political reasons. I hope you realize, Mr
President-in-Office and Mr President of the Commis-
sion, that matters are entering a decisive phase. If the
Council goes on behaving as it has been, and if the
Athens Council is as unproductive as its predecessors,
then the Council and Member Governments will be
jeopardizing the Community. You bear the responsi-
bility for this because you apparently believe in your
capacity as ministers and government members that
you know all the answers and everyone else is stupid.
So what is needed is for the Council to actually do its
lob for once and not treat Parliament as though it
were a nuisance, which it in fact is for some govern-
ment members and bureaucrats who dislike any parlia-
mentary control by people who wield power. You
should also be aware that you cannot prevent Parlia-
ment from fulfilling is tasks as laid down in the Trea-
ties, and I consequently hope that in future we can
expect the Council to give positive replies to our
unanswered questions.
(Applause)
IN THE CHAIR: MR NIKOLAOU
Vice-President
Mr Georgiadis, President-in-Office of tbe Council. 
-(GR) Mr President, I will try to give some answers ro
those points the honourable Members have persisted
on and will begin with the matter of the rectifying
letter on the revenue side of the budget.
Concerning the matter Mr Jackson raised at the begin-
ning, and on which I did not reply in my first speech,
I would like to make the following points. Firstly, that
the Council, at pains to submit the documents on the
budget to the Members of this House as quickly as
possible, sent out the rectifying letter to Parliament on
23 September without waiting for the official commu-
nication 
- 
the final preparation of which takes
longer due to the Council's internal procedures 
- 
to
be formally dispatched.
Secondly, the Council formally approved the official
rectifying letter communication for dispatch to Parlia-
ment on 26 September. Consequent to this the
forwarding of the correspondence was undertaken by
a competent official of the Council and is dated 28
September.
Thirdly, having ascertained that the document, of
which we all recognize the importance, had not
reached those concerned, the Council forwarded a
copy of the official communication, dated 4 October,
to the office of the President, Mr Dankert.
Consequently in our view the good faith of the
Council in this affair is beyond dispute, and this recti-
fying letter cannot be disregarded on the grounds that
it was late in reaching Parliament. Also, according to
the Minutes of l0 October, yesterday's Minutes that is,
the President has received a letter from the Council
on the rectification of the supplementary budget
which was drafted on 26 September. Hence, Mr Jack-
son's Amendment No 15 is without substance and
should not even be voted on because the matter has
been cleared up.
Concerning the matters touched on by the other
honourable Members, Mr Presiden! I would like to
reiterate the views of the Council once again. Fintly,
Parliament must honour the compromise it accepted
when the first amending budget was being drawn up,
and, by the same token, it must likewise accept the
distribution of the appropriations as either compul-
sory or non-compulsory. And as I said in my first
speech, there is flo reason why the amounts for Great
Britain should be transferred to chapter 100. They
must remain in the chapters where the Council has
recorded them. This is consistent with Regulation
62411983 as approved by Parliament. Furthermore,
this rectification procedure has been in train since
March already and it has to mesh in properly with the
original repayments calculation.
I point out again for the benefit of the honourable
Members that there is nothing that is new in this
adjustment, and the adjustment itself is in no way
connected with the outcome of the Athens talks
because it is based on a regulation that already exists.
'S7hatever happens as regards Communiry financing
will take effect in future years. The fact that rhis
debate on the increasing of the appropriations for agri-
culture has come very late is not the fault of the
Council but is due to the procedures of Parliament
which have delayed the debating of this matter.
I would like to point out as well that the rectification
of the payments to Great Britain is based on the
March regulation and on the Council's decision of 25
October 1982. We now have the final figures on
which to base our calculations. In no circumstance
should we confuse this procedure with the so-called
trop per7u for the year 1980-81 which is due for adjust-
ment in the coming years.
Concerning the contribution of Greece allow me, as a
Greek Minister, to inform the Greek Member, Mr
Alavanos, that the contribution of Greece to the
supplementary budget stands at l.60/o, the same as in
the overall budget for 1983, that is, before the budget
being debated was drawn up, and therefore there lias
been no change.
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Vinding up, Mr President, I would like to go back
again to the more general matter of the approval of
this supplementary budget.
Firstly, it is incontestable that the items of agricultural
expenditure provided for in this budget are based on
existing regulations and on the common agricultural
policy, and neither the principles nor the regulations
on which they are founded are open to dispute.
I would like to point out to Mrs Focke that discus-
sions concerning the restructuring of the common
agricultural policy are under way in Athens at this
time and will continue into December. In any case
nothing that is said here in connection with this
budget will help those discussions. The debate on the
supplementary budget for 1983 is not the occasion for
discussing this restructuring. The various institutions
of the Community must engage in this process at
another level.
Concerning the repayments to Great Britain I would
like to stress again that these are based on existing
regulations and agreements and are made in compli-
ance with the procedure which Parliament accepted.
They have nothing whatsoever to do with the future
financing of the Community but are, rather, merely
an adjustment, and therefore Parliament ought to
accept the Council's proposals. I remind you again of
the difficulty which adoption of the amendment put
down by the Committee on Budgets will create at a
time when all the Community's efforts should be
aimed at finding long-term solutions to the problems
which exist and not simply, as on the occasion of this
supplementary budget, at making adiustments which,
though necessary, are none the less coniunctural.
Mr Lange (S), cbairman of tbe Cornmittee on
Budgets. 
- 
(DE) Mr President, I just wanted to ask
the President-in-Office a question. He comes from
Greece, and we have learnt a Steat deal from the
ancient Greeks. Does he not agree with Heraclitus
that things are in constant flux and are thus intercon-
nected, so that they cannot be seen in isolation from
one another as he has just done in his introductory
remarks ?
Mr Georgiadis, President'in'Office of tbe Council. 
-(GR) Mr President, I would like to thank Mr Lange
whose expertise and pertinacity I respect and have
verified at first hand as a former member of the
Committee on Budgets. I would like to say to him,
however, that as I see it the adiustment of the supple-
mentary budget is not connected with long-term deve-
lopments in the Community. Parliament may assert
its positions, but its real opportuniry to influence deve-
lopments will come with the debate on the 1984
budget and in respect of other major topics which
come up for debate. And, as a former member of this
House, I think that Parliament should reserve its
strength for greater battles and not use it on some-
thing which, for practical reasons, has to be sorted out
here and now.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
The vote will be taken at the next voting time.
4. Budget 1983
President. 
- 
The next item is the oral question with
debate tabled by Mr Notenboom, on behalf of the
Group of the European People's Party (Christian
Democratic Group), Mr Arndt, on behalf of the
Socialist Group, Mr Balfour, on behalf of the Euro-
pean Democratic Group, Mrs Scrivener, on behalf of
the Liberal and Democratic Group, Mr Ansquer, on
behalf of the Group of European Progressive Democ-
rats, Mrs Barbarella, on behalf of the Communist
Group, Mr Lange, on behalf of the Committee on
Budgets, and Mr Aigner, on behalf of the Committee
on Budgetary Control, to the Commission:
Subject : Implementation of the budget of the Euro-
pean Communities for 1983
On 5 December 1982 the European Parliament
adopted a large number of amendments.
These amendments were accordingly definitively
incorporated into the 1983 budget when the President
of Parliament declared the latter adopted in December
1982.
The principal amendments were as follows :
+ 80 000 000
+ (e5 ooo oo0)
+ 4 000 000
+ (5 000 000)
+ 2 000 000
Article
500 European Regional Development Fund
510 European Regional Development Fund (specific measures)
5410 Preparatory studies for integrated operations
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550 Mediterranean programmes
551 Mediterranean programmes
5010 European Social Fund
5011 European Social Fund
5012 European Social Fund
505 European Social Fund
530 Implementation of education programme
531 Preparation of young people for working life
6330 Specific training measures
5331 Training measures 
- 
new information technologies
534 Continuing rraining
536 Com. measures for linguistic & cultural minorities
5401 Cooperation in field of employment
646Pilot research projects on action to combat poverty
5531 Pollution control 
- 
Rhine etc.
5700 Expenditure on cultural action
5705 Restoration of Parthenon
7020 New technologies for burning solid fuels and using residues thereof
7021 Projects for liquefaction and gasification of solid fuels
7031 Projects concerning geo-thermal energy
7032 Projects concerning solar energy and biomass
704 Community energy-saving programme
7730 Prcparatory measures for Esprit programme
7779 1983 
- 
year of craft industry and SMUs
781 Financial support for transport infrastructure projects
921 Food aid in milk products
924 Food aid (other commodities)
930 Financial and technical cooperation with non-associated
developing countries
941 Com. contribution towards schemes concerning developing
countries carried out by NGOs
958 Special programme to alleviate world hunger
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
7 000 000
l 000 000
96 300 000
(124 250 000)
95 300 000
(124 2s0 000)
I 000 000
(1 000 000)
2 000 000
(5 000 000)
I 500 000
855 000
30 000
226 000
I 00 000
100 000
2s0 000
500 000
(s00 000)
100 000
50 000
300 000
2 500 000
(s 000 000)
5 000 000
(6 000 000)
I 000 000
(5 000 000)
2 000 000
(7 000 000)
7 500 000
(r I 500 000)
750 000
13 000 000
(1 5 000 000)
23 000 000
.18 000 000(35 000 000)
l0 200 000
(10 200 000)
50 000 000
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
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Article 205 of the Treaty requires the Commission to
implement the budget accordingly.
Given that the progress of the 1984 budget debate will
depend in part on the manner in which the 1983
budget has been implemented, can the Commission
state :
l. How it has implemented the items listed above
which were created or augmented by the European
Parliament ?
2. How it intends to implement the budget for the
rest of this year in conformity with the decisions of
the European Parliament ?
3. To what extent it has refrained from effecting
certain expenditure in the absence of an additional
legal basis which it may consider necessary ?
4. \Thether it has experienced difficulties in imple-
menting other articles and items of the 1983
budget ?
Mr Notenboom (PPE). 
- 
(NL) The question we are
now debating is one that has been put many times
before in October on behalf of virtually every political
group in Parliament. It asks the Commission, the exec-
utive in the European Communities, about the imple-
mentation of the current budget' Mr Tugendhat
always seizes this opportunity to explain his policy
and answer the questions at Steat length. Both sides,
the Commission and the European Parliament, attach
considerable importance to this item of the agenda.
Parliament's powers are after all largely confined to
the budget, since it does not yet have any legislative
powers, and if needs be, Parliament can even use these
budgetary powers to oppose the Council and enter
policy options in the budget. They then have a legiti-
mate place in the budget and must therefore be imple-
mented. For example, aid to non-governmental organi-
zations, of which there was no mention for many
years, is now included in the budget as a result of a
parliamentary initiative, and this important aspect of
Community development aid has become a univer-
sally accepted part of European development aid. This
is a good example of how a parliamentary initiative
based on Parliament's budgetary Powers can result in
a permanent EuroPean PolicY.
But it is not enough for us to have these budgetary
powers or for us to succeed year after year in enlarging
existing areas of policy or introducing new ones into
the budget. It is equally important, of course, for the
executive to implement these policies. Hence this
question about the implementation of these policies,
especially those to which Parliament has attached
considerable importance during the debate on the
budget. The discussion of this series of questions is
also important because we shall be looking very care-
fully at the details of the 1984 budget next week in
the Committee on Budgets and the week after here in
Parliament. This also makes it extremely important
for us to know in mid-October how the current
budget is being implemented, so that we can make
the best possible use of the increasingly limited scope
- 
[s62u5s we have almost reached the limit of own
resources 
- 
so that appropriations can be entered
where they can be used to the greatest advantage and
not where there is doubt about implementation or
where implementation may have adverse effects.
For those who are not so familiar with this item and
those who are not members of the Committee on
Budgets, these are the reasons why both the Commis-
sion and our Parliament consider these questions
important. I am sure that Commissioner Tugendhat
has prepared an extensive answer to these written ques-
tions, and we look forward to hearing what he has to
say.
I should like to add two points to this question. In the
past we have had a difference of opinion with the
Commission over the need for a legal basis in addi-
tion to the entry of an item in the budget for a
specific purpose. !7e disagree on this from time to
time. The Commission sometimes claims that it has
been unable to implement an item owing to the
absence of an additional legal basis, a law, a regula-
tion, a Council decision. !7e do not always agree on
this, and we shall undoubtedly be hearing the same
again today. But last year it was agreed that, where the
Commission cannot begin implementing an item of
the budget because it believes the required legal basis
does not exist, it will come forward with a proposal for
this legal basis. And I hope that in any such cases the
Commissioner will indicate where the Commission
may have made this kind of proposal, so that with the
help of Parliament, in its advisory role, and the
Council, in its decision-making capaciry, resources
entered under certain items may still be spent before
the end of this year. I would very much appreciate it
if the Commissioner could give us this information in
his answer.
My second and final point concerns the executive's
policy in the light of the difficult revenue situation. I
apologize, Mr Tugendhat, for the absence of this point
from the list of written questions, and I shall not take
it amiss if you are unable to reply 
- 
although I would
be very grateful for an answer and I did warn your
services. The lo/o VAT ceiling has almost been
reached. In addition, revenue is falling in a number of
major areas. There is a downward trend in revenue'
which is not surprising in the absence of economic
recovery in Europe. VAT depends entirely on the
trade cycle, on consumption by the public. If this
does not rise, if this trade cycle does not improve, the
source of VAT, from which we derive so latge a
proportion of our own resources, is in danger of
producing less. The same is true of import duties.
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These import duties, all of which become own
resources, are also highly dependent on world trade
and European imports. That is why 
- 
as I have just
said in a different context 
- 
we must be careful when
estimating own resources. It is a difficult thing to do,
and I would therefore ask the Commissioner if he can
perhaps say something about what he is now doing in
view of this weak revenue position. Are you restricting
certain items of expenditure or not, or how are you
going about this ? Do you and your colleagues ever
discuss these matters with parliamentary committees ?
Is this done on the quiet, or is the restriction
announced publicly ? You will know what I mean. I
consider it very important for you to say something
about your policy on expenditure in view of this list
of questions, which concern the implementation of
the 1983 budget, in view of the fact that the limit to
own resources will soon be reached and in view of the
difficult revenue position. I very much look forward to
hearing Mr Tugendhat's answer, which will undoubt-
edly be very interesting.
Mr Tugendhat, Vice-President of tbe Commission.
- 
Mr President, as Mr Notenboom said, this is now
an annual exercise, and it is an exercise which we in
the Commission regard as extremely useful. It gives us
an opportunity in response to a question from Parlia-
ment to go through the whole range of budgetary poli-
cies, 
- 
or rather of policies carried out through the
budget 
- 
and to explain where things stand at the
moment.
The result, of course, tends to be a speech which is
rather boring for those who are not directly concerned
with budgetary matters, since it involves reading out a
recitation of chapter headings with brief comments on
them. So although it is hardly a subject for the general
listener. I shall do my best to be as helpful as possible
to Mr Notenboom and also make an effort to answer
at the end the question which he raised at the end of
his speech.
Mr Notenboom asked about the state of execution of
some 30 budget lines. Therefore I think the best thing
is for me to go through them in the order in which
they are set out in his question, and I will, of course,
be quite prepared to make my speech available at the
end so that people do not feel that they have to make
notes as I go along.
First of all, Items 500 and 510 which relare to the
European Regional Development Fund. Here, as Parli-
ament is aware, the position is different between the
non-quota and the quota sections. For the latter three
series of agreements have already been entered at 30
September. The fourth 
- 
by far the largest 
- 
should,
as was the case last year, enable almost the whole of
the appropriations to be utilized between now and the
end of the financial year. Of course, there remains the
fact that the new regulation for the Fund is still under
discussion in Council. !7hile awaiting its adoption,
the Commission is obliged to implement the appropri-
ations on the basis of the old resolution.
The position concerning the utilization of appropria-
tions under the non-quota section is, unfortunately,
less satisfactory. The Commission has kept Parliament
regularly informed of the difficulties it encounters
here, and has explained the position in detail in the
course of discussion within the Committee on Budge-
tary Control. The current position is as follows : the
implementation of the first series of specific measures
decided by the Council in October 1980 continues
but more slowly than planned because of difficulties
in starting up encountered by some of the Member
States. Moreover, the second series of specific
measures proposed by the Commission in November
1982 is still under discussion in the Council. That is
why it is already certain that a part of the appropria-
tions for this financial year will have to be carried over
to the financial year 1984. As regards budget headings
5410 and 550: these deal with studies preparatory to
integrated measures and with the preparation of the
integrated Mediterranean programmes. The Commis-
sion does not foresee any difficulty in implementing
these appropriations.
Budget headings 5010, 501 l, 6012 and 505 all relate
to measures undertaken within the framework of the
Social Fund. For these headings, as for the whole of
the European Social Fund, almost complete utilization
of the commitment appropriations from here to the
end of the year can be expected. However, the budget
contains too many payment appropriations. This situa-
tion has been examined in detail during the current
budgetary procedures and I do not think that I need
therefore discuss it again now.
For the group of budgetary headings concerning
education and vocational training, that is ro say Arti-
cles 630 and 531, Items 5330 and 5331 and Articles
634 and 635, the situation shows an improvement as
compared with the financial year 1982. At 30
September the rate of implementation by chapter of
commitment appropriations was 58 %. The less favou-
rable situation for payment appropriations is
explained by the fact that contracts signed for these
measures terminate only in June at the end of the
school year. As regards the budget headings relating to
expenditure in the social field within Chapter 54 of
the budget, Item 5410 relating ro cooperation in the
employment field presents no problems of implemen-
tation. Article 545, which concerns pilot research into
the fight against poverty, the preparation of the
second action programme, is carried out essentially by
way of consultation of the Member States and inte-
rested bodies in order to decide upon prioriry themes.
Since these consultations are due to be concluded
only at the beginning ol 1984 only about 50 % of the
500 000 ECU entered in the budget will be
committed between now and the end of the year. The
balance will be carried over into 1984. For Item 5631,
concerning the combating of pollution of the Rhine
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and other cross-frontier rivers, most of the 100000
ECU entered in the budget will be committed and in
part spent between now and the end of November on
two studies on the Moselle and the Saar.
In the cultural field, the implementation of Items
5700 and 5706 which relates to the reconstruction of
the Parthenon, progress is completely satisfactory with
a rate of nearly 100 %. The energy sector remains one
of the most difficult ones, despite the efforts made by
the Commission. The relatively low utilization of
appropriations entered under the budgetary headings
mentioned by Mr Notenboom is the result of delay in
adopting their legal base. Indeed it was only on 1 I
July 1983 that the Council adopted Regulations (EEC)
1971183 and 1972183, providing for the granting of
financial support to industrial pilot proiects and
demonstration proiects in the field of liquefaction and
gasification of solid fuels together with demonstration
projects in the fields of the exploitation of alternative
energy sources, energy savings and substitution for
hydrocarbons. These two regulations are, besides, appli-
cable only until 31 December 1983. Despite this
delay, the Commission took prior steps at the end of
March to invite tenders from firms and interested
bodies for proposals to be submitted by 31 August
1983 for the carrying out of demonstration or indus-
trial pilot profects. It received about 900 proposals
which are currently being examined by the Commis-
sion services. As regards the first group of proposals in
the areas of liquefaction and gasification in particular,
the Commission has already proceeded in the course
of July last to make an initial selection. The relevant
procedure is underway. As regards the other proposals,
it will commence in October or November. The
Commission services will subsequently proceed to
negotiate contracts with the beneficiaries.
Let me recall, Mr President, in this context the posi-
tive conciliation meeting in this field which took
place in June. The Commission was pleased that a
common base of views emerged in the course of this
meeting and resulted in an important steP forward.
Vice-President Klepsch played a decisive role as presi-
dent of the parliamentary delegation, and on behalf of
the Commission I must thank him and all his delega-
tion colleagues.
For ltem 77 30 
- 
preParatory measures for the
ESPRIT programme 
- 
s 112n5f61 from Chapter 73 of
3.2 m ECU has been made to supplement the endow-
ment of this item. The 91 0/o level of consumption
reflects the essential requirements of this action
together with the importance attached to it by the
Commission and indeed, I hope, by the Community
as a whole. All the commitment appropriations will
be used up before the end of the financial year.
For Item 7779 
- 
the Year of Craft Industry and
Small and Medium-sized Undertakings the
complete utilization of appropriations is expected. For
Article 781 concerning financial suPPort to Proiects
on transport infrastructures, the utilization of appropri-
ations requires the adoption of a regulatory base by
the Council, since Council Regulation 3500/82 of 30
December 1982 concerning limited measures applied
solely to 1982. The Commission, while maintaining
its draft regulation dating from 1976, presented on 5
August 1983 a draft regulation for the grant of finan-
cial support within the framework of a multiannual
programme of transport infrastructure. This proposal
is being drafted so as to respond to the invitation
which Council addressed to the Commission in its
session of 7 June 1983 conveying the Council's
concern that the utilization of appropriations in the
1983 budget should be made effectively possible. The
Commission is doing all it can to have this proposal
adopted by the Council in time to allow appropria-
tions to be utilized in 1983.
I now turn to development aid where the situation is
as follows. For Article 921 
- 
food aid in milk
products 
- 
and Article 924 
- 
food aid in other
products 
- 
most of the appropriations have been
committed and complete implementation is expected
before the year's end. For Article 930 
- 
financial and
technical cooperation with non-associated developing
countries 
- 
we have rather more difficulties, and
delays in implementation are still occurring. The new
decision-making procedure raises difficult problems of
adaptation because of the increased complexity of the
mechanisms involved. Every effort will be made to
enable all the numerous appropriations remaining
from 1982, 1 15.5 m ECU to be used and about half of
the appropriation for the current year to be
committed.
There is no particular difficulry expected in the imple-
mentation of Article 941 
- 
Community participation
in measures to benefit developing countries carried
out by non-governmental organizations 
- 
while for
the important new Article 958 created by Parliament
the Council adopted on 11 July 1983 a regulation
concerning a special scheme to combat hunger in the
world. The Commission thus has available to it the
legal base required for the commitment appropria-
tions amounting to 50 m ECU which were entered in
the 1983 budget.
Mr Notenboom has also raised the question of the
legal base, the absence of which may rePresent for the
Commission an obstacle to the implementation of
appropriations. In order to show Parliament and
Council the extent to which the joint declaration of
30 June 1982 has been applied in respect of 
- 
and I
quote 
- 
'significant Community actions' requiring a
legal base, the Commission sent on 27 June a
summary of the follow-up to its proposals. Updating
was inserted in the 30 June report on the financial
situation and will be included in the 3l August report
which will be available next week.
For some of the budgetary headings concerned, the
legal base now exists, although it may often have been
obtained too late for implementation of these head-
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ings yet to have reached a significant amount. Thus,
on the initiative of the Commission supported by
Parliament or alternatively on Parliament's own initia-
tive through the use of its margin of manoeuvre, signif-
icant new Communiry measures are now underway.
Such is the case for the following headings : Item
5411 
- 
Community measures in the framework of
integrated operations 
- 
Items 7020, 7021, 7032, 7033
and Article 704 akeady cited in the energy sector.
Article 958 is another one.
However, in the case of other budgetary headings the
Council is slow in taking decisions. The Commission
is making every effort to persuade it to remove obsta-
cles to the implementation of its budget. The head-
ings are as follows : Article 411 
- 
the joint fisheries
research programme 
- 
and Items 5610 and 6511 
-environmental measures ; ltem 7702 
- 
Community
operations for development of data processing, where
it seems unlikely that the Council will take a decision
this year; Article 705 
- 
promotion of energy invest-
ments and Article 781 
- 
financial support for trans-
port infrastructure projects, where it appears that the
Council is willing to create the legal base before the
end of the year. For each of these headings Mr Presi-
dent, the Commission will seek the best conditions
for the implementation of these appropriations in
keeping with the joint declaration of 30 June 1982.
This will normally mean a proposal for a transfer.
Should it consider that it is preferable to carry the
appropriations over to the subsequent financial year in
a small number of cases in order to maintain the pres-
sure for creating a regulation, the Commission will
give detailed explanations.
I now turn to part 4 of Mr Notenboom's question,
which concerns budget items other than those already
mentioned. For fisheries the position on commit-
ments is clearly improving with implementation of
55 0/0. However, payments show a fairly sharp regres-
sion, mainly because of the situation obtaining in
Chapter 45 
- 
measures to improve agricultural struc-
tures 
- 
where the whole of the payment appropria-
tions of 23 m ECU will have to be carried forward to
1984 if there is still no adoption of the regulation
setting up the definitive structural action. Moreover, it
is expected that 4 m ECU will be carried over from
the 1982 financial year and will remain available at
the end of the financial year.
For Item 7000 
- 
projects concerning hydrocarbons
- 
the utilization in particular of commitment appro-
priations, up till now l0 %, is explained by the Coun-
cil's refusal to approve a draft decision presented on
l5 June 1983 and concerning support for 49 Commu-
nity projects in the hydrocarbon sector to an amount
34.5 m ECU.
For Item 7374 
- 
science and technology develop-
ment 
- 
there is a four-year programme for 1983 to
1986 approved by the Council on 3 December 1982
for an estimated total of 40 m ECU which presents
serious difficulties in starting up, given the need to
coordinate research activities among the specialized
Euro-laboratories in different European countries and
the corresponding bodies in developing countries.
For Item 7502- the third triennial plan in the infor-
mation market and innovation field 
- 
several factors
independent of the Commission's will are producing a
slowing down in implementation.
For Item 771| interinstitutional information
systems unexpected difficulties have to be
surmounted. As in previous years, difficulties persist
with Chapter 96 relating to implementation of the
Financial Protocols concluded with the countries of
the Mediterranean basin.
The Commission keeps Parliament regularly informed
in its financial reports of the difficulties it encounters
in the implementation of appropriations where it is
dependent on action by the third countries concerned.
Mr Notenboom has also asked me to comment on a
question which, as he says, he did not include in the
written summary but which he transmitted to my
services. The long statement 
- 
eighteen-and-a-half
minutes so far 
- 
that I have already made shows that
the Commission is doing its best to fulfil its obliga-
tions under the budget and to execute the budget as
adopted.
The appropriations for non-compulsory expenditure
are covered by revenues, as are all other expenditures,
and could in any case not be used for compulsory
expenditure without the agreement of Parliament. I
hope that is clear, that we are doing our best to
execute the budget and could not, even if we wished
to, move money from non-compulsory to compulsory
lines without the approval of the Parliament.
In the light of what I have been saying I believe there
is now a large measure of convergence between the
views of Parliament and Commission in a number of
these important areas, to which Parliament has
attached particular significance. That, it seems to me,
is the main thing. Certainly there is a desire on the
Commission's part to take the fullest account of the
political objectives pursued by Parliament in the
framework of its budgetary powers.
I said at the outset Mr President, that my speech
would perhaps not be very scintillating, for its length
depends entirely on the number of questions that Mr
Notenboom himself asks. I hope that what I have said
will be regarded as helpful by Mr Notenboom. The
speech is, of course, available to him, and if there is
any additional assistance that my services can provide,
Director-General Strasser and a number of his
colleagues, who have done a great deal of work in
preparing this answer, stand ready to cooperate, as
indeed do I.
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Vice-President
Mr Konrad Schiin (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President,
ladies and gentlemen, I was pleased to hear Mr
Tugendhat say just now that the views of Parliament
and the Commission are converging with respect to
political objectives. But looking at your answers to Mr
Notenboom's list of questions, Mr Tugendhat, I
cannot help noticing that execution of both the
Regional Development Fund and the Social Fund is
unsatisfactory. I would so like to know where the real
difficulties lie, because we have iust been dealing with
the problems of the Social Fund in connection with
the supplementary budget. May I merely remind you
of the 64m ECU on which v,'e disagree with the
Commission.
Although you state that Parliament was sent a
summary of the follow-up to the Commission's proPo-
sals in connection with the ioint declaration of 30
June 1982 which have a bearing on the execution of
the 1983 budget, I must say 
- 
and I am addressing
our presidency rather than the Commission 
- 
I find
it very strange that we have been unable to discuss
this summary because we haven't seen it. This is a
question for the Committee on Budgets, Mr Noten-
boom, since, as I say, I know nothing about this
summary. It would be interesting to see how far the
Commission's answer, or their view of things, coin-
cides with Parliament's thinking.
I was glad to hear you state, Mr Tugendhat, that you
are doing your best to implement the budget in a
manner acceptable to Parliament, but I am neverthe-
less not satisfied with your answer to Mr Notenboom's
question on the budget as a legal base. Instead of nego-
tiating with the Council about the supposed absence
of a legal base each time, and the Council failing to
create one after drawing out the neSotiations and
finally admitting under pressure that a legal base is
necessary, the Commission should be more cour-
ageous and say the budget has been adopted by Parlia-
ment and will therefore be executed. If the Council is
incapable of creating a legal base the Commission
should implement the budget all the same because
both the Committee on Budgets and the plenary
consider the budget an adequate legal base.
\(e would like a clear statement on this, since if
delays keep on occurring in the implementation of
the Community's policies year after year because the
Council blocks them and the Commission has not got
the courage to execute them, one cannot help seri-
ously wondering whether this is not harming the
Community as a whole. I would consequently apPrec-
iate a straight answer from you, Mr Tugendhat, giving
your views on the legal base problem. If you really
agree with Parliament as regards political objectives
you ought to respect Parliament's wishes in this
matter and to make your respect obvious when
addressing this House.
Mr Notenboom (PPE). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, it is
not my intention to comment on the Commissioner's
statement after the important comments Mr Schdn
has made. I should like to thank the Commissioner,
and I shall certainly be asking him for his text very
shortly.
The Commissioner and the budgetary experts know
that this is not the kind of subiect that lends itself to
an immediate and detailed reaction. \fle shall, of
course, be looking at this very carefully with our staff
to ensure that it is as fruitful as possible both when
the discharge is granted and during the deliberations
that will be taking place next week in connection
with the 1984 budget. \7hile I am unable at this
moment to go into all the details the Commissioner
has been so kind to provide, you can rest assured that
they will be studied scrupulously.'!7e are very grateful
for the very detailed information he has once again
provided.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
5. Arms procuren?ent
President. 
- 
The next item is the report by Mr
Fergusson, drawn up on behalf of the Political Affairs
Committee, on arms procurement within a common
industrial policy and arms sales (Doc. 1-455/83).
Mr Alavanos (COM). 
- 
(GR) Mr President,I will be
very brief. In view of the fact that the report that Mr
Fergusson is presenting to us has to do with arms, and
as such carries the smell not only of blood but of
dollars as well, billions of them for both European
and American arms manufacturing companies, I
would like to enquire whether Mr Fergusson 
- 
not
that there is anything personal in this 
- 
has, in accor-
dance with the respective decision of Parliament and
with established parliamentary practice, submitted a
declaration to the effect that he has no direct or indi-
rect financial interest in this subject, no interest other
than the pursuance of his hobby which, as we see in
his biographical details, is 'defence matters'. I would
also like to ask him whether he had any contact with
arms manufacturing companies during the drafting of
the report, and if so, with which ones.
President. 
- 
Mr Alavanos, I do not know whether
this is a genuine point of order. I shall ask Mr
Fergusson if he is prepared to reply.
Mr Fergusson (ED), rapporteur. 
- 
Mr President, I
do not really understand the question. I do understand
its mischievous nature.
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Mr President, this report is, I believe, one of the touch-
stones of our determination that the Communiry shall
move, in the words of the Treary, towards 'an ever-
closer union among the peoples of Europe'. It deals
with actions, not declarations. It invites cooperation in
sectors of high national sensitivity. It most genuinely
covers Community endeavour where it might be
managed lointly, better than singly, and where pooled
resources and effort self-evidently could more sensibly
and successfully serve the common interest. It strives
to make the Community more properous by encou-
raging a common industrial policy ; more secure, by
uniting our economic and technical effort in the field
on which our very freedom depends ; more unified by
developing an important sector of the emerging
common foreign policy of the Ten and so more effec-
tive as a force for peace and recovery in the world at
large.
The Klepsch report of 1978 brought new ideas to the
sterile old argument about procurement cooperation.
Here we continue its theme that if Europe is to keep
abreast of its rivals in high technology and is to main-
tain an independent, cost-effective, conventional arms
industry, it can only be done by fostering a high
degree of industrial cooperation in which both civil
and military spheres derive from one another their
impetus, their cost-effectiveness and their inspiration.
If we do not cooperate in every practical way in an
age of rocketing costs the fragmentation and duplica-
tion of our research and development and production
will condemn us to military weakness and depen-
dence and to falling helplessly and hopelessly behind
in the high technologies of the future.
Members will recall that the Greenwood report was
commissioned to study these matters and to consider
why the Klepsch proposals never got off the ground.
Its opinion may be justified that they were too ambi-
tious 
- 
at least for today. But the aspirations of the
Klepsch report remain valid for tomorrow and the
Political Affairs Committee has not been persuaded to
reject, as Mr Greenwood did, the objective of reducing
waste and achieving greater military efficiency by the
rationalization of procurement and by ensuring inter-
operability through the standardization of equipment
throughout the North Atlantic Alliance. S7e must do
more than tinker with the status quo and if we cannot
oblige Member States to collaborate, we can at least
try to create the industrial, competitive and economic
conditions in which cooperation may beneficially take
place. Parliament will note that, without adding to the
number of agencies dealing with procurement, it can
still support a practical and concrete proposal for real
action by both Council and Commission. We await,
with many hopes, the Commissioner's comments,
although we are sad not to see Mr Davignon with us.
It would be gratifying if he could make his interest in
this particular matter a little bit more evident.
I turn, Mr President, to the vexed question of whether
we are intruding on ground where we have no busi-
ness. Some here, as in the Political Affairs Committee,
will not be persuaded, even though Parliament made
security its business in 1978, and the Council has
confirmed it many times. However, in no way can this
be an intrusion into defence strategy or into the
proper concerns of the North Atlantic Alliance, or of
any Member State. To cooperate for purposes of effi-
ciency in matters in which we are already deeply
engaged is not to foreshadow a European military/
industrial complex 
- 
the sort of thing we hear about.
And to anyone who thinks that the I7estern European
Union might be a more appropriate forum for organ-
izing arms procurement, I can only say, although I
have much respect for the N7EU, how could it set
about such a thing ? What resources, what economic
clout, what organizational capacity does it have ? !7e
must face this sober truth that if we wish to keep our
independence, and security, and freedom, then we
must will the financial and industrial means of
preserving them. Today this can probably only be
done through the Community even though every
member country will not be involved to the same
degree, or at all.
Now, are we prepared to will those means ? I can
hardly do better than quote the French Prime
Minister, Mr Pierre Mauroy, who said on 22
September : a concerted arms manufacturing policy
should be considered a priority objective among the
many things that must be done to strengthen western
European defence. Or, as his Defence Minister, Mr
Hernu, meeting with his British and German counter-
parts the following day said : This cooperation, oppor-
tune yesterday, has become essential today for the
future of the safery of every one of us.
If the Community does not contrive it 
- 
by all
means, hand in hand with the \flEU if necessary 
-then the two-way street of North Atlantic arms
procurement will remain, as now, a torrent of
American exports towards Europe and a diminishing
trickle the other way and Japan will shortly join
America as our principal arms suppliers. The
consequences for our high technology in Europe do
not bear thinking about; nor the consequences for
European employment. The implications of these
proposals are not just for the hundreds of thousands
of workers in our arms industries. They are for all the
others in our high technology world and its ancilli-
aries. That is why the Community must clear the
decks now to make industrial cooperation possible, for
it is all part of what President Mitterrand last month
called for: a European high technology plan. It is
something that cannot be achieved in the civil sphere
alone. No country on earth can divorce its defence
industry from its civil industry if it hopes to stay in
the front. For the Community to form a single indus-
trial policy for the two is not to detract from national
sovereignty but to reinforce it.
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Now to arms sales, the second part of my report. As
Mrs Vieczorek-Zeul's detailed and the careful
opinion from the REX Committee indicates the
external arms trade is also a perfectly proper subiect
for our consideration. The questions of arms sales and
arms procurement are two sides of the same coin and
the problems they raise are most closely linked.
Indeed, if I may quote our own President, Mr
Dankert's, report to the rUTEU Assembly in 1977, the
European countries of the Atlantic Alliance provide
an arms market large enough for economic produc-
tion that would be independent of exports to the
Third \ilorld thus enabling such exports to be termi-
nated or limited to those deemed to be in the interests
of Europe according to a commonly-defined external
policy. How can we pool our industrial effort here
without a common sales policy ? How can we ask
countries whose arms exports maintain their inde-
pendent military establishment to limit them without
ensuring counter-balancing benefits ? The point is
that extra markets must appear in Europe for Euro-
pean products and our buying policies must be geared
accordingly.
Most of us are in search of a common foreign policy,
the purpose of political cooperation. Does anyone
insist that arms sales are all to do with trade and
nothing to do with foreign policy ? To suggest that in
the light of the Falklands war or what is happening
this very week in the Middle East all the way to the
Gulf simply will not hold water. The signatories of the
Rome Treaty can surely find a less cynical way to
pursue their common inteiests than in cut-throat
competition to sell arms to each other's enemies or to
governments which flout human rights or to regions
in turmoil where each delivery of arms may be like a
bucket of petrol on a bonfire. We can do better than
say that if we do not sell them, the Russians will.
\7hat is the thinking behind this resolution ? In
matters so complex and so sensitive as arms produc-
tion and sales it cannot be for the Parliament to
dictate the detail of policy. Rather we should concen-
trate on the principles which guide it, and on these
we have the Council and the Commission already on
our side. Exact plans which could conflict with the
prejudices or experience of our Member States at best
invite refection. Far better that those who must imple-
ment these policies should determine the method.
Thus for arms manufacture, while encouraging the
Council and Commission to rationalize the whole
procedure both within the Community and in respect
of our allies, we have laid emphasis on the need 
- 
so
well-endorsed by Mr Nordmann's opinion to the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs 
- 
for
a better industrial strategy in general, the reinforcing
of the internal market, the promotion of key technolo-
gies and the liberalization of public procurement.
For sales, rather than draw up controversial lists of
what arms may be sold to whom and how, inviting
repudiation for usurping the Council's role, we argue
firmly for a coordinated approach and common rules'
Amendments that seek for more, we feel, will earn
rebuff at Council level, but I nonetheless commend
Mrs l7ieczorek-Zeul's ideas in her opinion to the
Council for its most careful study and also the
constructive, although, again, too detailed, proposals
made in several of the amendments tabled to this
report.
Mr President, the Political Affairs Committee is trying
to press no constitutional point in putting forward
this resolution, nor to push the parliament's sphere of
interest any wider, although Members are not without
concern on that point. But, we are trying to move the
Communiry in a direction considered vital for its
survival and it is on that basis that I commend this
report and the resolution to the House.
(Applause from certain qua.rters)
Mrs Wieczorek-Zeul (Sl, draftsman of tbe opinion
of the Committee on External Economic Relations. 
-(DE) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen ! The
opinion of the Committee on External Economic
Relations focuses solely on section II of Mr Fergus-
son's report which calls for joint rules for restricting
arms exports from Member States to third countries.
The Committee did not see any reason to link, as Mr
Fergusson does in his report, restrictions on arms
exports with specialization of European armaments
production. In fact, as the draftsman of the opinion of
the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs,
Mr Nordmann, says : 'any increased efficiency of arms
production that would accrue might create a sPur to
step up rather than reduce overall exports'. A majority
of the Committee on External Economic Relations is
proposing an institutionalized approach which might
take the form of an agreement or convention between
Community Member States on limiting arms exports
and these proposals are now before you in the form of
specific amendments.
The facts on which our arguments are based, and
which cannot be set out clearly enough, are as
follows : arms exports to developing countries have
doubled in the last decade. Each year throughout the
world arms worth $ 35 000 m are exported. Three-
quarters of all exports go to developing countries.
Four Member States, in the following order, partici-
pate in this insane process as net exPorters of
weapons: France, Italy, the United Kingdom and the
Federal Republic of Germany. After the two leading
arms exporters, the USA and the Soviet Union, the
abovementioned Member States lead the world as
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exporters of major weapons, France with 10.8 % and
third place in the world, Italy with 4 7o and fourth
place, the United Kingdom with 3.7 o/o and fifth place
and the Pederal Republic of Germany with 3 o/o and
sixth place. The ever higher costs which developing
countries have to pay in hard currency for armaments
forces them to forgo the investments needed for land
reforms, and to feed and educate their population and
spend the money unproductively instead on aircraft,
missiles, tanks and ships.
The political motives often cited by the industrialized
nations as the reasons for exporting arms are by no
means the real ones, as we have pointed out in our
opinion. The real motives are frequently commercial
interests which are concealed behind more or less
flimsy political pretexts. In the opinion we examine
the question of whether arms exports safeguard jobs
in the supplier nations and on the basis of well-
founded studies show that there is a high correlation
between expenditure on armaments and unemploy-
ment. !7e point out that it is extremely expensive to
maintain jobs in the arms sector, i.e. that these jobs
are purchased at an extremely high cost and we also
show that, contrary to the general line of argument,
these account for a relatively low proportion of overall
exports in the Member States, as illustrated by the
figures in the opinion.
'We also refute the argument that arms exports create
regional security and stabiliry in the Third Iflorld. In
fact, such arms exports generally lead to a regional
arms race, as has happened in the Middle East or
Latin America, so that the danger of prory wars in
third countries is extremely high.
One area on which I do agree with Mr Fergusson is
the need for a Communiry approach. The commercial
importance of arms exports, as I have just indicated,
has increased. !fle need only consider compensation
transactions such as arms for oil. Secondly, an attempt
is being made via joint ventures in the armaments
sector to evade national restrictions in the field of
arms exports, as shown by the particularly unedifying
example of the Federal Republic of Germany. And
thirdly, given the different arms export policies of indi-
vidual Member States, there are bound to be repercus-
sions on solidarity within the Community itself, as
was shown in the Falklands war.
So what, in fact, are we proposing ? !7e propose that
the governments of the Member States should reach
an agreement as part of European Political Coopera-
tion to restrict exports of arms, and for this agreement
to be reached by Foreign Ministers, rather than Minis-
ters of Defence. Arms exports berween the Member
States of the Communiry should be permitted and
other countries, such as Austria or Sweden should be
granted an equivalent status. A standard list of such
countries should be drawn up and consultation on
this list take place as part of European Political Coop-
eration; a representative body from the European
Parliament should also be consulted ; moreover, there
should be a final destination clause. Finally, and most
importantly, no arms exports should be allowed to
Third IUTorld countries outside this list. If exceptions
are made, the following criteria must apply : there
must be a demonstrable, common European foreign
and security policy interest and there must be safe-
guards to ensure that arms are not delivered to coun-
tries to commit violations of human rights, i.e. for use
against their own population.
'$7e further suggest that there should be a Community
agreement on an international limitation of arms
exports which, I need only mention the conventional
arms trade talks, must include the two largest arms
suppliers, the USSR and the USA, and that the Euro-
peans should put their own proposal into practice.
I would conclude with an appeal : as members of the
European Parliament we have a special responsibiliry.
'$7hat good is a Community development policy,
whatever its merits, if at the same time the Member
States supply arms which prevent these countries
achieving any development ? !7e should reverse the
policies which threaten peace by disarming and using
the resources for development. Once they have been
deployed, nuclear missiles will reach Moscow in six
minutes. But a peasant woman in Africa has to walk
miles to provide her family with water. This debate on
arms exports should be used to show that the Euro-
pean Community is willing to contribute to develop-
ment in the world.
(Applause from tbe left)
Mr Hdnsch (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen ! First of all I would like to say that the
Socialist Group disagrees with those colleagues who
first submit motions for resolutions on arms and
defence policy and then refuse to discuss the reports
arising from these motions. This Parliament has every
right to discuss the matters that concern the people of
Europe. And nobody would deny that people are
deeply concerned with questions such as : How can
peace be maintained and guaranteed ? !7hat can and
must be done in Europe to guarantee peace ? It would
be scandalous if Parliament were to remain silent on
this subject.
'We are also aware that greater independence for
Europe requires more cooperation between the Euro-
pean States ; in this we agree with the report. !7hat is
at issue is not whether we discuss Mr Fergusson's
report, but whether, in its present form, it should be
adopted and whether the report is of benefit to
Europe, the Communiry and its external security.
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The Socialist Group considers Mr Fergusson,s propo_
sals on affnaments cooperation to be irong and thbse
on anns exports inadequate. First of all, we would
have- preferred a repoft on disarmament cooperation
to this report on cooperation on arms production,
since disarmament is what matters to the people of
Europe. Their freedom, their social, economic and
intellectual freedom is guaranteed by fewer, not more,
weapons. This applies all the more given that there
has so far been no European arms i-ndustry merely
national arms industries, a German, a British, French
and Italian arms industry, geared to the strategic
requirements of each country. Before any meaningful
cooperation is possible, Mr Fergusson, our couniies
must agree on their strategic requirements. your
report fails to mention this aspect.
!7e believe that the Fergusson report takes the wrong
approach and do not therefore wish to criticize details-.
It is wrong because it tries to put the cart of a joint
European defence policy before the horse. It is wrong
to want to start with cooperation on arms procure_
ment before formulating a joint defence policy. Before
we can discuss joint weapons production, Mr
Fergusson, we must define European security interests.
Parliament might do well to first clarify what the
specific European security interests within NATO are,
lut up to now we 
- 
or rather you, the majority in
this Parliament 
- 
have been reluctant to do this.
Until we have clarified this issue, until we politicians
have determined European defence interests, these
will continue to be determined by the arms manufac_
turers and military and industrial interests : it is they
and not we who establish the priorities in arms
production.
Nor do I believe, Mr Fergusson, that multilateral, joint
projects are inevitably cheaper. All previous attempts
have shown that multinational projects tend to prove
excessively expensive. The latest, most striking
example is the MRCA, and the Tornado shows how
this sort of weapon and arms production does not lead
to savings, but generates even higher costs. Nor does
your r€port, Mr Fergusson, have anything to say about
the different strategic and tactical coniiderations in
the Member States, different purchasing cycles and
the question of research competition, ilthough you
are well aware of their existence. Under no circum-
stances can we therefore accept this section of the
rePort.
My group considers the section of arms exports to be
inadequate. S7e agree with you, Mr Fergusson, that we
need joint rules. !7e need joint rules for arms exports,
but rules which will reduce arms sales and not ruies to
sanction the status quo. As long as you do not make it
clear that the rules must be more restrictive than the
present ones, we cannot accept this point. !7e are
asking for a reduction in exports, both as far as the
number of countries is concerned, as well as the quan_
tiry of weapons exported, and we want more effective
controls than before. !7e need not go into details
here, but, Mr Fergusson, the report- should have
included a description of how morl effective control
is to be achieved and how exports are to be limited.
This has been omitted and therefore we also reject
this section.
In our opinion, the theory that arms procurement and
anns exports safeguard jobs is wrong. On the
contrary.; in 
.the long terms arms e*poits clog uppotential markets and tie up funds. Thi crucial i-ssui,
on which our attitude to your report is based, Mr
Fergusson, is whether we can achieve joint rules on
a,rms exports and whether parliament is not only
deman-ding such rules but is also willing to defini
them.. Let us set the people of Europe an eiample. Let
us show that the European parliament wiihes to
reduce rather than increase the arms burden on the
world 
- 
especially on the poorer countries of the
world. Let this be our contribution to world peace: a
world where even now eight wars are being fought
with European weapons : eight wars too 
-.,iy !
(Applause from tbe left)
Mr Klepsch (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr president, ladies and
gentlemen ! First of all I would like to thank Mr
Fergusson for undertaking rhe very difficult task of
taking account in this report of all the different posi_
tions expressed in the motions for resolutions o,hich
the Political Affairs Committee had to consider. I
regret that Mr Fergusson was faced with the problem
of having to combine two aspects that are noi n...r-
sarily linked, namely the question of a common indus-
::ia1 policy and the question of rules on arms exports.This was necessary on technical grounds and i am
glad that at least the other rwo aspects originally
involved were hived off.
Mr Fergusson was confronted with a difficult task
which, in my opinion, he has done his best to carry
out. Parliament needed not simply slogans for publii
consumption, but a realistic proposal with a genuine
chance. of becoming the basis for action by the
Commission and the Council. I believe that Mr
Fergusson has succeeded in approaching the matter
from precisely this realistic point of view. parliament
basically agrees on the need to promote a common
industrial policy for the Communiry. The whole
House attaches importance to this. part I of the
Fergusson report makes concrete proposals and hejustifiably criticizes the Commission foi failing to take
any action on the basis of my report, although at the
time Mr Davignon, on behalf of the Corimission,
gave us the impression that positive action would
follow. The Greenwood report 
- 
it must be said 
- 
is
nothing but a collection of anodyne phrases reflecting
the author's opinion that there is no solution and ni
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prospect that the Community will progress in this
area. I therefore believe that Mr Fergusson's approach
offers the Commission and the Council a realistic
basis for a common industrial policy. In my opinion,
the debate started off on the wrong foot so far as some
speakers were concerned, quite aPart from the
nonsense about missiles that we heard on Monday in
connection with Mr Fergusson's report. As Mr Hdnsch
has already pointed out, that has nothing to do with
the report. The report deliberately avoids military and
strategic security aspects, and is concerned with how
we are to develop a common European industrial
policy. !7hen my report was being discussed, no one
suggested that the arms industry could be considered
in isolation from the technological development of
European industry as a whole, particularly as far as
high technology sectors were concerned, and even
some sections of the Communist Groups voted for the
report at the time. Any attempt to consider the arms
industry separately shows a lack of interest in genuine
cooperation.
As Mrs !(ieczorek-Zeul has correctly pointed out, jobs
in national arms industries are extremely expensive to
maintain. This is precisely why we are calling for an
end to this waste of resources. !7'e must not continue
to pamper the various national arms industries with
such enormous subsidies from public resources
without taking advantage of the possibilities offered
by cooperation between the various European part-
ners. 'We have agreed on this once. Mr Fergusson is
now sensibly suggesting that we adopt an approach
which is feasible in the present situation. I think that
everything that we have already discussed remains
valid. \7e must include this area when we are consid-
ering the shipbuilding industry, the aviation industry,
computer technology, all high technology areas ; it is
not only weapons that are involved. It is complete
nonsense to regard the armaments industry solely in
terms of weapons. There are a number of things that
we regard as armaments and which aPPear as such in
figures on exports. But this includes such goods as
field telephones and the list could be continued indefi-
nitely. The only thing that matters is to coordinate
and concentrate activities so that we remain competi-
tive and economize while promoting technological
development in the Community. No one would
oppose disarmament. I have the feeling that the Euro-
pean States are more willing to disarm than some
others, but the main point at issue is still : do we want
a common industrial policy or not ? If we do, than we
should take Mr Fergusson's proposals as a starting
point.
I accept most of what has been said regarding what is
desirable for the control of the arms trade. Today Parli-
ament is faced with the question of whether we want
the Member States to make a stari on bringing the
arms trade under control, direct it and ensure that
rules are established, or whether we are discussing
some pipe-dream that may be feasible one day but for
the time being is Utopian. There are arguments
against the Fergusson report. Personally, I find that it
does not go far enough. Mr Fergusson himself has
pointed out that the proposals in the first part of his
report fall short of what Parliament adopted on the
basis of my proposal. But the important thing is to
find a basis for further development, and I believe that
this also applies to the arms trade. Maior arms dealers
will be delighted as long as we remain in cloud-
cuckoo land and no real progress is made towards
bringing the arms trade under control. For this reason
we accept Mr Fergusson's proposal because it really
does offer a starting point.
I admit, and here I must agree with Mr Hinsch, that
the formulation of the section relating to defence
ministers is unfortunate. No obiections were raised in
committee. Only later did we realize that they are not
the ministers responsible, or at least not in all coun-
tries. My group has therefore taken the step of tabling
an amendment which asks for the matter to be
referred to the appropriate ministers.
I should like to conclude by saying that Mr Fergusson
has, in both sections of this report, on the whole given
us a realistic basis for action. My group believes that
now is not the time to discuss securiry strategy and
joint military action. These matters are best discussed
elsewhere. The important thing is to find a basis for a
common industrial policy and control of the arms
trade. I would like to congratulate Mr Fergusson for
having done this.
(Applause)
Mr Normanton (ED). 
- 
Mr President, I am
delighted to be called to speak after listening to my
friend and colleague Dr Egon Klepsch, with whom we
collaborated five years ago in the production of the
report which stands in his name. For nearly l0 years
the European Community has been battling against
economic forces released onto the world by the
sudden great and prolonged rise in the price of oil. It
brought to an end an era of unparalleled economic
growth and employment. It precipitated a world reces-
sion. It has left a trail of economic and social disasters
around the world and still there be but few signs of its
abatement. And all this time the European Commu-
niry has been under the stultifying, paralyzing
inability of Member State governments to agree and
adopt policies in common to resolve problems faced
in common 
- 
and all because of certain painful
truths which they, and we in Europe, are unwilling to
accePt.
Firstly, Europe has abdicated a role of leadership in
world affairs, leaving political initiatives to the two
superpowers 
- 
to the United States and to the USSR.
Secondly, we have opted out in Europe of the military
technology field to a degree that our defence in effect
depends upon the United States umbrella, what I call
the Snow !7hite and the Seven Dwarfs syndrome.
Here lie the very reasons for Europe lagging behind in
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the field of high technology. In the United States
industry operates on a continent-wide, totally inte-
grated basis with a massive investment by their single
government in research, particularly in the field of
high technology with, of course, a very special regard
to the defence implications of it.
There is no such comparable investment in Europe in
or by the European Community because of the
phoney arbitrary distinction which is maintained by
too many people and too many interests, between mili-
tary (what is called military) and non-military produc-
tion. It has been contended by some that military
production must remain solely and exclusively in the
control of Member States. To support this completely
artificial division of industry will guarantee that
Europe's industrial capabiliry and her competitivy in
world markets for all products will continue, in my
opinion, to deteriorate against that of the progress
being achieved by the United States and by Japan in
these fields and will therefore aggravate our own
ability to resolve such social problems as unemploy-
ment and the like.
The Community must, as urgently as possible, adopt a
policy of wider, even leading to total, integration of
industry throughout the length, and breadth of
Europe, so as to become comparable to that which
exists in the United States. The insistence on two
quite separate policies at Community level, involving
the exclusion of defence industries from Community
competence, is the height of irresponsibility and an
indictable folly and the Fergusson report in my
opinion spells this out crisp and clear.
This House should give the fullest possible support to
Mr Fergusson and to his report. 'Where the Klepsch
report of 1978 pointed the way which we should
follow, this Parliament should insist that the
Fergusson report defines clearly the line which
Europe will follow. Neither Klepsch nor Fergusson
are concerned with defence policy or military defence
strategy. That lies, as has been said very clearly and
repeatedly, with NATO until replaced, as I believe it
is inevitably bound to be, by a new concept of Euro-
Atlantic strategy. I refer to the concept of the rwin
pillars which, I believe, was spelt out by the late Presi-
dent John F. Kennedy in the United States and
Canada on the one hand and a strong and equally
high technology-centred powerful Europe on the
other. Both are economies geared to high investment
in high technology, while in the commercial field
they are strongly competing with all our industrial
products in the markets of the world at large.
In the interests of the economic health and the wealth
of our peoples of Europe, I believe that this Parlia-
ment should give Mr Fergusson the fullest possible
support and thank him for his efforts. The European
Democratic Group will do just that.
(Applause from tbe centre and from the rigbt)
Mr De Pasquale (COM). 
- 
(IT) Mr President, we
Italian Communists oppose this report, but not on
grounds of competence, since, in our view, an elected
Parliament can tackle any subject, and express its
views with any vote. No, we oppose it on its merits
and, above all, for general political reasons.
Today the world is once again shuddering with the
fear of a war of extermination : the nuclear and
conventional arms race continues unbridled as never
before, absorbing constantly growing resources. Negoti-
ations between the great powers are almost bankrupt,
and the institutions responsible for peaceful coexist-
ence are half-paralysed. Of the many bloody conflicts
throughout the world, none has been settled peace-
fully, and they are all kept on the boil and fomented
through the sale of increasingly lethal and sophisti-
cated arms by the industrialized countries. Arms smug-
gling prospers, intermingling with the drugs traffic,
and constituting the most purulent and devastating
scourge of our contemporary sociery.
In such a terrible situation every effort should be
made to re-open the channels of d6tente.
For these reasons it seems to us entirely out of place
and totally inopportune for the European Parliament
to approve a report such as the Fergusson Report that
makes no mention of the political and economic
mechanisms that produce war, death, repression and
the violation of human rights. On the contrary, this
report is looking for a concentration, a rationalization
and, quite definitely, a strengthening of the produc-
tion and sale of arms. It asks for the competitiveness
of the European arms industry to be increased, where
both the internal and the international markets are
concerned. It wants total liberalization of the trade in
arms, and the adoption of special production and
commercial relations with the American and Japanese
industries. It wants 
- 
and this is absurd 
- 
the
Commission to be the guarantor for the sound opera-
tion of the arms market.
It uses falsely objective arguments, such as the asser-
tion that the sale of arms is necessary in order to
re-establish equilibrium, and make peace possible, in
certain areas. This is the argument that was used up
till yesterday for the sale of arms to Iraq and Iran, for
a frightful war that threatens to unleash disaster.
The aims of the Fergusson Report are therefore totally
foreign to the objectives of d6tente ! It should there-
fore, in our view, be rejected in toto, and for that
reason we Italian Communists have not put forward
any amendments.
Moreover, with the Community as it is at present
constructed, and in the absence of any common
foreign policy, the package of proposals presented by
the rapporteur regarding the sale of arms to third
countries is somewhat fanciful. Indeed, in some parts
of it, Mr Fergusson appears to be almost shaken by
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the aftermath of a certain Argentine syndrome,
instead of being deeply aware of the gravity and
complexity of the problem.
!(e Italian Communists are in favour of European
cooperation in the arms industry, as far as the standar-
dization at a lower level of the different types of arms.
This should be, though, on the basis of foint decisions
that will lead to the limitation of armaments as part of
a real process of d6tente, and with the aim of gradual,
balanced, progressive disarmament and the prohibi-
tion of certain types of arms, starting with chemical
ones.
For these reasons, Mr President, ladies and gentlemen,
Italian Communist members will vote against the
Fergusson Report.
(Applause from tbe Communist bencbes)
Mr Haagerup (L). 
- 
(DA) Mr President, the
Fergusson report does not constitute a new report on
security policy which devotes particular attention to
the political aspects of security problems. On the
contrary the report covers the same ground as the
Klepsch report, which is now five years old but is still
frequently quoted, and it is a concrete attempt to
achieve the obiectives of the Treaty with regard to a
common industrial policy which is, after all, an impor-
tant area. The number of amendments tabled and the
long debate which took place before its adoption in
the Political Affairs Committee bear witness to the
considerable concern felt over arms buying and the
sale of arms.
In the opinion of my group there are clear economic
and political advantages in a proposal for better coordi-
nation of arms procurement and arms sales. As has
already been pointed out by other speakers, the report
does not seek to work out a common defence policy
for the Community. On the contrary, the intention is
within the framework of a common industrial policy
- 
and there is provision for that in the Treaty 
- 
to
secure more effective common arrangements for
purchases of equipment for our armed forces. At the
same time steps should be taken to extend coopera-
tion with the United States and to enhance European
competitive abiliry in these areas, especially vis-)-vis
the USA, and attention is drawn to the considerable
value of cooperation with Japan in these areas. It
should be remembered in that connection that, in too
many of the industries we are talking about here,
notably the entire technology industry, there is 
- 
as
the rapporteur himself has pointed out 
- 
no clear
dividing line between civilian and military production,
because a number of products 
- 
this applies to data
processing, for example 
- 
have both civilian and mili-
tary applications.
It is no less important, in the view of my group, that
eventually guidelines be introduced for arms sales to
third countries, a question which has once more
become topical through the reports of French sales of
Super Etendard aircraft to Iraq. The report goes
further that merely proposing certain guidelines. It
proposes rules which, once they are accepted, the
countries would undertake to observe. The intention
here is not in the first instance to impose obstacles to
exports of arms as such but to seek to limit them and
regulate them within a clearly agreed and accepted
framework, so that the political and economic inter-
ests of the Community and of the individual Member
States are not harmed. In addition the aim is to ensure
that sales of arms from Community countries are
conducted in such a way as to promote increased
stability in the Third !7orld. To go to the extreme of
simply ruling out and forbidding any export of arms
and other defence equipment to third countries is
entirely unrealistic. These countries would then soon
find some other source of supply and we cannot
decide here in Europe whether countries in the Third
!7orld have security needs which might require the
supply of military equipment.
On the other hand, there are rypes of military equip-
ment, especially advanced technology equipment,
which it would be inadvisable or positively dangerous
to export, in the interests of both the third countries
and ourselves. And this fact is one of the reasons why
this report has been produced at this time.
I shall not have much to say about the amendments I
have myself tabled on behalf of my group. They are
minor improvements which seek to render the text
somewhat clearer and which, as far as I know, have
the full support of all the rapporteurs. I have thus
proposed the amendment of the reference in section
II to arms sales under the Council of Defence Minis-
ters, since there is after all no such Council in the
European Community. Others have drawn attention
to the same point, however. I am therefore prepared
to withdraw motion No 40, since amendment No 73
(Gaiotti De Biase and Klepsch), concerning the
competent ministers in the Council fully cover the
intention of my amendment. I will, however, finally
say a few words about another amendment proposal
which was tabled not by me but by Mr Hiinsch and
Mr 'l7ieczorek-Zed. I cannot support it but am in
sympathy with many points of detail in the proposal.
It goes much further than the Fergusson report itself.
That is one of the reasons why I cannot support it at
this time, because I do not think it realistic. I would
urge both the Commission and the Council to study
amendment No 20 with its detailed proposals on ways
of mapping out common guidelines for arms exports
from our countries. In this context I should like to
express my gratitude to members of the Socialist
Group for making a constructive contribution to this
debate. There was a time when that group and certain
other members refused outright to discuss anything to
do with arms or security. \7e heard today, amongst
others, from Mr Hinsch amd Mrs '!7'ieczorek-Zeul,
who made an excellent and detailed speech on the
Fergusson report, that this is no longer the case.
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I am happy to say, Mr President 
- 
and I shall
conclude with this point 
- 
that the discussions
which took place in 1982 on my report on European
political cooperation and European security prior to
the adoption of the report by a large majoriry in
January 1983, were presumably a factor which stimu-
lated the participation of all the main political groups
here in Parliament in the debate on this sometimes
highly sensitive question. IUTith these words I recom-
mend on behalf of my group that Parliament adopt
the Fergusson report.
(Applause from tbe rigbt of tbe Chamber)
Mr de la Maltne (DEP). 
- 
(FR) Mr President,
ladies and gentlemen, I should like to speak on behalf
of the French members of my Group, leaving Mr
Lalor to act as spokesman for the Irish members of
the Group, stating their specific position and that of
his country.
'!U7e have already had occasion to give a brief indica-
tion of our Group's doctrine in this area, during the
debate on a report 
- 
66n6g1nsd with securiry 
-presented by the previous speaker, Mr Haagerup. \7e
thought then, and we continue to think, that, given
that cooperation has come within the European
Community orbit (since inter-institutional precedent
acknowledges our right to ask questions on coopera-
tion), and since it is not possible to draw a demarca-
tion line of competence between cooperation and
security, it follows quite logically that securiry is
within our competence. It was on the basis of this
thinking that we voted for or, to be more precise,
supported Mr Haagerup's report.
On that occasion, moreover, we were following the
course plotted by the Genscher/Colombo initiative,
which had proposed that the European institutions
should develop their activities in the field of security,
but defence was no part of these ideas. Today the Polit-
ical Affairs Committee, in the person of Mr
Fergusson, has presented to us a report in rwo parts,
one on arms procurement within a common indus-
trial policy and the second concerned with arms sales.
This new approach raises the questions once again,
although in starker terms perhaps, of whether we have
competence to discuss these matters and whether it is
appropriate for us to do so. Is this really the time and
the place for such a debate ?
The second question that arises is a question of proce-
dure. rUTe are all aware that, in the present state of the
world, the problems of security and defence are more
important than ever, but should we be approaching
such problems from the angle of standardization of
arms and industrial production ?
The third question is fundamental to the issue :
assuming that the answers to the first two are in the
affirmative, do we agree with the approach adopted by
the rapporteur ? I have to say that my Group is regret-
fully unable to support the rapporteur's views on all
three aspects 
- 
competence, procedure and the funda-
mental issue. We have of course known for a long
time that defence 
- 
not security 
- 
is the field in
which cooperation among our European nations is
most difficult, because of the influence of history,
which has placed our various nations under different
constraints, because of the differences between our
geographical situations, and because with today's tech-
nology, especially nuclear technology, deterrence is
indivisible. It is not for nothing that the Treaties
under whose provisions we are gathered here today
studiously avoid all mention of defence issues in their
preambles, in their statements of their objectives and
throughout the texts; it is not for nothing that
defence issues are covered by separate treaties under
which a separate Assembly has been set up with
competence for defence matters ; it is not for nothing
that there are these different treaties and different part-
ners.
These facts are familiar to all of us, but we also know
that the world has changed a gteat deal since these
structures were set up so that, although the risk is the
same or perhaps greater than then, the developments
that have occurred in technological, technical and
financial conditions have brought changes in the
nature of the problem of security and that of defence.
Ifle are willing to adopt a different approach from that
of the past to these problems of security and defence.
'We are not hostile, therefore, to initiatives designed to
enable us to tackle the various aspects of these
problems, especially the financial aspect and the indus-
trial aspect of independent arms production and its
cost. However, we do not believe that this is the right
place, the right procedure or the right approach for
dealing constructively with these problems. !(/e
believe that, since this was the intention of the interna-
tional treaties and the express wish of our parliaments,
the forums which have been set up for the purpose
are the proper place for dealing with these problems,
in the light of the new situation in regard to security
and defence.
I shall not dwell on this point, nor on the second,
quite different subject discussed by the rapporreur:
arms sales. I cannot do so because my time is limited.
I should simply like to reiterate 
- 
by way of conclu-
sion 
- 
our view that the problems of security and
defence are more critical, more pressing than they
have ever been. !7e accordingly do not believe that
they should be ignored, far from it, but we believe that
it is wrong to approach them from the angle, however
fustified in itself, of the need for an industrial policy
even though that area of policy is within our compe-
tence. A bold frontal approach is needed to all aspects
of these problems, and those who do have compe-
tence in this field must address themselves to one
problem which will be seizing European public
opinion by the throat, so to speak, in a few months'
time. However, we are afraid that we are unable to
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agree that the approach proposed measures up to the
gravity of the problem, and we shall therefore be
unable to support the motion for a resolution.
Mrs Bonino (CDI). 
- 
(IT) Mt President, ladies and
gentlemen, we Italian Radicals consider that the
F..gurron Report represents an unaccePtable and 
-if I may be allowed to say so 
- 
cynical starting point
for anyone who cares sincerely about Peace, as far as
the conversion of military into civil expenditure is
concerned. Because, Mr Klepsch, we are not talking
here about the production or export of refrigerators or
shoes or grain or telephones; we are talking about
arms and armaments, whether they are nuclear or
conventional.
It is unacceptable because we do not consider it solely
from the standpoint of industrial policy 
- 
though
indeed we take into account the repercussions of this
industrial policy, which is moreover uniustifiable
economically, as Mrs Vieczorek-Zeul has shown, and
I fully agree with her 
- 
since it is above all a type of
production that is not even economically worth our
while ; but what is above all unacceptable is for Parlia-
ment to allow one of its reports to conclude without
giving precise indications to the Council.
'We have to say something very clearly. For example,
as a start, that there is no exporting to racist countries
or countries that violate civil rights; and again, that
there is no exporting to belligerent countries, or coun-
tries that are about to go to war; that the export of
arms must be a public matter, and public opinion
must know how many arms are exported, what the
turnover is, and to which countries the arms are being
sent. Instead, in our country as well 
- 
which is the
fourth largest exporting country 
- 
all of this remains
secret, and it seems impossible to get to know the data
relating to exports of this kind.
And so I call upon you for a show of courage: that is,
I ask you not to limit yourselves to this report as it is,
which is unacceptable, but to give precise indications'
One final point. IU(e often speak of growth, North 
-South dialogue, and world hunger. I should like iust to
say to you that, whilst you are so reluctant when it
comes to allocating funds to developing countries,
where the export of arms is concerned there are no
limits, because your policy is the policy of war and
death, instead of the policy of development and life.
Mr Romualdi (NI). 
- 
(IT) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, despite the opinion that Mr Chambeiron
expressed yesterday, and that of his comrades from all
countries, expressed a short time ago by Mrs Bonino,
it can certainly not be said that Mr Fergusson's report
is a contribution to war. On the contrary, for what it
may be worth in this world of ours, dominated by
violence and the most cynical irresponsibility, it
seems to us an honest if incomplete contribution to
security and peace. It is, in effect, an attemPt to regu-
late and therefore also apply a brake, Mr Hiinsch, to
the production and sale of arms and, consequently, to
their distribution in the various 'hot' parts of the
world. It is undoubtedly a delicate and dangerous initi-
ative, Mr De Pasquale but, precisely because it is free,
it is without any restriction either of a political or a
technical and economic nature.
\7hat do they say they want, the pacifists ? I7e are not
talking about Chambeiron and his comrade Marchais
who, although he comes here rarely, Mr Isra€l, is still
always well informed and in good time to give his
fellow-members their orders for the initiatives and atti-
tudes favourable to his political party and, hence, the
Russians. $7e are speaking of the other pacifists, those
who are in good faith, who genuinely want peace and
believe they can serve it by marching, or calling for
the destruction of all arms. A noble cry, but one that
is, alas ! destined to remain only that, as the history of
mankind teaches us, especially when it is directed at,
or 
- 
worse 
- 
received by, one side only.
Europe, and in particular, the European Community
- 
and hence in primis our Parliament 
- 
has an obli-
gation to work for peace, but not losing sight of the
fact that in Europe and all over the world arms are
produced, sold, and used. It would be the worst of all
things to ignore that. It is therefore our duty to
commit ourselves to the laying down 
- 
and, if
possible, the imposition 
- 
of rules governing all of
this, in the hope of being able to Prevent the grave
and dangerous activities in this sector of industry and
commerce from remaining free, uncontrolled by
proper practical and moral laws, in the not always
responsible hands of operators of every kind and level
- 
including those political and military operators of
our own countries, of course 
- 
who are concerned on
the one hand only with their own economic interests
and, on the other, first and foremost, with their diffi-
culties and their own internal selfishness, their ambi-
tions and their special and national interests. The alter-
native is to leave the field free for the speculators of
every conceivable kind, who are engaged in the arms
traffic in every country, often mixed with other even
shadier trafficking 
- 
such as, for example, the drug
traffic : a field free for foul activities that will fuel, for
ever and a day, not only the infinite wars, revolts and
so-called revolutions that have always bloodied this
strange and singular peace of ours, but also the most
delinquential and destructive works of corruption of
mankind. It is in this spirit, in our view, that Mr
Fergusson's motion for a resolution aims to provide a
defence against this scourge that could not and cannot
leave us indifferent or unbelieving.
For this reason, on behalf also of the Italian members
of the political Right, I have said and say again that I
suPPort it.
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Mrs Gaiotti De Biase (PPE). 
- 
(17) Mr President,
we are all familiar with the process that is charact-
eristic of the continuous development of armaments,
even disregarding the international situation and polit-
ical will.
Technological research is concentrated in the military
sector. The constant accumulation of knowledge in
the military field makes some armaments obsolete,
and makes it necessary to finance their renewal, stimu-
lating the sale and distribution of arms. Furthermore,
the technological fall-out from military research on
civil production causes further elements of imbalance
between the different economies, favouring those
committed to research wherein investment is not
subject to the constraints of purely commercial consid-
erations.
\J7e have to break these vicious circles realistically,
taking action to reduce their harmful effects. In the
presence of real not imaginary security
problem, we cannot break this circle with maxima-
listic proposals, or by surrounding the relationship
between peace and security with taboos.
\7e believe in Europe, not least because we believe it
is a good thing to transfer traditional national mechan-
isms, conditioned by centuries-old customs, interests
and weaknesses, to the supranational plane.
Of course, my group would prefer this supranational
level to be reached by means of a global political deci-
sion which, in some way, guaranteed a balance
between all types of decision ; an international polit-
ical strategy, a European doctrine of security 
- 
such
as Mr Hdnsch called for a short time ago 
- 
a policy
for arms production and reduction that is consistent
with this. It is not our fault if this overall global char-
acter is lacking. The blame for this lies with various
political forces 
- 
of the Left, of course 
- 
and I
should like to remind Mr de la Maldne that his group
also did not vote for the Spinelli resolution.
'What are we seeking to do, by supporting the
Fergusson Report ? We are trying to lay the founda-
tions and material conditions for the development of
a defence 'philosophy' that is specifically European,
and not technologically subordinate. To reduce the
wild competition between the European arms indus-
tries; to strengthen and justify, publicly the criteria
for the control of the sale of arms, and avoid having to
pay the price of Europe's being left out of important
sectors of research.
Mr Fergusson's proposals allow us to affirm a prin-
ciple rich in promise, and there is no denying that,
today, obliging Member States to recognize this prin-
ciple already constitutes a gteat achievement, and an
important democratic victory. Of course we also hope
that, in the not too distant future, we shall succeed in
affirming also the criteria, which are moreover indi-
cated in some of the amendments that have been put
forward.
The problem now is to 'affirm the principle'. The
problem of arms sales cannot be resolved by national
controls. Even those who support, as I do for my own
country, the proposal recently put forward by the
Christian 'W'orkers Organization, which sets out to
remove decisions on the sale of arms from the cate-
gory of 'State Secrets', so that they can be discussed
democratically 
- 
as I was saying, even those who
support this know full well that arms sales will never
be restricted by one country alone, subject, as we all
are, to the fiercest competition, even from our own
European partners.
!7e must avoid any misunderstanding, and with that
in view I have put forward an amendment. The arms
sector is not a market just like any other. The logic
underlying our call for more cooperation and more
supranational control is directed precisely at the reduc-
tion, not the enlargement, of this market, and the
concentration of forces under more transparent polit-
ical control. Even peace has a twofold need, for great
Utopias and small steps towards them.
Mr de Courcy Ling (ED). 
- 
Mr President, I comm-
mend to the Parliament Amendment No 47, which is
designed to give European defence-related equipment
- 
not only armaments, but also civil aircraft, electro-
nics 
- 
a fair crack of the whip in the United States
market. This is an urgent problem for European indus-
trial policy. The United States dominates the Euro-
pean market in these areas.
Of course, this report by Mr Fergusson is a rePort,
firstly, about industrial policy and, secondly, about
political cooperation. It is not a report about defence.
So far as political cooperation is concerned, there is
obviously an overlap between defence questions and
diplomatic questions. The French Foreign Minister
has for some time been an important contributor to a
European Community policy in the Middle East. How
could the French Foreign Minister possibly argue now
that the supply of French arms to Iraq was not a
matter which affected European political cooperation ?
My group, which is to a large extent a British Conser-
vative group closely allied to the British Conservative
Government, believes in the importance of NATO
and believes more than ever in the importance of the
European contribution to NATO. !7e do not agree
that the blueprint of Mr Monnet, in particular that the
Commission is ever likely to be competent to deal
with those matters dealt with by NATO.'$rhat, then,
is the answer to the lop-sided development of
'western Europe, where we are very strong economi-
cally and where our political strength is diminished
by our failure to make a sufficient contribution to
defence ? I would like to say 
- 
and I direct these
remarks particularly to Mr de la Maldne, Mr
d'Ormesson, Mr Poniatowski and, on the other side of
the House, to Mrs Charzat 
- 
that I believe that in
Britain and France we missed 
^ 
gte^t opportunity in
1954 with the failure to participate in the European
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defence community. I believe that ultimately Britain
and France must be the trustees for Europe of an inde-
pendent European nuclear deterrent 
- 
sf 66u15s, 6q61-
dinated with the United States, coordinated with
NATO, but NATO must evolve in this direction. I
believe that British and French political leaders have
shown a fatal lack of courage in facing their common
interests in this matter over the last 20 years, but that
Britain and France will ultimately identify this
community of interest and before the year 2 000 we
shall have an Anglo-French nuclear deterrent,
designed and deployed with the purpose of main-
taining peace in \U7estern Europe for our children and
our grandchildren.
Mr Chambeiron (COM). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, we
asked yesterday for the Fergusson report to be
removed from the agenda, because we maintain that it
deals with matters which are manifestly outside the
competence of the Communiry institutions. I would
not say that we were surprised at our lack of success.
It would appear that there is a majoriry in this House
which has not given up hope of promoting the not
exactly novel idea of a European defence community ;
no-one listening to some of the speakers could be in
any doubt as to the covert intention behind the
Fergusson report. The idea, I repeat, is to develop a
common European defence system, a system relying
on a high degree of integration under the Atlantic
Treaty, and this is because the majoriry in this Parlia-
ment sees Europe as no more than an appendage of
the United States. That it should be necessary for
these people to take liberties with the Treaties in
order to carry their point of view does not seem to me
to be a matter which gives them pause.
I think it was Bismark who said that right is what
suits the interests of one's country. In the Member
States, each Parliament functions within the frame-
work of a Constitution, whether written or unwritten.
In the Community, the institutions should abide by
the provisions of the Treaties. In the European Parlia-
ment, we have a Bismarkian majority according to
whose lights the Treaties have meaning only as long
as they do not interfere with its own plans. I think
that it is as well that this point has been made.
I remember that Mr Fergusson put an oral question in
September 1979. lt was on the same subject, so that
he at least deserves credit for consistency, since we
find him returning to the fray four years later. On that
earlier occasion, we stated our opposition, stressing
that defence and strategic matters were the sovereign
prerogative of the States and were not covered by the
Treaties.
As I remember it, this was also Commissioner Davig-
non's opinion. Curiously enough, though, he
supported the view that the Community institutions
were competent, arguing that when industrial
problems and public contracts were under discussion,
it was logical to consider the implications of public
orders in terms of expenditure and industrial develop-
ment.
Although Mr Fergusson's question at the time did not
seem all that anodyne, some of our colleagues gained
the impression that it had nothing to do with defence
problems. Today, however, there can be little room for
doubt, since it is clear that Mr Fergusson is indeed
talking about European defence.
The rapporteur himself says that the report that the
Commission asked the Centre for Defence Studies in
Aberdeen to prepare was concerned with the
problems of military cooperation and that this report
was forwarded to the European Parliament by the
Commission with a covering note on defence matters.
Mr Fergusson also claims the backing of another
considerable authority, Commissioner Tugendhat
who, when making a speech in May 1980, concluded
in the following terms: 'We need to accept that there
is a Community dimension to Europe's defence, and
we should not allow preconceived institutional
constraints to prevent us from seeking the means of
tackling them from the political point of view'.
Today, however, it would seem that Vice-President
Davignon and Vice-President Tugendhat are being
surprisingly discreet. I should have expected to find
them here to support Mr Fergusson's report. Their
absence looks rather like an indication that it is not
clearly established that the Community institutions
have competence in regard to this report, or at least in
regard to these matters.
\7hat is not in doubt is that the proposals contained
in the Fergusson report represent a step in the direc-
tion of the construction of an armaments community,
approached from the angle of arms procurement.
To us, this is unacceptable. We cannot countenance it
and we shall be voting against it.
I believe that this report is out of keeping with the
present mood and that this mood is reflected in the
motion for a resolution on the problems of disarma-
ment and peace which has been tabled by a number
of members, myself included, of the group for nuclear
disarmament, whose membership transcends political
divisions. This motion for a resolution is now avail-
able for signature in the register.
Rather than vote for resolutions which can only
heighten international tension and exacerbate the diffi-
culties in international relations, the European Parlia-
ment would earn credit by making a determined effort
to tackle a problem which is of vital importance to
humanity, the problem of peace.
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This week has been designated 'Disarmament rU7eek'
by the United Nations. Mass demonstrations for disar-
mament and peace are currently taking place. The
Madrid Conference has shown that the avenues of
negotiation are still open. I believe that the European
Parliament could only gain in authority and respect if
it gave voice to the groundswell of public opinion in
Europe and worked for the success of all negotiations
aimed at reducing tension, rekindling confidence and
ending the runaway arms race.
Mr President, I have finished, except that I should like
to remind the House that Mr Fanti and Mr Piquet had
tabled a motion for a resolution along these lines on
behalf of our Group as a whole, calling upon the l0
Governments to use all their energies to ensure a posi-
tive outcome to the negotiations in Geneva, the date
for installation of the Euromissiles having been put
back, as suggested by the Greek Presidency.
It is bitterly disappointing that our request for urgent
debate was reiected. There is a maioriry in the House
which has forced this long debate on the subject of
finding new ways of making new weapens, but that
same majority wants no discussion of the problems
which affect the very survival of the peoples of the
Community. It is to be hoped that public opinion will
not forget.
Mr Lalor (DEP). Mr President, while the
Fergusson report and the motion for a resolution
accompanying it contain some interesting ideas and
serve to draw attention to some of the problems
connected with the ever-growing international trade
in arms and armaments, the presentation blurs the
distinctions between the European Community and
NATO which are different bodies created by different
treaties for different purposes. The motion for a resolu-
tion also fails to take account of the limits on the
competences of the Community, and both it and the
report seem to involve a certain confusion in regard to
the nature and scope of political cooperation among
the 10 Member States of the Community. The motion
for a resolution also tends to ignore the basic fact that
one Member State of the Communiry, Ireland, is not a
member of a military alliance. It takes inadequate
account of the fact that defence matters are not
discussed within the framework of European political
cooPeration.
The general approach of the motion for a resolution,
particularly as regards a policy on arms sales, seems to
be based on the mistaken notion that the Ten have
reached the stage, or are near to reaching the stage, of
operating a common foreign policy. This is not the
case. tU7hile European political cooperation involves a
search for common positions on important areas of
foreign policy of interest to the Ten as a whole, no
member of the Ten is obliged to agree to a common
position on any particular question; nor is it likely
that any Member State accepts such an obligation. On
certain foreign policy matters, for example disarma-
ment questions, the approaches of Member States
sometimes diverge quite considerably.
Section I of the motion for a resolution concerns
conventional armaments procurements within a
common industrial policy. There is much confusion
about institutional competences in this section. The
Council of Ministers of the European Communities is
called on to encourage the Governments of Member
States of the Community taking part in the work of
the Independent European Programme GrouPs to
take part in the work of the IEPG, i.e. the functions of
a European Defence Analysis Bureau which would
serve as a clearing house for information on defence
needs and military production capabilities.
Now, Mr President, the Council of Ministers is an
institution of the European Community. The IEPG,
on the other hand, is a body concerned with arms
production and arms procurement composed of 12
'S?'estern European NATO members. The reference to
Member governments taking part in the work of the
IEPG involves, at the very least, a misunderstanding of
the nature and scope of European political coopera-
tion. European political cooperation entails a commit-
ment on the part of the 10 Member States of the
Community to try to coordinate positions, on the
basis of consensus, on important foreign policy ques-
tions which affect the Ten as a whole. Certain impor-
tant foreign policy questions, bearing on the political
aspects of security 
- 
that is the language agreed by
the Foreign Ministers of the Ten way back on 30
October l98l 
- 
are discussed in European political
cooperation. These include disarmament and arms
control questions arising in international negotiations
in fora where all of the Ten are present, e.g. at the
Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe
and at the United Nations. European political coopera-
tion does not, however, deal with military questions
directly related to defence. The bilateral memoranda
of understanding referred to in paragraph 3 are agree-
ments between NATO partners, negotiated in a
NATO framework. They are simply not Community
matters.
The second part of this first section of the motion for
a resolution calls on the Commission to undertake
certain activities relevant to the development of an
armaments procurement policy. The question of
possible cooperation between Member States of the
Community in the area of arms procurement is a
complex one and worthy of very careful attention and
debate. It is not a question that has come or should
come before the Council of Ministers or the Foreign
Ministers meeting in political cooperation.
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Mr President, we are opposed to the Fergusson report
which excludes Ireland from the Community and
proposes to incorporate it into NATO, and we cannot
have that.
(fhe sitting was suspended at 1 p.m. and resumed at
3 F*)
IN THE CHAIR: MR NIKOLAOU
Vice-President
Mrs Hammerich (CDI). 
- 
(DA) Mr President,
colleagues, to begin with I would remind you that the
debate we are now conducting is not legal. This
House is not entitled to debate armament questions.
The fact that we have done so before and shall do so
again does not make it any more right. There is an
Article in the Treaty of Rome 
- 
Article 4 
- 
which
states that each institution of the Community shall act
within the limits of the powers conferred upon it by
the Treary. This is not what is happening here. The
Stuttgart Declaration has not changed the position,
and I am surprised that any Danish members can
even vote for this illegal debate to be held.
Secondly, what you are proposing, Mr Fergusson, is
also entirely outside the competence of the European
Community. It is in conflict with the Treaty of Rome,
notably an Article which expressly states that the
manufacture of and trade in armaments falls outside
the areas covered by the Community, namely Article
224. Thus nearly all your proposals, Mr Fergusson, are
illegal : a defence analysis bureau, armaments research,
a coordinated policy on arms sales 
- 
all these things
taken in their entirety are illegal and fall outside the
Treaties. The situation is not made any better by the
fact that the French Prime Minister and Defence
Minister currently support these ideas.
Thirdly, let us cut through all the philanthropic
phrases in the Fergusson report. Very few people now
believe that increasing arms production is a good way
of solving the boundlessly inhuman problem of unem-
ployment. And all that about freedom and peace. How
do you think that the Community can play a peace-
making role by involving itself in these areas of arms
production ? Peacemaking by intensifying and coordi-
nating arms production ? It is difficult to believe.
Mr Fergusson, you also tell us that your report is not a
step in the direction of the Community becoming a
military/industrial complex. Yes, it is. !fle already
have military/industrial complexes in the Community.
'We have France, Britain, Italy, !7est Germany and
other countries. Any move to coordinate the arms
monopolies in these countries is a step in the direc-
tion of making the Community one of the biggest
military/industrial complexes in the world, which it
would become increasingly difficult to steer in the
direction of peace and d6tente. A military/industrial
complex lives by the investment of billions in arms
production, in new weapons. Politicians have to
convince reluctant, crisis-ridden populations of the
need for higher defence budgets and new weapons,
prompted by military advisers and a political method
known as the cold war and 
- 
when that does not
work 
- 
by brinkmanship, which consists in going to
the limit that lies between reality and the abyss,
between cold war and real war. That is why it is
almost impossible to steer a military industry in a
peaceful direction. The world does not need more
military power blocs, and the European Communiry is
particularly dangerous because of its relations with the
developing countries, which are open to criticism.
Denmark, whose production of armaments is very
small, has no interest in being drawn into an EEC
arms procurement system, just as we had no interest
in participating in the Falklands \Var by way of trade
sanctions against Argentina. In saying this, I have indi-
cated that we are opposed to the FerSusson report,
and we also urge other reasonable people to join with
us in voting against it, regardless of the amendments
proposed.
President. 
- 
(GR) Colleagues, the Bureau would like
to clear this matter up.
Following the motion tabled by Mr Chambeiron who,
for exactly the some reasons give by Mrs Hammerich,
wanted the report by Mr Fergusson to be withdrawn,
Parliament decided, by a clear majority, that the report
should remain on the agenda and be debated. Hence,
Mrs Hammerich's observations do not stand up. Parlia-
ment has made its decision and we must continue
with the debate on this report. That is by way of clarifi-
cation.
Mr Eisma (NI). 
- 
(NL)l have been struck, Mr Presi-
dent, by the slogans that quite a few speakers have
used to attack the Fergusson report. I shall not be
joining them : I have no need of that. I must say,
however, that, despite all the thought and talk that has
been devoted to the question of a coordinated
l7estern European defence policy, it still does not
exist. From an economic point of view, the absence of
European cooperation in the production and procure-
ment of arms is rather surprising. After all, most Euro-
pean countries largely depend on the United States for
their armaments. So far the American attitude towards
the two-way street has not been very encouraging.
There are plenty of examples to show that the Ameri-
cans will continue to take little account of the Euro-
peans unless Europe organizes itself better. If the
two-way street is to function properly, Europe must
also have something to offer, however much that may
be regretted in various political statements. The indi-
vidual countries are either incapable of this or are
played off one against the other. The European coun-
tries therefore have an interest in adopting a joint
approach 
- 
if only for economic reasons.
'W'e therefore welcome the Fergusson report as a
useful contribution to the development of this Euro-
pean approach. One comment does seem necessary,
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however. The proposals concerning the IEPG, particu-
larly for the conversion of Panel I into a European
Defence Analysis Bureau, will undoubtedly help to
bring about better coordination of European defence
requirements. But if there is to be genuine coopera-
tion in the procurement and manufacture of equip-
ment, the IEPG will be too narrow a framework. The
Community must also be involved because its activi-
ties under the industrial policy are closely connected
with cooperation in the procurement and manufacture
of equipment.
Mr President, the Fergusson report rightly stresses the
link between the manufacture and the export of arma-
ments. The absence of a coordinated policy means
that sales opportunities are limited and insecure, and
this often forces the industry to supply countries
outside the NATO Alliance and especially Third
'World countries. IUTe are not opposed to this in itself,
because these countries also have certain justified
defence requirements. The European defence industry
must not, however, become dePendent on these
exports, otherwise there is a danger of economic inter-
ests leading to politically undesirable transactions.
One of the principal aims of a common defence
policy must be to subject the export of arms to clear
criteria. One of these criteria must be that arms are
not supplied to areas of tension and countries engaged
in armed hostilities. The delivery of the Super
Etendard aircraft to Iraq by France must be utterly
condemned. Nor must weapons be supplied to coun-
tries where human rights are grossly and systemati-
cally violated. The supply of any kind of arms to such
countries can help to strengthen the r6gime, even if
they cannot be used to oppress the people. Parliament
still has a great deal to do in this area, and EPC also
has an important role to play. The Fergusson report is
just a first step in this direction.
Mr Ryan (PPE). 
- 
Mr President, I speak as the repre-
sentative of a militarily neutral country which has an
irrevocable commitment not to join any military alli-
ance. I also represent a country which is second to
none in its attachment to the European ideals and
which, while suffering an intolerable level of unem-
ployment, has considerable success in modern
industry, using high technology and sophisticated elec-
tronics.
Neutrality is not the only feature which makes Ireland
unique amongst members of the EEC. Ireland is also
the only EEC member without a colonial past. !7e
have never had a political or economic interest in any
territory beyond the shores of our island. Our involve-
ment in impoverished areas outside Europe has always
been as missionaries, comforters, educators and
healers. But to be neutral does not mean that one
must adopt the pose of an ostrich. Neutrality is not
tantamount to indifference to the welfare of our
friends. Nor does it imply negligence in protecting
our own country from invasion. Irish neutrality does
not in any way qualify Irish determination that our
land and our resources will never be used to hurt our
European neighbours or our friends anywhere.
Ireland's defence strategy is based upon the use of
conventional weaponry to repel invasion and in the
event of foreign occupation to make any occupier so
uncomfortable that they would regret ever having
come and would quickly 8et out. The accomplish-
ment of that task imposes immense defence costs
upon a comparatively poor EEC Member State. In so
doing, Ireland not only meets its own defence require-
ments but contributes indirectly to the security of the
greater Europe of which Ireland is a loyal member.
In 1978 we Irish Members of the Christian-
Democratic Group supported the Klepsch resolution
on arms procurement on the grounds that it recog-
nized the economic and employment advantage to
Europe of manufacturing its own armaments. !(i'e
approach the Fergusson resolution in the same posi-
tive way and if the result of voting on amendments to
the resolution takes account of our reservations, we
will be able to give our support to the final resolution.
The language of the Fergusson report, however, fails
to make a sufficient distinction between the European
Economic Community and NATO, which are
composed of different memberships, created by
different legal instruments and have quite separate
objectives. There seems to be a lack of understanding
of the nature and scope of political cooperation
among the 10 Member States of the Community, and
it seems to me that Mr Fergusson also fails to suffi-
ciently respect the fact that one Member State of the
Community is not, and is resolved not to be, a
member of any military alliance.
It seems to us that it would be inappropriate and
impertinent for a representative of an EEC Member
State which is not a member of NATO or its subsid-
i^ry 
- 
the independent European Programme Group
- 
to call upon those Member States to establish
under the NATO umbrella a common defence
analysis bureau, or to act in any other particular way.
At the same time, as Europeans concerned at the level
of unemployment in Europe and at the other
economic losses suffered by Europe because our conti-
nent lags behind the US and Japan in research, in
technology, in productivity, in design and in
achieving economies of scale, we want to encourage
industrial employment and scientific research in
Europe.
Again and again Parliament has pressed for action by
the Council of Ministers to create a meaningful Euro-
pean industrial policy to match the success of the
common agricultural policy. Although efficiency in
arms production and procurement is not by any
means a priority for industrial policy, it is at least a
move in the right direction. Greater efficiency in arms
production, after all, could lead to the release of
resources into more productive areas. It is a crying
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shame that several European countries earn more on
sales of arms to impoverished Third !7orld countries
than they send to them in development aid. There is a
good case for establishing common rules or guidelines
governing the export of arms from Member States to
countries outside the Community, particularly to areas
of tension or to countries which fail to respect human
rights.
For two Jeasons it is not acceptable that the task of
establishihg rules should be given to a Council of
Ministers for Defence. Firstly, no such Council exists,
and it cannot exist within the competence of the
Treaty of Rome. Secondly, if such a Council were
brought into being, there is the risk that it would stray
beyond its proposed mandate to control arms sales to
third countries and become involved in matters which
are quite distinctly in the defence sphere apd there-
fore outside the ambit of the Treaty of Rome.
Sir Peter Vanneck (ED). 
- 
Before I begin my
speech, I would have no hesitation in declaring an
interest, were my Greek Communist colleague
present. I am at the moment the head of Great
Britain's Air Force Reserves, in the rank of Air
Commodore, and I do not get paid even a drachma
for all my trouble.
(Laughter)
Mr President, this debate takes place because defence
and defence-related industries are important in the
economies of Member States. Their products represent
a large burden on national budgets. I say to Mr Ryan
that every Member State, including Ireland, purchases
defence equipment ; every Member State, including
Ireland, designs and produces defence equipment.
The way the European Community chooses to
organize its defence supplies affects the ability of
Member States, individually and collectively in their
wider international obligations, to maintain peace and
security.
Defence equipment is the tool for protecting our
freedom 
- 
Europe's freedom. !/hat price for these
tools ? Here I agree totally with Mr Eisma. Never was
there a greater absence of solidarity in Europe than
when Denmark, the Netherlands and Belgium
decided to purchase the US F15 combat aircraft in
preference to the French Mirage 2000 and the Euro-
pean Panavia Tornado. Now US firms enjoy the
splendid cash flow from these and other export
contracts for the Fl6 which they can use to finance
enhanced research and development programmes that
will enable the United States' advanced tactical fighter
to be in service in the 1990s as a competitor to the
agile combat aircraft and the successor of the Fl6.
The capital and employment lost to Denmark, the
Netherlands and Belgium is a loss for the Community
as a whole. Spain is following 
- 
and the plane is
already out-of-date.
The arms 'sale of the century' of the American Fl5
combat aircraft is a lesson from which we can draw
the following important conclusions for arms procure-
ment policy 
- 
the kernel of this debate. Projects
must be undertaken on a European scale in order to
be cost-effective against US and Soviet products.
Subcontract work for design, development and manu-
facture must involve the maximum number of
Member States around a project leader in one Member
State. There must be an insistence on NATO stand-
ards to furnish the two-way street between Europe and
the USA, and military imports from non-Member
States must be subject to the normal tariff provisions.
Under the Treaty measures must be taken to avoid
duplication, for example the French experimental
combat aircraft and the British agile combat airuaft,
and triplication in France, Germany and the United
Kingdom over the main battle tank.
In conclusion, Mr President, I would just like to say
this. Because of their cost and necessary scale, major
defence projects in the European Community can not
only make a contribution to an organized and vital
Europe but also provide a practical base for economic
development in regions where people want to learn
new skills and put them to use. A new Community
solidarity in weapons procurement furthers peace in
Europe and makes for a broader and deeper commu-
nity among peoples once divided by centuries of
bloody conflict and now facing nuclear and conven-
tional threats by the Soviet Union to the freedoms
which far too many of us take for granted.
Mr Ephremidis (COM). 
- 
(GR) Mr President,
despite your clarification following the speech by Mrs
Hammerich, allow me a measure of licence 
- 
as a
compatriot 
- 
to disagree and to insist that both the
recital and the substantive part of the resolution are
fundamentally at variance with the existing Commu-
nity treaties. It is a fact that, as far as defence matters
and arms procurement are concerned, these treaties
vest no competence in Parliament or in any other
institutional body. For our part we oppose the EEC
and its institutions. You who every so often invoke the
treaties to reiect demands like some of those put
forward by my small country, Greece, have a duty to
uphold them. Matters involving defence and the arms
procurement necessary for it are inextricably linked
with national self-reliance and independence, and
each Member State has exclusive competence over the
handling of its own affairs in these respects. Interven-
tion in these matters by supra-national bodies, as the
resolution would have it, constitutes, for us, inadmiss-
ible interference, a suspect diminution of each
nation's sovereign rights, and no one in this Chamber
was elected with a mandate to fritter those away. The
resolution violates these fundamental tenets on the
following baseless pretexts. It makes mention of some
sort of common industrial policy, though, in effect,
this would apply just in the fields of arms research,
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production and procurement. It dwells on the employ-
ment situation and the need for technological develop-
ment although, according to the UN's findings, both
of these problems, together with that of inflation, are
best tackled through investment and the development
not of the armaments industry but of peaceful indus-
tries.
The resolution aims to deceive us with mention of the
control which will supposedly be exercised over arms
sales, whereas, in reality, it seeks to pave the way for
increased weapons systems production and, therefore,
for growth in arms sales both within the Community
itself and to third countries, since it is a known fact
that the armaments industry is mainly exPort-based.
The draftsman of the resolution claims that it will
help to promote Communiry self-sufficiency in arms
procurement. However, with the dual production
programmes which provide for close collaboration
with the USA and the borrowing of American tech-
nology, it increases the Community's reliance and
reduces its armaments industry to being complemen-
tary with that of America.
Despite its artful assertions it is obvious, Mr President,
that the resolution seeks to serve the interests of the
military-industrial conglomerates of certain developed
Community countries to the detriment of the weaker
countries which will no longer have the opportunity
to exercise choice in arms Procurement according to
their real needs, such as in the case of Greece. In
specific ways it promotes the politico-military integra-
tion of the Community, and this should be seen in
the light of the known virtual bankruptcy of the
Community's efforts at economic integration. Its
programmes for increasing arms levels, fully in line
with the NATO and Reagan policies, contrast starkly
with the popular movement in Europe for arms limita-
tion, d6tente and peace. It organizes the sale of arms
to third countries more effectively, on terms that are
more demeaning, more rapacious.
Mr President, for the reasons of principle and
substance which I have mentioned, those of us who
belong to the Communist Party of Greece intend to
vote against the resolution in conformity with the
interests of the Greek people and of those who with
their votes have sent us to this Parliament to strive
before all else for d6tente and peace. It behoves Parlia-
ment to weigh its responsibilities. To respond to the
peoples' demand for disarmament, d6tente and peace,
and this means developing the peaceful industries and
not those which make weaPons. At this eleventh hour
before the deployment of Cruise and Pershing
missiles in Europe, Parliament must align itself with
the overwhelming weight of public opinion in the
countries of the Communiry which is calling for this
danger to be averted.
President. 
- 
(GR) Mr Ephremidis, I repeat once
again that yesterday Parliament made a sovereign deci-
sion to debate the Fergusson report and that I, who as
an ordinary Member voted in favour of Mr Chambei-
ron's motion yesterday because I considered it correct,
can do no other than comply with the agenda. I shall
interrupt any speaker who raises this point again. \7e
are debating the Fergusson report and I will not
accept any further sugSestion that the debating of this
matter in the European Parliament constitutes an irre-
gularity.
Mrs Castellina (CDI). 
- 
(IT) Mr President, when
reading the Fergusson report I was greatly struck by
the cynical cool with which it speaks of the rationaliza-
tion of something that is so irrational 
- 
the produc-
tion of fearful agents of destruction.
This report, in fact, discusses atms as though it were
discussing toy production. The purPose of the resolu-
tion is not 
- 
as any reasonable person would have
expected it to be to indicate the lines of a proiect
capable of reducing the production and export of
arms, through a drastic reorganization of this sector of
industry ; quite the reverse 
- 
it is concerned with
how to make it more efficient. Nor is there any
substance in the argument 
- 
put forward, with
extraordinary effrontery, by some quarters 
- 
that
rationalizing and coordinating the production of arms
in the countries of the Communiry would be the way
to give Europe an independent defence policy.
This is a red herring, for two reasons. In the first
place, throughout the report there is continuous refer-
ence to the need for further integration between Euro-
pean, American and Japanese technological research
and military production, thus indicating increased
dependence by Europe, and linking the production of
armaments ever more closely with the existence of a
military political block 
- 
NATO, or rather a NATO
enlarged to include Japan, as was surreptitiously
agreed at the l7illiamsburg summit.
Secondly, it is a red herring because the only possible
truly autonomous European defence policy consists
not in becoming further involved, in a subordinate
way, in the NATO military set-up, nor, for that
matter, in constructing a stronger block of our own,
but in making Europe an atea of peace, a denuclear-
ized zone that will tend to be increasingly less
involved with the philosophies of the military blocks.
Before I finish, Mr President, permit me to say how
very curious it seems to find so much passion
expended in discussing defence and a common Euro-
pean defence policy by a Parliament which refused
again in recent weeks to discuss a question that will
indeed have some relevance in European defence
policy: I refer to the installation of Pershing and
Cruise missiles, which will be carried out in a few
weeks' time in our country.
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For all of these reasons, Mr President, I shall not only
vote against the Fergusson Report, but I will under-
take to bring the report to the attention of European
public opinion and the peace movements, so that they
can denounce it accordingly.
(Applause from certain bencbes of tbe Lefl)
Mrs Hammerich (CDI). 
- 
(DA) Mr President, I
asked to speak on a point of order, because you said a
while ago that you would like to conduct a kind of
opinion poll on our speeches. You would deny the
floor to those who dared to mention that we are
engaging in an illegal debate. S7'e must not say that
any more. It is illegal to say that we are holding an
illegal debate. We must not mention that we are
infringing Articles 5 and 224 of the Treary of Rome,
we must not mention that the debate is illegal and
that Mr Fergusson is acting illegally. You seek to crim-
inalize people who are speaking out for law and order.
!7hy, Mr President ?
President. 
- 
(GR) I did not say that, Mrs Hamme-
rich. S7hat I did say was that the correctness of our
debating the Fergusson report cannot be disputed
because the House has passed a sovereign decision to
the effect that the report should remain on the agenda
and be debated. Any Member may invoke Article 5 of
the Treaty of Rome ; that is his right, of course.
Mr Radoux (S). 
- 
(FR) The present debate cannot
be considered as being contrary to the provisions of
the Treaty of Rome. Before this Parliament became an
elected body, it twice voted through resolutions on the
same subject.
President. 
- 
Thank you Mr Radoux, but we are not
going to start a debate on this question.
Mr Penders (PPE). 
- 
(NZJ I welcome the fact that,
with this debate, the European Parliament has at last
picked up the thread of the 1978 Klepsch report.
Since then the necessary action has been taken. I
should like to mention two aspects.
Firstly, a movement has emerged in the Community
and in the European Parliament that believes Europe
itself must do more thinking about its own security.
Europe must make an analysis of the risks to which it
is exposed, its interests and needs where security is
concerned. The Fergusson report, which has my
support, follows this line. Thus far, then, no problems.
The second point I have to make is slightly more diffi-
cult. It concerns the link between defence production
and economic recovery. It is unacceptable that we
should use the defence industry to boost the European
economy, but it is tnre to say that our recovery
depends on our abiliry to occupy a strong position in
the advanced, high-technology and innovative sectors.
Stuttgart brought the message that new European
policy must be developed in this area. And if this
European industrial policy does come, the stream-
lining and combination of European defence budgets
will undoubtedly prevent a great deal of waste and
make satisfactory specialization possible. It is the
aimlessness and lack of coordination of the various
armaments policies in Europe that has resulted in the
Americans contributing so much to our European
arsenals. And that brings me to another point.
Since the NATO summit meeting held in London in
May 1977 there has been talk of a two-way street in
arms procurement across the Atlantic Ocean. If the
European countries do not make their presence felt,
Mr President, nothing will come of this two-way
street, and that is why the Fergusson report is so
important.
My fourth, point Mr President, concerns the position
of the small countries in Europe. In the past, one of
the big three, Britain, France and Germany, has
always taken the lead and the others have been left to
follow on behind. That must change, because other-
wise the smaller countries will never produce the biry-
cles, just the bell that goes on the handlebars, if that.
The decision on joint arms production must be taken
and implemented jointly.
And finally, Mr President, the policy on the export of
arms. If there should ever be a European defence
industry policy, there will certainly be a need for rules
on the export of arms, and work on them might begin
even now. Do not think, however, that that would
automatically eliminate the embarrassing questions
that can be asked, for example, about the supply of
Super6tendards equipped with Exocet missiles. Those
questions would remain, of course. 'W'e must go on
weighing up the possible defeat of Iraq by fundamen-
talist Iran against the closure of the Strait of Hormuz,
only 50 km wide and 50 metres deep.
Amendment No 20 tabled by Mr Hiinsch and Mrs
lTieczorek-Zeul is interesting in this context, but too
detailed in its present form. As the Socialists in parti-
cular want European security policy to be developed
calmly and coolly, they should not prejudge one
asPect to this extent.
Mr Kyrkos (COM). 
- 
(GR) At the very least, Mr
President, Parliament should suspend the debating of
the Fergusson report indefinitely, and at best it should
throw it out altogether here and now, because it consti-
tutes a further step towards putting a military
complexion on the political thinking and policy
options of the Member States and on the relations
between them, but also because it is outside the ambit
of the Treaties in the same way as was claimed by
France and the United Kingdom in the case of the
corresponding Klepsch report which was adopted in
1978.
At this time Europe is living through the intense
anxiety caused by the missile rivalry on her territory.
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The impending deployment of Cruise and Pershing
missiles will destroy any possibility ol a certain
number of Soviet SS 20s being withdrawn and
dismantled and will lead inexorably to a new wave of
arms escalation. The threat of a nuclear war will
become more tangible and the annihilation of life and
civilization on our continent will become a logical
probability. Must we accept that we have all gone
mad, then ? Couched in language that is benign 
-
alluring, I would call it 
- 
the report and the resolu-
tion impel us towards the logic of incessant arms
growth. Indeed, the report tells us that this will help
Europe to combat unemployment and to develop its
technology, and that it will earn money from arms
sales. One thing it does not tell us : that the peoples
of the world are to be lured into slaughter so that
Europe can sell more and more arms and enable the
arms manufacturers and the merchants of death to
coin fat profits.
I speak to you not from an ideological angle but from
a humanitarian standpoint. Is it a question of
defence ? Let us look for a solution through balanced
d6tente and cooperation, because in the other direc-
tion lies nuclear annihilation. Has it to do with unem-
ployment and technological development ? Let us
insist on a common policy which will enable the EEC
to face up to American and Japanese competition,
and which can be funded with resources made avail-
able by arms reductions based on an international
agreement. Industrial collaboration on the Commu-
niry front is still in swaddling clothes, Mr Fergusson,
so why do you propose to start it off with arms ? !(hy
has it not already begun in other, peaceful sectors, and
why are you not proposing that it be started off from
there ? At the debate in the Political Affairs
Committee our amendments, which called for a study
to be made of the economic and political aspects of
transforming the armaments industry into a manufac-
turing base for peace and prosperitY, were reiected.
You rejected them then, are you going to reject them
again? Are they not even worth a study, Mr
Fergusson ? Are there not such things as hunger and
under-development in the world ? Let the Communiry
take initiatives which, instead of helping the peoples
to slaughter each other, will increase and put to good
use the development aid they need.
The peoples of Europe and the Third !7orld, and the
great people of Britain, of course, would accept a reso-
iution on a subiect such as this latter with profound
gratitude. It is precisely moves in this direction which
we, on behalf of the peoples of the Community,
support, and therefore we shall vote against the
Fergusson report.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Capanna, who has, I am
afraid, only 1.5 minutes.
Mr Capanna (CDI). 
- 
(IT) Thank you, Mr Presi-
dent. It is almost more than I expected. Mr President,
with fifty thousand nuclear warheads we have the
equivalent of about three thousand kilograms of TNT
for every living being, including children, plus an
enormous quantity of conventional armaments and
bacteriological and chemical weapons.
That being the situation, all we needed was the inge-
nuity of Mr Fergusson, to propose a resolution for
increasing the production, sale, development and use
of arms. The resolution is a sure way of helping to
strengthen the European military and industrial
complex. This resolution, Mr President, is the result of
pressure by Europe's war industries.
So that this statement of mine can be refuted, I shall
conclude with a question, and I shall quote only a few
names by way of example : I ask Messrs. Fergusson,
Diligent, d'Ormesson, Klepsch and von Hassel
whether they are prepared to declare, formally and
publicly in this Parliament, that they have not been in
contact with Europe's war industries. I await an
answer. I think it will be of interest to all members.
Mrs Boserup (COM). 
- 
(DA) Mr President, it
makes a change from today's agenda to be talking
about industrial cooperation instead of agriculture, but
it is utterly disgraceful that we have chosen to give our
attention to such a reprehensible sector of industry as
that of arms production. I7e could of course use the
excuse that Mr Davignon in 1980, on the publication
of the Greenwood report, stated his conviction that
arms procurement formed an essential element in a
future industrial policy. But we need not be so
compliant as to take the words of the Commissioner
for eternal wisdom. It is not correct, since it is being
repeated, that arms production makes a positive contri-
bution to the securing of jobs. It is a myth which is
spread among the people in order to gain the support
of citizens for the lavishing of inordinate sums and
the squandering of so much human talent on some-
thing so barren of future promise. The European engi-
neering workers, who must know, since it is they who
work in these industries, have denounced this myth
and have demanded a switch to civilian production. It
grieves us to think of the advanced technology which
enables rockets to find their targets with minute accu-
racy, while all that we can offer the blind members of
our society to help them find their way is a white
stick.
If this Assembly wishes to be seen by the voters in the
Member States as a force for renewal, to be heard as a
voice of hope and future promise, we must reject this
destructive and outdated proposal with all its talk of
weapons. The voters live under the shadow of the
threat of annihilation. They desire peace and an
industry which will enrich their daily lives; secure
them jobs and wellbeing and secure the future for the
millions outside the Community who are starving and
living in ever increasing poverty. In the name of inter-
national solidariry, Socialists of all shades of opinion
must support the demand for new thinking and for
change and must refuse to allow our limited time to
be used any more to mislead the voters into thinking
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that we can be made happier or richer by coordinated
arms procurement. This view can be expressed by
supporting a series of amendments tabled by Mr
Boyes and others 
- 
Nos 1-9. By adopting these
amendments, we can rescue the prestige of this
Assembly. This illegal proposal, this result of months
of work on matters far outside the provisions of our
Treaties must be changed. Colleagues, you have the
chance of doing so. To adopt the proposal will bring
shame on this Assembly and will tell the world
outside that we are living in the past and that nothing
new offering hope for the future can be expected from
it.
Mrs Charzat (S). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I have no
hesitation in categorically rejecting Mr Fergusson's
report on 'arms procurement within a common indus-
trial policy and arms sales'.
Mr Fergusson's scheme is to do away with the EEC
and replace it with NATO Mark II. I have four
comments to make on this scheme, which is neither
European nor 'STestern, neither realistic nor properly
thought out.
My first comment is that a common industrial policy
in the arms field is diametrically opposed to the prin-
ciple of French national independence. Arms strategy
is central to the planning, organization and deploy-
ment of France's entire military apparatus. This is not
an industrial question, it is a question of defence.
The aim of military strategy as defined in French
policy is based on the principle of autonomy in decisi-
on-making : this aim is to secure national indepen-
dence and complete sovereignty for France while
abiding by the terms of her alliances. In this connec-
tion, the Prime Minister, Mr Pierre Mauroy, in his
speech of 20 September 1983, made a very clear
distinction between two concepts : the defence of
Europe and European defence. In his eyes, and I
quote, 'the idea of European defence implies collec-
tive, integrated organization which could be set up
only if there existed a single political authoriry'.
France's autonomy of decision is therefore incompat-
ible with integrated European defence. Integrated
European defence implies an internal cohesion and a
common identity vis-i-vis the rest of the world, not
only during times of peace, but also and especially in
times of crisis. Before the Second !7orld !(ar, the
collapse of alliances cost France dear. Since the
Second IUTorld \Var, the allied States, with the excep-
tions of the United Kingdom and France, have been
sinking into military dependence, national egoism,
debilitation, and even destabilization and neutralism.
Can France rely on allies who are increasingly wlner-
able and divided to defend her national existence, her
absolute sovereignty ? Mr Fergusson's scheme is so
outlandish as to be an irrelevancy.
My second comment is that a common arms industry
policy rs outside the scope of the Treaty of Rome.
France's consistent policy in this regard, as reiterated
by Prime Minister Pierre Mauroy, is that, under the
terms of he 1955 Treary of Brussels, the 'STestern Euro-
pean Union is the only European body competent to
deal with matters concerning defence and security.
There can be no defence treaty with ten or twelve
signatories. The provisions of the Treaty of Rome
confer no competence in regard to defence on the ten
Member States of the EEC. There is no provision for
any transfer of competence in this field to the Council
or the Commission along the lines envisaged in Mr
Fergusson's report. It is out of the question for the
Council to brief the Independent European
Programme Group. If it were to, the EEC would be
allowing itself to be used as a lever to gain endorse-
ment of NATO's preferences.
It is rradirional for the United States to maintain
direct relations with the main European nations
through NATO. On the strength of their dominant
role, the Americans push very strongly for a policy of
arms standardization, of buying American equipment,
the effect of which is to remove national barriers 
-technical barriers for the most part 
- 
to expansion of
the arms technology market in the western part of the
Continent of Europe.
On the other side of the coin, in 1977 the United
States adopted protectionist measures severely curbing
purchases of military equipment imported from
Europe. ln 1977 the ratio of trade in such equipment
between the United States and its European allies was
estimated at 5.3 to I in favour of the United States. By
1982 the ratio had risen to 15 to 1. This was the
finding of the NATO Ministers for Defence meeting
in Brussels in June 1983.
The Fergusson report would obstruct any recovery by
the EEC and the !7EU, any possibiliry that consolida-
tion of intra-European cooperation could in the future
restore the balance of trade in military equipment
between the United States and the !7EU.
My third comment is that the !7EU provides a frame-
work for development of a concerted policy on arms
production,. From the French viewpoint, that is a
prioriry objective, making for development of Euro-
pean solidarity and of the means towards European
autonomy, without encroaching on France's and the
United Kingdom's special preserves.
I should just like to outline my fourth comment, to
conclude.
!7ith arms sales France applies rules based on the
final destination procedure under which clauses on
export from a second country to a third are applicable.
'!7ould that other Community countries did the same.
Mr Halligan (S). 
- 
Mr President, I thank you for
your indulgence in allowing me to address the
Assembly on this very important item. I am particu-
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larly happy to do so because I wish to reiterate the
point that Ireland is the only one of the ten Member
btut.r in the Communiry which Pursues a policy of
neutrality in international affairs. My party, the Labour
Parry, being totally committed to that policy,
completely *ppotts and, indeed, wishes to enlarge the
poliiy of Ireland into an active rather than a passive
position of neutralitY.
Now one of the ways 
- 
perhaps the most important
way 
- 
in which a positive neutrality can be put into
effect is to oppose the extension of the arms race, to
oppose the greater dissemination of arms throughout
the world particularly in Third 'World countries, and
to oppose the extension of the arms industry, whether
it be in Europe or elsewhere'
Therefore this report before the House places a
solemn obligation on members of the Irish delegation
to give voici here today to those principles of positive
neitraliry and to indicate unequivocally their total
opposition to the European arms industry' I am happy
to do so on behalf of my parry. It is the view of the
Irish Labour Party that the Europeaq Community, and
in this instance the Parliament has in fact no comPe-
tence to deal with the issue of arms production and
sales. Arms cannot be divorced, of course, from the
matter of security no matter how subtly the distinc-
tion may be attempted. The rwo are indissolubly inter-
linked. The Labour Parry therefore views with the
utmost alarm the decision of this Parliament to autho-
rize in the first instance the production of the report
before us, and even more so, the decision to have it
taken on public debate on the floor of this House'
Those decisions will be lustifiably viewed in my
country as further attempts to ensnare us into an inte-
grated European defence system. For it is- logical that
Ihose who desire such an outcome should begin with
arms production. The next stages will be political
rather than industrial.
There is therefore cause for alarm on the part of all
those who desire their countries to remain inde-
pendent of the great military blocs. or to wish Europe
as a whole to ditach itself from the madness of the
arms race. The European Parliament, Mr President,
has shamelessly compromised itself simply by permit-
ting this debate to take place at all in this Chamber'
It can be argued, of course, that the European arms
industry needs to be more efficient so as to Protect
jobs. It can be argued that European arms Procure-
ment needs to be more efficient to save lives' But it
cannot be denied that the ultimate PurPose of arms is
to kill and no political authoriry on earth can Prevent
arms from falling into the hands of those who wish to
use them for offensive rather than defensive purPoses'
The ease with which the IRA in my country can
procure the most sophisticated weaponry is proof
enough of that. Attempts to introduce- safeguards into
arms exPortation are nothing more than a, device to
make it morally acceptable to produce and sell arms
on the grounds that their ultimate Purpose is defence
or peace-keeping. !fle should reject this report,, reject
the philosophy which says it is iustifiable to sell arms
for profits and we should commit our peoples to
Peace.
Mr Narjes, -fuIember of tbe Comrnission.- (DE)First
of all I would like to thank the rapporteur and the
draftsmen of the opinions of the committees for their
thoroughly detailed, frank and in some decisive areas,
trenchant comments. I am grateful for the numerous
proposals made to the Commission in the course of
ih.- d"but.. I am also expressing these thanks on
behalf of my colleague Vice-President Davignon, who
was unable to be Present because of the special
Council of Ministers meeting in Athens ; otherwise we
would both have taken part in this debate.
The Fergusson rePort reoPens discussion of a subject
that is of gt.ut and growing importance to the
Member States. It follows on from earlier European
Parliament debates, in particular the debate on the
Klepsch report in 1980. Since then awareness of Euro-
p.ut t".utiry problems has grown, I refer particularly
io the debates on the Genscher/Colombo report and
to the Solemn Declaration of European Union which
the heads of state and government signed in June this
year in Stuttgart, in which they demonstrated their
ieadiness to ptomot. closer political and economic
cooPeration on security.
This debate, as has repeatedly been said, is not
concerned with the life-and-death problems of over-
kill, disarmament and arms control in an unstable
world. The Commission is certainly not authorized to
express a view on these matters. The subiect of this
detate is arms production and the arms industry,
since all Member States consider them indispensible
for reasons we all know. As the Fergusson report
correctly points out, this involves not only the internal
market, but also the creation of a unified customs area
for armaments, public contracts and the need to
exploit European innovatory Potential, particularly in
the field of research and development.
But nor should we lose sight of the significance of the
arms industry for the economy. It claims a large share
of Member States' budgets, either at the expense of
the taxpayer or at the exPense of other items' Because
of its iariicular demand Pattern, it exerts great influ-
.nc" on the structure of industrial production in the
individual Member States and in the Community,
particularly in the field of high technology producs'
it is an important element in international competi-
tion : for example our competitor Japan spends only
one per cent oiits gross national product on arms and
therefore has a much smaller burden to bear than the
Member States of the Communiry. And the European
space industry has too little custom compared with
tire United States with NASA, the other State
customer for high technologY.
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!fle should also consider the changes which have
taken place in the arms industry since 1956/7 when
the Treary of Rome was being negotiated. The role of
coal and steel and the intermediate technology based
on these has diminished drastically and been replaced
by high technology and this has been accompanied by
an enormous increase in costs. This has led in turn to
ever-increasing military demands on public spending
which even the most prosperous Member States are
less and less able to meet under economically accep-
table conditions.
Transfrontier cooperation between the arms industries
of the European Community has become inescapable
and irreversible. \7e can no longer afford the lack of
unity and the waste of resources which this involves
can no longer be justified, as rhe Commission pointed
out as long ago as 1981 in a working document on
innovation policy.
It is becoming increasingly difficult to draw a line
between the arms industry and high technology
products for civilian use, as has been pointed out
several times in this debate. One example of this is
the difficult discussion within COCOM on problems
of delimitation, which reflects this problem. the ,rm"
components, for example can be used both for mili-
tary and civilian purposes. Miniaturized electronic
products can be used in medicine and for the control
systems of guided missiles.
Finally, I would ask you to appreciate my reluctance
to comment on the trade policy of the arms industry,
as I wish to avoid encroaching on the sphere of polit-
ical cooperation. To revert to the question of
economic policy, the Community cannot ignore the
significance of the arms industry for economic deve-
lopment, both as far as jobs are concerned, nor for the
international competitiveness of leading European
products.
The position in America provides much food for
thought. The Pentagon's annual research budget
currently amounts to $ Z0,OOO m. This has pur the US
ahead in research and development and it will retain
this position in future. This leading position is also
very fully exploited by non-military industry, for
example the electronics sector. Nor should we forget
the NASA orders already mentioned, and other
American opportunities to make the maximum use of
American research and development potential. If we
fail to recognize the great effort needed then we run
the risk of missing the boat as far as the new technolo-
gies are concerned, and of forfeiting forever the spin-
off effects of innovarory growth on jobs and profitable
non-military industries with a future.
The inevitable result would be economic dependence.
Full exploitation of the European internal market
cannot be achieved unless our policy takes account of
all aspects of public purchasing in all areas. This now
accounts for as much as 20 o/o of the gross national
products of Member States, i.e. every fifth ECU spent
throughout the Communiry ignores the internal
market and remains inside national borders.
This high level of public spending, which because of
various developments in certain Member States is on
the increase, is also important because it applies prin-
cipally to products and product areas where Commu-
niry competitiveness is already threatened by all too
familiar problems. The widespread preference shown
to national producers runs directly counter to the prin_
ciples of the common market. The fact that 5 % of
orders are nominally placed according to a Commu-
nity procedure does not alter this. This is a very small
amount and has no significance as far as our interna_
tional competitiveness is concerned, since it mainly
applies to building contracts.
Clearly, therefore, there can be no permanent improve_
ment of the current procurement situation, which is
bedevilled by national monopolies of demand and
supply structures, unless we include arms 
- 
even if
only in a number of stages. There is however, a
problem. The arms industry cannot be separated from
defence policy considerations. But cooperation
between Member States on defence planning, which
would be essential for effective action by the Commis-
sion does not fall within the Community's terms of
reference. We must therefore seek ways io keep the
damage to the internal market and economic develop_
ment to a minimum while respecting the division of
POwers.
!7hat progress has there been since l9g0 ? The
Commission proposed that a European agency should
be established to analyse defence matters, for example
under the aegis of the IEPG. This proposal has not
been fully implemented. Nor has the \7EU, which
would be another possibiliry, taken any steps. It is not
for me to speculate on the motives behind the failure
of these two bodies to act. If this situation persists, we
must consider whether an independent institution
should not be created to provide this analysis and
report to governments directly.
As far as public contracts are concerned, the Commis_
sion has largely completed its internal work. !7e
intend to present to Parliament and the Council of
Ministers in the near future a comprehensive report
:". t!. current position and how it ian be improved.Solutions will only be possible in easy stages a;d with
a combination of horizontal and vertical measures. As
far as vertical measures are concerned, we have already
submitted proposals relating to telecommunications.
As far as horizontal measures are concerned, we must
consider whether closer transnational cooperation
between producers would not offer the best irospectin the first instance of overcoming frontiers and
opening up markets. This is another reason why the
Commission is pressing for the harmonization of
company law and the development at Community
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level of legal entities to provide a suitable basis for the
creation of transnational consortia. I am referring to
the proposed European cooPeration agreement,
already adopted by this House. Parliament has
frequently discussed in a different context the need to
prouid. tiie European economy with a wide range of
opportunities for transfrontier ioint ventures and other
forms of cooperation. The Community is paying the
penalty for more than ten years of delay in creating a
European company law.
The situation is better as regards standards. Since the
acceptance of the Commission proposal on the- notifi-
cation of standards in the Member States, which is
planned to come into force on 1. 1.1984, our internal
work has progressed apace. 'W'e hope to be able to
present a 
- 
comprehensive initial summary at the
meeting of the Internal Market Council on 26
October.
!fle are also aware of the need to improve the effective-
ness of the directive on supply contracts. Above all,
we must extend its area of application, i'e. limit the
exceptions. lVhen formulating our own policies in the
field of research and development we must consider
the scope for Community-wide vertical solutions to
open up markets further for each product in question'
The Fergusson rePort commends the Progress
expected of tn. nSpnlT programme in the 
-field of
iniormation technology. I have nothing to add to this'
\7e hope that the strategic development of a Euro-
pean iniormation technology, which is the aim of the
prolect, the pilot phase of which is nearly at an end,
will be completed by the end of the year. The serious-
ness of our efforts and also the determination of the
Member States and industries concerned to make up
for Europe's regrettable lack of development are
demonstrated by the fact that our five-year ESPRIT
pro.iect has a budget of I 500 m EUA.
As far as cooperation with the United States and
Japan is conceined, I would like to point out that the
-Co-m,rnity 
can only be a sought-after and influential
partner in such ioint ventures once we have succeeded
in demonstrably strengthening our industrial base' \fle
must not overlook other elements which are of maior
importance for Europe as far as the setting up of such
joint ventures is concerned. For example, there are
ii-is to the scope for cooperation if America main-
tains its present very restrictive attitude to the transfer
of technology even to the European Community'
I would particularly like to thank the rapporteur for
his emphasis on the importance of strengthening the
internai European market. As you know, we have only
been able to implement half of the emergency
programme decided on at the Copenhagen summit'
We-hope that the imminent Athens summit will force
further decisions. 'We are currently most concerned at
the numerous technical Pretexts or genuine diffi-
culties that, for whatever reasons' are being thrown in
the way of opening up frontiers by the bureaucracies
of the Member States. S?'e see this as a reason to steP
up our efforts for we see the definitive and irreversible
removal of internal frontiers as the acid test for the
credibility of the European Community's internal
market policy.
If it cannot summon up the necessary political will to
achieve this, then it is hardly surprising if European
industry, irrespective of which sector, adopts a wait-
and-see policy, or even prefers to invest in the United
States instead of in the Member States'
Finally, the Commission is of course prepared to
report to Parliament at any time on the position as
regards the matters covered by the Fergusson report'
!7i are not sure whether it is expedient for reports to
be presented annually.
In conclusion, I should like to emphasize that there is
no gain to the Communiry if, in addition to the
.rr.*tout economic disadvantages arising from the
high level of expenditure on arms in the Member
States it tolerates nationally protected, scattered and
extremely expensive arms production.
(Applause)
Mrs Nfieczorek-Zeul (Sl, joint rapporteurs of tbe
Cornmittee on External Economic Relations. 
- 
(DE)
A point of order, Mr President ! I would like to put
the following question to Commissioner Naries,
which is closely connected with the rules of proce-
dure. He has shown that the Commission has a great
deal of imagination when it comes to dealing with
possible cooperation on armaments and what the
bommission's opportunities are for exploiting these
possibilities. My question 
- 
he indicated that arms
e*potts could not be dealt with because this fell
wiihin the sphere of the EPC 
- 
is he not of the
opinion that, for example, compensation deals
concluded by individual countries, i.e. arms supplied
in exchange for oil, could represent a distortion of the
internal market in accordance with Article 223 of the
EEC Treaty and could therefore iustify action by the
Commission, and whether the Commission could not
apply some imagination to this question ?
President. (DE) Mrs lfieczorek-Zeul, your
remarks were not a point of order.
Mr Narjes, hlember of tbe Commission. 
- 
(DE) |
am grateiul for this question and would like to add
that of course a compensation deal can cause
problems if it offends against the rule of fair competi-
iion and may well iustify the use of other Community
instruments.
Mrs Baduel Glorioso (COM). 
- 
(FR) S(e have
heard a number of affirmations from Commissioner
Narjes, and I should like to know whether he is
expiessing the Commission's opinion here or has also
been expressing personal opinions ?
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Mr Fergusson (ED), rapporteur. 
- 
Mr President, we
are exceedingly grateful to Commissioner Narjes for
his response and for addressing himself so carefully to
the subsance of this report with such sympathy and
constructive thoughtfulness in it. !7e are glad that he
understands so well that the fragmentation of our
efforts is something we can no longer condone in the
Community and we welcome his statement that forces
are now pushing the Community towards the kind of
industrial rationalization the report has asked for. We
hope that he will not only be pushed but that he will
lead the Community in that direction.
He says he will continue to look for devices to over-
come the damage to the Communiry's economic
potential by the separation of the defence and the
civil aspects of industrial policy, and we look forward
to hearing more about the devices that he is going to
dream up and think about over this time. !7e look
forward also to the full report on public procurement
which is coming. He says once a year may be too
much to ask for 
- 
well then as frequently as is appro-
priate whatever is the right kind of time. I(e think
that this is a matter of fundamental importance to the
Community and whatever is the right time to hear
more then let us indeed hear more. Let us work
together towards this particular end.
I have not got much time, Mr President, but may Ijust say one or two words as rapporteur about ihe
debate we have just had. It seems ro be the lot of any
rapporteur as he sits right through the debate 
- 
the
only person, apart from the Commission, the Council
and yourself who does so 
- 
to feel not once but
many times that it is some other report that is actually
being discussed ; some other views than his own that
are being attacked. I stand by all I said this morning
and those who were not here this morning may care
to read it in due course. As Mr Klepsch said and the
Commissioner repeated, what we are talking about,
though it falls within the context of security, has very
much been the survival of European high technology,
the survival of our industry and our economy and our
employment in a world in which our rivals must not
leave us behind.
I would say to Mr de la Maldne that if the European
Community is not the place to make sense of our irag-
mented efforts in this field, then whar is ? NATO has
no industrial competence and would it help France if
it had ? Did he hear what I said about the STEU
earlier ? Did Mrs Charzat hear that ? They must know
that the $Testern European Union only has theoretical
competence in defence and none whatever in
industry. The European Community 
- 
I am sure the
Commissioner will agree 
- 
has the competence in
industry and can tackle the problem in the framework
of a common policy.
To Mr de Pasquale, Mrs Bonino and Mr Kyrkos, I can
only say that you have simply got the wrong end of
the stick. This report is not a policy for war. It is ridi_
culous to say that it is.
I have noted also what Mr Ephremidis and Mrs Castel-
lani said. To call this policy a suggesrion that arms
production and trade should be increased is absolutely
rubbish. Have you read the report ? It is the very oppo-
site. And do you not realize that it is from your side of
the House that the calls have come for arms sale limi-
tation ? !7hen this House supports 
- 
as I am sure it
will 
- 
a policy for the limitation of arms sales, while
you think it is saying something else, had you not
better ask yourselves this question, privately ?
To Mr Hdnsch and Mrs I(ieczorek-Zeul, whose views
I very much respect in this regard, I repeat that their
suggestions regarding a detailed arms sales policy are
most valuable. But as Mr Klepsch and Mr Haagerup
both said, they are, if not Utopian, asking foi thi
moon at this stage. !7e may get the moon in due
c.ourse but only bit by bit and we must not get too
detailed too early. Mr Hdnsch spoke of a common
European securiry policy defined in the context of
NATO and said that that should come first. !7ell fine,
I do not think he really means that. If he really thinks
we should debate defence strategy then all I can say is
that that was not the report which is before us now. I
do not think we are far apaft on principles and I hope
that with certain amendments agreed we will not Le
far apart at the end of the day when we come to vote
on this particular matter.
Mr President, I must stop now. I want to thank all the
people who have taken part in this debate and once
again I thank the Commissioner for the way he has
responded.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
The vote will be taken at the next voting time.
6. EEC and Latin America
President. 
- 
The next item is the report by Mr van
Aerssen, drawn up on behalf of the Committee on
External Economic Relations, on the economic and
trade relations between the European Community and
Latin America (Doc. l-580/83).
Mr van Aerssen (EPP), rapporteur. 
- 
(DE)Mr presi-
dent, ladies and gentlemen, I would like to make
three basic points which are relevant to this matter.
Tfele I total agreement between the representatives
of the European Parliament who are dealing with this
matter and the representatives of the Latin American
Parliament who drew up a resolution at the fifth
meeting in Bogota which was again confirmed at the
sixth meeting in Brussels and also forms the basis of
this report.
Secondly, the Commission and the European parlia_
ment entirely agree on the long-term strategy.
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Thirdly, this is the first time that an international
final act, the Bogota Act signed at the 1981 Fifth
Conference, has been the subiect of a resolution by
this Parliament, which was then referred to the
committee responsible for a report to be drawn up ;
and today the iapporteur would like to inform you of
its unanimous conclusions. I think this is an impor-
tant event in the institutional development of the
European Parliament.
The rapporteur feels bound to thank the Commission
for ths inor-ort efforts it has made and for the fact
that it is prepared to Pursue this long-term strategy
with the Latin American States iointly with us' There
is no need for me to point out that the European
Community and the states of the Latin American sub-
continent are natural partners. !flhen Spain and
Portugal ioin the European Community, we will also
have 
-among us the cultural ambassadorc par excel-
lence, if. I rnay put it that way, for building this bridge
and strengthening it. But we also realize that we must
pursue o; policy on a basis of equal rights and non-
interference and that together we can be forces for
peace, without arms, and will fight to uphold human
rights.
The aim of our long-term strategy 
- 
for this report is
not concerned with today or tomorrow 
- 
is to fotge a
new long-term partnership. That is the keyword : a
new long-term partnership with the Latin American
continent.
Mr President, as a Greek you will understand this parti-
cularly well, since many of your compatriots live in
that sub-continent.
For us this means that we must not look at the matter
only from an economic angle but above 
.all from a
psychological and political one. Speaking theoretically
and in abstract terms, there are four oPtions for the
Latin American continent' One option is a very close
alliance with Europe without the United States'
No-one in Latin America wants that ; no-one in
Europe wants it. The second would be a very close alli-
ance with the Soviet Union. No-one in Latin America
wants that because they can see other unfortunate
examples of it. The third possibility would be to loin
the droup of 77, as Brazil once contemplated doing'
Our committee considers that the fourth option is the
only right one for our Latin American friends and for
the Euiopean Community. We must stretch out our
hands to each other and forge a new, long-term Part-
nership with this sub-continent.
At the same time we must not set our hopes too high'
Our Latin American friends sometimes assume that
the European Community is enormously rich.and can
solve many of their problems hands down' That we
cannot do. But we can develop this partnership syste-
matically and step by step. The first step in this plan
is for the European Community to sign an agreement
with the Sistema economico latino americano. After
the Brussels conference, the President and Executive
Secretary-General of that organization in Latin
America called urgently for such an agreement 
- 
and
again after holding further talks with the President of
our Parliament and the group chairmen' 'W'e are
concluding a framework agreement between the SELA
and the Errrope.n Communiry. I th-ink that is very
important and- I find it highly significant that regar-
dleis of the political difficulties it involves, and which
we need not discuss here today, the Commission is
willing to follow this road together with the European
Parliament.
The second stage of this plan is the conclusion of
regional 
"gr".mitrts with 
Latin America. Anyone in
this Chamber who is concerned with this sub-conti-
nent knows that the various countries have different
structures and different economic situations. So it is
very important to find that the example the European
Parliamint has given on a worldwide basis is obvi-
ously liked and imitated there. I could quote the
example of the Andean Pact, which wants to conclude
a regional agreement with the European Community'
Yoti know *hrt .ffotts Parliament, the Commission
and the Council too are making to Put relations with
the Central American States on a new basis. That
would be the second example of a regional agreement
between the European Communiry and Latin America
in the framework of this overall plan'
The third stage relates to agreements with countries
which play a particularly important Part in Latin
America, simply because of their size, their specific
resources and their importance. I would like to give
two examples: the EuroPean Community's agreement
with Braiil and the European Community's agree-
ment with Mexico. May I request the Commission
most earnestly to do its utmost to instil life into these
two agreements in the near future, to make it clear
that tf,is overall strategy is not iust a European fantasy
but a matter very close to our hearts.
The fourth stage of this graduated strategy would be
the conclusion of an agreement between the European
Community and the Organization of American States
for Energy Development (OLADE). Our negotiations
have noi reached a very advanced stage' Speaking in
economic terms, I think we are complementary Part-
ners. They can assist us in many areas and we in turn
can do the same.
To summarize, the first cornerstone of this concept is
the four-stage plan. The second 
- 
and I feel it is
most important to note that here 
- 
is that on our
proposal and on the basis of our ioint deliberations,
ihe'Latin American States declared themselves willing,
at the Sixth Conference in Brussels, to do all they
could to create a joint organ that can negotiate with
the European Community on an equal footing at the
level of t'he Council of Ministers, i.e., of the executive'
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The very fact that the Latin American States have
announced this for the.first time in their history 
-unanimously and jointly with us 
- 
is an historic
event. You, Mr President, in view of the history of
your country, which has become a member of our
family, will find it particularly easy ro understand the
importance of small steps in history and their psycho-
logical value.
May I return very briefly to the instruments which are
decisive to all these strategic considerations. First
there is the question of the generalized system of pref-
erences. I do not need to describe to the Commission
in detail how the poorer Latin American countries
have not so far benefited sufficiently from this system.
That can be changed.
Secondly, we must urge the Latin American States to
move towards regional integration wherever possible. I
referred earlier to the key example of the Andean
Pact.
Agricultural reform is an important need in Latin
America. I think that on the basis of the variery of
historical examples it has given in its own countries,
the European Community can provide our friends
with the necessary indications of how to go about this.
The fourth instrument 
- 
and I would ask the
Commission to stress this emphatically in the negotia-
tions, and above all in connection with the Andean
Pact 
- 
is investment guarantees for investors from
the European Communiry, especially for small and
medium-sized businesses.
Not the United States of America but the European
Community 
- 
although many people do not know it
- 
is the biggest net investor in South America. For
us, our investors, for those who want to do business in
Latin America, it is therefore absolutely essential to
obtain guarantees, for investments to be secure and
also for them and their colleagues to obtain the neces-
sary assets protection.
A fifth point 
- 
and here we agree with the Commis-
sion, 
- 
is the setting up of further delegations in
Latin America. S7ith due respect to the fact that one
should not incur debts and should spend one's money
very carefully, we should not reject this idea but look
upon the long-term interest and make appropriate
arrangements.
A further important point is that we support the gover-
nors of the European Investment Bank, who have
stated that they are prepared to extend their invest-
ments to the Latin American continent, and that we
once again request the Council to promote this
process resolutely. That means also ensuring, first and
foremost, that the European Communiry iooperates
systematically, via the European Investment Bank,
with the appropriate institutes of the Euro-American
Development Bank and that of Central America.
May I earnestly request our friends in the United
Kingdom to join us on this road. W'e showed our
solidarity with them at a time of extreme political diffi-
.glty 
- 
and may I poinr out again that in fugentinia
alone there are three million Italians with Italian pass-
ports 
- 
and I think the time has now come for you
to show solidarity too.
The difficulties involved in this dialogue are well-
known. \(hat is decisive is that at this homent, and
during this discussion, which offers the European
Community a great opportunity, we should build a
bridge to this sub-continent and tread this road with
great determination. I earnestly request this Chamber
to give consistent support to the further activities of
the responsible committee, which will have to fill in
the details of this strategy in the coming years.
(Applause)
IN THE CHAIR: MR MOLLER
Vice-President
Mrs Vieczorek-Zeul (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr. president,
honourable Members, the Socialist Group welcomes
and endorses the report submitted by Mr Van Aerssen
for five reasons, which I would like to put briefly. !7e
!h.lk.. him ,warmly for so promptly and so fullyincluding the decisions of the Latin American_
European Conference in this report by the European
Parliament and by its Committee on Extemal
Economic Relations.
In particular, we thank him for the constructive wayin which he accepted a number of radical amend-
ments by the Socialist Group, and for the content of
the report. For the first time, and that is the most
important point, the European Community has recog_
nized. in this report that Latin America is a regiin
with its own economic and political interests. Foithe
first time too, in relations between these two regions,
their common interests have been set out, recog-nized
and duly appreciated. Mr Van Aerssen has pu1 that
very clearly. The objective is for the rwo to strengthen
each other reciprocally, in relation also to the two
superpowers, i.e., to the superpower with whom both
regions mainly have to deal, the USA.
In this context, we place special importance on the
need for a framework agreement between the Euro-
pean Community and SELA, the Sistema economico
latino americAno, for it also includes such countries
as Cuba, which has hitherto been excluded from rela-
tlonr with European countries or the European
Community. !7e are looking at the proposalj for
regional groupings and cooperation wiihin this
context.
As for the direction to be followed in these relations,
we welcome the approach set out in Mr Van Aerssen's
report, i.e., to develop and strengthen the intemal
market in Latin America. !7e consider it most impor-
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tant that a number of new cooperation instruments
have been proposed, such as a Latin America institute
and a Euro-Latin American Bank.
As for the indebtedness of most of the Latin
American countries, I think we should ask ourselves
what the European Community and the Member
States can do to tackle this problem. In theory there
are two alternatives: to increase their exports 
- 
but
this is not really feasible because the volume of trade
between the European Communiry and Latin America
is falling. Or we could make our contribution to
ensuring-that low interest rates on a worldwide scale
ease the- situation in these countries, but so far there
has been no European initative on reducing their
dependence on the iollar and on the American's high
interest rate policY.
I think the right approach 
- 
and we must continue
to work on this as-a Parliament 
- 
would be to link
financial cooperation 
- 
the keyword here is the Euro-
Latin Ameriian Bank 
- 
with realistic development
and trade policy proiects. In my view, the traditional
forms of p,rt. ti.d. promotion are quite ineffectual in
the context of the European Community's relations
with Latin America.
I would ask Mr Van Aerssen to accePt the amendment
which our group tabled as a supplement to this report'
In it we cill on the Member States of the European
Community to urge the International Monetary Fund
in particular to change its policy, i.e', to pursue a diffe-
reniiated policy ais d ttis the Latin American coun-
tries. For here we have the problem 
- 
which I
observed in Bolivia this year 
- 
that the International
Monetary Fund advises countries which have deve-
loped from dictatorships into democracies to adopt
suih drastic remedies that the fragile flower of democ-
racy shrivels up before it can unfold. In plain terms,
the International Monetary Fund is stipulating condi-
tions for Zuazo's democratically elected Sovernment
in Bolivia which, if imposed, will actually worsen the
situation of the poorest people in the country' As a
result the people will turn against the democratically
elected govlrnment. The result of that could be a mili-
tury .ou-p. That would start a vicious circle which we
would have to break at some point' That same
problem could arise in Argentina and Chile, if they
ieturned to democracy and we do hope they will' So
we must call on our member Sovernments to urge the
International Monetary Fund to Pursue a different
policy and that is what we have done in our supple-
mentary amendment to Mr Van Aerssen's report'
Mr Blumenfeld (EPP) 
- 
(DE) Mr' President, The
European People's Parry, on whose behalf I am
rp.rfing, thanks the raPporteur for his wide-ranging
,.port *d for the many ProPosals it contains, which
we will supPort.
The report rightly notes that, to put it in my own
words, in the last ten years the Communiry has
treated Latin America rather more shabbily than other
regions of the world. I am thinking of the whole
range of nations and countries which have become
assJciated under the Lom6 Convention. And yet Latin
America, and parts of Central America too of course,
is a region which will assume a quite central impor-
t.n.. io, the European Community in future' Both
Mr Van Aerssen, the rapporteur, and my esteemed
colleague, Mrs'Wieczorek-Zeul, who spoke before me,
.r. tt.ong and committed supporters of cooperation
between the European Community and Latin
America. They can aiso refer back to a wide range of
practical experience and important and interesting
proposals.
Mr Van Aerssen used one keyword, which Parliament,
will, I assume, also accept. He said this was a long-
term problem. It cannot be resolved by rapid ideolog-
ical leaps forward or hasty economic recipes'-We must
arm ourselues with great patience : we must be patient
as regards both the concept and the financing' The
Communiry's proposals and our desire for cooPera-
tion, as t.i"ttid to in the motion for a resolution,
must not and may not, regardless of the many
tensions, be directed against Latin America's histori-
cally established partner, the United States.
Perhaps my ears are oversensitive, but it seems to me
that Mrs Yieczorek-Zeul tends to give the impression,
when she speaks of Latin America and the economic
and political developments there, that we Europeans
are ialled upon to strengthen this region of Latin
America against the superpowers, and especially the
United Staies. That cannot be our mission ! \7e want
to support each other reciprocally and in complemen-
t.ry i.ihion. '$7e want to ensure that Latin America,
wiih its accelerated population growth and great diffi-
culties and problems, is not or does not remain unilat-
erally dependent on a single economic power, i'e', the
United St.t.t; but our approach here cannot be to
start a kind of second trade and economic offensive
against the United States. \7e have enough to deal
w-ith in our own differences with our partner, the
USA.
'We must realize that in the long term Latin Ameria's
indebtedness can be tackled only by measures and
structures based on a new concePt. Europe is not in a
position to replace the United States in terms of
iin.r,cing and we would be overreaching-ourselves if
we thou;ht that by creating structures such,as.a Euro-
Latin American bank or whatever, we could improve
things. The mass of debts is so vast, so enormous, that
*. Jill have to devise entirely new concepts, and I am
grateful to the rapporteur for pointing that out' The
ild methods do not work any more, and that is also
why we want to follow up Mr Van Aerssen's report'
Miss Hooper (ED)' 
- 
Mr President, I would also
like to thank Mr Van Aerssen for his important contri-
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bution. It is vital to follow up and follow through on
these matters, and the fact that this is the third ieport
to be prepared covering South and Central America in
the last year demonstrates the interest in the Commu-
niry in increased cooperation with the region. I would
say that Mr Van Aerssen is largely responsible by his
personal efforts for ensuring this follow-through. As
has been said, Latin America is a powerful tiading
bloc, a repository of resources and raw materials and-,
above all, a vibrant, expanding group of nations which
may not yet have fulfilled its full potential, but which
most certainly will.
It is important to us in the European Community to
have the maximum possible contact and cohesion
with the various countries of Latin America, many of
which as individual counrries are larger in size than
the whole of our Community, and very wealthy in
resources and which, linked together in trading blocs,
will create a vast potential of formidable growth. Apart
from the historical and cultural links between us,
which cannot be forgotten and have already been
mentioned 
- 
perhaps I might mention my own
period of study in Quito, Ecuador where such a
British institution as the 5 o'clock cup of tea was an
acknowledged'must' in many people's daily life. I was
also able in my travels to see railways which had been
built with the help of British engineers and I sailed
across Lake Titicaca in a ship which had been built
originally in Hull. So the links are there and can be
multiplied by many examples throughout the Commu-
nity. Ve must build upon rhem. In this respect, I
would like to make a plug for enlargemenr. I feel it
can only help with our conract and connection with
Latin America if we have Spain and portugal as
members of our Community.
'!7e are currently in a world recession, which is aggra-
vating the problems in all our countries. Many Litin
American countries have been severely hit by this
recession and at times of grave economic and finan-
cial struggle, there can be no doubt that democracy
itself can suffer. I think that we must ensure, as a
Community, that we do not look continually inwards
at our own problems, but recognize that we must, as
Mr Van Aerssen has said, hold out our hands and see
how we can confirm our links, exchange know-how
and experienci and build up our trading and commer-
cial cooperation. Above all, as a community of institu-
tions which are new and developing themselves to
some extent, as we go along, we should remember
that there are institutions and trading blocs in other
parts of the world 
- 
notably those already referred toin Latin America 
- 
which are looking to our
example, seeing the mistakes we make, seeing our
experience and building upon it.
My group therefore welcomes the report and the spirit
of cooperation which it attempts to engender. lfe
would, however, wish to make some specific reference
to the following paragraphs of the report which we
feel could have a little more brushing-up paragraph g
is very important. !7e consider that this aspect of
improving trading links is something that should be
concentrated on. Paragraph l3 urges a group of
experts to assist with the development of small busi_
nesses. Again this is something on which our experi-
ence_ in Europe can be of help, but it should be very
much a commercial thing. It should not be yei
another institute created and funded from soodness-
knows-where. On Paragraph 14 on the 6'ank: we
would like to ensure that priorities in the work of
such a bank would be principally the development of
trade between Latin America and the Community and
proiects which would have an integrating effect within
Latin America and projects which would increase the
export earning potential of the Latin American coun_
tries.
Finally, I would like to say that the institute referred
to_ in paragraph 15 should build upon the existing
bilateral links between main countries, and should noi
be. seen to be a duplication of effort which already
exists in some parts. I will therefore conclude by
saying that we must do everything possible as a
Community to foster and extend our relations, to
build bridges and break down barriers rather than to
create them.
Mr Gawronski (L). 
- 
(17) Mr president, ladies and
gentlemen, the Van Aerssen report offers us the oppor-
tuniry to tackle in detail a problem that is nbi of
secondary political importance.
The relative smallness, today, of foreign trade between
Europe and Latin America is something that is readily
understandable ; Latin America exports mainly agricul-
tural products, which find access to our marketJ diffi-
cult because of the protectionist nature of the Commu_
nity's agricultural policy and the preferential relation-
ship with the ACP countries, whilst the Latin-Ame_
rican market remains a difficult one for European
industrial products to penetrate, because of the compe_
tition of American firms, and the presence of a strong
tariff system.
If, however, we look at those aspects of economic rela-
tions with Latin America that are not strictly commer_
cial, we notice that the role of Europe is very much
more important than one imagines: in the Argentine
and Brazil the volume of investment from the
Community has recently exceeded that of North
American investment.
Although many of the Spanish-American countries
are at present going through an extemely difficult
time. economically (to which the extent of foreign
indebtedness provides alarming testimony) 
-.rry 
"of
them have an enormous growth potential.
Undoubtedly, the abiliry ro make proper use of this
potential will be of decisive importance for world
economic recovery, and hence for the future of the
European economy.
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But the problem of the Latin-American economy is
also 
- 
indeed, first and foremost 
- 
political. If we
do not want democracy to be destined always to
remain the heritage of a narrow group of countries of
the \flest, and if we wish to avoid economic backward-
ness, social injustice and political instability making
this region a natural target for Soviet expansionism,
we must provide the forces of democracy, that are
struggling valiantly but with still Sreater difficulty in
Latin-America, with the conditions for a stable
success.
One year after the tragic conclusion of the Falklands
adventure the Argentine seems to be embarked in a
rather chancy manner along the path of democracy,
Brazil has already made important steps in the same
direction, the dictatorship of Pinochet is under unpre-
cedented internal pressure and is obliged for the first
time in l0 years to negotiate with the opposition, and
in Uruguay the position of the military dictatorship is
becoming more difficult.
There is today, therefore, the concrete, immediate
possibiliry of an important democratic milestone
being passed in Latin America. But what is to be the
rtr.tlgth of the new democratic governments, and
what is to provide their staying power, in the absence
of any improvement in the economic situation ? How
can they reinforce themselves, under the dramatic
conditions of external indebtedness inherited from the
military governments ?
It is the practice of our Parliament to adopt many
useful resolutions on resPect for human rights and
civil liberties all over the world, and I, myself, have
acted as rapporteur for the Political Committee on
Human Rights in Latin America.
!flithout wishing to deny the political imPortance of
these initiatives, I nonetheless believe that it is for the
most part futile and profoundly hypocritical to limit
oneself to condemning, in a moralistic wa1, the many
oppressive, dictatorial regimes that prosper in the
*oitd, without attempting to help set up the
economic and social conditions for their overthrow.
Setting up the economic conditions for the success of
democracy in Latin-America does not however mean
- 
as some Socialist members sometimes suggest 
-
restricting oneself to a Senerous aid policy and
allowinglhe rescheduling of external indebtedness; it
means, rather, providing the right conditions for the
progressive transition to adulthood of the Latin-Ame-
rican economy.
The course of development along these lines lies
above all in specialization, the enlargement of the
domestic market, the setting up of ioint ventures to
link European technology and capital with Latin-Ame-
rican resources and manPower availability, and the
incentivation of investment and entrepreneurial
ability. And I think that the Communiry can play an
important part in stimulating this development.
(Applause from tbe Liberal bencbes).
Mr Linkohr (S) 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, allow me to make two very brief
iomments. The rapporteur has done his homework
with skill and diligence, and for that we owe him
thanks. It cannot be for us now to add new proposals
to the many that have been made. Iflhat we should do
now is to make sure that in the coming weeks and
months, practical action follows the decisions of Parlia-
ment, and also the decisions of the Sixth Interparlia-
mentary Conference between the European Parlia-
ment and the Latin American Parliament in June this
year. So we must ensure that we are measured by our
actions and not by our ideas.
Mr Blumenfeld said earlier that Mrs l7ieczorek-Zeul,
and therefore indirectly the Socialist Group, was
trying to pursue an anti-American policy by means of
the Latin Amercian policy. !7e must correct this by
saying that we have an interest in ensuring that Latin
America is not drawn into the East-!7est conflict. It is
in our common interest to ensure that interven-
tionism, from whatever side, becomes a thing of the
Past.
!7e have learned from history what adverse effects the
United States' interference has had in Central and
South America. $?'e also know that in l95l there was
a risk that a third world war might under circum-
stances break out as a result of the Cuban issue. All
this should be a lesson to us to Promote the self-deter-
mination of Latin America 
- 
and our own too, out
autonomy ois d. ais the superpowers ; and I would
certainly posit that cooPeration with Latin America is
one of our interests.
Mr Pedini (PPE). 
- 
(IT) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, in my capaciry as President of the delega-
iion for Latin-America I wish to thank Mr Van
Aerssen most warmly for having accepted in his reso-
lution the important conclusions of the Euro-Latin-
American Conference that took place in Brussels last
June.
I should like, Mr Van Aerssen, to add just a few obser-
vations. I think one has to insist on the urgent need
for political consultation between the two parties ;
theri are problems in the world about which it is in
the interests of us Europeans to consult the Latin
American democracies, as well as being our duty to do
so.
Besides, if Latin-America were to fail dismally in its
attempt at political revival, or if it were to collapse
economically, the whole !flestern world would be
deeply shaken. I think that it is necessary, as has
already been said, to revive the work of the Group of
Latin-American Ambassadors at Brussels (GRULA)
and I consider that we need to think of the institu-
tion, by the Latin Americans, of a body for political
consultation.
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!7ith regard to the Latin-American Institute, this idea
also emerged from the proposals at the Brussels
Conference, and I think I must insist, together with
Mr Van Aerssen, that it should not be a copy of the
institutes already existing in our countries; instead it
should be able to act as an organ for coordinating and
strengthening the activities of our countries, under the
aegis of the European Economic Community.
I agree with one of the members who preceded me;
the problem of indebtedness is extremely serious for
Latin America. It has been rightly said that we cannot,
with only the strength of Europe at our command,
think of helping to solve that problem. However, as
Europe, we have a duty to apply pressure on the
whole of the industrialized world to conceive a new
form of international economy and solidarity that will
prevent the worsening of a financial crisis that would
overwhelm the entire banking system, and would end
up by overwhelming us as well.
From the political point of view I consider that we
must insist 
- 
and the insistence must come from our
groups unanimously wherever there is also civil war in
Latin America 
- 
rhat free elecrions be held, in the
conviction that the free face of democracy, in Nica-
ragua just as in the Argentine, and in Grenada as in
Chile, is the only system for the re-establishment of
peace and the progress of the people.
In conclusion, Mr President, I should like to say that,
in our capaciry as the European Parliament, with all
the reports that we have prepared 
- 
the last of which
being the one by Mr Van Aerssen 
- 
in addition to
the work carried out by the delegation, we have now
come to the end of what can be done by proposals for
a systematic policy of collaboration with Latin
America.
It is now up to the Commission to work on and
improve those initiatives that are already under way as
well as those that are proposed, and it is up to the
Council of Ministers finally to take political decisions.
Mrs Pauwelyn (L). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, in recent years the European Community
has taken a growing interest in its reiations with Latin
America. These increasing contacts have given a new
dimension to the EEC's foreign trade policy. In view
of the forthcoming enlargement of the Community
this is not without its importance. Cooperation with
South America is also necessary because the countries
concerned will form the largest industrial and
consumer markets next century. The strengthening of
our economic and commercial relations with Latin
America is also warmly welcomed in these countries. I
would refer in this context to the recent visit by
Colombia's President Betancourt to the European insti-
tutions in Brussels. On behalf of all the heads of
gove-rnment party to the old agreement, he expressed
the hope that a cooperation agreement between these
countries and the EEC would be signed later this year,
the year in which the freedom fighier Bolivar is being
commemorated.
The Liberal and Democratic Group shares the view
that a cooperation agreement may prove useful. It
must, however, take the form of a suitable framework
for the satisfactory development of trade relations. It
must, for example, ensure that all technical tariff and
non-tariff barriers to trade are removed. Many Euro_
pean companies are after all investing in Latin
America. Joint ventures should therefore be encour_
aged and the movement of capital and services from
and to companies in the EEC facilitated. The
economic crisis and above all growing debts have
driven many of these countries to protect their
markets. This protectionist tendency is increasingly
accompanied by compensatory practices. A geneial
cooperation agreement must therefore rectify these
and other faults. In other words, it should ensure the
balanced development of trade in both directions.
This presupposes a favourable investment climate,
open markets and cooperation. I particularly welcome
the proposal for closer cooperation in the areas of
energy and raw materials. A general framework agree_
ment must not, however, have a harmful effect on the
bilateral agreements. The political and economic
systems of all these countries are after all so different
that we must individualize our relations if we intend
to take account of their specific needs and to help
each country to develop.
To conclude, Mr President, I should like to emphasize
once again how very much we appreciate the opportu-
niry to discuss this subject. 'S7e therefore hope that the
proposals contained in this report and thi message
from the Andes group will meet with the desirid
response and find approval.
Mrs Ienz (EPP). 
- 
(DE) Mr president, following on
from the preceding speakers, may I once again iefer
to a general aspect of this report. After many years of
abstinence in the European Community we have once
again laid special emphasis on and devoted special
interest to relations between Latin America and the
European Economic Community. Evidence of this is
the meetings with the Latin American parliamenr
both in Bogota and here, the report on the economic
situation in Latin America, the report before us now
and the report on the situation in Central America
which is on rhe agenda in the coming months. I
think.all this-will give our parliament a comprehen_
sive picture of our relationship and our concept of rela_
tions with Latin America ; for huge as this continent
is that wants to establish relationi with Europe, and
varied as its peoples are, the explosive political situa_
tion there poses rwo specific challengeJ to which the
Community musr respond: firstly thi need for aid to
relieve the immense social problems which are the
key to the unstable political situation of many Latin
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American states, and secondly the need to build up
economic relations that link the Community and
Latin America to their mutual benefit, in co-ordina-
tion and co-operation with the United States. \fle
must not imagine that we can fulfil a Purcly ersatz
function here. If Europe really wants to be regarded as
the protector of democratic relations, it must take
action. '!(/e regard a balanced economic and develop-
ment strategy on the part of the European Commu-
nity ais d uis Latin America as a whole as an impor-
tant factor of a global policy of peace, aimed at social
iustice, equal opportunities and constitutional democ-
ratic relations, thus destroying the basis for any forms
of violence or infringement of human rights or funda-
mental freedoms. Reference is made to this in the
rePort too.
A few days ago the Colombian President Betancourt
stated that the SELA Council wanted to resume the
institutional dialogue with the European Community.
I believe the European Parliament, for its part, will
encourage the European Community to hold this
dialogue, and this rePort is an important contribution
to it.
Mrs Rabbethge (EPP). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, honou-
rable Members, this year was the 200th anniversary of
the birth of the great Latin American militant, Simon
Bolivar. As early as the beginning of the last century
he worked for uniry in Latin America. However, he
was not very successful. Today, 150 years later, the
many endeavours to achieve integration in Latin
America have not progressed much further either.
Regional alliances ate 
- 
as Mr Van Aerssen pointed
out 
- 
still in their infancy : the Andean Pact, Conta-
dora, Carecom and the Latin American economic
system, SELA, which was also mentioned. That is why
it is so important to Promote the regional co-opera-
tion that ls so .co.,omically advantageous to all
concerned with even more determination. That has in
fact always been the essence of all our Parliament's
development strategies : to promote regional co-oPera-
tion, to aim at co-ordination and consistency berween
the various political activities and to achieve more
democracy, on our continent too, by way of increased
economic co-operation. If our Community treats with
carc a developing market of some half a billion
people, that can have a very positive 
_effect--on our
i.onorny too. The development of traditionally good
trade and economic relations can benefit both sides.
In view of its varied worldwide political and economic
commitments, it is in the interests of Europe to take
an active part in resolving conflicts, removing their
causes and achieving a global peace. Our European
Parliament has always demonstrated its solidariry
when it came to the question of the principles of part-
nership and non-interference in the develoPment of a
common European policy to stabilize fragile relations,
on the Latin American continent too. So the report by
our Committee on External Economic Relations is
late, but not too late. Our Christian-Democratic
Group welcomes it and will support it as a group, as
Mr Blumenfeld pointed out. Given the substantial
financial requirements arising out of the catastrophic
indebtedness, the programme set out in the Aerssen
report represents a first steP towards future co-oPera-
tion. I agree with the speakers before me. It is a long-
term aim and will need patience' In future more
account must be taken of the many and varied histor-
ical, cultural, religious and social asPects common to
the Latin American-Caribbean area. In quantitative
terms, not much can be achieved in the short term.
That is why initially it is the quality of our commit-
ment that will be decisive. Here too, we will need pati-
ence. In February 1983, during his iourney through
Central America, the Head of the Vatican said some-
thing on which we have always agreed in our Euro-
pean Parliament too, in spite of all controversy : .We
tan only urge everyone, those on the right and those
on the left, and the leadership, to bear in mind the
social obligations ol ownership and of power, and urge
those with a sensitive social conscience that no
ideology, no revolution can magically produce iustice,
that conditions can only be improved slowly and that
this requires patience.'
New, improved external economic relations, hand in
hand with development strategies, can serve as a
means on this long slow road to achieve a new co-oP-
eration between two continents.
Mr Narjes, Member of tbe Cornmission. 
- 
(DE) On
behalf of the Commission may I begin by thanking
the rapporteur and the Committee on External
Economic Relations for this excellent report, which
contains a comprehensive analysis and a variery of
ideas. The Commission can largely endorse the recom-
mendations contained in the resolutions.
This is a particularly good time to consider longer-
term relations and their development, especially
between the Communiry and the Latin American sub-
continent, now that the special political problems of
Latin America, and the South Atlantic crisis of last
year, have led to a greater political awareness and
mutual understanding of the content, scale and pros-
pects of Latin American-European relations.
The economic, cultural and political relations between
Latin America and Europe have always been very
varied. They have been referred to repeatedly during
this debate, so I need not go into them again. At
Community level, a number of agreements already
exist. Latin American trade is strongly influenced by
our generalized system of preferences. More aid is
being given, especially in Central America. In fact, the
Com-munity's relations with Latin America are better
than they are reputed to be' Yet there are important
gaps in this picure. Above all, the Community's
Iommitment towards Latin America has no visible
political profile.
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The report before this House offers a large number of
suggestions in this area. It follows up the constructive
results of the Brussels Interparliamentary Conference
of June this year. In the Commission's view, that
conference and today's debate pave the way for a new
phase in our relations with that sub-continent. S7e
must review the situation, strengthen the existing
links and open up new possibilities, jointly with our
Latin American partners. There are three levels on
which this can be done : global relations between the
two continents, regional co-operation with groupings
such as the Andean Pact or Central America and,
thirdly, the Communiry's bilateral relations with the
individual Latin American states. To this could be
added the sectoral agreements, e.g., on energy.
Let me briefly discuss these three different levels of
action. A dialogue on an inter-continental basis
requires that both sides speak to each other openly
again and without preconditions. In this respect, the
Commission welcomes the recent decision by the
Council of Ministers of SELA, the Latin American
economic system, which will make it possible to
resume without delay the interrupted dialogue with
the Group of Latin American Ambassadors which has
formed GRULA. There will certainly be no lack of
topics of discussion, and one especially important
question is referred to in Paragraph 2 of the resolution
before us, the question of a framework agreement
between the Communiry and the Latin American
economic system. The advantage of such an agtee-
ment is obvious. It would be an announcement of
political resolve and have a signal effect. On the other
hand, it must not be forgotten that both the legal and
institutional problems and the possible content of
such an agreement cannot be entirely foreseen today.
But here too the dialogue can help provide greater
clarity.
rU7hile the gobal dimension still lacks precise
contours, there is no doubt that very great importance
will be attached to co-operation with the individual
regions of Latin America. Here we must begin by
mentioning the endeavours to conclude without delay
a co-operation agreement with the Andean Pact. After
the Commission's talks with the Colombian President
last week, the Commission is confident that it will
prove possible to conclude the negotiations before the
end of this year. Presumably, it will not be possible to
achieve anything similar in Central America in the
foreseeable future, in view of the political situation
there. Here I am referring to Paragraph 5 of the
motion for a resolution. Yet even today the Commu-
niry's commitment to that area is considerable, as
shown by its increased aid measures. The Commission
will examine with care to what extent it is possible to
improve co-operation, expecially with the Central
American common market. Yet it would not be
realistic to consider further increasing the aid
measures for the inhabitants of Central America
unless it proves possible to earmark the necessary
appropriations in the Community budget.
As for bilateral relations, the Commission shares the
regret expressed in Paragraph 4 of the resolution
about the absence so far of any concrete results from
the Community's existing co-operation agreements
with Mexico and Brazil. Especially in the case of
Mexico, everyone agrees on the great need to catch
up. It remains to be hoped that the forthcoming
meeting of the relevant ioint committees will make
progress possible. Overall, Latin America has managed
very well to stabilize its share of our imports. At the
same time our own 1982 trade deficit ois-d-ois Latin
America has risen by 5 500 million ECU. That trend
has continued this year too.
These two facts 
- 
stabilization of Latin American
exports to Europe and the Communiry's bilateral trade
deficit 
- 
have two underlying causes. One is the large
share of raw materials in Latin American exports. The
proportion of industrial products is increasing, but we
will need specific co-operation measures to produce
balanced trade in the long term. Primarily they
concern the businessmen on both sides. Nevertheless,
more than 30 o/o of direct foreign investment in Latin
America comes from Europe. Perhaps I may refer to
this key word investment to endorse and qualify a
remark made by Mr Van Aerssen. By endorse, I mean
to point to the importance of ownership for invest-
ment, for small and medium-sized enterprises. By
qualify, I mean that the right of ownership should
apply fully to undertakings and businesses of all sizes,
otherwise the sense of insecurity would be liable
further to delay and impair the willingness to invest.
New impetus can be created in the framework of the
existing agreements or those still to be created, espe-
cially by joint ventures and modern forms of trade
promotion or by making better use of the system of
generalized preferences. After all, more than 80 o/o of
Latin American exports come into Europe free of duty
or with only minimal duties, i.e., of up to 5 o/0.
Certainly there is still some room for ad boc improve-
ments. However, it seems neither feasible nor neces-
sary to make any radical change to the system of pref-
erences. At the same time, we must realise that our
trade deficit is due less to any spectacular export
successes on the part of our Latin American partners
than to the severe import restrictions imposed by an
ever increasing number of states in Latin America.
This fills the Commission with concern. The same
applies to the question of cargo controls referred to in
Paragraph 12 of the resolution.
These and similar questions can be resolved only by
closer co-operation and trust. Quite apart from trade
and investment questions, it is important, as the reso-
lution justly emphasises, to promote co-operation in
other areas too. For instance, the Commission will
examine with care how to put greater emphasis on
energy, technology and research in our relations,
Sectoral agreements, for example with the OLADE on
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energy questions, are useful ways of doing this, as is
making full use of the potential of the existing agree-
ments on economic and industrial co-operation.
As regards Community aid for Latin America, the
Commission also agrees with the rePort's conclusions,
as set out in Paragraph l6 of the resolution. Technical
and financial aid is to be concentrated on rural and
less productive areas and on improving regional struc-
tures. In line with this objective, the lion's share of
this aid goes to Central America, i.e., 66,5 million
ECU of a total of 71.5 million ECU in 1982. Simi-
larly, more than half the food aid for Latin America
goes to that region, in fact 24 million ECU out of 43.3
.ittion ECU in 1982, on top of a further 10.3 million
ECU of emergency aid for refugees from Central
America. So the Community's structural aid measures
are designed to counteract the danger, referred to in
Paragraph 18 of the resolution, that Central America
will be cut off from co-operation measures.
I am grateful to Mrs \Tieczorek-Zeul for touching on
the question of Latin America's debts. I agree with
what she specifically said and implied on this ques-
tion. Over and above this, I think we should also
realise that apart from the constant, solid growth of
these states at a fairly high level, what is essential is to
restore a climate of confidence so that their credit-
worthiness is once again beyond doubt. The fact that
the conditions imposed on them may be econometri-
cally correct but are politically intolerable cannot help
ensure this. In the long term, that would prove self-
destructive for those who lay down the conditions' As
you rightly pointed out' one of the chief tasks of
North-South relations in the coming years will be to
walk this difficult tightrope. The sooner that is done,
the sooner we will once again have created a basis for
restoring trust and restoring credit-worthiness; but of
course, restoring this climate of confidence is not a
one-way street.
It is obvious that the uncertainties resulting from this
indebtedness reduces the willingness to invest in the
Latin American countries. That has an effect not only
in Latin America but also on the investors. The idea
of setting up a Euro-Latin American bank referred to
in Paragraph 14 of the resolution, to supplement the
existing financial and development instruments, is
therefore regarded with special interest by the
Commission. !flithout underestimating the political
and financial difficulties involved in such an initiative,
we feel this could have an extremely important polit-
ical effect. Variants are of course conceivable too.
This Commission will consider with care these recom-
mendations relating to the central area of industrial
co-operation. A further innovation would be the crea-
tion of the Latin American-EuroPean institute,
referred to in Paragraph 15. As you know, the
Commission has already put forward a formal prop-
osal along the same lines, which is before this House
for its opinion. It has noted with great concern that
the Council has deleted the appropriations allocated
for this in the 1984 budget.
In view of the considerations put forward in this
report and in the Commission's communication,
which in any case coincide exactly, I would like to
appeal urgently to this House to demonstrate our ioint
conviction by restoring the relevant budgetary line-
The Commission will put before this House a Prac-
tical programme of action for the extension and
further development of the complex relations between
Latin America and Europe as soon as it has concluded
its careful and realistic analysis of the various possibili-
ties.
At any rate, much will depend on whether we can
co-operate constructively with our Latin American
partners. To achieve this we must continue the
di"log.r" between ioint committees, the contacts
berwien government authorities and initiatives such as
the Sixth Interparliamentary Conference, i.e., the
entire range of relations. The aim should be a greater
political commitment on the Part of the European
Community and its Member States towards Latin
America; that is why the Commission is grateful for
the fact that this report and today's debate clearly
reflect the resolve to co-oPerate and asks for your
understanding that it has used this rePort as an oPPor-
tuniry to describe its own position in some detail. The
subject of the debate seems to merit such a detailed
statement.
Mr Van Aerssen (EPP), rapPorteur. 
- 
(DE)Mr Ptes-
ident, the rapporteur need only speak briefly after this
debate. He would like once again warmly to thank all
the speakers for also giving due attention to the polit-
ical importance of this link bet'ween two continents
and considering the entire subiect in the same terms
as those set out in the report. It also thanks the
Commission once again for its comprehensive state-
ment and for the detailed answers it gave on indi-
vidual paragraphs of the report. !7e cannot go into
this any further at this point. But with the agreement
of the Commission, we will continue to consider these
points in the committee responsible, in order to
pursue this policy of long-term partnership with Latin
America.
On the question of debts, the rapporteur wishes to
state again quite plainly and clearly that there are two
alternatives. One is the Macchiavellian approach
which says : we are pursuing a worldwide policy of
inflation, in order to free the debtor countries from
their anxiety. My group, and I think the maiority of
this House, if I am right about the conclusions of the
committee, refects this. The other approach is the
following, and it must be put openly and boldly 
- 
as
the rapporteur is now doing on his own behalf and
not on behalf of the committee: both the banks that
give credit and the debtor countries simply must
admit that they made serious mistakes in the past and
that, as Mrs Wieczorek-Zeul said, the sevete measures
imposed by the International Monetary Fund, which
are quite correct in principle, cannot achieve total
justice for all.
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In other words, it is inevitable that we will eventually
have to remit certain debts in certain areas cand that
overall we must urge that these countries' debts be
reduced ; otherwise we will drive them into disaster,
which would harm us too in the end.
May I once again say most emphatically 
- 
as several
speakers here have made it clear 
- 
that a policy of
the kind we are setting up here with Latin America
must always be pursued in partnership with the
United States. There is no cause for jealousy. An insti-
tutional dialogue will have to take place between the
United States and the European Communiry, not only
on this subject, but also on others, which this House
discussed today and at the last debate of the previous
parliamentary term.
In summary, Mr President, I am also grateful to the
Commission for considering the question of invest-
ment guarantees in such detail. That is a central issue
if we are to persuade medium-sized undertakings to
invest in Latin America. Many thanks for your
support, therefore, and we will continue to work on
this question with great determination in the
Committee on External Economic Relations.
IN THE CHAIR: LADY ELLES
Vice-President
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
The vote will be held at the next voting time 1.
7. Question Time
President. 
- 
The next item on the agenda is the
first part of Question Time (doc. l-798183). We begin
with questions to the Council.
Mr Boyes (S). 
- 
May I raise, on a point of order, the
disgraceful attack made on the President-in-Office of
the Council in the Greek press, which said, when he
was in this Chamber on the last occasion of Question
Time, that he was alone and isolated ? I think we
should make it clear in this Parliament that hundreds
of people welcome the honesty and integriry of the
President of the Council of Ministers. No Council of
Ministers has been provoked in the way he has been
provoked in Question Time, and all of us in this
Chamber appreciate the courtesy he has shown under
such intolerable conditions. .I think it is an absolute
disgrace 
- 
and I hope the reporters who wrote such
nonsense are listening 
- 
that that kind of rubbish
should appear in the Greek press. I am sure you will
endorse what I am saying, Madam President, that such
nonsense should not emanate from this place about a
senior member of the Council of Ministers.
(Applause)
President, 
- 
Knowing, of course, your own courtesy
invariably shown to this Chamber, Mr Boyes, we note
your point.
(Laugbter from tbe European Dernotatic bencbes)
Question No l, by Mr Eisma (H-222/83):
According to the answer to my written questions
1422182 and 14231821, only about 1.8 o/o of staff.
are working part-time in the Community institu-
tions. The Council has, moreover, rejected a pro-
posal to introduce 7Solo-working.
Given the consensus that the redistribution of
work should be encouraged, not least by
promoting part-time work, does the Council agree
with me that it is setting a bad example, and what
steps is it considering in order to improve
matters ?
Mr Charalambopoulos, President-in-Office of the
Council, 
- 
(GR) As regards this question, Article 55
(a) of the Regulation on Staff Service Conditions states
that : 'In exceptional circumstances and for suitablyjustifiable reasons the appointments authority may
sanction part-time working for an employee if it
considers that this accords with the best interests of
the institution'. The appointments authority at the
Council operates a very flexible approach to the provi-
sions of the Regulation on Service Conditions in rela-
tion to the opportunity for part-time working.
Nevertheless, only 20 employees from all categories
are seeking to take advantage of this opportunity, and
it seems that the situation is no different in the other
institutions.
The Council did not agree with the proposals
submitted by the Commission in 1979 to amend the
Regulation on Staff Service Conditions and introduce
7570-working.
Mr Eisma (ND.- @/I) I asked the Council why itdid not approve the Commission's proposal that
75olo-working should be introduced. I did not under-
stand the President-in-Office to say in his answer that
this proposal has meanwhile been adopted, and I find
that a very bad thing because everyone is talking
about the desirability of part-time work and of shorter
working hours in particular, but the staff regulations
of the European institutions are hopelessly behind in
this respect. I must therefore ask the Council to
improve the hopelessly out-of-date situation in the
institutions of the European Community with a view
to the redistribution of working hours, to allow
750lo-working, nor to use administrative difficulties as
an excuse and to reconsider the whole matter with the
aim of amending the staff regulations to enable
7Solo-working to be introduced.1 Topieal and urgent debate (communication): see Minutes
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Mr Charalambopoulos. 
- 
(GR) To the honourable
Member's supplementary I can reply that the Council
did not approve this proposal because it considered
that the measure in question 
- 
which, in any case,
does not obtain in the public services of the Member
States 
- 
would cause undesirable administrative
complications and engender additional oPerational
costs which cannot be countenanced in the present
economic climate. Because the number of employees
who work part-time is small the introduction of addi-
tional measures towards this end would have no effect
on employment levels in the institutions of the Euro-
pean Communities.
Mrs Elaine Kellett-Bowman (ED). 
- 
I notice that
the Council's reply said'if this is in the interest of the
institution'. Now, I would respectfully suggest that it
is not only the interest of the institution that should
be considered, but also the interest of the individual
applying. Now, while I do not necessarily approve of
750lo working, I am very much in favour of 50-50
working ; and is he aware that not only is this going
well in British industry, but it is also now beginning
to spread in government institutions and local Sovern-
ment in the United Kingdom, which would cause
therefore no administrative problems whatsoever ?
!7ill he do his best, while in his period of office, to
press this very important humanitarian measure ?
Mr Charalambopoulos. 
- 
(GR) I will be able to
give the honourable lady an answer when I and my
Council colleagues have consulted and made a full
and thorough examination of this matter.
President. 
- 
Question No 2, by Mr Normanton
(H-23s/83):
Does the Council intend to give the Commission
new instructions in order to fulfil the Commu-
nity's commitment, at the \Tilliamsburg Summit,
to give special attention to the flow of resources
for energy production in the developing coun-
tries ?
Mr Charalambopoulos, President-in-Office of tbe
Council. 
- 
(GR) The Council gives close attention to
all the Commission's proposals and is certainly
willing to examine every Proposal it makes on ways
and means of easing the flow of resources for energy
production in the developing countries. This being so,
the Council intends, as it stated at the ACP-EEC
Ministerial Council meeting on 20 May this year, to
carefully consider the specific communications on the
mineral and energy resources of the developing coun-
tries forwarded by the Commission as soon as they are
received.
Mr Normanton (ED)' 
- 
I must confess that this
answer gives me and I think the developing countries
little, probably no, satisfaction. But, would he not
agree that ever since the Copenhagen Summit of 1974
declarations by the European Council in their commu-
niqu6s have been long in words and short in deeds ?
And can the President-in-Office therefore give the
House a much more precise undertaking and a more
detailed list of proposals for action which will be
implemented and, as the question put it, necessary
finance provided which is not being provided in the
1984 budget ?
Mr Charalambopoulos. 
- 
(GR) I can reply to Mr
Normanton's supplementary in the following concise
terms : he should not underestimate the flow of
resources which the Community has made available,
and is continuing to make available, for energy
projects in the developing countries, and this quite
apart from the individual efforts of the Member States.
In this context particular mention must be made of
the funds which have been made available for the
carrying through of such projects in accordance with
the terms of the ACP-EEC Convention. The Council
reminds you that under Lom6 II responsibility for
implementing Community aid schemes rests with the
Commission and the EDF. Furthermore, by the end
fo 1982 the sum of 171.4m ECU had been provided
for projects which were mainly aimed at energy
production, 9.60/o, that is, of the total obligation
entered into under Lom6 II. The Council also draws
attention to the fact that it has recently agreed to
enter 4.3m ECU in the 1984 draft budget for energy
sector cooperation with the non-associated developing
countries.
Mr Seligman (ED). 
- 
I am disappointed with the
President's answer in this matter because it is Patently
obvious in the developing world, despite what has
been spent in the Lom6 ACP budget. Does he not
agree that prioriry should be given to energy invest-
ment because the developing countries are spending
more and more on imported oil ? They are spending
more than half their export earnings on imported oil
and therefore energy investment should have prioriry
over various aid programmes which do nothing to
solve the problem.
Mr Charalambopoulos. 
- 
(GR) As the honourable
Member knows, Lom6 II expires in 1985, and I would
like to tell him that discussions on a new convention
are already under way. In Luxembourg last week I had
the honour of presiding over the ACP-EEC Ministe-
rial Council which marked 
- 
in a commemorative
spirit, I would say 
- 
the commencement of this
endeavour by the Community and the ACP countries
to bring a new convention 
- 
whose title neither we
nor, of coutse, the ACP countries have yet decided on
- 
into being. As you know, the title of the second
convention is Lom6 II, but we do not know, however,
if the new convention will have this title. Anyhow, it
will be a new convention.
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I want to inform the Member that the matter he has
raised, as well as other matters, will be dealt with in
the context of this new convention. I can stress the
Community's awareness of the need for closer and
more effective cooperation in all sectors with the ACP
countries. There are 54 of these countries, and this
year two more have come in with observer status.
Mr Alavanos (COM). 
- 
(GR) I would like to put a
question which is not directly connected with what
has been said on this matter so far, but which is,
however, associated with the problem referred to in
Mr Normanton's question concerning the flow of
resources for energy production in the developing
countries. It is also directly related to the matter we
debated this morning and which is giving Parliament
serious concern, namely the Fergusson report.
I would like you to tell me on behalf of the Council
whether the Council includes the export of arms
among these instruments. Because, according to the
words of Mr Genscher as quoted in the explanatory
statement of the Fergusson report : 'Arms export
policy can be an instrument for safeguarding our secu-
riry and energy interests.'
Mr Genscher is also quoted in connection with energy
sources, not within the Community, of course, but in
the Middle East and the Persian Gulf, etc. Is this
simply Mr Genscher's position or does it reflect the
views of the Council ?
Mr Charalambopoulos. 
- 
(GR) fu far as I know,
what the Member has referred to has not been
discussed in the Council recently. Consequently, at
this moment I can neither confirm nor deny what he
has suggested. !7hat I can say is that it has not been
discussed in the framework of Council meetings.
Mr Enright (S). The President-in-Office
mentioned EDF and the new convention. Does he not
agree that it would be much easier for this Parliament
to examine the satisfactory nature or otherwise of
energy policy in relation to the Third !7orld if the
EDF were budgetized and will he not press for this ?
Mr Charalambopoulos. 
- 
(GR) I had the opporru-
nity a little earlier to say that the process of drawing
up a new convention has begun. This process has not
yet been completed. !7hen it is completed and the
convention has been drawn up Parliament will, of
course, be able to scrutinize the convention. It will not
be wrapped in secrecy and every Member will be able
to examine it, because at that stage it will have been
published and the text will be available for all those
with an interest.
Mr Nordmann (L). 
- 
(GR) Could the President-in-
Office tell us whether the Council has taken note of
parliamentary initiatives aimed at promoting the use
of heat pumps in the developing countries, this being
a form of technology which could give these counrries
a degreee of energy independence, and whether the
Council intends to give the Commission instructions
on this matter, in view of the Commission's dilatory
attitude to the Parliament's proposals ?
Mr Charalambopoulos. 
- 
(GR) We have heeded
and taken note of what you have said.
President. 
- 
Question No 3 by Sir Jack Stewart-
Clark (H-267183)
A recent Commission survey of public holidays in
the Member States shows the highest number to
be 14 and the lowest only 8 days holiday per year.
Staff in the Community institutions however
receive no less than 22 public holidays every year.
Can the Council explain how the figorc of 22
is established ?
Mr Charalambopoulos, President-in-Office of tbe
Council, 
- 
(GR) At the Council the number of
public holidays varies between 14 and 17 days per
year, of which 5 or 6 fall between Christmas and New
Year. This break in work conforms with long-standing
practice and was decided upon at some stage in the
past to enable permanent staff employees and
remaining personnel to spend the Christmas and New
Year festive period in their countries of origin.
Sir Jack Stewart-Clark (ED). 
- 
I wonder if the
President-in-Office could perhaps not agree that both
the Council and Commission staff should get the
average number of holidays enjoyed by Community
countries ; if not that, then the holidays perhaps of
where they are located, which is Belgium; and if not
that, at the very maximum, the highest number of
holidays enjoyed by any single national country,
which is 14 ?
Mr Charalambopoulos. 
- 
(GR) Pursuant to Article
51 of the Regulation on Staff Service Conditions in
the European Communities the list of public holidays
is agreed upon jointly by the institutions of the
Communiry following the giving of an opinion by the
Committee on Staff Service Conditions.
President. Question No 4, by Mr Lalor
(H-323183) :
'Sfhat action has the German Presidency initiatedin relation to giving special attention to the
problems of smaller economies such as Ireland
which the Presidency stated recently it intended to
take ?
Mr Charalambopoulos, President-in-Office of tbe
Council. 
- 
(GR) I would like to assure the honour-
able gentleman that the Council is always mindful of
the special problems of all the Member States and,
therefore, of the problems of the small countries of
the Communiry, such as lreland, as well. More specifi-
cally, in the first six months of this year, to which the
honourable Member is referring, the Council made
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signifant progress in the social and regional policy
sectors and on agricultural structures. I remind him
that on 2 June the Council reached agreement on a
revision of the Social Fund whereby 40% of the
endowments available for actions in the framework of
labour market policy, the main area of intervention by
the Fund, will be set aside for employment projects in
Greenland, Greece, the French Overseas Territories,
Ireland, the Italian Mezzogiorno and Northern
Ireland. These countries and regions will continue to
be eligible for the 100/o augmentation of the interven-
tion rate for priority areas. I remind him, further, that
the Council has intensified its work on a new regula-
tion for the Regional Fund aimed at improving the
effectiveness of the interventions by this Fund, espe-
cially in areas with greater needs. The Council's delib-
erations have not yet led to an agreement, but they
have helped to bring views closer into line. Finally, I
remind him that when the Council approved the new
farm prices in May it agreed to a package of measures
for improving agricultural structures which will espe-
cially benefit Greece, Ireland and Northern Ireland.
Mr Lalor (DEP). 
- 
The President-in-Office replied
to an imaginary question in connection with what
might have been done earlier on. My question had to
do with a promise given by his immediate predec-
essor. Does not the President-in-Office fully apprec-
iate, as himself a Minister of a smaller, none-too-
well-off State, like Ireland on the periphery of the
Communiry, that further, urgent, inspired and dedi-
cated action needs to be taken, firstly to rescue and
then to stimulate smaller economies such as his and
the Irish economy ? !/ould he not feel that it would
be right and proper and fully lustifiable for his govern-
ment during his presidency to take such appropriate
initial action and launch special assistance for our
joint economies ?
Mr Charalambopoulos. 
- 
(GR) I have no difficulty
in making a reply and I can understand the honour-
able Memlber's ioncern about the economic problems
of the small countries. It is well known to this House
and all of us that the small countries do really have
economic problems. !7e recognize, of course, that
there are considerable inter-regional disparities and
also structural problems, and we must overcome these
difficulties in order to enable the small countries of
the Communiry to reap the full benefits of member-
ship.
Vith reference to the question I would like to
mention that this gulf is being seriously taken into
account in the current discussions on the restnrc-
turing of the Community, the increase of own
resources and the development of new policies. This
is a process set in motion by the Greek Presidency
and, as you know, special Councils have been
arranged to tackle all these problems. These Councils
have already convened. Indeed, a special Council is
meeting in Athens at this very time, and another one
is due to be held at the beginning of November to
examine the problems and, if possible, because it
depends not on one country but on all 10, to come up
with solutions for putting the Community on a new
course. Whether these solutions have been found will
become apparent at the European Council due to
convene in Athens on 5 and 5 December.
I repeat that for its part the Greek Presidency is doing
all it possibly can to bring about a convergence of
views because, as you know, the Community is facing
critical problems which, if we all really do wish for it
to be given a new course, must be tackled and solved
on a proper and rational basis.
Mr Marshall (ED). 
- 
Can I have an assurance from
the President-in-Office of the Council that, however
inspired and dedicated his action towards the self-in-
flicted problems of the Southern Irish economy may
be, that will not divert him from the primary object of
his presidency, which ought to be budgetary reform,
so that the budget of the Community is based upon
equity and common sense ?
Mr Charalambopoulos. 
- 
(GR) Concerning the
presidency which you have mentioned, you should be
in no doubt that it is making, and will continue to
make, every possible effort to bring about a positive
outcome. However, along with this I should stress that
it does not depend solely on the efforts or good inten-
tions of a particular presidency 
- 
currently the Greek
Presidency 
- 
but on a collective approach to the
matter you have mentioned, and to other matters as
well. Because if we bear in mind what I have said
earlier, and likewise the Greek Presidency's inaugural
statements, and, to go further back, the conclusions of
the European Council at Strasbourg, then we can see
that, for progress to be made and for a new course to
be charted out for the Community, the will and efforts
of any one presidency 
- 
at this time the Greek
Presidency 
- 
do not in themselves suffice. There
must at the same time be a full realization of the situa-
tion and an awareness of which steps need to be taken
to cope with the predicament of the Community in
the overall context. The matters which the Member
has raised should be seen in this light.
Mr Kyrkos (COM). 
- 
(GR) Our Irish colleague's
unease about the German Presidency is justified, and
quite rightly this extends over to your presidency well.
The principle of convergence of the economies is one
of the Community's fundamental tenets, but it is not
being implemented. !7e are very anxious about the
fact that the budgetary appropriations for the Regional
Fund remain effectively trozen, if not reduced, and
the same applies for the Social Fund. We also know,
the way things have turned out in Greece, that our
balance of trade in agricultural products has gone into
deficit, and there are, of course, problems of a like
kind in the other less developed areas of the Commu-
nity.
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Even though the main general debate will come in
December we beg you to go into greater detail about a
few aspects of the problems which exist, to tell us to
what extent the awareness of how crucial this matter
is for the Community has sunk in, and, finally, to give
Parliament the opportunity to play its part in this,
albeit from a distance, and in the deliberations going
on at the present time, without, of course, revealing
things which need not be made public at this time.
Tell us something a bit more specific so that the Irish
and Greek Members, and the Members from southern
Italy, can judge whether the enormity of the problem
really is fully comprehended.
Mr Charamlambopoulos.- (GR) As I said earlier,
the European Council at Stuttgart, mindful of the
problems which have mounted up in the Community,
charged the Greek Presidency with the further task of
overseeing the additional special Councils it made
arrangement for. These special Councils, which
involve not only the Foreign Mlnisters but also the
Ministers of Agriculture and of Finance, and others as
well, are tackling all the very serious matters which
currently affect the Community and its future.
What I can say at this particular time, when we are
three-quarters of the way to the Athens Summit in
December, is that all sides are striving, as you know,
to come up with what I would call a compromise solu-
tion to problems which are easy for some and difficult
for others in varying degrees. The process of consulta-
tion to find common ground is going on all the time.
At this moment I cannot say that the examination of
the problems is proceeding at such a pace as to allow
me to impart optimism to the European Council.
However, nor can I, on the other hand, exclude the
possibiliry of common ground being reached through
the efforts of all the partners in the time remaining.
The Greek Presidency is hoping for this and is doing
everything it possibly can. However, as you in this
House are aware, this will depend, ultimately, on
whether all the Member States, in full awareness of
the current difficulties with which the Community is
faced, have the political will and are prepared, in the
eventuality, to accept certain sacrifices which are essen-
tial if these difficulties are to be tackled successfully,
and if we are to be confident of putting the Commu-
nity on a new course. Convergence of the economies,
to which Mr Kyrkos referred, and which is one of the
most fundamental tenets of the Treary of Rome, is an
integral part of this perspective.
President. 
- 
Question No 5, by Mr Coust6, is post-
poned until the next part-session at the author's
request.
8. IU7elcome
President. 
- 
I should like, on behalf of this House,
to extend a very warm welcome to a delegation from
the National Assembly of the People's Republic of
China, who have just taken their seats in the Official
Gallery.
(Apltlause)
The delegation, which is headed by Mr Chen Pixian,
Vice-Chairman of the Permanent Committee of the
Chinese People's National Assembly, is here on an
official visit in answer to an invitation from the Euro-
pean Parliament. It is the third meeting betwen our
two institutions. !7e are very much aware of the
importance of the interparliamentary dialogue that
has been established between the European Commu-
nity and China and we particularly appreciate this
gesture of friendship on the part of our eminent visi-
tors. It is our profound and sincere hope that this visit
will be a complete success and that the Chinese dele-
gation's talks with our own delegation, headed by Mrs
Desouches, will be most profitable.
I should like to ask the leader and the members of the
Chinese delegation to convey the warm wishes of the
European nations represented here to the peoples and
the representatives of the Republic of China.
(Applause)
9. Question Time (continuation)
President. Question No 6, by Mr Isra€l
(H-286183):
Since consideration of a resolution adopted by the
European Parliament on 11 March 1982 on 'a
Community programme in the field of education'
figured on the agenda of the most recent meeting
of the Council of Ministers of Education, which
took place in Luxembourg on 2 June 1983, does
the Council agree that it would be logical for it to
turn its attention now to the question of the
teaching of human rights in the European
Communiry, particularly in view of the report
adopted by the European Parliament on l8
October 1982 ?
Is not the teaching of human rights, particularly in
military academies, police colleges and civil
service training establishments of sufficient impor-
tance to warrant action by the Council ?
Mr Charalambopoulos, President-in-Office of tbe
Cotrncil. 
- 
(GR) The Council notes that the resolu-
tion adopted by the European Parliament on the
teaching of human rights in the Community has been
passed on to the Ministers of Education of the
Member States. The teaching of human rights is being
closely examined by the Council of Europe and
Unesco. Individual Member States are undertaking
various activities in conjunction with these interna-
tional organizations. Consequently, it does not seem
necessary for other initiatives to be taken at the
Community level. However, when debating the resolu-
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tion to be tabled before Parliament, the representa-
tions on the Education Committee did agree to send
reports on the work going on in the various Member
States to the Commission for information purposes.
Mr IsraEl (DEP). 
- 
(FR) How then, Mr President,
do you explain that the Council of Ministers of Educa-
tion considered a Community programme in the field
of education at its meeting of 2 June ?
In strict logic, you should have declined to consider
this matter, on the pretext of the existence of Unesco,
on the pretext of the existence of the Council of
Europe. tU(hat I am asking you to do, Mr President, is
to examine the teaching of human rights in the Euro-
pean Community, and that entails the study of human
rights in civil service training establishments, in mili-
tary academies and police colleges. Have Unesco and
the Council of Europe done anything about such
teaching ?
Mr President, the Community should do better than
an organization which has 125 Member States; we
have only 10, and should be able to go much further.
Mr Charalambopoulos. 
- 
(GR) I would like to
repeat for Mr Israel what I said previously, namely
that individual Member States of the Community are
engaged in various activities in conjunction with inter-
national organizations such as Unesco and the
Council of Europe, and that, therefore, there does not
seem to be a need for further initiatives at the
Community level. 'S7hen the representations on the
Education Committee were debating the resolution to
be put before Parliament they did agree, however, to
forward reports on the work being undertaken in this
field in the various Member States to the Commission
for information purposes.
Mr Fich (S\. 
- 
(DA) Since the Presidenrin-Office of
the Council has said that it was unnecessary to discuss
these things on 2 June 1983, I should like to ask him
to make it quite clear and confirm that this question
falls outside the Treaty of Rome, that general ques-
tions of education fall outside the Treaty of Rome,
and that appropriations from the Community budget
for this purpose are illegal. I would ask the President-
in-Office to confirm these three points.
Mr Charalambopoulos. 
- 
(GR) !7ith reference to
the Council's work in connection with the teaching of
human rights I must say that it is constantly mindful
of the resolutions forwarded by the European Parlia-
ment, and that, therefore, it took note of the resolu-
tion on the teaching of human rights in the Commu-
nity which Parliament adopted on 29 October 1982.
This resolution was passed on to the Ministers of
Education of the Member States who are thus able to
use it as a guideline in whatever they themselves do as
regards the teaching of human rights. \tr7hen debating
the resolution the representative on the Education
Committee agreed to forward reports on their coun-
tries' current activities in this field to the Commission
for information purposes.
(A4r Fich asked to speak.)
Mr Ephremidis (COM). 
- 
(GR) I regard what you
have said concerning the teaching of human rights in
the context of Unesco guidelines as positive. However,
I would like to ask if you think it right that each
Member State should pass over the inalienable right it
has to decide on the manner, time, place and form of
human rights teaching to a supra-national agency,
and, moreover, on the lines laid down in a report such
as that by Mr Isra€l which, amongst other things, said
that there is no abuse of human rights going on in
Cyprus ?
Mr Charalambopoulos. 
- 
(GR) Judging by what
the Commission had to say about this matter to the
sitting of the European Parliament on 10 December
1979 it seems that it does not intend to recommend
any specific action on the teaching of human rights.
Moreover, this area is not explicitly covered in the
Treaties, nor is it mentioned in the resolution which
was passed by the Council of Ministers of Education
on 9 February 1975, because that resolution dealt only
with a programme of action on education matters.
President. 
- 
Mr Fich, I must warn you before you
speak that under Rule 4 of Annex I to the Rules of
Procedure page 73, each Member may put only one
supplementary question to each question.
Mr Fich (S). 
- 
(DA) Mr President, I iust want to
point out that I put three questions and only got half
an answer to one of those three questions. By putting
a supplementary, I got a whole answer, but two
answers are still outstanding, and this is something
about Question Time which troubles me greatly. If we
do not get answers, there is hardly any point in having
Question Time.
President. 
- 
Mr Fich, each Member may put only
one supplementary question. If you choose to put
three you are very fortunate to get the answer to one.
(Laugbter)
Mr Boyes (S). 
- 
On a point of order. We cannot
have these remarks made in this Chamber at this time
at every part-session ! \7hat do you mean you are
lucky to get the answer to one if you ask three ? If
anybody asks a question they always get the answer in
the Chamber from the President-in-Office of the
Council.
I am fed up with all the nasty innuendoes and slurs
that are cast on this man !
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President, 
- 
Mr Boyes, there have been no slurs or
innuendoes on anybody and the President-in-Office is
treated with the full courtesy and respect that is due to
him as the President-in-Office in this Chamber.
(hlr Boles went on speaking witbout tbe microphone)
Mr Boyes, I would warn you that you did not have the
floor and nothing that you have said should be repe-
ated in the minutes of this day because you did not
have the floor.
Question No 7, by Mr Rogalla (H-219183):
\(ould the Council explain how it and its officials
are discussing with the national delegations the
Commission's proposal for a Council resolution to
relax controls at internal Community borders
without having information on the legal bases and
the procedures currently involved in carrying out
checks, which were the subject of my l7ritten
Question No 22921821. Has the Council availed
itself in this matter of Article 152 of the EEC
Treaty (request for specific studies) ais'd-ais the
Commission and when may the results be
expected ?
Mr Charalambopoulos, President-in-Office of tbe
Council. 
- 
(GR) The discussions taking place in the
Council on the Commission's proposal for simpli-
fying frontier checks are aimed at the establishment
of certain principles which will govern the carrying
out of these checks. It will be the responsibiliry of the
Member States to adjust the legal bases and the proce-
dures currently involved in line with these principles
where necessary. It it not important for the Council to
have detailed information about these legal bases and
procedures.
Mr Rogalla (S). 
- 
(DE) May I first say in passing
that in fact I am grateful that the President of the
Council is here today. For he could have been at a
Council meeting in Athens ; so we should be grateful
to him for doing his duty here and answering our
questions.
It seems to me, and I would like to have this
confirmed, that perhaps the President of the Council
and other members of 
-the Council are not aware iusthow much our fellow citizens want to see progress
made at last on the quistion of border controls. Does
the President of the Council not share my feelings
that those responsible are always hiding behind offi-
cial, bureaucratic, slow legal procedures without really
tackling the problem ? Moreover, have the President
of the Council and his officials read Article 3(c) of the
EEC Treary which creates a basis in Community law
for the freedom of movement for persons ?
Mr Charalambopoulos. 
- 
(GR) Concerning what
the Member has touched on I think that I can under-
stand his concern and say that if certain countries still
are delaying in this respect this is due solely
to the fact that some difficulties do still exist, such as,
for instance, the introduction of a common Commu-
nity passport. And it is precisely because there are
these difficulties that the full abolition of checks,
which I think is essential, has not yet come about. I
believe that those countries which are continuing to
carry out these checks will move ahead with the speed
that circumstances demand so that this very important
process can be completed.
Mr Alavanos (COM). 
- 
(GR) No one agrees with
pointless, unnecessary and excessive frontier checks,
and not only between the member countries of the
Community but between all countries as well.
However, I think that the issue of frontier checks is a
sovereign right of each member country and I fear
that what you have said, namely that the member
countries will adjust their legislation in line with prin-
ciples to be laid down by the institutions of the
Community, essentially calls this right into question.
I would like to ask you, therefore, how this matter is
being tackled, and, specifically, what provision is
being made to cope with the various dangers which
the complete freeing of the internal frontiers sought
by different colleagues would create. Security dangers,
such as, for example, the importation of terrorism into
Greece from countries such as Italy and the like.
Mr Charalambopoulos. 
- 
(GR) The member coun-
tries are aware of some of the dangers the Member has
referred to. I must stress, however, that, in addition to
the other factors which are causing delay, these
matters also are being studied by the competent minis-
tries of the Member States in order to find the best
possible way of ensuring freedom of passage across
internal Community frontiers. But along with this
freedom the Member States should be protected
against the dangers which could possibly spring from
such ease of movement across frontiers.
This is precisely why some Member States are holding
back while they look into all these circumstances.
Mr Malangr6 (EPP). 
- 
(DE) I would like to ask the
President of the Council to what practical measure is
he actually referring. !7hat measures to facilitate the
crossing of the internal borders between the Member
States should be carried out first and foremost and
what sort of timetable is he envisaging ? In the mean-
time, our fellow citizens have become very impatient,
for they keep hearing promises from the Council but
are given no practical indication when these promises
will finally be fulfilled.
Mr Charalambopoulos. 
- 
(GR) The queries raised
by the honourable gentleman cannot be answered at
this moment because discussions and studies
involving these matters are still continuing. So at this
point I am not in a position to say how it will be done
' 
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or to put a date on it. The Council of Ministers has
not yet decided. The final decision has not been taken
yet because the studies of the matters the honourable
gentleman has raised have not been completed.
Lord Bethell (ED). 
- 
Could the President-in-Office
tell us whether he is aware that Greece is now the
only country of the Ten that demands landing cards
from visitors from other European Community coun-
tries ? Does he accept that this arrangement is not in
conformity with the laws of the Communiry ? \(rill he
therefore take steps to abolish the landing card
requirement for Communiry citizens ?
Mr Charalambopoulos. 
- 
(GR) I would like to
affirm that the cards the Member has referred to do in
fact exist. They have a solely statistical purpose.
However, my country 
- 
which is the youngest
member of the Community 
- 
is considering abol-
ishing this system which, as I have said, has a solely
statistical purpose. If you could see what information
is requested on these cards you would realize that
other countries have the requisite technological appa-
ratus to gather in this data without recourse to landing
cards. However, I come back to what I said earlier on
and repeat that studies are under way with a view to
dismantling anything which obstructs freedom of
passage while at the same time ensuring that all neces-
sary measures are taken to obviate possible dangers.
Mr Berkhouwer (L). 
- 
(NL) Having something of a
copyright on this subject, I have a brief and specific
question to put to the President of the Council.
Despite all the uncertainties at present, can we be sure
that the citizens of the Communify will be able to
obtain European passports from 1 January 1985
onwards ?
Mr Charalambopoulos. 
- 
(GR) As I told another
Member earlier, I have to tell the Member that I am
unable at present to put a date on it. The matter is
being studied and I believe that the procedures
involved are being speeded up with a view to bringing
about what the honourable gentleman and, I believe,
everyone in this Chamber, wishes to see. So I am not
in a position to put a date on it. It may be much
earlier than the date you have mentioned.
Mr Berkhouwer (L). 
- 
(NL) Has 1 January 1985
been solemnly agreed ?
Mr Notenboom (PPE). 
- 
(NL) Does the President
of the Council share my view that the computeriza-
tion of personal data at the internal frontiers of certain
Member States, with the aim of checking everyone
rather than making random checks, can be described
not as a delay but as being diametrically opposed to
the policy which the Council and Parliament consider
desirable ?
Mr Charalambopoulos. 
- 
(GR) As other speakers
have said, it is the Community passport which will
effectively sort this matter out. !7hen the Member
States have completed all the procedures and a
Community passport exists, together with safeguards
as regards the possible dangers, we shall not be able to
speak about landing cards, or computers or other such
things. This is precisely why the Council, for its part,
is endeavouring to speed up the procedures for intro-
ducing the Community passport.
President.- SU'e turn now to questions addressed to
the Foreign Ministers.
At the author's request Question No 24 by Mrs Ewing
has been postponed until the next part-session.
Question No 25, by Mr Purvis (H-25a1$):
Following Parliament's urgent resolution of l9
May 1983 I urging the Community to offer its
good offices in mediation for a ceasefire in the
Iran-Iraq war, what decision has been made by the
EEC Foreign Ministers as to such a political intia-
tive and what, if any, action has been taken ?
Mr Charalambopoulos, President-in-Office of tbe
Foreign Ministers. 
- 
(GR) In the past the Ten have
frequently discussed the Iran-Iraq war in the context
of political cooperation, and at its meeting on 2l-22
March this year the European Council expressed grave
concern about the heightened threat to the security
and stability of the region posed by the continuation
of this war and likewise its regret that no peace initia-
tive has yet succeeded in bring an end to the conflict.
!7ith that opportunity the European Council appealed
for a cessation of hostilities, for a withdrawal of forces
to behind internationally recognized borders and for
the achievement through negotiations of a just and
honourable settlement acceptable to both sides and in
accordance with Securiry Council resolutions.
Up until now, the mediation attempts made by
various sides have not, unfortunately, achieved any
result. However, the Ten have not excluded the possi-
biliry of a future initiative at an opportune time.
Mr Purvis (ED).- Madam President, first of all may
I ask you whether questions to the Foreign Ministers
will continue until 7.15 p.m. in that it started 15
minutes late ?
President. 
- 
Mr Purvis, as you know, we are bound
by the time factor because of the interpreters, not for
any other reason. !7e also have to consider the Presi-
dent-in-Office who comes to our Parliament and
according to the agenda Question Time ends at7 p.m.
\7e did have to start a bit late with our Question
Time owing to the many notices that had to be read
out at 5.30 p.m. As of now, I cannot see that we can
really continue after 7 p.^.
1 See Minutes of 19. 5. 1983 (PE 84.774).
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Mr Purvis (ED).- I think that is most unfortunate,
Madam President. I leave it to my colleagues,. who are
more at risk later down the list than me, to raise the
point again but I would have thought that l5 minutes
for the Foreign Ministers on the whole foreign policy
of the Communiry in a month is rather inadequate.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
If we could put it to the House that we
continue for a further l0 minutes rather than taking
up time in discussion, I will ask the President-in-
Office if he would be good enough to stay until 7.10
p.m. providing he has no transport depending on his
departure and also the agreement of the interpreters
that they would be willing to stay on till 7.10 p.m. If I
get a favourable answer to both those questions, we
will carry on till 7.10 p.m.
Mr Charalambopoulos. 
- 
(GR) I would have no
objection to staying for another quarter of an hour
were it not for the fact that at 7 p.m. and 7.30 p.m. I
have meetings arranged with, respectively, the delega-
tions from the People's Republic of China and
Australia. I regret very much not being able to comply
with the wish of the honourable Member and other
colleagues.
President. 
- 
I think this makes it clear, we must
finish at 7.00 p.m. I would therefore ask the Foreign
Minister if he would kindly reply to the supplemen-
tary of Mr Purvis.
Mr Purvis (ED).- I will be as quick as possible. I
do appreciate the President's reply to our question
about the Iran/Iraq war, but I would like to ask in
view of the many discussions they have apparently
had about this whether it is therefore in the context of
European political cooperation that the French
Government have dispatched aircraft to Iraq ; and
does this signify that the European Community is in
some respect taking a position as regards the lran/Iraq
war and the safery of oil supplies from the Arabian
Gulf ?
Mr Charalambopoulos. 
- 
(GR) The issue you have
raised has not been discussed in the context of polit-
ical cooperation. 'What has been repeatedly discussed
in this context is, as I said before, how the Commu-
niry can contribute to a cessation of the Iran-Iraq war.
\7hen speaking at the United Nations on behalf of
the Ten fifteen days ago I had the opportunity to
mention this extremely serious matter and to express
the Community's concern about this continuing war,
and at the same time to appeal once again to the two
countries, which have been at war for approximately
three years, for an end to hostilities. I also stated that
we in the Comrnunity are willing, should we be asked,
to make our good offices available if this would be
likely to lead to the termination of this war which is
worrying us all.
Mr Adamou (COM). 
- 
(GR) I would like to ask the
President of the Council of Ministers if he thinks that
the arming of the two countries by Member States of
the Community with the latest and most up-to-date
weapons helps towards ending the war between them,
and what action the Foreign Ministers intend to take
on this.
Mr Charalambopoulos. 
- 
(GR) For a start, the
reports which are getting a measure of publicity, and
which are assumed to be true, are, in most of the
cases, incorrect. In any case, what I can say today is
that the question of the arming of one side or the
other, whether by members or non-members of the
Community, has not been discussed in the context of
political cooperation. !(hat has been discussed is how
the Community can contribute to the finding of a
peaceful solution and to the ending of this war which
for three years has been going on in the Middle East
with repercussions not only for the t'wo countries
involved but also for security and peace more gener-
ally. This is precisely why the Community is deeply
concerned about the situation and wishes to see this
war ended as quickly as possible.
Mrs N7ieczorek-Zeul (S). 
- 
(DE) The Greek
Foreign Minister referred to several requests by the
Foreign Ministers in the framework of European Polit-
ical Co-operation. I would like to ask him now
whether in view of the dangerous escalation of the war
in that region and its possible worldwide repercus-
sions, he intends to propose that the Greek Presidency
of the Council should offer to mediate, in the frame-
work of European Political Co-operation, following
the recommendations and proposal of the European
Parliament ?
Mr Charalambopoulos. 
- 
(GR) This possibility
cannot be excluded, as I have repeatedly stressed,
moreover. However, for these mediation attempts to
succeed they would first have to be willingly acceded
to by both the belligerents.
Sadly, as I said in my first reply, there is at present no
such hopeful initiation and the war goes on. Certainly,
we shall spare no effort or sacrifice in offering our
services to end this war, which, as you have said and I
myself stressed, can have wider repercussions for secu-
riry and peace, through agreement between the two
sides without damage to the prestige of either.
Mr G. Fuchs (S). 
- 
(FR) Could the President-in-Of-
fice tell us his opinion of the proposal made last
Sunday by the French Minister for External Affairs,
Mr Claude Cheysson, for the establishment of a demi-
litarized zone in the waters and ports of the Gulf ? I
think that this proposal would be in the clear
economic interest not only of the belligerents but also
of the European Community, as regards its oil
supplies. I personally find it of greater interest than
any delivery of arms just alluded to by Mr Purvis.
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Mr Charalambopoulos. 
- 
(GR) Proposals which
could lead to an improvement in the situation are
assessed on their merit. At this moment I cannot
comment on Mr Cheysson's statement. It is impor-
tant, however, that the countries of the region should
involve themselves with certain proposals along these
lines, because otherwise these initiatives lose their
value. That is exactly why I said earlier that each initia-
tive must be judged on its acceptability to the parties
concerned. \7e shall make headway only when this
acceptability exists.
President. 
- 
Question No 25, by Isradl (H-287 183):
Have the Ministers of the Ten been informed of
the tenor of the indirect negotiations currently
being conducted by Pakistan and representatives
of the Government in Kabul ; do they consider
that they should encourage this diplomatic initia-
tive by Pakistan, the aim of which is to achieve the
withdrawal of Soviet troops from Afghanistan ; and
do they not consider that the time has now come
to recognize the Afghan resistance as a legitimate
national liberation movement, as requested by the
European Parliament (in its resolution of June
te82) ?
Mr Charalambopoulos, President-in-Office of tbe
Foreign fuIinisters. 
- 
(GR) The Afghanistan crisis,
which is already into its fourth year, undoubtedly
transcends the regional level and is a major contri-
buting factor in international tension. For this reason
the Ten have repeatedly stressed the need for a solu-
tion to be found as quickly as possible which will
bring an end to the sufferings of the Afghan people.
The Ten believe that the only way a solution can be
found is through the withdrawal of Soviet forces and a
negotiated settlement which will allow the Afghan
people to decide for themselves how they wish to be
governed.
The Ten also believe that for a settlement to be viable
it must, for one thing, ensure the independence,
neutrality and political non-alignment of Afghanistan,
and, for another, create the conditions in which the
Afghan refugees can return to their homes with safety
and honour.
Finally, I would like to emphasize that the Ten are
following the indirect negotiations being conducted
between Pakistan and Afghanistan under the auspices
of the United Nations with great interest.
Mr IsraEl (DEP). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, will you then
like the European Community to make contact with
Pakistan in order to try to establish the extent to
which the discussions which that country is having
with the Government in Kabul may be conducive to
peace in that region as we understand it ?
In other words, is the Communiry going to talk with
Islamabad about the discussions currently taking
place ?
Mr Charalambopoulos. 
- 
(GR) As Mr Israil
knows, the talks and negotiations between the parties
concerned are being conducted under the auspices of
the United Nations. $7e in the Community have
repeatedly expressed our desire for a political solution
to be found to the problem. And, as I mentioned
earlier, the Ten have expressed their support for a
political solution to the problem of Afghanistan in
other jointly agreed and publicized texts as well.
President. 
- 
The first part of Question Time is
closed (t) (2).
Qhe sitting was closed at 7 p.m)
I See Annex II of 12. 10. 1983.
2 Agenda for next sitting : see Minutes.
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President. 
- 
The next item is the report (Doc.
l-501/83) by Mrs Baduel Glorioso, on behalf of the
Committee on External Economic Relations, on EEC-
Cyprus economic and trade relations.
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debate :
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Mrs Baduel Glorioso (COM), rapporteur. 
- 
(T)
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, in presenting this
report on behalf of the Committee on External
Economic Relations, which approved it at the end of
last June, I will try to emphasize two aspects of rela-
tions between the EEC and Cyprus.
ln 1972 an Association Agreement was concluded
berween the European Community and Cyprus for
the purpose of setting up a customs union that was to
be implemented 
- 
obviously 
- 
by stages. It is right
to remind you that the European Community was in
this way entering into a special relationship with
Cyprus, since this Agreement does not resemble any
of the other agreements concluded with the Mediterra-
nean countries 
- 
Magreb, Mashrak, Yugoslavia and
Israel. Cyprus is a European country and is free, if it
should so wish, to become part of the European
Economic Community.
In realiry, however 
- 
and it is my duty to say this 
-the slowness of negotiations and the inadequacy of
the commercial concessions made to the Republic of
Cyprus force me to emphasize that the Community is
guilry of delays and tight-fistedness where this island
is concerned. It is well known, for example, that the
balance of trade shows a net surplus in favour of the
EEC.
There has recently been some improvement in
economic and commercial relations, with the renewal
of the commercial agreement for 1983, and the
signing of the new financial protocol. At the Council's
request, Parliament will express its views on these two
acts in the next week or two, or next month.
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Baduel Glorioso
This report is the result of two resolutions, 
- 
both
pursuant to Rule 47 
- 
the first presented by Mr
Cottrell and others, and the second by Mr Plaskovitis
and others.
The call for an improvement in economic and
commercial relations between the European Commu-
nity and the Republic of Cyprus thus emanates from
Parliament, which shows its desire to improve these
relations in consideration also of the importance of
the outstanding part played by the Cypriot Republic
in the field of international relations, particularly in
the 'hot', destabilized zone of the Eastern Mediterra-
nean, as well as in consideration of the forthcoming
enlargement of the Community, which makes it neces-
sary for us to have a more complex but also a more
complete, courageous strategy for the Mediterranean
coastal countries.
'W'e are all familiar with the difficulties of the Cypriot
Republic in resolving the problems and tensions that
exist between the two communities. I do not however
feel it appropriate for the European Parliament to
intervene in this specific field, as some suggest. I
think our job, and our duty, is to respect the legality
of the Nicosia Government, as recognized also by the
recent UNO Resolution, and it is for this reason that I
reject all the amendments put forward by Mr'Wede-
kind.
Mr Ziagas (S). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, the Commu-
nity's relations with Cyprus occupy a special dimen-
sion which makes them different from the Commu-
nity's relations with other countries, if we take into
account the special features bf the Republic of Cyprus.
For a start, the particular problem faced by Cyprus
today, owing to the fact that 40 Yo of its territory is
under occupation, calls for an awakening of interna-
tional public opinion and for energetic action by the
Community so as to safeguard the national indepen-
dence of that country.
The invasion of Cyprus by Turkish armed forces has
had a series of consequences that have substantially
limited the political and economic options open to
the people of Cyprus.
The international organizations, the Securiry Council
of the UNO, the non-aligned countries, and recently
and by a large majority the General assembly of the
United Nations, have condemned the invasion and
occupation of. 40 o/o of Cyprus' territory by the Turks,
and withdrawal of the occupying forces from the
island has been called for.
Beyond the fact that of course it does not recognize
the situation of occupation imposed by the Turks, the
Community has done nothing to justify the part it
wishes to play as an important factor in securing
d6tente and peace in an area as sensitive as the
Eastern Mediterranean.
Recently there was an attempt by the Greek govern-
ment to include this matter among the political priori-
ties of the EEC, an attempt that should be supported
by the European Parliament as well. Besides, the
recent proposals by the Secretary-General of the
UNO, Sr Perdz de Cuellar, contain positive points,
and the EEC will have, in its turn, to assume a deci-
sive and prompt position if it is not to seem laggardly
over so important and critical an international matter.
In the second place, we consider that integrated
economic cooperation with Cyprus that takes into
account the lower level of development of the produc-
tive forces in the contracting country, could act as an
indicator of the understanding that the Community
can show to Mediterranean countries.
Mr President, the report by Mrs Baduel Glorioso
responds fully to the need for this two-sided view of
the Cyprus problem. In our opinion its indications,
which relate particularly to the political level but also
to economic cooperation, provide a framework within
which the Community's organs should move when
they come up against the subject of Cyprus.
On this point we would like to stress the fact that
during the procedure of negotiating the new trade
agreement between the EEC and Cyprus, the Cypriot
side made a range of concessions that facilitated the
eventual signing of the agreement. By contrast, the
Community made things more difficult by raising
objections for some time, to economic measures that
would have had no consequence whatever for
Europe's economy.
And as Mrs Baduel Glorioso's explanatory report
points out so correctly, the way in which the progres-
sive phases of the agreement have been implemented
shows that in fact the Community cannot not be
regarded as consistent in its political resolve to
develop specially close economic relations with
Cyprus, in keeping with the political assessments that
prompted the Community to conclude an Association
Agreement with it once they had been recognized and
verified.
However, we hope that in both the substance and the
method of the forthcoming negotiations for the
progress of the EEC-Cyprus agreement to its second
phase leading to customs union, the Community will
be more consistent.
Finally, we would like to say that the Community's
political stance over the problem that the Republic of
Cyprus has been facing for about nine years, would
not only be helpful to the Cypriots in securing their
just deserts, but would at the same time reinforce the
Community's own position as an autonomous polit-
ical entity on the world political scene.
Mr Bournias (PPE). 
- 
(GR).Mr President, despite
the unanimous acceptance by the Committee for
External Economic Relations of Mrs Glorioso's
detailed and very objective report, and despite the
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Committee's repeated recognition that the Govern-
ment of Cyprus has not discriminated berween the
Greek and Turkish communities but has acted so that
the entire population may benefit from the advantages
of the first Financial Protocol, there has been an unac-
ceptable and irregular attempt by the Turkish
Cypriots, through their spokesman, our colleague Mr
Vedekind, to devalue our perspicuity and the rules in
force in our Parliament by a series of amendments
circulated only yesterday, by means of which Mr
!fledekind, or rather their author who I suspect to be
Mr Denktash, who is at present in Strasbourg, would
virtually abolish the Republic of Cyprus, no less.
That is the substance of these amendments, and I
insist on this point. They are tantamount to the aboli-
tion of the Republic of Cyprus, and despite all the
international treaties, the decisions and resolutions of
the United Nations and all the international bodies,
they refer to two nationalities. In other words they
divide the State of Cyprus, referring to the events of
1953 while remaining silent on the terrible and
unique fact that we have almost completed a decade
since the invasion and the barbarous happenings of
1974, which were condemned by public opinion all
over the world.
Mr President, I have neither the time nor the right to
give a detailed review of the facts and make reference
to all these resolutions. I do, however, refer to our reso-
lution of 8 July 1982 and to Lady Elles'resolution on
those who have disappeared and I recommend the
Turkish Cypriots to take advantage of the latest initia-
tive by the Secretary-General of the United Nations,
Mr Perdz de Cuellar, which they are undermining,
while the answer given by the Greek Cypriot side was,
according to Mr Perdz de Cuellar, positive and
constructive.
Mr President, I thank you and beg to be excused for
referring to the political aspect of the matter, but it is
not I who am responsible, but rather the author of the
amendments, which must all be rejected as the rappor-
teur Mrs Glorioso herself has said.
(Applause)
Mr Beyer de Ryke (L). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, from a
reading of Mrs Baduel Glorioso's report and in the
light of the arguments advanced by honourable
Members, it is quite clear that this is above all a polit-
ical report, whereas it is supposed to be an economic
report. Consequently, on behalf of the Liberal Group,
I ask that this report be referred back to the
Committee on External Economic Relations, so that
an opinion can be given by the Political Affairs
Committee. It is a political debate, a substantive
debate, that we should be holding. The matter should
therefore be referred to the Political Affairs
Committee for its opinion.
President. 
- 
If I have understood you correctly, Mr
Beyer de Ryke, you are requesting, under Rule 85 (l)
of the Rules of Procedure, referral back to committee.
!(e shall have to vote on that immediately. Does
anybody wish to speak for or against ?
Mrs Baduel Glorioso (COM) rapporteur.- (IT)Mr
President, I should like to reply briefly to the points
made by Mr Beyer de Ryke. He has highlighted the
political aspects of the problem: the strategic position
of Cyprus in the Eastern Mediterranean, and the
importance of relations with this country within the
overall framework of relations with the countries of
the Mediterranean basin.
The report that I have presented hinges entirely on
the commercial and economic aspects of the question,
and on financial protocols that have been signed; no
paragraph in the report deals with political problems.
The request to take a vote now is therefore without
justification and, above all, is not based on any disposi-
tion of our Rules of Procedure.
President. 
- 
Mrs Baduel Glorioso has spoken
against the motion, does anybody wish to speak in
favour of it ?
Mr J. D. Taylor (ED). 
- 
Mr President, I strongly
support the proposal of the Liberal and Democratic
Group. It is quite clear that this debate is becoming
an entirely political debare with little relevance to the
economy of Cyprus or economic union between
Cyprus and the Communiry. It is a nonsense for this
report to suggest that there can be economic union
berween Cyprus and this Community when there is a
complete division right down the centre of the island
which the rapporteur has refused to reporr upon. She
has failed to visit Northern Cyprus to investigate it. I
believe that this is an incomplete report hiding some
of the real issues in Cyprus. It is a political matter and
should be referred to the Political Affairs Committee.
(Parliament rejected referral back to Committee)
Mr Spencer (ED).- Mr President, my group will be
supporting the Baduel Glorioso report although we
will not be supporting any of the amendments. !7e do
so because we believe that the Community has a role
to play, albeit in difficult circumstances, in bringing
together the two communities on the island of
Cyprus. 'W'e welcome in addition the signature of the
second Financial Protocol with its comparatively
generous terms, and we trust that aid under this
protocol will benefit the whole population of the
island as did aid under the first protocol.
Perhaps Mr Taylor could manage to listen to me, as
he is our expert on divided islands. \tr7e used the
committee stage responsibly in order to check that
such aid was being given on a balanced basis to both
communities on the island. \7e put down amend-
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ments to check on this matter and we received reassur-
ances 
- 
which we were prepared to accept 
- 
from
the Commission. Therefore, I reject absolutely any
suggestion that this has become a politicized report. It
may become a politicized debate, but that is a separate
matter. The rapporteur has produced what is basically
an unpoliticized report. Therefore, I am glad, Mr Presi-
dent, that we have agreed to continue the debate this
morning.
'We do believe that the time has come for faster
progress towards honouring the Communiry's obliga-
tions to the people of Cyprus. !7e would like to see
progress towards customs union. Of course we accept
that it is going to be difficult. Of course we accept
that the intercommunity problems pose practical diffi-
culties, but we feel duty bound to try, we feel duty
bound to do what we can for all the people of Cyprus.
This may express itself at times in apparently small
matters 
- 
questions concerning quotas for table
grapes or potatoes 
- 
but we believe that it is worth
trying to take those small steps. Those steps them-
selves are not going to heal the divisions of language
and culture that go back millenia, but they are
progress, and in any divided island progress is
precious. !7e will support the report.
(Applause)
Mr Adamou (COM). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, I would
like to congratulate our colleague Mrs Glorioso for the
sincerity with which she has stated the Community's
aims in its relations with Cyprus, both in the resolu-
tion and in her report.
Despite our reservations concerning the economic
consequences of bringing Cyprus into the Commu-
nity, we stress the fact that union under today's condi-
tions, may contribute to a solution of the Cyprus
problem. Of course, experience to date offers no such
indication and I would like to mention rwo rypical
examples of the Community's attitude.
The first example concerns the attitude of members of
the Community during the recent debate on the reso-
lution proposed by the Non-aligned countries at the
United Nations Organization on 23 May 1983. It
might have been positive and direct, granted that the
resolution in question offered a viable solution for the
Cyprus problem. !7hat I would also like to stress,
which was pointed out by the previous speaker as
well, was the EEC's attitude over the European Parlia-
ment's resolution concerning those whom we have
ignored, which was approved nine months ago. This
resolution is still on the shelf and no progress has ben
made. I also want to say that we should not forget that
the tragedy of Cyprus today is due in large measure to
the actions of NATO. It was with NATO weapons
and NATO assent that l0 years ago the foreign troops
entered Cyprus which still today occupy 40 o/o of its
territory.
Furthermore, I would like to point our thar this union
provides an opportunity for certain West German
Adolfs like Mr \Tedekind, and certain reactionary
Englishmen like Mr Taylor, to speak of two States in
Cyprus. This is unacceptable and ill-disposed. Also, I
cannot help but remember the position of AKEL, the
party of the working people in Cyprus, which at its
last meeting expressed reservations on the subject of
union. Nevertheless, we consider Mrs Glorioso's resolu-
tion to be generally positive.
Mr Beyer de Ryke (L). 
- 
(FR) Mr President,
hearing the honourable Member say that the division
of the island is not a fact, that it does not exist, I
could only ask myself whether he has eyes to see. And
please believe me, Mrs Baduel Glorioso, when I say
that even if you choose to wear the evzone's fustanella,
I for my part shall not be putting on the janissary's
trousers. I simply say to you that the situation on the
island is as we have seen it and that our association
agreement with the Greek community does not
prevent us from stating the facts of the situation on
the island, its division, its partition, its strife-torn state
caused by the clash between rwo civilizations, a clash
which goes back to the beginnings of history and
which has had such destructive effects. As I have said
to our Greek friends and I say to Turkish Cypriots, I
would be the first to rejoice if the island were not like
the Soissons vase, a shattered vase. I only wish that we
could put the pieces together again. That, however, is
a matter for the Cypriots. I am simply saying that the
European Communiry has the right and the dufy to
watch over the interests of the peoples concerned,
whether they be Greek or Turkish, and that each
community should be treated fairly.
Should this island be reunited one day, with both
communities able to live in peace and freedom, then I
shall say bravo, in both Greek and Turkish.
Mr Nyborg (DEP). 
- 
(DA) I should like first to say
that I speak on my own behalf. The report we have
before us is an excellent one as far as it goes, but it
does not reflect the thinking and the spirit of the
proposed resolution put forward by Mr Cotrell and
other colleagues. If only their ideas had been incorpor-
ated more fully into the report, I think we could all
have been completely satisfied.
!7hen I asked to speak, it was not to embarrass my
Greek colleagues, the Greek Government or the
Greek people. Neither was it to seek popularity in
Turkey. It was simply because we are dealing here
with a population group in the northern part of
Cyprus, which is not really in a position to fulfil itself
in a proper manner. The Turkish minority has a right
to have its views heard and to participate in the decisi-
on-making on the future of Cyprus. I therefore fully
support the amendment tabled by Mr 'S7edekind. I
welcome 
- 
and I think we all do 
- 
the closest
possible trading relations with Cyprus, but these rela-
tions must take in both the southern and the northem
part.
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Once again, Mr President, I express my full support to
the amendment which Mr \Tedekind has worked out
in such a splendid fashion.
Mr Alexiadis (NI). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, I too
express my satisfaction at the fairness and good sense
that permeate the entire text of Mrs Baduel Glorioso's
report. Many voices have been raised in this House on
behalf of a fair distribution of the Community's
econcnric support between the nwo communities on
15s i5land, though the word 'community' is hardly
appropnate when applied to the Turkish minority. It
would be more correct to speak of a minority, and
indeed a small minoriry amounting to just l8 o/o of
the total population. Nobody will deny that economic
support should also be provided for the Turkish
Cypriot population of the island. But under the
present conditions, which have persisted since the
Turkish invasion, any such support would be tanta-
mount to a subsidy of the occupying forces. These
forces are mainly responsible for defining the
economy, life-style and future of the Turkish Cypriot
populati^'r, which if it were free, would be in favour
of peaceful coexistence with the island's Greek popula-
tion, with which it coexisted peaceably for centuries.
That is all I wanted to say about Mr 'Wedekind's
amendments, which are inspired by the pro-Turkish
spirit of the first \trforld !flar during which Mr \7ede-
kind's country was allied to the Turks. Indeed, this is
the same spirit that led to the persecution of the
Greek populations of Thrace and Asia Minor, culmi-
nating in their tragic exodus in 1922.
Mr 'Wedekind (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen ! Some of the remarks made in this
chamber astonished me, particularly since they have
been made in a Parliament that claims to champion
freedom, independence and self-determination all
over the world, except, it would appear, in one
country, namely Turkish Cyprus.
My amendments, which it would pay you to read prop-
erly, demand that both ethnic groups be treated
equally and be accorded equal rights. If you refuse to
incorporate this amendment, it creates the impression
that you do not wish to treat both communities
equally. After all, I am only asking that the basic
precepts of the UN Charter should be applied to both
the communities on Cyprus and that this should
appear in the motion for a resolution. If you believe
differently, then say so. If you believe this is an attack
on the Greeks and if you do not wish to include basic
principles such as freedom, fundamental rights and
self determination for a given community in the
motion for a resolution, then you should not lie and
claim that toth communities are to be treated equally.
This is not the case. It is prevarication and I can only
agree with Mr Beyer de Ryke that this is a highly polit-
ical matter. It is not lair if 1974, i.e. the Turkish inva-
sion, is always taken as the beginning of the history of
Cyprus. The history of modern Cyprus began with the
1950 Constitution, which was violated by the Greek
Cypriots in 1953, when they excluded the Turks from
government and prevented any Turkish participation
in administration of the island for more than 20 years.
Is this what we mean by lawful government ? There is
no lawful Greek government on Cyprus. Cyprus has
an unlawful government which has violated the consti-
tution and which does not recognize the rights of the
Turkish community. This must be made clear in this
Parliament, whatever may be said at the United
Nations and in similar organizations where the Turks
are excluded.
Mr Marshall (ED). 
- 
Mr President, it is normal for
the author of an oral question to be able to speak
outside group time. Unfortunately, that privilege has
not been granted this morning, so I will, in fact, be
speaking in group time although not necessarily on
behalf of the group.
I think it is particularly unfortunate that the President-
in-Office of the Council has not decided to come and
listen to this debate. The oral questions were
addressed to the Council, and it is the Council which
has been responsible for the delays and the inaction
of this Community towards Cyprus. The Commission
has always adopted a positive approach to the second
stage of the Association Agreement, and indeed this
House almost unanimously adopted a resolution
asking the Council to move to the second stage a long
time ago.
Having recently returned form Cyprus, Mr President,
where I had the privilege of meeting Mr Andraeou,
the Minister for Commerce and Industry, it is clear
that Cyprus itself still has a very positive approach to
this Community.
Cyprus would very much like to go both to the
second stage of the Association Agreement and then
to customs union as speedily as possible. Unfortu-
nately, the attitude of the Council towards Cyprus has
been excessively negative for a very long time. We
have to remember, Mr President, that this Community
should have been approaching the second stage of the
Association Agreement on I July 1977, over six years
ago. The reason we have not done so is that the Coun-
cil's attitude has been a sad, sorry story of delay after
delay. The effect of the second stage on the Commu-
niry would be almost nil. But the effect on the
economy of Cyprus could be very substantial indeed,
and I think it is very sad that we, as a Community,
have been so slow in moving to that stage.
My second oral question, Mr President, refers to the
political situation in Cyprus and asks whether the
Council has discussed this and what attitude the
Council has taken. Those of us who have been to
Cyprus have been impressed by the misery of those
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unable to live in their own homes. The sandbags of
Nicosia are just as real a barrier to movement as the
Berlin wall is to movement between East and !7est
Germany. \UThilst the physical problem of re-housing
the refugees has been solved, the emotional problem
has not. The inter-community talks have gone on for
years without any sign of success. The initiative of the
Secretary-General of the United Nations looks as if it
has been stillborn. The resignation of the Foreign
Secretary of Cyprus certainly gives that impression. I
feel that we in the European Community should take
a positive action to call a conference of the three
guarantor powers and the leaders of the two communi-
ties in Cyprus to try and get this problem solved.
President. 
- 
Mr Marshall, I should like to take the
opportunity of pointing out that this item was on the
agenda yesterday when the Greek President-in-Office
of the Council was present. Unfortunately, the House
did not succeed in discussing the matter yesterday and
today, because of pressing engagements affecting the
Community, the President-in-Office has left for
Athens. I ask for your indulgence, there was nothing
else we could do in view of the business of the House.
Mr Kyrkos (COM). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, I would
like to thank the rapporteur Mrs Baduel Glorioso for
the excellent report she presented. I hope it will be
adopted unanimously, as a small contribution to
untangling the situation in Cyprus, and to supporting
the cooperation berween us.
The amendments submirted by Mr Vedekind are
totally valueless. Listening to him, it occurred to me
that according to his lights the legitimate government
in Austria after Hitler's invasion would be Hitler's
government. This is an attempr to legitimize the
results of an invasion, which I am sure will meet with
the active condemnation and disapproval of us all.
Most hypocritically, Mr l7edekind asks : After all,
what am I asking for ? I just want to protect the rights
of Turkisl^ Cypriots. That's fine ; go ahead and protect
them Mr \Tedekind, in your own country too, and if
you like, give them political rights as well, and later
on the right of self-determination in Germany. I hope
that the exaggeration of what I have iusr said willbring home to you the folly of what you have
proposed today in Parliament.
However, my main source of surprise came from my
friend Mr Beyer de Ryke. He too wonders how we can
ignore reality, and claims that aid musr be given to
both communities. Mr de Ryke, I don't know if you
quite realize where your proposal ultimately leads. It
would result in making permanent the division
against which you have declared yourself, and in its de
fttcto recognition. Under the guise of humanitari-
a^rrsm the drama of Cyprus would be perpetuated and
you, who occasionally fight for human rights, would
become personally responsible for their disgraceful
suppression in that area.
The Commission has told us, and this information has
been confirmed by what Mrs Glorioso had to say, that
aid will be given to both communities, the Turkish
and the Greek Cypriot. \Ve nurture the greatest
respect for the Turkish Cypriot population and want
the two communities to live peaceably together, but
we do not intend to legitimize the disgrace of a mili-
tary occupation on the island.
(Applausc)
Mr Herman (PPEI, Cbairrnan of the Delegation for
Relations witb Cyprus. 
- 
(FR) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, as Chairman of the Delegation for
Relations with Cyprus, I am delighted that this debate
is taking place three weeks before our delegation's
visit to the island of Cyprus, although it is regrettable
that it is taking place in the absence of the President-
in-Office of the Council. However, Mr President, I
accept the explanation that we have been given; it is
also true that this matter should have been debated
yesterday.
'S7ith regard to Mrs Baduel Glorioso's report, I think
that we are able to agree with its general tenor. \(/e
take a different line on the assessment of the trade
agreement and the financial protocol.
It is to be deplored 
- 
and this is perhaps not stated
clearly enough in Mrs Baduel Glorioso's report 
- 
that
the Council has taken so long to make really minimal
concessions to allow the Commission to continue its
negotiations.
\Ufle believe that we have displayed a collective lack of
vision with regard to our external policy in the Medi-
teffanean region. It seems to us that, for a few tonnes
of potatoes and a few tonnes of other vegetables, we
have really been using Cyprus as a lever in our
internal relations, to settle the problems between the
North and the South of the Community over the
common agricultural policy. This does not do us very
much credit.
Regarding the financial protocol, the Commission is
to be congratulated on the ingenuity that it has shown
in making this agreement beneficial to everyone on
the island. The people in the north cannot feel that
they have been unfairly treated, since their share of
the financial aid is in the form of a loan which is not
only interest-free but also non-redeemable. This
strikes me as an ingenious and elegant way of settling
our political difficulties with Cyprus.
I am also sorry that the report that has been presented
to us does not discuss the economic realities in the
north of the island at greater length.
That said, my overall impression of the report is thatit is moderate in tone and therefore diserves our
support, and I hope that we, in our various capacities,
will make good use of the means that this agreement
gives us to bring pressure to bear on the two parts of
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the island and to get the discussions now taking place
between the communities moving in the direction of
the best interests of the peoples concerned and
stronger ties wrth the CommunitY.
(Af pla tr:;c)
Mr Narjes, Mcnbcr o.f' tbc Connisstott. 
- 
(DE)Mr
President, first of all I would like to thank Mrs Baduel
Glorioso on behalf of the Commission for her
balanced and thorough report on economic and trade
relations between the EEC and Cyprus. The Commis-
sion fully endorses the report and its conclusions.
'S7ithout doubt the initiative for this report was the
concern felt by this House regarding the development
of economic relations between the Community and
Cyprus, as the negotiations on a new trade and
finance protocol within the framework of the coopera-
tion agreement have apparently been at a deadlock for
some time.
On behalf of the Commission, I am pleased to rePort
that it has, after all, in the last few months, proved
possible to bring the negotiations to a satisfactory
conclusion in both areas.
The trade protocol for 1983 was signed on 25 July
this year. The result of these negotiations was
presented to Parliament on 3 August and the Commis-
sion wc..rld welcome a speedy conclusion of the
consultlt.cn procedure so that the protocol can finally
come into force.
The Commission proposals on the second stage
provided for in the association agreement, namely
customs union between the Community and Cyprus,
were submitted to the Council some time ago. The
EEC-Cyprus Association Council will with deal this
matter in Luxembourg on 18 October. Progress has
also been made on financial cooperation. All the
funds made available under the first financial Protocol
have now been allocated and a new financial protocol
with Cyprus was provisionally signed on 4 July of this
year. A total 44 million ECU have been provided for
over five years. This financial protocol is to be signed
shortly and is due to come into force on I January
1984. 
t
I
As inithe past, the Commission will continue its
efforts to ensure that this financial protocol is applied
as even-handedly as possible, so that the entire popula-
tion of Cyprus benefits. Current economic and finan-
cial relations between the Community and Cyprus are
generally, therefore, more than satisfactory. The
progress of the last few months was urgently needed
to strengthen our traditional ties of mutual under-
standing and trust.
In the course of the debate, I gained the impression
that some speakers were accusing European Political
Cooperation of a certain degree of indifference and
lack of sensitivity towards the particular problems of
Cyprus. In our view this reproach is uniustified. Euro-
pean Political Cooperation is more than aware of the
responsibilities arising from association with Cyprus
and is of the opinion that it is particularly in Cyprus'
interest that the interesting proposals made in the
United Nations, initially by Secretary General !flald-
heim, and now by Secretary General Perez de Cuellar,
should be supported.
Mrs Baduel Glorioso, rapporteur. 
- 
GT) Mr Presi-
dent, in the course of this debate it has been made
abundantly clear that this specific problem "of rela-
tions with Cyprus is above all economic and commer-
cial in character, the same as every other agreement
that binds our Communiry to the other parts of the
world, even though, obviously, there are political
implications as well.
I should like to thank all those who have spoken in
the debate, particularly Commissioner Narjes who, on
behalf of the Commission, has committed himself
once again in favour of a fair distribution of the funds
provided by the financial protocol. The Commission
has always taken particular care to ensure that infras-
tructural investment should automatically benefit both
parts of the Cypriot Community. I therefore think
that our faith in the Commission is well placed, and
promises well also for future applications.
I should like also to thank Mr Herman, chairman of
the delegation for relations with Cyprus, and to
express my satisfaction at being able to take part,
together with other members of the delegation, in a
visit to be made to the island of Cyprus in November.
I must however point out that the Community is very
familiar with the details of the Cyprus situation, and
that, furthermore, authoritative representatives of the
two Cypriot communities are present in Brussels and
Strasbourg, so that, in point of fact, a visit for the
purpose of obtaining first-hand information on the
situation would not be strictly necessary.
I realize that the division of the island is a tragic fact
that afflicts both of the island's communities and is
above all harmful to the economic and social progress
of the island. I did not want to dwell on this problem
in my report, nor on the question of the Turkish occu-
pation, since UNO, by its resolution of last May, has
already called for the withdrawal of foreign troops.
There would have been nothing strange in our re-
newing this call in the present resolution also, particu-
larly since our Parlimant has urged the adoption of
similar measures for the Lebanon and other countries.
I only refrained from formulating such a request
because this report was intended above all to illustrate
the economic and financial aspects of the Cyprus
agreement.
Mr Herman observed very properly in this connection
that the European Community has been slow and
tight-fisted: slow in conducting negotiations and
tight-fistcd ovcr concessions.
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I wish now to say again that, making an insurmoun-
table problem out of potatoes and grapes from Cyprus
is in my view downright grotesque.
'W'e must respect the needs of the citizens of all the
Republic of Cyprus, as we must respect the representa-
tiveness of the Cypriot Government and the capital of
this Republic. \fle could not yield to the astute 
- 
and
moreover dangerous maneuvre of backing,
through the Europe Economic Community, any ille-
gality 
- 
or at least, the suspicion of a lack of legality
- 
in regard to the Government of the Cypriot Repu-
blic. That seems to me to be precisely the danger
inherent in Mr Vedekind's amendments.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed. The vote will be
taken at the next voting time.
Mr Jonker (PPE). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, the debate
we have just had was very interesting, but there are
highly topical matters which I believe need to be
discussed today. According to the radio this morning,
the budget resources are almost exhausted. The coffers
are empty, and the Commission has decided to stop
paying export refunds on agricultural products. This is
a very serious matter, and I believe we should discuss
it today. I would therefore ask you, Mr President, to
find out if the Commission is prepared to make a
statement on this problem in the European Parlia-
ment today. To be honest, I had expected this state-
ment to be made here at 9 o'clock this morning.
President. 
- 
Mr Jonker, we shall comply with your
wishes and request the Commission to make a declara-
tion, if possible sometime today. n(/e have been unoffi-
cially informed that this will actually take place.
2. Trade tnarks and Contrnunity trade ntarks
President. 
- 
The next item is the report (Doc.
1-511/83) by Mr Turner, on behalf of the Legal Affairs
Committee, on
the proposal from the Commission to the Council
(Doc. l-582l80-COM(80) 535/fin) for
I. a first directive to approximate the laws of the
Member States relating to trade marks,
II. a regulation on Communiry trade marks.
Mr Turner (EDI, rapporteur. 
- 
Mr President, this
report concerns the trade mark regulation and direc-
tive. I think it is probably unique in that we are
dealing with a directive and a regulation in the same
report and they have got to run together precisely,
otherwise we have ruined our work. They must be
consistent. Now, a Sreat deal of work has been done
by the Legal Affairs Committee, by the Commission
and I must also say by the trade mark profession
throughout Europe. There have been a vast number of
meetings and sometimes the Legal Affairs Committee
would say we were going back to the bible class when
we went back to trade marks. It is true in a way
because those who deal with trade marks regard the
law of trade marks as holy writ. It is a very sophisti-
cated law, it has very sophisticated principles which
have been built up in different countries. Therefore
the regulation has got to be word-perfect because it is
not a directive to make a law, it is the law itself. There-
fore the Legal Affairs Committee has had considerable
difficulry.
Quite apart from that it was necessary to get precision
in what we did because of the high demands of the
trade mark profession, who had set views on the law
as they saw it and what they wanted. Again we had
considerable problems.
Now, we have found in the course of our discussions
- 
by 'we' I mean the committee, the Commission
and the profession and everybody concerned with
trade marks 
- 
that many assumptions about there
being different principles of law in different countries
were in fact wrong. The law in all the l0 countries is
basically the same. Of course there is different
emphasis and there is different terminology, and once
we got round the different terminology we realized
that we could produce a law which was acceptable to
all l0 countries.
A second thing, I think, was that many people
distrusted the Commission in the first instance
because it had tried in its first draft to include codifica-
tion of the law of competition from Articles 85 and
85. Now, we have discussed this at great length with
the Commission and we have all come to the conclu-
sion that it is wrong to try and codify the law of the
Treary of Rome on competition in a trade mark direc-
tive or regulation. That, I think, has taken away a lot
of the worries that existed in the beginning.
'We have considered fully all aspects and this regula-
tion/directive presents a core of law which the Legal
Affairs Committee has rewritten, generally speaking
with the agreement of the Commission, and that core
of law has not been attacked by any amendment put
down in the plenary session. I am very glad about
that, but it does mean we must vote consistently what
the committee has done 
- 
and we can do so 
-rather than for the Commission's original proposals
because, I think we all agree that what the committee
has done is preferable to the original proposals. As I
say, there are no attacks on that basic core from any of
the amendments put down in the plenary session.
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There are a number of amendments put down in the
plenary session here on independent matters, and of
course I shall deal with those. I must deal with one
straight away and that is that the site of the Commu-
niry trade mark office should be in \7est Berlin,
which is put forward by Mr Sieglerschmidt and/or Mr
Luster (I am not quite sure if it is both of them). I
regard that as a good joke and we shall not, I hope,
vote for any particular site for the trade mark office in
this report. That must be done in a special report
which is being drawn up by Mrs Nielsen, and so I
hope we will vote against that.
Now, coming to the central core, I hope the plenary
will accept the whole of what we have done. It is very
important to realize that we cannot tinker with the
wording now in the plenary and try and get it better
here or there. The intention of the committee is abso-
lutely plain in the amendments we have put down
and if there is a need to improve the wording here or
there to get it more perfect, well then that must be
done by the Commission and by the Council of Minis-
ters. S7e could not do it here because we would come
a cropper if we tried to do so. But it is vital to main-
tain consistency throughout these amendments since
they all hang together.
As I mentioned before, there is a regulation and a
directive: the regulation sets out the law of the
Community trade mark and the directive the law of
national trade marks, and we have totally harmonized
the two. That means we shall have one trade mark law
throughout Europe, both for the Community trade
mark and also for all national trade marks, and it is
very important to keep those together.
I believe that national trade marks will exist for ever.
There are many marks which could not be registered
throughout the whole of the Community because they
mean one thing in one language and another thing in
another language or because they are unsuitable or
undesirable. Therefore there will always be national
trade mark registers in the 10 countries, but there will
be many trade marks which can be registered
throughout the whole of the EEC and they will go on
the Community register.
Finally, there will always remain the law of unfair
competition which we have incorporated into these
two documents without any difficulty. It was thought
there would be great difficulry over this, but there was
not. 'S7e have incorporated the law of unfair competi-
tion, and that again will continue indefinitely in the
national laws of the 10 Member States.
I now come to the central core of these two docu-
ments : the right of trade mark proprietors with regard
to infringements. This is based on the principle that
you compare the right given by the registration of the
trade mark, which the proprietor has, with the use
made in the market of the defendant. You do not
compare the use by the proprietor in the market with
the use by the defendant. Once that has been
accepted 
- 
and it has now been accepted by all those
concerned 
- 
I believe all major difficulties disappear.
It also applies when one is considering prior regis-
tered rights when someone applies to register a new
trade mark. Again, you consider the right given by the
prior registration, not the prior use when you are
considering whether or not a later mark should be
registered or not.
This raises the question whether there is similarity of
marks and goods, and this is defined in the amend-
ments we have put in by saying that there is too great
a similariry if there is a likelihood of confusion
between the registered right and the infringing right.
That is what we have said: we have not put in an
extra criterion on confusion. The criterion on confu-
sion is the definition of what similariry means, and
that again had given greater worry throughout the prof-
ession until it was realized that that was what we were
doing. Now that that is accepted, if in any way the
wording needs improving to make sure that it is clear
beyond a doubt, well then, of course, the Commission
and the Council of Ministers can do that ; but so far as
Parliament is concerned, our intention is absolutely
clear, that the confusion referred to concerns the defi-
nition of too close a similarity between goods or
marks.
There is one issue that Parliament will have to decide
tonight and that is whether one should say there is a
'likelihood' of confusion or a 'serious likelihood'
'serious confusion, and that is the subject of an amend-
ment by Mr Sieglerschmidt. The committee decided
not to say 'serious likelihood', but to say simply 'likeli-
hood', and I must point out that in the Dutch text
and, possibly, the Greek text of Amendment No 7 by
the committee to the regulation, the word 'serious' has
been left in, but in all other texts it has been taken
out, so the Dutch at least is inaccurate.
The other major issue is the relation of trade mark law
to the Treary of Rome provisions on competition law.
'!7e have cut out all codification of competition law in
these two documents and I am glad to say that the
Commission basically agrees with us on this matter.
That, as I mentioned earlier, has taken away a lot of
the worries that other people felt. Now there are a few
amendments which were recommended by the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs, some
of which have been put forward by Mr von Bismarck
in the plenary sitting here, which do, in fact, still tend
to try to codify the law of competition. We have
decided to cut that right out because we cannot codify
it correctly: it is changing, and it is best therefore not
to try to do so.
The last major issue is the question of worldwide
exhaustion of trade mark rights. The Commission orig-
inally said there should be worldwide exhaustion. I
have not got time to explain exactly what that means,
but it is all explained in the report. The Committee
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followed the Commission on this, but my own view,
and that of many other people here, and certainly of
amendments put down is that although we accept that
worldwide exhaustion is the proper principle, we
believe it is unwise at this stage to tie the hands of the
Commission, who have to negotiate with third coun-
tries, such as Japan and the United States and Scandi-
navia, on whether or not they will accept worldwide
exhaustion, if we accept it. Therefore, there are certain
amendments put down which I believe the Commis-
sion is not unhappy about, which would leave the
Commission free to negotiate with third countries on
this matter.
I only have one very short thing still to say, and that
concerns the language of the Community trade mark
office. \U7e have said it should be one language, but
that any party 
- 
and I am glad to say that Mr Siegler-
schmidt has amended this to say any persons partici-
pating in an action in the trade mark office 
- 
shall
be able to use the language they want to. I must point
out to him that in his amendment those words do not
come through in English, they remain exactly as they
are in the version of the Legal Affairs Committee. I
accept those and I think they are an improvement on
what we did.
Finally 
- 
and I think this is one of the most revolu-
tionary things about these two documents 
- 
the
national courts will be trying actions on Community
trade mark infringements and will be issuing injunc-
tions which will run throughout the EEC. This is a
legal breakthrough, quite novel in the Community,
and I am extremely pleased that the Commission and
the committee have supported it.
IN THE CHAIR: MR VANDE!flIELE
Vice-President
Mr von Bismarck (PPE), draftsman of the opinion
of the Committee o?, Economic and Monetary Affairs.
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen ! First of
all, I would like, on behalf of the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs, to thank both the
Commission for its proposals and the Legal Affairs
Committee for its extremely thorough, and in our
opinion, successful work.
Not all of those present 
- 
and I include particularly
those in the visitors'gallery 
- 
are able to appreciate
the significance of the figures involved here. In my
country sales of branded goods amounted in l9g0 to
190 000 m and their share of exports was 65 000 m.
Turnover in branded goods accounts for a significant
proportion of our national economies. They are of
special importance for consumers 
- 
I will return to
this point shortly.
Mr Turner has, I believe, correctly identified the rwo
aims. Firstly, existing trade marks must be harmon-
ized such that they no longer represent an obstacle in
internal European trade to the internal market. This
will be a major problem as we have something like
300 000 trade marks in conflict with each other. The
second aim is the creation of a European trade mark,
and this is of course the ideal for the future. I am not
entirely convinced that Mr Turner's prediction that we
will always need national trade marks will in fact be
fulfilled. Perhaps it will in future be possible to find
terms that can be used in all countries ; there are a
number of examples of this. Both these aims are
welcome. The Committee on Economic and Monetary
Affairs wholeheartedly supports this.
The importance of this matter lies in the figures I
quoted, above all as far as removing the obsiacle to
the internal market is concerned. But a further crucial
aspect is consumer confidence ; confidence in
products manufactured on a large scale. !(/hen
consumers buy these brands, they rely on the reputa-
tion of a well-known manufacturer who would only
harm himself if he failed to meer expectations ; the
consumer knows whom he can turn to and if he is
undecided as to which product to buy, he can rely on
a given brand. This is a very important factor which
all housewives appreciate.
A further advantage for the consumer is certainly the
fact that small undertakings produce innovarory
products quicker and with greater confidence if they
are branded. The consumer benefits if, under the tradi
mark they are able to buy a new product, a better car
or a better set of kitchen scales. Consumers also
benefit from speedier innovation, improvement and
application of technical expertise. Recognition of the
solid achievements and the research on which a
certain brand is based is important. The Committee
on Economic and Monetary Affairs concentrated on
this aspect, since it is vital, particularly for small busi-
nesses, that their initiatives and investment should not
be lost because of a watered-down law on trade marks,
and that third parties should not gain an unfair advan-
tage without making any contribution of their own.
This is also important for consumers, since the vast
maiority of improvements and innovations are the
work of small and medium 
- 
sized firms.
A final major aspect is confidence in the law. !7hen a
new brand is launched, protection of this brand must
be guaranteed, since the sums involved in creating,
introducing and publicizing a trade mark are so great
that no one could afford them if there was any-risk
that the whole investment would be wasted because of
others benefiting from it.
To sum up: I think that everybody will be pleased at
the introduction of this legislation. I hope that the
Council will have the courage to adopt it as soon as
possible and cannot conceive that it will come up
with any better ideas than the Commission, the Legal
Affairs Committee and the Committee on Economic
and Monetary Affairs. It would be an excellent
example 
- 
and one which I recommend most
strongly 
- 
if the Commission could for once accept
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the amended version as it stands, which is first-rate,
and submit it to the Council for subsequent enact-
ment by Parliament.
(Apltlause)
Mr Sieglerschmidt (S). (DE) Ladies and
gentlemen ! This highly technical, complicated
subject is really a matter for experts and 
- 
if I might
be ironic for a moment 
- 
a knowledge of law is not
even really enough to provide a thorough under-
standing of the issues involved. I would therefore like
to congratulate the rapporteur, Mr Turner, for he is an
expert, or he has at least been well advised by experts'
I do not think, however, that these were Socialist or
Liberal experts, nor 
- 
I regret to say this 
- 
were
they experts for whom strengthening the internal
market was a priority. I will come back to these points
in detail later. Unfortunately, the majoriry of the Legal
Affairs Committee has more or less accepted this
approach. I hope that at least the Commission will
staunchly defend its original concept, even if this
concept already clearly reflects the comPromises that
the Commission has had to make within its own
ranks and to the Member States.
My collegues in the Legal Affairs Committee will no
doubt ask why the Socialist members of the Legal
Affairs Committee took a more or less positive view of
the draft adopted by the Legal Affairs Committee. !7e
need not be ashamed of admitting that only once we
had thoroughly studied the matter in the summer
recess did we fully understand what was involved : I
must say that during the meetings of the Legal Affairs
Committee we did not appreciate, as clearly as we
now do, the problems involved.
The aim of our amendments is threefold: firstly to
maintain and intensify competition. On this point I
would contradict the rapporteur. The Commission
recognizes that competition and the law on trade
marks cannot simply be separated and that competi-
tion aspects need to be considered. The second aim
concerns strengthening the internal market and the
third the position of the consumer.
As far as competition is concerned, our amendments
aim to prevent the possibility of unfair practices using
different national trade marks belonging to the same
producer. If such manipulations are possible, Mr von
Bismarck, then interest in registering Communiry
trade marks will decline. I could provide examples,
but unfortunately lack the time to do so 
- 
that is the
regrettable position under our rules, Mr President. For
this reason, therefore, we strongly recommend rejec-
tion of the proposal of the Legal Affairs Committee to
delete Article 2 (3) of the Directive. If this is accepted,
it could threaten the entire Commission proposal.
'We also oppose trade protectionism as contained in
Article 11 (2) (a) and therefore proPose that this
should b,'e deleted 
- 
in this case in opposition to the
Commission 
- 
; and, 
- 
as the rapporteur has already
mentioned, 
- 
regarding the question of 'serious likeli-
hood of confusion', we believe that more must be
done to protect the interests of competition and the
consumer.
I have already mentioned the internal market and do
not wish to pursue this aspect further because of the
shortage of the time available to me. As far as
consumer protection is concerned, we attach parti-
cular importance to the maintenance of quality
control, as provided for in Article 21 (3). !(le therefore
oppose the deletion of this paragraph and would like
to see the consumer associations given a say in the
trade mark law.
Only if these important amendments submitted by
the Socialist Group which I have mentioned are
accepted will we be able to agree to the Regulation
and the Directive.
Mr Janssen van Raay (PPE). 
- 
(NL) Some direc-
tives bear the name of those who played a particularly
important role in their creation. Mr Turner deserves to
see this directive on trade marks go down in history as
the Turner directive. We are very grateful to him and
complement him on his efforts. \7e can think
ourselves lucky to have so great an expert on trade
marks in the Legal Affairs Committee as Mr Turner,
and it is without any doubt due to his commitment
and zeal that we have before us a much improved and
- 
as Mr von Bismarck has already said 
- 
very
consistent piece of dual legislation.
My time is too short for me to go into the interesting
details of the directive and regulation. I will confine
myself to two remarks that are political, or at least
more of a political nature.
Now that the European Community is also in finan-
cial difficulties 
- 
you heard Mr Jonker say that
payment of export refunds has been stopped, which I
find regrettable 
- 
it is important that those who are
in favour of European integration should concentrate
on aspects of legislation which will not cost the
budget anything and will make a great contribution to
the establishment of the common market. You have a
good example of this here. Unlike agriculture and so
on, this legislation will not cost anything, but it will
save industry a great deal of money. The fact that we
do not at present have a European trade mark, thus
forcing industry to register trade marks everywhere to
protect products, which is, of course, no problem for
the large companies, but is difficult for the small ones,
this fact, this real obstacle, will be overcome with
these two pieces of legislation. \7hat we have before
us forms a cohesive whole : on the one hand, a direc-
tive that will harmonize trade marks, because we shall,
of course, never be able to introduce a European trade
mark to replace the national trade marks. So this is a
particularly important matter. On the other hand,
closely linked to this directive, the Commission has
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again proposed something very important 
- 
and I
offer it my sincere congratulaticns 
- 
for the Euro-
pean trade mark with this regulation, rather than a
treaty, as is the case with patents, and we must not
mess about with it too much with amendments. This
is a particularly good example of an area that really
lends itself to European legislation, in the form of a
regulation rather than a directive so that it may be
immediately converted into legislation by a very high
authority, the highest authority, in all l0 countries of
the Community.
I have made these two comments to show that what
we have here is European legislation of the very grea-
test importance for industry. I hope that the Commis-
sion and Council see to it that it does indeed become
European legislation as quickly as possible, preferably
before the European elections.
Mr Tyrell (ED). 
- 
Mr President, we believe that
today's legislation does mark an important step
towards the creation of one single market, which is
what a majority of the Members of this Parliament
have been working for for the last four years. The
massive nature of the task which the Commission
took on in attempting harmonization in this field is
obvious. It was a massive duty imposed upon the
Legal Affairs Committee which committee that has
now discharged. One of the reasons we could
discharge it has, of course, been the expertise
displayed by the rapporteur, an expertise which we
greeted at first with surprise and finally with admira-
tion.
'We believe that this will lead to a saving in time and
money for Europe's business community and that that
saving will, in due course, be passed on to the
consumer. \7e believe that this legislation will get rid
of some of the uncertainty which at present surrounds
national trade marks.
In the short time available to me I want to look at just
one or two aspects of the amendments tabled by the
Legal Affairs Committe. First, the opposition provi-
sions. In Article 7 of the regulation as proposed by the
Commission, the holder of an unregistered trade mark
could not rely on that mark to oppose the registration
of a Community trade mark. Owners of unregistered
rights would only be able to mount a challenge after
the Community trade mark had been registered.
Amendments from the Legal Affairs Committee now
recognize a conflicting unregistered mark as a ground
for refusing Community registration, and these amend-
ments are warmly welcomed by my group.
Next I want to deal with the protection of the
Community mark. In order to ensure proper protec-
tion of the rights of the holder of a registered Commu-
nity trade mark, it seems to us important that he be
entitled to have recourse to national legislation on
unfair practices in addition to rhe protection afforded
by the provisions of the regulation itself. So we
welcome the Legal Affairs Committee amendment
which explicitly preserves these rights of action under
national law, whereas the Commission's proposal had
apparently excluded them.
Complementary to that are the Legal Affairs Commit-
tee's amendments which retain the possibility of
actions based on national law against a Community
trade mark. Linked to that are the Legal Affairs
Committee's proposals for interlocutory relief which
would be Community-wide, and here I agree with Mr
Turner's comment that this will be a landmark in the
history of Community law. I earnestly hope it will be
made to work.
Finally, I wish to deal with the poinr made by Mr
Sieglerschmidt on Article 2 of the directive. We are
most concerned to ensure that existing marks main-
tain their present rights, so as to avoid a situation in
which valuable marks and associated goodwill could
be lost because of the retrospective effects of these
proposals. \fle believe that these amendments do safe-
guard these rights and that those who at present have
established and traditional rights may be reassured.
As I conclude, Mr President, may I remind Mr Siegler-
schmidt that as long ago as 1981 I tabled a motion for
a resolution suggesting that London should be the site
of the trade marks office. I still believe that. !flest
Berlin, I think, was only mentioned this week for the
first time. Sooner or later the trade mark office site
will have to be nominated, and I hope that rhe United
Kingdom will at last get its first Community institu-
tion.
Mr Donnez (L).- (FR)Mr President, these delibera-
tions are concerned with the approximation of our
national laws on trade marks and the establishment of
a specific law on Community trade marks. The two
problems are clearly interrelated, and this makes for
technical and legal difficulties which, although not
insurmountable, are far from having been resolved by
the proposals in Mr Turner's report.
I shall give just four examples. First, if we wish to
approximate our national trade-mark laws, we must
take account of the system adopted for the Commu-
niry trade mark. At this stage, however, we have no
sure knowledge of what the Community trade mark
will be, since no agreement has yet been reached. !7e
note in this connection that a number of Member
States 
- 
France, the United Kingdom, Denmark 
-have consistently maintained that the creation of a
Communiry trade mark should be achieved by agree-
ment among the Member States.'We are as yet a long
way from any such agreement.
Secondly, the protection afforded to the Community
trade mark must not detract from the value of existing
or future national trade marks. The arrangements
made in this respect cannot be allowed to cause
serious damage to the interests of businesses which
can never expect to operate on an international plane.
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Thirdly, there could be a problem over the choice of
legal instrument. Trade marks, like patents, are indus-
trial property. For the Community Patent, we have the
Luxembourg Convention of l5 December 1975, not a
regulation. \7hat, then, is the iustification for a
different arrangement for the Community trade
mark ?
Finally, the establishment of any Community institu-
tion always raises the problems of where it is to be
sited and the working languages to be used. I am no
rabid nationalist, but it has to be acknowledged that
France is indisputably the European country where
the number of trade marks registered is highest. If one
considers applications registered in Member States by
way of international registration, by far the maioriry of
those registered in the Community are in French.
Moreover, French is the single official language of the
Madrid Agreement on international registration of
trade marks to which, as you know, 24 countries are
party. It would therefore be quite illogical for any
language other than French to be considered under
Article 103 of the proposal for a regulation that we
have before us. Clearly, if French is the language
adopted, it follows that the seat of the new institution
must be in Strasbourg.
Mr Vie (DEP). 
- 
(FR) I have only rwo minutes in
which to express the importance attached by our
Group to the creation of a European trade mark.
It was necessary, useful, essential even to relieve indus-
trialists of the need to go through the innumerable
formalities required under eight different sets of laws,
each of which covers only part of the Community's
territory. In the face of increasing international comPe-
tition, protection of trade marks is an important or
indeed major factor in the success of a business
venture.
I leave it to the experts, the specialists in the law of
industrial property, to debate the technicalities of the
directive, and merely offer three comments.
The first is addressed to the Council. Once again, we
have been invited to state our opinion on a text which
is no longer the same as that considered by the
Council. This is hardly acceptable, Mr President,
because it calls in question the very role of this Parlia-
ment, and I should be grateful if you would kindly
make plain to the President of the Council that we do
not agree with this procedure.
My second comment is, of course, addressed to my
colleague Mr Turner, whom I congratulate on the
excellent job that he has done. All of us on the
committee have been in admiration of his remarkable
expertise and knowledge of the trade marks field. I
offer him my sincerest congratulations on the contri-
bution that he has made.
The third comment is directly concerned with the
content of the proposed directive and regulation on
which we have been consulted. There is of course not
enough time, as always, Mr President, to detail the
points that we should like to see changed.
During the meetings of the Legal Affairs Committee,
I myself suggested various amendments which were
not all incorporated by Mr Turner, which was only to
be expected. !7e shall continue to press for the amend-
ments corresponding to those that I recommended in
committee 
- 
amendments concerned with interna-
tional exhaustion, territorial licences and declarations
of use.
That said, we lind that Mr Turner has produced a
generally constructive report and we shall be
supporting it, even if our amendments or others with
which we agree are not incorporated.
It will come as no surprise that I should conclude by
expressing the hope, as a French Member of this Parli-
ament, that, when the questions of the seat and
working language of this office are settled in due
course, the choice will fall on the French language
and this fine city of Strasbourg, where we are made so
welcome.
Mr Geurtsen (L). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, what I have
to say does not concern the seat or the working
language of the European Trade Marks Office. That is
something that will be discussed later. I shall keep to
the subject of our debate.
Trade mark legislation is one area of economics and
law that affects everyone every day. Despite this, very
few of us take the trouble to acquire the necessary
specialized knowledge of this field. The few who have
taken the trouble include our rapporteur, Mr Turner,
who, with his sound report, will make a not insignifi-
cant contribution to a desirable and, in a sense,
unavoidable Community development. The existence
of national trade marks impedes the free movement of
goods and also the development of smaller firms in
particular, owing to the problems they have obtaining
trade mark protection in countries other than their
own. Complete harmonization of trade mark legisla-
tion might solve major problems, but it would not
reduce the number of registrations and therefore the
number of procedures involved in obtaining trade
marks. The solution which the Commission has
proposed 
- 
apart from limited harmonization, the
creation of a Community trade mark 
- 
has the
genius of simplicity. Its choice of a regulation on the
basis of Article 235 of the EEC Treaty rather than an
international treaty demonstrates vision and political
courage.
Parliament should give its unequivocal support to the
Commission for choosing this course, which is lusti-
fied by the Community authority laid down in the
Treaty, if only because the arrangement proposed will
strengthen Parliament's joint legislative and budgetary
powers. Supporting the Commission does not, of
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course, mean that we cannot propose amendments to
certain aspects of the proposal. The Legal Affairs
Committee has done so, and Mr Turner has explained
its amendments. I shall not discuss them further. I
should just like to say a few words about the amend-
ments I myself have tabled regarding the arrangement
for the extension of registration.
Requiring a declaration of use at the time of this
extension is an unnecessary formality since the invali_
dation of rights where a trade mark has not been usedfor five consecutive years is already governed by
Article 39 of the regulation and Article l4 of the direc-
tive. !7hen we also find that Article 46 of the regula-
tion literally gives everyone the right to request invali-
dation, there is obviously no sense in asking for a dec-
laration of use.
In my country we are trying, as part of our .deregula-
tion' efforts, to relieve industry of the unnecessary
rules which have been laid down with excessive zeal
in the past and are so restrictive today. It is better not
to introduce unnecessary rules in the first place than
to have to get rid of them later, and that is particularly
true of European legislation. In so saying, Mr presi-
dent, I am not referring to the philosophy or the
context of the Commission's proposals, which I fully
endorse, and I shall do what I can to see that they are
approved.
Mr Narjes, foIenrber of tbe Comnrission. 
- 
(DE)Mr
President ! It is one of the excellent customs of this
House that before the Commission comments on a
report. it thanks the rapporteur and draftsmen of opin-
ions for their work and their contribution towards
solving a particular problem. In this case, these
conventional words of thanks are in no way adequate
in recognition of the work, particularly by Mr Tuiner,
that has gone into the creation of a European law on
trade marks. I hope that this will be reaifirmed in a
different context. I would simply like to point out that
this is one of the major items of community legisla-
tion to come before the European parliament in this
legislative period and I am certain that parliament has
exerted considerable influence on its final form. Our
proposal dates from 1980 and we are pleased to note
that both committees, nowithstanding a few amend_
ments 
- 
I might even say improvements _ have
taken an extremely positive attitude to both Commis-
sion proposals.
I would like to take the opportunity of this debate to
draw attention to some of the fundamental economic,
l..gil f9 integrational aspects of the two proposals.This draft legislation goes far beyond normal'haimoni-
zation measures. Although we are proposing a limited
harmonization of national trade mark- law, the
proposed directive on Community Liade marks is far
more important for it deals with a comprehensive stan_
dardization of the whole field of law. In the opinion
of the Commission, the development of industrial and
intellectual properry is a vital element in creating an
internal European market. The agreement on a
Community patent represents a majoi step forward in
patent law. rVe regret that the Luxembourg agreement
has not yet come into force.
The proposal for a Community trade mark is just as
important as this first step. The proposed directive
deals with the whole area covered by tire Munich and
Luxembourg agreements on patents. The proposal for
a Community trade mark must be seen in-thi context
of the Commission policy of stengthening industrial
and intellectual properry rights. The Commission is
trying to create on the basis of the Treary new prop_
erty rights covering the whole Community. i am
convinced that it is essential as a means towards stren_
thening the internal market, improving the competi_
tiveness of industry, and an effective industrial policy
to pay considerable attention to developing industrial
and intellectual property and coordinatin! this with
technical development. !7e are grateful io Mr von
Bismarck Ior pointing out the innovatory aspect of the
trade mark law.
The position on trade marks is not yet compatible
with an internal European market for branded goods.
Eight applications have to be filed with eight different
trade mark offices to register a trade m.rk in all the
Member States ; these applications are dealt with in
eight different ways, incurring costs eight times over.This plethora of red tape involves a considerable
amount of paperwork with corresponding disadvan_
tages for the companies concerned. If we are to
achieve a Common Market we must create a unified
law on trade marks which will permit easy, cheap
registration of trade marks valid for the whole
Community, with one single application to one single
trade mark office.
The United States is an example of the need for such
measures. The introduction of a unified law on trade
marks was an inevitable consequence of the creation
of a unified domestic market. For Communiry
industry, the creation of a Community trade mark
would mean that the production and marketing of
branded goods could be geared to the continental
scale of the internal market. The creation of a
Community trade mark would give industry an effec_
tive aid to Community-wide marketing of tireir goods.
For the consumer, a Community trade mark would
provide additional information on the origin and
qualiry of a large variety of goods. They w-ould be
protected against the registration or use of trade marks
which might create a false impression as to the nature,
quality or origin of the goods. Consumer organiza-
tions would_ be given the opportuniry to particiiate in
the work of the Community trade mark'office.
The Commission proposal to create a Community
trade mark and a Community trade mark office by a
regulation pursuant to Article 235 of the Treaty is ofparticular significance for political integration. The
aim of the Commission proposal is to de-velop indus_
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trial legal protection within the legislative and organi-
zational framework of the Community. The Commis-
sion also wishes to include the European Parliament
in the legislative process and to extend its budgeting
powers to include the proposed Community trade
marks office. The trade mark office can only be es-
tablished as an institution with full legal powers and
form an integral part of the Community if it is set up
by a Council regulation pursuant to Article 235 of the
Treaty.
The only way to avoid the considerable political diffi-
culties which experience shows are involved in the
ratification of agreements, which would be the less
satisfactory alternative, is to adopt a regulation- For
example, the Danish and Irish constitutions are
currently preventing the transfer of sovereign powers
to new international institutions set up by treaty. It
has proved impossible to implement the Luxembourg
agreement on patent law for the last eight years for
this very reason. I am very pleased that both Parlia-
ment's committees fully support the Commission on
the use of Article 235 of the Treaty precisely from this
point of view and that they have unequivocally
expressed this support in the motion for a resolution.
For this reason alone I wholeheartedly endorse the
motion.
As far as the 60 amendments submitted by the Legal
Affairs Committee'are concerned, I agree with the
majority of them. I should like to congratulate the
rapporteur and the Legal Affairs Committee. Their
amendments have improved the system of Commu-
nity trade marks to the benefit of future users of this
system in a number of important resPects. Much as I
would like to comment on some of the special
features of the amendments, my time is limited.
The Commission accepts the deletion of the adjective
'serious' in the phrase'serious likelihood of confusion'
in various sections of the directive and regulation. But
I would like to make one point: the Commission
regrets that theTuse of the expression 'serious likeli-
hood of confusion' was so vehemently reiected, not
only by the Legal Affairs Committee, but also in the
Member States and by other interested Parties. \7e
understand why amendments have been tabled to
retain the word 'serious'. The Commission hoped that
the use of the word 'serious' would discourage too
broad an interpretation of the concept 'likelihood of
confusion' because if this term is applied too widely it
will lead to an unnecessary proliferation in the
number of potential disPutes which in turn would
impede the free exchange of branded goods. The
Commission is not trying to reduce the degree of
protection afforded to trade marks but to eliminate
excesses. Even if we are now prepared to accePt the
deletion of the word 'serious', we still wish to main-
tain our basic position which is clearly indicated in
the preamble to the ProPosal.
I should also like to comment on Mr Sieglerschmidt's
remarks on paragraph 3 of Article 2. The Commission
has every sympathy with the desire to prevent the
unfair use of different trade marks. But after further
careful examination of this question, we have come to
the conclusion that Mr Sieglerschmidt's proposal goes
far beyond existing Communiry law; the Court of
Justice has already ruled that it is a basic tenet of
trade mark law that different trade marks can be used
in different Member States. The Court of Justice only
regards the use of different trade marks as what
Article 30 terms 'a measure having equivalent effect'
and illegal if the purpose is to partition the common
market.
Mr Sieglerschmidt (S). 
- 
(DE) And how is that to
be proved ? !
Mr Narjes, fu[ember of the Cornmission. 
- 
(DE)
Precisely, it is a question of proof. But, Mr Siegler-
schmidt, your way will not furnish the necessary
proof. It is a fact of commercial life in our market 
-unlike in the United States 
- 
that we have seven
languages and soon it will be nine. For linguistic
reasons alone, therefore, trade marks cannot be stand-
ardized to the same extent as in the United States.
These are facts which cannot be ignored.
The Commission therefore accepts 
- 
and here I refer
to the other amendments 
- 
Amendments Nos 3 to 9,
I l, 13 to 15, 17, 18, 20, 21, 23 to 26, 28 to 34, 36 to
53, 57,58 and 50. \trfle also accept in essence Amend-
ments Nos 19, 22,27 and 59, but reserve the right to
make minor stylistic changes. 'We also think that
Amendments 14 and 55 could be reformulated to take
better account of each other.
As regards Amendment No 38, I would like to point
out that the provision for parties to use their mother
tongue in dealings with the trade mark office must
not be allowed to infringe the principle of a single
working language for the office, which is to ensure the
speedy and economic operation of the Community
trade mark system. It will therefore be necessary in
the implementing provisions to take due account of
the interests of the parties involved and establish who
in each case is to bear the costs of translation and
interpreting and of the delays caused as a result.
Of the 50 amendments it is only Nos 1,2, 10, 12, 16,
35, 54 and 55 which the Commission cannot accePt
or at least not entirely, as is the case for example with
No 10. However, these amendments have no funda-
mental significance. Our reservations are mainly of a
technical legal nature and I do not wish to 80 into
details here.
As regards the new amendments I should like to
make the following points: the Commission accepts
Amendments Nos 52 to 64, 66, 57, 69,70, 82, 85, 89
and 95. I should, however, like to devote a few words
to the question of international expiry' which has
been mentioned several times today. This affects
Amendn.rents Nos 66 to 70, 95, 74 and 88. The
Commission cannot ignore the arguments against
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including the principle of international expiry' in the
proposed directive and regulation. There are a number
of reasons, in particular aspects of trade mark law,
which would support the idea of upholding this prin-
ciple, not least the fact that the principle of interna-
tional expiry' is part of current law both in some of
the Member States and in certain third countries.
Following mature consideration we have come to the
conclusion that the harmful effects on trade which
this principle may have in practice are the crucial
issue. These harmful effects are due to the fact that
the Commission proposal would put undertakings in
the Community at a disadvantage compared to under-
takings in third countries which do not accept the
concept of international expiry'. The Community
would thereby unilaterally be placing these third coun-
tries at an advantage. I cannot accept, therefore,
Amendments No 74 and 88, since their aim is to
maintain the principle of international expiry' in a
more rigid and arbitrary form without regard to its
effects on trade.
The Commission is thus willing to abandon the
concept of international expiry', if this is Parliament's
wish. I believe, however, that to promote international
trade, the Community must be empowered to
conclude, at the appropriate time, bilateral or multilat-
eral agreements with important trading partners
which introduce the concept of international expiry'.
The Commission therefore intends to include a refer-
ence to this possibiliry in the preamble.
!7ith regard to Amendments Nos 6l and 84, the
Commission reserves the right to change the wording
slightly. U7e accept Amendment No 55 provided that
Article 13 of the draft directive is completely deleted.
'We accept the first but not the second sentence of
Amendment 71. In Amendment 8l we only accept
the second half of the sentence and subject to a slight
change in wording. 'We accept Amendment No 87,
apart from the last half sentence. In Amendment 96
we oppose the introduction of the concept 'rela-
belling'. On the other hand the Commission agrees to
forego a codification of Court of Justice rulings. As
regards Amendments Nos 73, 9l and 92 which seek
to retain the concept of'serious likelihood of confu-
sion', I would refer you to my earlier remarks. !7e
cannot accept Amendments Nos 68, 72,74 to 80, 83,
85, 88, 90,93,94 and 97.
The Commission intends to take account of the above-
mentioned amendments when submitting its
amended proposal in accordance with the second para-
graph of Article 149 of the Treary; we also reservi the
right to suggest, in rhe light of this debate, technical
improvements to irrdividual provisions which were
not discussed by tht. Legal Affairs Committee.
Mr Sieglerschmidt (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, I do
not want to put a question to Mr Naries but wish to
raise a matter of ,>rocedure : I would ask you to
consider whether the Bureau and the Commission
could not agree that the Commission's comments on
Parliament's amendments 
- 
for which we are very
grateful 
- 
should be given after and not before
voting has 
. 
taken place. If, Mr Narjes, the Commis-
sion's opinion is given beforehand then, in my view,
to put it diplomatically, there is the somewhat proble-
matic issue of influence being exerted on Padiament's
decision. After the vote is the time to tell us which of
the amendments adopted by Parliament the Commis-
sion is prepared to accept, and which not.
President. 
- 
It would be difficult to initiate a debate
on the procedure. Mr Zieglerschmidt's question is
well-founded, but the matter is not on the agenda.
Some people might share Mr Sieglerschmidt's doubts
whether it would be appropriate to have a detailed
answer before the vote since that could be regarded as
exercising diplomatic influence on Parliament. Others
might feel otherwise. The question is in any event
important. It should therefore be considered by the
Bureau and discussed in consultation with the
Commission. !7e should therefore discuss this ques-
tion together with the Commission in the Bureau.
Mr Turner (ED), rapporteur. 
- 
Mr president, all I
want to say is that I am extremely pleased that we did
not, in the committee, settle on a site for the Commu-
nity trade mark office and left it blank.
To Mr Sieglerschmidt I would just like to say that
there is no curtailment in this document of the law of
competition set out in the Treaty of Rome. It is
merely that it is wrong to codify it in this law. Now
that is the only point.
May I just say to Mr Narjes that I think it is extremely
helpful that he did set out his views on the amend-
ments. He could have given us a speech lasting two or
three hours saying: 'I like this for the following
reasons and so on', which would be the proper thing
to do, but we have not got time for that. Therefore, hi
did it in a codified form and said, 'I accept these
amendments'. As Mr Sieglerschmidt well knows, the
Commission has taken a full part in all the discus-
sions of the committee throughout. !7e know their
views, and all he is doing is repeating them, here, andI think this is very helpful.
May I just say one thing more: Mr Narjes mentioned
Amendment No 10 and said that except in a minor
respect he accepted it. I think that Amendment No
l0 to Article 8 of the regulation is extremely impor-
tant,.but the unimportant bit, I think he was referring
to, the wording of which I think he wants to alte;
slightly, is only paragraph (b) of Amendmenr No 10.
!7ith that comment I think that is all I need say to
clarify that point.
President. 
- 
I can assure you that this question will
be submitted to the Bureau today as an item to be
discussed by the enlarged Bureau and on which a
proposal will be made to the House.
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The debate is closed.
The vote will be taken at the time agreed.
3. Employe participation in asset forrnation
President. 
- 
The next item is the report (Doc'
l-758183) by Mr Brok, on behalf of the Committee on
Social Affairs and Employment, on the memorandum
from the Commission on employee ParticiPation in
asset formation (COM(29) 190/fin)'
Mr Brok (PPE), roPporteur. 
- 
(DE) Mr President,
Iadies and gentlemen ! In the past various Member
States have promoted saving schemes and schemes to
encourage home ownership. Particularly in the area of
home ownership, in my opinion, both the shortage of
housing and the dreariness of much of the housing
available demonstrate the need to continue to
promote this kind of saving scheme by savings and
tax incentives or whatever other means may seem
appropriate, since this encourages individual indepen-
dence.
I have tried in this report, above all, to deal with the
third category of personal wealth, namely productive
capital. I would like to thank the Commission for
explicitly mentioning this in its Memorandum. Given
the present economic situation, it is often so that State
economic and structural aid worsens the position as
far as the distribution of productive capital is
concerned, since the aid only benefits those who
already hold assets.
For this very reason, I believe we must try to find a
way of increasing ownership by workers of productive
capital. This can also be iustified by the fact that
employees, as taxpayers, are already providing some of
the finances. I also believe that this strengthens the
concept of property, which is Practically a funda-
mental element of the European Community, albeit
subject to the interests of the common good. Property-
owning encourages independance and contributes to
human dignity when property-owning enables the
individual to organize his own life. Freedom, effi-
ciency and social iustice can only be achieved with an
economic order that is based on the theory of private
property.
!flhen we look at the world today, we can see that,
although there are dictatorships where private prop-
erty exists, there are no democracies without private
properry. It follows that the principles of freedom and
ie-ocr"cy are linked with individual independence
and private properry, and we should endeavour to
encourage the spread of private proPerty by achieving
a wider, fairer distribution of productive capital. In my
opinion, this is also an important factor in streng-
thening social partnership in factories and in the
economy as a whole.
But this, of course, only applies if the individual can
freely dispose over his ProPerty. Our economic system
should enhance respect for the principle of the distri-
bution of power. I am opposed to a single institution,
be it a trade union, or any other organization, or the
State, having all the power, and I also opPose too great
a concentration of power in private hands' Such arran-
gements only lead to the workers being overwhelmed
by the system and a weakening of the economy by
bureaucracy compared with decentralized systems.
'$7e can therefore only support a solution which
guarantees personal freedom of decision. Collective
solutions, such as the creation of funds, currently
under discussion in Sweden, are nothing but a disen-
franchisement of the worker, who is deemed unfit to
manage his own affairs. I think that we should look
towards a society in which the individual is a share-
holder, a worker and consumer at the same time, and
that this combination of roles will enable us to replace
class struggle with cooperation between all those
involved in the economic process, irrespective of their
function.
(Applause)
'!(e should also, of course, try to find ways to use asset
formation to combat unemployment. Investment
capital to safeguard the international competitiveness
of our industry is currently in short supply. The low
level of capitalization of our companies makes it hard
for them to survive economic crises. Both sides of
industry must accept responsibility, for example by
introducing an investment wage to enable workers to
take an active part in safeguarding and financing their
jobs. This should be coupled with ownership rights
for workers. lVage negotiations must get away from
debates on the consumer wage and introduce the
concept of a balance between investment and
consumer wage.
The State could promote this Process without this
even costing money. Progress could easily be made in
this area if legal and fiscal impediments to the various
forms of investment for employees were eliminated
and attractive conditions created, for example in the
form of employee loans, sleeping partnerships, shares
and other forms of financial participation in an under-
taking.
It goes without saying that all these measures must be
backed up by appropriate State measures in the form
of premiums and/or tax changes. If these are to
achieve anything, the investment must be fixed for a
given minimum period. Above all, worker ParticiPa-
tion in their company should have priority, as this
would create a quite different sense of 'belonging',
which could benefit both workers and employer, and
the economy as a whole.
'We are of course aware that this is only possible for
certain categories of worker. Public employees, and
workers in many small and medium-sized undertak-
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ings would not have this option. In particular the
latter could be placed at a disadvantage compared to
large firms as regardri obtaining investment funds. lVe
must find a way of creating investment possibilities
via banks, competinl; funds, clearing houses and insti-
tutions set up by th(: two sides of industry ; but these
investments must always remain the property of the
individual, be freely disposable and not be allowed to
develop into a tool for directing investment.
(Apltlausc)
To safeguard the en'rployee, there must be some sort
of security, up to a certain level of investment and
length of time, for r:xample by means of contingency
funds set up by the undertakings. A further step is
profit-sharing sche mes which enable workers to
benefit from the r:reation of wealth. I regard the
concept of an investment wage as a first step in this
direction. Support should be given to undertakings
which have already introduced this system on their
own initiative. Marry undertakings in the European
Community have indeed set up such exemplary
systems in coopera:ion with their workers. A further
important topic unrler the heading of asset formation
concerns such mat:ers as saving schemes for setting
up in business. If we can offer special schemes so that
a worker can save enough money to set up in business
for himself, then tris will help not only the worker
concerned, but alsc others who find jobs through the
creation of a new undertaking. This is the best way of
overcoming unerrployment. Unemployment in
Europe can only b,: successfullv combatted by setting
up new small and medium 
- 
sized undertakings.
Further, and here I appeal particularly to our friends
in the Mediterraneirn countries to participate, we must
offer investment ol)portunities to migrant workers, via
regional developmtnt funds or whatever other possibil-
ities may be founc, to improve the economy in their
own countries, thrreby creating iobs in their nation
regions. Instead of investing their savings in a taxi or
pizzeria, these monies could be invested to make a
real contribution to the economy.
In conclusion I would like to emphasize that in my
opinion all these rnatters should be dealt with by the
two sides of industry and the State should merely play
a supporting role. However, it should also be made
clear that if the social parrners do not take steps
voluntarily, the State may, as a last resort, enact legisla-
tion.
The Committee would like to suggest to the Commis-
sion that a furth<.r study should be conducted after
five years to establish whether a directive would be
appropriate in cer:ain areas of asset formation. We are
aware that the buCgetary problems of some, if not of
all the Member S:ates mean that there can only be a
small beginning and that no major, comprehensive
schemes are currently feasible. But if we could make a
start, it would be a step in the direction of more indep-
endence and greater industrial democracy. It is also a
step in the direction of greater worker self-determina-
tion, whereas all other schemes that either prevent
asset formation or favour a collective solution presume
that the worker lacks the intelligence to look after his
own affairs. This House should choose the path of
freedom and independence.
IN THE CHAIR:
MRS CASSANMAGNAGO CERRETII
Vice-President
Mr McCartin (PPE). 
- 
Madam President, I want
first of all to congratulate the rapporteur on his report
and the amount of work he has put into it, and also to
congratulate him on the speech he has made iust now
which was encouraging and revealing.
rUThile this Community and this Parliament are
discussing ways of distributing wealth and getting
people to take more responsibility for their own
affairs, believing, rightly that only through the widest
possible distribution of wealth and opportunity can we
ensure the stability of our democratic system and the
acceptance of the authority of our institutions, we can,
by the pursuance of prudent policies, encourage and
foster the participation of individual workers in the
formation of assets, and the development of their own
talents in the use of such assets for their own and
their families' security, as well as for the benefit of the
economic system as whole.
However, while the Commission makes proposals and
Parliament carries on the debate, the individual coun-
tries of this Community pursue policies which will
have the effect of crearing the very opposite situation.
More and more, as a result of the mistaken benevo-
lence of European governments in the years of growth
and prosperiry, it is not the individual who has deve-
loped the capacity to provide for his or her own secu-
rity. The State has taken more and more responsibility
for everything, increasing steadily the share of the
gross national product which it requires to spend on
schemes designed, of course, for the common good.
Even when growth has slowed down and, in some
countries, gone into reverse gear, the State continues
to demand an ever-increasing share to finance its
concern and its generosity. So throughout the devel-
oped countries of W'estern Europe more than half of
all the wealth that is produced is snatched from the
hands of those who work and earn it, in the belief that
the State knows better how to provide for their future
and their needs. Even in Britain, under a government
which seems to bask in the image of austerity and
discipline in a period of zero economic growth, the
government has continued to demand an increased
share of the wealth of the nation. Following the same
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trerrd and taking it to new extremes, successive govern-
nrents in my own country of Ireland have not only
crippled a generation of workers with excessive wage
deductions in the form of tax and pay-related social
insurance, together with numerous other forms of taxa-
tion, but is transferring this through current budget
deficits to another generation. The present recession,
out of which the EEC is trying to climb, is a symptom
of many underlying problems. But I believe that
uncontrolled demand by the State of an ever-
increasing and widening role for itself is one of the
causes.
\We will not have individual workers saving their
income for industrial investment if the State makes
compuls..'y deductions to finance its own often ineffi-
cient involvement in industrial investment. rUTe will
not have people saving to invest for their own future
security if the State compels them to pay penal taxa-
tion so that this security may be organized for them
by expensive bureaucracy. Workers will not be able
ever to own their own homes if, from the day they
start working, they are subjected to penal taxation to
finance public housing programmes. Throughout the
Community we need to readjust our course so that we
can give back to the individual worker the right to
choose whether he wants to take his earnings and
invest them for himself and his own security in
industry, and enable him to decide for himself if he
wants to save his own earnings for the provision of his
family's future security.
Mr Patterson (ED). 
- 
Madam President, although
this report has been a long trme coming 
- 
I believe
the committee first appointed a rapporteur in 1979 
-and although the attendance here this morning tends
to belie the fact, in the opinion of my group, Mr
Brok's report is one of very great import.rnce. If the
employee particpation in asset formation recom-
mended in the Commission's communication and in
the Brok report were actually to occur, it could effect
some of the most fundamental transformations in our
society of almost any measure we could adopt. The
reasons have been outlined already by Mr Brok ; they
are partly political and partly economic. The first polit-
ical reason is that this would encourage a wider spread
of wealth in our society.
Now Karl Marx, I believe 
- 
and Members of the
Communist Group will put me right 
- 
predicted that
as capitalism develops, wealth will be concentrated in
fewer and fewer hands. Happily, that has not occured.
But equally, wealth has not spread itself nearly fast
enough into more and more hands. I have to point
out at this stage, as we are being lectured all the time
by Socialists about why under capitalisrn wealth is
concentrated in the hands of owners, I find it extraor-
dinary that neither their spokesmen, nor indeed any
of their Members have turned up to debate this impor-
tant subiect this morning. It shows how much they
really care about the distribution of wealth in Europe.
The second reason, of course, is individual responsi-
bility. In the United Kingdom we have had consider-
able success in spreading home ownership such that,
at the moment, more than 50% of families own their
own homes. One of the ways in which we have done
it is by giving people the right to buy the homes in
which they live from their local authorities. This is
something which Socialists again have always opposed
for reasons best-known to themselves.
Ve belive, therefore, that a wider spread of assets is
good from the political point of view, as I said, for the
wider spread of wealth and for encouraging individual
responsibility. But let us be clear ; it has got to be a
genuine spread of wealth and genuine reponsibility.
Mr Brok's report makes it very clear that these assets
must be personally disposable. They cannot be dispos-
able at the whims of some trade union collective fund
or some government. Individual responsibility implies
the responsibility to do what you like with your own
money, and that is something which has got to be
very clear.
There are also very good practical reasons for
supporting wider share ownership and greater asset
formation. A very interesting study has just been
published in the United Kingdom called: 'l7orkplace
industrial relations in Britain'. This shows two things :
that there is a correlation between industrial peace
and, first of all, Mr Richard will be glad to know, infor-
mation disclosure to employees. Secondly, there is a
correlation between industrial peace and share owner-
ship schemes in firms. Surely we are all interested in
industrial peace because it is one of the ways of
increasing the wealth of our Community Therefore,
the encouragement of share-ownership schemes and
asset formation is one of the almost proven mechan-
isms for achieving this.
We have a long way to go. The survey show that only
50/o of employees in the private sector are covered by
share ownership schemes at the moment. Mr Brok
quite rightly pointed out that this has got to be spread
so that every employee is an employee, a shareholder
and a consumer.
There are whole massive ways in which this can be
done which have been outlined by the Commission :
share option schemes, investment rate, profirsharing
schemes. I support Mr Brok that there should be a
five-year period before which the Commission
produces a study on this matter. !7hat is absolutely
clear, however, is that we must make a decision at
Community level that this is the way in which we
wish our economy to go. Indeed, my group and the
British Conservative Party once coined a phrase that
we were trying to build a property-owning democracy
in Britain. I think we could do no better than to build
a property-owning democracy in the European
Comnrunity as a whole.
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- 
DA) Madam President, I
must compliment Mr Brok on the report he has
drafted. I know of thr: work which has been done in
the committee, and I rust say that a great deal of skill
has gone into producing the motion for a resolution
now before us, which emphasizes how important it is
that individuals are free to take their own decisions
and can invest where they wish.
I am very glad of this, for as Liberals we hold the very
firm conviction that the individual possesses a creative
drive, an appetite for action such that we are
extremely glad, wher the opportunity presents itself,
to join in investing arrd creating possibilities for us all.
Vhat has been so damaging for so many years is that
the socialist wave har; washed across certain countries
and has sought to c(ntralize everything, to take away
from the individual his instinct for action, his share of
responsibility by setking to establish central funds
with a little hierarch,, of officials who know best what
is of benefit to the individual. But they don't, and we
are therefore very glad to see so clearly emphasized
that it is the individ-ral's right to decide which is the
important issue, his freedom to invest voluntarily in
the firm in which he works, in other words freedom
of the individual to make his own decisions, from
start to finish.
I am also glad that Vr Brok has dealt with the point
that people should nave the chance of owning their
own homes. Again, on a voluntary basis. There are
people who prefer to pay rent, and they should of
course continue to have that possibility, but we also
know that many people really want to own their own
homes, for that ena'>les them to see a tangible result
from the work to uhich they devote their lives.
Madam President, :ime does not allow me to say
more, but I must ju;t stress that the dreadful example
of a socialist administration we have seen in Sweden
should serve as a lesson to us to value the proposal we
have before us, whi< h really builds upon that which is
individual, giving precedence to the voluntary
approach. That is the way we shall promote what is
best in man, what is best for society itself.
Miss De Valera (I)EP). 
- 
I, too, would like to join
with the other l{embers of this Parliament in
thanking Mr Brok for the work he has put into this
report.
There are a number of positive aspects ourlined in
this resolution, such as the encouragement of house
ownership. This is somerhing which the EPD would
undoubtedly support. The building industry is labour-
intensive, and by encouraging the construction of new
houses we create employment.
The EPD, however, feels that the implications of intro-
ducing the investnrent wage and profit-sharing have
not been sufficiently examined. \fith regard to the
investment wage, the employee might stand, to lose
not only his job but also his capital in the event of a
company's collapse. Tl.re investment wage can also be
seen as an extra cost imposed on the employer : this
situation might lead to a growth in inflation rates and
further unemployment. There was no mention in the
text of the need for increased productivity agreements
in relation to the investment wage proposal.
The rapporteur has not examined the proposal on
profit-sharing in any great detail. For example, who
would control the collective fund which would be set
up to facilitate profit sharing ? lfill this be a cash
payment on profit or will it be payable in the form of
shares ? There is also the danger that profit-sharing
might reduce funds available for investment and
hamper competitiveness, which are vital to create new
employment.
Although we can understand and sympathize with the
general thrust of this resolution, the EPD are
concerned that the proposals outlined here are inade-
quately researched.
Mrs Duport (S). 
- 
(FR) Madam President, the
Socialist Group will not be voting in favour of the
motion for a resolution on employee participation in
asset formation. Since Mr Petersen has already
commented on this subject, I shall simply try to
explain the reasons for our rejection.
The clearly stated aim is the achievement, through
such participation, of industrial peace, which is
expected to flow automatically from the spread in
private ownership of properry, which secures freedom
and dignity. This is an ideologically simplistic
approach, based on the insecure position of many
employees, who have a basic need for decent housing
and job security. In fact, though, the true purpose is to
mobilize savings.
Since all Western governments have imposed mone-
tary restrictions, employees are being called upon to
make up for the generally depressed level of public
and private investment and the lack of venture capital,
much of which is being channelled into currency spec-
ulation in an international system of floating
exchange rates and high interest rates.
Descriptions of the economic crisis have become
commonplace in this Chamber : unemployment is
rising, the most recent OECD forecasts are alarming.
At a time when workers' purchasing power is being
eroded, which is now the case very widely, it makes
little sense to ask them to participate in the formation
of investment and venture capital. Can it seriously be
suggested that such participation can provide the
beginnings of a solution ro the employment crisis ?
!7e for our part maintain that only a deliberate policy
on the part of the 10 EEC Governments can bring us
out of this recession.
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Even accepting the usefulness of certain measures,
such as the home-ownership savings schemes
operating in various countries including France, it is
only during a period of economic expansion that such
savings schemes help the building industry, whose
importance to the employment market is well know.
'With interest rates on home loans at their present
high level, home-ownership savings schemes are not
enough 
- 
far from it 
- 
to sustain employment in
the building industry. By the same token, can the
'industrial investmu-,t savings scheme' envisaged
become the medium for creation of new businesses,
small or large ? Of course it cannot, not while the cost
of money is so high.
Another factor which must be taken into account is
the distortion of demand that such a diversion of
funds would be bound to cause. There still has to be
demand to stimulate output and supply.
My final comment is that it is difficult to accePt the
claims made on behalf of this method of bringing
about a problematic development in'economic democ-
racy', while the multinationals are continuing to gain
ground and when this Parliament, of which Mr
Patterson is a Member, has only recently rejected the
very modest proposals for information and supervision
put to it by the Commission in the Vredeling direc-
*te. Now we are being asked to believe that participa-
, tion in capital would give the worker/consumer/
shareholder new scope for influencing his future. The
truth is that he would be ensnared by this scheme
designed to achieve industrial peace, which is of
course threatened by the current economic situation.
'Whereas he would have no right to information on
the course being pursued by his comPany, he would
still have to accept the situation if its location were
moved to suit interests which would still not be his
interests. He would be doubly at risk, in danger of
losing money put into the business and of losing his
job, since the report tells us nothing about how the
wages diverted into investment would be guaranteed
or how these funds would be managed. How would
they be managed ? By occupational group, by region,
or by groups of companies ? No, a categorical no to
this simulacrum of democracy.
Mr Richard, -fuIernber o.f tbe Contnission. 
- 
Madam
President, when I walked in to the Chamber this
morning, I thought that we were going to have an
interesting, perhaps slightly technical discussion about
the wider distribution of wealth. I may say to both
sides of Parliament that, as a lifelong member of the
Labour Party and somebody who has always called
himself a Socialist, I have never had any problem at
all in being in favour of a wider distribution of wealth.
Indeed, it has always seemed to me that trying to
bring about a wider redistribution of wealth was
precisely one of the things that people in my sort of
party with my sort of views were suPposed to be
about.
Therefore, I for my own part, and also on behalf of
the Commission, would like to start off by congratu-
lating Mr Brok on the thoroughness of his work in a
difficult field. It is a difficult field economically,
socially and indeed politically. The motion for a reso-
lution before Parliament today is the result of a long
examination carried out within the Committee on
Social Affairs and Employment of the memorandum
on this subject prepared by the Commission as long
ago, I think, as 1979. So this issue has been quite a
long time in gestation.
That memorandum was adopted by the Commission
following work carried out in close cooPeration and
collaboration with experts from governments and
from both sides of industry. I note in passing that
Parliament's Committee on Social Affairs and Employ-
ment also conducted hearings of people involved in
the social dialogue on 19 October last year. I would
like to congratulate the committee on taking that initi-
ative.
Madam President, in preparing that memorandum the
Commission first of all drew up a purely descriptive
document. \7e tried to list the various schemes either
proposed or in existence in Member States. \7e tried
to list those schemes which were offered either to the
population at latge or to modest income groups, for
example, access to home ownership or savings
schemes. Allternatively and perhaps more specifically,
we tried to analyse the schemes relating to employees
themselves : standard contributions to Personal assets,
profit-sharing, shareholding schemes, etc. These latter
are 
- 
rightly, I think 
- 
the ones to which we have
given special attention and for which we have
provided most detail.
In addition to this descriptive inventory, if I can call it
that, which inevitably is now somewhat dated 
- 
I
think it should be brought up to date and I will come
back to that point in a moment 
- 
we prepared a
chapter which we called 'the mechanics of asset forma-
tion policy'. I think that chapter has for all practical
purposes remained valid. It was designed as 
^
summary and as a guide setting out the aims, main
problems and fundamental choices implied in the
implementation of such policies. The conclusions of
the memorandum, which, is in effect a Green Paper,
do not contain formal precise proposals from the
Commission. \7hat they do is to set out possible
guidelines for the future.
Vithout entering into detail, it is worth recalling that
these guidelines contain two main aspects : on the one
hand, the reinforcement of the social aspect of incen-
tives to individual saving and, on the other hand, the
development of systems of financial ParticiPation by
employees in the profits or capital of undertakings. I
note with interest that these two Points figure largely
in the motion for a resolution now submitted for our
examination.
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Of course, in prerenting the memorandum on
employee participation in asset formation and particu-
larly its conclusions, he intention of the Commission
was to launch a debirte among interested parties and
especially to receive the reactions of Parliament. I
therefore followed this debate with considerable
interest. I hope Parli;rment will appreciate that at this
stage I could not adcpt a firm position on behalf of
the Commission on each of the points contained in
the proposed resolution. The very purpose of this
debate is to receive the opinion of Parliament and I
would wish to consi<ler carefully what has been said. I
simply wish to stress that a number of general aspects
will continue to condition the Commission's
approach in its future work in this field.
Firstly, I am happy to see that the motion for a resolu-
tion no longer asks for the preparation of a directive,
as was originally enrisaged, but rather of a recommen-
dation. I am sure thr: current situation in the Commu-
nity as regards participation in asset formation is not
sufficiently advanceC to justify the intervention of a
Council directive 
-- 
a binding legal instrument. I see
that Mrs Duport is ,rf the same opinion. The idea of a
recommendation is I think, a more interesting and
hopeful one. It pro'rides the possibility of consistency
of provision across the Community. It allows at the
same time, and rigrtly so, every scope for variety on
technical, political, legal or historical grounds. On this
point I take note of the opinions expressed in the
course of this debz te, particularly the point that was
made by Mr Brok. I will come back to Parliament
with the Commission's reaction in the normal course
of our joint business.
I am pleased also 'o underline the very clear position
of principle taken up by Parliament at its Brussels
meeting in the resolution it passed on the employ-
ment situation in the European Community on 28
April last. It contained a paragraph that proposed
'making it easier lor workers to be offered the possi-
bility of individual participation in productive capital'.
Ve should also remember, I think, too, that the joint
or Jumbo Council 
- 
the Ministers for Finance and
Economy plus tt e Ministers for Employment and
Social Affairs 
- 
of 15 November last year noted in its
conclusions the suggestion of one delegation for an
updated Commisr;ion study of ways and means to
further the partir:ipation of workers in the capital
formation of er terprises. The Commission then
declared that it r'zould examine this idea and make
such proposals as it deemcd appropriate. The position
adopted by Parliament today will obviously be an
important element in the choices faced by the
Commission,. and I have considerable sympathy with
the fact that the study is now in clear need of
updating. After all, it was carried out rs long ago as
1979, and we ale now in 1983. As I say, I have
sympathy with the points Mr Brok has made in his
report on this aspect of the matter.
Vithin the general framework in which we find
ourselves, our approach will be the same as that
outlined in our memorandum, and I would like to
quote from it, if I may. 'The Commission is of the
opinion that employee participation in productive
capital formation constitutes an efficient approach
towards the fundamental goal from a social standpoint
of greater justice in the distribution of total wealth.
This asset formation policy is furthermore a modern
means of regulating the economy and of controlling
inflation.' Those were the words of the memorandum
as long ago as 1979, and I am bound to say, Madam
President, that I have heard nothing in this debate
today which would cause me to alter that wording
which the previous Commission put in its memo-
randum at that time.
This has, as I say, been an interesting debate on an
important subject. I do not think that it is going to
prove the salvation of the European economy. Nor,
indeed, is it going to prove the damnation of the Euro-
pean economy. \7hat I think it will do, on the other
hand, is to provide a useful peripheral weapon in what
I at any rate would wish to see, which is a greater
distribution of wealth particularly among the workers
in the Community. I am delighted that on this issue,
as indeed on other issues in the past, I am to have, it
seems, the support of a majority of Parliament in
underlining the point that it is necessary that the int+
ests of the workers and the interests of the employees 
,in this particular aspect of the matter should be prop-
erly safeguarded.
Mr Brok (PPE), rapporteur. 
- 
(DE) Madame Presi-
dent, ladies and gentlemen ! I would like to thank
Commissioner Richard for his remarks. Over the next
few months we shall be able to pursue the discussion
at this level as to what further initiatives are called for.
This is how I, at any rate, understood his remarks.
I would like to reply briefly to Mrs Duport who
accused this report of hypocrisy. Under the new auste-
rity policy workers in France are having to make up
the deficits of State institutions with their taxes and
with low wage increases. This is unfair to workers. If
workers' money, whether in the form of taxes or
whatever, is channelled into undertakings, thereby
increasing the wealth of the State or private undertak-
ings, then we must ensure that workers are also given
rights of ownership. If you oppose this, if you do not
trust individual workers to adopt a responsible
approach, i. e. if you only support the concept of
collective solutions and reject all others, then in my
opinion you are only interested in power and not in
the well-being of workers. There is a major difference
of opinion here which should be made clear to the
people of Europe in the course of the next few
months, so that it becomes clear whose policies are
really for the benefit of workers and whose are not.
Mr Patterson (ED). 
- 
I rise to give an explanation,
both personal and on behalf of my group. Mrs Duport
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sard that my group was against information being
given to employees and had voted against it. I think if
she goes and checks the record or gets a member of
her secretariat to do so, she will find that both I and
n1y group voted in favour of the fifth company direc-
tive and also for the so-called. Vredeling proposal on
ir-rformatiorr and consultation. Her charge must be
withdrawn. My group is in favour of information to
employees.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
The vote will be taken at the next voting time.
I would inforn.r the House that the Commission will
make a statement on agricultural prices after the
Salisch report rather than after the Brok report.
4. Enltlol'mtnt o.f 1'ortng lteople
President. 
- 
The next item is the report (Doc.
l-754183) by Mrs Salisch, on behalf of the Committee
on Social Affairs and Unemployment on
the communication from the Commission to the
Council (Doc. 1-311/83 
- 
COM(83) 2tllfin)
concerning the promotion of employment for
young people and containing a draft Council reso-
lution.
Mrs Salisch (S), rapportetrr. 
- 
(DE) Madame Presi-
dent, ladies and gentlemen I Following Parliament's
decision of 28 April taken at its own initiative, the
Commission submitted their programme to promote
youth employment. On behalf of the Committee on
Social Affairs and Employment I should today like to
submit for your consideration and recommendation to
the Council my supplementary report and amend-
ments.
Since April, the employment situation f<.,i young
people has become even worse. Despite concerted
efforts the shortage of training places for school-
leavers continues to grow. This also applies to the
blockage of training places by people waiting for
different training opportunities. The efforts being
made are simply not enough, as practice has shown,
so additional measures must be taken. The fact that of
the 5 million unemployed young people 1.5 million
have been out of work for longer than a year is particu-
larly alarming. I would point out to anyone who is not
impressed by these figures that unemployment among
young people is now costing the Member States no
less than 200 000 m DM. If all the moral arguments
not to leave young people without work and prospects
remain unheard, then at least the economic argument
must be convincing.
As far as the Commission proposals are concerned, I
am amazed that on the one hand the analysis of the
position of the young unemployed and their prospects
of employment is thorough, comprehensive and a
ivarning to all concerned, while the Commission prop-
rrsals to the Council for concerted action remain crimi-
nally vague. Forgive me for putting the matter so
bluntly but I find all this reads like the minutes of the
Stuttgart Summit. \7hat has happened to the Commis-
sion proposals to provide all young people between l5
and 25 with a guarantee of employment, i.e. to submit
proposals to this effect to the Council ?
Mr Commissioner 
- 
my remarks are addressed to
you personally 
- 
I do not understand why the
Commission allows itself to be made the menial of
the Council. Is this because, and I would in no way
wish to deny your personal concern, Mr Richard, you
are aware that the Council of Ministers has words
aplenty, but obviously not the necessary financial
means to improve the lot of the young unemployed ?
The result is that Parliament is still faced with the
task of acting as the pressure group for the 5 million
unemployed young people in this Community, a task
it set itself as long ago as the April part-session.
lfho else can young people turn to if the Commis-
sion, when it examines the problem, reaches sensible
conclusions but does not have the courage of its
convictions in its proposals to the Council ? Should
they look to the Council of Ministers, who are basi-
ially incapable of agreeing on a solution to this impor-
tant question ? Council meeting after Council
meeting, European Summit after European Summit
passes and the problem of unemployment is declared
to be supremely important. W'e are constantly told
that our prime task is to eliminate unemployment in
the Community. But no sooner is the Council
meeting or the Summit over than everything returns
to normal and nothing happens.
To whom, then, can young people turn, if they cannot
find iobs, if, in certain areas of the Community they
do not even have an opportunity to learn a trade, let
alone find jobs once they are qualified ? Only Parlia-
ment can assume the important role which is neces-
sary if youth unemployment is to be combatted on a
common basis throughout the Community.
This report was unanimously adopted in committee
and I would particularly like to thank my colleagues
in the other groups for supporting the motion for a
resolution and the amendments. This shows all the
more clearly that we really are a joint lobby for the
young unemployed in Europe.
Let me briefly touch on the most important point in
our amendments. We want a guarantee of training and
employment for young people between l6 and 25 I
had a clear aim in mind when I wrote in my report
for the committee that this programme should be
implemented within the next two years. The Commis-
sion merely suggests that during the next five years
the level of youth unemployment should be reduced
to that of adult unemployment. This seems to me to
be the height of cynicism when we know that adult
unenrployment is at an unacceptably high level.
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'What use is a Comrnission proposal to the Council
that over tl:. ,,"*, fiv,: years efforts should be made to
bring the level of youth unemployment down to the
level of adult unemployment, but on a voluntary basis
with no real obligaticn ? In my opinion, the Commis-
sion is completely missing the point. \We feel obliged
therefore to insist or the creation of a joint training
and employment pr()gramme for the next two years.
Years have gone by rnd nothing has happened. I am
well aware of the sccpe of such a programme. I am
well aware of the elfort involved but as long as the
Commission is so humble and so in awe of the
Council, then abso utely nothing will be done. I
would therefore urge all of you in this House to lend
your support to this motion tabled by the Committee
on Social Affairs an,l Employment.
Only this kind of undertaking will achieve anything :
non-committal decl;rrations of intention will get us
nowhere. I would sllggest to the Commission that it
would be better if it respected the decisions of Parlia-
ment orl youth unemployment and became a real
partner of this Hous,:, rather than following the convo-
lutions of a Council of Ministers that is obviously
incapab,c, ; reachirrg decisions.
I would al like to comment on the budget debate. If
I may be permitted to be blunt : I have the direst fore-
bodings as far as thr: next budget debate is concerned.
'We may have deciced that the appropriations for the
Social Fund shoulc be adjusted to the scale of the
problem, but lookirrg at the room for manoeuvre in
the budget, there is little to be done. The Council of
Ministers' inability to reach decisions once again
means that more lhan 10 million unemployed will
ultimately have to foot the bill.
I do not believe tt at the problem of unemployment
can be solved purely at a European level or that the
meagre resources of the Social Fund can solve this
problem. But we could have set an example and we
will not even be able to do this if policies in other
areas literally eat up these monies. I believe it is high
time to show the public that one of the reasons why
we have no money to combat youth unemployment is
because the Courrcil of Ministers is incapable of
reforming the bucget of the European Community.
(A t>nla nsc)
IN THE CHAIR: MR LALOR
Vrce-President
Mr Brok (PPE), draJtsntan of tbe opinion of tbe
Contntittee on Yourb, Cultnre, Education, Infornta-
tion and Sltort. 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies and
Sentlemen ! Unfortunately, the Committee on Youth,
Culture, Educatioo, Information and Sport was nor
able to deliver its opinion in writing. I should like, in
particular, to recirll the report we presented at the
special part-session and to point out that the docu-
ments tabled pay far too little attention to the need to
train young people. The State will not be able to
create permanent jobs because this could not have a
long-term effect 
- 
at some point 
.iobs must be self-fi-
nancing. Anything else is economic nonsense and so
there is no call for a State or Community employment
proSramme.
My group, for whom I am unfortunately not able to
speak at this juncture, has tabled a motion which
clearly states that the aim is to eliminate unemploy-
ment among young people. No budget of this size,
and no State budget can finance a State employment
programme, because in the long run jobs must pay for
themselves. Artificially created jobs are no use.
I repeat : greater emphasis must be placed on training.
Unfortunately, I see nothing in these documents on
alternating education. They do not make sufficiently
clear the point that, given current population trends,
the fob market at the end of this decade will present a
quite different picture. Those who now cannot find
work need professional training to enhance their pros-
pects on the job market when the situation improves.
Here is a sensible task of coordination for the Euro-
pean Community which can improve the situation in
the Member States, which handle training differently
and sometimes catastrophically, in cases where no
practically relevant training exists.
We must also consider training syllabuses. The anti-
technology attitude in the schools in some Member
States is a very serious matter, it contributes to the frus-
tration of young people and militates against training
for the future. Unless we are able to utilize the present
phase of industrial revolution to train young people in
areas with an economic future, we shall not be able to
eliminate unemployment and youth unemployment
in the European Community and ensure that we are
internationally competitive. European competitiveness
is not based on reserves of raw materials, but on the
quality of our scientists and the abiliry of our skilled
workers to produce excellent products, which still find
a market, despite higher costs. Unless we ensure that
these workers receive the appropriate training, we
have no hope of surviving international competition
with our prosperity intact.
This report makes frequent mention of reducing
working time. I regard this as a significant factor as far
as youth employment is concerned Perhaps it is better
for older workers to retire early voluntarily, so that
young people can come off the streets and be given
an apprenticeship or a job. !7e should adopt a flexible
approach and not adhere rigidly ro the concepts either
of 'flexible retirement age' or 'the 35 hour working
week'. Two unrealistic opposing ideologies are
currently forming in the European Communify. They
are on a collision course and neither offers tailor-
made solutions for the different industries, rypes of
workers or regions.
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All the different aspects of reducing the working
week, reducing the length of a working life, part-timejobs, job-sharing, must be coordinated so that
improved vocational opportunities can also be created
for young people in the European Community.
Mr Pattison (S). 
- 
Mr President, on behalf of the
Socialist Group I wish to say that we welcome this
report and give it our full support. I wish to pay parti-
cular tribute to Mrs Salisch both for her dedicated
work on this report and also on this general area.
Youth unemployment is the greatest scourge of
modern times. It has reached dimensions which most
of us would have believed impossible even l0 years
ago. If there are no significant changes in existing
economic policies, it will reach levels which will make
today's unemployment look insignificant.
In dealing with this most excellent report on a
programme to promote employment for young
people, I believe we must work on the basis of one
fundamental principle. That principle is that there are
no possibilities whatever of youth employment being
increased unless positive measures are taken to stimul-
tate such employment. I note that the Commission
does not totally share this view, if one is to take the
text it proposes at its face value. Unfortunately, the
Commission seems to take the view that exhortation
and encouragement are sufficient in themselves to get
Member States to take the required action. Nothing
could be further from the truth.
In contrast to the Commission, the Committee on
Social Affairs and Employment has taken the view
that concrete steps must be taken to overcome youth
unemployment within two years. This may be a very
optimistic timetable indeed and there may be some
who will classify it as being unrealistic. But unless it is
adopted then all we will be left with is pious plati-
tudes and statements of good intent. This is not good
enough, given the dimension of the problem
confronting us.
Consequently, the committee has proposed that the
two-year timetable be met by creating places in both
training courses and in permanent jobs within the
context of a Community-wide programme. This is an
adventurous approach to this appalling problem of
youth unemployment. Yet the committee calls on
Parliament to go even further. It proposes that the
European Community should give the young people
of Europe a guarantee that they will have either
training or jobs in place of the unemployment to
which they are so shamefully condemned at present.
As a Socialist representative from a country with the
highest percentage of young people in its population
of any of the Member States, I call on Parliament to
endorse and adopt the proposal of the youth
guarantee. If we do not do so then our young people
will progressively turn their backs, not only on their
own societies but also on the European Community as
a whole. \flho could blame them ? To be young and
unemployed is a great affliction and a great injustice.
That is why the European Community needs, in this
year, joint programmes to create permanent worth-
while jobs while offering training as a temporary expe-
dient.
In turn this will require substantial increases in the
1984 provisions for the Social Fund. !7e all know this
to be the case. We know it is unavoidable. I ask this
Parliament to accept the inescapable. If we are sincere
in our protestations about ending the scourge of unem-
ployment we must do this. The young people of
Europe await our reply.
Mrs Maij-Veggen (PPE).- (NL) Mr President, this
is not the first time that this Parliament has discussed
unemployment and specifically youth unemployment.
For the last two or three years there has been a steady
stream of resolutions, reports and debates on this
subject. !U7e can therefore surely say that this Parlia-
ment has really tried to be a spokesman for the young
unemployed.
'We must therefore welcome the fact that the Commis-
sion and Council have at last started to take practical
action : the Commission by publishing a memo-
randum containing practical guidelines for the fight
against youth unemployment and the Council by
recently allocating 75o/o of. European Social Fund
resources to proiects in favour of unemployed young
people. My Group welcomes this development, which
is in line with what we have advocated in recent years.
I must say, however, that, despite these positive words,
I do have a number of criticisms, concerning aspects
which the rapporteur has also criticized.
I have a criticism to make of the Commission and a
criticism to make of the Council of Ministers. To the
Commission I should like to say that what it is
offering young people with this resolution is minimal.
Let me quote from the resolution we are considering.
It says in paragraph 2 that young people must have
the opportunity to undertake some form of activity,
whether remunerated or not. And paragraph 3 says
that youth unemployment should be reduced to the
average unemployment level within five years, and
paragraph 4 goes on to say that young people must be
offered a minimum period of stable employment.
What does all this really amount to, Mr President ?
I am deliberately picking out these weak aspects of
the resolution because I am afraid that young people
will find it very distillusioning to read this kind of
text. This wording is extremely weak and not in the
least encouraging and will not give young people any
hope at all. Both the Committee on Social Affairs and
Employment and my group have tabled amendments
to these passages to make them rather stronger. My
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group's amendments are perhaps somewhat more
realistic in some resl)ects than those tabled by Mrs
Salisch. But I do hope that today's text, the text that
we as a Parliament will be approving, will be a great
deal more encouraging and hold out rather more hope
than what we have before us now. We really cannot
show this to the young unemployed.
My second criticism concerns the Council of Minis-
ters. Recently, in June, the Social Affairs Ministers
very proudly announ,:ed that, as part of the reform of
the European Social Fund, they would be allocating
75o/o oI the Fund's resources to proiects connected
with the fight against youth unemployment. This reso-
lution should, of course, be giving these projects a
kind of initial boo;t, but three months later the
Council 
- 
but the (louncil of Finance Ministers this
time 
- 
decides to r(iduce the European Social Fund's
resources by almost ir quarter. Mr President, what does
the Council really v'ant to achieve ? Does it want to
make a substantial contribution to the fight against
youth unemployment, or does it just want to look
good in the eyes ol the public ? The money that is
now to be used to fight youth unemployment once
the 1984 budget enters into force will not be an addi-
tional burden on the budget. This reduction by a
quarter will simply be passed on to other projects, and
this means in fact that the money will not come out
of the Council's pockets but out of the pockets of the
other weak groups, such as migrant workers, the handi-
capped and women. That will be the effect of what
the Council is doing.
Mr President, this means that in the forthcoming
discussions on the budget Parliament must make an
adjustment here. My group will give every support it
can, and we shall .hen be able to see in November
and December what the Council really wants :
whether it merely 'vants to address fine words to the
young unemployed or to make a genuine financial
and practical effort to fight youth unemployment. If
that is not the casr, all we can say here today is that
the Council and Oommission will simply be selling
young people a pup and that this Parliament is still in
effect the only European institution to stand up for
the young unemplcyed.
IN THE I]HAIR: MR FRIEDRICH
Vtcc-Pre.sidcnr
Mr Seligman (EI)). 
- 
Mr President, I am grateful to
my spokesman for asking me to stand in for Mr Prag
who is otherwise occupied supporting Mrs Thatcher
and Mr Parkinson in Blackpool. I am sure he would
have liked to have spoken. I have just taken this on at
very short notice.
rUTe all welcome the Salisch report as tackling almost
the most importarrt problem facing us at the moment
in the Community. Youth unemployment is undoubt-
edly a crying problem, and we are all united in
wanting to solve it. But we are not all united on how
we solve it. There are one or two points in this resolu-
tion which we do not agree with. Firstly, we do not
agree with the first of the five points in Parliament's
resolution namely the reduction of working time. This
is a road to nowhere, unless it is done in a way that
does not affect the productivity and competitiviry of
the Community and Community firms. Unless we can
persuade all our competitors 
- 
not only the Commu-
nity ones but the competitors in USA and Japan as
well 
- 
also to reduce their working time, we are
going to lose ground to them. Consequently this is
the road to nowhere. We have, therefore, amended
Article .5 of the Commission's draft resolution to that
effect.
Another thing we cannot accept is Article 3 of the
Commission's proposal and that is the creation of
places in training courses and permanent jobs within
the Community-wide programme to guarantee
training and employment for young people. A massive
attempt to create artificial jobs for young people
would destroy the whole operation of the labour
market. Again that is an artificial and false cure for
our problems.
The real cure lies in Article I of the Commission's
proposal and that is the promotion of general
economic recovery. Our group has always favoured
this as the fundamental cure for youth unemploy-
ment.'!fle must do what is necessary to promote indus-
trial prosperity. In this, of course, we depend on the
United States of America, and if we can persuade
them to reduce their interest rates and create currency
stability, we shall be on the road to economic recovery
and this terrible 40 0/o unemployment of young
people will be on the way to being cured.
That is our group's opinion.
I would like to come onto my own hobby horse, and
that is the question of mobiliry of workers. There is
no mention in this proposal of encouraging mobility
of workers. The SEDOC scheme is an attempt to do
this. It is poorly equipped, it has no telex network. I
know they are having a meeting in Brussels on 19
October to try and pep-up the SEDOC process, but
this does need a lot of attention and I know Mr
Richard is doing that.
The other thing is grants to promote mobility among
workers. Grants exist nationally. There is no Commu-
nity grant for mobility of workers, and if a young
British worker wants to cross the Channel to go to
France to work, all he gets is seasick. So that does not
help the situation.
Another thrng is languages and qualifications. I agree
with the recommendation in Article 2 of the Commis-
sion's proposal that we should take special measures
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to improve the qualificatrons of young people, because
therc are vacancies for qualified young people if only
thcy have those qualifications.
Miss De Valera (DEP). 
- 
I wish to thank Mrs
Salisch for her report, but I feel I must say that the
coalition government in Ireland has proved that it
lacks compassion and understanding for our young
people by proposing to introduce severe cutbacks in
the educational lield. This at a time when unemploy-
ment among early school-leavers is higher than
average.
Of those who left school in 1982 without qualifica-
tions, more than 45 o/o were unemployed 
- 
an
increase of 8 o/o on the year before. There is a l0 o/o
disparity between 1981 and 1982 in the number of
young people who secured jobs after school. It is
evident that our present leaving examination require-
ments do not relate to the labour market. Less than
half of those who left school last year found jobs.
'While the government seems to be content that over
I 5 000 went on to further education and 5 000 were
catered for either on a work experience programme or
in Anco training schemes, it says nothing about the
13 000 who have not been provided for. \We do not
subscribe to the attitude that training for the sake of
training is beneficial. Such training courses as Anco
have been used by the coalition government to juggle
the figures on the employment register.
As I have pointed out, the leaving examination fails to
relate to the labour market. We must introduce a new
approach and outlook in our educational system to
train young people to take up jobs which new technol-
ogies have provided, especially in small and medium-
sized enterprises, the craft sector, cooperatives and the
service sector.
Very little of what the Commission has proposed is
likely to improve the plight of our young people and
has no hope of acting as a spur to our national govern-
ments. There are 4.5 million young people under 25
without jobs out of a total of over l2 million unem-
ployed in the European Community. The Commis-
sion has been totally negligent in its appproach to
youth employment. The fact that the Commission has
waited until now to present this report, and in so
doing has neglected to incorporate proposals on youth
employment suggested bv this Parliament, can only
demonstrate its lack of commitment to youth employ-
,i1ent.
Mr Buttafuoco (NI). 
- 
(17) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, the Executive Commission's proposal,
which asks Member States to undertake a precise
commitment to reduce the level of youth unemploy-
ment from 25 o/o to 11 o/o 
- 
which is the average
level of unemployment 
- 
within the next five years,
has found them reluctant and concerned at the idea of
quantifying a considerable effort within a period of
time that they consider inadequate. And so, afraid of
not being able to honour such a commitment within
the deadline, and showing thereby how much they
lack the political will in the right direction, they have
rejected the Commission's project, modest as it is.
Of course, a precise commitment with regard to the
deadline, by the Community's executive powers would
indeed have been timely, if for no other reason than
that it would oblige them to take all possible steps
and make every possible effort to reduce the scourge
of youth unemployment.
But it would have been a mistake to attempt to slow
down that grave phenomenon without preparing and
putting in hand serious reforms of our educational
and training systems : no one, in fact, is unaware of
the need to do something about youth training, with
proper programmes integrated with the elements of
the various school and further education systems of
the Member States ; and to prepare proper vocational
training courses, to promote intra-Community
exchanges both of students and of information, so that
young people prepared to participate in identical
programmes and methods will be able to take their
place in the active life of every country in the Commu-
nity.
'!7e can agree with what is stated in Mrs Salisch's-
report, and hope it will prove possible to insert the
necessary quantification in the plans, so that all
Member States can feel the responsibility of a formal
commitment in that sphere. rUTith regard ro the points
made by Mrs Salisch in illustrating her valuable
report, we hope it will prove possible to go beyond
the recommendation of the Commission to bring
down the level of youth unemployment to the average
unemployment level, because that would not repre-
sent a very great step forward, and could be a deep
disappointment to the young, who hope for so much
from Europe.
Mrs Duport (S). 
- 
(FR) One of our politicians used
to say that if one wasn't repeating oneself one was
contradicting oneself. I shall have to beware of
repeating myself because, in discussing youth unem-
ployment, I could very well find myself reiterating
some of the things that I was saying moments ago
about the state of our society and the difficulties that
we are experiencing in bringing about an economic
recovery, which is where our young people's problems
have their roots.
I should like the Commission and the Council to
think hard and often about what the young people
who came to see us in Brussels had to say. It was
extremely important and very significant. What were
we able to say to them in reply and, for all the excel-
lent speeches n'rade in this House on the subject of
youth unemployment, what do we have to offer them
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now ? I belreve that our at,ility to take effective action
to deal with the social evil that youth unemployment
has now become will be clirectly dependent upon the
progress that we oursel'res are able to make in
conceiving a new kind of society and upon our deter-
mination to build it, as speakers from all parts of this
Chamber have said. I shaLl therefore say no more on
this aspect.
I should just like to say a few words about the reduc-
tion of working time. Nc doubt, if introduced in all
Community countries, it would probably be one of
the means whereby iobs could be created, but I am
not convinced. In my vilw, a much more thorough
study than that carried out by the Commission in this
field needs to be done before we can be sure that a
substantial contribution tc a solution of the unemploy-
ment problem can be nade by reducing working
time. The young are in fact the victims of an ideology
which has gained grouncl in recent years; I refer to
the ideology of non-work. But our society must show
itself capable of provid ng work, because work is
important since it is in work that men and women 
-
and the young too of ccurse 
- 
can find fulfilment.
For them to do this, thel need training. I agree with
Miss de Valera : trainin.3 is not the whole of the
answer, that goes without saying. Training is needed
in order to find a iob, trut without a iob, it goes to
waste. Everything possibl: should be done in this area.
In France, an experimenr is in progress with the aim
of organizing action in rhis field in concert with the
circles concerned, namel T training establishments and
employers, when they are willing to involve them-
selves in the design and practical application of what I
would call integrated :ducational programmes, of
which there are still relatively few, even in my
country. This, certainly, is an area where there is
potential.
The training in new technology provided in our coun-
tries, even France, falk, very far short of what is
required. In consequence, we are going to evolve
towards a society divided between the few who will be
equipped to use this tecrnology and the vast maiority
who will have no access to it and will be employed in
part-time or temporary iobs, the types of employment
which have been devisel in recent years, basically as
makeshifts softening thi impact of the failure to find
real solutions.
Yes, then, to training, as long as it is training which
enables young people to take their place in tomor-
row's world and to become self-aware workers, on
terms with new technology and the tools with which
they work.
I am saddened to learn that the Community's struc-
tural funds are to be r:duced. Clearly, this is a very
important aspect. Anotlrer is the way in which these
funds are used. There were excellent intentions
behind the various projects, as I have already had occa-
sion to say in this Chzmber. Unfortunately, they are
not always appreciated for what they are worth 
-which is a great shame, because what is not apPreci-
ated is lost 
- 
and not always carried through.
Schemes are launched and then no-one Perseveres
with them. This does not appear to be the best
possible use of Community resources, and that is what
is needed, particularly when funds are being cut.
I should like to close with a word on the plight of
young second-generation immigrants, who ate
currently having to contend with the combination of a
resurgence in racism and, even today, difficulties over
cultural integration into the sociery in which they
were born, this because their parents come from other
countries. It is very difficult for them to live in our
societies and it will become even harder as racism
worsens. !7e have had an example of this recently in
France, but this is not the only country where such
things are seen. I think that this is a problem that we
all have to face. I should therefore like to conclude by
drawing attention to these young people, who have
not been mentioned so far.
Mr Papaefstratiou (PPE). 
- 
(GR) Mr President,
once more our Parliament is concerned with the great
problem of youth unemployment ; to combat this, a
series of measures was proposed in our resolution of
28 April 1983. Unfortunately the matter continues to
be topical and to arouse justifiable emotions, because
though in some EEC countries the number of unem-
ployed is stationary or has even fallen slightly, in
other countries it continues to increase. As an
example I can mention Greece, where in the last two
years the number of unemployed has nearly trebled.
Moreover, in my country over 40 0/o of young people
up to the age of 30 are unemployed.
Repeatedly, stress has been laid on the need to create
new jobs. On this point there is general agreement.
Very often though, disagreements arise about the way
and the measures to fight unemployment. Fellow-
Members, it is almost impossible to create new iobs
without an upturn in the economy. I am convinced
that the problem of youth unemployment can be
fought, though not by means of demagoguic slogans
and declarations but only by a strategy based on
realistic concepts, that takes account of the prevailing
conditions, within the framework of what is going on
not just in Europe but all over the world. There must
be an integrated developmental policy at both
Community and national level. Prompt and effective
programmes of investment, and the well considered
use of new technologies will certainly help to solve
the problem of unemployment, in parallel with appro-
priate professional education. 'We share the distress
and concern of young people in the communities in
our countries who are looking for jobs. However, there
are many other countries ruled by so-called true soci-
alsm and even Marxism, where young people face not
only economic problems but also a total lack of rudi-
mentary freedoms.
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Let there therefore be less outcry from those who
think they can influence young people in the EEC
countries with deceitful slogans and theories that have
totally failed in practice and have led to repressive situ-
ations. Our Community may be facing certain diffi-
culties today, but it has both the will and the potential
to progress towards economic recovery and a reduc-
tion in youth unemployment, in parallel with the pres-
ewation of the priceless gift of political freedom.
Mr Ceravolo (COM). 
- 
(IT) Mr President, we shall
support the very estimable report presented by Mrs
Salisch. We take, however, a very critical view of the
sense of this proposal. !7e know what the Commis-
sion has said: it has given very valuable indications,
both as regards an analysis of the employment situa-
tion, and as regards the prospects.
'!7ell, we have wondered what is the purpose of this
document, which is of such a generic nature. \tr7e have
the feeling that the Commission is working within
very tight limits fixed by the Council of Ministers.
Since no clear lines of strategy have been laid down,
the Commission, in this very restricted environment,
has to follow a course that we fear is inadequate to the
realities of the employment situation.
I should like to point out two limitations. The first is
that reliance for absorbing this high volume of unem-
ployment is still placed on economic recovery 
- 
a
generic concept of economic recovery, that is 
- 
when
we know that such economic recovery will affect
perhaps only a small section of this unemployment,
that which is of a cyclical nature, and will have no
effect on long-term unemployment, which is the
effect of the technological revolution. We have the
evidence of the recovery in America, which has had a
minimal effect on the volume of unemployment, and
has only put a stop to its growth. So much so that the
Commission itself stated in some documents that, in
order to achieve a real reversal of the trend, an
increase of at least 5-6 0/o in the Community's income
would be necessary, for any attempt to solve the
problem.
'!tr7e are a long way from this assumed recovery : so
much so that, when you hear talk of recovery through
competitiveness, productivity, and an increase in
investment, you realize that, whilst these are all factors
that are important for any recovery, they will very
probably all be translated into savings in manpower
rather than a demand for labour, because investment
also is largely directed towards restructuring the tradi-
tional sectors, with a high level of job shedding. As a
result, we cannot entrust our hopes to this concept of
recovery. \tr7e welcome recovery, indeed we must fight
for recovery, but we know that there is a long-term
crisis in the labour market that will derive no relief
from any recovery involving a low rate of increase in
Communiry income.
The second constraint within which, through no wish
of its own, the Commission appears to have to work
- 
and we have a Eteat deal of sympathy, I repeat, for
the Commission 
- 
is that they are unable to start
reducing the working week which, today, is one of the
most important social measures for the purpose of
reducing unemployment. Even in Italy the chairman
of Alfa Romeo 
- 
Massacesi 
- 
is beginning to hint ar
the possibility of a substantial reduction in the
working week as a suitable way of reducing unemploy-
ment, because even his firm is faced with the problem
of thousands of redundancies, and its chairman
cannot see how else to absorb this surplus labour.
So here we are once again saying that the reduction of
the working week can have a certain effect, but one
that is of only marginal importance. This report
should cover the next two years. But how can we
ignore the fact that, in these two years, the situation
will have worsened ? It will have worsened also, for
example, in relation to the jobs of men and women
whose employment 
- 
and we cannot ignore this 
-will be differently affected, both quantitatively and
qualitatively, as a result of the technological restruc-
turing process.
It seems to us that the report that has been presented
is a very generic and fanciful one. True, it does
include some useful points, but one must ask oneself
what are the investments, what is the coordination of
structural funds, and what certainty there is that these
various elements will act in such a way as to create
jobs. !7e support the line taken regarding small and
medium-sized businesses and craft industries and the
encouragement for young people to set up inde-
pendent or cooperative initiatives; but we cannot see
the size of the resources that are made available, nor
the necessary structures for coordinating these
resources. $7e see that there is still no intention of
making the Social Fund adequate for the 'horizontal
enlargement' 
- 
to give it a name 
- 
of the categories
who should benefit from it. If the unemployment
problem is also to embrace the problem of the young
people under 25 years of age, we are obviously talking
about an enlargement that would require a substantial
increase in the resources of the Fund to cope with it,
and there is no such increase.
How, then, can we illude ourselves that these
measures will solve the problem ? It is our conviction
- 
I say again 
- 
that the Commission has to work
within imposed limits that strangle any attempt to
map out a course that, in proper time and with appro-
priate resources, would offer the certainty that this
level of unemployment 
- 
which is growing and
becoming increasingly alarming, not least on account
of the social effects it has on young people especially
- 
will be substantially reduced.
Mr Eisma (NI). 
- 
(NL) W President, there are
already over 800 000 unemployed in the Netherlands,
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and there may be 2 million in 1990. This increase by
a factor of 2 112 will occu:' throughout Europe, and we
must therefore reckon w:th 30 million unemployed,
with young people accourrting for an extremely large
proportion of this figure. Each year 90 000 people
register as seeking em >loyment in my country,
employment in industry rvill continue to decline, and
more and more jobs are b:ing lost in the public sector
too. As widespread a r:duction in work time as
possible is still the best way to put a stop to rising
unemployment.
And yet a reduction of rhis kind will not solve the
unemployment problem. Even with a 20 0/o reduction,
and given the most favourable of conditions, there will
still be about l.l million unemployed in my country.
A figure of I ll2 to 2 r illion seems a realistic esti-
mate. The tendency will be the same in the rest of
Europe. In the Communiry of the Ten, or even of the
Twelve, many, many millions of people will be out of
work in the future. Like Mr Ceravolo, I believe there
is little comfort to be fotrnd in the idea of economic
recovery.
It is a sorry tale, Mr President, but I think it is a
realistic one. Nor must w,: expect so many millions of
unemployed to resign themselves to being excluded
from the labour market for years on end. 'We must
therefore reckon with the likelihood of fundamental
changes of attitude towzrds paid and unpaid work.
I hope that the Council and the Commission will at
last realize that full ernployment is no longer a
realistic goal and that tht're consequently needs to be
a change of socio-psychological mentaliry, which is
particularly important in the case of young people.
They will be the ones who have to give shape to this
changed society, in the sense I have just indicated.
I do not therefore reall'r believe that the Commis-
sion's proposals concerning a programme to promote
employment for young p,:ople are realistic. They show
too little vision. Mrs Ma j-\Teggen may well say that
there is not much in th:s report, but I do not think
that even the contents r>f this communication from
the Commission, the pr'oposals it contains, can be
implemented in the sho t or the long term.
\fle give young people hope with the contents of our
document without being able to give them any real
guarantee as regards the actual implementation of the
measures to which it ref:rs. In others words, we give
young people false hopes with this kind of document,
and I invite you, Mr C<,mmissioner, to consider the
situation in five years' tir.re. You will see that precious
few of the ideas put forq'ard in this document can be
put into practice.
Mr President, I am glad to say that my amendment
was incorporated in the Salisch report. It calls for the
formulation of a policy irr respect of voluntary work to
enable young people to engage in such work as an
alternative to the limited opportunities for gainful
employment which are available, thereby helping
them to obtain work experience and fulfil a useful
social function. I hope to revert to this question when
my report on volunteers is discussed in this Chamber
in November, but I should like to hear Commissioner
Richard's reaction to this amendment, which has the
approval of the Committee on Social Affairs and
Employment. It calls for the addition of a new para-
graph 5 (e) to the Commission's communication, and
I repeat : I should like to hear Mr Richard's reaction
straight away.
Mr Vernimmen (S). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, I find it very difficult to consider the
problem of youth unemployment as whole. Unemploy-
ment, including youth unemployment, can only be
combatted if the policy at present pursued in most of
our countries is changed. The deflationary measures
that everyone is now trying to implement will,
whatever anyone may say, lead to even greater unem-
ployment. It would perhaps be a good thing for our
policy-makers, and I do not say this out of any
sympathy, to read and study the programme of the
European trade unions institute. It will show them
that there simply has to be another way.
In the little time I have let I should like to say in
general that more resources must be made available
for retraining. In my opinion, an increase in the
school-leaving age must be considered, with the neces-
sary distinctions made, and above all the quality of
education in the technical sector must be monitored.
Methods of counteracting the tendency for young
people to leave the education system too early must
be found. Practical measures, particularly for school-
leavers, must show some imagination. It is better to
pay young people than to give them unemployment
benefits. There are tremendous opportunities in what
is known as the third labour market : care of the envi-
ronment, the service sector, culture, help for the aged
and so on. \flith imagination, it must be possible to
introduce systems which help people to find employ-
ment. 'We must not ignore the danger of unemploy-
ment becoming permanent for young people, because
this may also be a threat to our democracy. I therefore
believe that they should be given priority.
5. Contntissiot statement
President. 
- 
Pursuant to Rule 40 of the Rules of
Procedure I interrupt the debate on the Salisch report
and call Vice-President Tugendhat to make a state-
ment on the Commission's decision on agricultural
prices.
Mr Tugendhat, Vice-President of the Commission.
- 
Mr President, thank you for giving the Commis-
sion an opportunity to make a statement in Parlia-
ment.
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During the last day or so, there have been numerous
press and other media reports concerning EAGGF
(Guarantee) expenditure in 1983. Many of these
reports have been both inaccurate and misleading.
The Commission therefore considers it necessary to
inform the House now of the latest situation so that
Parliament, when voting on the draft supplementary
budget for 1983, does so against a factual background.
The relevant facts are as follows. The appropriations
currently available for the last two months of this year
amount to 535 million ECU. The sum is the differ-
ence between the appropriations in the budget of
14087 million ECU and the advances paid to the
Member States for the period January to October
inclusive of l3 452 million ECU. Parliament has been
informed regularly, on a monthly basis, through its
Committees on Agriculture and on Budgets, of these
advances. The sum of appropriations currently avail-
able plus those in the draft budget established by the
Council for EAGGF (Guarantee) amounts to 2396
million ECU.
The Commission, in presenting its supplementary
budget, warned that tight financial management
would still be required during the remainder of the
year, if CAP expenditure was to be contained within
the proposed new budget. I myself also made state-
ments to that effect in the Committee on Budgets and
in the Committee on Agriculture.
Recent analyses of the situation on the agricultural
market have confirmed this view. The Commission
has therefore decided, as a precautionary measure, to
take certain management measures within its compe-
tence in order to maintain expenditure in 1983 within
the available credits, taking account of the supplemen-
tary budget now under examination by the budgetary
authority. For the moment, after consulting the
Management Committee, the Commission has
decided to suspend, for the next l0 days, the payment
of advances on restitutions and on certain premia.
Under difficult circumstances, the Commission had to
take this decision rapidly last night in order to avoid
pre-emptive measures by third parties. The decision
concerns the following products : olive oil ; colza ;
rape and sunflower seed; soya beans; castor seed;
cotton ; peas and field beans ; tobacco ; milk ; wine ;
sugar ; dried fodder; starch products ; and export
refunds on agricultural products. The Commission
will discuss, at its next meetings, the possibility of
applying other measures in order to enhance budge-
tary discipline.
The very nature of EAGGF (Guarantee) expenditure
makes it impossible, even at this relatively late stage
in the year, to predict with certainty the level of appro-
priations which are necessary for the budget. There is,
consequently, an inevitable risk of being somewhat
over- or under-estimated. The Commission wants to
minimize the burden on the Community taxpayer in
a manner consistent with the sound operation of the
agricultural policy market mechanisms. In view of the
known facts and the measures already taken and being
examined by the Commission, the Commission
considers the level of appropriations for EAGGF
(Guarantee) in the draft supplementary budget, which
anrount to l76l million ECU, to be still valid. The
Commission is firmly committeed to remain within
the resources created by the 1983 budget and the
supplementary budget now before Parliament.'!7e can
achieve this objective without creating undue
problems for the agricultural sector. It is urgent that
the Community take swift decisions on the package of
agricultural measures put forward by the Commission
in July. It is only by making the necessary adiustment
to the CAP that the confidence of the agricultural
sector can be maintained.
President. 
- 
Under Rule 40 (2) of the Rules of
Procedure this statement is not followed by a debate. I
wish to inform the House that the enlarged Bureau
which was informed barely an hour ago that the
Commission would make this statement at 12.30 p.m.,
has proposed that a debate on it should take place
tomorrow, Thursday, at 3 p.m. The political group
chairmen will inform their groups on this proposal
today. Pursuant to Rule a0 (2) Members may avail
themselves of a period of 30 minutes in which to put
brief and concise questions with a view to clarifying
specific points.
Mr R. Jackson (ED), rapporteur for the 1983 budget.
- 
Mr President, I would like to ask the Commis-
sioner three questions. Does the Vice-President agree
that these events demonstrate that the agricultural
policy is ultimately determined by the resources avail-
able in the budget and that the facts of life of the
budget must in the end prevail ? \7ill he agree that it
is totally unacceptable that expenditure on agricultural
policy should squeeze out expenditure on other lines
in the budget and in other sectors, and does he agree
that this episode is simply the first sign of what will
happen on an increasingly wide scale unless the CAP
and the Community's budgetary system are reformed ?
(Appla use)
Mr Tugendhat. 
- 
Mr President, it is clear that all
Community expenditure must be contained both
within the I % limit and within the limit of the own
resources available to the Community, and, of course,
within the limit of the appropriations voted by the
budgetary authority in its duly constituted form and
according to the rules that apply to the different forms
of expenditure. It is, of course, also clear, as I have
said many times before in this House and in the
Committee on Budgets and also, recently, in the
Committee on Agriculture, that we are now appro-
aching the limit of our budgetary resources and that
therefore the conduct of policies will have to take
account of this while the Commission will seek, in
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every way possible, to ma ntain the obiectives of poli-
cies. The Commission has, of course, put forward prop-
osals for the extension ol the own-resources system;
the Commission has l)ut forward proposals for
improvements in a varieq' of policy sectors, including
the common agricultural policy. The Commission
believes strongly that all its proposals are a matter of
urgency in the interests o the Community as a whole,
and it urges all those concerned 
- 
the Council and
the Parliament 
- 
to take decisions on those proposals
with the maximum celerLty possible.
Mr Curry (ED), Cbairntun of tbe Committee on Agri'
culture. 
- 
Mr Presiden:, would the Commissioner
agree that the events of the last few days have demons-
trated at best the clumsirtess of the Commission and
at worst its total incompetence in that, if one of its
members makes statemerrts which apPear not to have
been authorized by the r:ollege and those statements
are then enlarged so a:; to spread panic in some
circumstances and certairly anxiety throughout a large
section of the agricultural community, that is the
worst possible way to manage men as well as a
market ?
lWould he also recogniz,: that his own statement . . .
President. 
- 
I would ar;k you, pursuant to the Rules
of Procedure to put questions and not to carry on the
debate which has just bt:en announced.
Mr Curry (ED), Chairmzn of the Committee on Agri'
culture. 
- 
I was asking the Commissioner if he
agreed, Mr President, wt ich is a question.
My second question is tris. lU7ould he recognize that
his statement adds to some extent to the confusion ?
'What are the preemptivt) measures by the mysterious
third parties ? What are the possible other measures
which may be discussec, at what date will this take
place and according to vhat timetable ? As for those
people who will not teceive advances which they
would otherwise receive, at what point may they hope
to receive that money which is due to them under the
rules and regulations of the Community ?
Mr Tugendhat. 
- 
Mr ?resident, as I said in the very
first sentences of my statement, there have been
reports that are both ina:curate and misleading, and it
is precisely in order to explain to Parliament what
exactly the Commission has in mind that I came
before the House at the earliest opportunity today. As
the House is aware, the ,lommission is at the moment
divided between Athens, Brussels and Strasbourg and
I would have come earl.er had it been possible to do
so.
Secondly, Mr President, Mr Curry will not expect me
to comment on proposlls which the Commission is
shortly to discuss befole the Commission itself has
reached decisions. He will be aware, expert as he is in
agricultural matters, that it is always unwise, where
mr)ney is concerned, to announce that you are going
to make changes at some point in the future. If you
arr: going to make changes which concern money, it
is always sensible to take those decisions at the
moment of announcing so that people cannot
preempt and therefore undermine the results of those
decisions.
Mr Pranchire (COM). 
- 
(FR) I should like to ask
three questions.
Mr Tugendhat, when you appeared before the
C,)mmittee on Agriculture, you confirmed to us that
the appropriations for EAGGF (Guarantee) expendi-
ture were sufficient until mid-November and that the
supplementary budget would see us through to the
end of the year. Can you, then, explain the reasons for
th,is freeze, which is without precedent in the 2.5 years
ol the common market's existence ? Do you confirm
tlLat the amount frozen is 350 million ECU ?
My second question is concerned with the implica-
ti,cns for farmers. \flhat is the impact of this measure
orr all producers, or in fact on prices, since this can
undoubtedly be expected to have an impact on
farmers' incomes ?
The third question 
- 
the most important, in my view
-- 
is this: do you not consider that the Commission
is exerting inadmissible pressure here on the farming
c,)mmunity, on public opinion, on the Parliament and
the Council of Ministers ? In short, is not the Commis-
sion's action nothing short of political manoeuvring ?
Mr Tugendhat. 
- 
Mr President, Mr Pranchdre
referred to my recent appearance before the
Committee on Agriculture. On that occasion, he will
r,:call, I said two things, both of which I have repeated
today. One is that the Commission stands by the view
tlnat the amount in the draft supplementary budget,
vrhich it urges the budgetary authority to accept, will
be sufficient to see the Community through until the
end of the year on condition 
- 
I made this perfectly
clear at the meeting of the Committee on Agriculture,
I made it clear in my statement yesterday, I have
rnade it clear on many occasions in the Committee on
l]udgets 
- 
that we undertake measures of strict
management.
It is known to Members of this House that we are
approaching the limits of our own resources, that we
a.re approaching the limits of the budgetary resources
a,uthorized by this House and by the Council. !(e are
anxious to do everything we can, as I made clear in
rny statement, to maintain the confidence of the agri-
cultural sector and, despite the difficulties of the posi-
tion, to maintain the position of agricultural
producers. Our actions are designed to achieve this,
and that is why we have been urging that our propo-
sals, both those of a wider nature and also our budge-
tary proposals, should be accepted.
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I remember in particular giving the latest figures avail-
able, which remain valid, to Mr Pranchdre's colleague,
Mr Baillot 
- 
and I see him nodding in agreement 
-in the Committee on Budgets some weeks ago.
Mr Chanterie (PPE). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I should
like to ask a question on the conduct of proceedings.
In view of the many questions and answers, I am
afraid that the debate on youth unemployment, which
we have just interrupted, will come to nothing. If you
do not decide, Mr President, to continue and conclude
the debate now, it will not be possible to continue
until tomorrow afternoon because of the many other
items still on the agenda. I would therefore ask you if
the debate on youth unemployment could not be
concluded immediately after these questions and
before the midday break.
President. 
- 
In reply to those Members who have
put a question concerning the Rules of Procedure:
under Rule 40 of the Rules of Procedure I interrupted
the debate on Mrs Salisch's report in compliance with
the Commission's wish to make a statement. Pursuant
to Rule 40(2), I pointed out rhat only brief and
concise questions could be put. According to our
agenda, which was adopted on Monday, questions can
only be put until I p.m. The sitting will then be inter-
rupted and at 3 p. m. the agenda will be resumed, as
agreed, with Question Time. The debate on the
Salisch report 
- 
and I personally regret this 
- 
will
be continued on Thursday.
Mr Gautier (Sl. 
- 
(DE) I have two brief questions to
put to the Commissioner. The first concerns the legal
consequences of the Commission's decision. Are we
to understand that because advances on export refunds
have been suspended, the Member States are in fact
no longer empowered to authorize exports, or is it just
that the Commission is not providing the necessary
financing for the moment ? To put it in more
concrete terms : for products such as butter, where we
fix the amount of advances beforehand, does this
mean that this will not now be done, that there will
officially no longer be any advance, and that the rate
of the advance, for example, has been reduced to
zero ?
Secondly : I should like to ask the Commission
whether the measures it has now taken have been
discussed within the context of the overall economic
situation or whether they simply reflect a decision by
the Commission to carry over certain costs to the
1984 budget year ? For I assume that even the
Commission is aware that cows do not stop producing
milk from one day to the next.
Mr Tugendhat. 
- 
It is certainly true that you
cannot stop a cow producing milk overnight !
Mr President, the answers to the questions are as
follows. Exports can certainly continue. What we are
acting upon are the advances. In the past it has been
possible for traders 
- 
unril this decision 
- 
to receive
an advance of, I think, 80 % before the whole
contract has been finalized, at the point when the
goods move within the designated area. Exports can
continue, people will continue to receive the full
amount of money, but they will receive it at the end
of the deal rather than receiving a large part at the
beginning. That is the sum of what we-are doing. So
exports will continue.
Obviously, the Commission seeks to make its agricul-
tural proposals within the context of the overall
economic situation as well as in the light of our duties
and obligations in the agricultural sector. In addition
to that, of course, all policies within the Community
have to be carried out within certain budgetary limits.
That is why some months ago the Commission put
forward proposals in relation to the Community's own
resources, precisely in order to seek to safeguard the
continued existence of those policies which we have
and to provide a basis for the development of future
common policies.
Mr R. Jackson (ED).- Mr President, my point is
simply that the Commissioner failed to answer my
second question, which was: will the Commission set
its face against any suppression of non-compulsory
expenditure that would allow compulsory expenditure
to expand and crowd it out ?
Mr Rugendhat. 
- 
Mr President, I specifically
referred to this point in answer to the quesion put by
Mr Notenboom yesterday, when I drew attention to
the fact that not only did the Commission intend to
honour its obligations in the non-obligatory sector,
but that, in any case, a transfer would be required, and
Parliament 
- 
as I think Mr Jackson knows and I am
sure Mr Notenboom knows 
- 
would have to autho-
rize a transfer between compulsory and non-compul-
sory expenditure.
I should perhaps, while I am on my feet, also point
out to the last questioner that the decision which we
have taken, as I said in my statement, is for 10 days.
Mr Provan (ED).- Mr President, that in fact leads
me directly into my question because I asked specifi-
cally . . .
(Protest.s fron tbe centre)
President. 
- 
One moment please, Mr Provan ! I
cannot give the floor to several speakers simultane-
ously even though you may feel that you must have
the floor at the same time. Members will be called in
the order in which they asked to speak.
(l4i"red re.lcti0ns)
Mr Provan (ED).- Mr President, the last statement
by the Commissioner leads me directly into what I
wanted to ask him. I would like to ask him what he
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intends to do after the l(,-day period he is talking
about is up. Unfortunately a lot of the stories that
were in the papers yesterd:ry have only proved to be
too accurate and any further speculation in the future,
I think, would be extremel y damaging to the agricul-
tural industry. Therefore, I hope he can give us some
idea of what the intentionri are following the l0-day
period that he has announced this morning.
Mr Tugendhat. 
- 
Mr President, I hope it will be
possible for me to answer questions from groups other
than the parry immediately behind me, but in answer
to Mr Provan's question I cannot of course prefudge
the decisions by the Comn,ission. S7e will be consid-
ering the situation in relation to the decision we have
taken and we will be consi,lering the overall situation
as well.
Mr Herman (PPE). 
- 
(.FR) Can the Commission
confirm that the article in the Treaty laying an obliga-
tion on Member States to contribute to the financing
of common policies is still applicable and has not
been abrogated by adoption of the financial regulation
on own resources ?
Mr Tugendhat. 
- 
Mr Pre;ident, the Commission, as
guardian of the Treaty, is ccnscious of its reponsibili-
ties under all the articles of the Treaty and under all
the rules governing the diflerent policies. S7'e have to
take all these into account.
President. 
- 
I have called Members strictly in the
order in which they asked tr speak. I shall also adhere
strictly to the agenda as arlopted. I would point out
that the sitting will be suspended at 1 p.m. and
resumed at 3 p.m. with Qrrestion Time.
Qhe sitting was suspended at I p.m. and resumed at
3 P.m)
IN THE CHAIR: VIRS DE MARCH
Vice-Prssident
6. Agznda
Mr Hord (ED).- Madam President, I rise to make a
protest on the way in which the President handled the
statement of the Commissioner just before the sitting
ended at 2 o'clock. He failed to take my point of
order at I o'clock and close,l the 30 minute statemen!
l0 minutes short. I am not asking that an extra l0
minutes be provided for thi; statement this afternoon,
but I would like to register my protest and sincerely
hope that whenever Parliament has 30 minutes in
which to question either a Commission or Council
representative, we can have the full 30 minutes, parti-
cularly bearing in mind tha: there were a lot of ques-
tions that remained unansu'ered.
President. 
- 
Ladies and gentlemen at the end of its
meeting this morning the enlarged Bureau was
informed of the feelings of the House following Mr
Tugendhat's statement. In agreement with the polit-
ical group chairmen who were present at this part of
the discussion the Bureau proposes to organize our
business as follows :
In the first place, as agreed, we will proceed with
Question Time until 4.30 p.m. At 4.30 p.m. I propose
that we conclude the short debate which we already
began this morning following Mr Tugendhat's srate-
ment, on the understanding, however, that the vote on
the Jackson report will begin at 5.15 p.m. precisely.
Mr Van Minnen (S). 
- 
(NL) Madam President, if
you are saying that, as a result of the upheaval caused
by the sudden debate with Mr Tugendhat, the agenda
can still be changed, why does the Bureau not change
the agenda to enable the debate on youth unemploy-
ment, which was so abruptly interrupted, to be
concluded this afternoon. Are the young unemployed
again to be the victims of our Greek calendar ? It is
characteristic that the debate on their troubles should
obviously be considered so insignificant here.
President. 
- 
!(e have Rules of Procedure and in
presiding I follow these rules. In this case Rule 56
states clearly :
Once adopted, the agenda shall not be amended,
except in application of Rules 57 and,84 to 88 or
on a proposal from the President.
I am therefore proposing to amend the agenda to take
account of the wishes expressed by the House this
morning.
Mr Marshall (ED). 
- 
Madam President, it would
seenl to me that the debate should take place in the
presence of the Agriculture Commissioner tomorrow
afternoon. I think it would be most unfortunate if a
debate which affects the farmers of the Community
took place without the Agriculture Commissioner
being present. Therefore, I suggest that it take place
tomorrow afternoon, rather than at 4.30 p.m. today.
Mrs Baduel Glorioso (COM). 
- 
(FR) If you
continue this debate, I tell you frankly, it will be neces-
sary to extend the sitting beyond 7 o'clock, given the
schedule of votes to be taken.
President. 
- 
Thank you, Mrs Baduel Glorioso, but
that is not the problem.
Mrs Barbarella (COM). 
- 
(IT) !7e are in favour of
continuing with Question Time, which was begun
this morning. To resume tomorrow would be to make
an unjustified break; instead, it is proper to concludeit this afternoon, within the time allotted by the
Bureau.
(Parliament rejected tbe President's proposal)
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President. 
- 
The debate will be held tomorrow at
.).00 p.m. I
7. Qtrc.ttion Tint
President. 
- 
The next item is the second part of
Question Time (Doc. l-798183): questions to the
Commission.
Question No 41, by Mr Coust6, (H-155/83) :
Has the Commission noted, in recent weeks, a
growing number of obstacles to passage of both
goods and persons across frontiers, and what is its
response to this deteriorating situation ?
Mr Naries, A4cntber o.f tbe Conntission, 
- 
(DE) As
has been said on many occasions, the Commission
generally deplores the large number and the intensity
of checks carried out at the internal frontiers of the
Community. Having made this point, however, it may
be said that the small number of recent cases showing
a marked deterioration in formalities at the Commu-
nity's internal frontiers do not as yet give cause for
excessive concern.
There are many reasons for the situation, ranging
from strikes by border personnel to policy measures
by those Member States which have introduced
stricter border checks on movements of money and
capital. The Commission is naturally also aware that
the current economic climate continues, in some
ministries, to reinforce the dangerous tendency
towards solving pressing structural problems 
- 
albeit
only apparently by short-term, short-sighted
measures, the effects of which are to varying degrees
openly, directly or indirectly protectionist. The
Commission continues to use all means within its
power to counter tendencies of this kind. It has also,
as the House is aware, made a number of proposals
aimed at further reducing all border formalities in the
medium term.
At its Copenhagen Summit of December 1982 and
the next two meetings in Brussels and Stuttgart, the
Council of Ministers urgently stressed the need for an
active and convincing policy on the internal market
aimed at removing all restrictions within the Commu-
nity on trade, fair competition and movements across
frontiers. Despite these clear directives by the Council
of Ministers it has to be said, unfortunately, that the
special council on the internal market has not yet
managed to carry out substantial parts of the mandate
conferred upon it by the Council in December 1982,
even though, as repeatedly evidenced in the debates
and strong support of this House, the proposals put
forward by the Commission are not exaggerated but
realistic and something which all Member States
within the territory covered by the Treaties can and
must be expected to implement. The Commission
will continue to make every effort towards streng-
thening the common internal market and making it
irreversible. It hopes to enjoy the continued support
of Parliment in this endeavour.
Mr Couste (DEP). 
- 
(FR) I should like to say to Mr
Commissioner Narjes that I and all my Group share
the concern that he has just expressed for the earliest
and fullest possible establishment of a Communiry
internal market. It is sad and very regrettable that the
Commissioner has had to tell us in his reply that new
barriers have been erected and that, in consequence,
there are still difficulties over crossing intra-Commu-
nity frontiers.
My supplementary is very simple: could he tell us
whether he has taken up the matter with the States
which have erected these new barriers and what reac-
tion he received ?
Mr Narjes. 
- 
(DE) At the political level there is
agreement in all the Member States. Problems arise,
though, at the administrative level and in disputes
over points of detail. But I would add that the chinks
in our armour against protectionism are being closed
more and more thanks to the European Court of
Justice and its judgments, and this makes it increas-
ingly easier for us, in disputes with Member States, to
get them to make practical changes if not to abandon
the protectionist measures they have introduced.
Mr Rogalla (S). 
- 
(DE) I should like to ask the
Commissioner, who began with the reaction of minis-
tries in the individual Member States, whether he
would not agree that this reply, in view of the time we
have already spent on this important question, has not
been rather too 'ministerial' as well. !7ould he not
agree 
- 
and I address my question to the other
Members of the Commission also 
- 
that public pres-
sure in this matter has become so intense that the
Commission needs to acknowledge its reponsibility in
a far more effective manner and must now do some-
thing ? Vhat steps does the Commission envisage,
particularly in its public relations, towards achieving
some measure of progress on this question at last ?
Mr Naries. 
- 
(DE) I would remind the honourable
Member that one achievement of our public relations
efforts is that there is no trades union or economic
association of note in Europe which does not support
our policies. It is precisely because of these relations
that the general public pressure, as you rightly call it,
has grown to such an extent. Individual measures in
question at any time 
- 
the abuse of protective
measures, control measures for specific goods at
specific moments in time 
- 
are nevertheless taken
with the silent assent and at the express request of
Members or associations representing regional inter-
ests. We, in this field of conflicting interests, have toI Topical and urgent debate (obiectrons) : see Minutes.
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recorrcile general statemen:s with everyday practicali-
ties. Ve hope that by restri<'ting Member States' oppor-
tunities for advancing their own interests by protec-
tionist measures, we can develop the subject as a
whole along satisfactory lines. \7e hope that the pres-
sure generated by the Council meeting and the next
two Council meetings will mean clear progress in this
respect.
A word or two in clarification. I have far greater hopes
of removing obstacles created by protective legislation,
which can be eliminated by harmonization, than I
have of actually getting rid of frontiers and frontier
structures. That is the esselrce of the resistance we are
encountering at present.
Mr Moreland (ED). 
- 
In the earlier part of his first
answer the Commissioner rnade reference to new poli-
cies by certain governments which were occasioning
more checks at borders and so forth. Has the Commis-
sion made representations ro these individual Member
States pointing out to them that not only do these
obstacles cause delay, but under existing recognized
procedures there is a lot of delay anyway ? \fill he,
therefore, take a strong Iine with these individual
Member States ?
Mr Narjes. 
- 
(DE) Very generally speaking, we
work with time spans of days and weeks and usually
get a reaction within days irnd weeks. My comment at
the beginning referred tr) measures prompted by
policy decisions on moverr ents of money and capital,
and they are thus not measures of the kind alluded to
in Article 30.
Mr Malangr6 (PPE). 
- 
(DE) I merely wished to
record that the representative of the Council of Minis-
ters, which is regarded as t1e sole source of delay and
obstruction in this matter z'nd the target of everyone's
displeasure, was not present. However, he has mean-
while seen fit to rejoin th,: debate, so my request to
speak is now really superf)uous.
I trust, nevertheless, that q hat has been said here till
not only get through to rhe Council representative,
but will also produce som,l practical results.
(Altplause)
President. 
- 
That was not a question to the
Commission, I cannot therefore allow you to speak.
Mr Malangr6 (PPE). 
- 
(.DE) I had sought to raise a
point of order, but unforturLately you did not allow me
to.
President. 
- 
No, Mr lvlalangre, it was in fact a
personal statement and not a question to the Commis-
sion.
Mrs Tove Nielsen (L). -- (DA) Has the Commis-
sion considered the seri(,usness of the increasing
protectionism which is dt'veloping ? I am thinking
here' 
- 
and we have quite concrete proofs of this 
-that there really are viable firms in the Community
which have to face the fact that they cannot continue
to be viable, i.e. they have to make people redundant.
\We shall have more unemployed than the many
million we already have. Tragedy can happen while a
judgement is still pending at the Court of Justice. I
think it is very serious for us, because what is
happening with this growing nationalism, which is
what it is in effect, is in conflict with both the spirit
and the letter of the Treaty of Rome.
Mr Narjes. 
- 
(DE) I would have been fundamen-
tallv misunderstood had I given the impression that
we do not take these matters seriously or that we deal
friv,rlously with them. On the other hand, however, I
must also make it clear that the instruments of the
Treaty provide for emergency procedures only in very
exceptional circumstances. As a result, in cases of
doubt the party guilry of protectionism, if I may antici-
patt: the verdict, holds the advantage in that he can
continue his illegal action whilst the case is going on.
However, as I intimated earlier, the armour provided
by the judgments of the European Court of Justice is
an rncreasingly powerful aid, and so we think we shall
be able to reduce further the number of these
displeasing instances of protectionism.
President. 
- 
Question No 42, by Mr Moreland,
(H-2e0t83):
In view of the continuing use by many States of the
USA of imposing taxation of companies on their
world wide profits (i.e. the unitary tax system) and the
recent confirmation by the Supreme Court of the USA
of this practice, what action does the Commission
now propose to take to alleviate this double taxation
of a number of European operations ?
Mr Haferkarnp, Vice-President of tbe Cornmission.
- 
(DE) Both the Commission and the President of
the Council of Ministers have made a number of
approaches to the US government on behalf of the
Mernber States of the Community. In our memoranda
and discussions we have stressed that the governments
of the Member States and the Commission too
consider the unitary tax system unsatisfactory, particu-
larly. \7e have urgently requested the US Government
to give support in Congress to new proposals for legis-
lation which would do away with this method of
taxing branches of foreign companies. I would,
however, draw attention to the fact that the recent
ruling by the US Supreme Court of the relates only to
an American firm operating in a number of the US
federal States; this ruling does not apply to European
or to other non-US companies. Nevertheless, even
after this ruling we have resumed and stepped up our
approaches to the US Government in order to reach a
satisfactory solution to this problem, which we too
consider extremely important.
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Mr Moreland (ED). 
- 
Does the Commissioner not
agree with me that we have now reached a very
serious situation on this issue with the United States ?
'!?'e have had a large number of talks over a period of
time with the United States and it is clear from the
events of the last month that the federal Sovernment
of the United States is not really going to take very
firm action on this. Indeed, in the light of the talks
with Mrs Thatcher and other member government
representatives, it is clear we are going to have a tough
time. Is this not an issue that is now as important as
the gas pipeline issue ? '!7e have to look to measures
with which we may have to retaliate on this issue
against the United States in the field of taxation.
Mr Haferkamp. 
- 
(DE) We regret that the US
Government has not so far taken the measures we
consider appropriate in this matter. As regards the
steps to be taken, if the USA does not rectify the situa-
tion here, the Member States will need to make sure
that double taxation is avoided, by revising the agree-
ments between Member States and the United States.
Mr Marshall (ED). 
- 
Can I say that I regard the
Commissioner's answer as exceptionally feeble' Does
he not realize that on a matter such as this affecting
companies in every Community country, the Commis-
sion and the Communiry should act as one, and it is
high time that, instead of talking, we got some action
from the Commission ?
Mr Haferkamp.- (DE) | agree with the honourable
Member.
Mr Herman (PPE). 
- 
(FR) Mr Commissioner, I
find it a little too easy to say that it is for the Member
States to take action. The Commission is not without
the means to act. !7hy does it not use them ?
Secondly, is the Commissioner's last comment repre-
sentative of the Commission as a whole ?
Mr Haferkamp. 
- 
@E) I would say once again
that, firstly, the US Supreme Court has ruled on a
matter which does not concern European or non-US
firms.
Secondly, this question of taxation in the USA has
been raised on several occasions with the US Govern-
ment by the Commission and 
- 
as I have already
said 
- 
also by the Council of Ministers rePresenting
the Member States, with requests for legislation to
change the existing situation. That is the position at
present. All we can do is press for the introduction of
such legislative measures in the United States. If these
measures are not taken, we must review the situations
in which double taxation currently occurs between the
Member States of the Community and the United
States and undertake revision work if necessary.
There is no double taxation agreement between the
Community as such and the United States. Honou-
rable Members will be aware that existing agreements
were concluded with the Member States individually.
If we adopt a Community stance against this existing
practice 
- 
in case the US fails to take the necessary
measures 
- 
this reply, even though it must de facto
be given by the individual Member States in their
respective double taxation agreements, will clearly be
a European reply.
Once again then, I agree with the view which has
been expressed here.
President. 
- 
At the author's request, Question No
43 has been postponed until the November Part-ses-
sion.
Question No 44, by Mr Simmonds, (H-301/83):
In the light of the report in Usine Nouoelle, n- 13,
of 3l March 1983, that the aluminium producer,
Pechiney-Ugine-Kuhlmann, is being supplied
with electricity at a special low price, to what
extent is competition among many industrial
energy consumers distorted by the lack of transpar-
ency in electriciry and gas prices ?
Mr Andriessen, foIember of tbe Commission. 
- 
(NL)
The Commission believes that transparency is
urgently needed if a cohesive Communiry energy
policy is to be pursued. Consumers should have
proper access to information on energy prices and on
the methods of calculating prices and tariffs.
On the basis of proposals from the Commission, the
Council has adopted recommendations on gas and
electriciry prices with particular reference to the need
for real transparency. The formulation of an energy
price policy of this kind means that prices and tariffs
mus be calculated on a realistic basis, which accurately
reflects conditions and costs in the market. This
means that consumer prices must be based on as
objective an apportionment of costs to the various cate-
gories of consumers as possible and that tariffs must
not be kept artificially low.
The Commission wishes to emphasize that the cost of
energy is influenced by the quantities supplied and
the conditions governing supply, this being particu-
larly true of electricity, and that consequently certain
large consumers are able to negotiate lower prices
than smaller consumers. This does not alter the fact
that the Commission investigates every case of alleged
distortion of competition which might be caused by
differences in energy prices, every case, therefore, that
is reported to the Commission, and this, of course, in
accordance with the rules on competition laid down
in the Treary.
The Commission is also making a continuous study of
the pricing of energy in the various Member States,
bearing in mind the transparency asPect, in order to
establish whether the principles adopted by the
Council are being respected in practice. A rePort on
the findings of this study will be forwarded to the
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Council and, of course, to Parliament. It goes without
saying that the Commissic,n has begun an investiga-
tion in this case too, and this is still in progress.
Mr Simmonds (ED). 
-- 
Does the Commission
believe that subsidized en,:rgy prices to key energy-
consuming industries have, in effect, become a substi-
tute for tariff bariers, particularly in those countries
where aluminium, steel an,l chemicals continue to be
affected by the recession ? \7ould the Commissioner
agree that, as the Community's policeman, it is hardly
fulfilling that role in a satir;factory manner in that too
little is done too infrequerrtly and too late ?
Mr Andries (NIr'l would answer the first
question in the affirmative :y saying that the Commis-
sion does sometimes suspe(:t that competition is being
distorted, and appropriate action is then taken. The
House will be familiar with such cases. As I have said,
in the case to which the honourable Member refers,
the Commission has begun an investigation and asked
the French Government f,>r detailed information on
the nature of the contract in question.
My answer to the second rluestion is in the negative.
The Commission regards i:self as the guardian of the
Treaties rather than a pcliceman, and it does not
believe that it does too lit:le or acts too late.
Mr Herman (PPE). 
- 
(FR) Is the Commissioner
aware that there is a syster of distinctly discrimina-
tory charges in favour of nitrogen producers in the
Netherlands ?
What action could the C,rmmission take if it were
informed of this ? I can corfirm to the Commissioner
that this is not a case of a tarif.f. of charges varying
according to volume.
Mr Andriessen. 
- 
(NL) The Commission is aware
of this, as I am, of course, since I am responsible for
the complaints that have teen made to the Commis-
sion in this Dutch case. This case is also being
thoroughly investigated at the moment, and consulta-
tions are taking place with the government concerned.
If the Commission finds tlat the complaints are justi-
fied, in other words, that the tariffs applied in this
case are incompatible with the rules contained in the
Treaty, the Commission 'vill take the same acrion
against this company as I have just indicated will be
taken against the comparry to which the question
refers.
Mr Seligman (ED). 
- 
Many poor people, and
indeed industries, in my (ountry which use a lot of
electricity are facing a lonlg winter of struggling with
an unacceptable burden of having to pay higher prices
than in many of the Member States, such as France.
\Uhat is the Commissioner doing to monitor and
enforce transparency and convergence in electricity
prices after the Council's recent decision and recom-
mendation on this matter ? Secondly, with surplus of
electricity capacity in many parts of the Community,
does he consider that more free competition rather
thar, subsidies would bring prices down ?
Mr Andriessen. 
- 
(NL) As regards the first ques-
tion, I have just said in reply to another question on
this subject that the Commission has begun an investi-
gation into the way in which and the degree to which
the recommendations adopted by the Council are
being respected in the various Member States and that
it will report on its findings. I feel ir is too early to
antrcipate the outcome of this investigation, but if it
emerges that these recommendations are not being
imJrlemented, the Commission will obviously take
action.
As for the second question, I fully endorse the honou-
rablie Member's view that free competition is a better
approach to the problems connected with sound
economic development than subsidization. That is
whv I said that we look to see where subsidization
leads to unacceptable distortions of competition and
that we take action in such cases. I should add that
the Treaty of Rome itself permits the granting of
subsidies in certain circumstances and that the
Cornmission cannot therefore apply the honourable
Mernber's recommendations as strictly as he might
think proper.
Pre:sident. 
- 
As they deal with similar topics the
following questions will be taken together.
Question No 45, by Mrs Pruvot, for whom Mr Delatte
is cleputizing (H-305/83) :
Can the Commission provide details concerning
the arguments advanced by the United States in
negotiations with the Communiry to justify the
export of wines which do not conform to Euro-
pean standards ?
Question No 78, by Mrs Duport (H-a01/83):
Faced with increasing wine production, the United
States is seeking to export to European countries.
Domestically it authorizes products and practices
which can be hazardous to health, for example,
wines subjected to a process of ionization, which
are prohibited in the Community countries.
Consultations between the United States and the
Commission have just culminated in an exchange
of letters, with the endorsement of the Member
States, on 26 July 1983. The Commission envis-
ages certain exceptions to Community provisions
to allow imports of certain American wines.
Can the Commission say why such exceptions are
being made for the United States, which is, incid-
entally, quite rigid about the products it will
import ; and has it consulted European consumers'
associations and wine growers' unions ?
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Mr Haferkamp, Vice-President o.f the Commissiott.
- 
(DE) Since 1975 the Commission and the Govern-
ment of the United States have held consultations on
a series of technical and legal questions in the wine
sector. The background to this is provided by the
trade balance for the 198111982 financial year. In that
year, for example, the Community exported over 4
million hl of wine to the USA, and the Community
imported about 75 000 hl of wine from the USA.
Among other things our consultations recently led to
the signing of an exchange of letters between the US
Government and the Commission. These letters were
examined first in detail by the Member States and
approved in accordance with the usual Community
procedures. These letters included agreement on
approximation of the rules governing wine manufac-
turing methods in the USA and in the Community.
The Community rules apply both to wine produced in
the Community and to imported wine. To cover a
small number of American manufacturing processes
for which no solution could as yet be found, special
measures are envisaged which will protect consumers
and ensure that conditions of competition are fair and
balanced.
Mr Delatte (L). 
- 
(FR) Growers in Europe are endea-
vouring to improve the quality of their wines and
indeed receive aid for this purpose, and significant
results have been achieved.
It is very often said in the trade that a grower culti-
vates his wine. My question refers to the manufacture
of wine in the United States, which is a torally
different matter.
I make the point that there are growers in the United
States, notably in California, who know how to culti-
vate their wines, but these wines are not competitive
on price with European wines, so that ther<. are rela-
tively few problems in that area. The point of my ques-
tion is to establish whether or not these artificially
manufactured wines offer the consumer the guaran-
tees to which he is entitles.
My second question is : are not these vrines going to
be competing, from an advantageous position, with
wines grown and produced by traditional methods in
Europe ?
Mr HaferkamP. 
- 
(DE) tXte are not talking about
synthetic wine here 
- 
we are talking about wine.
Perhaps I can bring a little of my own experience to
bear on this. In 1972 we in the Commission
concluded a long debate on the submission by the
Commission to the Council of proposals for the intro-
duction of a regulation on the market in wine. The
technicalities were largely beyond me, but I must say I
was horrified to find lists in the technical annexes of
possible chemical additives, etc. These prompted me,
at the last Commission meeting when the final deci-
sion on submitting the proposals was taken, to ask a
question. I asked my colleague Mr Mansholt, whether,
once these proposals were accepted, it would still be
permitted in Europe to make wine from grapes ! So
let's not talk about wine and chemistry.
It seems to me all the more important that we should
take care, both in our internal wine-growing policy
and on the question of our imports, to ensure that the
consumer is protected and that competition condi-
tions are fair. In our negotiations with the United
States we placed great emphasis on this very point and
specified in our exchange of letters that the United
States should stop using a large number of substances
it had hitherto used in wine manufacture. On the
other hand, we for our part temporarily authorized a
limited number of substances for a transitional period
during which we would determine whether or not a
certain number of products used in America were
admissible.
The question asked by my colleague also raises the
subject of ion exchangers. The use of ion exchangers
in wine production is banned in the Community. In
the United States it is permitted. According to studies
by the FAO and Sforld Health Organization this does
not entail any health risks. Nevertheless, we consider
that the use of ion exchangers causes problems whenit comes to measures to combat fraud, and in our
exchange of letters we have persuaded the United
States to agree to a transitional period of five years
before a final decision is taken on whether the use of
ion exchangers should be permitted or banned.
Mrs Duport (S). 
- 
(FR) | also ask whether the
Commission contacted consumer groups and profes-
sional bodies on these problems. In fact they do seem
to represent a danger for consumer health. It was,
therefore, important to meet the representatives of
these bodies.
Mr Haferkamp. 
- 
(DE) YIe have throughout
involved all other bodies, particularly national bodies
from the Member States, in the whole negotiating
process, and we consider that what we have achieved
is justifiable in every respect. I would say once again
that we export 4 million hl and import 75 000 hl. The
concessions we have secured for these 75 000 hl repre-
sent, to my mind, a sizeable achievement : American
wines will now no longer contain a whole range of
substances they have contained hitherto; whilst for
other items on which there is doubt, but which the
\florld Health Organization and the FAO, for
instance, consider not to be hazardous to health, 
- 
in
other words items over which a question mark hangs
- 
we have obtained a transitional period of five years
in which to examine this matter further.
Given a trade balance in our favour of 4 million to
75 000 I do not think it would be in the interests of
our wine growers and our overall economic relations
with the United States to stop the entire process of
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negotiation simply becaur;e we are unsure about a
number of substances whose harmfulness or otherwise
will in any case be subjected to scrutiny.
Mr Marshall (ED). 
- 
\Vould the Commision not
agree that those consumerr; who have the good or the
bad taste to buy American wine do so because they
actually like the stuff and that it would be quite wrong
to reduce consumer choice by preventing trade in this
perhaps high-grade plonk ?
Mr Haferkamp. 
- 
(DNt The European consumer's
reply is voiced at presen: in a demand for 75000
hectolitres. The reply of US consumers is to import 4
million hl. This, I think, is a clear endorsement of the
qualiry of the products we have to offer. Furthermore,
I am convinced that in these as in other matters, we
ought to pay far more attention to what consumers
want. In all our discussions the focus of attention is
usually the demands mad,: of us by producers in all
possible sectors. The consumers' voice is usually too
weak, unfortunately. If their voice were stronger we
would perhaps have fewer vorries over cases of protec-
tionism.
Mr Gautier (S). 
- 
(DE) Two brief questions : is the
Commissioner also awarr that, for example, it is
currently common practi( e in the countries of the
European Community t() use asbestos filters for
filtering wine, a practice nrt normally observed in the
United States ? Secondly : ,vould he not agree with me
that this exchange of letters on wine is in no way
concerned with qualities, but with a general trade
agreement aimed at improving the climate between
the United States and the European Community over
trade in agricultural products ?
Mr Haferkamp. 
- 
(DE) Certainly, every agreement
on a question of trade policy constitutes an improve-
ment of the climate, and I only wish we had more of
them. On the other hand, by my allusion to earlier
experiences I have already pointed out that we in
Europe by no means mal:e wine from grapes alone.
President. 
- 
Question I\lo 45, by Mr Papaefstratiou
(H-305/83) :
In May this year the Yugor;lav Government decided to
triple the transit dues on lorries in transit through its
territory.
What steps has the Commission taken or does it
propose to take in response to that country's deci-
sion, which has a considerable negative impact on
the transport of agricrltural and other products
from Greece to the EI]C Member States and vice
versa, bearing in mind that Yugoslavia is linked to
the European Comm:niry by a special agree-
ment ?
Mr Contogeorgis, Member of tbe Cornmission, 
-(GR). Last March, as soon as the Commission was
made aware of the very substantial increase in road
tolls imposed by the Yugoslavian authorities on vehi-
cles with foreign number plates, it summoned the
Yugoslavian Ambassador to the European Communi-
ties and protested to him not only about this increase,
but about the very short notice of the measure and the
fact that it applies only to vehicles with foreign
number plates.
The Yugoslavian Ambassador took note of the
Commission's protests and promised to pass them on
to his government. Moreover, a fortnight ago I visited
Yugoslavia at the head of a delegation from the
Commission. The purpose of the visit was to promote
cooperation between the European Community and
Yugoslavia in the transport sector, according to the
provisions of Articles 8 and 9 of the agreement for
economic cooperation between Yugoslavia and the
Community. I had talks with the Yugoslavian Minister
of Transport and other competent Ministers. !fle
discussed matters of common interest related to trans-
port, including of course the problem of road tolls.
In connection with the recent increase in road tolls
that Yugoslavia has brought into operation, I again
stre'ssed the fact that these tolls apply only to foreign
carriers, that the increase is very large, and that it
disproportionately inflates the cost of products trans-
ported through Yugoslavia, especially agricultural
products. We agreed that there should be frequent
meetings between experts from both sides, to examine
matters of common interest in the transport sector.
Within this framework the matter will be raised again
and discussed by the Commission's experts.
Mr Papaefstratiou (PPE). 
- 
(GR) I have listened
with interest to the Commissioner's answer
concerning the Commission's reactions to this exces-
sive, unreasonable and sudden increase in road tolls
for trucks, imposed unilaterally by the Yugoslavian
government, a fact that creates major obstacles to the
transport of freight mainly to and from Greece.
Granted that Yugoslavia is linked with the European
Community by a special agreement, I would like to
request the Commissioner, over and above his deliber-
ations in Yugoslavia a few weeks ago, to try again
more persistently, and call for the lifting of this exces-
sive increase because it is unbelievably injurious, parti-
cularly to Greece, but also because this action of the
Yugoslavian government must generally be considered
contrary to the community's interests.
Mr Contogeorgis. 
- 
(GR). As I said earlier the
Commission is fully aware how serious this matter is
for road transport in transit through Yugoslavia from
the nine Community countries to Greece and back,
and also to the Middle East. The agreement on
economic cooperation with Yugoslavia provides for a
negotiation procedure on matters of common interest.
'STithin the framework of this procedure the Commis-
sion will do all that it can for this extremely serious
subject.
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President. 
- 
Question No 47, by Mrs Nielsen
(H-310/83) :
\7hat does the Commission propose to do to
harmonize postal charges within the Community,
and does not the Commission consider that the
present discriminatory treatment has a distorting
effect on competition and is incompatible with
the plans for an internal market ?
There are significant variations in the rules in
force for letters weighing over 20g and postal
packets, depending on whether they are being sent
to addresses in Denmark or to the other countries
in the Communiry.
Mr Narjes, fuIember of tbe Cornmission. 
- 
(DE)The
Commission agrees with the honourable Member that
postal charges in the Member States for the internal
service differ considerably from those levied on mail
between Member States, particularly for standard
items of mail, that is to say letters over 20g in weight
and parcels.
Like the honourable Member, the Commission would
be unreservedly delighted if efforts to harmonize these
charges within the Community were to succeed. It has
repeatedly discussed this problem in detail with the
governments of the Member States, the last occasion
being in December of last year following a debate in
this House.
The results of this last discussion are again not very
encouraging. Before the postal charges of the various
countries could be harmonized, or so all the govern-
ments believe, the cost structures which determine the
level of postal tariffs would need to be aligned. These
cost structures themselves depend to a large extent on
the specific conditions governing services and postal
deliveries in the postal administrations.
In addition to harmonization of wages and salaries 
-
which make up 80% of the postal administrations'
costs 
- 
it would thus also be necessary to align the
hours of work, number of deliveries per days and
delivery days per week, and the number of post offices
and their opening hours, in so far as these affect costs.
According to the Member States, it should be self-evi-
dent that this cannot be done quickly.
(frIixed reactions)
I am only quoting what the Member States have told
us. They put forward a further point. In order to be
able to survive in competition with private undertak-
ings, account would also have to be taken of those
undertakings' charges and dispatching conditions,
which are also extremely varied, because there would
otherwise 
- 
in the opinion of all the postal adminis-
tration 
- 
be distortions in competition, for although
the postal administrations in the Member States
largely enjoy a monopoly, this monopoly is in most
Member States limited to correspondence. Carriage of
printed matter and parcels is in most cases the subject
of free competition.
At present, however, the government rePresentatives
are not willing to accept even harmonization of
charges for letters up to 20g and postcards only. In
order to carry out such harmonization, a mean tariff
for all Member States would have to be found which
would cover costs. For Member States with charges
higher than this mean tariff, existing losses would be
mide even greater, whilst for countries which
currently have a low inland rate, this mean tariff
would entail an increase in charges, which again
would be politically unacceptable to the countries
concerned.
The Commission thus regrets having to Pass on this
information. It has come to the conclusion that it can
only consider a new initiative once further Progress
has been made on the abolition of frontier structures.
Once this is done the distortions in competition
resulting from the differing postal charges will
become even more obvious and apparent than they
are today, and this will also mean pressure on the
postal administrations to harmonize them.
Mrs Tove Nielsen (L). 
- 
(DA) | should like to
thank the Commissioner for a very positive answer. If
we are to make the internal market function, we must
also get to grips with an aspect of such importance as
postal charges. An incredible number of postcards,
letters and parcels of various weights cross the fron-
tiers, and postal charges ate a real burden to many. If
we are to make the citizens of the Community really
understand that they belong to a common market,
they must also be able to see it in their daily lives.
The Commissioner now informs us that the Commis-
sion is considering a new initiative, if the Member
States can be persuaded to accePt that there are
certain distortions which need to be eliminated. I
should merely like to ask : how long will it take for
the Commission to put forward a proposal ? The
Commission should not allow itself to be put off by
the information supplied by the Member States. I
would simply refer to the fact that I put precisely the
same question to the Council in September. Unfortu-
nately it could not be included in Question Time, and
the written answer I got from the Council was that it
had not been called upon to look into the matter. So :
don't lose heart, get out and have a go ! \7hen will
something be done ?
Mr Narjes. 
- 
(DE) We thank the honourable
Member for her good wishes. !7e shall need them.
What we shall do first, if we can, is to build uP our
next initiative on the basis of a kind of cost comPar-
ison of postal deliveries in the various Member States.
This comparison may help to show the postal adminis-
trations, which are currently against a common tariff
because they fear it will mean additional losses for
them, where possibilities for rationalization may
perhaps lie. Secondly, decisions to be taken in the
next few months 
- 
our other ProPosals for the aboli-
tion of frontiers 
- 
will determine when we consider
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the time to be right for a new initiative vis ) vis the
postal administrations, It is a question of political
timeliness, and as soon as rr'e can exert sufficient pres-
sure for harmonization, we should like to take up this
subject again.
Mr Rogalla (S). 
- 
(DE) | would ask the Commis-
sioner not to take my querition personally, but in the
light of what he has said hr:re I must ask him whether
he acknowledges, like me, the feebleness of this type
of argument. In his eagerness to resume the political
initiative on this point which he has just
confirmed would he also consider among other things
recommending that the pcstal administrations should
proceed step by step ? Onl.r this gradual approach can
show Member States whether their fears are justified.
!7ould it not also be a goc,d idea for the Members of
the Commission to hold ,lirect discussions with the
post office ministers ?
Mr Naries. 
- 
(DE) Bilatr ral discussions of this kind
have already taken place, and it is precisely this type
of discussion which has strt,ngthened us in our convic-
tion that without additional pressure towards harmoni-
zation there is no likelihood of agreement. The fact
that an agreement can be :rrrived at step by step does
not mean we are reluctanl to take the first step, for
once that first step is taken, further steps are only a
matter of time. To this extent there is no difference
between yourself and us, brrt at the present time there
is little evidence anywhere of a willingness to sit down
round a table and nel1otiate on harmonization
measures of this kind.
Mr Purvis (ED). 
- 
Almost more detrimental than
the differences of a few pennies in the price of these
letters 
- 
whether they are domestic or intra-Commu-
nity 
- 
is the difference in time. Sometimes there is
500% or 700o/o difference in the time that a domesric
letter or an intra-Community letter can take. !7hy
does a letter from London to St Andrews take less
than 24 hours and one from Brussels or Luxembourg
take five or seven days ? Could the Commission insti-
tute a study of what is gr>ing on ? Are the separate
PTTs iust blaming each other for the delays ? \(hat is
causing the delays ? Is it b,>rder problems, or is it just
lethargy ? Could they institrte a study, find out what it
is and try to improve the situation, so that the time
taken is the same from Athens to the Shetland
Islands ?
Mr Narjes, 
- 
(DE) As far as we know, these differ-
ences in postal transit timr: are essentially due to the
different levels of investmont spending by the postal
administrations over the last rwo decades. S?'here auto-
mated sorting centres an<l mechanized aids of this
kind are used, delivery is usually quicker then it is
when mail is hand-read, sr>rted and dispatched using
older methods. But if it were possible to conduct
more detailed studies indr.pendently, that is without
the postal administrations being involved, we should
be glad to do this. I doubt whether the data needed to
complete a truly comprehensive and meaningful study
will be forthcoming.
President. 
- 
Question No 48, by Mr Rogalla,(H-)22t83):
Ifhat is the Commission's attitude to the assertion
by Member States that the progressive abolition of
identity checks at the EC's internal borders would
entail a number of encroachments into sensitive
areas (e.g. internal security, drugs, immigration
policy, weapons, etc.) ?
Does the Commission possess any statistics, either
of its own or from the Member States, which could
be gone through and assessed 
- 
to the extent that
enough staff is available for the job 
- 
and could it
then compare the results with, say, similar material
obtained from the USA or the Nordic Passport
Union 7
Mr Narjes, tulember of the Commission. 
- 
(DE) On
several occasions 
- 
most recently during discussion
of lvlr Schieler's report at the sitting of 9 June of this
year 
- 
the Commission has stressed that its long-
term objective is the complete abolition of identity
checks for all nationals of the Member States. I said
then in the debate that there was no going back on
this objective. I also pointed out that in certain areas
pertaining to Member States' internal securiry, but also
in measures to combat international crime such as
drugs and arms smuggling, Member States wished to
retain border identity checks to help them in their
pursuit of criminals.
If you ask us today what are our objections to this atti-
tude by the Member States, I would say first of all that
we basically accept their reservations in that Member
Stales have a duty to protect their citizens and
guarantee their internal security. But we wonder
whr:ther frontiers in the traditional sense are in fact a
suitable or indeed essential means to this end. Must
millions of law-abiding travellers pur up with identity
checks so that a number of criminals, tiny in compar-
ison, can be apprehended, or are there not other ways
and means to achieve this ?
One solution would be closer cooperation, formalized
to as high a degree as possible, among the police
forces of the Member States. The aim would be to
move police checks to the Community's external fron-
tiers and conduct them in a form acknowledged as
effective by all the Member States. Initially the
Cornmission, in July of last year, thus introduced a
motion for a resolution which would ease identity
checks at the internal frontiers of the Community
essentially by limiting rhem to sample checks where
citi:zenship of a Member State is proven by the
external evidence of the European passport. Individ-
uak; suspected of having committed a crime could still
be investigated. \(hen and by what criteria the border
official, who would still be present at all times, carried
out such checks would be up to him and the special
instructions he had received.
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In our view this kind of system would be a reasonable
compromise enabling the Member States to aPprove
our motion for a resolution quickly. The Commission
does not have any statistics from Member States or
survey results of its own on arrests at frontiers' The
MemLer States which express the reservations I
outlined earlier have never provided any conclusive
statistical material. We cannot therefore make any
comparisons with the experiences of the Scandinavian
Passport Union. Comparisons with the USA cannot be
drawn, as the USA is a federal State with free move-
ment of persons within its borders.
I should like to take this oPPortunity of reiterating
that the Commission, despite the sizeable difficulties
it is encountering in the Council, of which you are
aware, stands by its efforts towards the gradual aboli-
tion of identity checks at the Community's internal
frontiers, and it hopes to enioy the continued suPPort
of Parliament in this endeavour.
Mr Rogalla (S). 
- 
(DE) | should like to thank the
Commiisioner for his answer, but at the same time
express my disappointment that he merely tells us
that no statisticJ are available. May I, therefore, ask
him if he is prepared to ask Member States to provide
the statistics in question, intensify work on them, ask
for statistics from the Scandinavian Passport Union
and compare the respective numbers of personnel
involved, once the figures are forthcoming'
In particular I would ask whether the Commissioner
is aware of comments by the Federal German
Customs Administration following an official report
on arrests in the various border sectors 
- 
illegal cross-
ings and operations by the criminal po.lice 
- 
and
wiether he is aware of the imbalance between the
activities of customs officials at the border as regards
catching customs offenders and catching criminals'
Does hi know that the criminal police authorities are
more successful and is he prepared to promote efforts
towards better cooperation among the police and crim-
inal investigation forces of the Member States ?
Mr Naries. 
- 
(DE) Certainly we are familiar with
some statistics, and with the rivalry between the
Federal Customs Administration and the Federal Fron-
tier Defence Authority, to which you indirectly allude
in your supPlementary question. But we lack compar-
able statistiis for the'Community as a whole, for all
frontiers and the various institutions' To the extent
that our staffing resources allow, these being 
- 
as you
know 
- 
uery li-ited, we can certainly help expand
the statistical knowledge available.
Our problem, however, is not statistics, but the esta-
blishment of a convincing new form of international
and European criminal investigation of- trans-border
crime which will prompt the Member States to take
decisions. It is an enterPrise which can only be
completed in stages, but the first stage needs to be
embarked upon. All of us are anxious to do this'
I also think you should give us time for about two
more meetings of the council on the internal market'
!7e shall then have a good idea of the nature of the
difficulties. !7e shall also know how serious the resis-
tance to our 
- 
admittedly 
- 
modest first resolution
really is, and how we should set about achieving better
,.rrit, if we have to start again- !7e know how stub-
born the opposition is. I would remind you of my
reply to thi last question but one. That covered the
subject.
Mr Habsburg (PPE). 
- 
(DE) The Commissioner
refers, in his ieply to Mr Rogalla's question, to the
Commission's idia that we should get through border
formalities quicker by showing the Community pass-
port. I wouid simply ask whether he thinks that is
ieally a solution, for what people find particularly
annoying is having to wait at frontiers. \flhilst the pass-
port is ltill even iust glanced at, whether it is a
Community passPort, a Moroccan PassPort or
whatever the waiting time is no shorter. The whole
business of air pollution, everything that the waiting
round entails 
- 
that is the big problem ! !7ould it
not better to aim for a kind of Benelux formula, at
least initially ?
Mr Naries. 
- 
(DE) I couldn't agree more. All we
seek to do, by way of a first steP, is to get the adminis-
trations actually to accePt a move which will enable
the ideal solution which you and I are lointly aiming
at to be achieved. At the moment there is not enough
of a basis for this. The purpose of the European pass-
port is merely to exemPt its holder from.checks and
make the system of sample checks workable, quite
irrespective of the fact that someone from a non-Com-
-uniry country will perhaps have to be checked more
thoroughly.'We ask so little, and even that is denied
us!
Mr Delorozoy (L). 
- 
(FR) Does not the Commis-
sioner agree that a significant increase in the duty-free
allowanJes for goods carried by travellers 
- 
45 ECU
is a derisory amount 
- 
would facilitate the free move-
ment within an internal market to which you were
referring a short while ago and would make for a
reduction in customs checks on passengers ?
Mr Naries. 
- 
(DE) I agree entirely. !7e have taken a
series of measures for this reason and are again
engaged in further moves to increase these duty-free
all6iances. One Member State is causing us Particular
difficulties. The other question, however, is whether,
quite apart from the customs aspect of border. checks,
t^he polic. checks at borders can be relaxed' The diffi-
culties we have named here in the last two questions
are concerned exclusively with the problem of how
border checks by police can be eased' The police
authorities will not be influenced by the duty free allo-
s/ances permitted or checked on by the customs
authorities.
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President. 
- 
Question No 49, by Mr Gerokosto_
poulos, (H-280/83) :
The European Centre for the Development of
Vocational Training (CEDEFOP) published a
comparative study in l,)82 entitled 'Description of
the Vocational Trainin6; Systems in Member States
of the European Comnrunity'. The preface to this
book, which sets out guidelines for a common
form of European vocrrtional training, states that
the study is to be put,lished in a Greek edition
including the relevanr information on Greece
which was not includt,d in the original edition.
Apparently the annorncement made in the
preface has not so far l>een put into effect.
Can the Commission sry:
l. \7hy the said CEDIiFOP study has not been
published in a Gree k translation to be circu_
lated in Greece for the information of inte_
rested parties ;
2. If, in the meantime, (lreece's positions on voca-
tional training ancL the guidelines for a
common European policy on that subject have
yet been communicrrted, and, if so, what the
Greek positions are 7
Mr Richard, ,foIenber of tbe Commission. 
- 
The
comparative study of vocational training systems was
published by the European Centre for rhe Develop-
ment of Vocational Training (CEDEFOP) in t9g2,
initially in the German origi ral version only. The tech-
nical problems involved in translating a text of this
character complete with grarhics have been such that
there have been considerabl,: delays in producing and
printing other language versions. CEDEFOP is now
studying the feasibiliry of p-oducing a Greek version.It should be noted that thr, text does not include a
section on Greece, since work on it was begun well
before Greek membership of the Communiry. Since
1980, however, a separate rronograph on the Greek
vocational training system has been produced by the
Centre. This text is currently being finalized and
should be available in En1/ish, French and Greek
early in 1984.
On the second part of the honourable gentleman,s
question, views on the de relopment of vocational
training are expressed regulrrrly by representatives of
government and the social partners who participate,
for instance, in the Commission's Advisory Commis-
sion on Vocational Traininp and in the CEDEFOp
Administrative Board. On 3 June 1983 the Council
adopted a new resolution on vocational training poli_
cies, the terms of which represent the most recent
policy positions of the Member States. As regards the
vocational training situation in Greece, the Commis-
sion has been informed abour. the specific deficiencies
in the vocational training infrastructure in Greece. On
the basis of this information, the Commission has
proposed a regulation relating to Community finan_
cial support for Greece in the social field whic'h would
provide assistance, in particular for the construction,
adaptation 
-and equipment of vocational training
centres in those urban areas which do not fall within
the scope of the operation of the Regional Develop_
ment Fund.
Mr Gerokostopoulos (ppE). 
- 
(GR) | thank the
Cornmissioner for his answer, which in Dart satisfied
and covered the questions raised. However, I would
like to. clear up an apparent confusion. The impres_
sion of this confusion is created because in the d-ocu_
ment sent to me by the Director_General of
CEDEFOP in answer to the question, it is mentioned
that the Greek edition cannot be completed before
the end of 1984, while the Commissioner said .Earlyin 1984'. Besides, the Greek $,Iinister for ForeignAffairs, replying ro a question in the Greek parlia-
merrt, said that the Greek report would come out
during 1983. I would therefore appreciate some clarifi_
cation of when a definite date for the Greek edition
can be envisaged.
Mr Richard. 
- 
I think there is a genuine confusion
here. Let me try and clear it up. The confusion, I
think, arises from the fact that the original document,
the big comparative study, the one that came out in
1982, did not include a section on Greece because it
was prepared before Greece joined the Community.
Therefore, it was decided 
- 
primarily by CEDEFOp
but I am bound to say that I agree with-the decision
- 
that instead of spending a gteat deal of time and
effort on translating the major study into Greek, it
would be much more sensible to produce a separate
monograph on the Greek situation 
- 
which hal been
done 
- 
and I am told that it is that which will be
availrrble in English, French and Greek early in 19g4.In orrher words, it was not possible to do bbth and, Ithinll rightly so CEDEFOp concentrated on the
mon,)graph relating to Greece rather than the big
comparative study.
President. 
- 
Question Time is concluded. l
IN THE CHAIR: MR DANKERT
president
Mr f)nright (S). 
- 
Mr President, may I congratulate
Mrs De Marche on her immense patience duiing this
Quesr:ion Time. I would just like to ask if the eni-arged
Bureau, or the Bureau or the president himself couldlook at the question of keeping Members of this
Housr: quiet while they ..e in ih. Chamber. It is
absurd that in order to listen to the answers to ques_
tions, one has to put on earphones because Mr
Spinetli or 1o_mgbody else is busy chattering away. It is
wron€i, and I think that something shouid be done
about it.
(1) See Annex II.
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8. Votes I
R. JACKSON REPORT (Doc. l-791183 'Supplemen-
tary budget No 2')
President. 
- 
I would remind you as usual that, for
adoption, draft amendments require the votes of a
majoriry of the current Members of Parliament, i.e.
218 votes, while proposed modifications only require
an absolute majority of the votes cast.
On Chapter 3l of the Statement of Revenue, I have
the draft Amendment No 15/rev. by Mr R. Jackson,
on behalf of the Committee on Budgets.
In my view, this draft amendment falls as it is already
covered by the letter of amendment which I read out
during the session on Monday. But it has some
consequences for the calculations by the Committee
on Budgets. That is why I would like to call Mr
Jackson so that he can comment on this.
Mr R. Jackson (ED), rapporteur. 
- 
Mr President,
the Committee on Budgets had not received the recti-
fying letter by the time we proceeded to discuss this
matter last week, nor do we believe that you had
received it. It was for that reason that we decided to
table this amendment in order to demonstrate to the
Council that they ought to be a bit more sharp,
speedy and effective in their communications.
I would be willing to withdraw this amendment, as
you suggest, but I would like to have the opinion of
the President of the Committee on Budgets before I
do so.
Mr Georgiadis, President-in'Office of tbe Council. 
-(GR) As I already said in my speech, the Council
forwarded to the Parliament, unofficially and indeed
officially as well, the letter rectifying revenue on this
point. It was also forwarded to you personally, Mr
Jackson. I therefore think that it is absolutely unneces-
sary to take this vote since the Council, by this letter
has already readjusted the revenue in question.
Mr Lange (S), chairman of the Cornrnittee on
Budgets. 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen.
I believe that this amendment should indeed be
placed before Parliament, for Parliament is required to
pronounce on revenue as well as on expenditure.
(Applause)
It is wrong to assume that Parliament is not
concerned with revenue 
- 
on the contrary. This year
we have given particular consideration to these
matters. Consequently a vote should be taken on
them.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I have to inform the House that even if
the procedure followed by the Council was not the
most normal one, I did communicate to the House on
Monday the rectifying letter of the Council of Minis-
ters. There has been no argument about that commu-
nication. Therefore I think it would be wise, despite
all the criticisms one could have of the Council, not
to vote on the amendment because, since there were
no protests from the Assembly, we have to take it that
that rectifying letter was accepted thereby changing
the state of revenue. Can we proceed like that ?
Mr R. Jackson (ED), rapporteur. 
- 
Mr President, I
do not want to disagree with Mr Lange. I agree with
him that we should make this point to the Council,
but it is simply a technical point. I think we have to
accept that and we have, I think, got it across to the
Council that we do not approve of the way they have
handled this matter. So, for myself, I would be
prepared to let it lapse.
President. 
- 
Then I declare that it has lapsed.
Itern 2049, Section III (B) 
- 
Proposed hlodification
No 7/rea.
President. 
- 
As Proposed Modification No 7 seeks
to increase expenditure in excess of the limits of own
resources, I have to declare it inadmissible and will
therefore not put it to the vote.
Mr Curry (ED). 
- 
Mr President, I move this
proposed modification because the plenary voted for
this project and what the plenary votes for, the
plenary should be willing to finance. !flould you
please tell me how much of this proposed modifica-
tion could be accommodated within the limit of own
resources. I would be willing to scale down the
proposed modification to meet that figure.
President. 
- 
That is something you should have
done before, Mr Curry.
(Laugbter)
Mr Curry GD).- On the basis of what information,
Mr President ?
Mr Bangemann (L). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, I cannot
agree with your interpretation of the Rules of Proce-
dure and the budget regulations, and I said so this
morning before the enlarged Bureau. Nor do I
consider it right that an amendment should be
declared out of order before the result of the vote is
known, for if this amendment is rejected, for example,
this 1% of VAT ceiling will in no way be affected.
Even if it is adopted, I still consider this inconclusive,
for it may well be that subsequent amendments
reduce this expenditure again. Not until the vote has
been taken, then, can we say what the effects of the
vote will be. To say at this point that the amendment
is out of order is in my view inadmissible, Mr Presi-
dent. I ask that it be put to the vote.I See Annex L
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President. 
- 
Mr Bangernann, I do think you are
wrong.
Mr Hermen (PPE). 
- 
(FR) It is not for you to make
a judgement, but for the l{ouse !
President. 
- 
No, Mr He,.man, the guidelines of the
Treaties must also be resper:ted in the budgetary proce-
dure.
Mr Herman (PPE). 
- 
(ltR) The Treaty is clear, but
not your interpretation . ...
President. 
- 
Mr Herman, according to the Treaty an
amendment once adopted has force of law, I would
almost say, if this is the only reading of the budget. It
is possible that every reading by any of the institu-
tions is the only reading rf the budget. The Bange-
mann approach would put us in the position where an
amendment which has been adopted must be
annulled. I do not see whz,t procedure exists to reach
that conclusion once tht, amendment is adopted.
!/hen it is adopted it is an established amendment
and part of the budgetarr procedure. It cannot be
undone. That is the prob em I am confronted with
and that is why I would rule it out-of-order, even if it
is possible that it is not alopted.
Mr Hord (ED).- Mr President, I would suggesr that
this is somewhat unfair dis,:rimination againsilust one
proposed modification. I,. seems to me a fairer
approach would be to accept Parliament's decision on
all the amendments and then if the l7o ceiling is
exceeded they should all br.scaled down to sustain the
lo/o.
Mr Cottrell (ED). 
- 
Mr President, I don't particu-
larly wish to challenge your ruling, but it would be
helpful to the House if Commissioner Tugendhat
were to advise us whetht,r or not the 1% ceiling
would be breached if we adopt this proposed modifica-
tion.
Mr Tugendhat, Vice-President of tbe Commission.
- 
It would be, Mr Presid:nt.
Mr Fich (S). 
- 
(DA) W President, I wish to state
clearly that I support the irrterpretation you presented.
I also do not think that wr: can vote on trch a prop-
osal. I will therefore, on behalf of the Socialist Group,
give strong support to thr: interpretation you madi.
'!7e may be able to use it later in the year.
Lord Harmar-Nicholls (ED). 
- 
On a point of
order, Mr President, under which part of this House's
procedure do you rule this proposed modification out
of order ? The circumstanc3s have altered since it was
table-d, thus enabling you :o give second thoughts toit. However, ought not tire same change give my
honourable friend a chance to alter his proposed modi-
fication to fit in with the level of finances which
exist ? You seem to have ruled that out of order also.
President. 
- 
There has been no change in the esti-
mates since Monday, as far as revenue is concerned
andl the decisions on Monday evening increased
revL'nue. So from that point of vieq/ it was perfectly
clear what the situation was.
Mr R. Jackson (ED), rapporteur. 
- 
Mr President, as
rapporteur of the Committee on Budgets, I should
point out that we did have a quite extensive discus-
sion of this issue and the procedure for handling it in
the Committee on Budgets and that we reached the
conclusion which you have reached, namely, that this
proposed modification should be inadmissible.
President. 
- 
I declare this proposed modification
inadmissible.
(AJ'ter paragrapb 5 
- 
Amendrnent No I (prooan)
Mr R. Jackson (ED), rapporteur. 
- 
Mr president, we
shall have to make a consequential amendment as a
result of our vote on Amendment No 15, with respect
to paragraph 5, where I think we shall simply have to
say that we approve the Council's proposals in respect
of the risk-sharing formula.
President. 
- 
Mr Jackson, I would not accept that
ame'ndment. I think that we should only modify the
text insofar as it is in contradiction with the amend-
ments concerned. I think the number of votes cast on
that specific proposal do not justify the amendment
which you are bringing forward at the moment. I
think we should not confuse the issue.
After tbe adoption of tbe Resolution,
Mr R. Jackson (EDI, rapporteur. 
- 
Mr presidenl
could I iust say a word to the Council now that we
have passed this first reading of the supplementary
budget ? I have had the honour to pieient three
budgets to this House as rapporteur 
- 
the l9g3
budget and then the supplementary budgets No I and
No 2. I hope Mr Georgiadis will stay.
I7e have now iust adopted a series of amendments at
our first reading of supplementary budget No I and I
hopre that this will give the Council an opportunity
next week to accept this budget so that it can be
passed in one reading by this House. Then I think I
will have achieved a record as rapporteur in having
had three budgets, each one of which has beei
adopted without dispute.
FERGUSSON REPORT (DOC. t_4ss/83 ,ARMS
PROCUREMENT)
Mrs Gredal (S). 
- 
(DA) Mr President, I ask you to
obs,erve Rule 59 of our Rules of procedure. Thi posi-
tion is that we have not been able to get the amend-
ment motions in Danish. I got on to distribution
several times, but I did not get the motions till 4.10
pm. There are 85 motions for amendments. I was told
during the day that the machine had broken down, soI could not have them. That is not enough time for
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the Danish members. I therefore ask that we do not
take the vote on this proposal now. !fle cannot expect
our people at home to aPprove of our 
-voting on a
propbt.f we have only had a quarter of an hour to
look at.
(Altplause from tbe lef)
Mr Bonde (CDI). 
- 
(DA) I am entirely in agree-
ment with Mrs Gredal. But there is another point,
which was raised the other day and to which we have
still not had an answer' \7e asked the President on
what authority he allowed the subiect of arms coopera-
tion to be discussed, debated and voted upon in the
European Parliament. $(i'e have still not had an
.nr*.r. Under the general rules which apply to this
Assembly, it is illegal, and I would therefore ask the
Presideni to inform us by what right he allows arms
cooperation to form a subject for debate^in this
Assimbly ? \(e also put a question to the Commis-
sion, as guardian of the Treary, and asked, it. to inter-
vene. Ag:ain with no reaction so far, and finally we
asked thi representative of the Council of Ministers to
assure the Aisembly 
- 
at least to assure the public 
-
that under no circumstances would any consideration
be given to the document which might be adopted in
this Assembly in an area which clearly lies outside the
scope of the Treaty of Rome and which is in conflict
with all concept of law and order.
President. 
- 
On your point, I can only say that the
reoort was presenied within the framework of an
inhustrial policy, and I do not think that anyone
would dispute tirat this was within the competence of
the Communiry.
On Mrs Gredal's point, I have to announce that the
amendments in Danish were available last night but
were only put together in proper order by 9 o'clock
this morning.
Mrs Gredal (S). 
- 
(DA) | should like to say to the
President that is not correct' Four times during the
course of the day, I went over to see whether I could
have the motions for amendments in Danish' I have
witnesses to the effect that I was told we should be
able to have them aftet 4 pm. So there is no use in
insisting that we were able to have them' !fle were not
able to let them. You can fetch the people from distri-
bution who told me so.
President. 
- 
Immediately after your request I asked
for information on this point, and the information I
was given was that they were ready yesterday evening
at Distribution but not sorted out according to
numbers. That was done this morning at 9 a'm''S7e
will check the matter again.
'Mr von der Vring (S). 
- 
(DE) May I refer you, Mr
President, to Rule 59, which states quite clearly that
texts must have been distributed at least 24 hours
before the vote opens ? If you now say that they were
ready yesterday evening, this does not comply with
the Rules of Procedure' I would ask you to state quite
unequivocally that the 24-hour period has not been
observed and to hold over the vote until tomorrow'
President. 
- 
Mr von der Vring, I do not know
whether Rule 59 applies in this case.
Except in the cases of urgency referred to in Rule 48
ar,d'57, a debate and vote shall not be opened on a
text unless it was tabled not later than 12 days before
the beginning of the part-session and distributed at
least 24 hours previouslY.
I think it refers to rePorts and not to amendments'
Mr Fich (S). 
- 
(DA) Mr President, I wish to protest
against this interpretation. \7e have documents which,
aicording to your interpretation, must be available
and which might run to as much as 15-20 pages' Here
we are with 85 proposed amendments and, if they do
not need to be available 24 hours previously, there is
no point in the whole exercise. It is no easier to read
85 proposed amendments than it is to read our docu-
ments.-The same rules must aPPly to all the things we
have to deal with.
Mr Nyborg (DEP). 
- 
(DA) I find it very disturbing
when wordi spoken in open session by a member of
this Parliament are turned into untruths. I7hen Mrs
Gredal says that she was not able to get these
proposed amendments before 4 o'clock this afternoon,
.h.^it to be believed. I therefore think that you really
should accept her Protest.
(Applause)
After tbe l)ote on Amendment No 72 seeking to
riplace the whole motion for a resolution by ct neu
lext
Mr Alavanos (COM). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, what
the Presidency is doing is unacceptable. I submitted
to the Presidency a petition on behalf of 21 Members,
requesting that point 4 of our amendment should be
voied on-separately and by nominal vote. This came
to the Presidency's attention when we were voting on
Mr Jackson's amendments.
Mr President, I believe that unless this omission is
deliberate 
- 
and you know that the point in question
concerns European nuclear missiles, which is no mere
matter of chance 
- 
you have the obligation to put
things right.
President. 
- 
Your statement has been noted' The
chair has received a request for a split vote on the
amendment in question. I accede to your request that
the vote we havi lust taken be checked' If you wish I
shall check the vote and see if we can take a split vote,
even though the amendment seeks to replace the reso-
lution as a whole and therefore, in principle does not
enable a separate vote to be taken.
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Mr Alavanos (COM). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, I
believe that respect for the Rules of Procedure should
not be affected by political motives. I remind you that
in our last part-session, in the debate on current and
urgent matters, we examined proposed resolutions
relating to the Jumbo affair. There was a common
amendment that replaced all the relevant texts, and a
nominal vote was taken on point 5 of that amend-
ment, which referred to the position of the Greek
Government. I am not asking for anything unreason-
able, but only that you should apply the same proce-
dure that you applied during our last part-session.
President. 
- 
Mr Alavanos, I would again point out
that the chair has not received any request for a
separate vote.
Mr Alavanos (COM) 
- 
(GR),Mr. President, I don't
know whether, when you were directing the voting on
the Jackson report, I should have tapped you on the
shoulder and told you that I had this petition for you.
The petition was handed at that time to the clerk
sitting second along to your left. Mr. President, I
consider it unacceptable that you should place polit-
ical motives above respect for the Rules of Procedure.
I call upon you to put to a nominal vote point 4,
which refers to European nuclear missiles and to the
Greek Government's proposal.
Mr Glinne (S). 
- 
(FRJ I should like to revert to the
points made by some of our Danish colleagues
concerning the thoroughly unwelcome position in
which they found themselves, that of being unable to
study many of the amendments in good time, because
they had not been translated into Danish even rhough
it is an official language of the Communiry.
I have just checked Rule 53 (6) of our Rules of Proce-
dure. You gave a ruling on this matter a few minutes
ago. Having reread Rule 53, I am not satisfied. I
should stress that the text states, unequivocally in my
view, that if l0 Members object 
- 
and the Socialist
Group is objecting, and there are more than 10 of us
- 
amendments which have not been printed and
distributed in all the official languages cannot be put
to the vote.
Consequently, if our view is not accepted, I shall ask
for the Committee on the Rules of Procedure to be
convened as a matter of urgency.
President. 
- 
I think that a number of ambiguities
need to be clarified.
Mrs Gredal has already, on the basis of Rule 59 of the
Rules of Procedure, referred to the problem of the
non-availability of all the amendments in all the
languages.
It is my view that this rule only covers reports as such
and motions for resolutions and does not apply to
amendments.
Mr Glinne has referred to Rule 53 of the Rules of
Procedure which, on the contrary, does in fact
concern amendments. I note however that the rule
states :
Unless Parliament decides otherwise, amendments
shall be put to the vote only after they have been
printed and distributed in all itre official
languages. Amendments which have not been
printed and distributed in all the official languages
shall not be put to the vote if at least l0 Members
object.
Since the amendments were distributed in all the offi-
cial languages before the vote there is no reason for
not proceding with the vote on the Fergusson report.
Nonetheless, because the question is delicate and Mr
Alavanos has also protested, I do not wish to take the
decrsion alone on how we should proceed with our
work and would prefer to submit the matter to the
House.
I therefore ask whether we wish to continue the vote
today or to hold it tomorrow at the next voting time.
I wish to point out clearly that the question being put
to you is whether to vote again tomorrow on the
Fergusson report on the understanding that we shall
vote from the beginning, repeating the vote on
Amendment No 72 by Mr Alavanos and others.
(Parliament approued this proposal)
Mr Boyes (S).- Mr President, on Amendmenr No
72 in the names of Mr Ephremidis, Mr Adamou and
Mr Alavanos, I was one of the signatories to a request
for a roll-call vote on paragraph 4. Now in this
plenary I have known the Presdident to split
sentences in half 
- 
take a sentence and break it in
two parts 
- 
after amendments had been tabled. All I
would ask for is some consistency. Along with at least
20 other people I signed a request for a whole para-
graph to be decided on by a roll-call vote.
You have abdicated a great deal this afternoon as presi-
dent of this Parliament in handing this over to the
House. You know the Rules full well and you have
abdicated that responsibiliry. I only ask that you keep
the responsibility this time and that tomorrow at L
p.m. you rule that a roll-call vote will take place on
pargraph 4 on the basis of 2l signatures which have
been handed to you in due time !
President. 
- 
!7e will check the situation, Mr Boyes,
concerning written proposals as made at the momentI put it to the vote. I have no proposal in any way
concerning a split vote on paragraph 4, and you have
to respect that ruling.
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vAN AERSSEN REPORT (DOC. r-580/83 'EEC-
LATIN AMERICA)
After tbe adoption of the resolution
Mr Alavanos (COM) 
- 
(GR) I have asked to speak
on a personal matter. Unfortunately I do not speak
French. However, some French colleagues in the
Communist and Socialist Groups have informed me
that when I was asking to speak on a procedural
matter, not only did you not allow me to, but you said
'voulez-vous vous taire ?' I don't know rvhat that
means in Greek, but I am informed that it is rather
insulting and I call upon you to withdraw.
IN THE CHAIR: MR ESTGEN
Vice-President
TURNER REPORT (DOC. t-51U83 'TRADE
MARKS AND COMMUNITY TRADE MARKS)
Motion for a resolution
Paragrapb 2 
- 
Amendment No 90
Mr Turner (ED), rapporteur. 
- 
Mr President, I
believe that this is not a valid amendment because we
are dealing here with the law of the trade mark, not
with where the office shall be. There is a separate
report by Mrs Nielsen on where the office shall be,
and I would suggest, therefore, that we do not vote on
this amendment. But if we do vote, may I say that by
voting against it we are not in any way casting asper-
sions on \7est Berlin.
Mr Luster (PPE). 
- 
(DE) | can see no legitimate
reason why so gifted a lawyer as the rapporteur can
conclude that my amendment is out of order. Of
course a law may state not only that there is to be a
trade marks office but also where that office is to be. I
thus maintain that my amendment is, of course, in
order.
Mr Jassen van Raay (PPE). 
- 
(NL) Much as I
regret it, I must disagree with my friend and colleague
Rudolf Luster. This is not a question of translation, Mr
President. There is a separate report, drawn up by Mrs
Nielsen, on where the seat of the new Trade Marks
Office should be. It is a separate report. The Bureau
has appointed a separate rapporteur and a separate
draftsman of an opinion. There are in all eight cities
which are all being considered and which have all
been proposed in various resolutions. The rapporteur
is therefore right, in my humble opinion. I am by no
means opposed to Berlin. All I am saying is that at a
suitable moment Parliament will choose between
cities in the United Kingdom, Berlin and so on. The
Hague is also a candidate. It is inadmissible and not
very fair that an attempt should be made to steam-
roller a decision on one of these cities through at this
time when the Bureau has called for a separate report
on the matter. Consequently, in view of the fact that
there will be another report on the seat of the new
Trade Marks Office, I also consider this amendment
inadmissible.
Mr Luster (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, although I
stand by the legal point I have made, I have no wish
to earn the reputation which my colleague, Mr
Janssen van Ray, has attributed to me of acting
unfairly. I thus withdraw my amendment at this point.
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ANNEX I
Votes
R. JACKSON REPORT (DOC. t-7ett83 
- 
SUPPLEMENTARY BUDGET NO
2): ADOPTED
The rapporteur spoke:
- 
IN FAVOUR of Amendments Nos 12 to 15;
- 
AGAINST Amendments Nos 2 (Baillot), 2 (Ansquer-Nebout), 3, 4, 6/rev.,9 and I I ;
- 
AGAINST proposed modifications Nos l, 5 and 8.
Explanations of oote
Mr Hord (ED). 
- 
Today's voting and Commissioner Tugendhat's statement earlier this
morning confirm the gravity of the situation confronting the Community, because today,
Mr President, is crunch-day, the day the Community actually ran out of money and we
have it on the admission of the Commissioner for budgets that there is not enough
money to pay the farmers. Today in this Parliament you have had to rule out of order
amendments which deal specifically with normal agricultural expenditure because of the
fact that the budget is lacking in funds.
I believe today is the day when many of those people, and many of them are here, who
never actually believed that the Community would run out of money will perhaps rue the
situation and recognize the need for responsibiliry in the day-to-day working of the Euro-
pean Community. I sincerely hope that when we get to the second reading we will not
have a reversal of the vote on the proposal to move funds into Chapter 100, because if we
cannot work with 10 countries together, clearly there will be no future, not only for the
common agricultural policy, but for the future of a Community in Europe.
Mr Pfennig (PPE). 
- 
(DE) I shall vote against this resolution, because I think Parlia-
ment has just made an irretrievable blunder by failing in its vote on draft amendment No
15 to achieve the necessary majority. I shall, therefore, reject the entire resolution.
Clearly a number of my fellow Members were unaware of the significance of this vote for
what needs to be done in the budget dispute between Parliament and Council, and I can
only deeply deplore the fact that this unique opportuniry of pushing through proposals to
change the European Community has been wasted, by Parliament too. I shall thus vote
against.
(Applause)
Mr Griffiths (S). 
- 
Now that you have declared Amendment No 7 on Christmas butter
inadmissible, there is no need for me to give an explanation of vote.
Mr Patterson (ED). 
- 
It is with modified rapture that I find myself able now to vote for
this budget : rapture because Parliament has after all decided to adhere to its commit-
ments given to the United Kingdom, modified somewhat because of the treatment of the
The Report of Proceedings records in an annex the rapporteur's position
on the various amendments as well as explanations of vote. For details of
the voting the reader is referred to the Minutes of the sitting.
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Social Fund. It is good that Parliament has voted to prevent the- Council from distributing
.on.y voted for ihe Social Fund to a whole lot of other lines, but I am disappointed that
this money is being put into chapter 100 and not on the line. I will explain why.
In the preliminary draft budget the commission states 'for the social Fund the 1983
Urat., istablishei by the bidgetary authority set appropriations in. favour of young
p.oil. ., such a high level that the balance between measures to aid less ProsPerous
;.gr;;, and those in"favour of other regions laid down by the existing_rules 
- 
Article 9
(2iof Council Decision 716 EEC 
- 
iJ not maintained. In other words the Social Fund
voted in the 1983 budget was not in accordance with the regulations.
The Committee on Social Affairs and Employment was extremely anxious that the money
which we voted in chapter 50 for the Soiial Fund could be sPent. \re. have evidence that
some of this money is not being spent and Proiects are not receiving the money to which
ih.y 
".. 
entitled because the balanie w.s not respected between Chapters 50 and 6l' That
*.r orty we wanted to Put the money on the line and not into Chapter 100' I regret that
we were not able to explain this during the debate'
I would be much more satisfied if somebody in the Commision could tell us what
measures they now intend to take to bring the Social Fund back into line with the regula-
tion. If they can do that, then I will be satisfied. It is for that reason that my raPture at
voting for this budget is modified.
Mr Balfour (ED).- I wish I could return home to Yorkshire to tell my constituents
that the Parliament had positively honoured Community obligations' I do not really think
I can. But at least it has failed to tamper with an obligation that was entered into in the
most sacred way.
There is, I fear, much misunderstanding in the Community and its institutions and this
misunderstanding goes both ways. I thint< we must accePt that.-I hope that the lack of a
.r.l"riry fo, th. Iricial Amendment No l5 will help to create the better atmosphere that
we'all need so that the Athens Summit can succeed in pointing the way to a better more
harmonious future.
Ms Clwyd (S). 
- 
Last year I was the budget raPPorteur for the Co.mmittee on Social
Affairs and Employment'and one of our top priorities was to ensure that money was put
into the Social ^Fund for employment poliiy. That was fought for quite hard during the
whole of 1982, finally resulting in Parliameni's backing that proposal. Yet the Council has
taken no accounr of 
'the 
wishls of the European Parliament and has in fact misappropri-
ated 
- 
and I use that word advisedly 
- 
that money for measures which are quite. uncon-
nected with the Social Fund. In viiw of the rising and frightening numbers of unem-
prov.a, it is quite incredible that the council should reduce the money available for
imployment policY bY 54 m ECU.
On the amendment that I and Mr Patterson and others of the Committee on Social
Affairs and Employment put forward today, and which the maiority,,including the
i.;ority of the British coniervatives, voted against, we propose.restoring the money.to a
,p.'.ifiJline and thar was for aids to improuelhe employrnent situation in certain regions'
I'"m sure that public opinion in Britain will note that. Because, if the money is restored,
.. yo., t.n. votld, to Chapter 100, there,is no guarantee that it will 
.in fact be used for the
nulop..r, Social Fund. Naturally we understand the irritation of other countries with our
gor.i"-.n, in Britain which continues to use EEC rebates to pay for cuts in the whole
i*r 
"f social spending 
on iobs, on welfare, on the health service 
- 
instead of using it as
.aii,ion.t 
-on.y to ih.t which the government would have had to spend in any case " '
President. 
- 
Ms Clwyd, your speaking time is over'
Mr Langes (PPE). 
- 
(DE) I should like to say that this half-hour..has been for me one
oi tn" ait.ri in ti,. history of this House, because many of our colleagues.have-failed.to
understand the import of tiris afternoon's debate on the suPPlementary budget' I say this
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also for the benefit of our British friends, who have not grasped the fact that their
minority action 
- 
which caused the amendment to fail, in that only seven votes were
needed 
- 
has prevented this House from being able to make policy.
(Applause)
They have also prevented us from drawing the requisite conclusions as regards the Athens
summit and the Council meetings at which earnest discussions are now going on, but also
as regards the dramatic, too dramatic statement of Commissioner Tugendhat this
morning. I can only say I am deeply sorry that we did not manage to state quite categori-
cally that we know funds must be made available in the supplementary budget for agricul-
tural spending, but that we cannot in these circumstances see our way to making arail.ble
the funds for a refund of the United Kingdom's contribution !
Mr Baillot (coM), in writing. 
- 
(FR) During the debate on Mr Jackson's report on
amending and supplementary budget No 2, my friend Mr Pierre Pranchdre gave a clear
No of the position of the French Communists and Allies.
For us, the most important aspect of this budget is the fact that the Council's proposals
1e going to enable the Commission in Brussels to honour its commitments regarding
EAGGF (Guarantee) expenditure.
Once again, we regret that the United Kingdom and the Federal Republic of Germany in
its slipstream should benefit from exceptional contributions.
Despite this, we approve amending and supplementary budget No 2 presented by the
Council.
Mr Kyrkos (coM), in writing. 
- 
(GR) s7e shall vore in favour of the communiry's
suPplementary budget, despite our categorical opposition to the hasfy nature of the proce-
dure followed. Thanks to this, Parliament is under pressure to approve the rebates to
Great Britain, with which it is not in agreement, so that the implementation of CAP regu-
lations may be financed in the normal way. The Commission, which insisted on the vote
and 'cooked up' the combination, may be planning a redistribution of the CAP amounts ;
however, this must never be allowed to happen to the disadvantage of Mediterranean
Pry+.tt and of the producers in less well developed countries. And from this srandpointMr Dalsager's statement, published in the press and according to which paymenb t; the
producers of citrus products and tomatoes will be restricted this year, is unacceptable.
Mr Paisley (NI), in writing, 
- 
I welcome the acceptance by the council of the appropri-
ations for urban renewal in Belfast which is desparately needed in the province. I .lso
welcome the fact that this money will be additional to expenditure by I(estminster, and
that this has been underscored by the Commission.
As regards the common agricultural policy, while farm spending for 1983 will be substan-
tially higher than was initially estimated and absorbs some 84 % of this supplementary
budget, it is essential for this Parliament to avoid blocking appropriations foi additional
Suarantee finance. Commitments entered into as a result of earlier votes on farm prices
must be respected.
The possibility of withholding grants from the EEC to some farmers will cause them
undue_ financial hardship and must be avoided at all costs if there is to be stability in the
agricultural sector. I welcome therefore the decision of the Committee on Budgeti not to
ProPose any modifications to the Council's draft in respect of guarantee eipenditure.
As to the supplementary measures in favour of the United Kingdom and the Federal
Republic of Germany, I am to_tally.oppoleq to the placing of thessfunds in Chapter 100.
By attempting to freeze the British and German rebatei in this way, the Parliament is
refusing to meet its obligations to the formula for calculating repayments to the UK, set
out in legal form in Regulation 524/83, and approved by this House in February 19g3.
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!7ith the Federal Republic of Germany and the United Kingdom now acting as the paym-
asters of Europe, it is totally unjust for Parliament to try to interfere with alleviation,
however small, of that inequitable situation.
I shall, therefore be voting against this motion for a resolution in the hope that the supple-
mentary budget may be passed as soon as possible.
AIGNER REPORT (DOC. t-79OlS3 
- 
COURT OF AUDITORS'): ADOPTED
BROK REPORT (DOC. t-4e4lE3 
- 
SCHOOL TEXTBOOK COMMISSION):
ADOPTED
The rapporteur spoke:
- 
IN FAVOUR OF Amendment No 3;
- 
AGAINST Amendments Nos I and 2.
Explanations of uote
Mr Forth (ED). 
- 
This report makes three basic mistakes. First of all, as with so many
other reports produced by this Parliament, it asks for additional expenditure but does not
state from where this money will come. This is quite irresponsible behaviour for an insti-
tution that claims to be a joint budgetary authority.
Secondly, and typically for this Institution as well, it asks for the introduction of addi-
tional bureaucracy. '!7e are very fond of bureaucracy 
- 
commissions, committees and
various other bodies, whether of experts or anyone else 
- 
and yet again we are going
through the ritual and routine of asking for the institution of more bureaucracy and more
bodies of experts.
I7orst of all, what this seeks to do is to replace one set of prejudices with another. \7hile
we seek to criticize the hallowed and cherished traditions of our various Member States,
we have the impudence and arrogance to suggest that either we or some unnamed set of
bureaucrats and experts set out what history really was all about. !7hat utter and arrogant
nonsense ! It is time this institution took itself a lot more seriously and stopped paying lip
service to nonsense such as this. I have no intention whatsoever of supporting it.
Mrs Tove Nielsen (L). 
- 
(DA) lt is quite clear that, as long as there are school books
and educational material in which national or nationalistic prejudices appear, as long as
there are still people who think that it is patently more important to draw attention to the
unfortunate events of the past and the wars which, we all agree, must never happen again
between countries in Europe, which are now involved together in binding cooperation 
-
as long as there are people who highlight negative matters, there will of course be
demands that these things should be excluded from the history books, from the educa-
tional marerial. I fully understand all that. I would be the first one to want school books
and educational material to present all sides of a question, and that is what is lacking. I
hope that the debate we have had here in the European Parliament will inspire many.to
*oik for such material. If I nevertheless cannot vote in favour, it is because I respect the
system, that people are free to choose. I hope that the choice will be in favour of the
many-sided approach.
Mr Msller (ED). 
- 
(DA) History is never objective. History is always subjective. No
historical research can be objective. lfhat we are now attempting seems to me to be an
authorized version of European history, and I fear that kind of thing; we could end up
with a Commission which has to tell us how history is to be interpreted. I am against
that. History must be pluralistic and many-sided, as Mrs Nielsen has said. I shall therefore
vote against this proposal from Mr Brok, well meant as it may be.
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Mrs Boserup (coM). 
- 
(DA) !7ell, I shall not go trekking off into history. one year
back will be far enough. Parliament then agreed that the Commission should be asked to
maintain some control over all its countless working parties, groups of experts, commit-
tees and what not. Now it is expected that a majority in the same Chamber should ask for
a new commission which, if that were not enough, would consist of what are referred to
as 'independent experts'. Independent of what ? Independent of their countries, inde-
pendent of politics ? It is utter rubbish, and I ask the Assembly to join with me in voting
it down. !7e cannot do otherwise.
Mr Adamou (COM), in writing. 
- 
(GR) Behind the innocent title of the recommenda-
tion for a School Textbook Commission in the Community, with the so-called aim of
cultivating'the concept of unifying Europe by abolishing national prejudices'in schools,
an extremely dangerous target lies concealed : the national annihilation of the !(estern
European peoples.
In Greece we have bitter experience of the policy of subjection and dependence, which
after the war turned our country into the most miserable of American protectorates.
Nevertheless, the Greek people, after unceasing struggles, at last 2 years ago threw the
proPonents of this policy out of the government of the land, and are now striving to lead
the nation in an independent direction that will bring progress and prosperiry. The Greek
people want to see cultivated in their schools the ideals of peace, friendship and coopera-
tion with all peoples.
Interpreting the feelings of Greek working people, we consider unacceptable and will
reject the proposals recommending a School Textbook Commission in the Community,
and indeed any other activity that undermines and restricts our national self-sufficiency
and independence.
Mr Bernard (s), in writing,- (FR) As stated during the debate, the dissemination and
inculcation of xenophobic prejudices and sectarian ideologies inspired by nationalism and
chauvinism have greatly contributed to the exacerbation of conflicts of interest and anta-
gonisms which are too readily accepted as being entrenched in age-old traditions, whereas
a more objective assessment of intra-European relations would have shown clearly that
they are superficial and transitory.
For there to be a calmer, more realistic assessment of the relations that should prevail
among Europeans, a number of conditions would have to prevail, and most of these fall
within the responsibility of our schools.
The most important of these conditions, to may mind, relate to the following :
- 
the history of European settlement, the concomitant intermingling and the resulting
biological and cultural affinities which subsist to this day ;
- 
analysis of the essentially dynamic processes leading to the establishment of the
modern States, processes which paid no regard whatsoever to the rights of the peoples
and communities concerned to conserve their cultural identities and to benefif lolnttyfrom their mutual differences ;
- 
exPosure of the all too common failure, on the part of those with a vested interest in
strengthening and peroetuating State power, to distinguish between such notions as
'people', 'nation', 'state', 'community' etc. ;
- 
study and enjoyment of the great works of literature (not only in the major languages
- 
in numerical terms 
- 
of communication in modern Europe) and the great woiks
of art and engineering in which Europe's multifarious creati;iry has beeri expressed
down the centuries, a creativity invigorated by influences fronr a diversity of sources,
from Graeco-Latin or Judaeo-Christian to Arabic and Slavic, Nordic and Celtic, etc. ;
- 
and, of course, study of all available means of fostering the cultural creativity of the
peoples of modern Europe, irrespective of their numerical strength and the sizes of
the regions where their languages are spoken today.
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Admittedly, the motion for a resolution that we have before us is too short to contain all
the details and nuances called for in the treatment of a subject of such importance to
attainment of the European Union to which this Parliament affirmed its commitment at
its last part-session.
Nevertheless, the generous motives of this text are enough to persuade me. I shall there-
fore be voting in favour of Mr Brok's report on the establishment of a school textbook
commission.
Mr Kallias (PPE), in writing.- (GR) I shall vote in favourof the draft resolution in the
Brok report, but wish to make the following comments:
l. Teaching in schools is indeed necessary for the development of a European cons-
ciousness.
2. Both in the composition of school textbooks on history and during the actual
teaching of the lesson in schools, particular attention should be devoted to the following
points :
a) the facts must be portrayed as they actually happened, without distortion. Only exces-
sive partiality should be omitted, and
b) special attention should be given to the matter of European culture. Its common
features should be praised, but also its individual expressions in each country, because
these too form part of the cultural treasure-house of Europe, which is a broad synthesis, or
a composite whole comprising as ingredients cultural individuality, cultural community
but also cultural polymorphism.
Mrs Elainc Kellett-Bowman (ED), in writing. 
- 
I should like to congratulate Mr
Brok on r'wo thirds of this report.
I am very much in favour of promoting European Education in our schools.
'We are fortunate in having an outstanding Institute of European Education in my Consti-
tuency, at St Martin's College, Lancaster. This Institute, under its enthusiastic and ener-
getic director, has done a gteat deal of pioneering work in the sphere of European educa-
tion and language teaching, which has spread not only through Cumberland and Lanca-
shire, but much further afield.
This was considerably helpcd by grants from the Kreyssig Fund, and I therefore whole-
heartedly support paragraph 1. But in the United Kingdom we have no central control
curricula or school textbook and I cannot in any circumstances support the establishment
of a European Schoolbook Commission.
Mrs Van Hemeldonck (Sl in writing. 
- 
(NL) The only reason why I shall vote for this
resolution is that it proposes the establishment of a European textbook commission, and I
hope that this commission can make a study of the way in which workers and women are
treated in teaching in schools.
FERGUSSON REPORT (DOC. 1-4sil83 
- 
'ARMS PROCUREMENT'): Post-
poned to the next voting time I
vAN AERSSEN REPORT (DOC. 1-s80/83 'EEC-LATIN AMERICA'):
ADOPTED
The rapporteur spoke:
- 
IN FAVOUR OF Amendment No I (lst part);
- 
AGAINST Amendments Nos 1 (2nd part), 2 to 4.
+)
1983, approval of minutes.I See Debates of 13. 10.
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BADUEL GLORIOSO REPORT (DOC. 1-s0l/83 
- 
EEC-CYPRUS): ADOPTED
The rapporteur spoke:
- 
AGAINST all the amendments.
Explanations of oote
Mr rVedekind (PPE). 
- 
(DE) I do not think Parliament has done itself a service in
reiecting all my amendments. Those amendments were aimed at drawing attention, in a
moderate fashion, to the fact that there are two population groups on Cyprus and that
they should be afforded equal treatment.
The majority of this Parliament and those who voted here today, who constitute after all a
minority of is members, clearly give no heed in very specific countries to the rights of
population Sroups. They do not wish to acknowlegde that there is more than one popula-
tion group on this island. They wish the stcttus quo to continue, whereby one population
group is spoken for by the other which uniustly claims to be the sole and legitimate
government of this island State, which it is not.
In 1953 this government violated the constitution and quite unlawfully claimed the right
to speak as the government of all those living in Cyprus. This showed clear contempt lor
a large proportion of the island's population.
Parliament has shown that it supports this government, and I deplore the fact exceed-
ingly.
No one in this House can claim he has not seen the amendments or had a chance to read
them. They were there in everyone's pigeonhole, and everyone could have known what he
was voting on. I hope you realize what you have done.
Mr Sutra (S). 
- 
(FR) I shall be voting for the report presented by Mrs Baduel Glorioso,
whom I should like to thank for the work that she has done. My reason for asking to
speak is that I wish to protest that, in a Europe which claims to defend human rights and
democracy, we should be asked to consider an amendment such as that tabled by Mr
\tr7edekind.
(Applause)
That Mr l7edekind should attempr to imply thar Greece is in some way ro blame for
Turkey's bloody invasion of the island of Cyprus is an example of what has been called in
certain proceedings a case of standing evidence on its head.
I find it deplorable that such a text should have been written and that it should appear on
the European Parliament's headed paper, with the attendant risk that someone wiil use it
to claim that the European Parliament has countenanced the adoption of such texts. It is
a disgrace to democracy.
(Applause)
Mr Pearce (ED).- I find this a rather sad occasion, because we are forced, in effect, to
choose belween two peoples with both of whom we wish to be friends. It is not in any
way anti-Greek to wish well for the population of the Turkish part of this island. I do
wish that people had read Mr r7edekind's amendmenrs. Somehow the majority of this
House has got toSether to believe that everything which remotely suggests that the Turks
in Cyprus should have a fair chance to share in a relationship with Europe should be
rejected without even thinking about it. Members should I would urge, please realize that
Cyprus is an island divided into two communities, of which each one has a government
which is the kind of government that it wants. It is not a question of occupying forces ; it
is a question of two democratic States, and the relationship that the Community has is by
and large only for the benefit of one of those sides. I would therefore urge ih. Horrs.
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most strongly, without in any way wishing to make a statement which is anti-Greek, to
have a large vote of abstention to show that we do not want this kind of divisive politics
any more. I hope Members will abstain. I will vote against.
Mr Spencer (ED) 
- 
My group will vote in favour because we have considered the \7ede-
kind amendments in great detail ; we have actually gone through the report itself in great
detail In some ways both the debate and some of the speeches madi, now exist ln a
separate plane from that of the report itself, which is technically accurate and commands
our support. Therefore I encourage my colleagues to vote for it.
TURNER REPORT (DOC. t-671t83 
- 
TRADE MARKS AND COMMUNITY
TRADE MARKS): ADOPTED
The rapporteur spoke:
- 
IN FAVOUR OF Amendments Nos I to ll, 13 to 37,39 to 53, 55 to 64,66 to 6g
(last part), 70, 72 (last part), 82, 841rcv. and 95 ;
- 
AGAINST Amendments Nos 12, 69,71,75,76,78 to 81,85 and 93.
Explanations of aote
Mr Coust6 (DEP). 
- 
(FR) The importance of the resolution passed today deserves to be
emphasized, and it is for this reason that I take this opportunity on behalf of our Group
to congratulate the Commission on the initiative that it has taken under Articles 100 and
235 of the Treaty of Rome to establish a Community trade mark and to approximate the
laws of the Member States relating to trade marks.
In so doing, the Commission 
- 
and I should like to pay tribute to all Members of the
Commission and in particular to Mr Narjes whom we heard this morning 
- 
undertook a
difficult task which is now on the point of reaching a successful outcome, a task which is
worthwhile purely on the basis of the enlargement of the market in branded products.
This point of view is shared not only by manufacturers, which is important in itself, but
also by consumers, who have the right, when buying a product bearing a trade mark, to
put their reliance in the qualiry of that product and the after-sales service.
This is why we are satisfied with the explanations given this morning by Mr Narjes. one
point remains outstanding, however, and, although voting for these proposals for a direc-
tive and a regulation, my Group is anxious that the importance of the ITorld Intellectual
Property Office and the need for a proper relationship between the Madrid arrangement
on international registration of trade marks and the proposed regulation for Communiry
trade marks should not be overlooked. I refer in particular to the use of international regis-
tration as a basis for Community registration and, vice versa, the use of registration of the
Community trade mark as a basis for its international registration.
It is important, therefore, that the Madrid arrangement should not be overlooked. In addi-
tion, it is essential for the Commission and, in due course, the Council to take account of
the various preparations currently in progress for the establishment of a code on infringe-
ments under GATT auspices. The importance to be attached to an early outcome to these
worldwide negotiations cannot be overemphasized. \7e are the European Economic
Communiry, but there is a worldwide community, and the measures that we adopt must
be coherent and conducive to development of the internal market that we wish to esta-
blish, so that we may also be secure in better protection vis-)-vis the rest of the world.
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There remains a problem in this respect, and here I address my remarks to the Council :
it is the problem of the eventual choice of legal instrument. !7e believe in regulation
Community, but some States would prefer a convention. It is important for the Council to
state its position on this point clearly, and in the near future. I would add that there is
also the problem of the seat, which will be the subiect of another debate. Ifle support the
French Government's position and hold that the seat should be in Strasbourg.
President. 
- 
Mr Couste, you have exceeded your speaking time.
Mr Sieglerschmidt (S). 
- 
(DE) Ladies and gentlemen, The Socialist Group would have
been only too happy to vote for the Commission's proposal in the form in which it was
submitted, albeit with the resewations I expressed this morning. I deeply regret the
amendments the proposals have undergone here. The trade marks lobby will doubtless be
pleased. I am not surprised that a conservative majority in this House has made conces-
sions to these interests. I expressly deplore the fact, Mr Narjes, that the Commission too,
as was apparent in your statements this morning, has been conciliatory towards the inter-
ests of this lobby and has given in to pressure from a whole number of Member States 
-
although I appreciate the difficulty of your position.
!7e could also have supported a whole series of amendments against which we voted, but
as we intimated this morning, we cannot agree to a number of points in a situation in
which the internal market will experience difficulties as a result of what has been adopted
here 
- 
a situation in which, and I shall say it again, even if Mr von Bismarck does not
like it, the way is now open for holders of trade marks in a number of countries to manip-
ulate them and consumer rights will no longer be adequately safeguarded.
The Socialist Group must, therefore, vote against the resolution and consequently 
-indeed it has already done so 
- 
against the proposal for a regulation in its present form,
and against the proposal for a directive.
(Applause)
." " .,,
BROK REPORT (DOC. r-7s8lt3 
- 
EMPLOYEE PARTICIPATION IN ASSET
FORMATION): ADOPTED
Explanation of aote
Mr Estgen (PPE), in writing, 
- 
(FR) I am delighted that our Parliament should be
addressing itself to the task of fostering employee participation in asset formation,
following the very happy example of initiatives in a number of Member States. I look
upon the effects of the motion for a resolution on which we are going to vote as a develop-
ment of economic democracy and citizenship in industry. It is not that I have any wish to
echo the cry of the Russian Revolution ol l9l7 : 'the factory for the workers !'.
I leave any such ambitions to our Communist colleagues, from whom such a cry would
be more becoming.
It is our good fortune to live in a society in which the economic and the social command
each other's respect, if only because they are mutually dependent and therefore condition
each other.
The idea of rising above confrontation between the two factors of production in industry
- 
capital and labour 
- 
and bringing thgm together is not a new idea.
The Catholic Church set forth its social doctrine in this area in a series of encyclicals,
f.rom Rerum Noaarum in 1980 to Laborem Exercens in 1981, stressing the primacy of
the labour factor over the capital factor.
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Pope John XXIII affirmed that 'it is today extremely desirable that workers should gradu-
ally be given the opportunity, on whatever basis appears most appropriate, to participate
in ownership of their enterprises'. It is also in this context that Mr Brok's report should be
seen.
In the face of the crisis and its consequences, in the face of technological development
and the changes that it is bringing about, there is a more urgent, imperative need than
ever for the development not only of joint responsibiliry and cooperation but also of joint
management by employers and employees on the basis of joint responsibility.
In our present circumstances, given the strength of competition from abroad, given the
plight of so many companies which are already in terminal decline, there can be no
possible way forward unless there is collective determination and mobilization, unless
initiatives and projects are backed by the solidarity of everyone involved in industry 
-
employers and employees alike.
r07hat is more, I see our initiative to promote employee participation in asset formation as
a giant stride towards greater dignity in employment. Has not participation become the
salient feature of this second half of the century ? !7e hear of participation in education,
active participation in public life, active participation in the exercise of political power.
Democracy, our political and social system of which we are so proud, needs the active
involvement of citizens from all walks of life. In bringing together employees and holders
of capital to create new investment, the report that has been presented to us is true to this
philosophy. It has become essential in today's conditions for individual participation and
effective solidarity in industry to reach down to the grass roots. This of course presup-
poses a complete and permanent change in attitudes and structures. !7e know that our
scheme for participation in asset formation, if it is to be more than a mere gimmick, must
develop into a large-scale exercise, and that this is only the first stage.
This policy on asset formation is also a modern approach to regulation of the economy
and control of inflation. The strategy employed consists in eventually achieving a satisfac-
tory level of employment and adopting a non-inflationary method of financing the
productive investment needed to stimulate a return to expansion. If, with these objectives
in view, we will be obliged to ask workers to moderate their wage claims, this must be
offset by accompanying measures to be adopted by the various Member States, such as tax
concessions and capital allowances. The proportion of wages to be allocated to investment
is, of course, a matter to be negotiated through the normal wage-bargaining channels.
I should not wish to miss the opportunity to express my strongest support for the encour-
agement to private home ownership given in this motion for a resolution, because this is
one of the best ways of fostering independence and self-fulfilment, and because it also
makes for stabiliry of the family.
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ANNEX II
l. Questions to tbe Council
Question No 10, by Mr Hutton (H-292/83)
Subject : Responsibiliry to Parliament of COREPER
The President-in-Office reminded Parliament on 5 July that COREPER was an organ of
the Council and was responsible to it.
\7ill he now seek the agreement of the Council to publish press-releases, similar to those
of the Council but containing more detail, to inform the European Parliament and the
public of the course of discussions in COREPER and of the decisions taken by it ?
Answer
The Permanent Representatives Committee is responsible for preparing the Council's
discussions and carrying out the Council's instructions. The guidelines worked out by the
Permanent Representatives Committee may always be called into question by the
Council, which has sole responsibility for exercising the powers conferred upon it by the
Treaties. Accordingly, the Council does not consider there is any need to prepare press-
releases on the Permanent Representative Committee's discussions.
Question No 11, b1 Dame Shelagb Roberts (H-3t5/83)
Subject : Discrimination against black British day-trippers by the French immigration
authorities.
Is the Council aware that the French immigration authorities have recently refused entry
to France of black British day-trippers engaged on a 'no passport' excursion from the
United Kingdom to France ?
\7ill the Council agree that, in addition to being an example of offensive discrimination,
this action is an infringement of the rights of Communiry citizens to travel freely within
the Community, and what action does the Council propose to take ?
Answer
The problem raised by the honourable Member is a matter of Member States'
policy and does not fall within the jurisdiction of the Community, except as
possible implications for free movement, particularly of workers.
Question No 12, b1' Mr Aiaffre-Baugd (H-350/83)
Subject : American wine imports to the EEC
On 26 July, the Commission signed an agreement on wine with the United States in the
form of an exchange of letters. This agreement will allow American wine, produced
without regard to the qualiry standards imposed in the EEC, to enter into unfair competi-
tion with Community wines. This is a hard blow to wine-growers in the southern part of
the Community, who for years have been pursuing a policy based on quality.
Did the Council authorize the Commission to sign this agreement ?
public
regards
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Answer
Oenological processes on both sides of the Atlantic were for a long time the subject of
disputes. Basically, the United States challenged the quality standards in force in the EEC,
which they considered a barrier to trade. 'We, for our part, were unhappy about the unfair
practices permitted in the United States, enabling United States wine to be marketed
under designations which were misleading as to the origin of the product.
Ve regard the solution finally reached, establishing a link between the two problems, as
just and equitable. The exchange of letters in question is to the advantage of Community
wines, which will thus at last be able to turn their quality to account ais-d-ois both Euro-
pean and American consumers without suffering from unfair competition.
As to the procedure, I can assure the honourable Member that the Commission acted in
this matter with the full agreement of the Member States.
Question No 13, b1 .tulr lVurtz (H-351/83)
Subject : The American export offensive on agricultural markets
In its statement of June 1982, the European Council considered that it was a matter of
the utmost importance (a) vigourously to defend the legitimate interests of the Commu-
nity in the appropriate fora, notably in GATT; (b) to ensure that the Community acts as
swiftly and effectively as its trade partners in matters of commercial policy.
Since this statement was published, the United States have launched a huge export offen-
sive aimed at taking over the Community's traditional markets.
This began with the sale of one million tonnes of flour to Egypt. The Commission's
pledges to limit cereal exports have proved totally ineffectual, since they have not
prevented the United States from following up this deal by selling considerable quantities
of subsidized dairy produce to Egypt (18000 tonnes of butter and 10000 tonnes of
cheese) and supplying Morocco with 200 000 tonnes of wheat.
Further to its statement of June 1982, does the Council not consider it necessary to
encourage the Commission to take a firmer line in negotiations with the United States to
thwart this offensive ?
Ansuer
The Council shares the concern of the honourable Member. Recent American sales of
agricultural produce have adversely affected Community interests on its traditional export
markets and jeopardized the already delicate stabiliry of the world market.
As regards subsidized sales of dairy produce to Egypt, it is clear that they are compatible
neither with GATT rules nor with commitments entered into by the United States in
other international fora. The Community's reaction at the beginning of October 1983 was
immediate and in accordance with the general approach contained in the resolution
adopted by the European Parliament on 7 July 1983 on external agricultural relations.
The Commission, with the full support of the Member States, requested that an extraordi-
nary meeting of the International Dairy Products Council be convened. Discussions
within this body, which have just been completed, were only partially satisfactory. Accord-
ingly, the Community reserved its position and is currently examining all possible
avenues for continuing its action.
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Question No 14 by A1[r Gautier (H'373/83)
Sublect : Council meetings
lrhen will the Presidency finally produce definite results from the series of Council meet-
ings that has already begun on outstanding matters relating to the comPletion of the
internal market ?
Answer
The Council will be holding another meeting on the Internal Market on 26 October.
Progress made in the current preparataroy work suggests that the Council will be able to
takJ formal decisions on various questions and thus make a practical contribution to the
strengthening of the internal market.
The Council bodies have accelerated their work on the harmonization of technical specifi-
cations. At its meetin g of 25 October, the Council hopes to adopt directives concerning
textile names, measuring instruments and pressure vessels. It will also be dealing with the
question of easing formalities and inspections during the transport of goods amonS
Member States, which is making progress, although it cannot yet be stated whether agree-
ment on this subject will be completed by 25 October.
Question No 15, b1 -tuIr Antoniozzi (H'382/83)
Subject : Promotion of the bergamot orange
A meeting of the Committee for the promotion of the bergamot orange was held in
Rome, under the auspices of the Reggio Calabria regional Chamber of Commerce, at the
headquarters of the Union of Italian Chambers of Commerce.
That being so, I wish to ask what measures and initiatives the Council intends to take in
support of such an important and typical Mediterranean product, for which a special inter-
national committee has been set up ?
Answer
To date the Council has received no initiative from the Commission concerning market
management and defence measures for the bergamot orange.
Moreover, the Council is not at present aware of any special difficulties facing the produc-
tion or industrial marketing of the bergamot orange, which comes under the citrus-fruits
sector.
However, it should be recalled that there is a customs dury on imports of this product.
Furthermore, should difficulties arise on the bergamot orange market, basic Regulation
(EEC) No 1035172 would apply as regards this product and,would permit, in particular,
the use of the safeguard clause and the adoption of approfriate measures. In the latter
case, it would be for the Commission to take the initiative.
Question No 15, by hlr Pearce (H-398/83)
Subject: Meetings by the Council
!tr7hen did the Council last discuss in the course of one of its meetings whether any of its
sessions, or parts thereof, should be held in public ?
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Answer
The Council has never had to discuss a request from one of its members to make one of
its meetings public.
Question No 19, by lWrs Pantazi (H-403/83)
Subiect : Information technologies and vocational training policies
On 17 May 1983, Parliament adopted a resolution in favour of the draft resolution of the
Council concerning vocational training policies in the European Communities in the
1980s and of the communication from the Commission,'Vocational training and new
information technologies: new Communiry initiatives during the period 1983-87'.
Parliament believes that vocational training policy must be an integral part of a general
policy to combat unemployment, and stresses the need for the Social and Regional Deve-
lopments Funds to be used to finance training programmes.
Can the Council say what action has been taken on these matters ?
Answer
In June and July 1983, the Council approved two resolutions. One of them was of a more
general nature and related to policies of professional training within the Community for
the 'eighties, while the other was much more specific and related to measures for voca-
tional training in the new information technologies.
These resolutions take the fullest account of the Assembly's opinion, and clearly reflect
the great importance that the Council attributes to vocational training as a basic ingre-
dient in any general strategy for overcoming unemployment.
It should be regarded as certain that the specific measures provided for in these resolu-
tions will have the support of the European Social Fund, in accordance with the regula-
tions and the financing capabilities of the Fund. The part played by the ERDF is also
important, with its interventions on behalf of plans to promote employment prospects in
the less-favoured regions of the Communiry.
The Council will examine the plans and results that follow upon implementation of the
two resolutions, on the basis of reports that the Commission will first submit in 1985 and
1987 respectively.
Question No 20, b1 hlr Adamou (H-407/53)
Subject : Persecution of migrant workers, xenophobia and racialism
The recent local government elections in Dreux, France, and the latest, measures on
migrant workers taken by the \7est German Government show that, against the back-
ground of the deep economic crisis, a climate of persecution of migrant workers, xeno-
phobia and racialism is developing.
How exactly does the Council assess the situation, and what specific steps does it intend
to take ?
Answer
The question submitted by the honourable Member does not fall within the competence
of the Council.
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Moreover, the honourable Member's attention is drawn to the fact that in accordance with
Parliament's rules for the conduct of Question-Time, questions can only be accepted if
they fall within the Council's competence and contain no assertions or judgements.
The Council is mindful of the declaration it issued together with the European Parlia-
ment and the Commission, in which these Institutions emphasized the importance they
attach to the respect of basic rights as laid down in the constitutions of the Member
States, and also of the European Convention on Human Rights. Nevertheless, it does not
consider that it is for the Council to intervene in the cases specified in the question.
At all events, the Council takes the view that a failure to respect fundamental rights may
constitute an obstacle to the free movement of workers.
Question No 21, by llr Alaaanos (H-410/83)
Subject : The Greek fishing fleet
At the recent meeting of the Council of Ministers responsible for fisheries, it was
proposed that vessels whose replacement or modernization is to be financed should be
more than l2 metres in length, while old vessels which are to be decommissioned or with-
drawn should be more than 18 metres in length. However, the application of such a
scheme will virtually exclude the Greek fishing-fleet, since most Greek vessels are under
12 metres long and so no funds will be available for their replacement.
!7hat immediate steps does the Council propose to take to ensure that the Council deci-
sions on the replacement and modernization of fishing-fleets will also apply to Greece's
fishing fleet in 1983 and 1984, seeing that the finance in question was provided in 1982
and that the immediate needs of Greek fishermen cannot be met by recourse to the Medi-
terranean Programmes ?
Ansuer
The honourable Member is informed that at its meeting of 3-4 October 1983, in response
to the Commission's proposal, the Council adopted a regulation granting the right of aid
from the Community to programmes of at least l0 000 ECU for the building or moderni-
zation of fishing-vessels with lengths ranging from 9 to 12 metres, and a directive
providing support for the temporary suspension of operations by vessels over 18 metres in
length which had been put into commission on or after I January 1958.
The honourable Member can find the texts of the regulation and the directive in question
in the Official Journal of the European Communities, where they will be published very
shortly.
Question No 22, by .tuIr Epbremid.is (H-42/83)
Subject: Banned occupations in the Federal Republic of Germany
The Council has repeatedly expressed its desire to defend human rights. S7hat steps could
it take in the case of Professor Claus Lipps, of Baden-lTiirtemberg, in the Federal Repu-
blic, who in 1982 was dismissed for the second time on the grounds of his membership
of the German Communist Parry ? 
"
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Answer
The question submitted by the honourable Member does not fall within the competence
of the Council.
*ta
Question No 23, b1 LIr Collins (H'421/83)
Subject: Lead in petrol
Can the Council confirm that the question of lead in petrol will be on the Environment
Council's agenda for the meeting to be held on 28 November 1983 in Brussels, as indi-
cated during the latest Council meeting on 16-17 June 1983 in Luxembourg ?
The press-release of the same date on this subiect reads as follows : 'The Council will
examine an interim report at its next meeting with a view to preparing for the examina-
tion of the proposals which the Commission will be presenting around 15 April 1984'.
Ansuer
The Council has not yet set the agenda for its next meeting on environment questions, to
be held on 28 November 1983.
It is true that in June 1983 the Council asked the Commission to submit to it at its next
meeting an interim report on the work currently under way at the Commission on the
question raised by the honourable Member.
I should like to make clear that the report requested from the Commission is aimed essen-
tially at preparing the way for an examination of the proposals which the Commission
will be presenting around 15 April 1984 and on which the Council will be called upon to
take a decision.
**"
ll. Questions to tbe Foreign .fuIinisters
Question No 27, by hIr Lagakos (H'320/83)
Subject : The situation in Central America
In view of the positions adopted by the Ten on Central America, as expressed in the
conclusions of the European Council meeting in Stuttgart, what view do the Foreign
Ministers meeting in political cooperation take of the recent decision by the President of
the United States of America to set up a special commission on Central America headed
by the former Secretary of State, Dr Kissinger ?
lfhat view do they take of the position adopted by countries such as Honduras towards
Nicaragua, given the dangers inherent in the area, and how do they intend to support the
initiative of the Contadora group of countries which was favourably received by the Stutt-
gart summit ?
Answer
The situation in Central America is a matter of grave concern both for the peoples and
for the governments of the Ten, which have repeatedly stressed the importance they place
on the social and economic progress of countries in that area, on the establishment of
democratic governments, on respect for human rights, and on avoidance of the use of
violence in any form.
The Ten have not discussed the initiatives, options and actions of the governments of
other countries in connection with the situation in Central America.
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The Ten give every support to the efforts of the countries in the Contadora group, as has
in any case been declared publicly by the European Council in its official declaration
issued in Stuttgart on 19 June 1983, and will continue to support every initiative in favour
of a peaceful solution to the problem.
Finally, I would like to remind you that the European Community grants economic and
humanitarian aid to the countries of Central America, within the framework of
programmes intended for the relief of people in those countries and the improvement of
their living conditions.
Question No 28, by hlrs Dury (H-352/83)
Subject : Acquisition and possession of firearms by private individuals
IThat stage has been reached in the work by the Ministers of the Interior and of Justice
meeting in political cooperation as the "Trevi Group' on harmonizing the legislation on
the acquisition and possession of firearms by private individuals and on standardizing and
imposing ioint controls over arms exports from one State to another ?
Answer
The cooperation initiated between the Ten within the framework of the Trevi Group is of
a governmental nature and does not fall within the competence of European Political
Cooperation. For this reason the Trevi Group does not report on its work to the Foreign
Ministers of the Ten, and I am consequently unable to answer this specific question.
Question No 29, bl lW, Habsburg (H-252/83)
Subject: Afghanistan
Having regard to the continued Soviet genocide in Afghanistan and the unwillingness of
the USSR to agree to a solution of the problem which respects the right of self-determina-
tion, as well as the dangers to international peace which arise from this fact, would the
Foreign Ministers meeting in political cooperation be prepared to propose a joint confer-
ence with the Foreign Ministers of the States belonging to the Islamic Conference with
the aim of finding a political solution to the Afghanistan problem ?
Answer
The Ten remain deeply concerned about the continued occupation of Alghanistan despite
the repeated decisions adopted by large majorities at the United Nations.
They stress the urgent need for the withdrawal of Soviet troops and the discovery of a
political solution leading to the restoration of independence and the non-aligned status of
Afghanistan, which would allow the people of that country to exercise fully the right to
self-determination and would enable Afghan refugees to return to their own country in
safety and honour.
The Ten have not examined within the scope of European Political Cooperation the
specific matter of the possibility of a joint meeting with the Foreign Ministers of coun-
tries belonging to the Islamic Conference. However, remembering the proposals they
made in June 1981, the Ten are ready to support any constructive initiative to find a satis-
factory political solution. They also follow with great interest the indirect contacts
between Pakistan and Afghanistan under the aegis of the United Nations, aimed at discov-
ering a solution that accords with the resolution adopted by that body and by the General
Assembly of the United Nations.
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Question No 32 by .tuIr Kyrkos (H-3t1/83)
Subject: The proposal of the Greek Government to postpone for six months the
stationing of Cruise and Pershing Missiles in Europe
The Greek Government has proposed that the stationing of Cruise and Pershing Missiles
should be postponed for six months in order to allow more time for the negotiations in
Geneva.
The hasty rejection of this proposal by certain governments not only shows the extent to
which they are subject to the cold-war line laid down by the American leadership but also
may cause the peoples of the Community to harbour grave doubts with regard to the atti-
tudes of their leaders at the very time when crucial issues are under discussion with a view
to European integration.
Can the Ministers meeting in political cooperation say whether they will take advantage
of the proposal by the Greek Government and postpone the stationing of Cruise and
Pershing Missiles for six months in order to allow more time for the negotiations in
Geneva ?
Answer
The question submitted by the honourable Member relates to an initiative taken by the
Greek Foreign Minister acting in his national capacity and not as Chairman of European
Political Cooperation. Consequently, the substance of this initiative was not discussed
within the scope of EPC.
Question No 33, by Lord O'Hagan (H-370/83)
Subject: European Political Cooperation
I7ill the Greek Presidency now describe the ways in which it has made European Polit-
ical Cooperation more effective ?
Answer
European Political Cooperation is conducted according to the agreed principles in force
relating to the matter in question. Thanks to the spirit of cooperation and the mutual
understanding of the respective positions of each partner, the Ten have spoken with one
voice at international conferences of great importance, such as the final session of the
Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe and, still more recently, at the
General Assembly of the United Nations.
Next December the Presidency will put before Parliament a detailed report concerning
the activities and results of European Political Cooperation.
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Question No 34, by IWrs Lizin (H-372/83)
Subject: The tragic death in Berlin of Kemal Altun, a Turkish national
Vhat conclusions as regards the European judicial area do the Ministers meeting in polit-
ical cooperation draw from this tragic suicide, and do they intend to review on behalf of
the Ten the automatic extradition agreements with the Turkish dictatorship ?
Ansuer
This matter was not discussed within the scope of European Political cooperation. At any
rate, the Ten, who express their sorrow at the tragic death of Kemal Altun, are not aware
of the existence of any 'automatic extradition agreements' between Turkey and the
Community's Member States.
+
++
Question No 39, by lllr Piittering (H-417/83)
Subject: Agreement on judicial cooperation between Greece and the GDR
Can the President of the Council state what steps are being taken by the Foreign Minis-
ters meeting in political cooperation to ensure that fugitives from the GDR attempting to
flee to the Vest via Greece are not extradited to the GDR on the basis of the agreemlnt
on judicial cooperation concluded between Greece and the GDR ?
Answer
This matter has not been discussed within the scope of European Political Cooperation.
***
Question No 40, by Lord Bethell (H-419/SJ)
Subject: Release of Jermak Lukianow
I/hat action have the Foreign Ministers taken as a result of the European Parliament's
resolution of September 15 about Jemak Lukjanow, a Belgian citizen presently under
sentence of death in the Soviet Union ?
Ansuer
The Ten attribute particular importance to respect for human rights and to the humani-
tarian implications of individual cases, and have in the past made representations on
various occasions.
In this specific instance the Ten, without in any way underestimating the importance of
the time factor, will follow whichever path they judge to be most appropriate in the light
of prevailing circumstances.
I
++
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IIL Questions to the Commision
Question No 50, b1 hlr \Vedekind (H-SeetAllt
Subject: Fair taxation of spirits
The different tax systems and tax rates in the European Community continue to cause
distortions of competition ; this is particularly evident in the taxation of alcoholic
beverages. A comparison of taxes on alcohol in the Community shows that wine is taxed
prohibitively in a number of Member States.
Does the Commission not consider, therefore, that in certain Member States the method
of calculating tax on wine is intended purely and simply as a means of protecting the
home market and a protectionist measure to keep out alternative products in this sector ?
!flhat steps does the Commission intend to take to remove this barrier to trade, or what
efforts have already been made by the Commission on this issue ?
Does the Commission not consider that the equal taxation of alcoholic beverages in the
Member States of the Community, which would prevent individual types of beverages
being favoured or disadvantaged, would help to reduce over-Production in the wine
sector ?
Answer
The Commission agrees that the rates of taxation on wine in certain Member States may
serve to protect other products. The Court confirmed this view in its recent ruling in case
No 170/78, in which the Commission challenged the United Kingdom's high rate of
excise duty on wine (a drink which it produces only in negligible quantities) in compar-
ison which its rate of excise duty on beer.
That case is an example of the Commission's action in this field in its role of guardian of
the Treaty. The Commission will also examine the position in other Member States which
produce beer but not wine, in the light of that ruling. Moreover, the Commission has
already commenced proceedings against three Member States which do not produce wine
but which tax that drink at a higher rate than similar, or at the very least competing,
domestic beverages such as fruit wines.
The Commission, however, has never considered that the complex problems of the taxa-
tion of alcoholic drinks can satisfactorily be settled by Court action alone. Indeed, its prop-
osals to harmonize the structures of the excise duties on these drinks throughout the
Community were submitted to the Council as early as 1972. Since that date, a series of
Court rulings have both indirectly confirmed that those proposals are well-founded, and
narrowed the scope for fundamental disagreement between Member States. The most
recent decision of the Court has continued that process. Therefore, I do not despair that a
compromise can be reached leading to the adoption of the Commission's proposals, and I
shall endeavour to reopen respective Council discussions in the near future.
As regards the third point raised by the honourable Member, there seems no reason to
believe that the uniform taxation of all alcoholic drinks would necessarily contribute to
the elimination of wine surpluses.
In short, uniform taxation of all alcoholic drinks might be expected to impose a higher
taxation of wine and beer so as to bring their taxation into line with that of spirits.
Uniform taxation would imply lower rates on wine in some Member States, and hence
higher consumption; by the same token, it would imply higher rates on wine in other
Member States, and hence lower consumption.
I Former oral question without debate (0-46183), converted into a question for Question Time.
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Question No 52, by )Wr de Fenanti (H-24t/83)
Subfect : Abolition of excise duties
If the Commission is still pursuing its objective of abolishing excise duties on articles
which produce comparatively little revenue, as stated in its answer to l7ritten Question
No 280/82 in June 1982, t what progress has been made and what action is proposed to
harmonize or abolish excise duties on matches and lighters in the four countries where
they are levied ?
Ansuer
The commission refers Mr de Ferranti to Mr Tugendhat's answer to his Question
H-244183, given at the July part-session of Parliament. The Commission then indicated
that it considered that it would be premature to take special action on the minor excise
duties until the structures of the main excise duties hade been harmonized (wine, beer,
spirits, mineral oil, tobacco). The Commission hopes that Council discussion on harmoni-
zation of excise duties may resume in the near future, now that the Court has given its
long-awaited judgment in the wine and beer case. At the same time it welcomes the initia-
tives taken by the European Parliament to relieve the harmonization process.
Question No 53, b1 Mrs Harntneicb (H-242/93)
Subject: The Scandinavian Passport Union
lfill the Commission give Danish voters an assurance that the Scandinavian Passport
Union will continue unrestricted and unchanged ?
Answer
The existence and further development of the Scandinavian Passport Union is a matter
that does not come within the competence of the Institutions of the European Commu-
nity. Problems can only arise from the fact that Denmark is a member both of the Euro-
pean Community and of the Scandinavian Passport Union.
In its reply to the honourable lady's oral question on this same matter in autumn 1982,
the Commission availed itself of the opportunity to allay, her fears that a relaxation of
personal checks at the Community's internal frontiers might impose incompatible obliga-
tions upon Denmark. I should like therefore to draw the honourable lady's attention once
a8ain to the fact that, as it stands at present, our proposal is aimed at reiaxing and not at
eliminating finally personal checks at the frontiers between Member States. That means
that the possibility of individual controls on a spot-check basis is to be retained. This
being the case, if our interpretation of the obligations imposed by membership of the
Scandinavian Passport Union is correct, Denmark will not be faced with obligations that
are incompatible with each other.
Question No )4, by lllr G. Fucbs (H-270/83)
subject : coordination of development policy between EEC and Member States
Can the Commission state precisely what information it receives from Member States as
to their participation in development projects or programmes ?
tOJ No C 188 of 22 July 1982, p.180.
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Answer
l. The way in which the Member States convey information to the Commission about
their development proiects follows no uniform pattem. Sometimes there is an express obli-
gation to provide this information, as, for example, under Article 16, parugraph l, of the
internal agreement on the financing and development of aid measures under the ACP
Convention, while sometimes each case is dealt with individually in a pragmatic manner.
2. Under the terms of the ACP Convention, the Member States notify the Commission
of their own bilteral aid measures before the preparation of the Community aid
programme. The purpose of this is obviously to ensure the greatest possible coordination
between Community and bilateral aid.
Similar arrangements are laid down in the Financial Protocols with the southern Mediter-
ranean countries.
3. \7ith a view to financial and technical aid measures for non-associated developing
countries being planned by Member States of the Community, the Commission makes
every effort to obtain the relevant information, in order to coordinate these measures as
far as possible with the Community's own aid measures. !7ith this aim in view, regular
meetings are held with representatives of the Member States, and these meetings are
supplemented by continual informal contact between the various departments concemed.
The accuracy and completeness of the information forwarded by the various Member
States, however, vary from one case to another.
4. The same picture emerges with regard to the furtherance of development policy
measures. Some Member States regularly forward statistics, while others confine them-
selves to conveying this information at coordination meetings. There are certain recipient
countries and special sectors where particular care is taken to work closely together with
the Member States in the matter of coordination.
Question No 61, b1 lllr Pearce (H-331/83)
Subject: Beer
NTill the Commission confirm that, in its contacts with the German Government over
health and consumer policies (Question H-170183)r it is insisting that the German
Government accepts the same rules for exports of beer from Germany as for imports into
Germany, the same rules for wine as for beer and also for the prior treatment of water
used in making beer; will it indicate the German Govemment's reaction to this ?
1 Wrbatim report of proceedings of tbe European Parliament of 8 June 1983, Provisional edition.
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Ansuer
1. The Commission considers the provisions of the German beer law on the produc-
tion and marketing of beer incompatible with Article 30 of the EEC Treary because it
obstructs the importation of beer from other Member States where different laws govern
the production and marketing of beer. This is why the Commission has insiituted
proceedings against the Federal Republic of Germany under Article 169 for infringement
of the Treaty.
2. The Federal Government objects that the regular consumption of varieties of beer
which do not comply with German law is likely to pose a threal to the health of German
beer-drinkers. The Commission cannot accept this. The Commission bases its views in
pa1 9n the arguments put forward by the Honourable Member but principally on thebelief that the substances permitted in other Member States for the production of beer
Pose no threat to health and that their use is technologically justified; for all Member
States and the Community apply the principle that additives are permissible providing
their use is technologically necessary.
The Commission has recently delivered a reasoned opinion on this matter to the Federal
Republic of Germany in accordance with Article 169. A similar opinion has also been
delivered to Greece, where the provisions goveming beer are comparable to those in
Germany.
Question No 63, by Mr Collins (H-3t0/83)
Subject: Lead in petrol and the enlargement of the EEC
The current levels for lead in petrol in Spain are 0.65 gll (98 RoN), 0.48 (90 RoN) and
0.535 in Portugal. These levels are higher than the 0.40 maximum permitted level in the
1978 directive on lead in petrol.
Has the Commission received requests from the Spanish and Portuguese authorities for
any exemPtions or periods of adaptation to the directive, and if so, what is the outcome of
the discussions ?
Ansuer
In their negotiations on accession, both Portugal and Spain have asked the Community to
grant them a temPorary derogation in respect of the application of Directive 78/6ll/EEC
concerning lead in petrol.
As far as Portugal is concerned, the negotiating conference has agreed 
- 
although the
agreements concluded will not be regarded as final until an overall agreement is drawn up
at.the.end of the negotiations 
- 
that from tbe time of accession Portugal will respect the
value limit laid down in Directive TSl6lllEEC of 0.4 g of lead peilitre of pitrol for
'regu!.ar'petrol. As a ternporary derogation to the proviiions of the Directive, eornrgt
will have to respect at the latest after a period of two years following accession the val-ue
limit provided for in the Directive of 0.4 g of lead lor premium, petrol.
As far as Spain is concemed, the negotiating conference has agreed 
- 
subject to the same
proviso 
- 
that from the time of accession Spain will respect the value limit laid down in
the Directive of.0.4 g of lead per- litre of petrol lor 'regular'petrol, but that as a temporary
derogation Spain will be allowed to retain the maximum level of lead in premium; petril
at its present level (i.e., 
-0.50 gll for premium'with a RoN of 96 ind 0.6s g7l forpremium'with a RoN of 98) for a period not exceeding the date when the plan ior the
restructuring of the Spanish refining industry comes to an end (i.e., I January lggr).
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Question No 64, by lWrs Lizin (H'355/83)
Subject : Guidelines for adaptation of the CAP
If the Commission intends to apply guarantee thresholds product by product indiscrimi-
nately throughout the Community, will it be taking account of regional distortions by
providing for exemptions in its proposals for regions where small farms predominate ? If
so, for which products and on what terms could \Tallonia enioy special status ?
Answer
The Commission is aware of the problems frequently facing small farms in disadvantaged
regions of the Community. In the Commission's view, however, these problems cannot be
permanently resolved by softening the application of measures Iaid down under the
common policy on prices and markets or by admitting derogations to these measures, but
should be considered in the more appropriate framework of the socio-structural poliry in
favour of disadvantaged regions.
Here the Commission would draw the honourable Member's attention to the proposals
for revising the policy on agricultural structures which were recently submitted by the
Commission to the Council and the Parliament I : these proposals reflect in particular the
Commission's desire to strengthen and extend the opportunities for small farmers in
disadvantaged regions to have access to funds earmarked for income support and the
improvement of agricultural structures.
Question No 65, by hlrs Le Roux (H'3t8/83)
Subiect : Sale of American dairy producs to Egypt
Despite the concessions made by the Commission in its discussions with the United
States, the latter have followed up the flour deal by selling substantial quantities of dairy
products to Egypt on terms incompatible with the rules of GATT.
Can the Commission state the exact conditions under which this sale took place and the
counter-measures envisaged ?
Answer
l. The contract in question is mainly for the sale of 18 000 tonnes of butter and 10 000
tonnes of cheese. The quantity of butter may possibly be increased to 24 000 tonnes.
Deliveries are to take place berween September 1983 and August 1984.
Payment will be made in Egyptian pounds in three equal instalments over a period of
three years. The United States is allowing Egypt an interest-free loan in respect of these
payments.
2. As far as counter-measures are concerned, the Commission will make use of the rele-
vant procedures within the framework of the GATT. Furthermore, it will do its utmost to
see that the Community retains its customary share of world trade in dairy products,
while at the same time avoiding any fall in world market prices and seeing to it that the
available budgetary resources are wisely used.
' 
coM (83) ...
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Question No 6G, by Mr hlartin (H-3t9/83)
Subject : The price of wine destined for preventive distillation
The aim of preventive distillation, as provided for in the Community regulations on wine,
is to deal with surpluses from the previous season and eliminate poor quality wine from
the new season. Since it is optional and open to all wine-gtowers without quota restric-
tions, it can only be effective if prices are sufficiently attractive. Preventive diitillation was
relatively ineffective in 1982 because the prices offered were too low compared with
market prices.
the lyoBean Commission has refused to learn from experience and has fixed prices forthe 1983/84 season at an absurdly low level namely, lower than last year's levll.
Preventive distillation will thus be unable to fulfil is r6le properly, and eliminate poor-
quality-wines right at the beginning of the season. These wines will subsequently a'dver-
sely affect the market, and this may lead to distillation during the season, which will
weigh heavily on the Community budget.
To rectify this state of affairs and begin the 1983/84 season undel the best possible condi-
tions, will the Commission reverse its decision and raise preventive distilfation prices to
75 o/o of. the guide price ?
Ansuter
Having received a positive opinion from the management committee, the Commission
has given its approval for the preventive distillation of table wine during the 1983-84
season with effect from I September and has fixed the prices to be offered for this wine.In doing so, it was merely applying the instruments introduced by the council and
following the Council's instructions.
Moreover, the Commission does not share the honourable Member's view that last year
these were relatively ineffective. According to the latest statistics, the quantity distilled as
a result of these measures is likely, provided the level of production remains-comparable,
to reach the figure of 7 m hectolitres.
Question No 62, by *Ir Eisma (H-362/g3)
Subject: Lead in petrol
At its meetingof 16 and 17 June 1983, the Council of Environment Ministers asked the
Commission to draw up an interim report for the next Environment Council in
November by way of preparation for the decision on the lead content of petrol to be
taken in April 1984.
Is the Commission prepared to forward this interim report to Parliament at an early date,
so that it can be discussed by Parliament's Committee on the Environment, Public i{ealth
and Consumer Protection, in the presence of a Commission representative, before the
forthcoming Environment Council ?
Answer
At the next Council meeting on 28 November, the Commission intends to give an oral
report on the progress made by the group ERGA II. It does not envisage pu-blishing, in
the form of a written interim report, thi results of the work of this lroup of .*p"..t ,
which is assisting in the study of measures to combat air pollution.
The commission is, of cou.rse, prepared to give an oral report to the appropriate
committee of Parliament if this committee wishes to discuss the question.
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Question No 59, b1 lWr Aigner (H-369/83)
Subject : Nicaragua
Will the commission tell the European Parliament who is the consignee for food aid to
Nicaragua, the amount of the aid, and who is checking the use made of it ?
Answer
l. Food aid for Nicaragua in 1983 amounts to about 5 million units of account. $7hen
delivery has been made and the relevant formalities have been complied 
-with, the-
products will be sold on the local market by undertakings in that-country. In the case of
wheat and red beans, the sale will be carried out by the national food products comPany
ENABAS. The proceeds of the sale will be used to finance Community development
proiects within ihe framework of the Community's technical and financial aid.
2. The proper use of the food aid will be checked by Commission officials by means of
the usual bn-ihe-spot inspection, as well as by an expert whose job it is to oversee the
carrying out of Community measures in Nicaragua and Costa Rica.
Question No 7Q by tulrs Scbleicher (H'371/83)
Subfect : Oil pollution of the North Sea
In March the European Parliament, by large maiorities, adopted two resolutions
expressing its great.onc.rn at the constantly increasing oil pollution of the North Sea
and the ielated death of birds. It requested the Commission inter alia to introduce
certain immediate measures and to arrange jointly with the European Parliament a
hearing on rhe island of Heligoland at the earliest opportunity with all the institutions
and parties concerned by this problem.
\7hat action has the Commission taken in response to Parliament's resolutions, and has it
yet started work on the arrangements for a hearing on the island of Heligoland ?
Ansuer
At the sittings held in March of this year, I clearly stated that the Commission unre-
servedly supforted the political aims set out in both of the resolutions in question.
It should like to take this opportunity of pointing out that the German authorities have
taken the initiative and are planning to hold an international conference in 1984 on the
protection of the North Sea. In order to avoid duplication of effort, the Commission is
working closely with the German administration on the organization of this conference.
In this connection, the Commission has proposed examining the feasibility of setting up
- 
possibly on Heligoland 
- 
an international centre for scientific documentation on the
state of the North Sea. I should also like to point to two other initiatives which the
Commission has taken on the matter with which we are concerned today:
First, it has adopted a proposal for a Council directive on the planning of inimediate
measures to combat thl accidental discharge of hydrocarbons into the sea, which it
forwarded to the Council and to Parliament on 27 September.
It has also commissioned a research bureau to investigate bird deaths. This investigation,
which is to be completed in 1984, should provide, in particular, more accurate informa-
tion on the causes of such deaths.
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The Commission will 
- 
as always, within the framework of the very limited staff
resources available to it 
- 
support all initiatives capable of contributing to the better
supervision and, where possible, diminution of the pollution of the North sea.
Question No 71, by Mr Kirk (H-377/83)
Subject : French import measures
In July 1983, the Commission requested the French Government to desist from the
action it had taken to limit inter alia imports of chest freezers from other Member States.
Does the Commission intend to bring this specific case and other similar cases before the
court of Justice of the EuropCan community as a matter of urgency, if the French
Government does not immediately comply with this request ?
1 Council Directive No 73l23lEEC of 19 Pebruary 1973, on the harmonization of the laws of the
Member States relating to electrical equipment designed for use within certain voltage limits.
Answer
As French Standard No D38-320, relating to domestic deep freezers, contravenes the
so-called 'low-voltage directive', I the Commission introduced on 7 July 1983 proceedings
against France for non-compliance with the Treaty. The French Governmeit
subsequently stated on 2l July that it had suspended application of the regulation in ques-
tion, which had come into force on I July.
At the same time, it adopted the following provisional measures :
- 
there is no limitation whatsoever on the import of appliances bearing the conformity
symbol NF;
- 
appliances for which application was made before I August 19g3 to use the NF
symbol may be put into circulation until I January l9B4;
- 
other appliances already on French territory may be sold until 3l october 19g3.
The Commission is currently studying the legal and practical scope of the new French
regulations and is attempting, in contact with the interested buiiness circles and the
French authorities, to find a final solution in conformiry with Community law. It will
soon be discussing the outcome of these contacts and will decide, where necessary, what
further steps should be taken.
Question No 72, by )Wr Antoniozzi (H-3gl/93)
Subject : Promotion of the bergamot orange
A meeting of the committee for the promotion of the bergamot orange was held in
Rome, under the auspices of the Reggio Calabria regional Chamber of Coimmerce, at the
headquarters of the Union of Italian Chambers of Commerce.
That being so, I wish to ask what measures and initiatives the Commission intends to
take in support of such an important and typical Mediterranean product, for which a
special international committee has been set up ?
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Answer
l. The bergamot differs from other citrus fruits in that its entire outPut 
- 
about
45 000 tonneJ 
- 
is used by industry. Moreover, international trade in fresh bergamots,
insofar as this trade exists at all (Nimexe, pos. 08.02.90, which covers not only bergamots
but also citrons, limes, etc, indicates a total EEC import of I 200 tonnes), is so limited
that it can hardly create any competition for fresh bergamos of Italian origin on the
markets of Member States other than Italy.
Consequently, the Commission sees no need for the moment of allowing bergamots to
benefit from the same market-management measufes as other citrus fruits.
2. On the other hand, bergamots could benefit from the aid concerning the subject of
Article l, paragraph I (b)of Regulation (EEC) No 2511169, provided that Italy has drawn
up a plan to this end.
Question No 73, bl llL Clinton (H'386/83)
Subject : Enforcement of fisheries regulations
Does the Commission intend to publish statistics on infringements of Community
fishing regulations in Community waters by (a) Community fishing vessels and p) third-
.o,rrrtfu fi-string vessels and can the Commission please say when these statistics will be
available ?
Answer
Article 5 of Council Regulation (EEC) No 2057/82 of 29 June 1982, establishing certain
control measures for fiihing activities by vessels of the Member States I foresees that
'Member States, at regular intervals, provide the Commission with information on the
number of fishing vesiels inspected, their nationality, the type of infringements observed
and the action tafen by thernwith respect to such infringements'. Similar provisions exist
concerning the fishing activities of third-country vessels in Community waters.
The Commission is considering how this information could be communicated to the
Member States but does not intend to make it available for publication.
Question No 74, by lllr Adam (H-387/83)
Subject : Trade with Japan
\flill the Commission state when they intend to publish the report undertaken on behalf
of the Commission by the Tokyo office of the PA Consulting Group, on trade with
Japan ?
Answer
l. The report referred to by the Honourable Member concerns the present extent of
actual invistment by EuroPean firms in Japan. The findings are being supplemented by-.a
further study being conduCted on behalf of the Commission concerning the general condi-
tions for successful activity by European firms on the Japanese market.
t OJ L 220,29 July 1982' P. 1.
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2. The Commission believes that each of these investigations provides useful information
with.regard to cocperation with Japan. The conclusions wiil be published as soon as
consideration of the findingp has been completed.
Question,No 76, by llr oon tVogau (H-391/g3)
subject: Abuse of stickers and product labels for protectionist purposes
Is the Commission aware that there is currently an increasing tendency for various
Member States of the Community to require stickers and pro-duct labeli to use the
national language in addition to the prescribed EEC produit symbols, and does the
Commission share the view that this practice contraven;s the rulis on free trading laid
down by the EEC Treaty unless it is absolutely necessary on safety grounds ?
Answer f
In the Commission's view, the labelling requirement, generally speaking, serves the legiti-
mate interests of consumer protection and consumer-information. It ii perfectly noin"l
that the consumer should be informed 
- 
in a language he understandr I on the nature,
composition and proper use of a product and on any dangers connected with it.
The Commission does not have any detailed information on a new tendency in the
Member States to require more stickers and product labels. Nonetheless, it takes the view
that the 
.extension of practices of this sort not only deluges the consumer with uselessinformation but also may work to the disadvantage of imforted products and, therefore,
should not be permitted without restriction.
The Commission therefore regards it as essential that in each individual case and before
deciding on the linguistic requirements, it should be examined whether the labelling pres-
criptions in question correspond to a real need, particularly where safety is conie*ed.
Questiorr No 77, by Mr Kelt (H-399/53)
subject : Blackbird pdti made by the G. Alessandri company in corsica.
Is the Commission aware that the G. Alessandri Company, of Bastia, Corsica, is manufac-
turing and selling blackbird pd.t6; does not the Commiision consider this to be a clear
breach of Article_5(l) of the Directive on the conservation of !7ild Bhds (79/409); what
action does the Commission intend to take to put a stop to this breach oi the Directive,
and over what time period ?
Answer
The Commission has so far received no information about the situation described bv the
Honourable Member. Blackbirds are listed in Annex II to DirectiveTgla}g/EEc oi tn.
conservation of wild birds'l That directive prohibits the manufacture and sale of products
made from these birds.
The Commission will make inquiries of the French authorities about this matter. Shouldit be discovered that the provisions of that directive are being inffnged, the Commission
will immediatgly bring an action under Article 169 of the Eet trea[ for a declaration offailure to fulfil an obligation under the Treaty. 
I
' 
OJ No L 103, of 25 Aptil 1979.
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Question No 79, by .Mrs Pantazi (H'402/83)
Subject: Social-security schemes for workers moving within the Community
On 15 May 1983, Parliament adopted a resolution in favour of the proposal to amend
Regulations l408l7l and 574172 on the application of social security schemes to
employed persons, the self-employed and their families moving within the Community.
Can the Commission say what progress has so far been made on the above matter ?
Ansuer
This proposal was designed, among other things, to ensure that workers who have suffered
successive accidents in different Member States are not compensated less favourably than
if the accidents had happened in a single Member State.
The Commission is pleased to inform the honourable Member that the proposal was
adopted by the Council on 2 June 1983 as Regulation No 2000/83. It was published in
the OJ No L 230, of 22 August 1983.
Moreover, this regulation was incorporated in Regulation No 2001/83,1 adopted by the
Council on the same date, which consolidates Regulation No 1408171.
Question No 80, by Mr Adamou (H'406/83)
Subject: Risk of liquidation of Arta poultry-farming cooperative
The poultry-farming cooperative in Arta, the second largest cooperative of its type in
Greeie, has decided to cut its production and its blue-collar staff by 50% from I July
1983 as a move to stave off its complete liquidation. The cause, as it is formulated in the
decision by the Cooperative's board of directors, is 'the heedless and unrestricted importa-
tion of poultry products' since Greece's accession to the EEC and'the complete indiffer-
ence of the State as to the fate of poultry-farming'.
'lrhat 
steps does the Commission propose to take to assist the Arta poultry-farming cooP-
erative and, more generally, to deal with the problems faced by the poultry-farming sector
in Greece, which is in danger of being wiped out by competition from Community
poultry products ?
Answer
The need to improve conditions governing the processing and marketing of poultry
products in Greece has been recognized by the Commission. The Greek programme for
setting up or reorganizing plant for the processing and marketing of poultry-meat and
eggs was approved by the Commission on 22 June 1981,2 and certain questions are still
being studied. The aid offered by the EAGGF (Guidance) should obviate any reappearance
in future of the difficulties pointed out by the honourable Member.
Statistical data available on the volume of trade, in particular trade with the other Member
States, are reproduced in the attached table.
It will be seen that the only figures of any importance are those relating to eggs for
hatching, chicks and slaughtered chickens. Trade in eggs for consumption is practically
non-existent.
Hatching-eggs and chicks, while partly required to cover technical needs, nevertheless
show a positive export balance.
1 OJ No L 230, ol 22 August 1983, p.7.
2 OJ L 186 of 30 June 1981, P. 6rN.
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Imports and exports of slaughtered chickens have varied from I100 tonnes to 2300
tonnes during l98l and 1982,and imports at present are at 1047 tonnes. The informa-
tion available to the Commission 
-does not justify the view that these figures are likely todisturb the Greek market seriously.
Question No 81, bl LL Kyrkos (H-409/83)
Subject : Economic counter-measures against Greece
Does. the Commission ProPose to comment on or deny the rumours that there are plansto take economic counter-measures against Greece because of the special nature of its
stand on certain intemational problems, and can an assurance be given by the Commis_
sion that no form of action will be taken to postpone, by the use-of procidural or other
pretexts, the furtherance of Greek demands which hare-already been agreed to ?
Answer
The Commission does not have to comment upon or deny rumours.
It can assure the honourable Member that it considers all requests submitted by Member
States under the Treaties on their merits. This applies equally to any request submitted by
Greece.
Questiott No 82, by Mr pattison (H-4lG/53)
Subject: ImPortance of Rosslare Harbour to regional and economic development in
Ireland
In d.Y of the key position of Rosslare Harbour, on the south-east corner of Ireland, forincominS_and.outgoing seaborne traffic, both commercial and tourist, and given its p;ox-imity to Dublin, its position at the end of the Belfast-Dublin-Rosslaie main traffic ioute
a1d i9 Potential to contrilute. to the regional and economic development of Ireland, doesthe Commission agtee that it is essential that this harbour be developed and further
expanded, and will it state what Community assistance is available, eitheiunder Commu-
nity transport policies or port development policies ?
Answer
The investment necessary for the development of harbours such as those mentioned bythe Honourable Member may come witirin the scope of various Community financial
instruments.
Thus those investments_ may qualify for aid from the European Regional Development
Fund and loans granted uy g. European Investment Bank and th-e New community
Instrument, in accordance with the requirements of those instruments.
It should also be borne in mind that the adoption by the Council of a recent Commissionproposal-on a specific form of financial aid for infrastructures in the transport sector
would allow the Community to take action in favour of projects of Community interest.
Some projects located on the Rosslare-Dublin-Belfast axii trelping to facilitate access toRosslare Harbour are amongst the priority projects adopted uy it. commission in its
proposal.
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Question No 83, by Mrs Nikolaou (H-423/83)
Subiect: Problem of financing the proposal for a Council regulation extending the
common measure provided for in Regulation (EEC) No 1975182 on the acceleration of
agricultural development in certain regions of Greece.
The extension of Regulation (EEC) No 1975182 to additional regions of Greece satisfies a
small part of the demands made in the Greek Memorandum. How does the Commission
consider that the proposal for a Council Regulation (EEC) (COM(83) 458 final, 22 July
83) extending the common measure provided for in Regulation (EEC) No 1975182 can be
financed and then implemented when the necessary appropriations have not been
earmarked in Article 329, ltem 3290, either of the preliminary draft or of the draft
General Budget for 1984, and when it is not included in the S-year endowment (Doc.
Council 8506114 July 83); and should consideration not be given to extending the regula-
tion to cover the cattle-breeding sector, with appropriations in keeping with its impor-
tance ?
Ansuter
As things stand at present, there are five measures providing for more favourable condi-
tions for Greece. In respect of two horizontal measures (Directive 7 5l268lEEC and Regula-
tion (EEC) 355174, eligibiliry and Community payments have been increased to 50 %. In
the case of the other three specific measures, one of which already is in force (Reg. (EEC)
1975182) and the two others soon to be approved (relating to irrigation and the advisory
services), the Community's share, on the whole, is 50 0/0.
In its response to the Memorandum and in keeping with the budgetary situation, the
Commission's proposals deal only with the three sectors faced with the most acute struc-
tural problems (irrigation, infrastructure, forestry).
I would point out to the honourable Member that the Community contribution normally
takes the form of repayments. In the event that advance payments are not made, the first
payments will take place in 1985. The Commission will not fail to draw the appropriate
budgetary conclusions from the regulation as finally accepted by the Council.
It should also be noted that the Commission has already submitted to the Council its
proposals for the integrated Mediterranean programmes (COM(83)a95 final).
Question No 84, by .toIr Kalolannis (H'424/83)
Subject: Greece's participation in EEC development programmes for ACP counries
As is known, Greece also pays a share of I 000 million drachma per annum towards the
costs of EEC development programmes for the ACP countries.
Can the Commission state why no Greek experts have to date been entrusted with the
preparation of any kind of programme and on what criteria those who do prepare such
programmes are chosen by the EEC Member States ?
Answer
As yet, no technical-co<,peration contracts have been awarded to Greek experts or consul-
tants to prepare or carry out projects financed by the EDF in the ACP States. However,
quite recently two Greek consultants were placed on short lists submitted to the benefi-
ciary countries with a view to studies in three ACP countries. The governments concerned
have not yet made their choice.
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The normal procedure for selecting consultants is to make a short-list of consultancy
bureaux or exPerts drawn up by the Commission departments on the basis of the consul-
tants' expertise and submitted to the governments ioncerned. To facilitate selection, the
Commission keeps a central register with the names of consultants wishing to take part in
technical-cooPeration work. At present, 27 Greek consultants are on this i.gitt.r. Most of
them are engaged in architecture and civil engineering, only one specialiies in agricul-
ture: this rlnfortunately restricts the range of choice, given the nature of the b;lk of
proiects finahced by the EDF in the ACP States.
Furthermore, there are at present three Greek nationals working in Commission overseas
delegations under the auspices o{ the European.cooperation AgIncy,_which is also payingfor a Greek technician attached to the administration of a. icp state.
The Commission departments have spared no effort to provide information to the Greek
economic interests concerned on the opportunities for taking up the various contracts
financed by the EDF. ln 1982 and 1983 there have been two offici"t missions to Athensfor this purpose.
Question No 85, by Lord Betbell (H-426/53)
Subiect: Discrimination against black British travellers by the French immigration
authorities.
Is the Commission aware that in recent weeks many black British citizens have been
refu1ed entry to France, the majority while travelling on no-passport-excursion identity
cards, but some while travelling on full British passports ? Dois ii agree that this receni
change of policy by the French Government amounts to racial discririination as well as a
clear violation of Community.law ? !7hat steps is the Commission taking to enforce the
law in this matter and to make sure that all Community citizens, irresfective of racial
origin, are free to travel between Member States ?
Answer
The commission is aware of the problem described by the Honourable Member.
Immediately after taking cognizance of euestion H 336/g3, tabled last month by Mr
Lomas on the same subject, I the Commission contacted the appropriate French authori-
ties by letter of 25 September requesting an explanation.
Depending on the nature of the reply from the French authorities, the Commission will
consider whether, and if so what, measures need to be taken and will inform Parliament
accordingly.
Question No 86, by lW Bonde (H_427/53)
Subject : Transport prices for cars to Denmark
!7ould the Commission kindly refrain from interfering in the matter of import prices for
cars to Denmark ?
1 Question No 99 (H-336/83), Verbatim report of proceedings of the European parliament of 14September 1983, p.2O1.
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Answer
The Honourable Member evidently has in mind Article 7 of the Commission's draft EEC
regulation on the application of Article 85 (3) of the EEC Treaty to sales and after-sales
.gieern.nt berween undertakings on motor vehicles. This proposal was published in the
Offici.t Journal of the European Communities on 24 June 1983. 1 The Commission
therein invited all interested persons to submit in writing any observations they might
have before 25 October 1983 so that they might be duly taken into account when a final
decision was taken.
However, in the proposed regulation the Commission obtains no direct control over
prices, nor is theie any regulation on import prices. In formulating its proposal the
bommission adhered strictly to its task as laid down in the Treaty of Rome and the Rules
of Competition contained therein (Article 3(f) and Articles 85 and 85). Arrangements in
trade between Member States must be so maintained that there is no distortion in compe-
tition. This should mean that no prices are charged which are substantially different from
one state to another. Further, as regards those Member States which apply high taxes and
levies on motor vehicles as compared with most of the other Member States, the Commis-
sion has introduced a derogation in the third subparagraph of Article 7(3) so that price
adjustments resulting from competition should not come into full force directly ; rather,
there should be a possibility of progressive adjustment.
As usual, the Commission is prepared to furnish the European Parliament and its appro-
priate committees with any information required to clarify the proposal and also any back-
ground information.
t OJ No C 165, of 24 J,une 1983.
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I also have every reason to assume that she gave a
correct account of the facs. I should like to apologize
to both these Members for the doubts cast on the
points they made as a result of the way in which the
Presidency reacted on the basis of the information he
had received from the administration. Since I feel that
yesterday's incidents have damaged the reputation of
this Parliament, I have instructed the Secretary
General to see to it that the facts of the matter are
fully investigated.
Mr Haagerup (L). 
- 
(DA) Mr President, as acting
Chairman of the Committee involved in this matter I
should like to say that I am happy with the way in
which a solution has now been found to the unfor-
tunate problems which arose yesterday.
I should also like to add that I have been informed
that the rapporteur on the Fergusson report, Mr Adam
Fergusson, will not be present at the voting, qrhich has
been postponed until 6 o'clock this evening, since he
240
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IN THE CHAIR: MR DANKERT
President
Qbe sitting was opened at 10 a.rn)
1. Approoal of tbe )Vinutes
President. 
- 
Ladies and gentlemen, I should like to
make the following observations in connection with
the minutes of yesterday's meeting. There were a
number of incidents during the procedural debate at
the beginning of the voting on the resolution
contained in the Fergusson report and it has emerged
from further investigation that Mr Alavanos' account
of the matter was a completely accurate reflection of
the facts. As regards Mrs Gredal, a brief look into the
matter showed that the amendments were not,
contrary to what I said yesterday, all available in
Danish early in the morning but only shortly after
midday.
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Haagerup
is going home together with the majority of his group
to take part in his party's annual conference in Black-
pool. I would therefore recommend, postponing the
vote on the Fergusson report until the November part-
session so that the rapporteur can be present, and I
would stress that I am speaking on behalf of the Polit-
ical Affairs Committee.
President. 
- 
Mr Haagerup, I think the problem you
are raising exists, but we cannot solve it now. The
Rules are extremely clear on when such a question
has to be brought forward. As far as the Rules are
concerned, there is even some doubt as to whether
Rule 87 applies to the vote only, but anyhow I think
we have to wait for a decision until 5 p.m. tonight.
Perhaps in the meantime it will be possible to find a
solution.
Mr Haegerup (L). 
- 
Mr President, I am absolutely
convinced that you are doing your best to help Parlia-
ment in this rather awkward situation. I am sure that
all Members who, like mlnelf, voted yesterday for
delalng a vote will take into account the difficult situ-
ation in which we are placed by reason of the fact that
the rapporteur is unable to be present.
Mr President" with all due respect, I hope that you can
reverse that decision. If not, I would have to ask you
to put your decision to a vote here in Parliament.
Lady Elles (ED). 
- 
Mr President, in supporting Mr
Haagerup I would draw your attention to Rule 55(2)
which says: 'once adopted, the agenda shall not be
amended, except .... on a proposal from the Presi-
dent'. There is no definition in that Rule as to when
that proposal could come. I would earnestly request
you, in view of your previous statement and the misun-
derstanding that has arisen, that you would now
propose to this Chamber that we should vote on the
Fergusson report at the time proposed by Mr
Haagerup. I would ask you to make that proposal
under this Rule.
President. 
- 
Lady Elles, the possibility you mention
exists, but in view of the importance of the matter I
think it would be wise to have certain consultations
on that subject during the day before making such a
proposal I think that could possibly be done at the
beginning of the afternoon.
Mr Bangemann (L). 
- 
Mr President, I wanted to
say exactly the same as Lady Elles. You have
confirmed that the problem exists and I have no
doubt that Mr Haagerup is right that you will do your
utmost to solve it. Could you not therefore put it to
the House for a decision right now ?
President. 
- 
That is why I propose, Mr Bangemann,
to come up with a proposal at 3 p.m. if we can get a
consensus among the group chairmen.
Sir Fred Catherwood (ED). 
- 
I would like to say
on behalf of my group that we do have very consider-
able difficulties this week because of the fact that we
have our Party Conference. Adam Fergusson made
absolutely certain that he was here as rapporteur when
this was on the agenda. He has fixed all his other
most important engagements, so that he has to leave
immediately for the Party Conference. Therefore, it is
not satisfactory to us, trying as we are to make the best
presence we can at our Own Party Conference, to keep
Adam Fergusson here until 6 o'clock. Therefore, we
would very strongly request that he should be enabled
to attend the last two days of the Conference, having
remained here as rapporteur during the Conference.
Mr Klepsch (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr Presiden! I think we
could perhaps settle the matter since several
groups have already spoken 
- 
by asking the Socialist
Group 
- 
and the House complied with its wishes
yesterday 
- 
whether it agrees.
Mr Glinne (S). 
- 
(FR) Out of consideration for our
colleagues from the European Democratic Group and
in view of their obligations, we can fully understand
their reasons for requesting postponement" and we
a8fee.
(ApplarsQ
President. 
- 
I no longer need to consult the group
chairmen on what has taken place. I propose that we
postpone the vote on the Fergusson report to the
Monday of the second October part-session.
(Parliament adopted tbe proposal)
Mr Gawronski (L). 
- 
AD Mr Presideng for reasons
of time my group did not want to table an urgent
motion on Poland. Ve feel, however that we must
mention that exactly one year ago 224 Members from
all the groups supported my initiative by adopting a
resolution nominating Lech lTalesa for the Nobel
Peace Prize.
I think it is a source of satisfaction to note that our
wish has now come true. Ve were therefore surprised
that the President omitted to mention this initiative
by Parliament either at the beginning of Monday's
sitting or in the telegram which he sent to Lech
Valesa on Tuesday on behalf of Parliament as a
whole.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I must say that I did not at all forget
Parliament's initiative. The telegram was very expliiit,
since I also congratulated Mr Valesa on behalf of
Parliament, and I could not do this unless it was on
the basis of the 224 signarures you have just
mentioned.
(Parliament approoed tbe Alinates)r
I For the section dealing with documents received, see the
Minutes.
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2. Urgent and Topical Debate
Turkey
President. 
- 
The next item is the joint debate on:
- 
the motion for a resolution (Doc. l-814l83) on
behalf of the Liberal and Democratic Group on
elections in Turkey ;
- 
the motion for a resolution (Doc. l-822183) by Mr
de la Maline and Mr Isra6l, on behalf of the
Group of European Progressive Democrats, on the
situation in Turkey;
- 
the motion for a resolution (Doc. 1-829183) by Mr
von Hassel and others on the situation in Turkey ;
- 
the motion for a resolution (Doc. l-831/83) by Mr
Fellermaier and others, on behalf of the Socialist
Group, on the association between the EEC and
Turkey;
- 
the motion for a resolution (Doc. 1-835/83) by Mr
Van Miert and others, on behalf of the Socialist
Group, on a general amnesty for prisoners of con-
science in Turkey;
- 
the motion for a resolution (Doc. l-839l83) by Mr
Fanti and others on behalf of the Communist and
Allies Group, on the situation in Turkey.
Mr Gawronski (L). 
- 
AD Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, it is vital for the Parliament to realize fully
the importance of the position $/e are asking it to
adopt today, by approving the joint amendment
replacing the various motions for a resolution for
urgent debate on Turkey.
The proposed text is in no way intended to be hostile
to Turkey. To the contrary, it recognizes Turkey's
significance as a European power and the importance
to the Community and to the Member States of the
re-establishment of democracy and stability in Turkey.
'W'e are expressing this concem because there can
only be two types of stability in the modern world,
stability based on the constant repression of any form
of dissent and that based on the consensus of the
citizens. It is obviously our duty to support the second
type of stability.
\fe have no hesitation in recognizing that before the
coup d'6tat of 12 September 1980, democracy in
Turkey was subject to the centrifugal forces of left and
right-wing extremist Sroups, but we cannot accePt any
form of dictatorship as the only alternative to disorder.
Undemocratic elections and the suppression of
freedom of thought tend to have the opposite effect of
generating cynicism and encouraging revolutionary
extremism.
Perhaps some people will consider it ill-advised to
express an opinion on the elections to be held in
Turkey on 6 November next before they actually take
place. However, ladies and gentlemen, that would
imply overlooking the rules 
- 
I refuse to dignify
them by calling them laws 
- 
which have been
applied for the organization of these elections.
Most probably the elections themselves will be
conducted relatively properly and will not be a
complete and utter farce like the pseudo elections
which are held in Communist countries. But I will
not go back over our reasons, which are listed in thejoint text, since we consider that the statement
contained in paragraph l, asserting that the elections
of 6 November cannot be considered a free expression
of the democratic wishes of the Turkish people, is a
fact rather than an opinion.
The defenders of the Turkish regime will perhaps say
that half a loaf is better than no bread. I agree with
them to the extent that the limited freedom of expres-
sion which the Turkish people will be allowed on 5
November may perhaps serve to temPer the severity
of military rule. Nevertheless, we in this House,
cannot accept that such paltry concessions should be
made to the freedom of the Turkish people. It is not
acceptable to us because it is not acceptable to them.
The same reasons were behind this Parliament's conti-
nued refusal to accept the imposition on the Polish
people of a regime which is far from democratic,
though better than during Stalin's era, better than
many others in Eastern Europe and above all better
than that in the Soviet Union.
Mr President, we feel sympathy and understanding for
Turkey in the midst of her difficulties. We appreciate
the fatt that it is not easy to re-establish democratic
freedom when geographical and historical factors tend
to encourage authoritarianism. S7e are aware of the
pressure put on Turkey by the Soviet Union. !7e
understand the great difficulties inherent in rapid
industrialization and the resulting social revolution
through having experienced them. !7e recognized the
difficulties Turkey is facing owing to the resurgence of
Islamic fundamentalism among its neighbours. As
democrats, we condemn all forms of terrorism from
the right or the left.
Consequently, we can appreciate that Turkey requires
a government which is capable of taking decisive
action to defend democracy and the authority of the
State. Such action, however, will be vain if the Sovern-
ment does not enjoy popular support and if its
authority does not rest on democratic elections. Any
election where the basic democratic forces in the
society are banned from taking part is futile and unac-
ceptable.
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In the name of those values for which Europe stands,
for the sake of our own self-esteem and the future of
the Turkish people, we in the Liberal and Democratic
Group hereby declare that we cannot recognize the
elections of 6 November as an authentic expression of
democracy. !7e expect something better. !7hile we
shun facile condemnations, we cannot betray the prin-
ciples on which the digniry of this Parliament is
based.
(Applause from aarious quarters)
Community broken through failure to respect human
rights. Trade union rights were flouted, and in a word,
Mr President, democracy was put into wraps.
Now that it is time to re-establish democracy, the
Turks respond to us. They tell us, with all apparent
goodwill that they have organized elections. Sadly,
such elections are not entirely satisfactory. I7e muit
however accept that in theory such elections are far
more beneficial than certain elections held in certain
Eastern European countries, and that in time those
who are elected may perhaps have the power to
re-establish democrary in Turkey themselves. That,
however, does not mean that I accept the restrictions
which have been applied to the representation of the
Turkish people.
Vhat we are asking of Turkey, Mr President, is two
essential gestures.
The first is to abolish the death penalty. There are
major countries in our world which manage the fight
against terrorism without executions. It is my pleasure
to mention Italn and there are others such as Israel.
The essential, therefore, is for Turkey to abandon use
of the death penalty.
Secondly we consider it essential that General Evren
undertakes personally to prohibit all torture in
Turkish prisons. !7e consider that these two gestures
are essential.
There remains the Armenian problem. That really is a
difficult situation.
In 1915 the Ottomans embarked on what was nothing
less than genocide of the Armenians. I use the word
in full knovledge of what it means. But I can also say
that the Ottomans of 1915 were not the Turks oi
today, just as the Nazis were not the Germans of
today_. Consequently, it is essential that in some way
or other, however it pleases, the Turkish Govemment
states clearly that genocide did indeed take place on
its territory 70 years ago, but that such genocide
cannot concern the Turkish nation of today. I would
like to srrggest that the Turkish Govemment itself esta-
blishes a commission of inquiry wlose purpose would
be to set the historical record straight.
I appeal to rhe truth in the message of Kemal Atatiirk
the first and greatest of Turks, who built the founda-
tions of democracy in his country.
Naryr{ly, this is a question for the authoriry of the
Turkish Government but we, and I ask parliament to
consider this with due solemnity, cannot forget that
the attack on Turkish diplomats and iivilians
throughout the world are unacceptable, and we must
condemn them with the same vehemence as we
condemn terrorist attacks of a$y kind, irrespective of
the victim's degree of responsibility
IN THE CHAIR: MR ESTGEN
Vice-President
Mr Van Miert (S). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I should
like to inform you that the Socialist Group withdraws
its motion for a resolution on a general amnesty for
prisoners of conscience in Turkey, but intends to
retable it for the November part-session with a view to
avoiding misunderstandingp, since the other resolu-
tions are to be replaced by a common text in which
this problem is covered. The question of prisoners of
conscience will, however, certainly come up on a
subsequent occasion.
President. 
- 
This has been noted.
Mr IsraEl (DEP). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, it is the wish
of my group that the resolution on Turkey should be
all-embracing, and take account of every aspect of an
extremely difficult situation which continues to rack
the conscience of Europe.
The strategic situation of Turkey is, first of all, of the
utmost importance. Here we have a country which at
one and the same time borders the Soviet Empire, the
Persian Empire and Syria. Such a country represents a
sort of strategic safety valve. It would be disastrous if
for any reason such a country lost our support, was
lost to the Atlantic Alliance and lost to the general
strategy of the !7est.
Turkey has been suffering from great internal strife
for many years. Terrorism of right and left wings have
shaken the very foundations of Turkey's sociai struc-
ture. In the last analysis, the fear which I described a
few moments ago was no irrational fear, it was a very
real risk : Turkey was at risk of total collapse. That risk
of implosion threatened the very existence of the Euro-
pean Community.
That is why, when the army took over in Ankara, we
accepted that, in the last analysis, it was perhaps the
lesser of two evils and that if democracy and human
rights could be respected something might be
achieved. Alas disappointment came quickly and we
saw the agreement which united Turkey to our
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Mr President, if I express thus my sympathy towards
the victims of terrorism, whatever its origin, I cannot
conclude without a word of hope. It is my hope, and
that of my group, that democracy will be restablished
in Turkey; it is my hope that Turkey will be restored
to its place in the society of European nations and my
hope that, through this action by the European Parlia-
ment, Turkey's return amongst us will allow for a
better future for the European Communiry and for
democracy in general.
(Applause)
Mr von Hassel (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, there
are six motions for resolution before us on the subiect
of Turkey. Nearly all the groups have dealt with this
matter. Today we too, the European People's Party, are
ready to enter into this debate although we consider it
t<l be premature. It would have been more appropriate
to hold it two months after the election expected on 6
November. But we will not refuse to take part in this
debate, despite the fact that it will no longer be able
to influence the actual last stage of the election.
It is our common hope that there will be a true
democracy again in Turkey as soon as possible. !7e
expect it not to be limited and that the rights due to a
parliament, freedom of political activity, the roles of
parties and trade union rights will not be curtailed.
'S7e expect human rights to be guaranteed without
reservation and that torture should cease, as has been
laid down in the constitution for the first time in
Turkish history, and that in cases where torture is
known to be taking place, now for the first time firm
action should be taken against those responsible. We
expect trials to be conducted according to the laws of
humanity.
The European People's Party is also critical of the fact
that certain political parties have not been allowed.
Personally I can especially understand the Socialists,
who have particularly highlighted this problem. I
expressed this criticism very early on. I too regret the
fact that sometimes unnecessarily severe and clumsy
actions have occurred during this last phase. So we
agree about the obiective, we agree in some areas of
criticism, and we only disagree over the attitude which
Europe should adopt towards Turkey, we are not clear
what we should or should not do 
- 
this is where the
difference lies.
!7ith all our criticisms, we must not see only the nega-
tive side while ignoring the progress. I would like to
thank the previous speaker, Mr Isriiel, for pointing
that out once again. As you know, the transitional
government has kept to the timetable. Many in this
House expressed their doubts about that from the very
beginning. \(e forget what the situation was like
before. Mr IsraEl and the previous speaker from the
Liberal and Democratic Group described this situa-
tion. !7e forgot that the generals had already restored
democracy twice after they had had to intervene three
times ; that the Turkish generals are not comparable
to the Greek Colonels or to Mr Pinochet ; and that
Turkey 
- 
and I thank Mr Isra€l for this point 
- 
is
one of the most important partners in NATO and
that we should keep this in mind. !7e should realize
that even though some parties are prohibited, three
parties were allowed which cover a wide spectrum of
views and that in these three parties, 39 former depu-
ties, former colleagues of ours, are standing as candid-
ates, that 100 former candidates are already standing
to be independent deputies, and that the 16 who were
imprisoned or exiled have been released.
Unfortunately, the constant critics are two-faced in
their attitude: they purport to be on the side of the
Turkish people and to be prepared to take action on
behalf of the citizens, and yet they do everything to
render any kind of help impossible from the very
beginning. That is not the way to help the people 
-and that is what we must do ! !7hy do I say this ? Ve
have often discussed the Fourth Financial Protocol,
which had two main purposes: first to conduct and
finance our own projects and secondly, to undertake
the residual financing of a large number of national
projects. I would remind you that, for example, !7est
Germany envisages the residual financing of the
following national projects from the Fourth Financial
Protocol : a large part of the building work on a
drainage system for Ankara, in other words a water
supply for Ankara, the generators for a dam long since
completed, so that electricity can at last be supplied to
the population, or, for example, the completion of a
large open-cast lignite mine which provides people
with coal. So all these projects serve the people and
not the generals. So if we really wanted to help the
population, this would be our chance.
Now it seems wrong to us to declare this election to
be a priori undemocratic. Rather we should make
clear 
- 
and this has already been done by the two
previous speakers, for which I thank them 
- 
that we
place our hope in the new Parliament, that it will
make every effort to promote the process of democrati-
zation, so that within the foreseeable future it will
have all the rights of a sovereign democratic Parlia-
ment.
!7e believe that the European Parliament should
watch present developments with constant interest
and, if a positive move is made towards democracy, it
should recommend supporting the population of the
country in every possible way. Therefore, after the elec-
tion, the Political Affairs Committee should update its
report on the political situation in Turkey. !7e should
then give Turkey substantial and lasting help. This is
the content of the balanced motion we have
submitted. It combines criticism with future prospects
to give the Turkish people courage and to help the
new democracy to succeed.
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But everyone knows how delicate these questions are
in this House. Therefore we have agreed that a
compromise be found. I supported it, but with serious
reservations. But we want to make our contribution to
finding a common position. I want to state clearly that
our attitude reflects a .desire to prevent escalating
confrontations in this House, and I would hope that
other sections of the House take the same attitude as
we do.
(Altltlause)
Mr Fellermaier (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, the Socialist Group too would emphasize
the significance of this urgent debate because it shows
the importance which the whole House attaches to
Turkey's return to democracy and to what we call the
long-term association with Turkey. The Socialist
Group is also in favour of this compromise motion
which the EPP Group, the Liberal Group, the EPD
Group and we ourselves are tabling.
However, irrespective of this compromise, we Social-
ists would emphasize our deep disillusionment over
the generals who 
- 
and it is indeed so, Mr von
Hassel 
- 
may well be keeping to the timetable, but at
the same time have used a lot of tricks to undermine
the return to democracy. The train may well have
moved off but the generals have decided which democ-
rats may be allowed to ride on it.
Social democrats are not allowed to, for example.
They are excluded from these elections in Turkey.
Professor Inonii, a respected scientist, democrat and
the son of a former President of Turkey, is barred. So
are thousands of other respectable democrats. Of. 475
independent candidates, 428 were struck off the list.
Of the candidates in the three parties allowed, 244
were struck off for arbitrary reasons, and not even
according to legal criteria. Anyone who arbitrarily
prohibits parties or only allows them after the applica-
tion period for the elections has expired, is violating
the basic principles of democracy, that is, equal treat-
ment of citizens who want to organize themselves into
political parties. Our sympathy goes out to our social
democratic friends in Turkey, but also to all staunch
democrats. \fle assure them of the solidarity of Euro-
pean Socialists both before and after 6 November.
\7hat is the situation like in Turkey today a few weeks
before this election ? Infringements of the basic princi-
ples of democratic life continue as ever. Journalists
are subject to intimidation and accusation ; the press
law was tightened up in just one minute in the
Consultative Assembly at the suggestion of the
National Security Council 
- 
in just one minute !The
formation of free trade unions is still forbidden and
human rights infringements still continue as ever. Mr
von Hassel, I am deeply disappointed that you should
say here that firm action is being taken against
torturers since the new constitution has been in force.
Torture is unfortunately not an isolated case in
Turkey. Torture is systematically applied in every case
despite the new constitution.
The Turkish citizen Sahabeddin Buz is sitting in the
gallery. He works in the Hanover Youth Centre and is
a Turkish patriot who returned to his country in
autumn 1982 to settle questions involving his military
service. In the house of his father, who was mayor of
his home commune for many years and an official in
Prime Minister Demirel's Party, he was arrested
without reason and without a warrant. He was taken to
a police prison and for 50 days subjected to the worst
kinds of torture. The accusations made against him in
the torture cell were that the Youth Office in the
German town of Hanover was Maoist and Leninist. A
further accusation wasf that he was a member of a
German trade union and had dared to take part in
demonstrations held by the German Trade Union
Federation in Frankfurt on I May. Like many of his
fellow prisoners, he was hung up on a meat hook
from a steel beam for four days and four nights under
a glaring spotlight. But the torturers used more and
more refined methods. The cruel torture continued
with electric shocks on the hands, feet and genitals.
The soles of his feet were then beaten until they split
open and then the prisoner was forced to walk in ialt
water. His cries mingled with those o{ other prisoners
who were subjected to the same tortrtre.
After 50 days of this cruel torture, he was taken to an
army camp in Iskenderun. Here too, brutal beatings
and ill-treatment were the order of the day. In March
1983 Mr Buz was then acquitted by a military trib-
unal. Not one of the accusations stood up. But since
his passport remained confiscated, he was not able to
leave the country. !7ith the help of friends he then
succeeded in fleeing illegally to !flest Germany.
!7e feel nothing but abhorrence 
- 
and I hope that
the whole House agrees with us Socialists 
- 
for these
cruel torture methods in a country which has ratified
the European Convention on Human Rights.
(Applause)
Our sympathy goes out to Mr Buz and many political
prisoners who still have to undergo this treatment in
Turkey. I shall put on record in the European Parlia-
ment the names of those police officials who took
part in the torture of Mr Buz in this prison, and I
hope very much that a high ranking Turkish diplomat
who is watching the debate will do everything to
communicate to the Turkish authorities that a strict
investigation should take place in this case. The
names of the torturers are : Halil Erciyes, Bekir Giil,
Ali Tiras, Kadir Bastimur, Hikmet Sereflio$lu, Seref
Cukur, Muzaffer Tas.
!7e would ask the Turkish regime to start criminal
proceedings against these torturers, for they are still in
the service of the State. That, ladies and gentlemen, is
what is actually happening !
(Ap1tlarce)
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Allow me to say a word about what may happen in
these elections and afterwards. I believe that time-
tables and deadlines alone are not sufficient.
Democracy can only survive with a genuine political
life, and genuine political life requires that all people,
all citizens are allowed unrestricted participation in
political and social life. This is not guaranteed because
the Turkish generals already know how to hold on to
power even after the election. A decree issued on 4
October, thus very recently, is designed to maintain
the generals' rule after 5 November, over and above
the elected representatives of the people.
According to this decree of 4 October, governors are
being appointed to the top positions in eight regional
centres. These centres correspond exactly to the
present army structures. They are the centres of
Istanbul, Ankara, Ismir, Konya, Adana, Kayseri,
Erzurum and Diyarbakir. After the parliamentary elec-
tion these governors will have full power to make deci-
sions alone and without the consent of Parliament on
matters such as dissolving trade union organizations,
as well as the running of the whole spectrum of social
and economic life. !7e are deeply concerned that the
generals will continue to manipulate their way past
the constitution. This kind of internal structure 
-perhaps as the successor of martial law 
- 
is
ominously reminiscent of what has happened in
Poland.
(Applause)
There martial law was lifted. It is just that the provi-
sions were applied afterwards by the national leader-
ship much more strictly and in a much more refined
way, and here, Mr von Hassel, I am afraid there are
parallels. Anyone who speaks in favour of the freedom
of Solidarnosc must also raise his voice in favour of
the freedom of the Turkish trade union movement !
(Applause)
!7e Socialists are not therefore in a position to say
that we are dealing with genuine free and democratic
elections. For us Socialists, these elections remain a
farce as long as the basic principles of parliamentary
democracy are trampled underfoot. \fle therefore
warmly welcome the fact that the responsible political
forces in this House have jointly come to a decision
which expresses our demand for a full return to parlia-
mentary democracy, indeed not only a demand for it,
but our wishes for it in view of the friendly ties which
exist between us and the Turkish people. I hope that
this foint appeal to the generals in Turkey will not go
unheard.
(Applause)
Mrs De March (COM). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, we have had to wait three years since
General Evren's coup dUtat for this House to debate
the question of human rights in Turkey. Even now a
request for a topical and urgent debate submimed by
our Bureau, of which I myself was co-author, was
rejected yesterday by the conservative members of this
House. IUTe have had to sit through more than
100000 political arrests,157 deaths in police opera-
tions, 137 prisoners dying under torture and 50 hang-
ings, as we have just been told. \7e have had to watch
the establishment of 80 detention centres since 1980,
the re-establishment of the death penalty, the moth-
balling of iustice, and capital charges against 4 000
trade unionists. !7e have had to watch the national
assembly dissolved, political parties and trade unions
banned the press closed down or censored, we have
had to watch the hounding, imprisonment, and exile
of socialist members of DISK members of the peace
movement, of the Kurd community, and also of
eminent Turks such as the President of the Bar, Mr
Apaydin, the painter Orphan Taylan, their former
parliamentary representative at the Council of Europe,
Mr Toker and leaders of the main Socialist and Justice
Parties, Mr Ecevit and Mr Demirel. !7e have had to
see barristers in their turn imprisoned and tortured for
daring to defend the cause of political prisoners. For
three years we have had to watch the junta 
- 
whose
actions are even now being whitewashed in this
Assembly 
- 
flouting the United Nations declaration
of human rights, flouting the European charter of
human rights, ignoring the appeals made by the
Council of Europe in October 1982 and January 1983,
until now we are debating the situation of human
rights in Turkey. So many deaths, so many prisoners,
so many martyrs, so many exiles before this Assembly,
which is so quick to show concern for individual cases
anywhere in the world, should finally show concern
for the most odious mass violation of human rights
ever perpetrated in a country on Europe's doorstep.
And not just any country ! A country which since
1953 has been tied to Europe by a treaty of association
with the Community; a country to which Europe has
commitments. And note the infinitely careful
language used on all sides, the deafening silences, the
fine nuances used by certain speakers and the authors
of certain resolutions, whose purpose is to avoid
offending Mr Evren and his r6gime.
There is reason to wonder about such reticence, such
unwillingness to admit to what is going on in Turkey.
!7hy should there be this collaboration with the iunta,
these extraditions from certain European countries ?
One can wonder, for example, why the silent assent of
the United States, which has excellent relations with
the junta favouring the strengthening of American
military potential in area, and whether north Atlantic
logic calls upon us to turn the same blind eye.
Indeed, did Mr von Hassel not iust remind us that
Turkey was a major partner in NATO ? Need we
search further for the answer ?
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It is in this context that the continuing violation of
human rights, the continuing martial law and the
continued banning of political parties that the much-
vaunted elections of 5 November will take place. In
this House we have been told of 'free elections' : the
truth is rather different. The parties and candidates
taking part in the elections will be limited to those
accepted by the iunta. Fifteen political parties have
been banned and their candidates prohibited from
standing, including the abstention parry since voting
is compulsory and those failing to vote will be fined.
The press has already largely disappeared, and two
major daily newspapers hitherto tolerated, hlilliet and
Tercurnan, have also disappeared for the elections. In
the absence of free discussion it can already be said
that there will be no free choice. It is clear that these
elections will not be the free expression of universal
suffrage. They will consequently not be the expression
of the will of the Turkish people, since their democ-
ratic life blood lies in jail.
That is the extent to which our respective friends are
concerned by the military regime in Ankara.
The time available for me to speak on behalf of my
group is running out, Mr President. !7e call for the
true reinstatement of human rights. That is why we
shall support the compromise motion : we wish to see
some meaningful progress made. But we shall also
support the motion for a resolution submitted by our
chairman, Guido Fanti, and we call for meaningful
condemnation of the dissolution of the political
parties. I7e call for the meaningful re-establishment
of human rights, and the rehabilitation of all political
prisoners. !fle also insist that Community relations
with Turkey should not be maintained or developed
without the respect for basic human rights and the
freeing of all political prisoners.
That is why we call upon the Assembly to support our
proposal to maintain the freeze on the EEC-Turkey
delegation and the Fourth Financial Protocol.
Lastly, we call upon the government and foreign
ministries of the Ten to take steps with the military
junta to obtain the liberation of all political prisoners,
and to refuse all requests for extradition submitted by
the General's junta as long as Turkey remains
deprived of democracy and freedom.
(Altltlause)
Mr Vgenopoulos (S). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, the
procedure being followed in Turkey to surround the
military junta in a democratic mantle, is the familiar
procedure which, sooner or later, most dictatorial
systems adopt all over the world. But of course they
do this not because the juntas themselves want to, but
because they are subject to pressures from within their
countries and mainly from abroad via the interna-
tional organizations. \Ufle must not forget that the EEC
has frozen the Fourth Financial Protocol with Turkey
and this must be taken into consideration in this
debate. Also we must keep in mind the resolution of
the Council of Europe which was approved on 30
September, that is 13 days ago, in which it is clearly
stated that, with the conditions prevailing in Turkey,
it will be impossible to regard the Parliament which
will result from the elections on 6 November as
democratic and representative of the Turkish people.
The laws in force in Turkey regarding electoral proce-
dure are determined by the new Constitution and by
the new electoral law, which contain clearly undemoc-
ratic provisions.
As far as the constitution is concerned, Iet us observe
the following : It is forbidden to criticize the Constitu-
tion in any way as well as to assert that any of the
Turkish junta's laws are anti-constitutional. Trade
union freedoms and the right to strike have been
essentially abolished. Political parties which have prin-
ciples different from those of Kemal Atatiirk are
forbidden. Parties whose ideology is based on the exist-
ence of social classes are forbidden. The parties are
not allowed to form youth sections, to have organiza-
tions abroad or to receive aid from foreign organiza-
tions. It is forbidden to reactivate the parties which
were operating before the coup d'6tat. Finally, it is
forbidden for the activists of these parties to take part
in the political life of the country. The result of these
constitutional prohibitions is that more than 200 poli-
ticians are excluded from politics for l0 years and
another 500 deputies and senators for five years.
Against this undemocratic constitutional background
there is the new electoral law which serves as a
guarantee for the junta that the situation will not slip
out of their hands. By various tricks, this new electoral
law assures in advance the desired result, which is to
allow the military government to adopt a civilian
guise and to perpetuate the ideology of 12 September,
the date of. the coup d'6tat. T:heref.ore, by the elimina-
tion of hundreds of candidates by the National Secu-
rity Council on the one hand and with the excessive
demands of the new electoral law on the other hand,
such as that which requires of the parties that they
have organizations in at least 34 of the 57 Turkish
provinces, the junta was able to promote those parties
which were to its liking. But to be certain of the elec-
tion results, the junta has changed the distribution of
seats between the urban and rural population. Do you
believe then, ladies and gentlemen, that with these
conditions prevailing in Turkey and with the laws
which are part and parcel of the dictatorship's
measures, it is possible to conduct faultless elections ?
At any rate, we Greek Socialists, who have recent expe-
rience of such elections 
- 
as do all Greeks 
- 
do not
wish you to have any part in such a fiasco, such a
farce.
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Mr President, it is the duty of all of us to condemn
the provocative behaviour of the junta and the manipu-
lated elections in Turkey, and to help the Turkish
people to regain its dignity and full sovereignty by
truly free and democratic processes. The geo-political
position of Turkey and her membership of NATO
must not serve to soften our reaction to such methods
and procedures, which are foreign to our democratic
ideals. For us Greek Socialists, it is a matter of prin-
ciple, and we demote to second place all the ulterior
motives of some people, who insist on closing their
eyes to what is happening so close to us in Europe,
while their sensitivities are aroused particularly when
it is a question of other continents. !7e believe that
the joint compromise motion does not go very far in
its condemnation of what is happening in Turkey.
However, we shall support the motion as it stands
except for the second paragraph of the recital, because
we do not acknowledge specific roles in various coun-
tries, particularly where democracy and human rights
are concerned, But we shall vote for the motion as a
whole, thereby adding our voice to those of our
colleagues and thus taking a last chance to bring pres-
sure to bear on the Turkish junta as a contribution 
-albeit small 
- 
to the struggle of the Turkish people
to restore democracy in their country.
(Applause)
Mr Kellias (PPE). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, Turkey is
still a military dictatorship today. Like every dicrator-
ship, it is trying on the one hand to legalize itself with
fake plebiscites and false elections and on the other
hand to make sure it stays in power. Tolerance and
help towards the Turkish regime do not bring this
country closer to normality 
- 
on the contrary it
encourages the dictatorship to maintain power by
force and to oppress the Turkish people as well as to
pursue a provocative foreign policy.
Peoples who are under the yoke of dictatorships
expect the support of the free peoples and are disap-
pointed and embittered when these dictatorships are
tolerated or, even worse, given backing. In Turkey elec-
tions are due to be held on 5 November. The condi-
tions under which they are to be held make it certain
that they will not be genuine. A statemenr to this
effect was also issued by the Council of Europe, the
international organization with the greatest responsi-
bility for the protection of human rights and political
freedoms, in its recent resolution of 30 September
1 983.
The exclusion of real parties as well as of most of the
candidates from the elections, the participation only
of prefabricated parties and approved candidates, the
expulsion of politicians, the thousancis of prisoners,
the torture, the death sentences, the muzzling of the
press, the infringement of all human rights and the
general climate of fear which the three-year dictator-
ship has created 
- 
all these things render free expres-
sion of popular opinion in the elections of 5
November impossible.
Quite rightly, the joint motion of all the political
groups and other individual motions which have
preceded it refer to this very important text from the
Consultative Assembly of the Council of Europe. The
same joint motion calls upon the Turkish r6gime to
restore the human and civil rights of all Turkish
citizens, irrespective of the convictions, political past
and future persuasions of each one, to give back to the
Turkish people their full sovereignty by means of free
elections and to stop the use of the death penalty in
political cases or for political offences, as well as to
stop every kind of torture in the prisons.
The motion, which is generally accepted, gives a
picture of the tragic reality of Turkey today. Only para-
gtaph 2 of the recital causes problems and hesitation
for us Greeks, and we think that it has no place in the
motion. If this joint motion is adopted, let it be
considered as the final notice to the Turkish dictator-
ship that the Turkish people must regain their
freedom.
(Applause)
Lady Elles (ED).- Mr President, I must preface my
remarks by saying that the European Democratic
Group does not have a common view on this parti-
cular matter and I am therefore not speaking on
behalf of my group.
I would like to tell Mr Fellermaier that, of course, we
in our group share with him a belief in democrary
and in freedom and we also believe that this parlia-
ment is a basis for democracy and freedom. I should
also like to congratulate Mrs De March on her most
eloquent plea for freedom for political prisoners and
for the principles of democracy to be observed in
Turkey. I only hope that she will apply the same
standards when the names happen to be those of
Shcharansky and other Soviet prisoners instead of
Turks . ..
(Applause)
... and we shall watch closely the way in which she
applies her impartialiry on principles which are dear
to all of us in this Chamber 
- 
certainly on my side
of the House 
- 
such as the freedom of the individual
and respect for parliamentary democrary.
Mr President, those Members of this House who travel
around the world a lot will be aware of the enormous
political influence that this Parliament has acquired,
far beyond the legitimate powers that have been
accorded to this House under the Treaties. For that
very reason, I believe that it is essential that this Parlia-
ment exercises this influence with a sense of responsi-
bility. My personal views on these resolutions and this
debate are that it has been timed irresponsibly to take
place immediately before elections in Turkey.
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This debate and these resolutions do, of course, refer
to the manner in which the elections are to be held. I
think that nobody will deny the facts contained in the
preamble of the amending resolution. They are based
on verifiable facts and I believe, have come also from
the European Commission's Information Office in
Ankara. \7e do not dispute these facts, nor, indeed,
are we in a position to dispute any other facts which
may pertain to the situation in Turkey at the moment.
However, I question the wisdom of holding this
debate and adopting any resolution today. Indeed, I
believe it is mischief-making on the part of certain
elements in this House.
Mr President, members of countries with long histo-
ries of parliamentary democracy, or even some of
those who have only a short history of parliamentary
democracy will be fully aware the counter-productive
effects of external criticism immediately before and
during elections in one's own country. I would also
remind Members 
- 
we have all had experience of
this situation in all our countries 
- 
of the very deli-
cate balance which must be maintained in order to
preserve democracy within the established institu-
tional frameworks which we are fortunate enough to
possess and in order both to ensure political stability
and guarantee the protection of human rights and free-
doms of the individual to which most of the parties in
this Parliament subscribe.
Turkey is a country which is fully conscious of its
importance to '!?'estem geopolitical strageg'y. This has
been mentioned by many speakers already. But it has
suffered extremes of internal political instability; it
has suffered a reign of terror where the rate of deaths
was about 20 per day, something which any of our
Member States would have difficulty in facing under
normal circumstances, let alone those which already
obtain in Turkey. I therefore believe that there is a
need to resist interference which might in any way
contribute to further destabilization in that country.
Condemning the present government for the way in
which it is behaving does not help the people of
Turkey at this time. If it did, we would be far more
willing to support the resolutions before this House
than I am certainly prepared to today, because I
believe it is doing harm to the people of Turkey. It
will have a harmful effect on the generals' position
and it will not help them to move towards democracy.
'$7'e must remember that this is the third time in 20
years that the generals have attempted to move
towards a democratic system. !fle have seen what has
happened so far. The generals must be encouraged to
take action to move Turkey towards a democracy.
Let us remember our studies of history, particularly
those of you who were proposing a European textbook
on history only the other night in this House. Let us
remember that those who have rushed or run into
democratic systems without the backing of the people,
without the understanding of the people that they
have a freedom of choice, have nearly always ended
up in disaster, not in democracy but in something
very much more unpleasant for the peoples of Europe.
This has happened over and over again in our Euro-
pean history. Let us also remember that those we pres-
surize into democracy fall even harder than those who
take it slowly and evolve into such a system. Ve only
have to look at those countries throughout the world
which have adopted 
- 
regrettably I must say 
- 
the
'$7'estminster system of democracy and see where they
are now: one party, one vote, once. That will be the
last vote they will ever have. If you pressurize a
country which is not prepared for democracy, you are
doing more harm than good.
I myself, Mr President, cannot support any of the reso-
lutions before this House for the reasons that I have
given. I support totally the guarantee of the protection
of human rights for all individuals. I am quite
convinced, however, that the action of this Parliament
today is not a credit to this House, and I shall look
forward to debating this subiect after the elections in
order to help Turkey to move towards what we know
as parliamentary democracy.
(Applause from tbe ight)
Mr Segre (COM). 
- 
(IT) Mr President, it is not a
lack of responsibility, as Lady Elles has just asserted,
but a demonstration of a democratic sense of responsi-
bility to discuss the 'farce' being prepared for 6
November here today, at long last, as Mrs De March
pointed out a short time ago.
I7e are not prone to selective indignation, we look
'S7est as well as East. !7e are not politically one-eyed,
like some groups in this Parliament. So while
condemning the situation in Turkey today, we are
deeply shocked by all the attempts still being made to
avoid a debate and a vote. Mr President, we do not
share many of the expressions and arguments in the
ioint Socialist, Christian Democrat and Liberal motion
for a resolution, some of which seem feeble to us, and
others vaSue or even ambiguous. This motion for a
resolution straddles some profoundly divergent
viewpoints, as Mr von Hassel and Mr Fellermaier
pointed out. For this reason we hold to the motion
put forward by the Communist and Allies Group.
However, what we are most concerned about, as Mrs
De March so rightly emphasized, is that at a time like
the present, the European Parliament should be
capable of raising its voice firmly in protest and
demanding that the civil and political rights of all
citizens in Turkey should at long last be restored, that
the people of Turkey be given back their full sover-
eignty through free elections and that the shameful
practice of torture and the death penalty should cease.
(Applause from tbe Communists and Allies Group)
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Mr Eisma (NI). 
- 
(NL)W President, instead of 120
seconds I shall need only 20, because after listening to
Mr Fellermaier I have nothing to add to his impres-
sive contribution. In giving up my speaking time I
should like to make it absolutely clear that I agree
100 % with what Mr Fellermaier said, and that his
remarks fully reflect my feelings.
Mr Croux (PPE). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, the Group of the European People's Party
will support this resolution, which resulted from joint
consultation. This debate has shown that there are
many, differing concerns, depending on whether one
is right or left wing, on whether one finds the geopolit-
ical factors more or less important than the moral
elements, or whether one looks back to history or is
concerned about the future. !7e think this text is a
meaningful synthesis of all these elements because it
encompasses two main trends.
Firstly, it is obvious that Parliament is not happy with
the preparations for the elections in Turkey and this is
clearly expressed. It is equally obvious that Parliament
is renewing its call to have human and political rights
respected in Turkey as well. And we do that all the
more insistently because Turkey is in such a special
position where Europe is concerned, as manifested for
instance in its membership of the Council of Europe.
There must not be the least bit of doubt about this
point.
But there is also another point. !7e are not a court of
iustice ; a Parliament which represents the people is
also concerned about the future and strives incessantly
to bring about an improvement in the human lot,
especially in those areas of the world where we might
have some influence. That is why we want to keep our
options open and why we again call on all the
Turkish authorities, on all those currently in office,
and also on the next Parliament which could perhaps
play a role in these moves towards freedom and
democracy.
Lady Elles said clearly that we in Europe must also
show humiliry in the face of history and project that
feeling to the future. It is in that sense that we feel
that this is a constructive motion that explicitly pays
attention to all the relevant elements.
Mr Alavanos (COM). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, there is
an unacceptable motion before us which is 
- 
and I
would like to stress this point 
- 
unfortunately
co-signed by the Greek Euro-MPs of the New Democ-
racy Party. It is a motion by the Christian Democrats
which, amongst other things, talks of a return to
democracy, while there are 4 500 people under
sentence of death, 150 already executed, and 100 000
political prisoners.
They claim that there will be an elected national
assembly after these elections when in fact the
Turkish people are not going to make a choice, but
simply ratify, under the armed threat of the NATO
junta, the choice which the junta has already made.
And I ask you, colleagues from the New Democracy
Party, what would you say if elections took place in
Greece with Papandreou, Averof and Florakis in
prison ? !7hat would you say if the administration of
the General Confederation of Greek Labour was
facing the death sentence ? !7hat would you say if
newspapers like Kathimerini and To Vima were
closed ?
Apart from this motion there is also a joint amend-
ment from various political groups, with the exception
of the Communists.'S7e have fundamental and serious
reservations. This amendment talks of the strategic
position of Turkey and of the need for a balance of
power. It is this strategic position which Turkey holds,
particularly after the events in Iran, which is respon-
sible for the situation today. Can we agree on a
balance of power when there are Turkish troops in
Cyprus, the army of the Aegean threatening our
national sovereignty at the instigation of NATO and
of the USA, the bases which are directed against the
Soviet Union and the other Socialist countries and are
threatening this balance ? And finally, Mr President, I
should mention the appeal made to General Evren.
Here the Parliament makes decisions, gives orders and
expresses its disapproval of Andropov, Castro, the
Sandinistas, even of Papandreou, and yet appeals are
made to General Evren. It is a scandal, it is unaccep-
table.
Mr Kyrkos (COM). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, we
support the Fanti motion but we will vote for the joint
amendment before us. !7e reject the second paragraph
because it constitutes an alibi for all those who wish
to consolidate military rule in Turkey.
Mr von Hassel told us that we expect something from
the military leaders in Ankara, but we expect nothing
at all. However, with this joint motion we would like
to address a greeting of solidarity to the Turkish
people and to express our own eagerness that the
struggle of all their political forces be strengthened so
that they may be freed from military dictatorship.
However, we consider that this motion, for which we
shall vote despite the most acute disagreements
between us and our categorical rejection of the second
paragraph, does not mean that we will open the door
of Europe to let in the pseudo-leaders in Ankara, nor
that we will recognize the results of the pseudo-elec-
tions in Turkey.
Mr Haferkamp, Vice-President of tbe Cornmission.
- 
(DE) Mr President, this debate has not only
brought to light certain important facts, but also
clearly demonstrated the general concern we feel as
regards this associated country. On the day of the mili-
tary coup, the Commission immediately called for a
swift return to democracy and full respect for human
rights.
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'S7e have taken every possible opportunity of stressing
that the development of relations between the
Community and Turkey depends on this demand
being fulfilled and we have also explained quite specif-
ically on previous occasions in this House what this
has meant in practice, i.e. we have virtually no deal-
ings whatsoever with the country and this is certainly
not the time 
- 
as also became apparent from the
debate 
- 
to change our approach. Consequently, the
Commission will continue to uphold its demands and
attitudes.
Mr Bournias (PPE). 
- 
(Gn Mr President, there has
been an inaccurate statement made in this House. The
Member from the Communist Group, Mr Alavanos,
accused us, the Members of the New Democracy
Party, of having signed a motion by the Christian-
Democratic Group on Turkey. This is completely
untrue and the Member who made this inaccurate
statement must be called to order.
President. 
- 
I should not have called Mr Bournias
to make a personal statement until after the vote, but
after saying that it was a point of order he went on to
make a personal statement.
The debate is closed. I
Mr Alavenos (COM). 
- 
Gn Mr President, I shall
be very brief. Frankly, we listened to this statement by
Mr Bournias with great pleasure, but I want him to
understand us, because in the motion by Mr von
Hassel we can see Mr Gontikas'signature. We thought
Mr Gontikas was evidently expressing the view of the
other Euro-MPs from the New Democracy Party,
since by all accounts no division of responsibilities
had been made by the spokesman, Mr Kallias. \7e
listened to Mr Bournias' statement with really a gteat
deal of pleasure.
President. 
- 
Mr Alavanos, fortunately I can settle
this matter. Mr Gontikas wanted to withdraw his signa-
ture, but this was no longer possible for technical
reasons. I think that this clears the matter up.
Argentina
President. 
- 
The next item is the ioint debate on
- 
the motion for'a resolution (Doc. 1-838/83) by Mr
Fanti and others on the situation in Argentina
- 
the motion for a resolution (Doc. l-8a0/83) by Mr
Pedini and Mr Barbagli, on behalf of the Group of
the European People's Party, on the situation in
Argentina.
Mr Carossino (COM). 
- 
(IT) Mr President, the 30
October is drawing nigh. This is an historical date for
the people of Argentina, who by dint of struggle and
the sacrifice of so many of their best sons, have won
back the right to freedom and democracy and are now
about to inherit a difficult situation from the military
regime, which has brought the evils of political adven-
turism, defeat and economic collapse on the country.
!7ith the 30 October coming up then, it is right and
proper that some words of solidarity, support and
warning should go out from Europe and this Parlia-
ment, which represents the peoples from whom so
many Argentines are descended.
First and foremost, we must express our solidaity
with the democratic and progressive forces, which
have managed to organize and direct the efforts of
people to bring back legitimate govemment, in spite
of the most merciless dictatorship and ruthless repres-
sion. !7e must express our sttpport for all those who
are working to make the difficult transitional phase
from dictatorship to democracy pass peacefully
without further bloodshed, in the observance of funda-
mental civil rights. !7e must glve a waming to that
part of the military establishment and those forces
who took advantage of the dictatorship to acquire priv-
ileges and illicit gains.
They might still see an advantage in thwarting the
return to democracy and will not hesitate to threaten
coups, which would throw the country into chaos and
probably lead it to the brink of civil war. These forces
should realize that they cannot bank on the solidarity
nor even the complacent silence of the peoples and
government of the Communiry. To the contrary, they
must realize that they will find themselves most
severely condemned and forced into complete polit-
ical isolation.
Our hope is that the return to democracy shall come
about peacefully and in a climate of unity, so allowing
closer and more profitable economic cooperation on
new bases to develop between the Community and
Argentina.
In these crucial hours we hope the European Parlia-
ment will send this message of solidarity and friend-
ship to the people of Argentina.
(Applause from tbe Comrnunist and Allies Group)
Mr Pedini (PPE). 
- 
(17) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, we are pleased that the amendment tabled
has received the practically unanimous support of the
political groups in this Parliament.
Some of us had the opportunity to go to Argentina
recently and see how strongly the Argentines desire
the restoratibn of democracy, and how many men and
political forcts there are *ho are more than capable of
tackling a dYficult state of affairs left by the military.I For the vote, see Annex.
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!(e hope that the elections will proceed responsibly
and peacefully, and that once elected, the Parliament
will be able to solve the basic problems, beginning
with the desaparecidos and the apportionment of
blame for responsibility during the many different
phases of a long civil war. !7'e hope above all that the
elected Parliament will lay down the conditions for
reconciliation which we see as a fundamental factor in
Argentina's future.
I7e would like to pay tribute to the fundamental role
which moral forces, such as the Church, are playing at
present in the reconciliation process. The European
Parliament feels in close sympathy with the demo-
cratic forces in Argentina, but, Mr President, and I
address the Commission in particular, we consider
that moral support is not enough. The Argentine
problem also comes under the wider subject of rela-
tions between the European Economic Communiry
and Latin America which we discussed yesterday.
!7e used to have an agreement with Argentina for
economic and commercial cooperation, which has
practically fallen into disuse. It ihould be revived as
soon as possible, Mr President, and our political and
moral support should go hand in hand with a willing-
ness on our part to examine conditions for economic
and commercial cooperation, which are a fundamental
factor in affording in the future some significant
stability, productiviry, export capacity and crop deve-
lopment as well as in a Latin American democracy of
Argentina's size.
These are the feelings, Mr President, which motivate
the Group of the European People's Party, which has
made a positive contribution to this document, to
support the gradual return of Argentina to a demo-
cratic way of life. May Europe express its solidariry
clearly today and may this solidarity be of comfort to
this great country with which we have such close
historical and cultural bonds.
(Applause from tbe centre)
Mrs Veil (L). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, our topical and urgent debates are usually
an occasion for sadness, for they are our means of
expressing our condemnation of r6gimes which defy
democracy and flout human rights : for once we can
hold such a debate with the faintest glimmer of hope.
'$7e are concerned with a country which is going to
hold general election, and a general election which
allows us to hope for a return to democracy. !fle are
all aware that not everything in Argentina is yet
perfect ; that tragedy is still commonplace, that torture
remains, and that desperation is an everyday situation.
'We still do not know what has bccome of those who
have disappeared, and the authorities are still
unwilling to shed any light. On the other hand,
whereas in so many totalitarian countries 
- 
and I am
thinking mainly of East European totalitarianism 
-
there is no hope of any return to true democracy
(Poland, alas, is the day-by-day proof of that), such a
possibility does exist on the other side of the world.
I7e should give our support to any such possibility,
and that, I believe, is the meaning of our resolution :
first it is a message of hope for democracy throughout
the world ; a message to Argentina to reioin the world
of democracy. And secondly it is a message of solid-
arity addressed to the peoples of the l0 democracies
we represent : a solidarity which will be needed for
years to come, for life is not becoming easier in
economic terms, in social terms or in political terms.
But the Argentinians must be sure that we shall stand
by them in their happiness and their labours, as we
did during their misery and their sufferings.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
The debate is closed. I
Hurnan ights
President. 
- 
The next item is the ioint debate on
the
- 
motion for a resolution (Doc. l-832183) by Mrs
Duport and others, on behalf of the Socialist
Group, on the situation of 48 Uruguayan women
detainees, in particular Mrs Rita Ibarburu ;
- 
motion for a resolution (Doc. l-833/83) by Mr
Glinne and Mrs Van den Heuvel, on behalf of the
Socialist Group, on the arrest of Pedro Felipe
Ramires and Juan Pablo Cardenas ;
- 
motion for a resolution (Doc. (l-835/83) by Mrs
Th6obald-Paoli and others, on behalf of the
Socialist Group, on improved observance of
human rights and civil liberties in Brazil and
defence of two imprisoned priests.
Mrs Duport (S). 
- 
(FR) Mr President" ladies and
gentlemen, at our June 1983 part-session the House
decided to send a delegation to Uruguay to examine
the situation there after 10 years of military dictator-
ship.
20 o/o oL the population is in exile for political or
economic reasons ; there is 14 o/o unemployment.
Thousands of Uruguayans are imprisoned for political
or trade-union activity. They are subjected to physical
and psychological torture which was described to me
by members of 'Frente Amplio', one of the opposition
parties, whose leader, Liber Seregni, is in prison at this
moment.
'$7'hen 
'Frente Amplio' learned of our decision to send
a delegation, they sent me a list of 48 women impri-
soned at Punta Rieles prison. They are ill, without
treatment, and subjected daily to physical and psycho-
logical tortures ranging from the most sophisticated to
I For the vote, see Annex.
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the crudest imaginable. A motion for resolution was
tabled on behalf of one particular prisoner, Mrs Rita
Ibarburu, who is a journalist aged 58 serving eight
years, and a very active militant member of the still
clandestine opposition. At present she is virtually an
invalid as a result of the multiple injuries she has
suffered. This is the list of the 48 prisoners, together
with the trials and tortures inflicted upon them. I
canot read the list in the two minutes available to me,
but it is available for the delegation to see, and I trust
that the delegation will be sent very quickly to
Uruguay so that these prisoners can be visited and the
appropriate steps taken with the Uruguayan authori-
ties.
Mr Isra€l (DEP). 
- 
(FR) My group is of course fully
in favour of these three resolutions relating to human
rights, Mr President. I would simply like to remind
the House that we have asked the 'Human righs'
\Torking Group of the Political Affairs Committee to
examine every aspect of these questions. It is very diffi-
cult for us to decide on individual cases without their
first being considered by the'Human rights'I7orking
Group.
President. 
- 
I quite undemtand, Mr Isradl, but we
have gone into the question already. The item is on
Parliament's agenda. The objection you are now
making should have been made earlier.
Mr Glinne (S). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, we do not
choose lightly the cases to be brought to the attention
of the House. During the debate on Chile at our last
session we mentioned Mr Rodolfo Seguel, a trade
union leader. It was after the House adopted the Chile
resolution virtually unanimously that we learned of
the arrest of two further well-known Chileans, Mr
Pedro Ramirez, the former Minister for Mines, and Mr
Juan Pablo Cardenas, the director of the magazine
'Analysis', charged with incitement to insurrection
and with publicly suggesting that the President
General should leave.
They are not the only victims of such actions ; it is
simply that they are amongst those best known world-
wide, irrespective of their political allegiance. I
consider that we should not wait for these cases to be
considered in depth, but vote for them straight away.
Mrs Th6obald-Paoli (S). 
- 
(FR) Mr President,
ladies and gentlemen, the priests imprisoned in Brazil
for wanting justice deserve our respect and our help.
They are supported by the local peasants 
- 
mostly
illiterate, starving 
- 
the victims of the big landowners
who oppress them, and of the repressive system which
governs the north of Brazil.
There are occasional peasant risings in this appalling
triangle of hunger, and provocation by the landed
oligarchy which runs these penniless federated States.
It appears to have been a question of provocation 
- 
I
have checked the facts carefully over several months,
Mr Isra€l 
- 
in the case of the 13 peasants and two
priests who supported them. They have been impri-
soned for over 12 months.on the evidence of penni-
less peasants in the pay of the military. The two
priests are citizens of a Member State of our Commu-
nity. They are not asking for clemency, they are
asking to be reried in accordance with democratic
principles, certain of their innocence. The trial should
be taking place shortly.
By supporting this resolution, with its carefully-
chosen wording, the House will be contributing to
freeing these men, and perhaps to a return to democ-
racy in the largest country in Latin America. IThilst
all our sympathy extends to Brazil and her people, in
the difficult economic times they are suffering as a
result of the laisser-faire oL her previous military
leaders, and while they are attempting successfully to
return to democrary 
- 
and, as Mrs Veil said, may it
be for all time 
- 
we must give them our support by
adopting this resolution.
Mr Predini (PPE). 
- 
@) Mr President, my Group
will be voting in favour of the Th6obald-Paoli motion
for a resolution.
I would just like to ask Mrs Th6obald-Paoli and her
Group whether they have any obiection to deleting
the first rwo lines, beginning 'having regard to the
results of the Europe-Latin America Conference .. .' I
have every respect for that conference, but if we were
to let this reference stand, we would also have to
mention all the political conferences and the proceed-
ings of the Parliament in which a stand is taken in
support of human righs.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed. I
THEOBALD-PAOLI MOTION FOR A RESOLU-
TroN (DOC. l-83s/83)
Mr Glinne (S). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, recently there
have been many meetings on Latin America, particu-
larly on Brazil. The Socialists have had three or four,
but I am convinced that other political groupinp
have also held some. The important thing is not to
refer to a particular meeting in Bonn but for Parlia-
ment as a whole to adopt paragraphs a, b and c. Thus
we willingly withdraw the first two lines of the
motion. I
Cbistmas butter
President. 
- 
The next item is the motion for a reso-
lution (Doc. l-828/83) by Mr Aigner and orhers, on
behalf of the Group of the European People's Party(CD Group), on the sale of Christmas butter at
reduced prices.
1 For the vote, see Annex.
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Mr Aigner (PPE). 
- 
(DE) This topic was debated at
the last part-session, so I would only like to reiterate
some of the main points and ask the Commission in
particular to confirm the facts.
Is it true, Mr Dalsager, that we have 800 000 tonnes of
butter in stock at present ? Is it true that, due to the
irresponsible market and agricultural policy of the
Communiry in this area, annual production is running
at 2.3 million tonnes, whilst Community consump-
tion 
- 
including all cut-price campaigns 
- 
only
amounts to 1.5 million tonnes ?
Is it true that we have an annual surplus of approxi-
mately 700 000 tonnes per year, that we are thus
certain to have a surplus of over I million tonnes of
butter at the end of the year, assuming that only
350 000 tonnes of butter are exported yearly 
- 
and
here I am using the Commission's figures 
- 
that in
the foreseeable future we can thus expect to have enor-
mous stocks of butter ? Mr Dalsager, if the export
subsidy for this surplus butter is approximately 50 Yo
- 
at present it is slightly less but when the world
market price collapses it will have to be well over
50 % 
- 
is it not clear that the scheme we are prop-
osing to step up butter sales within the Community at
a ratio of I to 2 only represents a subsidy ol 330/o ?
How can the Commission then claim not to have the
funds, even if it wished to support the scheme, and
not to be in a position to implement it ?
To recap : for exports 
- 
and this is the only alterna-
tive if the internal market is not extended 
- 
the
subsidies are now running at 50o/o and will have to
increase, since the Americans are also putting 500 000
tonnes of butter on the world market 
- 
which occa-
sioned some very tough talks with the American agri-
cultural minister recently. We shall therefore be
obliged to raise our subsidies to over 50 0/o to main-
tain anything like our share of exports. How can the
question of funds arise when a subsidy of 33Yo less is
involved ?
I was then told that it was only a question of the
annual accounts. Mr Dalsager, may I ask you to
explain Article 30 of Directive No 804 and Article 7a
and 8 of Directive No 750/69 and tell us whether the
legal position is not such that the scheme could be
funded by savingp on export refunds in 1984 by trans-
ferring funds next yeat 
- 
an absolutely legitimate
accounting procedure. lThether the butter is in stock
or is distributed, it is the Commission that has to bear
the financial burden, so it is quite able to fund the
Christmas butter scheme.
Yesterday I read in a French newspaper that the
margarine industry has now adopted our scheme and
offering to give away one packet of margarine for
every two bought at the normal price in the retail
trade. If that happens, butter will lose more ground in
the Community market. If the Commission wants to
answer for that, we shall come back to them later on
this subject.
Mr Uflettig (Sl.- (DE) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, the Socialist Group will approve the
motion of the Group of the European People's Party
(Christian Democratic Group) by a majority although
it cannot take the reasoning advanced once more by
Mr Aigner absolutely seriously and thinks that the
scheme might well suffer if backed up by reasoning
which is not fully verifiable.
In approving the motion we have allowed ourselves to
be guided by the fact that there has never been so
much butter in cold-storage in the Member States
which could not be sold at market prices as in this
year. Despite the seasonal downtum in milk supplies
the butter stocks are still on the increase as consump-
tion is declining and scarcely anything can be sold in
the world market. Both these trends reflect the
extremly poor economic situation.
In September 1983 
- 
the last full month 
- 
we had
230 000 tonnes of butter more in stock than in
September 1982 
- 
this figure alone shows how crit-
ical the situation is. At present the Commission has
no idea how it can actually reduce the enornous
stocks. At the most 
- 
as we suspect and as is
confirmed by rumours at the Commission 
- 
it will
dump the butter on the world market at ruinous
prices when it threatens to spoil or when storage
capacity is exhausted 
- 
which looks like being the
case at the beginning of next yeat, 
- 
and in so doing
will, I think, severely tarnish the image of the Commu-
niry within its own boundaries.
This is why we are supporting an emergency scheme,
which is what we feel the Christmas butter scheme to
be, to reduce at least some of the stocks, for this is not
going to solve the entire problem. \7e also feel that
the internal market offers the only chance of reducing
stocks appreciably as the world market will not absorb
any large quantities in the foreseeable future. The
Commission could also demonstrate that it is capable
of flexibiliry, for the unsatisfactory sales achieved in
past schemes with which it constantly argues are a
result of its own inflexibiliry and excessive red tape.
This was the case last year 
- 
an unpopular scheme
was to be stopped by red tape and this is something
which we would like to censure categorically once
again here. Flexible policy must not, we feel, call for
mandatory implementation of a scheme in every
Member State, but must concentrate on those Member
States where it can actually prove successful. !7e
expect the Commission to review its decision and fall
in line with Parliament's decision.
Mr Bocklet (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen. I don't wish to comment on the costs but
I would like to ask whether it has not occurred to the
Commission that it is to blame for the failure of last
year's Christmas butter scheme which it uses as an
argument against this scheme. The Commission's
internal squabbles contributed to the late start of the
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scheme and even then it ignored sound advice given
by Parliament which the Committee on Budgetary
Control is now bringing up again. If the Commission
had been self-critical it would have realized this itself
and would have been obliged to comply with Parlia-
ment's wishes and approve the motion now tabled.
But I think that the Commission has a very different
approach.
The Commission stated in Document 500 on the
Reform of the Agricultural Policy that it wanted to do
away with consumption subsidies. This is obviously
the reason for not wanting Christmas butter schemes.
In an attempt to push through their ideas for reform
the Commission appears to be willing to allow the
butter stocks to increase more and more and exert
such pressure on public opinion that the proposals
the Commission wishes to inflict on agriculture will
be accepted. I refuse to take a policy of this type seri-
ously and also feel that it strikes at the roots of the
Community's image.
I therefore beg of you : there is still time to turn
around. If we start now we still have a chance to take
the pressure off the market. Please support our
demand for a Christmas butter scheme. If you do not
do so we will all feel the consequences at the end of
this year as the image of the Community will have
suffered enormously.
Mr Edward Kellett-Bowman (ED). 
- 
Mr Presi-
dent, the European Democratic Group supported Mr
Aigner's excellent motion when it first came before
Parliament, but the Commission has confused the
issue by issuing what have not been reliable figures
and in fact I believe, as Mr Aigner has pointed out
this morning, by not being fully aware of its legal base
for making this kind of expenditure.
I believe they see cash flow as a problem at the
moment 
- 
they would rather keep the money in
stock, which is in itself expensive, than go for the
more expensive option of putting butter on the
market during 1983. But I have to say to Mr Aigner
that we are now not able to support the motion this
morning.
First, we believe that it is now too late to get the
butter down the channels of distribution to be in time
for Christmas. The Commission, by dithering, has
wasted time and it will be too late. Secondly, because
of the Commission's believed problem with funds and
cash flow, as I mentioned earlier, they do not believe
that there is money in the 1983 budget for it to be
done this year. Now, I want to ask the Commission to
get with it, to get up to date and to consider modern
marketing techniques for a scheme to improve and
increase the consumption of butter within the
Community. If they do this quickly, there will be
plenty of time to have the project of Easter butter and
that is what I think we should be aiming for.
There will be time to get it into the channels of distri-
bution and time to put forward a proper scheme with
proper figures, which they have not yet put forward,
so that Parliament can make up its mind.
Mr Irmer (L). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, this strikes me
as being something of a phantom debate in the light
of the fact that, yesterday, the motion for funding ihe
Christmas butter scheme was reiected. On behalf of
my group I would like to point out that we regard
yesterday's decision as a legal error and worse a polit-
ical catstrophe.
Let me explain this briefly. If this is accepted and
regarded as a precedent, the Council will soon be able
to propose and prescribe what we may or may not do.
The fact is that if the Council earmarks all revenue for
expenditure 
- 
and what we heard yesterday is right
- 
we won't be able to pass any resolutions at all, oi if
we can, the priorities will be a matter of pure coinci-
dence.
At some stage the funds are exhausted, at some stage
they are no longer covered by revenue and then we
have no way at all of passing sensible resolutions.
This way, we are going to throw away our hard-won
budgetary rights. I'm warning you all and asking you
to check up on what I am saying. !(,re cannot allow
such motions to be reiected again in budgetary proce-
dures. The Liberal and Democratic Group will talk to
the Budgetary Control Committee and the Committee
on the Rules of Procedure and Petitions to try and get
yesterday's decision revoked. If we do not succeed, we
reserve the right to have this matter settled by the
European Court of Justice. For we see no reason why
Parliament should allow itself to be emasculated as
regards its budgetary rights by its own President. We
would be throwing away our budgetary rights if we did
so and we must be on our guard against this.
Mr Paisley (NI).- Mr President, I fully support the
motion for a resolution tabled by Mr Aigner on behalf
of his group and I am glad that we have another
opportunity to debate this important subject, which is
of direct relevance to the people whom we represent
in this House. The Commission is to be condemned
for its refusal to implement the Christmas butter
scheme for 1983, as adopted by Parliament on 14
September, and I trust that as a result of today's debate
it will look afresh at its implications.
The Commission says that the scheme has been
rejected because it is too costly, yet it was a financial
watchdog of this Parliament 
- 
the Committee on
Budgetary Control, charged with overseeing the sound
management of EEC funds 
- 
which unanimously
proposed this plan in the first instance. I am
convinced that, far from involving the EEC in
expense, this scheme would enable money to be saved
through increased consumption provided, however,
that it is launched in good time before Christmas.
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The fact that last year's scheme led to an increase in
consumption of only some 25 7o was due principally
to its late start. Undoubtedly that figure can be
improved upon, but the Commission must think
again and act with a degree of urgency if the scheme
is to have a real and effective impact on the Christmas
butter market.
At a time when the Community is running out of
funds, surely, it makes sense for Commissioners to
look again at a scheme which, as a result of increased
demand, will result in savings in intervention storage
costs and export refunds. These savings would more
than compensate for the cost of distributing 100 000
tonnes of butter free. Anything which helps to reduce
the huge surpluses in the Community, particularly in
butter where over 800 000 tonnes are in intervention
stores, and at the same time directly benefits the
consumers and taxpayers of Member States is to be
welcomed. The sick, elderly and the unemployed 
-those most in need 
- 
must find it strange indeed
when the EEC Commission apears more interested in
pressing ahead with its policy of expensive butter at
home on the one hand and cheap exports to countries
such as the Soviet Union on the other. It is time the
Commission interested itself more in the needs of its
own citizens and awakened to the financial and polit-
ical folly of feather-becl.ding Russian consumers at the
expense of European taxpayers.
I shall therefore be voting in favour of this motion.
Mr Eyraud (S). 
- 
(FR) Mt President, ladies and
gentlemen, it is not my intention to rePeat now the
main lines of the arguments I developed against Mr
Aigner's resolution during the last session. It is like-
wise not my intention to resort to quoting figures,
since, as our debate has shown, they can be used to
prove almost anything, and then to develop ill-
founded hypotheses.
I propose to tackle the question from different angles.
From that of the budget, the amendment tabled by Mr
Curry, providing finance for the operation, was not
voted yesterday, and there is therefore not enough
money available between now and Christmas. That
would seem to demolish the basis for any argument
should we wish to remain even moderately consistent
in our decisions, and if the operation is launched
before Christmas it means that the Commission will
be drawing on appropriations set aside for it in the
1984 budget. From the legal angle, regulations vary
from one Member State to another, and make the
proposal very difficult to implement as it stands. In
France, for example, consumer legislation forbids
offers of the 'three-for-the-price of two' variety.
Socially, too, things differ from one country to
another. As the Court of Auditors observed, there have
been frequent cases of individuals storing Christmas
butter in their freezers : this means that the social
aims are not achieved, since it is not the least well off
who benefit, but the distribution networks.
That is why I again suggest the increased industrial
use of butter, and improved facilities for artisanal use,
particularly by bakers and pdtissiers, with free distribu-
tion of butter to the least well off, via local welfare
offices, and the inclusion of butyric fats in animal
feeds.
I am finishing, Mr President. This should be comple-
mented by a more active export policy. I consider that
these proposals should receive the general support of
the House.
Mr Clinton (PPE). 
- 
Mr President, I think it is only
on very rare occasions that we get such a show of
unanimous support for a motion as we have had here
this morning. I am not surprised at this, because it
makes good sense, certainly to me. \7e have a serious
problem, as has been explained. !7e have an unprece-
dentedly high stock of butter in the Community 
- 
it
has to be sold; it has to be got rid of 
- 
and the
longer we keep it in store the more expensive it is to
get rid of it, and it has always been accepted that the
cheapest way to get rid of it was by adequate export
refunds.
Now it has been explained by the author of this
motion that the cost of what he is proposing for a
Christmas sale of butter is much less than the size of
the export refund. It is time that somebody came
along with a more attractive scheme than the one we
had, because, the one we had failed, but it failed
mainly because we did not get it going in time. If the
scheme is to work at all, it must be launched in time
to ensure that it is extrabttter that is sold, and it will
be so if we produce it at the time that housewives
normally make their Christmas cakes; this is the only
way we can be sure it is extra butter, so that it is a
question of getting the scheme going.
I do not accept at all, incidentally, what the Commis-
sion is saying, that they just have not the money for
this scheme, if they have money for export refunds.
That money, surely, is flexible enough to be used for a
scheme of this kind. Shopkeepers all over the Commu-
niry consider it good practice to have an annual sale at
reduced prices. That is really what Mr Aigner, the
chairman of the Budgetary Control Committee, is
trying to get going for butter. Surely the last thing any
of us would want to accuse the chairman of the Budge-
tary Control Committee of is that he is out to
squander money. The fault I have to find with him is
that he is too tight-fisted when he is talking about the
budgetary purse.
Mr Tyrrel (ED). 
- 
Mr President, I have listend to
the technical obiections put forward by Mr Eyraud
and Mr Kellett-Bowman, and I am not convinced. I
would like to put some basis truths to the Commis-
sion. First, let them remember that the Community
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housewife is no fool : she knows that she is paying for
the surplus whether she buys it herself or finances a
gift to a foreign government. Second truth, she would
rather finance a gift to herself and her family than
finance a gift to a foreign government. Third truth,
she would rather do so even if it coss her more. That
being so, the Commission should find the way not by
increasing revenue but by savings in their other
surplus disposal programmes.
The figures that have been unanimously put before
this House by the Budgetary Control Committee
show that it is cheaper to make the gift to the
Community housewife than to a foreign government.
The Commission's failure to do the obvious is due to
its practice 
- 
and it seems to me a devious practice
- 
of delaying sales of those products over which it
has control until it receives new funds in 1984, and it
does this even though the delay is costing the
Communiry housewife even more in the long run. I
am told the cost of storage is 2.5 million pounds
pounds a day. In the short term, the Commission
believes it can afford these storage charges but not the
gifts, either to the housewife or to the foreign govern-
ment, but by January it will be able to afford another
massive gift to a foreign government.
Mr President, in my opinion, this policy is a discredi-
table policy. In my opinion, the Commission is failing
in its duty of efficient commercial management; it is
attempting to fool the Community housewife, but she
will not be fooled, nor will the majority of the
Members of this House. So I will support Mr Aigner's
rePort.
Mrs Le Roux (COMI. 
- 
ery Mr President, Mr
Aigner tells us he wants to dispose of surplus butter
by offering it to the consumer at cut prices. If his
motives were that honourable, and his modus
operandi that clear, we could back him. The truth is
otherwise.
This operation, with its evident appeal to the voter, is
the continuation of the campaign of pressure and
propaganda which for several months has prevented
the Commission from exporting butter to the USSR,
with the consequent loss of a market of 100 000
tonnes and a corresponding increase in stocks. I
would, incidentally, like the Commission to tell us in
plain terms what this has cost the Community budget.
'!7e are not against cut-price sales as a means of
disposing of the stocks, but it must be done above
board, it must aid the most disadvantaged, and it must
result in a real increase in consumption.
There are other ways of disposing of the surplus. !7e
must establish a real export poliry, with adequate resti-
tutions and long-terms contracts. With the resources
taken to sell 100 000 tonnes of butter inside the EEC
we could have sold 300 000 tonnes in exports. And
before disposing of surpluses, it is better to prevent
their accumulation. !7e must put an end to the
imports of New Zealand butter, which are even less
justified now that British butter consumption is falling
and margarine consumption rising. \Ve must make
sure that those who are really responsible for the
surpluses pay, by taxing the dairy factories. It is quite
right to spend EAGGF money on natural dairy
farming, transforming forage produced on the farm ; it
is an aberration to offer the same Suarantees to non-a-
gricultural farms where neither climate nor land area
have any effect or limit.
Our proposals would be more sure than those of Mr
Aigner in disposing of sulpluses and preventing their
accumulation, of developing exports and encouraging
domestic consumption of butter.
Mr Dalsaget, hletnber of tbe Commission 
- 
(DA)
Mr President, in September, this Parliament adopted
the famous resolution calling on the Commission to
sell its subsidized Christmas butter in 1983 according
to the special system proposed by Mr Aigner. The
Commission does not share Parliament's view that the
proposed sale of Christmas butter would be effective
from the point of view of costs. That is our main
objection.
First of all I should like to say that the Commission is
just as concerned at the butter stocks as this Parlia-
ment and has tabled a proposal for a radical and effec-
tive solution to both the short-term and long-term
problems. It has been completely uncompromising, it
takes them seriously and hopes to get more directly to
the roots of the problem with a view to finding a
lasting solution. Parliament's proposal would involve
selling off part of the existing stocks. The Commis-
sion, on the other hand, has altemative proposals
which it thinks would represent a more cost-effective
way of reducing stocks in the short term. However,
what we need is a long-term strategy for the preven-
tion of surpluses, rather than ad boc measures and,
moreover, a strategy which will enable us to reverse
the current trend towards increasing stocks. The
Commission proposal for the dairy sector primarily
concerns the surpluses 
- 
their present size and
possible ways of reducing them in the future. It is the
effects of the proposals on production which receive
most attention, since each I Yo increase in milk
production corresponds to a 3 Yo increase in butter
production. Our primary aim is to prevent the produc-
tion of still more milk and butter which must be sold
into intervention and this is precisely why we have
opted for a quota system. The super-levy not only
involves quotas, but also ensures that the costs of over-
quota production are not bome by the EAGGF. I7e
have proposed the 1981 level plus lo/o as a reference
level for deliveries to dairies, which will mean that
each time deliveries to dairies drop by lYo we can
expect a 3% drop in butter production. This central
measure, which we hope to introduce in conjunction
with several cost-effective and far-reaching marketing
arrangements, is aimed at reducing stocks substan-
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tially. Far more important, however, is that the
producers should be brought face to face with the
facts of the market situation and that milk and butter
production should be reduced sufficiently to enable us
to dispose of the butter stocks in the medium term,
after which we will have enough room to manoeuvre
at the budgetary level so that we can place a new
emphasis on producers' yield. The stocks figures are
alarming, but this does not mean that we should shy
away from considering the costs. Obviously, it is
tempting to reduce the stocks almost regardless of
what this might cost, since the stocks are a physical,
political and financial burden which we would all
gladly be rid of. However, we must do our sums care-
fully if we are to be certain of not being frightened
into budgetary rashness. S7e must compare the costs
which the various disposal options would involve as
well as comparing current disposal costs with what it
would cost us to maintain the stocks for some time
and dispose of them at a later date.
This brings me back to the special proposal adopted
by this Parliament as regards Christmas butter and I
should like, in this connection, to draw the attention
of the Members of this House to my written answer to
Mr Aigner's question of last Monday, which will be
made available to you. I must, I think, insist that Mr
Aigner's proposal would involve substantial costs but
that the cost-effectiveness would be low, and our calcu-
lations differ from those of Mr Aigner in two impor-
tant respects. Firstly, certain costs have, we think, been
omitted from Mr Aigner's calculations but cannot
nevertheless be simply disregarded, and secondly, we
do not agree as to how much extra butter would be
sold. All our experience hitherto indicates that we
could count on an approximate 250/o increase in sales
of butter. During discussions between Mr Aigner and
myself, he insisted that the psychological effect of this
special system would lead to an additional 56oh being
sold, but I simply cannot agree with him on this
point. Our strategy with a view to getting to grips with
the problem of increased production of milk and
dairy produce is to use the superlevy and the ancillary
measures and to get rid of these stocks by more inten-
sive use of arrangements which have already proved
their cost-effectiveness. Both these things are neces-
sary.
Mr President, our proposals are nothing new : they
merely constitute a further development of proposals
put before this Parliament and the Council in the
course of the past three years but only partly adopted.
!7e have now submitted these proposals even more
resolutely than in the past, since the situation has in
fact deteriorated over the last three years to the extent
ire had feared when we originally outlined this
strategy. !7e specified I January 1984 as the final
deadline for the entry into force of these proposals
and we must respect this deadline if we are to avoid
further deterioration in the situation. The history of
the dairy sector has been one of exceeded deadlines
and wasted opportunities. The Commission first
proposed a superlevy in 1979 and in the following
year it proposed that it should be applied in the dairy
sector. Both proposals were rejected by the Council
and failed to gain the support of this Parliament. In
1982, the situation was so serious that it proved
possible to reach agreement on the introduction of a
guarantee threshold, but this too was without Parlia-
ment's support. This year, the guarantee threshold
system has permitted price increases to be kept down
to 2.20/o and I would contend that any objective exami-
nation of trends in surpluses shows that the Commis-
sion alone has consistently endeavoured to reduce
them. The situation has got worse from year to year,
which has inevitably resulted in our proposals
becoming progressively more drastic. Continued rejec-
tion of the proposals demanded by the situation leads
to still further deterioration and in turn to still more
drastic proposals. If our proposals are reiected or only
partially adopted yet again, or if the deadline we have
stipulated is not respected, it is inevitable that the situ-
ation will get even worse and thus demand still more
radical, not to say risky, measures.
If all goes well, we should begin to have some effects
on stocks and hence costs and for this reason I hope
Parliament will support our policy. In spite of a great
deal of criticism, opposition and frustration, the
Commission has stood steadfastly by its analysis and
assessment of the problem and has been proved right.
'$7e have certainly not been passive as regards the
growing problems nor have we been short of ideas for
solving them. Ve have proposed and pressed for a
number of radical and effective solutions and Parlia-
ment's resolution demonstrates that it has now real-
ized the seriousness of the crisis. I hope we have
reached a turning point where we can agree on the
diagnosis and how we can work together with a view
to deciding on the appropriate treatment. I7e should
not, therefore, get into an argument about an indi-
vidual short-term solution.
!flhen Mr Paisley says that the sick, the aged and the
unemployed will not be able to understand the
Commission's rejection he must realize that there is a
Community arrangement, financed 100% out of
Communiry funds, a social butter arrangement which
involves nothing less than the use of Community
funds to bring the butter prices down for these social
groups. This involves 180 ECU per 100 kg butter,
financed 100% by the Community. Thus it is possible
to achieve the social results at which this arrangement
is aimed by a different method, but unfortunately
there is only one single country, i.e. the Republic of
Ireland, which applies this system. However, all the
Member States are obviously perfectly at liberty to
implement an arrangement of this kind.
In his introduction, Mr Aigner put a number of
specific questions on certain issues, which I should
like to answer. It is true that our butter stocks amount
to some 800 000 t, but it is not true that they will have
gone over the I million mark by the end of the year.
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On the contrary, as far as we can judge at the
moment, the stocks will decrease. As regards annual
production itself, Mr Aigner is also correct 
- 
indeed,
this is precisely what the Commission is aiming at
with its proposal designed to reduce production. As to
the question of whether the policy conducted hitherto
has been irresponsible, the answer is 'yes' 
- 
which
means that several institutions must be answerable for
this lack of responsibility, since the Commission's
proposals were, after all, not adopted in various cases.
Annual exports involve 370 000 t while export
subsidies are not over 500/0, as Mr Aigner claimed, but
44o/o.
There is much more at stake than the price of butter
to consumers or the price of milk to producers. The
problem of the dairy sector is the central issue in our
entire attempts to survive a political and budgetary
crisis on such a scale that it might affect the entire
future of the Community. \7e have no time to lose in
solving this problem and the Commission hopes that
it will indeed be able to do so in a resolute manner
and with the cooperation of this Parliament.
Mr Aigner (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, I should
like to ask the Commissioner responsible to reply to
my questions. I asked five questions, but he has
answered only one of them.
Secondly, according to Rule 66 (4), as committee
chairman I should have been allowed to speak after
such a non-answer 
- 
since it was only a lecture on
the agricultural policy the Commission intends to
pursue in the future, but it was not an answer to the
questions we debated. So why was I not called ?
President. 
- 
The answer to your question is that
according to Rule 65 (4) no-one may speak more than
twice on the same subject except by leave of the Presi-
dent, and I am not prepared to let you speak.
Mr Aigner (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Excuse me, Mr President,
but I meant the second paragraph of section 4.
President. 
- 
That states that permission may be
given to speak /or a period to be decided by tbe Presi-
dent. I have already allowed you double speaking
time, so I cannot treat you any differently from the
way I just treated Mr Alavanos. If you wish to make a
personal statement, you may do so after the vote.
Furthermore, Mr Dalsager said that he will be
providing written replies to all the questions you
asked.
The debate is closed. I
Mr Aigner (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, I consider
the reply by the responsible Commissioner to be
totally inadmissible, because he did not deal with the
questions we Put.
Secondly, whatever is said about the calculations
which were unanimously approved by the Committee
on Budgetary Control, there is one thing which
cannot be denied : this I :2 obligation 
- 
irrespective
of whether my calculations are over-optimistic or
not 
- 
means that the risk remains only with a 330/o
subsidy. This completely demolishes the argument
that it is more expensive, since this model does not
involve subsidies in excess ol 33o/o.
If the margarine industry now announces that it is
accepting the model 
- 
and not supported by
subsidies but at its own expense 
- 
you can just
imagine how irresponsibly the Commission has
discussed our proposals so far !
3. lYelcorne
President. 
- 
(DE) May I interrupt this debate briefly
to extend a warm welcome to a Swiss delegation led
by Mrs Jesi Meier, a member of the Swiss Upper
House.
(Applause)
The Swiss delegation has spent two days in talks with
a delegation from our Parliament led by Mrs Elise
Boot.
This was the third exchange of views between the two
Parliaments after the last meeting in Beme in
November 1982.
All of us here are keenly aware of the great impor-
tance of the economic, political and cultural ties
between the European Communities and Switzerland.
This country's place in the heart of Europe has a parti-
cular significance for all of us in the Community and
the work of both our Parliament's delegations symbo-
lizes long-standing and close cooperation between us.
I hope that the Swiss delegation will be able to look
back on a useful and interesting visit and I wish its
members a good journey home.
(Applause)
4. Urgent and topical debate (continuation)
Mr Gautier (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, I should like
to ask you a question in connection with yesterday's
budget vote in which the Presiden! Mr Dankert,
refused to allow an amendment by Mr Curry on sales
of Christmas butter. Now rwo bodies have done their
calculations, the Commission and the Committee on
Budgetary Control, but we cannot possibly know who
might be right 
- 
I personally think it is the Commis-
sion. Can you on procedural grounds state that, if the
Commission's calculations should be the correct one,
we shall somehow or other have the money in the
1983 budget in order to bring today's decision by Parli-
ament into line with yesterday's statement by the Pres-
ident, namely that the allocation of funds is inadmiss-
ible because it infringes the Community's financial
constitution ?I I For the vote, see Annex.
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President. 
- 
I shall
Gautier.
have this matter checked, Mr are not prepared to do that, in fact, for the whole fish-
eries inspectorate to fall apart. I would say that it is
vitally necessary, if the common fisheries policy is
going to have any credibility and if Scottish fishermen
where I come from are going to have any hope for the
future, that these inspectors be appointed as quickly
as possible and that we get proper meaningful answers
from the Cominission today as to why they are not in
place nine months after the funds being made avail-
able !
Fisheries
President. 
- 
The next item is the motion for a reso-
lution (Doc. 1-799183) by Mr Provan and others, on
behalf of the Committee on Agriculture, on fisheries
inspectors.
Mr Provan (ED). 
- 
Mr President, I welcome the
opportunity that Parliament has given this morning to
distuss this very important matter of the failure of the
Commission to appoint Community fisheries inspec-
tors. Surely, Mr President, the raison d'6tre ol the
European Parliament is that democracy should look
after and control the Commission and therefore the
bureaucracy. The Commission, by its failure to
appoint the fisheries inspectors, has not been
answering the serious allegations.
The Commission are not answering the serious allega-
tions, Mr President, and the failure to appoint the 13
fisheries inspectors is a serious matter. Today I must
ask for assurances from the Commission that misap-
propriation of funds has not taken place. I think it is
important Parliament realizes that three hours of inter-
rogation of Commission officials in the fisheries
working group has, in fact, added to the confusion
surrounding this matter, because in committee it was
stated that no funds were available for these appoint-
ments. Now we discover that the Commission has, in
fact, found funds to appoint only seven. I understand
that there will be some inspectors appointed later this
month, but not the 13 inspectors that Parliament
asked for in the 1983 budget amendment which it
adopted. It was Amendment No 169 and we created
l3 iosts. This was confirmed by the Council of-Minis-
teri when it approved the Community budget as
published in Official Journal L 19, 24. 1. 1983' That,
iherefore, confirms it, and the remarks in the Official
Journal give a legal base for the appointment of these
fisheries inspectors.
On 7 October I received a rePort on the implementa-
tion of the budget of the European Communities,
dated 30. 6. 1983. On Page 5l it saYs :
"The problems in the fisheries sector are still delaying
the uiilization of appropriations.'\7hat I would like to
know, Mr President, is this : where are those appropria-
tions, since the Commission says in committee that
they are not available ?
I think it also important that Parliament should
address itself to the way the Comniission has gone
about trying to recruit these inspectors. It has asked
the Membei States to find them for it. Now it will
only take one or two Member States to say that they
IN THE CHAIR: MR ESTGEN
Vice-President
Mrs P6ry (S).- (FR) I should like t'wo minutes of
the House's time to survey the common fisheries
policy more generally. I can speak with less pessi-
mism than I would have done before 4 October, since
the most recent Fisheries Council, despite being
presented by the press as a failure from the outset was
in fact the most constructive meeting since 25
January. The agreenient on the rules implementing
the structural policy is particularly worthy of mention.
Extending Community aid to include boats from 9 to
33 metres will give great hope to Mediterranean and
Atlantic fishermen, and I am delighted at that deci-
sion. I cannot therefore subscribe to Mrs Ewing's
amendments which speak of the current bankruptcy
of the common fisheries policy'
A number of points remain very worrying. I should
like to say a few words on quotas policy and on the
monitoring of Community waters, which is the parti-
cular subject of the urgency resolution of which I am
co-author.
It is intolerable that the 1983 quotas have still not
been set in October. And it is true that the public
gaze is turning on our ability to set up rational
marr.ge-ent of the Community's resources. It might
be advisable to include in the common policy the
compulsory setting of each year's quotas by a given
date, as we do with agricultural prices. S7e must
without any doubt have agreement early in the year
- 
by the end of the first quarter at the latest.
As regards monitoring, I was myself the author in May
1982 of a report on the subject, which received the
broad support of Parliament, and I was delighted
' 
when the Council decided to embark uPon a common
policy of inspection. I realized for myself how much
such a policy was the hope of fishermen from the Bay
of Biscay to the Scottish and Irish coasts. Enlarging
the Communiry will only add to the problem:
conflict in Community waters between Spanish and
Community fishermen is already an everyday occur-
ence.
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In closing, Mr President, I should like to say that
there will never be a real common fisheries policy
without Community inspection.
Mr Helms (PPE). 
- 
(DE) This request for urgency
was addressed explicitly to the President of the
Commission and I find it deplorable, therefore, that
President Thorn should only a few moments ago have
left this chamber where we are discussing this ques-
tion of the internal workings of the Commission.
A few- brief points. The Group of the European
People's Party will give its unanimous support to this
request for urgent procedure tabled by the members
of the Committee on Agriculture fisheries working
group. \7e doubt, however, whether the Commission
will correctly follow up the decision of the budgetary
authority, i.e. the Council and the European Parlia-
ment. In spite of our insistent questioning, it did not
prove possible at the last meeting of the fisheries
working group to persuade the Commission to
explain why it failed to appoint fisheries inspecrors,
which are so urgently needed, after they had had suffi-
cient time to deal with the procedural aspects. Nor
did we receive an answer to a question put by myself
as to the use to which the funds exclusively earmarked
for this purpose in the 1983 budget had in fact been
put. Mr Tugendhat stated in the Committee on Agri-
culture that this question did not fall within his
competence and had not, in his own words, as
commissioner with responsibility for finance, been
informed on this point.
The Commission has been aware of what has been
going on for some weeks now and so far we have
received no information whatsoever. I should like to
ask the Commissioner present here today 
- 
who I
hope has been informed 
- 
to take heed and give an
answer here and now to my questions, particularly as
regards what has happened to these funds and the
Commission's competency in this sector. \7e expect a
straight and complete answer from the Commission.
Mr Battersby (ED).- Mr President, as chairman of
the fisheries working group, I too regret that President
Thorn has found it impossible to be with us
throughout this debate.
There can be no effective fishing policy without effec-
tive control and there can be no conservation without
effective inspectors. Now, we realize the importance of
selecting the right men and achieving the correct
balance between inspectors from the different
Member States and we recognize that we have to have
skilled and dedicated men, highly professional experi-
enced people of impeccable integrity and prefeiably
with some linguistic abiliry. They are ,e.y .ar.
animals and obviously it takes time to appoint these
people but we feel that l0 months, in view of the
urgency of the need, is far too long and we have lost
one whole fishing season. I hope that now that the
Commission has selected and appointed the first
seven 
- 
I understand they were appointed a few days
ago or will be on 15 October 
- 
the remaining six
will be on post by the end of the year and that we will
then have an effective system fully in operation by
next spring covering all Community waters and all
major ports.
Obviously 13 inspectors is not enough. More will be
needed and I hope that the Commission, having now
established the lisr of suitable candidates, will be able
to appoint additional inspectors at a much faster rate
of knots than they did in respect of the first 13.
Finally, Mr President, this inspectorate cannot be fully
effective and the policy cannot operate without
adequate statistical backup and I ask the Commission
to look now very urgently into the statistical service
backup for the fisheries sector. Internal empire
building or intetnal empire protectionism and bureau-
cratic obfuscation must not be allowed to stand in the
way of effective poliry management.
I assure the Commissioner that we are going to look
very closely into this sector in the near future and any
help he requires in improving the statistical backup
for the fishing policy will meet with our full support.
Mrs Ewing (DEP). 
- 
Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I support the motion for a resolution
tabled by Mr Provan. It is an excellent one. It is clear
and seems very well argued and I do not think I needto repeat these arguments. I agree with all the
speakers on the matter.
Parliament will know that yesterday I tried to get my
urgency resolution included in this debate and I think
it should have been. So far as the common fisheries
policy is concerned, it is as if the harbour is under
threat from a turbulent storm and we are only
repairing one bit of the wall. I think Mrs p6ryt
speech highlighted this. She indicated that at least one
leg of the failure of the common fisheries policy has
to do with the policing. There are other legs that are
also totally hopeless. !fle have no real comhon fish-
eries policy, we have none of the certainty that was
promised and we have no fairness. All of you who
represent fishermen will agree that they are reaso-
nable, 
_realistic, pragmatic men. They try to cooperateto make something work. However, all the associa_
tions in Scotland have written to me, and their mood
is now one of pessimism , angry despair and disillusion_
ment. This must affect their ability to be their normal
cooperative selves. I lodged three amendments to try
to broaden the scope of the resolution. I wanted the
policing accepted, but I also wanted to point out that
there are other aspects to the failure of the common
fisheries policy and the fact that the whole of .Blue
Europe' is in a crisis.
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Amendment No I was iust to make the resolution
sound more urgent. The fishermen are looking to this
House to know if we are taking the whole matter seri-
ously enough. The second amendment seeks to list
the various factors which, in my view, add uP to a
collapse o( the common fisheries policy.
I do not think the Commissioner is listening to me
either. He did not listen entirely to Mr Helms and he
does not seem to be listening to me. PerhaPs that is
partly a measure of what is wrong with the fishing situ-
ation.
President. 
- 
Mrs Ewing, Commissioner Conto-
georgis is listening to you.
Mrs Ewing (DEP). 
- 
I would like then to pass to
Amendment No 3. I am asking that you regard this as
a matter of top priority. I am very happy to get the
policing solved, but the whole fishing policy is under
threat. The bones 
- 
as the Clyde fishermen say 
-
are not there in the policy. The Shetland fishermen
support me, and all the fishing associations in
Scotland support in n,riting the need for a separate
commitee. Now this is not to detract from the
working group, but to enhance it. It is not to criticize
them, but to give them more power' If the common
fisheries policy were working, I would not be coming
here with this proposal, because it ought to be
working well. It is not working. It is collapsing. There
are no agreements on quotas this late in the year. So I
urge that a separate committee be set up. Here is one
of the so-called common policies of Europe. Agricul-
ture is not the same matter as fishing. Agriculturalists
are not necessarily interested in fishing, though some
are. I think that the present crisis demands a separate
fisheries committee.
Mr Contogeorgis, Member of the Comrnission. 
-(GR) Mr President, first of all I would like to express
my regret at Mrs Ewing's remark that I was not
listening to her. In my long career I have not made a
habit of behaving in this way. I was listening to her
very attentively.
(Applause)
Mr President, there are two matters which have been
touched upon. Firstly, the appointment of the 13
fishery inspectors of the Communiry and, secondly
and more generally, the common fisheries policy' I
shall reply to each one individually.
The necessary appropriations for the employment of
13 fishery inspectors have only iust been written into
the budget for 1983, and the Commission has begun
the administrative process for their employment. The
announcement for applications to fill these positions
was published in March. The closing date for applica-
tions was 3l May 1983. This announcement was rePe-
ated in April to give it a wide circulation and to reach
a broad selection of candidates.264 applications were
submitted. Examination of the candidates' files
required a reasonable time because it was the Commis-
sion's intention to employ personnel of suitably high
quality and experience, people who have carried out
similar duties in national administrations, so that a
balanced team could be formed with a high awareness
of its duties. This iob was completed on 25 July 1983
and seven inspectors were chosen for employment.
These inspectors have already been appointed and will
take up their duties in three days, that is on 15
October 1983. I should point out that for the employ-
ment of these people and for their secondment to the
departments of the Commission, the consent of the
national administrations was required, because, as I
said before, all of them were serving in national
administrations. The remaining six insPectors, Mr Pres-
ident, who will come from the same list of candidates,
will be appointed and will begin their service before
the end of 1983 at any rate. At this point, Mr Presi-
dent, I would like to make something clear to avoid
any misunderstanding. The responsibility for
controlling the implementation of Community resolu-
tions with respect to fishing activities in Communiry
waters belongs to the member countries, who must
implement the Community resolutions strictly with
their national institutions and with the means of impo-
sition available to them. The national administrations
will receive assistance in these efforts from the
Community inspectors, who will supervise correct
implementation of the Community resolutions on
behalf of the Commission. The Community inspec-
tors have neither the same funds nor the same legal
capaciry to take measures against citizens of the
member countries. Mr President, finally on this point,
that is the appointment of inspectors, and referring to
point 2 of the motion, I would like to emphasize on
behalf of the President of the Commission that he too
has given absolute priority to fishery matters and parti-
cularly to the need to employ all the necessary
personnel for it to be possible to implement the
whole of the common fisheries policy effectively' The
priority which the President of the Commission
affords to these matters has been demonstrated rePeat-
edly. On this point, Mr President, I would like to say
the following : apart from the l3 inspectors, the
Commission asked for 35 officials to be employed to
man the relevant fishery services. During discussion of
the supplementary budget for 1983, the Council
reduced the number from 35 to 12 and, according to
my information, Parliament approved this reduction
in the budget vote. I think that reducing the number
of officials asked for by the Commission to a third
does not take enough account of the need for suitable
manning of the fishery services.
Mr President, the debate became a general one on the
whole of the commonfisheries policy, and it was
remarked that this policy is collapsing. I think that
Mrs Pery explained the matter correctly. \7ith the deci-
sions taken by the last Council on 4 October
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concerning artificial protection measures and with the
adoption of the two regulations and a directive
concerning the implementation of structural
measures, the resolutions of January are completed.
Of course, the taxes and quotas for 1983 have not yet
been decided despite the fact that the Commission's
proposals have been in since spring and we are now at
the end of the year. But the Commission is not to
blame for that. The Commission has made its propo-
sals and has applied pressure to accelerate the process.
There have been successive Councils and at the last
one on 3 and 4 October concerning the disputed
herring question, the Commission submitted a new
compromise proposal to cover this and certain other
small differences. Unfortunately, the Council could
not agree and the Commission shares Parliament's
concern at the lack of agreement on taxes and quotas.
A new Council has been set for 19 October, that is
next Tuesday. The Commission has done and is doing
what it can to bring the various views closer together.
Mrs Ewing also remarked that it is necessary to set up
a special parliamentary committee on fisheries. This
matter certainly does not concern the Commission, it
concerns Parliament. And I think that in the past the
setting up of this committee by Parliament was not
passed because of lack of funds. The Commission
would be pleased to see such a committee set up.
That, Mr President, is what I wanted to say on the
matters under discussion, and I also wanted to repeat
that the Commission is doing what it can. Absolute
priority has been given to all fishery matters, and I
think that during the period of service of the present
Commission resolutions have been made in the fish-
eries sector which it had not been possible to make
for six years.
(Applause)
Mrs Ewing (DEP). 
- 
Mr President, I just want to
apologize to Mr Contogeorgis. It is either a question
of glasses on or off. I7ith them on it was my impres-
sion that Commissioner Contogeorgis was in the front
seat. I do apologize.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed. I
Mr Helms (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, I should
like, if I may, to make a personal statement. As I
stressed at the beginning of this debate, this resolution
is addressed directly to the President of the Commis-
sion since this was a very delicate matter within the
Commission which needed to be cleared up. Unfortu-
nately we would not appear to have received an
adequate answer, although our cooperation with Mr
Contogeorgis is otherwise excellent and even thoughit was explained in the fisheries working group that
the fisheries department of the Commission was not
responsible in this case. For this reasofl; I should like
to ask the President of the Commission once more
before this House how the ample funds earmarkedfor fisheries inspectors were in fact spent
- 
or if may put it bluntly, where these funds have
been frittered away, since they were there after all.
(Applause)
They only appeared in October and hence our ques-
tion. !fle must settle this matter unambiguously as
otherwise how are we to decide on future budgets and
cooperate 
- 
as we would wish 
- 
with the Commis-
sion ?
I should like to ask the Commission, i.e. all the
Commissioners, but the President of the Commission
in particular, to explain this situation either today or
tomorrow.
President. 
- 
(DE) Mr Helms, we have taken due
note of your points but I think you are being a little
too modest in saying that you asked to speak to make
a personal statement. !7hat you made was in fact a
political statement.
Mr Contogeorgis, .fuIember of the Commission. 
-(GR) Mr President, I would like to repeat that the
seven inspectors have already been appointed. This
proves that the funds have not been used for other
purposes. Also, I assured the Parliament that before
the end of the year, the remaining six inspectors
would have been employed on the basis of the
existing list of candidates. For technical reasons, and
also because we wanted to select the most suitable
candidates, it was not possible to appoint all 13 at
once. But all of them *ill har. been aipointed before
the end of the year 
- 
and this provei that the funds
exist.
Steel industry
President, 
- 
The next item is the motion for a reso-
lution (Doc. l-834183) by Mr lTagner and others, on
behalf of the Socialist Group, on the crisis in the Euro-
pean steel industry.
I am in a very difficult situation owing to pressure of
time. In fact, there are four Members down to speak
on this motion, but there is not enough time lelt to
hold a debate and to vore.
I therefore ask Parliament whether it wishes to vore
on this morion without debate.
Mr Glinne (S). 
- 
(FR) For our part, we are perfectly
prepared to do without a debate so that the necessary
agreement can be more easily reached. But in that
case I would point out straight away that in the text
which Mr lTagner and I have tabled paragraphs I and
5 should be deleted.I For the vote, see Annex.
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President. 
- 
I note your statement. Do the other
speakers also agree to dispense with the debate ?
Mr lJt/elsh (ED). 
- 
I am very happy to give up
because I do not know why we are debating this at all,
but since Mr Glinne has withdrawn his two para-
graphs, I would like to withdraw Part D of the
f,re"mbl. to my group's amendment on thr! same
tasis. Naturally, we rather hoPe that that amendment
will be carried.
President. 
- 
I note that there are no requests to
speak.
Vote 1
(Tbe sitting was suspended at 1 p.m' and resumed at
3.1) p.m.)
IN THE CHAIR: MR VANDE\TIELE
Vice-President
5. Commission statement
President. 
- 
(NZ) Ladies and gentlemen, the
Commission's statement must not, in accordance with
Rule 40 (2) of the Rules of Procedure, necessarily be
followed by a debate' Members may, however, Put
succinct and very specific questions for a total of 30
minutes to eludicate particular asPects of the state-
ment.
After Mr Tugendhat's statement yesterday morning
several Membirs were able to ask him questions' but
for less than a total of 30 minutes. The President thus
announced yesterday afternoon that he wished to
respect the iights oi those speakers already listed by
proposing to give them the floor either yesterday aftet-
noon l.f-ot. ihe vote or today at the beginning of the
afternoon debate.
Parliament has voted to accePt the Commission's state-
ment this afternoon and we now give the floor to the
10 Members who were already down to put questions
to the Commission.
Mr Curry (ED\, cbairman of the Committee.on Agri-
culture. 
-' 
Mr President, I observe first of all that
neither the President of the Commission nor Mr
Dalsager nor Mr Tugendhat is Present in the
Chamber.
I observe secondly that it is quite difficult to Put ques-
tions to people who are not there. Finally, if this Parli-
ament i; to mean somethinS' putting questions to
people who are not there, questions therefore which
*ill'not receive an answer' is a great deal less satisfac-
tory than having a debate.
I therefore request, in the name of my committee,
that we should have an hour's debate'
Mr Lange (S), Cbairman of tbe Committee on
Budgets.- (DE) Mr President, I am sorry but I have
the 
-impression that you have made a completely
inadequate and inaccurate statement. We agreed
y.rt"rd"y on the basis of a proposal by the enlarged
bur..u, to hold a debate at 3 P.m' today on the state-
ment by Vice-President Tugendhat.
(Applause)
This debate was to have lasted 50 minutes' You
cannot at this stage 
- 
as the President quite rightly
did yesterday 
- 
change the agenda in such a.way or
only to permit questions since otherwise Parliament
can go irome and we will have no more need of
Commission representatives. In other words, we can
abandon the whole thing'
(Applause)
Thus, in accordance with yesterday's agreement, you
must allow this hour's debate to be held 
- 
and we
insist on this point. I hope that, as announced, Presi-
dent Thorn will also begin by making a statement
which we can subsequently deal with in the debate
itself. There is nothing in the Rules of Procedure to
prevent him from doing so'
(Applause)
Mr Andriess en, hlember of tbe Comtnission' 
- 
(NL)
Mr President, yesterday a Commission statement was
made to the House, and yesterday it was agreed that
today that statement should be debated'
Members need not doubt that other Members of the
Commission will take part in the debate, but the
Commission is already represented and ready to
proceed with the debate and try to answer any ques-
tions that are raised.
President. 
- 
Ladies and gentlemen' we are all cons-
cious that the Commission has collegiate responsi-
bility: if Mr Andriessen tells us that the Commission
is represented and prepared to Proceed with the
debate, then we must accePt the fact.
Mr de la Maline (DEP). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I
should like to refer back to what Mr Lange was saying'
I spent all yesterday at the meeting of the enlarged
Buieau. !7e discussed at gtealt length the procedure to
be adopted by Parliament in this question' and in the
end we decided, after hearing the Commission
spokesman, that Mr Dalsager would make. a statement
to us this afternoon. I am fully aware that the Commis-
sion is a college. Yesterday we were told 'Mr.Dalsager
isn't there today ; he will be here tomorrow' i'e' today'I For the vote see Annex.
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W,e acted on that information and, as Mr Lange has
reminded us, we decided to debate for one hour the
statement by Mr Tugendhat.
All I am asking is that we keep to the decisions we
have taken.
(Altltlauv)
President. 
- 
Mr de la Maldne, I was at the meeting
of the enlarged Bureau too. !(e are trying to find a
reasonable solution which is acceptable to the House.
Mr Provan (ED).- Mr President, I have two points
of order. The first refers to the debate on fisheries this
morning. I asked for specific assurances from the
Commission that misappropriation of funds had not
taken place. These assuiani.. or.r. not given during
the debate. I therefore request a categorical statement
from the Commission on this point. Otherwise I shall
have no alternative but to ask you, as President of
Parliament, to refer my resolution to the Committee
on Budgetary Control and to the fisheries working
group under Rule 47. I would also ask that, if we do
not have a satisfactory solution to this problem by the
end of the year, it be referred to the Court of Auditors.
Regarding the matter under discussion at the present
time 
- 
the debate on the Commission's statement of
yesterday 
- 
I would ask you to adjourn the House
until a satisfactory arrangement is arrived at between
the Commission and yourself, so that the debate
agreed by the Bureau can go ahead.
Mr Davignon, .tVember of tbe Commission. 
- 
(FR)
Yes, Mr President, the point of order just raised refers,
I believe, to the question of fisheries inspectors.
It was my privilege to be present on the Commis-
sion's behalf at this morning's debate on fisheries
inspection, and I cannot understand what it is the
honourable Member cannot understand. The question
asked was whether the funds set aside in the budget
for the recruitment of fisheries inspectors have been
used for other purposes, or whether they are still avail-
able for the recruitment of fisheries inspectors. The
answer is that the money is still available for the
recruitment of fisheries inspectors.
The second question is whether the money has all
been spent, and the answer is no. Seven inspectors
have already been recruited and the other six will have
been by the end of the year, using the money which
remains available. I regret that I cannot see how the
Commission failed to answer the honourable Member.
Sir Fred Catherwood (ED).- I would like to speak
on behalf of my group, since I was at the Bureau
meeting when this was decided yesterday. It was
decided that we would have it nou in order to have
Mr Dalsager. That is quite clear in my mind. Ifle have
not got Mr Dalsager, but we have got no less than four
Commissioners, including the President. I suggest that
that is enough and that we should proceed. After all,
as long as Mr Thorn is here, he can presumably, with
the assistance of three other Commissioners, tell us
what we need to know. !fle should not waste time but
should now proceed with the debate. I propose that.
Mr Langes (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, I should
like to ask my colleagues, including Mr Provan, not to
change the subject now. As a Member of this Parlia-
ment, I am not pleased with the situation either, but
we should nevertheless turn to the main subject in
hand and bear in mind the following points :
(Applause)
!7e have heard a statement by the Commissioner with
responsibility for finance, Mr Tugendhat. This was
followed by half an hour during which questions
could be put. However, it did not prove possible to fit
everyone in during this half hour and the Bureau
stated that it would be possible to hold an hour's
debate, which was originally scheduled for yesterday
before the vote. The Plenary Assembly preferred,
however, to conclude its discussions and vote on the
supplementary budget. Hence the decision by the
Bureau to hold the debate on Mr Tugendhat's state-
ment now from 3 p.m. to 4 p.m. still stands.
(Applause)
Surely it is not that difficult. Those Members who had
put their names down will surely want to speak today
too. Obviously, Mr de la Mallne, it is possible that a
few more people might put their names down for this
debate and there is a new aspect in that the president
of the Commission is present and apparently would
like to make a statement himself. If this is indeed the
he is sitting here and can say yes or no 
- 
it
would be nice if he would make his statement at the
beginning of the debate so that we would then be able
to discuss two statements, i.e. by Mr Tugendhat and
by Mr Thorn. At any rate, we should get on with it
without more ado.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
Ladies and gentlemen, I think we are
now all in agreement; we are, as announced yesterday,
going to debate for one hour the statement made by
Mr Tugendhat.
Mr Curry (ED), cbairman of tbe Committe on Agri-
culture,- Mr President, there is a very serious
problem indeed. The first point I would make is that
this whole situation is a perfect illustration of what
has gone wrong the whole of this week. The confu-
sion on the Commission benches is unbelievable, and
I am forced to the conclusion that the Commissioners
do not talk to each other ! !7hy is the Commissioner
for Agriculture not here ? Its his problem, his dossier !
That is what we are discussing.
(Altplause)
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What do they do, Mr President ? Do they write each
other letters and put a second class stamp on them ?
They could walk along to the office and talk to each
other. It is a very well known technique of human
communication !
Secondly, Mr President, you yourself do not have to
seek a solution. The solution is there. The House
expresses its wish to debate, and you as President are
the servant of the House which has a very great
respect for you. !7e have the President of the Commis-
sion; and if the Commission is a college, he takes
responsibility for that college. You give him the floor
and tell him to speak, and we will debate. But please
forget your lists here and your lists there and observe
the will of this House, which is to debate and not to
have a recital of questions.
(Applause)
Mr Thorn, President of tbe Commission, 
- 
(FR)Mr
President might I through the Chair respectfully
request the honourable Members of this House to 
-how shall I put it ? 
- 
establish their position a little
more precisely ?
The honourable Member was no doubt exaggerating a
little 
- 
it does happen occasionally, even with
members of parliament 
- 
when he spoke of confu-
sion on the Commission benches. Personally, I
received the impression listening a few moments ago
that there was a degree of confusion amongst
members of the House, too.
Having said that, Mr Tugendhat did indeed at our
request in this distinguished house can be
unaware that we are a collegiate body 
- 
read a state-
ment which was therefore read in the name of the
Commission. The House decided to debate that state-
ment; Mr Tugendhat informed me of the burden of
that debate and advised me that it would be continued
today. For reasons which you will understand
perfectly, Mr Tugendhat considered that it would be
worthwhile spending a few hours at the annual confer-
ence of his own party, and that is why he is at this
moment at the British Conservative party conference.
For my part, I consider that the importance of this
debate warrants the presence of the President of the
Commission and six other Members of the Commis-
sion. !7e are a college, Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, and we are at your service.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
Mr Dalsager has iust arrived, and I shall
therefore ask whether he prefers to speak now or after
the debate.
Mr Dalsager, lllember of tbe Commission. 
- 
Mr
President, I would Prefer to wait until after the debate,
to hear what the questions are.
Mr Dalsager, lWernber of the Commrssioz' 
- 
(EN)
Mr President, I would prefer to wait until after the
debate, to hear what the questions are.
President. 
- 
I therefore ProPose that the debate
should begin.
Mr de la Mallne (DEP). 
- 
(FR) I should be obliged
if persons would abstain from trying thus to ridicule
the positions adopted by the Bureau and by the
House.
Yesterday we decided that we should hear Mr
Tugendhat.
At the suggestion of the Commission spokesman we
said that today we should hear Mr Dalsager' That is
what we decided. There must be no turning the
problem inside out. \7e delayed the debate until this
afternoon for the simple reason that Mr Dalsager
could not be here earlier, and we had been told that
he would be happy to come and address us.
$7e agreed to hold a brief debate on Mr Tugendhat's
statement, Mr President : that was yesterday's debate,
and it is over. For today we decided 
- 
at the sugges-
tion of the Commission's spokesman, I would remind
you 
- 
to let Mr Dalsager speak and then to react. !(i'e
are not continuing yesterday's debate: let us not get
things muddled. At the request of the Commission 
-
at the request of the Commission, I say, we are to hear
the Member of the Commission responsible for the
matter and then debate. Let us not turn things around.
That is the problem. I think it very important to make
that clear.
Mr von der Vring (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, I
should like to draw your attention to the fact that this
Parliament has certain relations with the Commission
and all these relations between this Parliament and
the various Commissioners are based on courtesy and
are not of a merely institutional nature. !7e have
heard a statement by the Commission 
- 
the Commis-
sion was prepared to discuss with us. However, who
represents the Commission on what occasions is a
personal rather than an institutional subject and I
would therefore urge us to 8et on with the debate
proper. The list of speakers includes peoples who have
heard the statement but who have not as yet been able
to speak on it and would like to do so now. If the Pres-
ident of the Commission is present now, so much the
better, since he will be able to state his views after
hearing the points we have to make. !7e should,
however, start behaving like mature adults.
Mr Thorn, President of tbe Commission' 
- 
(FR) Mt
President, ladies and gentlemen, I realize that your
agenda is very full ; if we are all here it is not to avoid
a debate. Yesterday you heard the statement made by
Mr Tugendhat on behalf of the Commission, and you
debated it. Perhaps the Chair will allow me to say to
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Mr de la Maline with all respect and in all friendship,
that today we are here to respond. My information 
-and I have checked it 
- 
is that Mr de la Maldne is
not strictly right in saying that the Commission
agreed that Mr Dalsager would make a statement.
Some members of the enlarged Bureau did express
their wish that he should make a statement, but tiat is
not the same thing as the Commission agreeing to it.
The Commission is a college, and decides foi itself
who shall speak on its behalf. That is actually in the
Treaty. S7e are here, and Mr Dalsager is here. Let us
not be diverted from the matter in hand.
!7ould it not be better, Mr President, if we proceeded
with the debate ?
President. 
- 
I quite agree, Mr Thorn, I call Mr Sutra
to open the debate.
M1 S-uqa (S). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, rarely in all my
political experience have I seen such a yawning gap
between a statement and its underlying reality aJ in
that made yesterday by Mr Tugendhat on behalf of
the Commission.
Very briefly, I should like to consider first what he
actually said, then the words he used to say it, and
finally 
- 
perhaps most significantly 
- 
what he
omitted to say.
I7hat the Commissioner actually said was that the
Commission has decided ' ... to suspend, for the next
l0 days, the payment of advances on restitutions and
on certain premiums ...'.
In passing, I would point out that for farmers the wait
has always greatly exceeded l0 days anyway, and that
if operators have never had to wait more than l0 days,
they have been a lot better treated than the farmers. If
that was all that was involved, however 
- 
and I shall
come back in a minute to what was left unsaid 
-then why all the stage-setting, and all the talk of caras-
trophe ? It would have been more appropriate had we
been meeting in Strasbourg cathedral, with Mr
Tugendhat up in the organ-loft.
The session formally suspended, called, and put back,
preceded by meetings described as 'secret' with 50journalists waiting at the door, little phrases let drop at
Athens by other members of the Commission oi by
Ministers: why all this, if not to build up an atmos-
phere of panic ? They haven't bothered with the
details in my country : the headlines are saying
'Common market bankrupt : no further paymenti'. -
Panic has not been the only effect of this mismanage-
ment. You are going to have to extend your ten days
by a further ten days, since iou announced it threedays before you took the decision. That's like
announcing a devaluation three days before you make
it. All the operators moved fast.
Now, Mr Tugendhat gave an excellent reply to the
excellent question put by Mr pranchdre, namely
whether all compulsory expenditure would be
honoured, and Mr Herman's wise and timely question
forced him to agree that this was no less than respecr
for the Treaty of Rome would require. I do not doubt
the Commissioner's intentions in this respect.
'What all this proves, Mr Jackson, is that although
policy must be written into the budget 
- 
and thereyou are quite right 
- 
the budget ml:st by the same
token be drafted with an eye to the policy objectives
which have been set, and you wo.rld be wrong to
reject that rider ro the first part of your analysis.
In_conclusion, a thought on the common agricultural
policy, which is the origin of this debati. I have
always believed that there can be no guarantees
without discipline, and that, at the same time, no disci-
pline can be expected without some guarantees. Those
who advocate free trade in produciion and protec_
tionism in_marketing are giving a recipe for budgetary
dynamite. Imposing discipline on production *ithout
giving any protection in marketing is, on the other
hand, social dynamite. Here in Europe we must have
neither the Ch.icago stock exchange, not the Soviet
gas plan. Oui sociery is becoming increasingly
dependent on give and take both within our own
Community and in our relations with the ACp States.
That is what makes Europe different, and it may be
this planet's only hope for peace.
Mr Langes (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr presiden! I am
pleased that the President and several Members of the
Commission are here today since what we in this
House got so worked up about in Mr Tugendhat's
statements yesterday was his opening remark about
there having been numerous misleading or inaccurate
reports going around lately. I assume that he was
including the various statements made by the
Commission under this heading, such as Mr
Dalsagers' statement in Athens, the points made by
the President of the Commission and, finally, what we
were told yesterday.
When I consider our debates on the budgetary situa_
tion in the Committee on Budgets over ihe iast few
weeks, I must agree that, as Mr Tugendhat stated
yesterday, financing would be possible by November.
Thus, as we have seen, the Commission has fundamen_
tally contradicted itself over the last days and weeks
and has, furthermore, failed to keep the public and
this Parliament clearly informed. I should therefore
like to make four points on behalf of the Group of the
European People's Parry.
Firstly, we basically agree with the Commission's view
,.1L! ,h-" financing situation in the Communiry is very
difficult in general.
Secondly we also realize that the common agricultural
policy needs rethinking and a large majority of this
Parliament has made a whole range of 
'proposals 
to
this effect.
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Thirdly, the Group of the European People's Party
(Christian-Democratic Group) is not prepared to
accept these theatricals from Mr Tugendhat. \fle had
the impression that after weeks of confusion and irrita-
tion within the Commission this Parliament was now
to be put under a certain pressure, not least in connec-
tion with the supplementary budget, in spite of the
fact that all the Commissioners were surely aware that
the question of making the amounts for the agricul-
tural sector available in the supplementary budget was
by no means a point of contention in either the
Committeee on Budgets or in other committees, so
that we could, we think, quite easily have done
without these dramatic statements and this deadline of
l0 days.
Fourthly, all this must nevertheless be seen in the
context of the impression given today, for example, in
an article by a highly competent journalist in the
Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung which states that
this Parliament is blocking funds for the agricultural
budget. The Commission has for weeks now been
gradually leaking this view, as if Parliament had not
been prepared to discuss and vote on this supplemen-
tary budget 
- 
but we have in fact done so'
!7hat is the reason for this ? I have the impression
that the Commission realized that Parliament had not
been properly informed and that it has done far too
little to clarify these questions in recent years. Again
we have been confronted with the question of the
financing of the agricultural policy being lumped
together with that of the British contribution with a
view, as it were, to wringing some kind of agreement
out of the stubborn non-Britons in this Parliament. I
should like to inform the Members of the Commis-
sion that we are against that sort of thing. !7e as Chris-
tian Democrats have always been prepared to discuss
all questions, including that of the fairness of the
Britiih contribution but we opPose an inadmissible
linking of two distinct issues i.e. the fulfillment of our
duties on the one hand and preparedness for political
discussion on the other.
Mr President, I hope you will understand this annoy-
ance and disappointment and realize that these things
are not conducive to increasing the confidence of this
Parliament in the Commission.
President. 
- 
(NL) Mr Langes, I beg you to apPrec-
iate the difficulties of presiding on such a turbulent
sitting. \7hen high-ranking personages from the
groups answer specific questions of procedure, it puts
the President in an ambiguous situation. I beg your
pardon once more for the lack of attention to your
important speech, but ask you to aPPreciate the diffi-
culties facing the President.
Mr Provan (ED). 
- 
Mr President, I welcome this
opportunity of taking part in a debate on this subject.
'We must face the fact that the common agricultural
policy has been a success. \7e in Europe have a good
climate and good soils and we are one of the breadbas-
kets of the world. Adaptation of the common agricul-
tural policy, however, will take time and it is very
important that the l0 Member States, in building
Europe, must move together in accord. That is most
important.
Budgetary constraints, however, are now going to
make us reform very much faster than we realized.
The opportunity to adapt the common agricultural
policy by purely agricultural management has now
been lost and budgetary management will now have
to take over.
I recently 
- 
in fact this morning 
- 
spoke to some
Australian visitors to this Parliament and they are
extremely worried about the morality of inefficient
production. Having said that, Mr President, I think it
is important that we ask the Commission to make
certain that they will reinstitute exPort refunds as
soon as possible so that normal trading patterns can
be re-established and we do not lose what world
markets we have already won to other people.
Mrs Scrivener (L). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, the House
is seeking to understand a situation which is, to put it
mildly, complicated. Now when Mr Tugendhat
addressed us on Tuesday morning in the course of the
debate on the supplementary budget, he told us that
the budget must be adopted urgently, but he added
that the Commission had the funds necessary to keep
going until November. Under the circumstances it is
reasonable for Parliament to doubt the sincerity of the
Commission's decision, given the theatrical effects
produced by Mr Tugendhat's statement yesterday, and
its quite exceptional nature.
One of two things must have happend. Either the
Commission knew it was going to take such a deci-
sion, which is not impossible, and in that case we
should be told why Parliament was not given any
prior notice, or the situation deteriorated in only a few
hours, which I find difficult to believe, as do you. And
in that case we are entitled to fear the worst on the
Commission's own abiliry to forecast.
Those are the questions to which I would like an
answer. The fact now remains that the Communify
can no longer run away from the problem of
reforming the common agricultural policy. All our
present problems demonstrate this, and any further
delay will put the future of Europe at even greater risk
than it is already.
Mr Davern (DEP). 
- 
Mr President, in your reply to
the point of order you said I would be called after Mr
Provan. You totally forgot about that. I would iust like
to remind the Chair that we do not want to see repeti-
tions of yesterday's confusion in this House in regard
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to speakers and so on. Do not look only at the front
bench, there are people sitting at the back as well.
Since last Monday there has been serious concern
within the Community. One Commissioner
announces something, the President denies it and
then a further Commissioner announces the same
thing here in the House. The Committee on Agricul-
ture was informed of the situation only after it had
already been leaked to the press 24 hours before. If
one of our functions is to be budgetary, then we must
at least be informed of the bad news. Too often we are
not allowed to announce the good news from this
House.
I think that irreparable damage has already been done
to our export markets this week. It is due to the
consistent failure of this Commission as a body to put
European interests first. They have continually failed
to stand up to American aggression on the market.
Now they comfort us with export refunds. It is the
smaller exporter in particular who will now be badly
hit. For the last three or four years, the trend has been
ever lower incomes. We now have the superlevy, an
increase in coresponsibility and we are told there will
be no support for exports. You have destroyed the
confidence that people had in our proven farming
output and the hope that it would continue.
It was announced here that nine days were left before
the so-called 'temporary suspension' of farm payments
was ended. !7hat copper-bottomed guarantee can the
Commission give us that the suspension will in fact
be lifted at the time indicated when at the same time
unidentified Commission officials are reported in the
papers as saying this will continue till the end of the
year ?
Because of this mismanagement concerns are now
being expressed amongst parliamentarians 
- 
will this
continue till the end of this year ? Or is this another
slipshod method of ending it completely, or at least
by 50 %, according to 'unofficial' sources within the
Commission 
- 
in actual fact high-placed officials ?
\7ill the Commissioners now give an assurance that as
soon as the suspensions are lifted 
- 
and naming the
date they are to be lifted 
- 
they will give full restitu-
tion to those who have suffered losses, particularly in
the dairy and beef industries already under deep
psychological threat as well as financial threat ?
Finally, in regard to my own country, I would say to
the Commissioner that if these suspensions are not
lifted and full restitution made, the 2 000 million
pound food trade in our country, which already has
the highest level of unemployment in this Commu-
nity, will be seriously jeopardized. And again I would
ask him to give an assurance to the Community, to
this Parliament today, that they will be lifted and resti-
tution will be paid.
Mr Bocklet (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, the Commission maintains that it has
acted in accordance with the market arrangements
and the Treaties whereas I would claim that its action
is verging on an infringement of Community legisla-
tion. I should like to draw your attention to the
following facts. Pursuant to the marketing regulations
the Commission has imposed a ten day-moratorium
on payments. Th.y are perfectly at liberry to do so
and to this extent no-one will reproach them.
However, subsequently it did something which
undermines one's confidence in the legality of their
action, i.e. it stated that during these 10 days it would
examine what was to be done subsequently. In saying
this, an element of uncertainty came into the question
which has serious implications as regards our confi-
dence in the legality of its action in terms of Commu-
nity law. This is the whole problem.
(Applause)
This is the reproach we are making, and the result
will be that no one will enter into contracts any more
on the grounds that he does not know where he will
stand in l0 days time. This phrase in the statement is
totally superfluous, however, since it is in fact there 
-and I assume the Commission had something in
mind when it included it 
- 
I can only surmise that
the Commission was intending to have a destructive
effect on the market and we have already, i.e. last
summer, had an opportuniry of seeing what this leads
to in another case, whereby the Commission was first
of all unable to agree on introducing initial interven-
tion in the case of lowest-quality baking wheat and
this led to an immediate drop oI 20 o/o in the quota-
tions for baking wheat.
The same thing will happen in other product_areas as
a result of the Commission bringing in an unneces-
sary element of uncertainty and I can only go along
with what Mr Langes has already said, i.e. that there
must be some ulterior motive. The Commission is
quite obviously trying, before a decision is reached in
Athens, to establish a fait accompli by undermining
the necessary preconditions for the proper functioning
of this market by means of measures such as those I
have just described. It is doing considerable harm in
this respect 
- 
on the one hand, because of the disillu-
sionment on the part of farmers and others who will
have their confidence in the legitimacy of their trade
shattered, and on the other hand because they will be
giving the rest of the world an incorrect picture of this
Community. I would therefore strongly urge the repre- .
sentatives of the Commission to take this opportunity
here in Parliament and make it quite clear that
nothing unexpected will happen afrer these l0 days
have elapsed, but that the old arrangements will
simply be resumed.
(Altltlause)
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Mr Adamou (COM). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, the
Commission's decision to suspend agricultural
payments for advances, premiums and export
subsidies for l0 days 
- 
and there is no guarantee that
it will not be longer 
- 
is a measure which directly
hits millions of farmers in the South, and particularly
Greek farmers. And that is the case because these
payments chiefly affect Greek products, such as
cotton, olive oil, tobacco, wine, beans and sugar. The
Greek cotton producers were already up in arms
because their subsidy had been stopped at 80 % with
the promise that the remainder would be handed over
later. The same goes for the 25 000 wine-growers of
Attica, whom I visited recently, because instead of a
guaranteed price, a guide price of 14.40 drachmas a
kilo for grapes used in wine with an alcoholic content
of 12 degrees was announced at a time when the cost
of these grapes exceeded 18 drachmas a kilo.
Mr President, it is well known that Greek farmers
have been greatly harmed by the common agricultural
policy. 700 000 tonnes of fruit and vegetables have
been buried, and the balance of trade with the EEC in
the agricultural sector is showing a deficit to Greece's
disadvantage of around 50 000 million drachmas for
the three years of membership.
Now the minimal support which was being given has
been stopped. !fle find this anti-agricultural decision
scandalous. I7hile it offers thousands of millions to
the monopolies, the Commission has found an easy
way to deprive millions of poor farmers of their liveli-
hood.
'We are expressing our protest on behalf of three
million Greek farmers and we demand that this deci-
sion be revoked and that the necessary amounts of
money be obtained from other sectors.
Mr Delatte (L). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I do not wish to aPPear discourteous
towards the Commission but it does appear that the
lack of consistency in the various statements it has
issued following the Athens meetings of foreign minis-
ters and agricultural ministers on the Community's
financial situation has given rise to some concern.
The decision taken on Tuesday night to suspend
advances of restitutions for certain products has
increased that concern. That can unfortunately be
seen through the very disturbing newspaper headlines
and articles published today.
Mr Tugendhat addressed the House to confirm that
we still had sufficient resources before starting on the
supplementary budget. He added that the supplemen-
tary budget might not be enough to meet all expendi-
ture until the end of the year. This sudden concern
before voting on the supplementary budget 
- 
which
was, after all, based on figures provided by the
Commission 
- 
is, to put it mildly, surprising and in
any event no justification for the brutal decision taken
on Tuesday night to stop the payment of restitution
for certain products for the next 10 days.
Experience has shown that it is not possible to give
accurate figures in advance for payments under the
EAGGF guarantee section, and if the budget was
going to prove insufficient it would have been better
to wait for the end of the year before deciding to delay
payment of restitutions. \7hy should this decision
have been taken today, when it will shake the market
at the expense of operators and farmers ? !7hy should
such a hurried decision be taken, except to apply pres-
sure to Parliament in its voting on the budget and,
even more serious, to spread alarm just as the debate
opens on changes in the agricultural policy.
I would draw the Commisson's attention to what is at
stake in that debate. Changes in the Common Agricul-
tural policy cannot be considered only in the context
of the budget, but only as a whole. If debate is to be
fruitful it must be conducted calmly and I can only
deplore the way in which the Commission has created
this atmosphere of panic : there can be no doubt that
it is a threat to the future of the European Commu-
nity.
(Applause)
Mr Bonde (CDI). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, I should
like to put a few questions to the Commission.
IThy was it not possible for you to give better warning
of the decisions reached ? !7hy was it not possible to
present the figures a little earlier and put the matter to
the Council of Ministers for it to decide ? !7hy did
you have to, as it were, hold the farmers to ransom
rather than asking the Council of Ministers to decide
what expenditure should be suspended if funds were
to run out ? !7hy did the Commission virtually
assume that the farmers would have to be the scape-
goats, even though they have legal rights to certain
payments ? Usually when people run short of money,
they are obliged to continue making certain fixed
payments and to cut down somewhat on luxuries. You
should cut down a little on items which can wait till
next month, but certain fixed items, such as ren!
must be paid. Agricultural expenditure consists of
fixed items. Certain people have legal rights to these
payments. \7hy, then, does not the Commission come
up with proposals to cut down in areas of expenditure
where there are no legal rights, i.e. expenditure items
which are aspects of Community policy, but which
are not subject to binding regulations ? !7hy don't
they cut back on that kind of expenditure ? This
whole business strikes me as a disturbing example of
certain groups being held to ransom for political
motives.
Why didn't they attack their own incomes ? lUhy
have the commissioners, who eam over Dkrs 700 000
per year, got at the farmers who on average earn less
than a tenth of that amount ? The impression that the
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farmers are making the greatest demands on Commu-
nity funds would appear to be gaining ground but this
is not true. If we look at the trends in agricultural
incomes we see that in 1982 
- 
which was the best
year so far in the Community 
- 
the average Danish
farmer earned 84o/o of. what he earned in the year in
which he was dreaming of high prices in the Commu-
nity. It is very unfortunate, as I see it, that it should be
agricultural expenditure 
- 
a vital form of expenditure
- 
which should be coming in for this treatment and
that possible decisions were not put before the
Council in good time. In view of the serious nature of
this decision, I would like to ask the President of the
Commission which members in fact voted in favour
of it and, in particular, whether Mr Dalsager was
among them.
Mr Maher (L). 
- 
Mr President, there are a couple of
issues involved here. One that I would like to refer to
at the outset is the relationship bet'ween Parliament
and the Commission. I would remind the Commis-
sion, particularly President Thorn, that he himself and
other Commissioners have emphasized from time to
time that the Commission and the Parliament are
natural allies. This is not the case with the Council.
!7e try here in Parliament 
- 
we do not always
succeed, of course 
- 
to take European decisions and
apply European Community solutions and so, I
believe, in fairness to them, does the Commission. In
the Council there is a greater tendency to adopt
national positions.
On that score, I would like to remind the Commis-
sioner that it is exceedingly important for them to
keep Parliament on their side as much as possible and
therefore to be absolutely forthright and clear with us
about the important decisions they are taking, not to
tell us three or four days afterwards, and not to create
a situation where we have to read the newspapers in
order to learn about the important decisions that the
Commission is taking. This I feel creates a bad atmos-
phere ; it upsets the relationship between us, and that,I believe, should not happen. I would remind the
Commission that this is an important element.
The second point 
- 
again referring to the relation-
ship bet'ween the Commission and Parliament 
- 
is
that we were concerned here a couple of weeks ago
about a very difficult problem, i.e. the stocks of butter.
rUTe all know they are extremely high. Ife all know
the market for butter is very difficult. But there was a
proposal, not iust from the Committee on Agriculturebut, strangely enough, from the Committee on
Budgets, for reducing those stocks to the advantage of
people within the Community and not the Russians.
fhe proposal was put forward. Since I am not a budge-
:ary expert I am not trying to say that it was too costly
rr not costly enough. I do not know. But frankly I was
listurbed at the way the Commission reacted to it.
They virtually iust wrote it off. They said there was no
way it could be done. They did not even give an expla-
nation. They did not come up with accurate figures.
In fairness, Commissioner Dalsager yesterday made
some attempt 
- 
but it was only a partial attempt 
-to explain it.
\7ould it not be possible for the Commissioners to
find some middle course of action ? The butter has to
be stored at the expense of the European taxpayer. It
has to be disposed of with refunds. Could we not see
whether we could in fact get the European consumers
to take more of it ? I do not like the attitude of the
Commission on that. It should have been more open
about it and should have seen whether we could not
sit down together and work out a solution in order to
lessen the cost to the taxpayer and to reduce the
surplus that we have. I appeal to the Commission,
even at this last stage, to see if we can find a better
solution than the one that now applies. After all, the
butter rs there.
Could I also ask the Commission two questions. I
think your approach to this problem in relation to the
supplementary budget, whether you meant it or not
- 
and I do not want to be unfair to the Commission
because it is very easy to blame you 
- 
has led to a
certain degree of destabilization of the very policy that
you say you are defending. I know, because I hive
spoken to them, that the cooperatives in my own
country, the people engaged in the agro-industries, do
honestly not know what is happening. They are very
unsure about the future. In a free enterprise society, as
you well know, the climate of confidence is all impor-
tant. Your action has led to a certain destabilization. I
would not say it is irreversible, I do not want to exag-
gerate. !7e can get this under control.
This brings met to my next question. I have been
informed 
- 
and please correct me if I am wrong 
-that as we speak in Parliament today, the Commission
officials in Brussels are working out new measures
which are going to be applied after the l0 days. Now
is that true ? If so, what are those measures ? I(ill you
explain them to us, because it is very important that
we should know in order that we can have back the
confidence that was there, at least the minimum
amount of confidence that was there, before these
announcements were made.
My final question is a smaller one. It has been said
that, in the case of the sheep-farmers, payments will
not be resumed until after Christmas. That is not a
10-day moratorium, it will not take place until the
New Year. Is that right or wrong ?
Mr Edward Kellett-Bowman (ED). 
- 
Mr Presi-
dent, this is the afternoon for getting answers out of
the Commission because actually they are only one
short of a quorum. I am not quite sure who would be
censuring whom.
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I think the statement yesterday was helpful. It put an
end to some of the uncertainty which arose from care-
less talk in Athens, and it is quite clear that we have
on our hands, within the Community, a cash-flow
crisis. How that cash-flow crisis is going to be
managed is something that we have got to watch very
carefully over the coming weeks. I think we should
have the full facts put before Parliament, because
there must be some costs to the Community arising
out of the actions behind the statement which is
being made. Let me explain what I mean.
I believe that the Commission is delaying the disposal
of the huge stocks in restitution. I cannot see them
doing it any other way. They are doing that because it
is quite clear that if they keep the stocks in storage,
they only have to pay rent and interest which will
have an impact on the 1983 budget. The costs of resti-
tution and disposal would obviously be much Sreater.
They are trying to roll those costs over into 1984.
Granted that it may be cheaper in the short term to
do it that way, in the longer term higher costs will
inevitably arise for the Community, apart from the
obvious problem that much of the stuff in store is not
improving. It is stuff which will be deteriorating in
stock and the position is only getting worse. It is no
help simply to roll the problem into the forthcoming
financial year. I would like an answer to that question,
Mr President.
Mr Di Bartolomei (L). 
- 
(IT) Mr President, the
atmosphere in this House was upset yesterday by two
apparently trivial but actually very significant events.
First of all, there was the unexpected announcement
that the Community's own resources should be consid-
ered exhausted, until such time as the supplementary
budget comes into effect. Then the President of this
Parliament decided to rule out of order an amend-
ment to the amending budget, also on an aspect of
agriculture, because adopting it would have meant
overspending the Community's own resources.
In these circumstances one may legitimately ask what
is happening about Community agriculture ? Are
these two facts interrelated or did they come to light
at the same time pur'ely by chance ? Actually it would
be easy to take the formal justifications for them apart.
As regards the first point, it is well known that the
appropriations for agriculture were expected to be
sufficient, at least throughout November' Further-
more, Mr Tugendhat himself said he was oPtimistic
that the supplementary amount in the amending
budget approved yesterday would suffice to cover the
Community's commitments. As for the second point,
our very good President Mr Dankert can confirm that
the Parliament is sovereign and an increase in expen-
diture in one budget chapter can be offset by a reduc-
tion of the same amount in another' \7hy, then,
should the finger be pointed at expenditure on agricul-
ture in such a dismayed and alarming way ? !7hy
spread panic in the sector, perhaps affecting the rates
on the world market and leopardizing the Commu-
nity's image at such a delicate moment in its history ?
'We are convinced that the common agricultural
policy needs a lot of revising and from this point of
view we are looking forward to the outcome of the
Athens meetihgs. But it must be acknowledged that
the results of the negotiations depend greatly on the
relaxed or feverish atmosphere in which they take
place. The present trend in the Community is to
reduce expenditure on agriculture, but the common
agricultural policy is the only maior European policy
we have managed to establish, as the Prime Minister
of Italy had occasion to say at the summit in London
in 1980. If this policy is given up, there is little left
and the Community is likely to fade away.
Progress must obviously be made in other sectors and
new Community policies developed. However, it
would be criminal and utterly mistaken politically to
put the agricultural policy in question in order to esta-
blish new policies. Expenditure on agriculture should
certainly be rationalized but not reduced. This will be
discussed in Athens, we have discussed it ourselves
and will do so again during the impending debate on
the budget during the next part-session. In the mean-
time, we hope to get some positive signs and clear
replies in this Parliament, for ourselves, the farmers
and businessmen.
In the light of all this, the meaning of yesterday's
events definitely seemed obscure, ambiguous and unac-
ceptable.
(Applause)
Mr Baillot (COM). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, yesterday's
statement by Mr Tugendhat following the news from
Athens was in direct conflict with the statements
which he himself made to the Committee on Budgets
on the subject of the supplementary budget.
I personally asked him a number of questions aimed
at establishing what the Commission's difficulties
would be if the supplementary budget was not voted
in time. It became perfectly clear during the meeting
of the Committee on Budgets that if the supplemen-
tary budget was voted no later than its second reading
during the budget session, that is by the end of
October, the Commission would have no difficulty in
meeting its obligations under the EAGGF.
And I must acknowlege, and thank Mr Tugendhat for
the fact that he gave us very clear and specific figures.
Since yesterday we have known that there will
certainly not be a second reading of the budget and
that the Commission will therefore have its supple-
mentary appropriations earlier than it expected.
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As a result, the questions asked yesterday by 
-y
colleague Mr Pranchdre remain highly topical, in as
much as they have received no answer. First, what is
the total amount of payments which have been
stopped 7 Figures have been suggested and published
in various places. Can the Commission confirm or
deny them ?
Secondly, what would be the effects of this decision if
it were maintained 7 It is, of course, impossible for
such a stop on payments not to have its effects on
Member States' budgets and on the cash-flow of indi-
vidual farmers.
Lastly, such a decision was bound to have its effects
on the market and events have shown that speculators
did not remain idle between Monday and Tuesday and
managed some quite successful operations. People of
that kind do not need much time to get into action.
In conclusion, I should like to say that in our view
such a decision was entirely unjustified, or was aimed
at applying pressure to the Council and Parliament.
'$7e consider that it should be withdrawn. In any
event, such action from the Commission, which never
misses an opportunity to remind us of its role as guar-
dian of the Treaties, is quite improper.
The duty of the Commission is to manage the funds
of the European Community, but its authority does
not extend to freezing those funds without consulta-
tion and, indeed, in direct contradiction to all the
quite precise statements which had previously been
made to us in the Committee on Budgets.
Mr Kirk (ED). 
- 
(DA) Mr President, the events of
the last few days involving the EAGGF make it quite
clear both to the public and to us in this Parliament
that the Commission has no control whatsoever over
the money which passes through its hands. Iflhat is
known in English as the 'cash flow system' does not
work in the Commission. It is some twenty or thirry
years now since private undertakings realized the
importance of keeping an eye on the cash flow, but
this would not appear to have got through to the
Commission yet.
Surely the Commission must be aware that expendi-
ture on agricultural prices increased this year. !7orld
market prices have shown clearly that EAGGF expen-
diture will have to increase. Nevertheless we might get
ourselves into a situation whereby we will have to
freeze payments under the EAGGF and hence sow the
seeds of a profound lack of confidence the entire
common agricultural policy. '
I should like to stress that, as Mr Bocklet has already
mentioned, this is not a question of whether or not
the Commission has the option of holding back the
payments. It is a question of confidence. Many private
operators have realized that their companies have
gone bankrupt throught lack of confidence 
- 
not
through lack of merit 
- 
but simply through lack of
confidence in the management. I fully realize that the
Commission is not going to go bankrupt and nor is
the EAGGF, but a similar lack of confidence is
spreading among European farmers today. There is no
one today who is in a position to take on full responsi-
bility for exporting his produce from the Community,
since nobody has any idea wheather or not he will
receive payment from the Community in the form of
export refunds 
- 
and this situation could therefore
very easily lead to an increase in Community stocks,
since the individual exporters and farmers do not feel
up to continuing their exports of agricultural products
from the Community. As I see it, it will be extremely
unfortunate for us all if the business relations which
have been established over decades should suddenly
be broken off because the Commission has been
unable to live up to iti responsibilities.
Finally, I should like to say that this matter also has
implications for the Community at the most general
level. \7e have heard, for example, how the Danish
Communist, Mr Bonde, can use this business in an
attempt to instil a sense of distrust of the Community.It is not surprising that the Communists, who are
against the European Community, should try to use
any situation as an opportunity to distort the picture
and I would therefore strongly urge the Commission
to clear up this matter as soon as possible, so that it
cannot be used in an attempt to pull the wool over
the eyes of the people of Europe.
I should like to conclude by putting the following two
questions to the Commission. !flhen does it intend to
introduce a cash flow system which will ensure that a
situation such as this does not arise again, and is it
prepared to pay the extra export refunds necessitated
by the extra expenditure payable by the exporters in
the form of interest on their out-of-pocket payments
on behalf of the Communiry ?
Mr d'Ormesson (EPP). 
- 
(FR) The confusion
which reigns in this House is, in my opinion, a reflec-
tion of the uncertainry which reigns within the
Commission and also within the Council. My own
feeling is that the Commission's aim was to give us a
warning. I agree, they lost their nerve, but their aim
was also to give a warning to the Council, and we
ignore it at our peril.
The point for which I reproach you, Mr Thorn, is that
at a moment when we were considering report 500 _
a report which in some respect many of us consider
positive 
- 
we were not expecting any dirty tricks. At
the same time, our feeling is that neither this House
nor your Commission have dealt with the question in
depth. \7e believe in the common agricultural policy
and we hold fast to its principles. I7e believe equally
in construction of the European union and strengihen-
ings its securtiy, and as long as we fail to draw up real
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rules of membership and fail to consider members'
ability to contribute, then we shall be failing in our
task.
I looked recently at the figures of expenditure and
Member States' contributions to the budget, and I
must say that the difference between the contribution
asked of our British neighbours and their ability to
provide finance strikes me as excessive. Neither we
nor you have had the courage to get to the bottom of
this question. I believe that rather than reproach each
other we should be considering the problem andlor
its ramifications, considering the terms of new rules,
which would not only compel Member States to
belong to the European Monetary System 
- 
which
would be an essential condition 
- 
but also for their
contributions to be matched to their financial
capacity. Mr Notenboom asked an essential question
on this subject : what benefits did the industries of
each Member State derive from the common market,
so that a real assessment could be made of each
Member State's ability to contribute. So far we have
not received any reply. My appeal to you therefore
goes beyond our dispute today and relates to tomor-
row's debate, that is, our debate on reform and change
in the common agricultural policy.
Shall we have a reply to Mr Notenboom's question ?
Shall we remain blind to the fact that if Commission
and Parliament do not join forces to get Europe out of
its present rut, all our chances shall pass us by. If,
instead of attacking us you support us as you should
have done, then we shall have one chance to help
Member States understand that their duty is to put the
situation straight and help us rebuild Europe.
Mr Curry (EDI, Chairnran rtf the Committee on Agri-
culture. 
- 
Mr President, there are two theories of poli-
tics. One is the conspiracy theory and the other is the
confusion theory, though in English we do not use
the word 'confusion'. We use a rather riper expression,
which I think Mr Davern used earlier on.
I profoundly believe that this affair falls into the latter
category. I do not think we are facing a conspiracy. If
the Commission was convinced that there was a risk
of a cash shortage 
- 
and it is perhaps as well to
remind colleagues that there is a difference berween
having money in the credits and actually having the
cash available for spending, because it is a question of
ins and outs 
- 
if the Commission was convinced that
the choice was either to take deliberate action or
simply to shut the shop at some future date, then it
was right to prefer the deliberate action rather than
choosing an action which did not hurt producers.
There were, of course, if this is the conclusion to
which the Commission came, alternative courses. It
was faced with a demand for advance payments to
Member States in November of 1.5 billion. That is so
much more than what is normal that perhaps they
might have asked themselves whether there was not
an element of national speculation in that demand.
Perhaps they might have seen their way to scale down
the payment. There were also, I understand, certain
credits which were likely to have been available from
the Guidance Sector at the end of the year, which
might have helped to fill any hole. But if one accepts
that there was a cash-flow problem 
- 
and there is a
debate as to whether that is real or not; it depends
upon the pattern of advances 
- 
there were alternative
actions. However, I think that we must ask the
Commission to do its duty as it sees it, and therefore
to take action before a crisis and not wait till after a
crisis. As I say, that is a matter for debate.
'We must recognize, Mr President, that this is a very
small crisis indeed. If there is a flash of lightning we
suspect that it presages storm, but not all lightning
necessarily brings the storm with it. The thought
prompted by the way in which this whole matter has
been handled is that if this happens in this very small
crisis, we must have the very liveliest fears of what will
happen when we move into what could well be succes-
sive crises next year if there is no positive result to the
sequence of summit meetings.
If we look at what happened from the procedural
point of view, we have, if I may paraphrase an English
radio programme, an 'everyday story of Commission
folk'. It appears that the Commissioner for Agricul-
ture, foreseeing a problem, wrote to the President of
the Commission and to the Commissioner for
Budgets. He wrote a letter. I do not know what
prevented him from telephoning them or going to see
them, but he wrote a letter. He then went to Athens
and the President of the Commission was in Athens.
The Commissioner in charge of industrial affairs and
the Commissioner in charge of economic affairs were
also in Athens. But we do not know whether they all
talked to each other in Athens. !7e do not know
whether the mesage was conveyed, whether anybody
said : have you, by the way, learned about this little
problem ? The Ministers were in Athens, but they do
not appear to have learned about the problem. \fhen
the agricultural section of the debate is finished, quite
naturally the Commissioner for Agriculture leaves
Athens. The Ministers then read the story about the
crisis which somehow slipped into the newspapers,
and they say to the President of the Commission :
well, my dear Gaston, what is happening ? But Gaston
has not had his letter, so he does not know ! The
Commission is spread across the globe, and they do
not know what is happening. Now that is not cons-
piracy. That is confusion.
This is not ill-will. This is not wickedness, but it does
illustrate a certain institutional weakness. How do
people communicate ? If it is a college, the notion of
a college and the notion of a cabinet is that they talk,
they communicate. There are methods of communi-
cating in an extempore and urgent fashion, even if
this has to be followed by certain formal procedures.
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Our concern is that we believe that what happened,
while it may have been aggravated by some very bad
coincidences, was an extremely curious lapse from the
normal conventions of human conversation and
human contact. That is what makes us wonder about
something like this, if my account of what happened
is true.
All this, of course, has an effect on the markets. It has
effects on the traders. It has effects which ripple
outwards. If the Chancellor of the Exchequer were to
say over his cups 
- 
and I do not wish to suggest that
Chancellors are ever in their cups 
- 
that he felt that
the pound was a bit overvalued, one would suspect
quite strongly that by the end of a week he would
have a real financial crisis on his hands, even if he did
not have one at the beginning. That is the sort of
danger we face now.
I would appeal to my colleagues to accept that all this
has been difficulg in some ways dangerous, in many
ways perhaps even unnecessary. Vhat the Commis-
sion must do 
- 
and we face similar problems in our
own Assembly 
- 
is to actually devise means of
making sure, in the very difficult periods that are
ahead, that it is talking with one voice in the same
language and towards the same obiective. If we, Mr
President, can do the same in this Parliamen! then we
will both contribute a great deal more to the creation
of Europe.
(Applause)
Mr Lange (Sl, Cbairman of tbe Committee on
Budgets. 
- 
(DE) Mr Presideng ladies and gentlemen,
I should like to begrn by addressing a few words to
this Parliament itself, since some people are talking as
if agricultural expenditure consisted exclusively of
compulsory and enforceable items, but even those
Members who are impllng this know quite well that
we have two types of agricultural expenditure, one of
which is indeed compulsory while the other items are
for the Commission to decide.
'We have, on innumerable occasions, called on the
Commission to introduce a rational and sensible
system of administration of the markets and funds,
and the only question which arises in this context is
whether the Commission has in fact been so reaso-
nable. Basically we have ourselves to blame, and we
cannot say that everyone has a claim to certain things
which are only discretionary. Take a look at the rele-
vant market regulations and you will see what is
compulsory and what is optional, and in the latter
case it is for the Commission to decide 
- 
qrs hsys ns
more say in the matter.
'!7e have known for years that we are approaching or
have probably arrived at the point where the money
will run out because of the financial mechanisms and
that we must exercise more thrift. There is, however,
the question of whether everyone in the Commission
knows what all the others are doing as regards finan-
cial policy. Mr Curry has just spoken about cash-flow
in his capacity as Chairman of the Committee on
Agriculture. Does the Commissioner with responsi-
bility for financial and budgetary maners really know
what is happening with the funds in the agdcultural
sector ? Is there any guarantee in the Commission 
-and I doubt very much whether there is 
- 
that
spending policy in the agricultural sector is imple-
mented in accordance with the budgetary provisions ?
There are indications that this is by no means the case
and this might in fact be a point on which the
Commission might be open to criticism 
- 
to put it
mildly 
- 
from the Court of Auditors. However, I do
not intend to go into this further now. I suspect,
however, that the Commission has over this last year
been playing a game as a result of its own feeling of
uncertainty and an inability on the part of its
Members to come to terms with each other. Alter all,
we have seen often enough how long it has taken
before certain urgent proposals for policy reform 
-not only in the agricultural field, but in other areas
too 
- 
to produce any results, and we have seen what
difficulties the Commission has had to contend with.
As I see it, this is another reason for this, basically
speaking, highly inappropriate and unnecessary act. It
is completely irrelevant, in this connection, whether it
is directed at the Parliament or the Council. Ve 
-that is to say the Committee on Budges and to a
Sreat extent Parliament too 
- 
have repeatedly drawn
attention over this past year to the increasing financial
difficulties. !7e have received the odd bit of informa-
tion from the Commission, but each time the picture
has changed. This reflects, furthermore, either indiffer-
ence in the appraisal of the Community's financid
scope or deliberate withholding of information at
certain times for the sake of effect at a later date.
I can only say, Mr Thom, that overall, the Commis-
sion's antics with this exclamation mark, as it were, in
the form of Mr Dalsager's statement in Athens, to
which Mr Tugendhat added a question mark and a
further exclamation mark in the form of his statement
in this Parliament, have not exactly done much for
people's confidence in the Commission and, speaking
personally, I can tell you that I have serious reseFya-
tions as regards everything the Commission says end
it is not for nothing that people are safng here today
that an attempt must be made to work in an atmos-
phere of confidence. An atmosphere of distrust is
harmful to the development of the Community but
- 
and again I say this for the benefit of the Members
of this House 
- 
we should all of us stick to things
once we have decided them in this Parliament and
not keep changing our minds like the Council and
no% as we have seen, the Commission, as this will
not do any of us any good. As we have often said, we
can conduct hard-hitting negotiations.
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I should like to remind Mr d'Ormesson that it is years
since we first pointed out the need for clarity as
regards division of labour between the Community
and the individual Member States, since this would
mean that the need for financing Would automatically
emerge from activities under Community policy and
national policies. However, this has repeatedly been
put off both by the Commission which let two years
slip by following l3 M.y 1980 without doing
anything, and by the Council which has given no
further thought to its own instructions to the Commis-
sion. Thus, they have simply let everything slide and
now the gentlemen are faced with this knotty
problem, not to say catastrophe.
!7e have finally arrived at the point, Mr Thorn, where
the Commission cannot, as I see it, go on taking
account of the different attitudes adopted by the
Member States, which keep chopping and changing,
as we have seen from the various meetings of the
Council of Ministers, but must rather make proposals
purely and simply on the basis of its own views in the
light of the needs of Europe as such.
As regards the so-called common agricultural policy,
let us have no illusions. It is no longer anything of the
sort. Our agricultural policy is divided four or five
ways, and basically we have not had a common agricul-
tural market in the original sense of the term since
the beginning of the 1970s and we should not act as if
we can go on playing this game forever.
Thus what we have to do is find genuine European
solutions, and this means we will have to come to
terms with the fact that certain things cannot
continue as in the past. !7e must also accept the fact
that producers must bear some responsibiliry for the
market, since they cannot simply go on and on
producing and expect some public authority 
- 
it
does not matter which 
- 
to bail them out. Industry
cannot do this either and it is simply not on !
(Applause)
If we pass, as it were, a half vote of no confidence in
the Commission 
- 
not, I would stress, a complete
vote of no confidence, since my confidence in the
Commission's utterances has suffered substantially 
-we must also, by rights, call on ourselves to act accord-
ingly. If we do, we would once more have a chance of
getting out of these difficulties and we have no need
- 
as we did yesterday 
- 
to reduce ourselves to the
status of a mere rubber stamp or registry for the Coun-
cil's decisions, as we have accused the Commission of
doing earlier today.
I hope we will all draw conclusions from all this and I
hope, above all, that the Commission wiil draw appro-
priate conclusions and not present the public with
such theatricals, to put it bluntly, only to end up in a
complete mess.
IN THE CHAIR: LADY ELLES
Vice-President
Mr Thorn, President of tbe Cornmission 
- 
(FR)
Madam President, ladies and gentlemen, I should like
to thank all the speakers, in particular the two
Committee Chairmen, Mr Curry and Mr Lange, whose
criticism, though harsh, was objective and put things
more into perspective.
Ladies and gentlemen, both the House and the
Commission have been saying this afternoon that we
are convinced that if we must work together on our
real business, the future, the long-term, then we had
better all start weighing our words. Terms have been
used such as'insecurity','dirty tricks', and 'European
credibility'. !7e are only a few months away from the
next European elections. Had we better not put the
debate into perspective and see what has happened ?
Believe me, no one regrets more than the Commis-
sion and its President, the situation in which we find
ourselves. Let us, dispassionately and like the political
creatures we are, examine where we are and what we
want before embarking on any irresponsible exaggera-
tion.
!7e have been accused of acting in this way because
the British wanted their money. No connection.
There has been suggestions of a plot, an attempt to
apply pressure to Parliament and the Council. That
was not our intention and had it been 
- 
if you
believe the Commission was being dishonest or
devious 
- 
at least give us some credit and do not
imagine that we would have been foolish enough to
take such a decision on the very day that you were
debating the budget or the very day that I and my
colleagues were due to face 33 ministers assembled to
discuss the Community budget and the credibility of
our own figures. Do you seriously believe that on that
of all days we could have allowed them to imagine
that our own figures were wrong ?
It can happen that circumstances combine against us
and we suffer from breakdowns in communications. It
is not new to me ; no doubt it happens less frequently
in the European Parliament, and, to listen to you, one
gets the impression that you reach unanimity more
easily than we. You too are convinced Europeans and
you are therefore unlikely to forget that the Commis-
sion has Members from ten countries and while some
of us are in Athens others can be elsewhere, and
things may not work as well as we might wish.
Now let us put things into perspective. The real ques-
tion, the one which really concerns a Member of the
European Parliament is 'does it affect the common
agricultural poliry ?' Our purpose, ladies and
gentlemen, is not to take away Europe's security nor
that of your own electors. So, if you please, let us have
no talk outside of the Commission wishing to attack
the common agricultural policy : we are defending it,
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now more than ever, in our dealings with Member
States and the Council. This morning's debate on
Christmas butter (which has rather become an end in
itself) and this afternoon's debate should be evidence
enough that you cannot charge us with applying the
common agricultural policy to its most outrageous
limits and at the same time charge us with betraying
it. You must choose your own line but you cannot
accuse us of failure on all sides.
It has been suggested that we wish to attack farmers'
incomes. Not true. I am grateful to Mr Lange whose
critical mind and experience enabled him demons-
trate clearly to those Members who did not realize it
before that there are different kinds of expenditure
and this particular expenditure consists mainly of
advance payments. S7e are not seeking to attack any
right, any at all. All the Community's obligations to
the farming community will be honoured.
I7hat, then is involved ? The point is that the
Commission, acting on behalf of the Community, is
now involved in prefinancing operations, and when a
commercial or other operator tells us that all the
customs documents are prepared for a sale, an expo4
we make an advance which can sometimes be as
much as 80 %. That is, we finance all the operations
in advance. Do I need to spell out to politicians of
your calibre that there are some individuals who at the
end of a year are capable of imagining that next year
will be less good and that certain currencies, certain
stocks might change, and who therefore wish to cover
themselves. !7e are the underwriters and the bankers
for all those people. S7e are not diminshing their
rights. If there is some delay, it will harm no one
since what is not paid in 1983 will be paid in 1984.
Everything will be paid in full.
And so the loss of income which you fear does not
exist. I wish to make that clear straight away since you
were right to be concerned by it as representatives of
the people of Europe.
Having said that, what is the situation ? A number of
speakers have said that we are reaching the limit of
our financial resources. Let no one, if you please,
reproach the Commission for not having said so these
two years.
It is we who asked 
- 
with your support 
- 
for
increased own resources. It is we who said that it was
only the quality of the harvest which dictated when
the common agricultural poliry, taking 6070 of our
budget, would bring us to the limit of the l%. You all
know how the harvests were this year, and you all
know what the changes in exchanges rates have been.
!(e are very close to the limit. I believe, though let no
one make the mistake of thinking this to be the final
word on the matter, I believe that this year we are
within a few tens of million ECU from using the full
1%. And you say to me 'Mr President, were your
figures right, honesl given in good faith ?' Ladies and
Gentlemen, with all the imponderables facing us, we
drafted this supplementary budget in July, before the
harvest and before some currency rates changed. How
could we hope to be within 0.1 or 0.2 0/0. And, alas,
some operators in our democratic society read the
newspapers and realizing that we were approaching
the I %, took their precautions against end-of-year
changes.
That is why, like reasonable men, like the good
managers which you would wish us to be and which
the Council and Member States would certainly like-
wise wish us to be, when we realized that the 1 %
threshold rapidly approaching we asked our staff how
we could manage until the end of the year and avoid
the situation of asking the Parliament to adopt a
budget which by definition exceeded that lo/o.
Different departments worked in different ways, and
that is how the problem arose.
I am well aware that the misfortune which has
happened to us this week cannot happen to Parlia-
ment. Nobody regrets that misfortune more than
myself. The Press discovered that we were going to
propose certain measures. I would be grateful if you
would note this one point: the Commission has not
in fact yet adopted the decision in question. !7e must
first obtain the opinion of the Management
Committee, and before the decision had been
submitted to the Management Committee, the Press
described the decision as having been made. Vhat
actually happened was this. It is no secret to you that
two of the Vice-Presidents, Mr Dalsager and myself
were at Athens ; other Members of the Commission
were in Germany, and yet others elsewhere. As far as
my information goes, the leak took place on Tuesday
morning, and on Tuesday evening we decided to
suspend advance payments for l0 days. I know, ladies
and gentlemen, that twelve hours is a long time, but if
you can suggest any way in which 14 Commissioners
all over Europe could take a joint decision I should be
glad to know it. That is why, in the afternoon and
evening, we asked the Management Committee to
wait until the Commission had considered the
problem, together, in Brussels and looked at every
detail, because it was a difficult problem, difficult for
you and for us, and we wished to find a proper solu-
tion to it. It was at that point that we were told that
the news was already out, and since the operators
thought payments would be suspended, and would
consequently be less remunerative, speculation would
follow. My own reaction, for the Commission, was to
defer the collegiate decision of the Commission until
Friday, which would be our normal meeting this
week. But I was warned that if there was any delay it
would rule out one of the terms of the hypothesis and
we might then be faced with no choice at all, since
vast numbers of applications would have been made
for advances in the Member States and we would lose
any benefit we hoped to gain, with a consequent loss
for the Community.
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Ladies and gentlemen, you are responsible for the
Community and you are told 'Right, speculation is
staring you in the face. !(hat are you going to do ?
Are you or aren't you going to suspend payment of
advances for l0 days ?' So we 
- 
I and the many
others who had initially been against this measure 
-said 'Fair enough ! LeCs shut the tills for 10 days,
shelter the Community's budget and our own finances
from speculation and give ourselves the time to look
at the problem.' Because the problem for us was not
just that of advances, but also that of respecting the
sovereignty of this House over the budget, respecting
the terms of the budget and finding what we could do
with the budget which was available to us. And, alas,
or rather fortunately, we live in a democrary. That is
the price we have to pay when there is a leak. And, if
you ask me whether at the Commission everything
works at 100 % efficienry, I have to reply that though
it may in the Parliament, in the Commission it
doesn't always. The point has been taken and I can
assure you that as far as the Commission is concerned
I shall be asking my colleagues to ensure that no
further incidents of this kind take place.
Madam President, ladies and gentlemen, it will not
have escaped you that at this homent you, and we]'
have on our hands a battle with the governments of
the ten Member States to save the common agricul-
tural policy. But we are also aware that we have our
backs to the wall as far as our financial resources are
concerned. 'S7e know, too, that we are faced with a
certain amount of speculation. !7e must accept that
the going is not easy. !7e have done everything we
can to solve our problems, and we are continuing to
do so. That is why we are here before you today to
explain the situation.
And it is because, thank God, we are in a democracy,
that we have today been able to answer your ques-
tions.
(Applause)
Mr Dalsager, fuIember of tbe Commission. 
- 
(DA)
Madam President, following on from what the Presi-
dent of the Commission has said here today on behalf
of the Commission, I should like to repeat what our
Vice-President, Mr Tugendhat, said yesterday. The
Commission's measures are only intended to give us
time to examine the situation more closely and
consider, among other things, whether or not the
requests by the Member States for advances are reaso-
nable. It is the Commission's duty to ensure that our
expenditure remains within the budgetary limits
which have been set.
I should like to reply to the allegations made by Mr
Sutra and Mr Provan among others to the effect that
the Commission has stopped the payment of export
refunds This is not in fact the case. All we have done
is to suspend the payment of advances on export
refunds or in other words, we have postponed certain
payments since, at least to some extent, exporters get
their money before the products have actually been
exported. To give an example, exporters have hitherto
submitted export documents on the conclusion of a
contract and have subsequently received an advance
normally corresponding to 80 % of the export refund.
If the exporter then provides documentary evidence
indicating that the producs have reached their
intended destination, the final 20o/o is paid. Now,
according to our proposal, the exporter receives the
entire export refund only after we have received docu-
ments showing that the products have reached their
destination and this means that we have not, I repeat
not, discontinued export refunds. All that has
happened is that exporters now receive the export
refunds only when we have evidence that the deal has
gone through. In other words, we are not depriving
anyone of anything, we are merely postponing the
final payment for a certain time. The Commission has
taken the least harsh course of action open to it. It
will make no impression on the farmen. Ve are
merely postponing certain payments, as I have
mentioned. No one will go without the payments
which are legally due to him.
Mr Kirk and Mr Bonde have been at odds with each
other and Mr Kirk reproached Mr Bonde on the
grounds that his reasons for speaking the way he did
was to promote distrust of the Community. I must say
that Mr Kirk's contribution to this debate also did a
lot to promote this distrust which the Communists
have been working on, and I find this very disap-
pointing.
Madam President, I should like finally to make the
following points very clear. Firstly, export refunds
have not, I repeat not, been suspended; secondly, the
advance fixing of export refunds has not, I repeat not,
been suspended ; thirdly, the only thing which has
been suspended is the advance payment of export
refunds and certain premiums, and fourthly and lastly,
do not exaggerate, like some Members of this Parlia-
ment have done, the effects of these measures, since
they are quite minimal but might nevertheless enable
the Commission and the Community to get safely
through 1983 from the budgetary point of view.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
6. Employment for loung people (continua.tion)
President. 
- 
The next item is the continuation of
the debate on the supplementary report (Doc.
l-754183) by Mrs Salisch.l
I See the previous day's debates.
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Mr Chanterie (PPE). 
- 
(NL) Madam President, it is
not easy to resume a debate that was adjourned
yesterday. I think this aspect of our conduct of
proceedings will have to be looked into.
Madam President, ladies and gentlemen, of the 12
million unemployed in the European Community
more than 4.5 million are under the age of 25. Youth
unemployment runs at more than 20 0/0, compared to
an average ol ll o/o for adults. Not only has the
percentage of unemployed risen, but the periods of
unemployment have lengthened along with it. Almost
1.5 million young people have been out of work for
more than a year.
It is possible to identify three major trends in relation
to the supply of young people to the job market over
the next ten years: first of all a drop in the percentage
of young people under the age of nineteen, especially
after 1985; secondly a rise, also after 1985, in the
percentage of young people between the ages of 20
and 25, and thirdly, the percentage of young people
will be substantially larger in the female working
population than in the male working population. The
full scale of the problem emerges from these facts. It
is thus totally wrong to regard youth unemployment
purely as a temporary phenomenon resulting from
demographic developments. !7e must face up to the
fact that the number of young people of 20 and older
will continue to increase, even after 1990.
The question with which we are all faced is as
follows: is the European Community willing and able
to draft and put into effect a policy that will offer a
whole generation of young people an alternative to
unemployment. It is thus a matter of establishing
whether the European Commission's communication
concerning the promotion of employment for young
people gives a viable answer to this question.
It is rightly emphasized that a solution should princi-
pally be sought in an overall strategy aimed at
economic recovery and the growth of job opportuni-
ties. Neither the Community's nor the national policy-
making bodies can disregard Albert and Ball's report
concerning this matter which was prepared at the
request of our Parliament. I hope that people will
have the courage to thoroughly examine not only the
analysis but also the positive suggestions contained in
this report.
A strengthened European policy will only affect re-em-
ployment in the medium term. That is why the
Commission is justified in putting forward suggestions
for Communiry action to improve the situation of the
young unemployed in the shorter term, supplemen-
tary to the specific measures being undertaken in the
Member States.
\7e do indeed have to admit that the majority of
Member States have undertaken many special
measures in the last ten years to tackle the problem of
young people in the iob market. It must, nevertheless,
be added immediately that these measures were often
widely divergent, lacking in coherence and rarely effec-
tive because they were based on the assumption that
the economic recession would be short.
In the light of the present situation, the European
Community's plan for future action must be directed
at promoting entry to the job market for young
people, with prioriry for those who have been unem-
ployed for a long time.
!7hen seen in this light, we regard the programme
proposed by the Commission as inadequate, because,
despite all the fine words, it will not lead to the neces-
sary decisions and because the essential financial
resources for this are lacking. To achieve better results
in the fight against youth unemployment all possible
forces must be brought to bear : in the undertaking, in
the regions, in the Member States and in the Euro-
pean Community. It is equally essential that young
people and representative youth organizations be
involved in these efforts, because a lot of creativity
might otherwise go wasted.
Mr Prag (ED). 
- 
Madam President, no one could
possibly underestimate the potential dangers of unem-
ployment. I do not need to repeat the figures which
have been given to you by Mr Chanterie or those of
the Commission's report. But I do want to underline
in particular the Commission's point that jobs for
young people are concentrated increasingly in the
secondary labour market. This means short-term jobs,
temporary jobs, peripheral jobs 
- 
i.e., jobs with no
future 
- 
and unskilled jobs, in which young people
acquire no skills. No skills, no status, no future. More-
over, there is great potential danger in the concentra-
tion of the most disadvantaged young people in areas
of social and economic deprivation and, as the
Commission says, sometimes areas of racial tension. It
is appalling also that one in four of our jobless young
people have ioined the ranks of the long-term unem-
ployed before they reach the age of 25. This must lead
to the alienation of some young people from sociery,
to a loss of confidence and respect in themselves and,
indeed, to disrespect and contempt for those of their
fellow-citizens who push up wages without regard for
the people they price out of jobs.
In the central point of its proposals 
- 
that there is no
substitute for economic recovery 
- 
the Commission
is, of course, right. We also approve, in particular, the
proposals to set up Community demonstration
projects and to organize the exchange of information
and experience. 'S7e must learn all we can from each
other. The Commission report is not, however, impec-
cable. I believe it underestimates the effect of two
factors, First, of mismatch, which is still undoubtedly
an important cause of unemployment. I know of
many employers in my own constituency who have
vacancies but still cannot find anyone suitably trained
for them.
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In the United Kingdom, at any rate, there is no doubt
whatsoever in my mind that high wages for young
people in trades with overweening trade-union influ-
ence play a major part in youth unemployment. Low
differentials for skill and experience in these indus-
tries mean that an employer will find it more
economic to employ older persons who have these
qualities.
!7e also have certain doubts about the specific
measures proposed. We are not certain that it is valu-
able to have a target figure, and it is certainly imprac-
tical, in the view of my group, to suggest, as the Social
Affairs Committee does in its amendment to para-
graph 3 of the draft Council resolution, that youth
unemployment can be overcome in two years. That is
a foolish illusion.
!7e have very strong reservations, too, about the crea-
tion of jobs in the public sector. Here I would make a
sharp distinction between public consumption and
public investment. I could not accept the Commis-
sion's recommendation if it meant setting up unneces-
sary pen-pushers or movers of paper from one in-tray
to another. And they still exist in our public services.
They would put a brake on recovery rather than stimu-
late it. If jobs are to be created in the public sector, it
must be through infrastructure investment in our
roads, railways and ports which will make our
economy more productive, more efficient and more
competitive and thus stimulate rather than hamper
recovery.
I welcome the renewed emphasis on job training,
although I believe it could still be strengthened. There
is still an enormous amount to be done to ensure that
our young people are trained in the iobs of today and
of tomorrow rather than yesterday's iobs, and that they
are trained and ready to take up the new vacancies
when they occur. I also welcome particularly the prop-
osals to train young people to open and run new busi-
nesses. $7e must have their reserves of initiative and
enterprise, which still so often remain untapped.
Therefore, except on certain points of detail, my
group wholeheartedly supports the Commission's
response to the Jumbo Council's request of
November 1982 to present proposals to encourage the
employment of young people. It also supports, in
general, the Salisch report on these proposals. But it is
a great pity that we have been discussing a report on a
text which is already almost certainly obsolete. At the
Social Affairs Council in June and at a meeting of
Employment Ministers in September, the version of
the draft Council resolution on which Mrs Salisch has
reported was substantially changed, and the commit-
tee's amendments refer to a text which is already
superseded and the successor to which we have not
received. That points up once again this major defect
in our procedures, and if we care about democracy in
the Community, we cannot accept this situation.
I hope that the Social Affairs Council, when it meets
in December, will get on with the iob. The Ministers
have been fiddling for too long. I ask the Council of
Ministers and the ten governments which shelter
behind it to show our young people by their actions
that Europe cares abouftheiifate.'!7e iannot build a
European Union if we fail to strengthen those hands
- 
the hands of our young people 
- 
in which its
future lies.
Mr Frischmann (COM). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, the
French Members of the Communist and Allies group
will be voting in favour of the resolution proposed by
Mrs Salisch and the Social Affairs Committee.
Our view is that the figure of five to six million young
unemployed in the Communiry is indeed a disgrace,
but that we must face up to it.
At the special session on unemployment held in Brus-
sels on 27 and 28 April, we stated that the most
pressing need was to relaunch the economy with
massive investment in productive industry and by
increasing the purchasing power of the man in the
street so as to give an impetus to domestic consump-
tion. That is what the French Government has been
trying to do despite the unfavourable international
climate. !7e consider that the other measures, such as
the reduction in the working week, encouraging
employers to take on young workers, vocational
training leading to real, skilled and steady jobs, aid in
establishing new businesses, and many other
measures, are inseparable.
!(e realize that none of these measures is a panacea
on its own 
- 
as some speakers have said with rather
too much insistence. However, together they can first
halt and then reduce youth unemployment, and unem-
ployment generally.
Finally, we agree that it is not only desirable but essen-
tial that these measures are taken simultaneously
throughout the Community.
The Commission has its role to play on that particular
question, and the Commission has our support. It
would be far more beneficial for the young, and for all
the workers, than the coordinated closure of vital
firms and industries, and far more worthwhile than
spending countless millions on the arms race which
the youth of today, like ourselves, are so right to
condemn.
Mrs Yiehoff (S). 
- 
(NL) At the start of this directly-
elected Parliament the unemployment figure in the
Community was 5 million. Now, four years later, the
figure has risen to more than 12 million,5 million of
whom are young people 
- 
almost as many as the
total figure for unemployment in 1979.
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One is forced to conclude that nothing was actually
done to solve the problem, or even worse, considering
the present situation, wrong measures were under-
taken. \7hen are people ever going to learn ? The
bitter reproaches levelled by young unemployed at
politicians during the hearing in Brussels, obviously
fell on deaf ears.
Madam President, a dangerous situation is developing
in the various Member States. Firstly, paid jobs are
slowly but surely being transformed into volunteer
work. The second danger is that we are very gradually
drifting into a sort of compulsory labour situation,
because what is at present still voluntary work can,
under social pressure, rapidly turn into compulsory
work done by those on unemployment benefit.
Madam President, Mr Patterson does not believe there
is danger of the young unemployed becoming a
marginal group in our society. I think he is wrong, I
think it is much more serious, I think there is a
danger that they will form an unwanted minority
8roup.
Mrs Maii-l7eggen called Mrs Salisch's report unrea-
listic. Well, it may be so from her social point of view,
but that is not ours. One needs political will to intro-
duce new measures, and it is about time that this is
demonstrated and that we stop talking because we
have been doing that for years with no result !
Mr Kyrkos (COM). 
- 
(GR) Madam President, we
have discussed the subject of unemployment, and
particularly youth unemployment, many times. I am
afraid that each time we discuss it with greater opti-
mism while the situation is growing steadily worse. In
my country, for example, young people constitute
40 o/o of. the unemployed, whose numbers are growing
all the time, without counting the unemployment
obscured by the fact that a huge number of young
people are doing military service. And we must
consider not only the economic but also all the social
implications of dashing the hopes of young people
who find no way out.
The paradox is that the technological revolution
makes it possible nowadays for working hours to be
shortened and for people to enjoy other qualitative
aspects of life, which only human creativity and talent
can reveal. The point is, however, that this technology
is introduced as an element in conflict with work,
driving out workers without giving them other outlets.
One may wonder whether we are in a vicious circle.
!7e support the proposals put forward by Mrs Salisch
who has been working hard for some time to make us
all aware of these matters, but we are sorry when we
read that the countries must set up programmes to
absorb the unemployed within two years, or when the
necessary conditions can unfortunately not be consid-
ered ceitain to arise such as for example, a future
increase in the Community social budget.
!7e believe, ladies and gentlemen, that we ought to
take an honest look at the political dimension. There
is basically one problem. Mr Frishmann is right when
he asks for massive investment. At some point, we
have to make a choice bet'ween guns and jobs. Of
course, we are not in favour of unilateral disarmament,
we mean that the Community should pursue a firm
policy of peace so that it contributes to economic
recovery. The day before yesterday we talked aboufthe
Fergusson report and we argued, but our sole aim
must be to find a way out of the vicious circle at any
cost, to make massive investment possible, to make
the great choice between guns and iobs, and to absorb
the unemployed, both young and old.
!fle are afraid, ladies and gentlemen, that if we do not
tackle the root of the problem realistically, we may
well express wishes and draw up resolutions but unem-
ployment will worsen, the economic crisis will deteri-
orate and at some time we will be called upon to face
terrible social consequences which none of us wish to
see.
Mr Abens (S). 
- 
(FR) Madam President, ladies and
gentlemen, I do not propose to call on figures to show
you today just how dramatic the unemployment situa-
tion is generally and for young people in particular.
I would rather tell you about one of the most
harrowing meetings I have ever attended : that on
youth unemployment organized by the Committee on
Social Affairs and Employment together with the
Youth Forum in Brussels in June 1983. I shall never
forget the English boy, unemployed for two years,
who begged us Members of the European Parliament
to do something : despite his despair, he still believed
in the European Parliament. I remember the French
boy, from the Fourth !florld, his voice choked with
emotion, telling us how he sold scrap found on
rubbish tips, so as to keep his family. And the Irish
girl who accusingly told us 'You have work : we don't !
That's not fair !'
It is in the light of that experience, Madam President,
that I support the motion for resolution proposed by
Madam Salisch. I would like to stress a number of
points which strike me as essential.
Paragraph 3 of the motion for resolution refers to the
social guarantee, which aims to give training or a job
to every young person aged between 16 and 25; this
is something that has been called for on many occa-
sions by the European Trades Union Conferation and
by the Youth Forum and without doubt goes a long
way beyond the vague promise made by the Commis-
sion to give young people iob training.
I7hat, I ask you, is the point of job training if there is
no job to follow it ? Is a young person's disillusion-
ment not all the greater, if after he has been trained or
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retrained he can still find no work ? Job training, no
matter how useful it may be, is not an end in itself ; it
is merely the door to a steady job. Of all the unem-
ployed it is the young who are the most affected and
of them, it is worst of all for girls. That is why I must
congratulate Mrs Salisch on the inclusion in her
motion for resolution of 'positive measures for the
most disadvantaged groups, in particular long-term
unemployed young people, and to expand the range
of occupations open to girls.'
I am, moreover, in complete agreement with the
rapporteur as indeed with the Commission, in
believing that one of the ways in which we can reduce
unemployment in general and that of young people in
particular is by shortening the working week. That
view is also shared by the Economic and Social
Committee in its report of 5 July 1983 on social
trends in the Community in 1982, which was adopted
unanimously with 5 abstentions.
Finally, I would like to stress the importance of para-
graph 7 of the motion for resolution, which calls for
an increase in the European Social Fund to a level
commensurate with its tasks. I am aware that discus-
sion is continuing between the Parliament and the
Council. Notwithstanding that, I would like to remind
you that we have already on several occasions asked
for increased resources for the European Social Fund,
one of those occasions being during the special
session of the European Parliament held on 27 and 28
April 1983 when we asked for a l00o/o increase in
appropriations for the Social Fund as part of the
budget proposals for 1984.
Madam President, ladies and gentlemen, I hope and
believe that this motion for a resolution will be
adopted as it stands but I would like to address my
last words to the Council. If the Council does nothing
to deal with unemployment in general and that of
young people in particular, then the Council must be
warned that although construction of a united Europe
has allowed conflict to be avoided, the Council will
bear the entire responsibility for any future social
conflicts in the Community, and I call on them to
ensure that the words of an unemployed English
youth 'we are a lost generation' are never proved true.
Mr Alavanos (COM). 
- 
(GR) Madam President, we
too respect Mrs Salisch's efforts in dealing with youth
unemployment, and there is no doubt that the report
by the Committee on Social Affairs points to progress
in the Commission's communication. However, it is
way behind with respect to what must be done now to
deal with youth unemployment.'S7e may say that it is
based on the reasoning and policy followed by the
Community until now, a policy of austerity on the
one hand, and of enormous expenditure on arma-
ments on the other. This expenditure represents a
prohibitive barrier against any attempt to deal with
the enormous problem of unemployment. Other coun-
tries in Europe with different social systems do not
face these problems. Let us not forget that, in spite of
Sflalesa's Nobel Prize.
Yet we have certain reservations on the particular
measures which Mrs Salisch proposes. I shall mention
three : firstly, there is the fear that voluntary work
could lead the way to unpaid youth work. Secondly,
we are afraid that the proposal for a reduction in
working hours, which we accept will also lead to a
corresponding reduction in purchasing power which
we do not accept. Thirdly, with the subsidies given to
employers for the creation of new jobs for young
people, we fear that instead of the problem of youth
unemployment being solved, the big employers will
have found yet another way to lay their hands on
public or Communiry funds, as the Greek experience
shows.
Apart from these general reservations which prevent
us from voting in favour of the Salisch report, we have
another which concerns Greece in particular. It is a
mockery 
- 
and this is not just the opinion of the
Communist Party, it is the realistic opinion 
- 
to talk
about a solution for youth unemployment, particularly
in Greece, without touching upon the problem of
Greece's membership of the EEC.
Since I have no time, I will say only this : Greece's
trade deficit during the first two years of her member-
ship of the European Economic Communiry has
reached 297 000 million drachmas. This means a fall
in industrial production and an increase in unemploy-
ment in our country. In this respect, unemployment
in Greece can only be tackled by a policy of anti-
monopolistic national economic development and
withdrawal from the EEC.
Mr Richard, hlernber of tbe Commission. 
- 
Madam
President, I wonder if I might start off with one or
two perhaps overfrank remarks.
I am glad to say it is always possible to get an audi-
ence in this Parliament for farmers. It is always
possible to get people to come into this Chamber to
discuss agriculture. It is with great respect, I think, a
disgrace that there are so few people here this after-
noon to discuss this issue. It is not for a Commis-
sioner to castigate the Parliament. On the other hand,
since I have been in this particular job that I have
been occupying now for the last two and three-quarter
years the one thing that has obsessed me, and, if one
is to believe the words, that has obsessed Parliament,
that has obsessed the Council of Ministers, that has
obsessed the Commission, is the problem of employ-
ment. !7hen we actually have a serious discussion on
it, the number of people that are here to contribute is,
to put it mildly, somewhat thin.
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Secondly, again if I can be brutally frank (well, I
propose to be brutally frank anyway), it really is not
good enough, with respect, having listened to every
word that has been said in this debate, for the Parlia-
ment to demand the moon in relation to unemploy-
ment and then to castigate the Commission because
we are not prepared to ioin with the Parliament in
their stratospheric attempts. I have no intention
whatsoever of engaging in gesture politics with the
unemployed of this Community. The thing that the
Commission has tried to do is to put forward targets
and aims which we consider brutally realistic, and not
only brutally realistic but targets and aims which (t)
we think the Council of Ministers and the Member
States sbould be in a position to accept and (2) if they
were to accept, then it would have an effect upon the
unemployment figures. Frankly that is what I propose
to go on doing.
I would congratulate Mrs Salisch 
- 
other people have
congratulated her, perhaps I can join in the congratula-
tions 
- 
on the initiative that she has taken and on
the report that she has produced. I would not congrat-
ulate her upon some of the perhaps wilder fancies that
she introduced into her speech yesterday. I think she
accuses us of being cynical, of disregarding the youth
of the Community, of not being concerned about
unemployment, of not being serious about it, of not
indeed coming with her in setting targets which she
knows and I know are hopelessly unattainable. If they
were attainable, all I can say to her is that it is a little
surprising that she has not had more effect upon her
own government and it is a little surprising that other
people here who have been calling in the same way
for the same target have not had just a little effect
upon the position of their own governments too.
Can I also say that the Commission's communication
on this was prepared in response to the excePtionally
high prioriry Siven to this subject by the Heads of
State or Government in the last few years. It was
designed to complement, not to replace, not to restate,
the various proposals that have been made by the
Commission over the last three years. I have forgotten
who it was this afternoon 
- 
I think it may have been
Mr Prag or Mr Chanterie 
- 
who said that this has to
be seen as part of an overall strategy. And of course it
does. If one looks at the totality of the proposals made
by the Commission on employment, it will be seen
that we have produced specific proposals on invest-
ment 
- 
productive investment, public investment
mainly, true 
- 
not to produce pen-pushers, Mr Prag,
but to produce on the whole more employment in the
private sector rather than in the public sector.
lVe have produced detailed prolrosals on vocational
training. !(/e have produced detailed proposals on the
impact of the new technologies on the productive
process. !7e have produced proposals on work sharing
in a general memorandum last December and detailed
propositions 
- 
within the last month or so 
- 
and we
have now produced this document for young people.
Everybody knows what the employment situation is in
relation to young people and I will not weary the
House by reiterating it. Suffice it for me to say that
the figures are bad and that they are getting worse and
that unless positive measures are taken, then it would
seem to me that the situation in the next few years is
going to deteriorate rather than get any better. lUhat
we need to do, and I do think this is a realistic and
attainable target, is to create an additional two and a
half million iobs for young people over the next five
years 
- 
that is half a million jobs a year 
- 
so that we
could then bring youth unemployment down to
approximately the figure for adult unemployment, in
other words about 11 o/0.
!7e have stressed in our communication that the
longer we put off facing this challenge, the worse the
problem will become because as the number of young
unemployed increases, the average period of unem-
ployment also seems to increase.
Now, are we asking for the moon or are we asking for
something which is realistic and attainable ? !7e
consider that it ri possible to meet this target of half a
million extra iobs a year if. every effort is made both at
the macroeconomic level and at the level of specific
measures. \[e do not accept that it would imply an
additional strain on public deficit, nor indeed should
it entail any decrease in the competitivity of enter-
prises. It requires first and foremost that govemments
should take some greater responsibility for mobilizing
the solidarity of those in work on behalf of those that
are out of work. They can do this by actively encou-
raging the redistribution of employment opportunities
in working time, not least within the public sector. It
means too that governments look around more seri-
ously, paying for work that needs to be done in the
social and environmental sectors and in public invest-
ment projects in order to cut down the numbers of
people that are these days being paid to do nothing at
all.
Now we are, of course, currently discussing with the
Council the draft resolution in relation to the
Commission's communication. I make no secret of
the fact that, at the point where we are today, the
ideas that are being expressed in and by the Council
seem to fall a very long way short of what the
Commission has prepared. Although most of the
Commission's lines of action seem generally accep-
table, the Council is very reluctant to make any
commitment about the scale of the action to be under-
taken and I should tell Mrs Salisch and the House
that any commitment to make additional effort or to
set targets for creating iob opportunities, whether in
five years or, as she wants to do it, in two years, seems
at the moment to be totally reiected by the Member
States.
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Such an approach I find totally unacceptable. The situ-
ation of young people is so serious that I cannot see
how Ministers in present circumstances can continue
to say there is nothing new to be offered to young
people over and above the policy measures that
already exist. The situation of young people will not
improve by itself, nor should we delude ourselves that
additional vocational training will create job opportuni-
ties. It will help to improve the employability of
young people, but vocational training of itself cannot,
of course, give them work. S7hat we therefore need to
do 
- 
I think I am broadly in line with Mrs Salisch on
this 
- 
is to undertake a whole series of employment
creation actions, each of which is designed to take
account of the diversity and the scale of the problem,
and that is the purpose of the communication. I very
much welcome the fact that the Committee on Social
Affairs and Employment of the Parliament unani-
mously adopted the draft resolution before us today,
since the draft resolution not only approves the
Commission's analysis, it proposes a strengthening of
the Commission's draft resolution.
I note in particular two points that the Committee on
Social Affairs and Employment of the Parliament is
proposing to strengthen our proposals. Namely, to
speed up the achievement of the political obiective of
halving the level of youth unemployment and
secondly, of extending and expanding the role of the
Social Fund. I can understand the impetus, the motive
and the desirability of speeding up that process and, if
you like, of increasing the target, but I am bound to
say that I find the new target would be unrealistic and
I think that there will be very little chance of its
gaining acceptance in the Council.
As regards the Social Fund, I note that the draft resolu-
tion, of the Parliament is supportive but, if I may say
so, not very specific. It does not mention, for instance,
the Parliament's own role in relation to the Social
Fund budget. Perhaps, Madam President, it will be
entering into somewhat deep waters, today of all days,
to talk of comparing the needs of farmers, who look
to Community price support for their income, with
the needs of young people who look to the Social
Fund to stimulate training and job creation measures
on their behalf. But the time may come, indeed, it
may have already have come, when the Parliament
needs to reflect perhaps on the relationship between
those two sets of demandeurs,
This said, however, there is, I think, a remarkable
convergence of views between the Commission and
the Committee on Social Affairs and Employment of
the Parliament and the Economic and Social
Committee. We must build on this cooperation so as
to convince the Council and the Member States that
shelter behind the Council of the need for urgent and
extensive action. The Community really cannot stand
by and leave one in four, even perhaps one in three,
of our young people out of work, often for months or
for years on end. It is our responsibility, Parliament's
and the Commission's together, to bring that message
home to the national governments in the Member
States of the Communiry. I hope that your action as
parliamentarians will not end here with the voting of
a resolution. I hope it will continue in the constituen-
cies and in the party groupings at national and Euro-
pean level in the months ahead. I must say to Mrs
Salisch 
- 
perhaps a final remark to her and those
who have spoken like her in this debate 
- 
that the
more influence she can bring to bear, she and those
like her, on the governments of the Member States
that make up the Council of Ministers, the more effec-
tive she can be in bringing that influence to bear, the
more effective, I think, I can be in putting these prop-
osals before the Council.
Mrs Salisch (Sl, rapporteur. 
- 
(DE) Mr Richard, I
should like, if I may to go into a few of the points you
have made. You have not been able to counter the crit-
icism I made of the Commission yesterday and I must
repeat today that the Commission is not placing
anybody under any obligation with its proposals. That
was the crux of my criticisms of the Commission
yesterday and if you say somewhat provocatively that I
should have more effect on my own government I can
only reply that it is not my government, and that I am
just as much at odds with this government, as regards
the utilization of funds to combat unemployment
among young people, as with you or the Council as a
whole. I just wanted to make this point clear.
\(iith all due respect, I do not take very kindly to your
implication that I am indulging in wild fantasies by
saying that we must get a programme to combat
unemployment among young people off the ground
within the next two years if we want to come to terms
with the problems. If we go on wasting as much time
as we have so far, there will be a rapid escalation in
the number of young people out of work and there
will be nothing we can do about it. That is the crux of
the problem.
I would also reproach the Commission for not having
acted in partnership to this Parliament. You said, Mr
Richard, that you welcomed the fact that the
Committee on Social Affairs and Employment
proposed to strengthen your proposal in certain areas,
but I would like to ask why the Commission did not
therefore have the courage to go further along these
lines, since then we would have been able to give you
even firmer support and strengthen these proposals
still more, and this is what we find particularly
disturbing in the cooperation between the European
Parliament and the Commission. You cannot iust
stand here and politely tell the Members of this Parlia-
ment that everything will be alright if they run along
home and work on their governments. Surely one of
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your jobs is to prepare the ground in such a way that
the Council is obliged to act. The problem is that in
Europe responsibilities keep shifting from one institu-
tion to another, and this is what makes matters so diffi-
cult on the one hand and so disagreeable to the public
on the other. It is unfortunate therefore, as I see it,
that you feel obliged to tell us in the Committee on
Social Affairs and Employment that we are asking for
the moon. We are not asking for the moon, we are
saying that years have been wasted and not only are
there more young people out of work than before, but
they are staying out of work for longer to boot, and
this situation is no longer acceptable. !7e must all,
therefore, roll our sleeves up and make greater efforts
than in the past.
As you know yourself, the Council of Ministers as a
whole has reduced the Social Fund by a quarter. That
was the response to its own fine-sounding declarations
made by Mr Bltim in this House only last April. This
is the absurdiry which we have to contend with, and
how are we as Parliament to work if the Commission
lets us down too ?
(Altltlausc)
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
The vote will be taken at the next voting time.
7. Direct elections in 1984
President. 
- 
The next item is the ioint debate on :
- 
the oral question with debate (Doc. l-776183) by
Mr Glinne, on behalf of the Socialist Group, Mr Barbi,
on behalf of the EPP Group (CD Group), Mr
Gauthier, on behalf of the Communist and Allies
Group, Mr Bangemann, on behalf of the Liberal and
Democratic Group, Lady Elles, on behalf of the ED
Group, and Mr de la Maldne, on behalf of the EPD
Group, to the Commission :
Subject: Preparation for direct elections in 1984
The European Parliament,
- 
having regard to its resolution on the information
policy of the European Communities for the 1984
direct elections adopted on 1 I February 1983 (Doc.
1 - l 058/82),
- 
having regard to the proximity of 14-17 June 1984,
the date for the next direct elections by universal
suffrage to the European Parliament,
- 
wishing to encourage the maximum possible invol-
vement of voters in the consultative process and aware
in this context of the importance of an information
campaign beforehand to stimulate awareness, in parti-
cular of the role of the European Parliament,
- 
reaffirming its concern to ensure effective coordina-
tion of the technical and material aspects of informa-
tion campaigns and to avoid duplication of effort by
the institutions, in particular the European Parliament
and the Commission,
Asks the Commission of the European Communities
what measures it has already taken or plans to take as
part of its information policy in order to link Euro-
pean public opinion as closely as possible with prepa-
ration for the next European elections.
- 
the oral question with debate (Doc. 1-825/83) by
Mr Bord on behalf of the EPD Group to the Commis-
sion :
Subject: Centralized processing of the June 1984 elec-
tions results in Strasbourg.
Does the Commission not consider that Strasbourg's
importance as the capital of Europe and the fact that
it is associated with the European Parliament in the
minds of Community citizens would make it an appro-
priate centre for the processing of the results of the
European elections of 14-17 June 1984 ?
Mr Glinne (S). 
- 
Madam President, the oral ques-
tion we are now debating has been tabled by the
chairmen of the political groups because of the impor-
tance we attach to the role of information in the
democratic process.
People must have at their disposal the knowledge they
need in order to make intelligent, informed decisions
about the society in which they live and the electoral
choices they wish to make. This is particularly impor-
tant in relation to the forthcoming elections for the
European Parliament when the citizens of the
Community will be asked to elect for the second time
their European Parliament. It is increasingly impor-
tant that they be fully aware of the issues involved and
the role of the Community in dealing with the
problems facing their society today. Most of this, we
increasingly recognize, cannot be solved by the
Member States alone, but only by joint action in a
Community framework.
The results of the recent Eurobarometer opinion polls
have been worrying because of what they demons-
trated about knowledge and attitudes of most potential
voters to the Parliament and the Community in
general and their achievements. It is therefore particu-
larly important that at this point in time the Commu-
nity gives clear and coherent information. !7e believe
the Commission has an important role to play here,
given its central function in the Community structure.
It can take a global view of developments and can
stress in particular the role of the Community as a
whole in dealing with the problems of today both
within its own borders and in relation to the rest of
the world.
In addition, it has the resources 
- 
practical, material
and financial to some extent 
- 
to ensure effective
coordination of information campaigns, to ensure
maximum impact with the avoidance of duplication
of effort.
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We are asking the Commission now to inform us
what it has already done in relation to its information
campaign and what its plans are from now until direct
elections. \7e would, in particular, like to know what
has been done to implement the proposals in Parlia-
ment's resolution of February last. Here, I believe, it is
essential that the Commission consults with various
organizations and bodies which could have a 'multi-
plier' role and involves them, or intensifies their invol-
vement as appropriate, in the work of explaining the
Community. Here I am thinking of organizations
such as the trade unions, the Youth Forum and
women's and consumer organizations. It does not
necessarily imply large expenditure.
In my group we believe very strongly that such infor-
mation campaigns, which should be much shorter
than those of 1979 because of the political responsibil-
ities we ourselves carry as political groups since 1979,
must deal essentially with information and not consti-
tute publicity and advertising campaigns.
Finally, on the second oral question tabled by Mr
Bord, the idea he suggests is interesting. However, I
do not believe it to be practical on technical grounds,
without even examining the political aspects. Our
group, however, will support as it is the resolution
tabled by Mr Hahn and others.
Mr Bord (DEP). 
- 
(FR) Madam President, ladies
and gentlemen, my question to the Commission
might by all rights also have been addressed to the
Council. I address it to the Commission, though,
Madam President, because it is the Commission's view
on this question which I am most anxious to learn.
'W'e are all aware that the Commission has no budget
resources for its own direct participation in the elec-
tions. My own discussions with leading Commission
officials did suggest that if the Commission does parti-
cipate it will only be at the request of the House. I do
wonder, though, whether there has not been a change
of policy since, and whether, if the European Parlia-
ment did indeed centralize the results of the 1984
European elections in Strasbourg, for example, the
Commission might not also want to organize its own
election event, or to be associated with the Parliament
operation in Strasbourg.
I should add that in my view and in that of my group,
centralizing the count in Strasbourg would constitute
an elegant tribute to a city which for many remains
one of the capitals of Europe.
I offer my thanks to the Commission Vice-President
in advance of his reply, knowing the Commission's
spirit of tolerance and fairness, and I ask Mr Natali to
be klnd enough to let us know his colleagues'views
on the subject.
Mr Natali, Vice-President of tbe Commission. 
- 
(IT)
Madam President, ladies and gentlemen, as Mr Glinne
pointed out, the oral question has been signed by all
the political groups, and this shows how much impor-
tance the Parliament attaches not only to the event
itself, but also to the means used to achieve the main
objective, which is for citizens of the Community to
be aware of the elections and to take part fully in
them.
I already had occasion during the debate on the
subject in February to emphasize that the Commis-
sion shares this appreciation of the fundamental
importance of the elections. I pointed out at the time
that the budgetary authority had not considered it
necessary to set funds aside specially for a mass publi-
city compaign, as was the case during the 1979
campaign, but I nevertheless gave assurances that the
Commission would do its best within the limits of our
normal budget to contribute towards bringing the
message home to the citizens of Europe.
I think that the time is right today and would like to
thank the members who put the question, for raising
the issue once more. Mr Glinne, the Commission will
follow the Parliament's guidelines and the suggestions
and hopes it expressed in the February resolution.
I would firstly like to consider the first two events
which we have prepared in conjunction with the Parli-
ament. The first is an exhibition of publications by
the Commission, to be held in Strasbourg during the
November part-session.
You know, ladies and gentlemen, that we are respon-
sible for a great range of publications, which unfortu-
nately are not widely known. Consequently we felt an
exhibition covering these publications should be
organized to bring them to the knowledge of the Parli-
amentarians, so that they may make effective use of
them in their daily contacts with the electorate. 'Sfe
hope that this exhibition meets the success it deserves,
even if the effort of providing the material will obvi-
ously have to be shared by the Parliament should
there be, as we hope, a strong demand.
The second event, which will also require the Parlia-
ment's cooperation, involves a series of visits. A total
of 50 visits by groups from the Parliament has been
decided. These visits will take place over a period
starting from the next few weeks to May 1984. I would
not like to weary this House, but I feel I should
emphasize the amount of organization which must be
undertaken for coordination, rooms, equipment and
speakers if these visits are to proceed smoothly.
In the speech to which I referred in February, I
mentioned endeavours to encourage the heads of
radio and television stations to transmit programmes
with a Community content. Contacts begun at that
time have continued and have mainly shown us that
the Commission's role cannot consist only of this type
of events. The role of the Commission ought to be to
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provoke changes and provide backing, including finan-
cial aid, if necessary to allow for cooperation to begin
with the main radio and TV stations. \(e have been
moving in this direction in spite of many difficulties,
such as obstacles of a financial nature, administrative
red-tape, which is out of tune with the dynamic and
imaginative methods of the audio-visual sector. These
obstacles have largely been overcome and I can tell
you that with its own budget resources, the Commis-
sion in conjunction with some of the most important
TV stations has developed a plan for a multi-media
Community programme in three sections, comprising
a series of about 20 films and spot announcements
aimed in particular at young people and women, with
an educational content relating to the Community.
Secondly, a European evening has been organized,
with contributions from all member countries empha-
sizing aspects of their culture and national character.
Thirdly there will be family TV series, which could
consist of quizzes, feature films, contests between
countries and so on, also relating to Community
topics.
There will perhaps not be enough time for this
project, which is a completely new departure by the
Commission in the field of European co-production
and information compaigns, however, to get every-
thing done before the elections.
To conclude on the subject of radio and TV
programmes, I would like to point out that following
the resolution adopted by the Parliament at the instiga-
tion of Mrs Boot, the Commission is producing a film
on Community activities.
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, while those are
the most newsworthy activities I cannot forget nor do
I underestimate the importance of the day-to-day
activity of the Commission's information services both
centralized in Brussels and in information offices in
Member States.
This work is multifacetted and complex, ranging from
the organization of seminars and exhibitions to partici-
pation in specific events and campaigns, not to
mention the numerous tasks involving contacts and
cooperation with European organizations and move-
ments. Our'Eurobarometer' is therefore fully tuned in
on the elections. I will spare you a list of these activi-
ties which would be tedious and probably not exhaus-
tive.
Nevertheless, I cannot pass over these less obvious
activities, on which Community information services
are really based. 'We have given instructions to the
effect that such activities should concentrate on the
clection of the European Parliament particularly in
forthcon.ring months. \7ith this aim in mind, we have
also begun to work more closely with the information
oifices, so that the latter can inform the public
tlrrotrgh the press of future Community events more
quickly. I would like to answer the question put by
Mr Bord, who is requesting centralized processing of
election results in Strasbourg, by saying that the
Commission is fully aware of the significance of his
request. Furthermore, the Commission is very pleased
to come here to Strasbourg, which is not only a
sincerely hospitable ciry but is undoubtedly an impor-
tant symbol in the history of Europe. I would never-
theless like to say to Mr Bord that if by 'centralization'
he means the official calculation of results, that is not
the Commission's responsibility. If on the other hand
centralization is taken to mean action to inform the
public, I am sorry to say that the Commission does
not feel capable of organizing such a complex opera-
tion, involving sophisticated and costly equipment
which would be needed to process and display data
forwarded at different times and days by various elec-
toral systems. That is our position, although I repeat,
we appreciate the import of Mr Bord's question.
Mr President, I would now like to make a remark of a
political nature, which is certainly related to the
subject of information. Over the past weeks and days,
we have presented a series of, we believe, coherent
proposals to give the Community new impetus for
consideration at the European Council in Athens. The
Commission and I personally see a close link between
the results of this Council and the 1984 elections. The
success or failure of the Athens Council will have a
significant effect on the elections and voter turnout
too. For this reason we are doing our best to inform
public opinion about what is at stake in Athens. !7e
have asked our information offices to submit a special
plan of activities leading up to the Athens Council, to
show what we are doing.
In this way we hope to prepare the ground for the
political implications of strong, responsible Parlia-
ment, provide for better knowledge of the Community
and predispose public opinion to the forthcoming
elections.
May I thus reassure the Parliament that the Commis-
sion, which is aware of its responsibilities and duties,
will do its best 
- 
and I think what I have said has
given you first illustration of this 
- 
to make June
1984 a further significant milestone in Communiry
history.
IN THE CHAIR: MR DANKERT
President
President. 
- 
I have received from Mr Hahn, Mr
Beumer, Mr Barbi, Mr Kallias, Mrs Lentz-Cornette, Mr
Verroken and Mr Gerokostopoulos a motion for a reso-
lution (Doc. l-837183) with request for an early vote,
pursuant to Rule a2 $) of the Rules of Procedure, to
wind up the debate on oral question Doc. l-776/83.
Parliament will decide on the request for an early vote
at the end of this debate.
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Mr Beumer (PPE). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I would
like to thank Mr Natali for his answer. He rightly
referred to the relationship between the motion tabled
by the chairmen of the political groups and the report
from the Committee on Youth, Culture, Education,
Information and Sport on the role of information. He
not only rightly emphasized how important it is for
Parliament to have an information policy, but also
pointed out the Commission's dury with regard to the
European elections, and that is why the coordination
he is proposing is of the utmost importance. I think it
is good for the people of Europe to know what the
Community can do, what it does do and what it does
not do, and also what the function is of all the institu-
tions. It is also important for the European dimension,
insofar as this is provided by the Community and also
affects national policies, to be clearly underlined once
more.
I would like to recommend once more the motion I
mentioned. It is a piry that there was too little time
for all the groups to sign it. It asks whether the
Commission is prepared 
- 
and perhaps Mr Natali
would like to confirm this explicitly once more 
- 
to
get in touch with, for instance, the European
broadcasting organizations who are, by the way,
meeting in Geneva next week and who are also
extremely interested in the activities of the Commis-
sion because 
- 
just as Mr Natali said 
- 
it concerns
cooperation not only in these elections but, what is
more important, beyond the elections. That is why it
would be so good if Mr Natali could confirm expli-
citly once more 
- 
in view of this conference next
week at Geneva 
- 
that he is prepared in due course
to establish and maintain contact with the
broadcasting organizations. In this context I also refer
to the interim report from the Commission itself,
which clearly states the positive interest the Commis-
sion has in collaborating with the European
broadcasting organizations with a view to a European
programme. This is gradually taking on a concrete
form, and because the Commission said it would
support it not only organizationally but possibly finan-
cially as well, I consider an explicit confirmation of
interest on the part of the Commission important.
Apart from establishing those contacts, the motion
also asks for a repon to be brought out on this in Parli-
ament, if possible before the end of the year. I hope
that Mr Natali will support this and at the same time
- 
as he himself has made apparant 
- 
show how
much sense coordination between Parliament and the
Commission would make, as happened in the prev-
ious elections.
Mr President, I would thus ask you, if Mr Natali has
no objections, to allow him to answer explicitly the
questions I have put to him, because they could be of
such importance for the previously mentioned confer-
ence next week.
Mrs Squarcialupi (COM). 
- 
(IT) Mr President, I
would like to ask Mr Natali rwo questions which were
put to him when he appeared before the Committee
of Enquiry into the status of women in Europe and
which remained unanswered.
The first concerns staff expansion, using funds which
have been increased in the information sector again
owing to efforts by women. The second question
concems an autonomous service for women which we
requested, to make provision for independent informa-
tion for them. !flill this be done, and if so, when ?
I am raising the issue once more, Mr Natali, because I
believe that many people are interested in your reply,
in view of the role played by women during past elec-
tions in deciding Europe's future.
Mr Isra6l (DEP). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, we could of
course talk all day about the organization of the elec-
toral campaign but my own purpose now is to draw
the attention of the Commission to the main themes
which will develop. It is essential that we talk of them.
Council, Parliament and to a certain extent the
Commission must work together to generate wid-e-
spread public belief in the principles of Europe : wide-
spread, because the pooling of the vast wealth of
resources and intelligence which belonged to the old
Europe remains to be made public. 'S7e are, of course,
going to encounter historical barriers. The history of
Europe's nations has not always run smoothly and we
shall have to try and explain to the nations to what
extent history must be set aside. ITidespread belief in
Europe means trying to explain what being European
means in everyday life, and the Commission is in the
best position to do that. A widespread belief in
Europe means reminding people that we are aiming at
a Europe of peoples, a Europe of nations for the
benefit of all the people. In that context, our role is to
put technocracy at the service of individual nations.
And the European Parliament is the expression of that
popular will.
Our aims, though, are not merely those of a self-
centred Europe. \7e have the Lom6 Conventions ! I7e
grant enormous importance to the North-South
dialogue. That is another subject with which to mobi-
lize Europe's youth.
And, above all, we must remember that we are an
interventionist Parliament, that we do not hide warily
behind the principle of non-interference in the affairs
of others. That too is of interest to the youth of
Europe. At the same time, we must seek economic
success, the convergence of economies in a single
market which will result in our defeating unemploy-
ment. Are we in fact, as has been suggested by an
eminent economist, ourselves becoming under-
developing countries ? The only question which really
arises when one considers the economic wealth of the
European Community is whether we shall become the
world's first economic power or merely its second. But
the main theme of our campaign, Mr President, ladies
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and gentlemen, will without doubt be the defence of
freedom and democracy. Defending freedom and
democracy against the totalitarianism which kicks at
Europe's door, but above all against defeatism and
pacifism. The peoples of Europe must understand
what is involved, and it is the duty of the European
Parliament to tell them. That is what is at stake in the
European elections. Let us try and be worthy of them,
for no-one else will do it in our place.
Mr Natali, Vice-President of tbe Commission. 
- 
AT)
Mr President, I think I should reply, if only briefly, to
same specific questions put to me. First of all I would
like to say to Mrs Squarcialupi that I think the
Commission's considerable efforts in informing
women and the ungrudging work put in by the offi-
cials in this department should be acknowledged.
\7ith regard to the two specific questions on an
increase in staff and the related establishment of a
specialized service, I can only repeat what I have
already said to Mrs Squarcialupi. Any increase in
personnel and any administrative changes will depend
on the number of staff we have available. The decision
therefore does not lie with us but with the budgetary
authority.
As for the point raised by Mr Beumer, I would like to
say that with regard to the report presented, it is not
up to the European Broadcasting Union but member
stations to organize an information campaign. !7e
have had contacts in the past and will keep them up.
In my report I also spoke of several proiects, which we
hope will be televised. I am sure that Mr Beumer
knows, however, that we are facing some financial
difficulties.
The Commission will continue, however, to maintain
these relations and is always pleased to report to the
Parliament on the development of such contacts,
which, moreover, are cordial and helpful.
Lastly, I would like to say to Mr Isriiel that I did not
evade the question of subject matter in my report. I
am perfectly aware that the problem is not only
resources and media but also the message to be put
over. That was precisely why I stressed at the end of
the report that, for example, we are particularly sensi-
tive and concerned about the outcome of the Euro-
pean Council in Athens, because we are hoping for
answers on areas and opportunities for Community
development.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
(Parliament agreed to tbe request for an earfu aote)
The motion for a resolution will be put to the vote
tomorrow morning.
8. lWembersbip of Committees
President. At its meeting of 28 September the
Bureau authorized me to submit to Parliament the list
of Members nominated for the temporary special
committee to draw up a report on the economic
recovery of the European Community.
I have received the following nominations : for the
Group of the European People's Party: Mr Herman,
Mr von Bismarck, Mr Giavazzi, Mr Jonker, Mrs
Moreau, Mr Papaefstratiou, Mr Brok, Mrs S7alz, Mr
Sassano, Mrs Cassanmagnago Cerretti, Mr I. Friedrich
and Mr Dalsass ; for the European Democratic Group :
Sir Fred Catherwood, Mr Curry, Mr !7elsh, Mr
Spencer, Mr Patterson and Mr Hutton ; for the
Communist and Allies Group: Mr De Pasquale, Mr
Bonaccini, Mr Damette and Mr Alavanos ; for the
Liberal and Democratic Group : Mr Poniatowski, Mr
Delorozoy and Mr Maher; for the Group of European
Progressive Democrats : Mr Flanagan and Mr Deleau ;
and for the non-attached Members : Mr Petronio.
The time limit for tabling any amendments to this list
is 9 a. m. tomorrow.
Mr Glinne (S). 
- 
(FR) I should like to ask whether
it would be possible to extend the time limit until the
second October part-session. You will have noted as
you read out the list of nominations that the Socialist
Group has not submitted any names.
As our colleague Mr Barbi says from time to time 
-and this means that one must be perfectly consistent
with oneself 
- 
pacta sunt seroanda. An agreement
reached and confirmed by the enlarged Bureau
earmarked the chairmanship of the special committee
- 
independently of the debate which took place on
the advisability of such a committee 
- 
for a Member
of the Socialist Group, in this case the chairman of
the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs.
Since it seemed to us that certain agreements were
being concluded running counter to this commit-
men! the Socialist Group decided not to nominate
any of its members until the group chairmen were
given another chance to arrive at a consensus in this
matter after consultation. This is why, Mr President, I
have the honour and advantage to propose to the
House to postpone setting up this committee until the
next plenary part-session. In the meantime, I hope
that we will be able to come to an agreement on the
membership of the Bureau without giving too much
or too little room to anyone. By giving little room to
the Socialist Group Parliament would be guilty of
forgetting that this group is legitimately and by the
will of the European voters the largest group in Parlia-
ment.
Mr Welsh (ED). 
- 
Mr President, I listened with
great interest to what Mr Glinne had to say and it
seems rather curious. It seems to me that, whatever
agreements may or may not be made by group
chairmen, it is actually the committee's own job to
elect its own bureau and its own chairman. I would
think that if the Socialist Group wishes to play a full
part in that, the best thing for it to do is to nominate
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its members so that the committee can meet as soon
as possible. Then the members of that ad hoc
committee can decide what its own internal adminis-
trative relations should be.
I think that the committee should be constituted as
quickly as possible so that it can get on with its job. I
find the whole idea of delaying it until the next part-
session very curious. I do not understand why, in fact,
the list from the Socialist Group has not yet been
forthcoming.
Mr Barbi (PPE). 
- 
(fD Mr President, I also hope
that it will not be long before this committee is set
up, since otherwise it is unlikely to achieve its aim.
'We are, however, always aware that in such matters
there must be fair play and agreement. This is why I
have tried to put forward some compromise proposals.
I hope that the two weeks until the next October part-
session will be enough for the Members of the
Socialist Group to arrive at this compromise.
President. 
- 
I would point out that if we decide
tomorrow morning on the names of members without
any nominations from the Socialist Group, it is still
possible for the Socialist Group to add its names
before the committee meets. I understood that it will
be difficult to have a meeting before the next part-ses-
sion. That also gives, in my view, the chairmen of the
political groups, as well as the members or possible
members of that committee, time to consult each
other. If we do not proceed to the formal constitution
of a list of members tomorrow, it will automatically
mean that we incur a new delay. I think that is the
problem.
Mr Glinne (S). 
- 
(FR)Mr President, I should like to
say that in a matter of this kind my group feels both
frustrated and irritated at the fact that there have
recently been several incidents of promises made to
our group not being kept.
'I7hen a committee of enquiry was set up, in accor-
dance with Rule 95 of the Rules of Procedure, on the
Seveso affair, it was agreed among all the group
chairmen that the rapporteur would be Mrs Beate
!7eber, who well deserved the appointment.
\7hen the committee, which was made up of
Members nominated by the various groups, met,
someone else was appointed rapporteur. That is just
one example, and I could quote others.
!7ell, we have had enough. The Socialist Group would
rather boycott the work of the special committee on
economic recovery than see once again its partners
failing to honour the commitments they have given.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I think that, in view of the possibilities
open to us before the first meeting of this committee,
we shall have time to settle these problems. I there-
fore propose that the time limit for tabling amend-
ments be set for tomorrow morning.
9. Votes I
SALISCH REPORT (DOC. 1-754183
'EMPLOYMENT FOR YOUNG PEOPLE)
Paragraph 5 
- 
Amendment No 16
Mrs Tove Nielsen (L). 
- 
(DA) Mr President, I
should like to request a separate vote on Amendment
No 15, so that we first vote on the introductory
section and then on sub-paragraph (a).
President. 
- 
I do not see how it is possible. I have a
French text and I cannot see how I can adapt the text
to the proposal by Mrs Salisch.
Mrs Tove Nielsen (L). 
- 
(DA) 
- 
Mr President, I
should like us first of all to vote on whether the word
should be must, as proposed by the Committee on
Social Affairs and Employment, or sbould, as the
Commission has proposed. This is first of all in
Amendment No 15 to paragraph 5. \7e have also
tabled two amendments on paragraph 5, sub-para-
graph (a), namely Amendments Nos 16 and 1.
President. 
- 
Mrs Nielsen, what you have just said
means in fact that you prefer the original text to that
proposed by the Committee on Social Affairs and
Employment. If that is so, you must vote against the
amendments tabled by that committee. Otherwise we
will be duplicating the votes.
10. Cosmetic products
President. 
- 
The next item is the report (Doc.
1-770183) by Mrs Squarcialupi, on behalf of the
Committee on the Environment, Public Health and
Consumer Protection, on
the proposal from the Commission to the Council
(Doc. 1-955/80 
- 
COM (80) 917 final) for a directive
amending for the third time Directive 76l768lEEC on
the approximation of the laws of the Member States
relating to cosmetic products,
Mrs Squarcialupi, rapporteur. 
- 
(IT)Mr President,
nothing has gone smoothly for this report, and that
looks like being true of the debate too, since I think
many members will have to leave the House.
First the Committee on the Environment, Public
Health and Consumer Protection asked for the scien-
tific terms to be corrected and this obviously took
some time. Then, when the Committee was ready for
the final vote, the Commission put forward new
amendments to its own text, extending the powers of
the Committee on the Adaptation to Technical
I See Annex.
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Progress, thereby preventing the Parliament from
amending several articles.
As rapporteur, therefore, I have had a very difficult
task, because I have been forced to work at the same
time with at least five texts. The 1975 framework
Directive on Cosmetics, the 1982 amending Directive,
the third amending Directive, this third set of amend-
ments and the amendments by the Commission.
I would therefore address a formal plea to the
Commission to work out a simpler and clearer form
for the new amendments which are already being
drafted and to resubmit the original text in revised
form when other amendments are made. Having
several texts can lead to wrong interpretations and,
above all, may create confusion in a field where I
think I can safely state there is already plenty.
This third amendment relates to suntan oils, and
thereby involves an important and happy time for
Europeans, when they are most exposed to the sun,
which may be a time of great risk for people with
particularly delicate skins.
The Directive we are dealing with provides at long last
for positive lists. I say'at long last' because we have
long been waiting for a list of substances which can
be used in cosmetic products. This is a significant step
forward as compared with the framework Directive,
which only provided for negative or provisional lists.
And while we are on the subject of provisional lists,
we would like those substances which have not yet
been approved to be finally pronounced acceptable or
refused, so that European consumers are not forced to
go on playing the part of guinea pigs, as they have for
over ten years.
Naturally, various viewpoints have arisen within our
Committee concerning this Directive. Some members
felt that'expiry date'should be carried over from the
framework Directive, while the majoriry accepted the
proposal for 'date of minimum durability', which
many, including some producers for instance, found
ambiguous and insufficiently clear. Thus the maiority
accepted a proposal to specify the date of minimum
durability, even on the inside of the packaging. I
think I may make a comment here to say that this
could be rather awkward for consumers, because they
could not check any date given on the inside of the
package at the time of the purchase.
Furthermore, my proposal to have the substances
contained in cosmetics listed on the labels was nor
accepted. This request stemmed from consumers and
some producers, as well as some judicial authorities,
for example in Italy, who had placed under attach-
ment a series of products which did not list the
substances they contained.
Unanimity was reached within the Committee,
however, on one awkward, important and delicate
amendment. This was Amendment No 12, which we
submit on behalf of the Committee, and which gives
the Parliament the right to hand down its own
opinion on any further amendments to the framework
Directive, thereby supplanting the Committee on the
Adaptation to Technical Progress.
I would like to close by calling on all parties involved,
producers, dealers, consumers and particularly the
Commission at this time, to devote greater attention
to the cosmetics sector on account of the legitimate
aspiration of all to a better appearance and also
because cosmetics include health care products, which
can improve our looks as well as our health.
Mrs Pantazi (S). 
- 
(GR) W President, we hold the
view that one of the tasks of the European Parliament
is to try to ensure, through Community regulations
and directives, that European Consumers are supplied
with top-quality produce which presents no danger to
health, and we therefore consider Mrs Squarcialupi's
report to be a very imPortant one.
Cosmetic products, even if they represent a relatively
small and yet very varied proportion of all manufac-
tured goods, nonetheless are of importance because
some of their ingredients have pharmaceutical proper-
ties and they should therefore be manufactured and
used with the greatest of care; it should also be
remembered that they are bought by a very vide
range of customers. However, it is regrettable, espe-
cially since Parliament is not given the opportunity to
express its views, that the constant amendments put
forward make it difficult to exercise any effective
control ; we are very much afraid that these constant
attempts to extend the permitted range of ingredients
will make it quite difficult to implement an effective
policy in this field. In addition, we are diametrically
opposed to the attempq which we detect in the
amendments of the Committee on the Environment,
to substitute for the term'expiry date' the vague and
misleading expression 'date of minimum durability.'
!7e are opposed to this change, firstly, because one of
the principles of consumer protection policy is that
the consumer is entitled to know precisely when a
product becomes unfit for use and should not be
misled by vague instructions which can only give rise
to doubt and confusion.
Secondly, we can see the danger of establishing a bad
precedent which might affect other types of product.
Finally, Mr President, I should like to emphasize how
important it is for consumers to know what ingred-
ients are used in different preparations, and also the
precise amounts in order to ensure the necessary trans-
parency for all cosmetic products.
I thank Mrs Squarcialupi for her work on this report.
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Mr Mertens (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, it would be going a bit far if I were to
imagine that I, as a mere man, understood more about
cosmetics than Mrs Squarcialupi, whom I should like
to thank for her report. Even if statistics show that
men too are coming to take an interest in this area
surely the use and above all the artistic application of
these products remains primarily a female perogative,
even if it is for the pleasure of us males too.
(Applause)
I have no compunction about dealing with this matter
since one time I had an excellent teacher who told
me and my fellow students 'make no mistake,
gentlemen, even the smell counts for a lot'.
Obviously, if just the smell counts for a lot, other
means will obviously produce even more effect. We
could give a fair amount of thought to what could be
done in this field but unfortunately time does not
permit so I must simply deal with the subiect in the
most straightforward terms. I should therefore like to
repeat very briefly the main points with which we had
to concern ourselves and which the ladies who have
spoken before me in this debate have already alluded
to.
Firstly, there was the question of minimum durability
and secondly the time of sale, and I can only endorse
what the rapporteur, Mrs Squarcialupi, has iust hinted
at on this point. I am saying this for the benefit of the
Commission and I regret that I cannot speak to the
competent Commissioner directly. It was virtually
impossible for the rapporteur to get to grips with this
subject since the Commission made various amend-
ments during the time she was working on it. How is
anyone supposed to deal with such a question prop-
erly under these conditions ? To say it was difficult
would be an understatement.
As regards the third question, i.e. the labelling of all
the substances, one can imagine that the consumer,
who should not only be protected but also encouraged
to buy, would like the label to show all the various
constituents. However, there is another way of looking
at it. The quantity of substances in itself causes a
problem but there is above all the question of the
composition of certain preparations.
Certain producers have their own special formulas for
creams and perfumes, and labelling of this kind would
involve problems of secrecy and we must, I think, be
very cautious in this respect. I wanted to make this
quite clear once more. Obviously, our group regards it
as very important that the consumer should know
what he is using and that products should be labelled
in a readily comprehensible form. I should like to ask
the Commission another question which will be a
matter for other committees in the near future, i.e. to
what extent is the Commission prepared to involve
the committee in the discussions and Parliament in
the drafting. \7e have discussed this point in detail
with Mr Narjes but the matter is not yet settled. I
think certain conflicting interests are at play here and
Parliament must thrash this matter out further.
My group firmly supports Mrs Squarcialupi's final
report since it very much reflects our own views. This
means at the same time that we are not prepared to
support any amendments which might run counter to
the report as it stands. Let us hope that this report on
cosmetic products will mean that the matter is to
some extent closed and that it will not only contribute
to some extent to increased mutual understanding in
Europe but that the use of the products will give us
more beauty and access to more perfumes. Last but
not least we hope it will contribute towards the protec-
tion of the population and the quality of life of all the
citizens of the European Community.
(Applause from the centre)
Mrs Scrivener (L). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, Mrs Squarcialupi's report on cosmetics
should clearly be approved by the Liberal Group.
There are four points which merit special considera-
tion.
Firstly, we share the views of the Commission and of
the rapporteur concerning the date of minimum dura-
bility. Such a concept is as appropriate to cosmetics as
to foodstuffs.
Furthermore, I must say that we are glad that the
Commission has at last adopted the principle of posi-
tive lists for sunscreen agents. It will be remembered
that, thanks to an amendment tabled by our group
concerning aromatizing substances, the system of posi-
tive lists was adopted for artificial aromatizing
substances, since we feel that consumer protection is
thereby strengthened. The same applies, indeed, to
cosmetics.
As for labelling, the rapporteur calls upon the
Commission to present a report on whether detailed
labelling is sufficient or whether it should be more
complete. Sfle should warn the Commission against
proposing a rule to make labelling include all
substances used in the manufacture of cosmetics.
Firstly, this would be physically impossible for a large
number of cosmetics, especially those intended for
rnake-up and whose size does not permit such
labelling, but more importantly, such lists would be
very difficult for the consumer to understand, they
could cause confusion and in any case would serve no
useful purpose. It would be much more worthwhile to
list those substances which could prove dangerous and
which, indeed, often represent a real hazard for
consumers. The consumer's attention would thus be
focused solely on those substances which could in
certain cases prove harmful.
\Ufle heartily welcome the reference to the second
action programme for a,consumer protection policy,
in particular the holding of meetings to foster coopera-
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tion between the representatives of consumers,
producers, distributors and those providing services.
rVe too have always vigorously supported such an
idea.
Finally like the rapporteur, we regret the fact that
Parliament has been excluded from the work on the
4th and Sth amendments to the outline directive
tabled by the Commission, but we feel that this is a
sound report and that Parliament will have accom-
plished a worthwhile task.
Mrs Van Hemeldonck (S). 
- 
(NL) W President,
although some expensive and usually useless beauty
products produce a magical and thus illusory result 
-as we have noticed, however, they did have an effect
on Mr Mertens 
- 
more and more products which
have in fact to do with general hygiene and body care
are masquerading under the general term of cosmetic
products. They are generally and widely used by
people of both sexes, of all ages and under very
diverse climatic and weather conditions. It is thus
becoming increasingly important to provide a
customer with the right information about the
contents, the use and the durability of these products,
and I fear that we cannot simply leave the responsi-
bility of providing this information to the good will of
the industry, as Mrs Scrivener suggests.
The special concern of my group is that the criteria of
effective consumer protection be applied, criteria such
as date of minimum durability, positive lists of the
permitted constituents, and the general labelling
requirement. The beauty and cosmetic products
market is not very transparent, and the price structure
of the products lies totally outside any realistic criteria.
I am sorry to have to say that the Commission has to
some extent contributed to the general bewilderment
felt by the customer with successive sloppy and
confusing amendments, directives and annexes. More-
over, it does not seem judicious to limit to such a
degree the matters on which Parliament can express
its opinions. It is precisely the role of Parliament to
monitor the rights and the protection of the consumer
especially against materials that harm one's health or
may even be carcinogenic as well as against wrong use
which may cause skin cancer or skin disease.
'We wonder whether it would not be better if the
Commission subjected the whole cosmetics sector to a
sound and thorough scientific investigation and laid
down clear rules for indicating the nature and the
quantity of the ingredients, be it on the product itself,
on the packaging, or on an enclosed leaflet.
IN THE CHAIR: MR PFLIMLIN
Vice-President
Mr Richard, tVentber o.f tbe Comrnission. 
- 
Mr presi-
dent, the Commission would first of all like to thank
the Committee on the Environment, public Health
and Consumer Protection, and in particular Mrs Squar-
cialupi, its rapporteur, for this excellent report which
has been submitted, I fully recognize, in spite of the
difficulty of the subject itself and also in spite of diffi-
culty caused by the amendments which the Commis-
sion had to make to its own proposal following the
q{gptiqn of Council Directive 82136g on 17 May
1982. So the work was carried out under great diffi-
culty and we appreciate that. I can only say on behalf
of the Commission that our thanks are genuine and
we think the report has been extremely helpful.
I shall be brief, since I am happy to say to Parliament
that the amendments which are proposed by Parlia-
ment to the proposal for a directive did not pose any
particular problems so far as the Commission is
concerned. In its resolution Parliament has asked the
Commission 
- 
this was just repeated by the last
speaker 
- 
to review the labelling of cosmetic
products. I am happy to tell Parliament that the
Commission intends to re-examine the whole of
Article 5 of the basic directive which lays down the
rules governing the labelling of cosmetic producs. I
recognize that there is a procedural difficulty. I do not
think anything new has emerged this afternoon as far
as the institutional relationship is concerned, nor
indeed do I think there is very much that I can add to
what Parliament will know has been the position
taken up previously by the Commission.
!7e think that the committee procedure is justified in
this case, because one needs to be able to react
quickly to new products or new additives which come
onto the market and to which the directive should be
adapted very quickly. Otherwise damage to health
may have been done already. !fle do have a problem
therefore in that the procedure proposed in Mrs Squar-
cialupi's report would, we feel, considerably slow up
the procedure of adaptation.
Finally, may I assure Parliament that the Commission
attaches great importance to cosmetic product safety
and that it closely follows and thoroughly examines in
consultation with a scientific committee on cosme-
tology all research undertaken in the cosmetic product
sector, particularly evaluations made by the Food and
Drug Administration. Finally, may I repeat that the
Commission does not see any problem with the
amendments that are proposed and repeat our thanks
to Mrs Squarcialupi for this report.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
The vote will be taken at the next voting time.
ll. Export of dangerous substances
President. 
- 
The next item is the report (Doc.
I -458/83) by Mrs Squarcialupi, on behalf of the
Committee on the Environment, public Health and
Consumer Protection, on the export of various
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dangerous substances and preparations and the desira-
bility of increasing the protection of workers and
consumers in the importing countries and of the Euro-
pean consumer of exotic foodstuffs.
Mrs Squarcialupi (COMI, rapporteur. 
- 
(17) Mr
President, I should firstly like to say that the title of
this report should be simplified in view of the fact
that it deals mainly with the export of dangerous pesti-
cides from the European Community to the deve-
loping countries and the consequences which certain
products may have on our health and that of peoples
in those countries.
The figures speak for themselves : according to the
\7orld Health Organization, over 500 000 people
throughout the world are poisoned every year by pesti-
cides and there are l0 000 fatalities. Three quarters of
the deaths occur in developing countries which use
only 15 % of the total pesticides consumed. Unfortu-
nately these figures are rising as these products
become more available.
The problem raised in Mr Glinne's motion for resolu-
tion is that while many pesticides have been banned
or their use has been strictly limited at Community
level and in Member States, there is still complete
freedom to export them to third countries, which in
this case are all developing countries.
Public opinion in Europe and further afield has
become very sensitive to this problem in the past
three years. Dozens of petitions and requests have
reached our Parliament from environmental protec-
tion associations, non-governmental young people's
organizations, such as the Youth Forum, and private
citizens.
At the same time there have been moves by the maior
international bodies, such as the !7orld Health Organi-
zation, the OECD and FAO. However, the clearest
condemnation came from the UN, which voted a reso-
lution at its December 1982 General Assembly, which
inspired the work of the Parliament's Committee on
the Environment.
This report was therefore approved unanimously, as
was the opinion of the Committee on Development,
which was very close to our document in inspiration.
A further point is the open-mindedness shown on the
subject by the producers, who are waiting for a code of
conduct on the export of pesticides to be drawn up.
The most significant point in the report, which
thereby goes a step further than other reports on the
same subiect, is that we request herein that the govern-
ments of the importing countries be informed of the
restrictions and prohibitions to which products are
subject in the exporting countries and also that the
developing countries be informed of the reasons
leading to such restrictions and prohibitions. The
imporiing countries should therefore be notified of
the specific dangers of the product. If, however, they
decide to import these products after they have been
notified of the dangers, they must make an explicit
request. Only under these conditions shall the product
be sold to them. On the one hand, therefore, the
industrialized countries producing pesticides arc
under an obligation to notify customers of the dangers
of any given product, iust as for example, we in
Europe demand of products purchased in the United
States, and on the other hand, the importing countries
are still free to choose the product, once they have
received clear information on its dangers.
Unfortunately, an amendment has been submitted by
an individual member of the Group of the European
People's Party with the intention of depriving the
developing countries of the right to choose freely on
the basis of scientific knowledge available only to the
industrialized countries. The amendment has already
been rejected by the Committee on the Environment
and the Committee on Development has also come
out against it. I would therefore strongly urge the
member who tabled it, to withdraw it, as it is at vari-
ance with all the guidelines provided by the Parlia-
ment. I must add that it is also in conflict with our
ethical sense, which must sometimes modify certain
political decisions, and with our duty to resPect fellow
human beings, particularly when they are in a weaker
position than we are, as is true in the countries which
import these products in order to survive.
As for the remaining contents of the resolution, we
request that the Community Directive on classifica-
tion, packaging and labelling be extended to Third
World countries also. This is possible under Article
103 of the Treaty of Rome.
Furthermore, we request that more and better informa-
tion be included in development Programmes for
people using such products, and that special help be
given to provide developing countries with inde-
pendent registration procedures, so they do not
depend on our information and registrations. Lastly,
we would like to see studies centring more on protec-
tion methods, which must necessarily differ from
those applied in our countries as a result of the clima-
tological differences.
To conclude, we request that every possible means be
employed to limit and if possible, eliminate altogether
the dangers of pesticides, which are vital to the fulfil-
ment of our present and future food requirements.
Mr Glinne (S). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I am addressing
the House as the author of the motion for a resolution
which, by good fortune, was the subject of the report
by Mrs Squarcialupi. In 1980 I submitted a draft
which was referred to the committees responsible. I
am very pleased to see that the document is now
home and dry. It is stated at the end of the motion for
a resolution before us that a more judicious policy on
the use of pesticides would provide better Protection
both for European consumers and for consumers in
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developing countries against the possible dangers
arising from the misuse of pesticides. This is precisely
the objective which has to be achieved. Present legisla-
tion is quite inadequate, since pesticides intended for
export or in transit, that is en route to the Third
\0/orld, are not covered by restrictive internal legisla-
tion, whereas the same exemption in principle is
included in directives other than that of 26 June 1978
and in the national regulations based on these direc-
tives.
I would briefly like to say that I hope the problem
will be raised in the context of social policy at the
annual meeting held within the framework of the
Lom6 Convention, at a meeting of the JointCommittee or of the ACP/EEC Consultative
Assembly, since I greatly fear that for a variety of
reasons, which are not necessarily pertinent, the
governments of the Third !7orld countries associated
with the Communiry under the Lom6 Convention
may be slow to react appropriately.
Finally, Mr President, when tabling the motion for a
resolution together with an explanatory statement
which I believe can be described as a significant docu-
ment, my personal and political convictions led me to
refer to a large body of information given in a progres-
sive American journal 'The Nation', published in New
York, which I would like to quote today, as well as to
a book which I believe provided the basis for certain
measures carried out in this field throughout the
northern hemisphere. The book is entitled 'Circle of
poison, pesticides and people in a hungry world' by
David ITer and Mike Shapiro of the 'Center for inves-
tigative reporting' in Oakland, California. I would like
to say, before the problem is examined by the compe-
tent authorities, that voluntary and spontaneous contri-
butions of this kind have done much to alert interna-
tional opinion.
Mrs Lentz-Cornette (EPP). 
- 
(FR) The title of this
report is in itself an indication of the complexity of
the problem dealt with.
The report begins by discussing the export of various
dangerous substances and preparations and later
concentrates exclusively on pesticides, as Mrs Squarcia-
lupi has just pointed out; but the subject of pesticides
was taken up solely on account of the motions for
resolutions tabled by Mr Glinne and Mrs Van Hemel-
donck. The question should be asked whether the defi-
nition of dangerous substances might have been
extended to other products such as veterinary drugs,
since these present similar problems. All the recitals
were also applicable to these, especially recital C,
which states that dangers arise more often from the
abuse and misuse of dangerous substances than from
their proper use. The same is true of recital D,
according to which the proper use of the substances
in question helps to improve economic conditions
and to combat world hunger. Recital F claims that it
is essential to undertake a serious cost-benefit analysis
of the prudent and proper use of dangerous
substances. The report then discusses the need to
protect workers and consumers in the Third !7orld as
well as Europeans who consume exotic foods.
IUTe are all agreed on the highly honourable and above
all very humane objective of protecting all consumers
in all countries. In this I include all the world's
animal and plant life. So much for matters of prin-
ciple.
As for the practicalities, our views coincide in many
respects. For example, if pesticides are to be trans-
ported and exported, they must be suitably packaged
and labelled, and they must include instructions appro-
priate to the importing country, if possible with
diagrams, so that anyone seeing these packaged and
labelled products will know exactly what he is dealing
with. An indication should also be given that the
products in question are prohibited, that is, they are
excluded from the internal trade of the producing
countries, the so-called developed countries.
However, there is disagreement concerning certain
aspects of marketing policy. \(ze Christian-Democrats
believe that the countries which import pesticides
should be warned about the particular nature of the
products in question and about the restrictive
measures applied to them in their country of origin.
!7e do not feel that the governments of importing
countries should explicitly declare that they are impor-
ters. This would tend to create a bureaucratic world
market in which bureaucracy would be the clear
winner.
This would be an infringement on the sovereignty of
all importing countries, and we feel that it is up to the
purchaser, and not to his government, to decide, in
full knowledge of the facts, whether or not a given
product should be accepted. In purchasing a product,
the buyer accepts the terms of sale : the seller does
not ask for the written approval of the buyer. Such a
procedure would really create a highly unusual type of
market. In any case, one of the multinationals 
- 
of
which we hear so much 
- 
would soon be capable of
manufacturing the pesticide in question on the spot,
thereby bypassing the import procedure. It would only
have to transport the product in containers inside the
developing country and package it there, without
having to ask for permission to import the packaged
products. The essential requirement is that the proper-
ties and precise practical application of dangerous
substances should be understood as fully as possible as
they are described in the recitals: such products, and
the residues they leave in all foodstuffs, should also be
subject to very strict controls. It is up to the buyers in
each importing country to decide whether or not to
accept products which may be contaminated. Reiec-
tion of a batch of products considered unsuitable for
consumption (for example, meat, vegetables or fruit)
by one country would very quickly have enormous
repercussions on the world market, and the country
producing such products would be very prompt to
react.
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An international code on toxicological data and resi-
dues in foodstuffs prepared by various world organiza-
tions like the !7HO and the FAO could be most
useful, and we would welcome any efforts in that direc-
tion.
\7ith the exception of paragraph 2 (b), on which my
group has tabled Amendment No 4 requesting its
deletion, the European People's Parry vigorously
supports the motion and will vote in favour of it as it
stands.
Mrs Squarcielupi (COMI, ra.pporteur. 
- 
(IT) Mt
President, I would like to clarify one point, the amend-
ment in question was not tabled by the Group of the
European People's Party but only by one member of
that group, since it seems to me that a large section of
the EPP Group is opposed to this amendment.
Mrs Le Roux (COM\. 
- 
(FR) The excellent rePort
by Mrs Squarcialupi deals with a subject which has
rightly aroused the concern of the international
community. Certain trading practices clearly show
that the trusts of the chemical industry regard the
Third !7orld countries as convenient outlets for their
products, the use of which is prohibited or restricted
in our own countries. They disregard the disastrous
effects to which such practices can give rise. There are
numerous instances of catastrophic pollution or mass
poisoning due to the misuse of toxic substances.
The importing countries must, it is true, Protect them-
selves by devising their own control arrangements.
Since the problem of information is of crucial impor-
tance, stricter regulations of the trading Practices
under discussion are urgently needed. These can only
be achieved at international level.
At the initiative of the Group of.77, a resolution was
adopted by the UN which clearly underlined that
access to information is an essential requirement for
any country wishing to exercise vigilance with regard
to its imports of toxic products. It should be noted
that the United States was the only country which
voted against the resolution.
The establishment of a satisfactory international code
of conduct cannot be expected in the immediate
future. However, by coordinating the activities of each
Member State, the Community can play an imPortant
part in creating an improved policy on trade in
dangerous substances. It can meet the wishes of
numerous importing contries, which will be all the
more interested in trading with the Community if
they have access to the information and advice they
need.
As is indicated in paragraph 5 of the motion for a reso-
lution, we believe that more aPproPriate use of pesti-
cides in the developing countries would help to
improve the quality of certain imports consumed in
Europe.
I conclude by expressing my group's suPport for Mrs
Squarcialupi's motion for a resolution.
Mrs Pruvot (L). 
- 
(FR) Population growth is the
main cause of world hunger. There is therefore an
urgent need to increase food production in the deve-
loping countries. To increase crop yields, crop Protec-
tion is essential ; the FAC has estimated that 30 % of
crops are lost before harvesting, and 20 Yo are lost
after harvesting. !7e should always remember that
certain parasites or plant diseases are rife in the Third
!7orld and can only be eliminated by pesticides. The
same glib philosophies cannot therefore be preached
to consumers in developing countries as to those in
the industrialized nations. The main concern in the
developing countries is to become a food consumer
or, at best, to remain one. The dangers associated with
the use of pesticides are put into persPective by the
enormous problem of hunger. Are we aware, for
example, that in the present state of research DDT,
the use of which is restricted or prohibited in certain
countries, is the most effective substance in
preventing malaria ? For these reasons no interna-
tional organization has so far outlawed the use of pesti-
cides. Under these circumstances, the countries which
export chemicals have no right to decide unilaterally
to ban their use in the Third !7orld' It is not for us to
impose our rules : the importing countries must be
allowed to drav up their own rules independently.
Furthermore, we should not market dangerous
products without first warning our buyers.
The exporting countries must have a very clearly
defined code of practice. !7hen a chemical is declared
unsuitable for consumption on their territory, the least
that can be expected is that the authorities of the
importing country should be notified before the
product is exported, so that they can purchase it in
full knowledge of the dangers involved. Instructions
for the use of such products must therefore be very
precise, very detailed and clearly visible on labels. The
instructions should be brought to the attention not
only of the national authorities concerned but also of
end-users and should specify the composition in
detail, harmful effects in the event of misuse, symp-
toms of intolerance, contra-indications and emergency
treatments.
The training of end-users is also very important, and
the governments of importing countries must instnrct
users concerning the elementary rules for the safe
handling of the products in question.
Such instruction should form part of all agricultural
development programmes.
Pesticides should moreover never be used to excess. A
broader approach should be adopted, that is, Pesticides
should only be used when they are necessary, and
other methods of crop protection should be applied
where possible, for example crop rotation. There is
therefore a need for research to develop more specific
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pesticides requiring smaller dosages at less frequent
intervals, pesticides which are easier to apply and
would be more effective and at the same time less
costly.
The export of pesticides to non-Community countries
is therefore not a political problem but a human and
economic one.
Our group will be voting in support of Mrs Squarci-
alupi's report, since it accords with our position,
which favours a moderate, sensible and safe use of
pesticides.
Mrs Pantazi (S). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, the adoption
of Mrs Squarcialupi's sound and well-balanced motion
for a resolution would give Members of the European
Parliament an opportunity to make a positive and
effective contribution to the defence of public health
in the developing countries of the Third !7orld and
would, in particular, satisfy the obligations which the
EEC undertook in relation to the corresponding UN
resolution of 17 December 1982.
It is in our view unacceptable that chemical
substances intended for agricultural use whose safety
has been questioned, and whose use is restricted or
forbidden within the Community, should be exported
to developing countries in the Third !7orld for some
commercial advantage, thus putting at risk the
Community's reputation as a trading partner. In addi-
tion, this practice is a dangerous one, and among
those exposed to the danger are Community
consumers, if we consider that these pesticides are
used irresponsibly and without any control in the
growing of produce which is subsequently exported to
and consumed in various Community countries.
However, apart from these considerations, we have a
certain moral obligation to the people of Third !7orld
countries, since recent research by the FAO showed
that in 18 of these countries no information is avail-
able on measures for the control of pesticides 
- 
in
fact most of them do not even know that such
measures exist. Furthermore, in countries which do
have some regulations the process of their implemen-
tation is slow and difficult.
It is particularly important for these countries to have
full and exact information on the hazards presented
by the pesticides which they import. They must be
enabled to make informed decisions as to whether or
not they should import this or that pesticide and
allow it to be used. The statistics of the !7HO indicate
that about 400 000 people in the Third !(orld will
this year be poisoned by these preparations, and that
I I 000 of these poisoning cases may be fatal.
Ve should also not lose sight of the fact that irrespon-
sible trading in and use of pesticides is a serious threat
to the environmental biosystem of these countries.
'$7e wholeheartedly support Mrs Squarcialupi's motion
that Third !7orld countries be given technical assis-
tance to provide more effective control of their pesti-
cide imports, and that the relevant Community direc-
tives be amended to ensure stricter control of our
exports. We believe, however, that the problem will
only be solved when there is a total embargo on the
export of dangerous and unsuitable agrochemicals to
developing countries.
Mrs Dury (S). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I would like to
speak not as a member of the Committee on Coopera-
tion and Development but as a member of the
Socialist Group. Indeed, the opinion adopted by the
Committee does not reflect the views of its Socialist
members. !7e felt it was necessary to be much more
firm in discussrng the dangers and problems associ-
ated with pesticides. Mn Pantazi has already
mentioned these. For my part, I would like to draw
attention to an aspect of the problem which shows
that pesticides are an integral part of the vicious circle
in which food crops are neglected in favour of crops
for export; we all know how much distress and
famine can be caused by this vicious circle in the deve-
loping countries.
I should also point out that the use of pesticides
makes farmers even more dependent on the large
chemical trusts.
My second point is that pesticides can prove hazar-
dous not only for the farmers who use them, and not
only for the soil which they can devastate, but also for
groundwater which is frequently polluted by their
misuse.
Despite opinions to the contrary, the pesticides
imported by the developing countries are not always
effective, and I shall briefly illustrate this with a case
in point. Together with some Members of this House,
we took part in a fact-finding mission to the Carib-
bean, mainly Jamaica, and visited a research centre at
Kingston University. The researchers at that establish-
ment were trying to wipe out an insect which was
destroying the coffee crop. No imported pesticides
had proved effective in combating this insect, and the
researchers relied on the expertise of farmers to
produce a much more effective pesticide which could
be manufactured in Jamaica. Obviously, the aim was
to produce a pesticide which was not only usable and
effective in combating the insects but was also much
less expensive than imported pesticides.
The reasearcher directing our visit told us how diffi-
cult his work was because of the attitudes of the
Jamaican authorities, which preferred to encourage
imports and yield to the pressure of the big chemical
trusts than to encourage an overall approach to pest
control. I feel it is important to remember that we
have, on the one hand, ihe farmers and their interests
and, on the other, the sometimes ambivalent attitudes
- 
to put it mildly 
- 
of governments. Furthermore, if
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I may say so, we have the heavy-handed tactics of the
chemical trusts which are exploiting all possible
means of selling products for which there is no longer
a market at home, thereby lining their purses at the
expense of the farmers and of their health, and
possible too, through the products which they export
to us, at the expense of our own health.
Mr Eisma (NI).- (NL)We value this report greatly
because it is well balanced and moderate. It contains
no extreme demands such as a total ban on the export
of materials prohibited in the Community, or such
strong rules as were recommended for multinationals
in the original motion for a resolution.
The report is also being supported by various environ-
mental and other pressure groups. It is in line with,
for instance, the conclusions drawn by the European
Environmental Bureau's International Seminar in May
1983 on the export of pesticides to developing coun-
tries. Mr Sherlock's advice on behalf of the Committee
on Development and Cooperation has duly been
taken into account.
The timing of this report is very opportune. The
Netherlands tabled proposals in June 1983 with a
view to arriving at a Community ruling on this
subject. The Council has asked the Committee to
study these Commission proposals, and I would gladly
hear from the Commission how far they have
progressed. I am used to Mr Narjes giving adequate
replies to our questions and I therefore exPect a clear
answer to this one. If the Squarcialupi report is
accepted, then the Commission can already take Parli-
ament's opinion into account.
As for the rest, we must not think that the misery will
be over after the acceptance of the legislation as has
been proposed. \7e can prescribe packaging and
labelling, but we cannot prevent the local retailer
pouring the products into emPty beer or whisky
bottles without changing the label. These things
happen and will continue to happen, and it is a good
thing that the instructions for use must be written in
the most-used language of the country of destination,
but that is of very little use if the consumer cannot
read, and that is very often the case. It only works if
the consumer is willing and able to follow the instruc-
tions. I must tell you a story about this. After the fish-
ermen in Suriname discovered that the pollution of
river water by endrin killed the fish, they substituted
the traditional methods of fishing by adding some
endrin to the water. The fish were caught with a net
and sold without further ado at the market. There is a
wealth of stories like this.
In short, Mr President, a truly satisfying solution will
only be reached when the level of development and
the infrastructure of the importing countries have
reached an acceptable standard. That is a long-term
iob.
Until then we must make do with taking small steps,
and as such we heartily support Mrs Squarcialupi's
report.
Mr Narjes, hlember of tbe Comrnission. 
- 
(DE) |
should like to start by thanking this House for giving
us the opportunity here today of dealing with the
problem of the export of dangerous substances, which
is a cause for concern for all of us, and I should like,
above all, to thank Mrs Squarcialupi for her excellent,
well-thought-out and well documented report which
makes things considerably easier for us in this debate.
I7e have already discussed this question in previous
contexts in the past. The question concerns the condi-
tions and means for protecting users in the Third
!florld against the dangers of pesticides, and I should
like in this connection to remind you of the debate
on the Castellina report on the international code on
the distribution of breast-milk substitutes. Both my
colleague, Mr Pisani, and myself have, furthermore,
had occasion to speak on this subject in other connec-
tions where the question of the export of medicines or
pesticides was involved.
Our point of departure has always been that it is
fundamentally up to the country of import to lay
down and apply its own conditions for trade in and
use of products of this kind, and I think this House is
agreed on this point. The problems of pesticides used
in the Third !7orld basically arise from the improper
use of good products which are used quite safely else-
where. This point is also made in the recitals of this
Parliament's motion for a resolution.
If they are to achieve greater protection, the third
countries 
- 
particularly the developing countries 
-must have access to data which is essential for the
correct assessment or even recognition of pesticides.
\fle must place particular stress in this connection on
international cooperation, particularly via international
bodies such as the $7orld Health Organization or the
Food and Agriculture Organization. For this reason,
we assume that the main problem is information and
training in the use of these dangerous products in the
Third !7orld and, I would add, above all the efficiency
of the agricultural and health authorities in the coun-
tries of the Third \7orld, since the various cases, some
of which have been quoted here, demonstrate and
clearly stress the inefficiency of these authorities.
The Commission strongly favours broad international
cooperation between producer countries and user
countries since this is the only way of arriving at effec-
tive measures for the protection of the people and
environment in third countries and, if necessary, users
in industrialized countries. One might refer by way of
example to the provisions concerning the interna-
tional transport of dangerous substances, which
provide for appropriate labelling of products of this
kind. In many cases, this labelling is identical to that
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provided for in Community directives on intra-
Community transport.
Paragraphs 2 and 3 of the report call on the Commis-
sion to amend Directive 78l63llEEC and Directive
T9lllTlEEC in such a way that the export of pesti-
cides can be subject to the obligations arising from
these regulations. If we really were to try and impose
Community legislation unilaterally on third countries,
this would have numerous political and legal implica-
tions, as the autonomy and the principle of respect of
the sovereign rights of these third countries would
thereby be affected, and these countries must and can
make their own decisions concerning the safety and
health of their citizens. We are prepared to give them
any form of information or technical aid imaginable,
as far as we can, to enable them to cope appropriately
with the tasks facing them.
\7hile accepting the various elements of the report
with the exception of paragraphs 2 and 3, the
Commission wishes to concentrate all its efforts on
international cooperation whereby a series of solutions
would appear to be imminent. I am thinking particu-
larly of the code of conduct for the distribution and
use of pesticides as prepared by the FAO.
Mr Eisma asked a question which I did not under-
stand in the interpretation. Can I give him my assur-
ance that I will provide him with a precise written
answer.
Mrs Squarcialupi (COMI, rapporteur. 
- 
(T) Mr
President, I am very grateful to the Commission for
pointing out the importance of international coopera-
tion. To draw up this report I contacted all the interna-
tional organizations, and wherever I turned, I saw for
instance training programmes being implemented and
trainers acting on their own account, perhaps in close
vicinity, thereby increasing expenditure in a quite
alarming fashion.
I must say, Mr Naries, that since you say you accept
everything except points 2 and 3, perhaps you have
not read the text very carefully because as far as the
directive on packaging and labelling is concerned, I
do not think that any government can object if the
European Community sends dangerous products prop-
erly packaged and properly labelled, with instructions
in the language of the country using them. In fact we
are not asking for amendments to other directives. \fe
are only asking for a notification system which you
seem to want when you say that we must supply as
mr ch information as possible to the recipient coun-
trir s. Pershaps we are just using different words ;
perhaps I have misunderstood what you said. I am
sure that both you and the Committee on the Environ-
m€nt, Public Health and Consumer Protection are
saying the same thing and perhaps we should agree
on the terms we use. S7e use the word 'notification'
because it seems more official, while you use the word
'information' which I would say was less official. As
far as the directive on labelling is concerned, I think
that the Commission could make an effort to see that
Community exports have a good reputation.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
The vote will be taken at the next voting time.
12. Science and technolog,
President. 
- 
The next item is the report (Doc.
l-752183) by Mr Sdlzer, on behalf of the Committee
on Energy, Research and Technology, on
the proposals from the Commission to the
Council (Doc. l-170l83 
- 
COM(83) 143 final) for
I. a decision on structures and procedures for deci-
sion-making in the field of science and tech-
nology;
II. a decision on the structures and procedures for
the management and coordination of Community
research, development and demonstration activi-
ties.
Mr Markopoulos (S). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, Mr
Silzer's report is an important contribution to the
Community's efforts to organize the system of manage-
ment and coordination of its research programmes as
efficiently as possible. In an age characterized by very
rapid developments in the field of science and tech-
nology it is essential to identify the methods and
procedures which will put European science and tech-
nology on the right track and which will ensure
improved competitiveness and a pioneering role for
Europe.
Undoubtedly the emphasis here must be on a coordi-
nated and appropriately guided Community research
and technology policy which should reflect the
tendencies and needs of the l0 Member States. It is
also essential to have an organizational framework
suitable for creating 
- 
though mainly for promoting,
controlling, evaluating, directing and generally
managing each Community development
Programme.
It is clear that the way these programmes are managed
at present is characterized on the one hand, by slug-
gishness in the development, execution, completion
and evaluation of the procedures and on the other by
a lack of that flexibiliry which is essential for all activi-
ties involved in the execution of such programmes. It
is also obvious that all these obstacles spring from the
multiplicity of advisory bodies, which are frequently
run on bureaucratic lines and lack independence.
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Thus we agree with Mr Shlzer on the need for a funda-
mental reorganization of the system of advisory bodies
and the type of reorganization which is proposed' In
this conneition we would like to point out that the
proposed rationalization of the advisory bodies will
irrth.r strengthen the Commission's position and
reduce its dependence on the Council. Although this
may harbour certain dangers we accePt it because we
hope that the Commission will make proper use of its
inCreased powers: firstly, to concentrate gradually the
Communiry's activities on those fields of research
which are of undoubted scientific and technological
interest for the future and secondly, to share out these
activities among the l0 Member States in a more
rational manner in line with their specific characteris-
tics and with a view to exploiting the development
potential of all the Member States so as to benefit
Loth themselves and the Community as a whole.
One final point which should also be stressed
concerns the manning of the proposed advisory
bodies: they should be composed of persons of recog-
nized scientific achievement, spokesmen for the
research and development policies of the countries
they represent. Likewise the composition of these
bodies ihould ensure balanced representation of all
the Member States of the Community.
To conclude, Mr President, I would like to congratu-
late Mr Selzer on the report which he has presented,
because I believe that the implementation of the
programme which he has worked out will contribute
io*-ards the harmonization, further development and
strengthening of Europe's competitive position'
Accoidingly, on behalf of the Socialist Group, I call
on Parliament to vote in favour of this motion for a
resolution.
Mr Purvis (ED).- Mr President, it was with every
justification that Mr Sllzer declined to stand up and
speak, because his report is so concise and straightfor-
ward and clear that it needs relatively little extra said
about it.
The European Democratic Group welcomes the
Commission proposals to reorganize the whole advi-
sory committee system and reduce the numbers and
make them more effective. This can only improve
decision-making in the research area and thereby the
effectiveness ol the Community's growing and very
important research effort.
I understood, at least in committee, that the Commis-
sion was agreeable to the one or two amendments
tabled to ttie Sllzer report, and I would be interested
to have the Commissioner's confirmation that that is
so. I would stress that these relate to Parliament's role
irr the decision on research Programmcs and the selec-
tron of research proiects. I do not think that this
should be construed in any way as meaning that we
wish to interfere with the right of the Commission to
decide. In fact, we would encourage them to take that
responsibility fully upon themselves and not to Pass it
on to the advisory bodies. \7e would iust be interested
to know on a continuing basis why these advisory
bodies suggest or advise as they do, and I think it
might lust help us to understand a bit better how the
decisions are arrived at.
If research at Communiry level is iustified at all, the
programmes themselves must be justified as worth-
while, relevant and cost-effective. ITithin those
programmes the individual proiects must be selected
on merit alone. This is where I begin to Part comPany
with Mr Markopoulos who insists that these advisory
bodies should consist of one member or an equal
number of members from each Member State. If our
objective on a European level is to promote excellence
in the research sector and make our industry on a
European scale competitive with the United States,
Japan and other blocs, then we must insist that these
raniro.y committees be small and select and that they
be made up of the best scientific and research minds
available to us in this Community. !7e would hope
that the Commission will not feel constrained by
having to divide everything by l0 but will concentrate
abovJ all on producing the best possible research
effort for the Community.
'We consider this another step towards a much more
effective research programme and effort in the
Community. We congratulate the Commissioner on
taking this initiative and Mr Siilzer on supporting it in
his report.
Mr Davignon, Vice-President of tbe Commission. 
-(FR) | shall be extremely brief, not because this
debate is unimportant but because it is getting late.
Let there be no misunderstanding for the
Committee on Energy, Research and Technology was
under no misunderstanding 
- 
this is an important
debate because the Commission proposals are not
procedural proposals. They relate to procedural
matters, but their aim is to create the conditions neces-
sary for the effective management of the restimulation
of Community research. This is therefore a matter of
substantial importance and not merely a technical
issue. !7e greatly appreciate the fact that our obiec-
tives have been fully understood by Parliament.
Secondly, it is perfectly obvious and essential that
there should be no confusion over responsibilities, as
has been all too often the case hitherto in the field of
management and research. It is only normal practice
for the different Community institutions each to play
their individual roles, but it is not to be expected that
a Commission adviser should act as negotiator for the
Council and that a scientific opinion should turn out
to be a political opinion' \(e need both, but they
must be clearly divided and everyone must assume his
own responsibilities. In this connection we should
realize 
- 
and today this is, after all, an important
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point when considering savings in costs 
- 
that the
committees which are supposed to keep abreast of all
research problems have a membership of I 500.
Thank heaven, these are not I 500 different people,
because the same experts are members of several
committees, but it is absurd, is it not, that for a
programme on this scale there are almost as many
people to monitor the programme as there are to
implement it ?
At the Joint Research Centre there are 2260 resear-
chers, and there would be I 500 individuals respon-
sible for ensuring that these researchers do their work
properly. These figures are sufficiently telling to indi-
cate that this bureaucratic requirement did not
emanate from the Commission.
As for the amendments 
- 
and I shall conclude on
these 
- 
I would like to clarify a poinr concerning
Article 5. All the other amendments are perfectly
acceptable to the Commission.
The amendment relating to Article 5 would require
the members of the management and supervisory
committees to be questioned by Parliament and its
committees. This is a legal problem which we cannot
accept. The amendments which I have accepted stipu-
late that the report should be submitted to Parliament
so that, as Mr Purvis has just pointed out, Parliament
knows when the scientists do not agree with the
Commission or propose something different. !7e do
not have a monopoly on reason and sometimes
change our policies according to the opinions of the
advisory committees. If we ignore the opinions of
such committees, we might as well have no commit-
tees at all, but it is only fair that Parliament should
know why the Commission has to modify its propo-
sals.
It is the Commission which is responsible, for it is
responsible for acting or not acting on the views of an
advisory committee, but the Commission has to
assume responsibility ois-d.-ois Parliament. Thus, our
legal experts tell us that if we agreed that the
members of the Commission's advisory committees
should be questioned by Parliament and its commit-
tees, this would create uncertainty from the legal
point of view. I would like to say in this connection
that we agree with the Committee on Energy and
Research that the advisory committees should be able
to explain their positions at the Committee's request.
I cannot accept the amendment as it has been tabled.I cannot therefore propose any changes to Article 5,
which states that members can be questioned by Parli-
ament, because they are responsible to the Commis-
sion and cannot have dual responsibilities. The
problem is a legal one. However, as I have agreed that
it should be possible for them to present their opin-
ions to Parliament, I am willing, if the Parliament's
Committee on Research, Energy and Development
requests, to organize the necessary meetings to ensure
that Parliament has all the information it wishes. This
is a reservation relating to the letter of the text, not to
its underlying spirit.
Mr Silzer (PPE), rapporteur. 
- 
(DE) Mr President,
in accordance with the rules of procedure I am autho-
rized by the committee to withdraw the amendment
following 
_this position which has just been presentedby the Commission. In our deliberationi in the
committee we were fully aware of these legal
problems, but, like the Commission, could not come
to any final conclusions.
Since, however, the matter has now been cleared up in
a way we can understand and particularly since the
Commissioner stated quite explicitly that he accepts
our other amendments regarding consultation and
information, the committee withdraws Amendment
No 3 to Article 5.
President. 
- 
\7e note your statement.
The debate is closed.
The vote will be taken at the next voting time.
(The sitting uas suspended at I p.m. and resumed at
9 p.nr)
IN THE CHAIR: MR B. FRIEDRICH
Vice-President
13. Biomolecular engineering
President. 
- 
The next item is the report (Doc.
1-751183) by Mr Schmid, on behalf of the Committee
on Energy, Research and Technology, on
the proposal from the Commission to the Council(Doc. 1-525i83 
- 
COM(83) 355 final) for a deci-
sion adopting the second stage (fanuary 1984 
-March 1985) of the multiannual research and
training programme for the European Economic
Community in the field of biomolecular engi-
neering.
Mr Schmid (S), rapporteur. 
- 
(DE) Mr president,
gentlemen as long ago as December 1980 this parlia-
ment pronounced itself in favour of a four-year
programme on biomolecular engineering. It was the
Council of Ministers which delayed the adoption of
this programme and which decided, in its wisdom,
that it should be carried out in two phases. The Euro-
pean Parliament has always been in favour of a four-
year programme and we therefore have no difficulty
whatsoever in supporting the inception of the second
phase.
It should be pointed out once more how we have
regretted these delays which were caused by the decisi-
on-making machinery in the European Community
and, if I may put it somewhat indelicately but frankly,
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the Council of Ministers in its current form is the
personification of the triumph of rump ovet reason.
All they do is sit around without making any deci-
sions.
\7e in Parliament are quite clear on this point. I7e
want to give the green light for the second phase.
However, this Parliament does not always go about
everything in the right way and when I think about
the supplementary budget and the vote I must say
Parliament did not stand in a very favourable light' A
genuine European Member of Parliament of course
has such a thick skin that he can stand up without a
backbone, but there are a few people in this House
who have very thin skin.
I wanted to make a ioke because late-night sittings are
always so boring that the odd humorous remark here
and there is the only way of getting through them.
However, to get down to serious business I should
now like to say that the Committee on Energy and
Research supports the Commission's proposal with
one exception, which is the reason why there is a
report at all, as otherwise we would have proposed the
procedure without report. 'We would like medical
topics also to be included in this programme, since
there is a social need for the use of biomolecular engi-
neering in the field of medicine, but no demand in
commercial terms. The market is not the determining
factor in this area. It is a classic area for State trading
and in this case Community trading and we ProPose'
therefore, that research into vaccines against tropical
diseases and the cloning of factor VIII should be
included in the programme. This is important for
haemophiliacs since at Present we must rely on prepa-
rations based on blood plasma and, as we know,
anyone receiving a blood transfusion or blood plasma-
based preparation from an American source is
running the risk of being infected with Aids. The best
way of avoiding this would be if substitute Products
could be synthesized by means of biomolecular engi-
neering.
\7e know that basically the Commission has nothing
against working in these fields too, so all we needed to
do was to include it in the resolution. However, this
Parliament must, I think, get round to realizing what a
parliament is really all about. A parliament makes
laws, and for this reason our committee expressed a
wish to amend the Council decision. It is up to the
Commission to say whether or not it can go along
with us but at any rate a ProPer parliament should
never do such a thing by means of a resolution, but
rather by means of Council decisions, and for this
reason we insist that it should be included in the
Council decisions.
The Committee on the Environment, Public Health
and Consumer Protection has pointed out that there is
a safety aspect to research in molecular biology and
genetic engineering. I might remind you that this
House has already dealt with this question in a debate
dating back to 1980, that we have drawn up proposals
and that the Commission 
- 
to which we are grateful
for this 
- 
amended the prolramme in such a way as
to make safety research a separate item. The fact that
the Commission has received too few proposals is not
its own fault but results from the fact that scientists do
not find this a stimulating topic. However, as I said,
this is not the Commission's fault. The Committee on
Environmental Protection, Public Health and
Consumer Protection can rest assured, however, in
this respect. The programme in fact contains every-
thing which is sensible and practicable from the point
of view o{ the Community. I should also like to
mention that the Commission has fallen in with all
our proposals of 1980 and this is a further reason why
we give our unqualified support to the proposed conti-
nuation.
Finally, Mr Seligman, who is also doing the night
watch here, has tabled an amendment which I do not
actually oppose 
- 
I merely think that his proposals
for research topics are in fact already covered by the
programme as it stands, and when a particular point is
singled out this means that it gets an unwarranted and
inappropriate priority over other points. I would be in
favour of your proposal if it was suggesting anything
new which could not be done under the programme
as it stands, but it is not and I should like to tell you
now that for this reason, I cannot suPPort your amend-
ment.
Mrs Van Hemeldonck (S). 
- 
(NL) Mr President,
the scientific and technological breakthrough in the
last few years is impressive and augurs well. Unfortu-
nately, the temptation is again great to give priority to
the most lucrative applications instead of to those best
serving the needs of mankind.
'!7e must take care that the wrong choices are not
made under the pressure of certain speculations. The
Socialist Group supports particularly paragraph I of
the motion for a resolution, which asks for research in
the field of biomolecular engineering to be oriented
towards medical subiects. The needs in that ate^ ate
great, especially where developing countries and pre-
ventive medicine are concerned. A reliable, stable and
cheap vaccine against hepatitis B can be produced
with the use of genetic engineering, for instance. !7'e
are on the verge of discovering important applications
for treating, tracing and diagnosing many diseases,
including the treatment of diabetes, the fight against
cancer, the use of interferon, and applications are also
possible in the field of psychogeriatrics, neurobiology
and neurochemistry. Effective cooperation between
biotechnology and information technology can
produce new medicines. The pharmaceutical industry
will also gain : pharmaceutical products can now be
purified more efficiently, tested more efficiently, and
produced more cheaply. Chromosome research based
on the new biotechnology could contribute to better
pre-, peri- and postnatal health, and could reduce
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infant mortality. Cell research can also contribute to
the understanding of the aging process and of certain
abnormal cell mutations. In short, it is extremely
important for the future of the human race that
medical aims be given priority.
Mr Seligman (ED). 
- 
Mr President, biomolecular
engineering and information technology are the two
most important growth areas in our Community, and
yet biomolecular engineering is regarded with great
suspicion and fear by the public. This fear is stoked
by the media. The media paint a picture of Franken-
stein and his monster 
- 
someone rather like Mr
Schmid 
- 
or Hitler and his super-race. We are
accused of tampering with nature. But, Mr President,
man has tampered with nature since the year one.
Tampering is the basis of all progress, and if we had
not tampered with nature, man's life, in the words of
the philosopher Hobbes would be nasry, brutish and
short.
!7e support the 1984-86 12.5 million ECU
programme because the pilot stage, which started in
April this year, clearly showed an important demand
for cooperative research in this field. The fact that the
Commission was able to be most selective from 169
applications was an excellent augury.
Now the main point I wish to make in my Amend-
ment No 2, which Mr Schmid kindly condemns, is to
call for biomolecular development of high energy
species of plant material. Mr Schmid says this is a
redundant amendment. He says it is already covered.
!7ell, in all the jargon in this annex I cannot see the
word 'energy' at all. I see plant genomes, I see organe-
lles and plasmid DNA 
- 
all a lot of jargon which Ijust do not understand. It does not mention energy.
Now, renewable energy from biomass is one of the
most promising fields for biomolecular development.
I list a few : the development of special yeasts which
will produce alcohol at a higher concentration and
therefore reduce the amount of distillation required
and make gasohol more competitive ; the develop-
ment of varieties of sunflower seed which contain
more carbon and less nitrogen so that they are a better
fuel for tractors, make a competitive alternative to
diesel oil for tractors; and the third one is the bacte-
rial production of oil fuel from refuse, another very
important area.
There are many other applications in the energy fieldfor biomolecular engineering and the oniy one
mentioned in the Commission's document seems to
be degradation of ligno-cellulosis, which is polite
Euro-jargon for wood. If this.can eventually produce
gasohol from wood, then we are making progress. At
least we will then be able to drive cars from trees and
not use trees to produce all the bumph that we have
in this room tonight. It would be a much better use
for trees than the use we make of them.
I hope the Commissioner will confirm thar renewable
energy from biomass is part of the biomolecular engi-
neering programme.
Mr Davignon, Vice-President of tbe Comrnission. 
-(FR)Mr 
_President, I would like to take this opportu-
niry of thanking the Committee and Mr Schmid for
having adopted the same approach as the Commis-
sion with regard to both method and content.
On the subject of the method, you will recall that
when the Council initially seemed disposed to curb
our resources, we took the unprecedented step of
saying the time for keeping the same objectives and at
the same time cutting resources was over. The
Council had the right to decide what it did or did not
want to do but it could not keep the terms of refer-
ence of the Commission's proposal and at the same
time insist that the same obiectives must be achieved
with budget appropriations which were cut by half or
even three quarters. $7e set ourselves clearly-defined
obiectives and agreed that in rwo years' time we would
consider the question of what more could be done in
the light of the proposals. This has led us to two
conclusions !
In the first place, there is the programme which you
are proposing to approve today and which was drawn
up on the basis of the requests submitted to us. The
significant feature of this programme for the Commu-
nity is that it relates to concerted and coordinated
research activities, that is to say not merely national
activities.
Secondly, the Commission has proposed a very much
more extensive and general biotechnology
programme, and we hope that the Athens European
Council, when it is considering the revival of the
Community, will recognize that this sphere
together with information technologies 
- 
is one of
the main vehicles for the development of research
within the Community.
I have not a great deal to say about the questions
raised by the committee because we worked with it
and we decided on a common approach. I will merely
say to Mr Seligman that I see no problem in his
amendment but I must assure him that the topic to
which it relates is included in the programme. Indent
3 of paragraph I (4) of the annex .onierns the deve-
lopment of methods of transfers and the expression of
foreign genetic information in cultivated plants, which
also has a bearing on the energy aspects.
Another question, which is even more important, is
the first amendment in which Mr Schmid, speaking
on behalf of the Committee on Energy Reseaich anJ
Technology says: Parliament can aid must indicate
additional options. It can, because that is within its
terms of reference.
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I would point out to Mr Schmid that we have made
strenuous efforts to coordinate all our obiectives
within one overall programme in this sphere, so as to
have a very clear idea of the aims of our research
programmes. Our progtammes for the developing
iountries include vaccination against tropical diseases.
It is accordingly quite superfluous to incorporate the
same objective in two different Programmes. That is
why it ii only included in the 'developing countries'
ProSramme.
Similarly, the problems conceming blood coagulation
- 
and more particularly those conceming factor VIII
- 
will be covered in both the current biomolecular
engineering programme and the Community action
wtiich we are preparing in connection with Aids.
Mr Presideng I see no point in submitting an amend-
ment on this point. Tropical diseases form part of the
tropical programme and I have no wish for them to
be included in the biomolecular engineering
proSramme. As to blood coagulation, I think that this
should be included in the Aids programme.
To turn to Mrs Van Hemeldonck's comments, it is
apparent that the objectives which we are pursuing are
dliigned to use these new technologies for the benefit
of mankind, particularly in the field of medicine. In
passing, I will just mention, for the benefit of Mr
Schmid, that we have included the security aspect in
our Programme.
Mr Purvis (ED).- Mr President, I wonder if I could
just ask the Commissioner two questions with refer-
ence to what he has been saying in his speech.
The first one is this. I may be mistaken, but in all the
time we have been discussing this in committee I do
not remember any of his officials indicating that these
two items 
- 
blood coagulation and vaccination 
-
were already so well covered in other pogrammes that
they were unnecessary here. If they had, we could
have discussed this point in committee and spared
ourselves the discussion or possible misunderstanding
that is arising now.
My second question arises from the fact that he refers
to the Aids ptogra-me as almost an ongoing research
programme and existing research Programme. I would
f. ,.ry suprised at that, but I iust wondered if he
could tell us how far along the line the Commission is
in developing this Aids Programme' which I know is a
concern to a large section of the population now.
Mr Davignon, Vice-President of tbe Commission, 
-(FR) I would like to say to Mr Purvis- that it is quite
posiible that we have not given all the information'
'S7e are constantly improving coordination, but a
number of Directorates-General were involved and it
was a really good thing that we were able to do so
when dealing with developing countries.
I think that this was because of Parliament's concern
that we make a particular effort in the field of tropical
diseases. Ve then had to choose a programme. Our
own personal preference would be to include it in the
'developing countries' progtamme.
Ve are now involved in the preliminary work on
Aids. Ve have no draft programme as yet. Although I
cannot commit myself on behalf of my institution at
this stage, I do believe that the Community will take
some action.
Mr Schmid (S), rapporteur. 
- 
(DE) I should like to
take advantage of my right to make a final remark, Mr
President. Firstly I should like to say to Mr Seligman
that he is of course right that the term 'energy' crops
up nowhere in the report. However, this does not
mean that appropriate research could not be carried
out in the context of this programme' as I would like
to explain to you by means of a very simple example.
If you go to your bank you will not see the word'holi-
days'. You will, howeuer, see the word 'interest' and if
you deposit enough money in your account you will
get enough interest to finance your holidays. This is a
similar case.
My second remark is addressed to Mr Davignon. I
cannot entirely agree with you' The Commission may
well have good reasons for choosing not to adoPt this
amendment and I can quite well imagine what these
reasons are. We will not even be particularly offended
if the Commission makes this choice. However, please
do not tell this House that the matter was already
completely covered since this is simply not the case,
at least as far as factor VIII is concerned. There is
perhaps a declaration of intention, but that is all.
As regards the tropical Programme, I have good
reason to hope that these matters will be dealt with in
the context of this programme and not in the context
of medicine. I will not go into this question now but
would be pleased to explain my reasons in private' I
think this would be in the interests of both the
programme and the people involved in it, but I do not
wish to go into details now.
Mr Davignon, Vice-Presid.ent of tbe Commission. 
-(FR) lf I were firmly opposed to the inclusion of this
problem in the programme, I would have said so. I
could also have said that sufficient headway has been
made with the programme in discussions with the
Council.
I pointed out that it did not seem to me preferable to
do this. If you then decide to act as you intend to, I
shall see what I can do. I did not say that I excluded
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it. I do not think it is a good idea, but that is what we
are here to discuss. I do not claim to have a monopoly
of good ideas !
Mrs Van Hemeldonck (S). 
- 
(NL) Mr President,
may I tell Mr Davignon how sorry I am that he, like
me, is suffering from a cold. I hope that it will not be
long before biotechnology finds a remedy for that,
too.
President. 
- 
I cannot say at the moment what
programme the Commission has proposed for that
purpose, and so we must now bring the debate to an
end.
The debate is closed.
The vote will be taken at the next voting time.
14. JRC
President. 
- 
The next item is the report (Doc.
l-753183) by Mr Linkohr, on behalf of the Committee
on Energy, Research and Technology, on
the proposal from the Commission to the Council(Doc. t-522183 
- 
COM(83) 327 tinat) for a deci-
sion adopting a research programme to be imple-
mented by the Joint Research Centre for the Euro-
pean Atomic Energy Community and for the Euro-
pean Economic Community (1984-84.
Mr Linkohr (Sl, rapporteur. 
- 
(DE) Mr president,
ladies and gentlemen, I should like to make the poinr
first of all that I had thought work on the next multi-
annual programme for the Joint Research Centre
would have been easier but it has turned out to be
more difficult than we had originally expected 
-which is perhaps the fault of the rapporteur, althoughit may also be due to the intrinsic nature of the
subject in hand. Nor do I have the impression that
this report marks the end of the debate on the work
of the Joint Research Centre but rather that we will
have a good deal of work over the next few years if we
are to direct the Joint Research Centre along the lines
envisaged. I should like to say, nevertheless, that
lengthy discussions in the committee with both the
Commission and those working at and running the
Joint Research Centre as well as with the staff
committee has resulted in a broad consensus, and I
should like to thank all those who were involved.
What approach has our committee adopted ? We are
in favour of the continuation and revitaiization of the
Joint Research Centre. The Joint Research Centre has
its place in the Community. This is not a mere tradi-
tion : it has a genuine raison d'6tre, However, the justi-
fication for its existence must change with the times
- 
it cannot simply continue in the terms of the
1950s or the 1950s. This, as I see iq is apparent from
the history of this Joint Research Centrl.
In the 1960s, work started on the development of a
specifically European reactor. As we all know, this was
broadly speaking a failure. Subsequently, in the 1970s,
particularly in the light of the crisis in oil prices,
attempts were made to step up energy research and to
give pride of place to safety problems. Now in the
1980s and perhaps in the next decade too, the
emphasis should be shifted from product develop-
ment to, primarily, questions of safety and the environ_
ment i.e. problems which basically have an interna-
tional dimension.
This could be referred to as the third industrial revolu-
tion whereby our European culture is confronted with
new questions regarding the relationship berween
man and machine and man and nature, !7e need new
measurement procedures as well as standards if we are
to fully realize the Community's internal market. The
Commission and Parliament also need a certain
amount of good sense if we are to achieve this, and it
is a very good thing in this respect if we have a few
knowledgeable people to advise us, which means that
we need a European testing centre which is inde_
pendent of the various national organizations. The
Joint Research Centre must thereforg as I see ig also
have room for chemistry, biology and fringe disci-
plines in addition to rhe various areas of pf,ysics in
which we have already amassed a gteat dea[ oi know-
ledge. I would very much like to see more priority
given to these questions in the next phase of tht;oini
Research Centre. The Seveso scandal showed us that
this is-a_ real problem which we are powerless to cope
with. I hope things will be differeni in future.
!7e also need cooperation with the universities,
industry and the national research centres. I7e need
more flexibility, less red tape and 
- 
in my own
opinion and that of the committee 
- 
staff representa-
tion on the new Administrative Council which is to
be introduced. Many of these aspects are contained inthe Commission's proposal and I hope that new
elements will be incorporated into this programme in
the coming years 
- 
we will certainly kiep an eye on
oevetoPments.
I see that my time is running out, so I should merely
like to make a brief remark conceming Amendment
No 15 tabled by Mr Kellett-Bowman on behalf of the
Committee on Budgets and myself. Since there have
been certain differences of opinion on this point, I
should like to make it clear that as far ai I am
concerned and certainly as far as the committee is
concerned, it would be more sensible not to make this
amendment, since 
- 
if I may say so 
- 
it would
appear on reflection to be off beam, in that we would
not be getting at the Council, which is what we really
want to do, but at the Commission, which would tend
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rather to be counter-productive in this case. It could
also lead to an unintentional misunderstanding which
would militate against the flexibility we wish to see.
Thus I should like on my own behalf, and I am sure
on behalf of the committee too, to withdraw this
amendment, but I hope that it will nevertheless be
reflected in the budgetary procedure and that it will
be possible, via the budgetary procedure, to meet this
demand for flexibility, for termination-of-service
measures, recruitment and an increase in staff to
2260. I should like to thank the vacuum 
- 
I can
hardly talk about the plenum this evening 
- 
for its
patience. At any rate, a vacuum also has its virtues.
Mr Adam (S).- Mr President, the Socialist Group
gives a very enthusiastic welcome to the Linkohr
ieport on the joint research Programme 1984187. I
want first to congratulate the raPPorteur on the dili-
gence with which he has discharged his task- The
report is based on many detailed visits to each of the
reiearch centres and on discussions with all the
national Research Ministers. The Socialist Group and,
I am sure, other Members of this Parliament would
like to see these Ministers taking as close an interest
in the work of the research centres as has the raPPor-
teur.
The report is also based on close consultations
between the Commission and the Committee on
Energy and Research which followed the abandon-
ment of the Super Sara project and demonstrates, Mr
President, how effective these consultations can be.
The group would stress that this rePort must not be
taken in isolation. It has to be considered along with
the framework programme already approved and the
proposed new management structure yet to be consid-
ered by Parliament. Perhaps management is the most
important of all, because unless we get that right, then
there will be disasters similar to the Super Sara
disaster in the future.
The proposed programme seeks to define the activi-
ties of the Joint Research Centre for the period 1983
to 1987 following the Super Sara failure. Two main
aspects are proposed for the JRC activities:_safety and
prbtection of the environment and standardization.
ITithin this, five action programmes are proposed :
industrial technologies, fusion, fission, non-nuclear
energy sources and environment. The cancellation or
reduction of a number of current activities is also
proposed. These include research into hydrogen
production a number of activities for which the JRC
iacks staff commensurate with the European scale and
the abandonment of 20 0/o of the basic research on
nuclear fuels.
Paragraph 5 of the.rapporteur's explanatory statement
sets out very convincingly the case for Community
research and rightly emphasizes the need to define
guidelines for the next 20 years- Research is most
successful where objectives are clear and work
proceeds in an uninterrupted faishion. Lack of clarity
in the past has resulted in the current criticism of the
small numbers of patents and publications. The impor-
tant breakthrough in this report is to extend the safety
concept to cover environmental as well as industrial
safety issues. There is no doubt that this will become
increasingly important in the years ahead.- There will
be a gradual changeover in the work of the Joint
Research Centres which will require staff changes, less
bureaucracy and greater independence of action by
the JRC within the guidelines laid down.
The Socialist Group welcomes the move into more
general safety areas and away from the previous
concentration on nuclear processes. The implementa-
tion of this programme will give the Joint Research
Centres, and Ispra especially, a new identification for
themselves and will open up more avenues where the
interests of local government and the trade unions
will be more actively involved. This will give a new
identification to research in the Community as a
whole. That is what has been so distressingly lacking
in recent years.
Mr President, I have two comments to make on the
amendments. Our group will oppose Mr Pedini's
amendment, because we believe very strongly that
elected representatives of the staff should sit on the
Council of Administration. l7ithout this provision we
do not believe that the programme will be as
successful as it would otherwise be. \7e will also
oppose Amendment No 25 because we support the
tritium programme. \7e believe that it can substan-
tially enhance research on nuclear fusion and we
believe that Ispra is an appropriate site for it.
Mr Pedini (PPE). 
- 
(IT) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I would really have liked to begin my
speech by making a positive appraisal of the scientific
potential of our European Economic Community,
mentioning the efforts which have so far been made
and the difficulties which have prevented us from
achieving certain goals that should have been
achieved. However, the time available is insufficient,
although I would note that the efforts made by the
Community with the Joint Research Centre are
extremely valuable and should be further developed.
Although the presentation of the Joint Research
Centre's four year Programme provides us with an
opportuniry to finally unite our forces, as we have so
often said was necessary in the past, and to correct the
course which has so far been followed in spite of the
many obstacles encountered in the contradictory
wishes of the various governments, I am sorry to note
that, perhaps, if we are not careful, we shall let the
fine opportunity provided by this debate to obtain
precise information conceming the future Programme
and its feasibility escape.
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Mr Linkohr's report, which we appreciate, could makeit possible for the JRC to have a new lease of life
since the layout of the programme contained in the
Commission's proposal, mentioned by Mr Linkohr,
provides the basis for more exacting work for our
research workers and use this to advantage joint
research.
The Committee on Energy, Research and Technology
has therefore accepted the Commission's proposali,
since it believes the appropriations and staff requested
for the implementation of the research programme to
be adequate. The Group of the European People's
Pariy supports this programme and has tabled a few
amendments designed to perfect it even more as
regards direct actions.
I would like to say, Mr Adam, that as far as the pres-
ence of research workers in the Council is concerned,
I have no objections. Nevertheless I believe that the
issue should still be postponed, because there is a
special report on this subject of which I have the
honour of being the author, which will be discussed as
soon as possible in committee.
However, in spite of this positive appraisal of the prop-
osals made by the Commission I do not wish to hide
my concern, and to a certain extent, amazement on
reading Amendments Nos 15, 16 and 19. I am also
pleased to note that Mr Linkohr has expressed reserva-
tions concerning Amendment No 16, and has disasso-
ciated himself from it, for which I thank him. It
seems to me that these amendments basically harm
the feasibility of the proposed programme. My group
cannot support these amendments 
- 
although, I
repeat we have noted what Mr Linkohr has had to say
- 
since it believes that the measures they suggest
would- divest this programme of meaning. And I say
'divest', because they would basically creaie a shortage
of manpower during the most important and delicate
phase of the action.
By making a cur of 35 million ECU as proposed in
Amendment No 15, the specific scientific appropria-
tions, which amount to 192 million European units of
account, as against 400 million assigned to staff,
would be affected. Thus genuine investment would be
cut by a third. Should this occur, we ask ourselves how
the objectives proposed by the Commission can
possibly be achieved.
Amendment No 16, which has been withdrawn by Mr
Linkohr 
- 
although I have not been informed oi the
intentions of the second person behind the amend-
ment 
- 
basically requires that the need for scientific
know-how for the redirection of research activiry be
ignored, even in the new sector proposed by Mr
Linkohr as you are well aware, that although we are
entering new fields of research which are necessary for
safety in the more general sense of the word, the
nuclear aspect of the Joint Research Centre, which is
traditionally nuclear, should never be undermined.
It is obviously appropriate to speak of staff reductions
but, Mr President, when there is both talk of staff
reduction and, at the same time, a theoretical proposal
for an increase in staff which however, cannbt come
about until staff reduction has been accomplished 
-and you know how much time is needed to bring
about staff reductions 
- 
this really means, or at least j
fear so, that it will be impossible to obtain the
increase in staff which is absolutely indispensable if
the action of the Joint Research Centre is to be
expanded as it should be, not to mention nuclear
action.
I would conclude, Mr President, by saying that the
plan for 38 extra posts for the JRC should be kepL
and we hope that everyone, including the Committie
on Budgets, will do their best to achieve this. Thus the
future of the JRC, towards which we have enormous
responsibility because of what happened last year with
the Super Sara project, can be assured. Thank you, Mr
President.
Mr Seligman (ED). 
- 
Mr President, the l984lg7
JRC programme would have been very different if
Super Sara had not been belatedly abandoned. In
March the Council decided that rhe same level of
resources and the same staff complement of 2260
people should be maintained in the new programme.
This decision was taken regardless of whetheiprojects
are available which are appropriate to the specialized
scientists and equipment currently mainiained at
Ispra.
With this enornous gap that has developed in the
JRC programme, the JRC and Mr Davignon himself,I think, are beating the bushes to find a suitable new
project for Ispra. My message to JRC and to Ispra is :do not panic. Do not rush into the first projeit that
comes along. Be selective. Do not clutch at straws.
God has created a marvellous world in which we shall
never reach the limits of discovery. Scope for research
is infinite. The more we discover, the more new areas
of research open up. Isaac Newton who discovered
gravity with the help of a Golden Delicious apple,
once went down to the beach at Brighton where ihere
ar9 a lot of pebbles and he picked up a pebble and
said : 'This is how I feel about research. I liave picked
up. on_e pebble, there are millions more to be picked
up'. That is Isaac Newton 
- 
it shows how well read I
am. Ispra must not rush into unsuitable research
projects. It would be better to spend more time and
resources surveying the scene and looking at such
things as nuclear gasification of coal or, as M1 Linkohr
said this evening, chemistry and biology, which is not
their strong point at the moment.
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This applies particularly to the proposal f.or a tritium
laboratory. Mr Adam, as usual, has misunderstood my
amendment. I did not say we should not have a
tritium laboratory; what I said was : ''S7hat is it going
to do ?' It is vital that the tritium research programme
and the equipment acquired for it should be designed
to serve the immediate and future requirements of the
Community fusion programme. It is no good building
a theoretical tritium laboratory just to look at the
fundamentals of tritium behaviour. S7e want some-
thing that is useful immediately in examining how
metal reacts to tritium at high temperatures and infor-
mation of that nature, so that we can design compo-
nents that will stand up to the fusion, particularly at
JET.
So that is the meaning of our amendment. S7e want
an immediately useful laboratory and not a theoretical
one.
You agree with that, Mr Pedini, do you ? Thank you. I
shalll go on now.
!7e also ask for support for Mr Purvis' amendment
which calls for greater dissemination and commerciali-
zation of JRC research results, because if the JRC can
start paying for itself a bit, this will raise its reputation
with the public and with the scientific world.
Finally, I suggest that the JRC works as closely as
possible with the Council of Europe. This might give
it a much wider catchment area of 21 nations for
research proiects. The Council of Europe has nothing
like the JRC. It has no money anyhow. In particular,
we should take account of the forthcoming Council of
Europe Ministerial Conference on Research. As you
know, President Mitterrand has proposed the creation
of centres of excellence in Europe. These centres will
be developed from the best national centres in each
branch of science. For instance, the research into fish
diseases in Stirling, which is my honourable friend's
constituency, or near it, or the Tropical Medicine
Centre in London. Maybe Ispra could become a
centre of excellence for remote sensing by satellite of
agricultural, mineral and marine areas. The Council of
Europe, of course, want the European Scientific Foun-
dation in Strasbourg to play a stronger role in this.
But I think that Ispra could also become a centre of
excellence, working with the Council of Europe and
this new ministerial conference which President
Mitterrand is proposing.
So, I would like to hear the Commissioner's reactions
to these proposals.
Mr Ippolito (COM). 
- 
(IT) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, the report and motion prepared by Mr
Rolf Linkohr on a Commission proposal for a Council
Decision, which advocates the adoption of a research
programme to be carried out in the four years from
1984 to 1987 at the Joint Centre establishments,
meets more or less with our approval, although we
have tabled a few amendments aimed at making the
Commission's action more incisive.
In particular, we believe that joint research could be a
sector in which there should especially be activities of
far larger scope than present activities, but we are
perfectly aware that until the Commission can acquire
greater financial resources, which would be created by
the famous 1 % ceiling on VAT being lifted, as this
Parliament has been requesting for years, and now as
requested by the Commission, any action with larger
implications would come up against insurmountable
budget problems. It is for this reason that for the
moment, no further requests can realistically be made
until the Community has come to terms with the
crisis which is not just economic, but is a crisis of
political will on the part of the Council and the
majority of the governments represented in the
Council.
Having said this, ladies and gentlemen, I feel it neces-
sary to go over a few important facts which many
seem to have forgotten.
Italy has always fought for greater European integra-
tion, and not only in the field of research. Speaking of
research, it should not be forgotten that as early as
1958 Italy, gave up its first nuclear centre, which it
was in the process of setting up, to Euratom, an act for
which I was partly responsible. This was the Ispra
centre and, according to the plans of the time, it was
to become the most important of the establishments
associated with the Joint Centre and, in particular,
was to be what was then described as an establishment
with 'general terms of reference'.
However conversely, because of various serious
mistakes which would take too long to list here, the
activities of Ispra became increasingly curtailed. The
general aspect has completely disappeared and Ispra is
now languishing, with a staff of which a proportion is
getting on in years and has become demoralized and,
as Mr Pedini has just mentioned, is threatened with
being reduced to becoming an ecological centre, after
having been a nuclear centre. I will limit myself to
recalling the last and most recent episode in this sad
and incredible story, i.e. the abandoning of the Super
Sara experiment which I have already mentioned to
this House. The Commission tried to ascribe the
responsibility for this to the Council, and the Council
to the Commission. I have no hesitation in calling
this an unseemly and ridiculous farce.
The Linkohr report cautiously attempts to restore a
balance with reality, and we must give Mr Linkohr
due credit for this ; but this is not where the problem
lies. The problem is that, apart from research activities
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directly linked with defence, the l0 Member Stares of
the EEC spend double the amount spent by Japan,
and only 27 o/o less than the amount spent by the
United States of America. Overall they spend 20 o/o of.
the world total, but of this 20 oh, only 2 0/o is spentjointly by the Community. This is the crux of the
matter, because this low percentage which, further-
more, makes a mammoth bureaucratic structure neces-
sary, means that double the amount of men and
resources are employed, and that there is dissipation
of effort and a total lack of coordination.
I, who have the honour of addressing you here, and
who have spent half of my life in research and, more
especially, in managing research, do, however, believe
that at least half the total of the research expenditure
of the 10 Member States should, rather than could, be
spent jointly, i.e. by the EEC, without the already high
number of administrators employed being proportion-
ally increased.
If Europe is to move towards greater integration and
the type of European union which a large maioriry of
us voted for last September, joint research should be
one of the starting points. This proposal of the
Commission to the Council does not therefore have
the necessary emphasis of contents to achieve this
goal. Thought should be given to a new phase, to
substantial reorganization of research, to a European
research policy and to revitalization such as that
which can be provided by ioint action. No appropria-
tion of approximately 3 600 million European units of
account in four years 
- 
which represents less than a
thousand million per year 
- 
can be sufficient to set
up and maintain any sort of research that could be
termed Community research.
However, by supporting the Linkohr motion, and by
tabling amendments for its improvement, we have
remained faithful to the inadequate srance and
viewpoint of present Community research, but I
would point out that it is not by giving approval to
the idea of a laboratory for tritium or by keeping open
the vibrating table option or even the Ignitor project,
which at the moment has no chance of being
financed, that joint research can be launched, since
first a radical modification of the very concept of joint
research is needed and an initial increase of at least
ten times of the slender appropriations provided by
the Community budget.
(Applause from uarious quarters)
Mr Edward Kellett-Bowman (ED), draftsman of
an opinion of tbe Cornrnittee on Budgets. 
- 
Mr Presi-
dent, I speak on behalf of the Committee on Budgets,
for whom an opinion is being presented which is
covered by several amendments to the Linkohr report.
To most people's minds, when we talk about JRC, of
course, we mean Ispra. One must express sympathy
with the way Ispra has been treated by the Council in
that the project of Super Sara has been cancelled. A
great deal of uncertainty had been hanging over that
project. I do not think the people at Ispra need worry
too much so long as Mr Pedini remains their guardian
angel, and I have every hope for the future of Ispra in
that I do not think Mr Davignon believes in being
associated with failure in any way. He has taken Ispra
very much under his wing.
The report produced by Mr Linkohr for the
Committee on Energy and Research is before the
House and, in fact, came before the Committee on
Energy and Research before they received the opinion
from the Committee on Budgets. This was a matter of
accommodating the Commission, who have the pros-
pect of an Energy Research Council on the 26th ol
this month. The opinion therefore had to be put in
the form of amendments to the Linkohr report; and I
will give the views of the Committee on Budgets, all
of which are covered by those amendments.
First of all, only someone with a very clear crystal ball
could put down for a four-year programme the precise
amounts in the budget. Therefore the Committee on
Budgets say that the figures given in the proposal can
only be indicative.
On the flexibility reserve, where 5 0/o was suggested in
the proposal, there already is a leeway within the
Research Centre budget whereby transfers of 7 % plus
or minus either way can be made to give flexibility.
The Committee on Budgets were not at all happy that
there should be a 5 o/o reserve fund and put down an
amendment to that effect. However, following negotia-
tion with the rapporteur and the Commission, you
will find that Amendment No 19 has been revised
and I think Parliament should be happy if this reserve
fund is put inro Chapter 100, which means it will be
unlocked. The Commission will put the proposal
before the Committee on Energy and Research and
before the Committee on Budgets.
The 'dead men's boots' syndrome has been causing
trouble at Ispra for many years and we believe that the
establishment should be relieved of old skills. !7e also
believe there should be long-term exchange contracts
with laboratories in the Member States. However, the
real problem comes down to the starting point. The
Committee on Budgets says it should be 2222.Tltere
are 38 posts in the budget for 1984, and I have
amended the Committee on Budgets' amendment in
keeping with my discussions with Mr Linkohr, but he
has seen fit to withdraw his signature from that
amendment. I feel unable to do so in the absence of a
meeting of the Committee on Budgets. It will be up
to the House tomorrow, but I hope the Commission
will be able to give us some indication of their views
on the amendments which have been tabled.
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- 
(NL) W President, support for a
good research programme is justified not only on its
own account but also because of the need to develop a
new policy within the EEC. The general idea of a
joint research centre seems extremely important to us.
About half of the research concems nuclear fission
and, of that, about 80 % is concerned with safery
measures in one form or another. \U7e would like the
remaining 20 o/o, mainly research into fissile material
and actinides, to be stopped and non-nuclear energy
and environmental research to be expanded instead.
\Tithout a doubt more could be done about research
into 'acid rain' and in connection with that, about
climatic research.
We are pleased that the useful work of the high flux
reactor in Petten can be continued for four more
years, as stated in the report submitted by Mr Linkohr.
However, we would appreciate a slightly more solid
financial basis.
Mr Linkohr evidently set to work with great care, and
we hope that the Commission will heed his remarks.
!7e will gladly support the motion.
Mr Turner (ED). 
- 
Mr President, I wish to speak
particularly on the question of the computer data-
bank on nuclear power-station safety which exists, or
rather is being set up, at Ispra. I have put down two
amendments which my group supports 
- 
Nos 23
and 24. The reason why I have put them down is that
there are a great many pressurized water nuclear reac-
tors in existence now throughout the world and more
being set up, and in many cases the components that
make up the cooling system 
- 
the valves, the pipes,
the supports, the pumps, etc. 
- 
are different from
one station to another. There is not a sufficient colla-
tion of the information relating to each of these
components, which in the past have been the cause of
any failure of safety. My first amendment, No 23,
which I hope the rapporteur will support, points out
that the abnormal occurrence reporting system is at
present behind schedule and is not fully operational
and that the component event data bank, the
operating unit status report and the generic reliability
parameter data bank are only in the development
stage.
In July when the Ispra employees came to give
evidence to the Committee on Energy and Research, I
asked questions about all of this, and I have since
been very fully informed by them as to the present
state of affairs. There are I I employees on this project
and there should have been 18. The whole thing
should have been operational by 1983 and it will now,
at best, be operational by 1985 or 1986. I believe that
probably 18 people will be put on to this in the near
future. I understand also that they believe, and it is
generally believed from experience in American data-
banks on the safety of nuclear reactors, that it is very
important, once one has the information collated into
a computer system, to have a systematic analysis of
the data so that one can make full use of it. I hope
therefore that the Commission and Parliament will
support my second amendment, No 24, which calls
for a systematic analysis of the data and the necessary
reallocation of funds and personnel to carry it out. In
the American systems I underStand that one might
have 70 employees working on the collation and
analysis of the information which has already been
obtained. I do not suggest any particular figure, but
this gives an idea of the importance of the work.
I am speaking in general, but it happens that in my
constituency an enquiry has been going on for a long
time as to a pressurized water reactor at Sizewell, and
. 
of course a lot of concern has been expressed in many
quarters as to safety. Only a short time ago it was said
in the press that the continuing problems are revealed
in newly published documents from the National
Institute Inspectorate, one of which deals with the
components in the main cooling system 
- 
the very
thing I have been talking about 
- 
linked to the pres-
sure vessel, the heart of the proposed reactor, and that
the Central Electricity Generating Board is unable to
meet the requirements of the National Inspectorate in
these respects. \7hat I am saying is that we should
rely upon the EEC to provide the information neces-
sary for the safety of these reactors, so that one can
put together the information received from French,
German, American, British and Japanese sources and
that we do not each rely only upon our own sources
of information.
May I therefore ask the Commission to do all they
can to support the speedy fulfilment of the
programme for a data bank ? I hope the rapporteur
will support my amendments tomorrow and I hope
the House will, in general too.
Mr Davignon, Vice-President of the Commission. 
-(FR) Mr President, I would like first of all to thank Mr
Linkohr who, on behalf of the Committee on Energy,
Research and Technology has done a very thorough
iob at the right moment 
- 
and, it must be added in a
very short space of time, as was necessary if Parlia-
ment's opinion was to be taken fully into considera-
tion by both the Commission and the Council.
Because, following the failure of the Super Sara proiect
and whatever I do, I do not propose to argue with Mr
Ippolito about this topic, which has already been
discussed 
- 
we must adopt a very different policy for
the Joint Research Centre from that which we
followed during the years of uncertainty.
I think that the need for actual Community research
centres is a moot point. And if we were to make deci-
sions about this today, would they be the same ? For,
in the Member States, in the Community, and in the
United States there is a trend towards decentralization
rather than towards centralization. Perhaps we would
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have decided against Community centres and instead
have opted for Community programmes implemented
by Community researchers working in centres
wherever they happened to be. This would have made
for exchanges between laboratories which is some-
thing we have failed to achieve to date. However, if we
believe 
- 
and obviously both we and the Parliament
do 
- 
that we must foster interaction among research
activities in the Community, then the Community
research centres must be as good as the maior research
centres in each of the Member States and have obiec-
tives which are as clearly defined as theirs.
To achieve this 
- 
and this has upset our plans
slightly 
- 
we have decided that the Joint Research
Centre should now have a specific purpose and should
not be an organization responsible for deciding what
research should be taken up for the good of the
Communiry. And I think that it should be concerned
with areas in which the Community has a special role
to play, because it is essential for there to be an obiec-
tive structure which will provide the public with the
security guarantee it needs. Of course I am inclined to
think in common with Mr lppolito, Mr Linkohr and
others, that we need to do more and more quickly.
I think too that we must try and make a success of
this, and to do this a number of decisions will have to
be taken within the Joint Research Centre to ensure
that its structure is properly geared to plans for its
future development.
In the first place, it must have guaranteed resources. It
is accordingly imperative for the Joint Research
Centre to know that it is liable for a minimum of
funds with which to achieve given objectives, and
which it must use to the best possible purpose. It will
have to be the Joint Research Centre and not the
Commission which by virtue of the proposed adminis-
trative structure on which you are going to pass an
opinion (a Board of Directors with scientific and admi-
nistrative responsibilities), will have to achieve the
best possible results in the field of research, knowing
that there will always be an independent appraisal
structure. I think that this is of fundamental impor-
tance.
Mr President, I should now like to comment on some
of the amendments concerning the draft Decision on
the programme. The Commission has no objection to
the first 14 amendments, which comprise additional
or useful information. I cannot so readily accept the
amendments concerning the draft programme and I
should like to begin with Amendment No l5 by the
Committee on Budgets. There is unquestionably a
misunderstanding. In its opinion this committee gives
the impression that the Commission is insisting on an
additional margin of flexibility of some 5 % in the
management of its programme, which the committee
considers inordinate, given that we already have a
considerable margin of flexibility in our budgetary
allocations which we can transfer from one
programme to another. This is not the 5 7o we are
asking for ! !flhat we said 
- 
as Mr Seligman and Mr
Ippolito were saying earlier 
- 
was that if we draw up
what is intended to be a realistic four-year
programme, we cannot programme all the research to
be undertaken in the four years within the first year.
At the start of a programme there is some research
which has not yet been defined in detail and this
gives us scope to develop one type of action or investi-
gation or another without having to undertake the
irksome task of amending the programme proper.
This is common sense and, in this respect, I can quite
readily accept another amendment by Mr Kellett-
Bowman.
However, I find it difficult to accept Amendment No
15, in which Mr Kellett-Bowman, speaking on behalf
of the Committee on Budgets, deducts from the 700
million which we are asking for, the 35 million
comprising this 5 %.
For a start the 700 million cover the whole of the
expenditure and we are only concerned with the scien-
tific expenditure proper, which comprises the 100 or
so million units of account for the actual scientific
programme and not the whole of the Joint Research
Centre's expenditure.
I accordingly cannot accept Amendment No 15,
which reduces the approximate value of the
programme from 700 to 565 million.
I can, however, accept Amendment No 19, which was
tabled on behalf of the Committee on Budgets and
which, assuming that the appropriation is 700 million,
points out that, insofar as we have not yet made any
proposals concerning the 5Yo, this would be put into
Chapter 100. It is perfectly reasonable for it to be put
into Chapter 100 and not entered in the budgetary
lines until we have made the proposals. However, it is
quite apparent that in 1987 we will have used up this
5Yo margin. I sincerely hope that the amendment 
-the spirit of which I accept 
- 
does not mean that
automatically at the beginning of each financial year,
we would have to put 5% of the specifically scientific
credits in Chapter 100 and subsequently transfer
them. I am accordingly agreeable that that part of the
570 of specificallf scientific credits which has not yet
been assigned to a specific programme be put in
Chapter 100. So I agree to Amendment No 19.
And now to turn to the amendment concerning staf-
fing. Obviously, having decided on a new approach,
we will have to be in a position to recruit or exchange
personnel as from I January 1984, in order to acquire
the specialists we need to speed up our work along
the lines defined by the Commission and approved by
you.
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Equally obviously 
- 
and I am grateful to Parliament
for backing us in this connection 
- 
if the Council
does not at the same time agree to a mobility and
reiuvenation programme, we will never turn the Joint
Research Centre into the centre of excellence which
Mr Seligman referred to just now. !flhat we need to do
(because the Council has blocked this for far too long),
and what all research centres have to do at a given
moment, is reshuffle the researchers and find people
to pick up new pebbles on the beach, as Mr Seligman
put it just now, quoting Newton.
I do not know if the quotation is correct but at all
events I think it is appropriate.
I agree with the Committee on Budgets when it says
that if we recruit a further 38 people without relieving
the establishment of old skills, the attempt to reiuv-
enate the Joint Research Centre will not succeed. I
will inform the Council on 25 October that the Parlia-
ment believes that unless the Council is prepared to
countenance this, it will have no confidence in the
Council's will to modernize the Joint Research
Centre. The resolution puts the number of researchers
at the Joint Research Centre at 2222 and not at
2260, as requested in the amendment, which is
addressed to the Council and not to the Commission.
If I were to accept it, I would be putting myself in a
week position ais-d-ois the Council. Unless the Ispra
establishment is relieved of old skills, the moderniza-
tion operation cannot succeed.
I agree with what Mr Linkohr was saying iust now to
the effect that in the 1984-85 budgets we must find
some means of expressing the need to combine the
2260 researchers and the reshuffle.
The remainder of the amendments which have been
submitted to us pose no problems, Mr President. I am
in favour of exchange contracts with laboratories in
other countries.
I am of the opinion that the work on the vibrating
table, Ignitor or the tritium laboratory, three types of
activity where Community action is needed, should be
prepared with the utmost care.
\7hat was one of the problems with Super Sara ?
There was no consensus on research on the Super Sara
operation. In the case of tritium, we must know what
type of laboratory is needed at Ispra for fusion, and
how Ispra will cooperate with the British, French and
German programmes and any future programmes.
\7here tritium is concerned, what is needed is a
network of laboratories hinging on Ispra. Ispra must
not be isolated from other centres and laboratories.
The same applies with regard to Ignitor and the
vibrating table. That is why we are going to ask the
Council to acknowledge that these three activities are
in the interests of the whole Community and to
arrange for them to be studied in detail and contracts
entered into with third parties.
Although I have been somewhat long-winded, my
closing remark is important : we must rise above
failures and, moreover, learn our lesson from them.
\7e have had failures, not merely with the Super Sara
operation, but the total failure of a concept rooted in
the Euratom Treaty. Can we draw a lesson from this
and make an effort that is geared to our needs and our
capabilities ? I think that we have proposed a
programme which is comprehensive and which, if a
number of conditions apply, offers some prospect of
making the Joint Research Centre into the sort of
centre which the Community needs.
I think that we are on the right road. The venture will
present us with further difficulties and delicate situa-
tions. I do not think that we have won through, but
we have made the first step in a positive direction in
establishing the requirements and laying down the
terms. I should like to thank Parliament for backing
the Commission in its efforts.
Mr Pedini (PPE). 
- 
Ary Mr President, I feel obliged
to say that after the statements made by Commis-
sioner Davignon, the Group of the European People's
Party will adapt its proposed amendments to the obser-
vations that have been made.
I would also like to be permitted to clarify, for the
minutes 
- 
although I thank Mr Kellett-Bowman for
his comments 
- 
that I do not at all consider myself
to be Ispra's 'guardian angel'. I did not mention Ispra
once in this speech. It is true that there is a Joint
Research Centre, whose policy, as Mr Ippolito has
said, met with no success because it was included in
the Community's scientific policy which has not
provided any positive results.
If you wish to call me 'the guardian angel of Ispra'go
ahead, but be sure to remember that I was then
Minister for Research, and also protected and
supported the Culham Centre, because I believed, as I
still do, in the importance of the venture. However, I
am confident that once more, as for the Super Sara
project, your wisdom and sense of balance will help us
to find a solution for this delicate problem concerning
the future of the Joint Research Centre.
IN THE CHAIR: MR VANDE!7IELE
Vice-President
Mr Turner (ED). 
- 
Mr President, the Commissioner
gave a full answer, but occasionally he said 'etcetera'
when he was talking about programmes, and what I
wanted to know was whether his hopeful remarks
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about things which end with the word 'etcetera'
included the ERDS, referred to in my Amendments
Nos 23 and 24 
- 
that is, the Data Bank for Nuclear
Power-Station Safety 
- 
which are modest but impor-
tant proposals.
Mr Davignon, Vice-President of tbe Cornmission. 
-(FR) | do not think we can go into detail about each
of the programmes in the course of this debate, but
we all wish to leave it to the Joint Research Centre to
choose the means of achieving the objectives.
That being the case, we have been instructed by the
OECD to work along the lines indicated in your
amendments and that is what we are going to do.
In my reply I did not wish to concentrate on any parti-
cular technical aspect of any particular programme. If
the amendments had posed any problem for me, I
would have said so. It is up to Parliament to decide if
it wishes to concentrate on any particular part of our
ProSramme.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
The vote will be taken at the next voting time.
15. Community forestry policy
President. 
- 
The next item is the report (Doc.
l-783183) by Mr Gatto, on behalf of the Committee
on Agriculture, on Communify forestry policy.
Mr Getto (Sl, rapporteur.- (IT) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, there are many reasons why a Commu-
nity forestry policy is important. In this discussion
which is, of necessity, brief, we cannot assess them all
analytically. I hope that you will all have been able to
read the printed text of my report and, in particular,
the annexes, which are all of great value and cover the
various motions tabled by colleagues belonging to
various political groups by Mr Maher on behalf of the
Liberal and Democratic Group; by Mrs Theobald-
Paoli, by Mr Kyrkos, by Mr Costanzo, Mr Kazazis, Mr
Barbagli and others ; by Mrs De March, Mr Bucchini,
Mr Martin and others ; and the two opinions drafted
by Mr Blaney and Mr Mertens.
The most important aspect is an economic one. It is
sufficient to look at a few figures ; the Community
imports approximately 60 o/o of. its needs, at a cost of
approximately 9 000 million ECU, which is second
only to the cost of oil imports. Furthermore, by the
year 2 000 this deficit should increase by I o/o net per
year. The size of these imports places the Community
in a very dangerous situation, because of the rise in
prices, the fact that some markets can dry up and be
blocked and because of the tendency on the part of
non-member countries to increase exports of semi-pro-
cessed or finished products instead of raw timber,
thereby depriving the Community of the added value
of processing.
Other important aspects which should not be underes-
timated are those connected with social issues, employ-
ment, the environmenl ecology, as well as the quality
of life, recreation, leisure and tourism.
The forest plays an indispensable role in the presena-
tion of nature and protection of the human environ-
ment aSainst erosion by water and wind, flooding and
landslides. Forests also improve climate, counteract
atmospheric pollution and provide a habitat for wild-
life as well as beautifying the countryside and so on.
These factors are of particular significance in the Medi-
terranean regions, where they are linked to the protec-
tion of the water table and ol grazing lands which,
when exploited indiscriminately, provide one of the
main causes of deterioration and erosion of Mediterra-
nean forests.
The ecological function of the forest is also of vital
importance in non-Mediterranean countries where it
acts in providing windbreaks, controlling sand dunes
and draining the soil. Vood is a source of renewable
energy. The problem of forestry resources for energy
requirements is of grave concem to the Third Vorld,
while already in 1980 approximately 100 million
people were suffering from shortages of wood, while
forestry resources are now practically exhausted in the
case of one thousand million people.
But although the situation in the Third I7orld is
precarious, the EEC is also looking increasingly to
wood as a source of renewable energy as a result of the
increasing costs and shortages of traditional energy
sources.
There are at least five valid reasons to support an
expansion of forestry policy:
- 
the inadequacy of Community production and the
foreign trade deficit;
- 
the possibility of new jobs being created and of
living standards being improved in depressed rural
areas ;
- 
the protection of the environment and the provi-
sion of recreational areas;
- 
energy problems ;
- 
protection from forest fires, acid rain, pollution
and tree diseases.
Although there are important valid reasons for the
creation of a Community forestry policy, there are also
many serious difficulties involved: the length of time
needed for production, which by comparison with agri-
culture differs because of the length of the growth
cycle, which takes no less than l0 years 
- 
and which
in practice sometimes takes several decades ; the diver-
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sity of ownership 
- 
both public and private 
- 
with
highly fragmented private ownership ; legal, adminis-
trative and fiscal obstacles.
It is obviously difficult 
- 
and certainly not advisable
-- 
for each Member State to impose compulsory
fireasures on private owners. Each State can but
provide incentives to encourage rational management
ot: forests. Problems of a legal, administrative or fiscal
nature prevent the expansion of an effective forestry
policy in the Member States. Variations in legislation
from one State to another and the absence of any
harmonization at Community level create distortions
of competition.
A dual plan of action is needed : within the individual
Member States and in the Community as a whole.
This is what we would hope for in this Parliamentary
initiative. !(/e hope that in this sector the Community
and Member States are equal to the task at this crucial
moment which is rich with possibilities.
(Applause)
Mr Vgenopoulos (S). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, Mr
Gatto deserves to be congratulated on his very impor-
tant report which took three years of work to
complete and which involved many discussions in the
Committee on Agriculture.
'W'e agree with the general conclusions of the report
and with the explanatory statement on Community
forestry policy. As forestry development requires a
long time span, a stable and coordinated forestry
policy is essential. This is because it may take
anything from 20 to 200 years for trees to mature. The
exploitation of forests provides low returns in relation
to the capital which the forest represents and accord-
ingly no forestry policy can succeed unless the
economic yield of the forest is ensured with the aid of
proper management and protection of woodlands
against disease, winds and above all fires.
Fires are the main scourge today, particularly in the
Mediterranean regions. Each year fire destroys on
average 110 000 hectares of Mediterranean forest, with
major repercussions both on the economy and the
environment. In Greece, for example, an average of
22000 hectares were burnt each yeat until 1977.
Indeed, ftom 1977 to 1981 this figure increased by
300 %. It is a fact that contemporary lifestyles have
led to a major increase in man-made hazards : in parti-
cular, free public access to forests for recreational
purposes has multiplied the fire hazards. In the inter-
national forestry conference held in Poland in l98l it
was pointed out that there was a general upward trend
in fires throughout the world, particularly in arson.
The participants stressed the need for full exploitation
of the technological resources, fire-prevention training
of the population and, generally, increased readiness
to tackle the problem of fires.
Mr President, apart from fires the forests 
- 
in parti-
cular in the Mediterraneap region 
- 
suffer from
infrastructural shortcomings. In particular there is a
dearth of forest approach roads with the result that
firefighting is difficult and in many cases impossible,
thus facilitating the expansion of the fire to neigh-
bouring areas. For this reason we believe that efforts
should be concentrated in this direction, i.e. towards
development of the infrastructure.
A further measure which I believe is essential for the
correct exploitation of forestry resources is the crea-
tion of a forest cadaster. The ideas and proposals alone
contained in the report under debate are not enough
for a Community forestry policy: the political will is
also essential. As we cannot know when the Council
will take a decision in this field, it is essential from
now on that the Community should undertake
concrete measures in the context of special forestry
development programmes.
Mr President, I believe that Regulation No 269 oI
1979 concerning afforestation, the improvement of
deteriorated forests, the construction of forest roads
and fire protection in southern France and the Mezzo-
giorno should be extended to all regions of Greece.
Mr President, as we believe that the social and environ-
mental value of forests is immense and perhaps even
greater than can be estimated on the basis of wood
production only, and as we agree on the need for
correct management of woodlands in the context of a
common forestry policy, we the Greek Socialists will
vote in favour of Mr Gatto's motion for a resolution.
Mr Bocklet (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, we fundamentally support the aims set out
in this report and should like to thank the rapporteur,
Mr Gatto, for dealing so painstakingly with this
subject.
As you know, wood is not covered by the EEC Treaty.
The Community has no competency in the field of
forestry which is a matter for the Member States.
Thus, as matters stand from the legal point of view at
present, there is no question of Community measures
or financial considerations. Thus, the question is
whether or not we want a common forestry policy and
I think first of all we should settle two points. If we
support the aims set out by Mr Gatto and the
Committee, we must ask ourselves how we can
achieve them. There are two options open to us. On
the one hand, we can have an integrated Community
policy or, on the other, individual activities and
measures involving specific problems and areas. As I
see it, the term 'common forestry policy' as used in
this report refers not so much to a common organiza-
tion of the market as joint support for certain
measures which we all regard as necessary.
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The differences in starting points of the various
Member States and the very general objectives
proposed by no means iustify the development of a
marketing arrangement. Particularly problematical is
the establishment of a marketing arrangement for
wood. If the marketing mechanism were to be, as it
were, put out of commission by means of a marketing
arrangement of this kind, this would cause the
existing structures to become entrenched and inhibit
any further development in forestry and the timber
industry. 'We are already familiar with the difficulties
arising from marketing arrangements for agricultural
products and they hardly encourage us to support
similar proposals for the timber sector. For this
reason, I felt it would be far more sensible simply to
support the individual points which we regard as parti-
cularly important and necessary.
For this reason, our group has proposed defining the
term 'common forestry policy' to mean a coordinatedjoint approach to solving the existing problems 
-which is what we proposed. There are two main
problems which Mr Gatto quite rightly mentioned in
his report. On the one hand, there is reafforestation,
structural improvements and prevention of forest fires
in the south of Europe and, on the other hand, there
is the central issue of air pollution in Europe as a
whole. \Tithout an air-pollution policy 
- 
which
would in itself help to prevent our forests dying off 
-any measure introduced to promote reafforestation in
the south will be basically useless. For this reason, it
would, I think, be a good idea if we could give prioriry
to these two aspects and consequently make concen-
trated use of the funds needed for these two measures
rather than making other demands on them in the
form of a marketing arrangement involving interven-
tion and all sorts of other major expenses.
I7e should therefore like to make Mr Gatto's excellent
report more precise on this one point and have accord-
ingly tabled two amendments. I will, however, make
no bones about the fact that our group is by no means
unanimous on this point and that certain of my
colleagues are in favour of a common organization of
the market in timber. !(e were not able to solve this
problem so I have put one opinion forward and
another Member will present the other point of view.
Finally, I strongly urge you ro support what the
Commission has in the meantime proposed regarding
reafforestation and combating of forest fires in the
south and counteracting air pollution in the interests
of the survival of the forests in Europe as a whole, and
I hope you will take heed of the major achievement
which the Gatto report represents in that it has
provided Parliament with a general direction and
objective. With a view to coordination, we should now
adopt this resolution in order to get things moving.
Mr Hutton (ED). 
- 
Mr President, in spite of the late-
ness of the hour this is a remarkably important
subject. In a world complaining of the exhaustion of
raw materials, here in Europe we have the ability to
produce abundant quantities of a renewable resource
and yet, as Mr Gatto pointed out, timber is going to
be our biggest import-bill by the end of the-century.
We are already seriously short of wood : it is a shor-
tage which is rushing upon us, and we shall not be
able to take panic measures to solve it. !7e are now
using hardwoods which were planted last century. The
softwoods which we are using were planted half a
century ago. Already the timber industry in the tradi-
tional countries is slowing down because of a shortage
of supplies, and there cannot be anybody who is
unaware of the deep concern about what is happening
to tropical forests, either from exploitation or from
local depredation.
This may not be a particularly strong report 
- 
for
example, Mr Gatto has not solved the fundamental
problem that forestry means different things in
different countries of the European Community 
-but it does represent an expression of Parliament's
interest and concern in the subject.
To my slight embarrassment, Mr President, I find that
I have tabled most of the amendments to this report.
They are intended to strengthen the report in the eyes
particularly of those people who are involved in fore-
stry. One of those amendments asks for a prompt
response from the Council and the Commission to
the Parliament's views. But what do we find is already
hapenning ? On 2 June the Commission sent a
communication to the Council on a Community
action programme regarding forestry and forest-based
industries 
- 
it bears the number COM(83) 222. lt was
sent to the Parliament for information only. It is a
long, detailed document and contains a number of
important proposals with budgetary implications. So
far the Parliament has not been asked to give an
opinion on this major policy step by the Commission,
and I want strongly to support Mr Gatto's second para-
graph regretting that the Parliament has been
by-passed.
I am sorry that Mr Davignon, whose services largely
prepared this report, is not here, but I am glad that Mr
Giolitti, who signed the letter to the Council, is here,
and I would like him to tell this Parliament this
evening what is going on. !7hy does he think this
House will just want this report for information ? This
report of Mr Gatto's is not the response to this
programme, and I would like to have an assurance
from the Commissioner to this House this evening
that there is no intention on his part to avoid hearing
Parliament's views on the action programme and that
he will make certain that the Council is also very well
aware of our anger over this treatment on this very
important topic.
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Mr M. Martin (COM). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, it is
almost l0 years since the Commission submitted its
initial proposals on forestry. The ensuing committees,
resolutions and reports have never resulted in
anything at Council level. This failure to take a deci-
sion can easily be explained by the complexity of the
problems posed by forestry and forest-based indus-
tries, differing situations in the individual Member
States and even conflicts of interests.
These contradictions, which are always sharp, make it
difficult to implement a common integrated forestry
policy. S7e are not in favour of this in any case
because there is a danger that it would result in
further restructuring and would jeopardize national
forestry policies. Furthermore, Mr Gatto is obviously
aware of this because he has 
- 
I am glad to say 
-discarded the proposal he tabled in his initial report.
This does not mean that there is nothing that can be
done at Community level. Mr Gatto has pointed out
some interesting avenues which could be explored
and quite rightly points out that action could be taken
immediately. This is what we feel too.
Forests play a threefold role, economic, social, and
ecological. !7e consider that the overriding priorities
are to exploit them, develop activities and iobs in the
forestry and timber sectors and also reduce our trade
deficit which, in our case at least, is becoming increas-
ingly heavy. The measures which have been or are
about to be adopted in our country can effectively be
amplified and compared at Community level. The
curb on timber imports which was imposed following
the hurricanes in 1982, as requested by our colleague
and friend, Pierre Pranchire, is a constructive move,
but it is not sufficiently comprehensive and is a short-
term emergency measure. It could be extended to
advantage by increased protection against imports.
Speaking for the French Communists and Allies. I
can say that we are in favour of increased cooperation
and the coordination of national forestry policies.
However we cannot accept the rapporteur's proposals
that national legislation be harmonized, particularly in
the fiscal sphere, and that a European regional plan-
ning scheme be adopted. Improved protection of fore-
stry is a good example of Community action supple-
menting the efforts made by the Member States. I
shall close by saying that I also welcome the fact that
the Commission has accepted the request from our
group and proposed a specific regulation that is
designed to reinforce measures to prevent and combat
forest fires. I hope that this regulation will soon be
adopted by the Council and that it will be imple-
mented as from I January 1984, with adequate
funding.
Mr Maher (L).- Mr President, I too would like to
compliment Mr Gatto on his report, even though it
was a long time in gestation. I am very glad that it has
finally come onto the floor of the House and I
sincerely hope that the attendance tonight is not indi-
cative of Parliament's attitude forwards the whole ques-
tion of forestry and the wood industries. If it is, then I
am afraid that Mr Gatto must be very pessimistic
about the future. However, I hope perhaps that the
quality of the people present ourweighs the lack of
quantity, which we are missing tonight.
The whole question of afforestation is assuming a new
importance. Ifle know very well that the basic use for
land in the European Communiry is for food produc-
tion. I7e know that in Europe we have made an excel-
lent success of that. In fact, we are so successful in
agriculture that we have created problems for
ourselves. Our success is almost an embarassment,
because we have surplus production. That is why I am
absolutely astounded tonight that Mr Bocklet 
- 
and I
am sorry that he has left the Chamber 
- 
should
suggest that we could not use this same technical
expertise in order to be successful in afforestation.
Here is a product, as has been said before, in which
we are seriously in deficit ; we know also that wood is
being consumed worldwide at double the rate at
which it is being replaced. So it is not only that we
have a deficit in the European Community. There is a
growing deficit worldwide. In spite of the best efforts
that we could make in the European Community to
grow extra trees, I would be prepared to Suarantee that
the youngest person present tonight will not see a
time when there will be a surplus of wood in the Euro-
pean Communiry. I think that is a fact which we
should not overlook. That is why I think that we
should use the same techniques as we have used in
agriculture, which have been so successful, to give us
all this extra production in relation to afforestation.
If we are to succeed, we can do so only by using the
full force of the European Community, all our coun-
tries acting together. Take research, for instance,
which we have discussed already tonight. Excellent
speeches were made about the lack of coordination in
the research field. ![e don't have coordination in
research in relation to afforestation. !7e all have inde-
pendent research programmes. Could we not put our
heads together and see if we could do more about
growing better varieties of trees, about treating the
wood, about having better methods of using the wood,
and so on ? Here is an area where we need coordina-
tion.
!7e need coordination in relation to the importation
of wood into the Community which sometimes
creates problems for those trying to produce wood
inside the Community and so on. We need a general
overall approach, in my view, if we are going to be
successful.
Furthermore, we have a natural resource in the availa-
bility of soil in regions of the Community that are
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continuously being depopulated. People are moving
from these outlying regions into the urban areas,
where there is massive unemployment today. !7e
could make better use of these resources in many of
the regions of the Community by a tree-planting
programme, by producing wood, by giving employ-
ment to hold the people back in these areas. Indeed, I
hope, that those people who continuously condemn
the agricultural policy because we are producing
surpluses will now be prepared to support the concept
of a united approach towards afforestation, so that we
can produce the extra jobs, make good the deficit in
wood and so help to improve the entire functioning
of the European Community.
Perhaps also we should think more about the instru-
ments that we should use. For instance, cooperatives
could be established enabling farmers to plant more
trees through their combined efforts, so as to try to
improve the environment of the areas where they are
living, give more employment, etc.
There is a whole set of proposals that could be put
into effect provided there is a uniform approach on
this question. I hope, Mr President, that the Commis-
sion will now make even greater progress. I agree with
Mr Hutton that they ought to have consulted, us, but I
do not think we should act like a dog in the manger. I
want to see the Commission be more active in this
field. But the real nigger in the woodpile is the
Council. It is not the lack of proposals from the
Commission, it is not the lack of interest by the Parlia-
ment, the real nigger in the woodpile is the Council
who are not prepared to take the necessary European
measures r order to get a forestry programme off the
ground.
Mrs Anglade (DEP). 
- 
(FR) I was instructed by my
group to make a few comments on Mr Gatto's report,
with particular reference to Mediterranean forests. I
think everything has been said and I will comply with
your wishes by saying that we will approve this report.
Mr Eyraud (S). 
- 
(FR) Forests comprise a consider-
able part of the surface area of the Community,
approximately 32 million hectares.
None the less there is a significant shortfall in the
timber industry. Only 60 Yo of our requirements are
covered, and the balance has to be imported in the
form of pulp, furniture and sundry other finished
products. This is paradoxical. !flhy is it ? In my view,
there are many reasons, and the first-class report
drawn up by our colleague, Mr Gatto, provides a first-
rate analysis of them.
Then there is a problem of structures: there are stark
differinces between publicly owned forests and what
is in private hands. The latter is parcelled out 
- 
some-
times to a considerable degree 
- 
as is the case in
France in the area I represent.
As is often the case, forests are predominantly located
in mountainous areas and are accordingly extremely
difficult to exploit. One has only to look at figures for
comparative output to see this. In France, 14 million
hectares of forest produce 29 million cubic metres ; in
Germany, 7 million hectares produce 27 million cubic
metres, while in the United Kingdom, 2 million
hectares produce 4 million cubic metres. Furthermore,
some disadvantaged mountain areas, which I am well
acquainted with, have a tendency to behave like deve-
loping countries. The result is that the raw material
coming from the forest is not processed on the spot,
but in other parts of the Community or even outside
it, and it is then reimported at a later stage in the
form of pulp or other manufactures. There accord-
ingly seems to me to be a case for drawing up a series
of common measures, something along the lines of
the French 'forestry' plan. The primary aim of this
plan should be to harmonize and coordinate resources
with a view to developing and exploiting the Commu-
nity's forestry reserves.
It would take too long to draw up a catalogue of
measures, and I do not propose to do this but instead
to pick out one or two of those which seem to me to
be the most important, such as financial and tax
inducements, the construction of roads through
forests, the clearing of undergrowth, fire prevention,
and the development of forest-based industries down-
stream of forests.
In the light of the experiences of the past few years, I
also hope that some thought will be given to the finan-
cial resources needed to make good the periodic losses
in forestry resulting from natural disasters, such as
wind or snow storms, by using up the wood from
damaged trees.
I would also like to point out that a Community'Fore-
stry' plan will be all the more necessary following the
accession of Spain and Portugal. Timber is one of the
few surplus products in these two countries, hence the
need to improve the organization of the wood market
in the enlarged Community.
Forests are undeniably a source of wealth and contri-
bute towards the well-being of mankind and the
animal kingdom. Over the last few decades, timber
products have regrettably been replaced in many
instances by substitutes which are harmful to the envi-
ronment. I am referring to plastics.
It follows that we must apply ourselves to the task to
protecting our forestry resources, securing their future
and exploiting then in a rational and intelligent
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Mr Helms (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, I shall be
glad to fall in with your wishes at this late hour and
be brief, but I should nevertheless like to take up a
number of remarks made by other Members and
comment on certain basic issues.
I congratulate Mr Gatto on his excellent report and
would be very pleased if, after we have taken the vote
tomorrow in plenary, we were to have an outline for a
European forestry policy which indicated to the
Council in a helpful and practicable manner, what
form we as directly elected Members of the European
Parliament feel such a policy should take. The Treaty
provides no basis for extensive forestry measures 
- 
or
indeed any such measures at all 
- 
and this is perhaps
also the reason why the work which has been done
and the pilot projects which have been conducted so
far have been on only a very modest scale and why
the Council has come to no agreement at all
concerning a common forestry policy and a joint
approach.
Apart from the technical questions, we are primarily
concerned about the difficult fundamental procedural
and budgetary problems which really should be
settled first. Unfortunately, these were not mentioned
in the report but they deserve our attention neverthe-
less. !7e need a common forestry policy if only in
view of the fact that the forests of the Community are
increasingly at risk as a result of the effects of civiliza-
tion 
- 
in particular atmospheric pollution and fires. I
should like to thank the rapporteur, Mr Gatto, for
supporting the amendments I proposed in the
Committee on Agriculture and incorporating them in
his report. As Mr Bocklet has already mentioned
briefly, we were not entirely in agreement 
- 
let us be
frank about this 
- 
on the basic question of what sort
of forestry policy we want. You, Mr Gatto, are advo-
cating, judging from your rePort, a maximalist
approach in the form of a fully integrated common
agricultural policy in the full sense of the term. This
is something which we must discuss further. Obvi-
ously, forestry policy cannot merely be regarded as an
aspect of agricultural or structural policy since 
- 
as
various Members have already mentioned
rials, environmental and regional considerations also
come into it, as we have all described and lointly
accepted in the report currently before us. These
things are part and parcel of the question: I quite
agree on that point.
A genuine integrated common forestry policy such as
you propose would involve the Communiry having
full competency in the matter and would necessitate
an organization of the market and the establishment
of a forestry and timber authority. This is something
to which we must devote some consideration and
discussion. As I see it, this would be fairly pointless
and superfluous. This maximalist approach would, as
in the past 
- 
stand in the wa'y of any further develop-
ment or necessary aSreement.
The report outlines the form a common forestry
policy could take in practical terms and the various
elements could be dealt with and implemented at
least equally if not more effectively and certainly more
cheaply and with less effort by the Member States on
their own responsibility but with coordination at
Community level. I have tabled two amendments
along these lines which describe our concept of a fore-
stry policy which would be coordinated at Commu-
nity level but nevertheless retain the various elements
on which we have agreed. I hope that you will support
these amendments when we come to vote since it
would the better if we were to assist the Council in its
deliberations and decisions by passing a clear,
constructive and realistic resolution, rather than
making things difficult or delaying matters through
vagueness and maximalist demands. Otherwise, I do
not rule out the risk of indirectly encouraging the
tendency for things to stagnate. I7hat we need is deci-
sive, firm and practical action and this realistic resolu-
tion provides us with an opportunity for this very
thing. In the interests of the economies of all the
Member States and with an eye to our responsibility
to the future, therefore, I urge you very strongly once
more to support this ioint solution which I have
outlined here. Strictly speaking we should also discuss
budgetary and procedural questions. However, we
must make the fundamental points quite clear so that
there can be no room for dispute in the Council. I
urge you to support my two amendments.
Mr Kaloyannis (PPE). 
- 
(GR) I too agree with what
my colleagues have said and consider Mr Gatto's
report to be extremely important and useful with a
view to defining a forestry policy for the Community.
The fact that there have been admittedly some delays
in this policy is evidently due to financial constraints
on the one hand 
- 
as there is a tendency to cut back
expenditure in this field 
- 
and, on the other, to
certain Member States' refusal to extend the Commu-
nity's powers in this area because they have adopted a
wrong approach to the problem. However, Mr Gatto's
report 
- 
as it correctly presents the Community fore-
stry situation 
- 
contains concrete proposals in the
motion for a resolution with which I have no reason
to disagree. However, bearing in mind the major
economic difficulties involved in getting the Council
to accept and implement all the proposals in Mr
Gatto's report my opinion is that the measures should
be ranked in order of importance, with urgent priority
being devoted to the prevention of disasters, in parti-
cular in the Mediterranean region 
- 
where my
country is 
- 
which for climatic reasons is particularly
sensitive. I would like to underscore the following
characteristic measures :
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Technical and statutory forestry conservation
measures ; reforestation schemes in regions which
have suffered disasters for various reasons; measures
to create forests in inhabited and uninhabited areas;
finally, measures to prevent and contain fires caused
by negligence and, above all, arson. I attach particular
importance to the last measures because vast areas of
woodland have been reduced to ashes in recent years
and not only woodland but inhabited areas also were
in ieopardy. By way of example I would again refer to
Greece, where fires broke out during the summer and
threatened settlements even in the vicinity of Athens
- 
indeed, human lives were also endangered.
The Community budget should make a decisive
contribution to these urgent measures. I believe that
the economic cost will be outweighed by the benefits
which will eventually emerge from the exploitation of
forestry resources and the increase of employment in
this sector, in which over six million people are
employed even today.
Mr McCartin (PPE). 
- 
Mr President, I think it was
Mr Maher who made reference to the numbers and
the quality of the people who remained for this
debate. He did not exactly say that it was not the
people with wood in their heads who were here for
this debate, but their heads do tend to become a little
bit more 'woody' as the night goes on. Of course, that
does not include you, Mr President, because you tend
to sparkle up all the more as the night wears on and I
hope you will not take the couple of minutes for that
introductory remark from my speaking time, which is
only three minutes.
I primarily agree with Mr Maher and congratulate him
on raising the issue in the first place, because I know
a part of the Community with which he too is
familiar. Indeed it has occurred to me that the land of
this continent of Europe seems to be able to produce
food almost without limit 
- 
certainly in the context
of the markets available at the price we produce it.
Even in parts of this Community we are encouraging
and supporting people in the production of things
like milk of which we have a million tonnes in
storage, and butter, and we do not give them any
worthwhile assistance at all to produce something that
is in short supply and great demand.
The region I come from is much more suited to the
production of timber than it is to that of milk. There-
fore, we are inclined to ask ourselves how the Commu-
nity can be so blind as not to recognize this and in so
doing pursue policies that make much more sense.
I always see forestry 
- 
and I do not like this
tendency 
- 
separated entirely from the question of
agriculture. I think they should go together. I think
forestry is an alternative use for land in an area where
we have land to spare, and rich land at that. It can
provide for our needs and it can solve many of our
problems.
I would like to see it undertaken at Community level,
as against regional or national level, since in the areas
where afforestation is most needed and where the
potential for production is greatest, the money is not
there to develop this resource. I would like to see it
developed.
On the other hand, in some regions there has been
conflict as the population has been replaced by vast
expanses of forest. \7e would not like to see that
happening. !7e would like the population that exists
in those regions to be accommodated in a new envi-
ronment. Development of afforestation would give
them, in their own lifetime 
- 
even if they were not
able to harvest the crop they had planted 
- 
a retum
for the development of the forest, the cultivation of it
and the investment they made.
In addition, I would like to see those people able to
get the same sort of return from the production of
timber as they are able to get from the altemative
crops they produce.
The great variety of problems and questions raised by
this matter of afforestation comes to my mind when I
hear Members from Southern Europe raising the
whole question of forest fires and the dangers of fires.
In my area there is no problem at all, because the
Good Lord generously sprinkles those forests with
rain almost every day and there is no question of our
having fires. But we like to go down ro their sunny
forests to take a holiday, just as we like to see them
coming to our soft, green forests on vacation. That is
another use to which afforestation can be put.
This is a subiect we would like to go on discussing,
but I think enough has been said, and I wish to thank
you for your generosity in allowing me a few seconds
over the time.
(Applause)
Mr Giolitti, hlember of tbe Commission. 
- 
(17) Mr
President, ladies and gentlemen, I should first of all
like, on behalf of the Commission, to add my praise
of Mr Gatto to that expressed by all the speakers so far
for his excellent report. This report, like previous ones
which have just been mentioned by Mr Gatto, bear
witness to the very lively interest repeatedly shown by
the European Parliament in problems connected with
forests. The Commission is grateful to Parliament for
having always supported its efforts to lay down a
proper Community forestry policy.
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It welcomes this new motion. Nevertheless, until a
genuine Community forestry policy has been drawn
up, the Council has also decided, on a proposal from
the Commission, to put into effect several special
actions. By issuing favourable opinions, the Parlia-
ment has helped to advance this policy which really
includes two types of action :
- 
actions specifically connected with forests, such as
forestry development in some areas of the lllidi in
France and of the A4ezzogiorno in Italy. The
budget appropriation of an extra 25 o/o (46 million
ECU), passed by the Council for this action,
demonstrates its importance and success ;
- 
forestry actions which are integrated into agricul-
tural programmes for regional development such
as those planned for 'Western lreland, the Western
Isles of Scotland and the French department of
Lozire. The most recent of these integrated fore-
stry actions involves some Greek regions and will
soon be extended to the whole of Greece : the
Council has to examine a proposal, concerning
this issue.
In spite of their effectiveness, these mainly agricul-
tural forestry actions are inadequate for Community
needs. The Commission has therefore recently
proposed other specific or general actions for the fore-
stry and wood sector. In a communication to the
Council the Commission submitted a programme of
Community action for forestry and forest-based indus-
tries, as well as a proposal for a resolution on the
objectives and guidelines of Community policy
actions in forestry and in forest-based industries. Here
I should like to point out that if the consultation of
Parliament has not been explicitly mentioned in the
'having regard to' section of this proposal, the mistake
was made inadvertently and was certainly not inten-
tional. The Commission will make sure to draw the
Council's attention to this point, so that the issue can
be laid before Parliament.
The Commission has also set up a consultative
committee for Community policy in forestry and for-
est-based industries, where representatives of the main
economic sectors involved can meet 
- 
the forestry
sector is particularly involved 
- 
so as to discuss the
problems which concern them, especially those
connected with the supply and demand of wood
products in the Community.
Another Commission proposal, which is specifically
concerned with forestry, provides an adequate
response to the concern expressed by Parliament. It
deals with the protection of forests against fire and
acid rain ; these two phenomena are disastrous for
forests and the Community must do everything in its
power to protect forests from them.
The Mediterranean integrated programme recently
proposed by the Commission to the Council, on
which the Parliament has been consulted, contain an
important chapter on forestry problems, and recom-
mend an appropriation ol 425 million ECU for
actions in this sector.
In its very recent proposals for a structural policy in
agriculture, the Commission has dedicated more space
to forestry actions than in the past, providing for,
amongst other things measures concerning forestry for
farms, as well as measures for the improvement of the
conditions for processing and marketing forestry
products.
These actions are in line with the recommendations
set out in the report submitted to Parliament. They all
form part of a single strategy, whose fundamental long-
term objective is the expansion of European forests, so
that they can satisfy the basic Community require-
ments, both from the point of view of wood produc-
tion, the Community deficit for which is cause for
concern, and from the point of view of the other func-
tions performed by the forest (economic, ecological
and social functions).
The Commission does not intend to confine itself to
the actions and proposals mentioned above, but
wishes to make further progress and, if possible, inten-
sify its efforts to reach the goal that has been set. It is
therefore, encouraged by the motion which is about to
be adopted and will certainly refer back to it when
drawing up future proposals.
Finally, Mr President, I would on behalf of the
Commission, like to refer to the amendment which
has been presented and illustrated in this discussion
by Mr Helms. The Commission believes it to be incon-
ceivable that Community action should limit itself
solely to coordination. Some actions concerning fore-
stry count on direct intervention from the Commu-
niry itself in, for example, less-favoured regions. On
the other hand the Community has, so far, supported
many such direct actions, such as reafforestation in
Mediterranean regions and agricultural development
in certain Greek regions.
These forestry actions which are currently being
carried out could not have been initiated solely by
coordinating national forestry policies. These direct
incentive actions, together with the coordination
action which the Commission is developing together
with the forestry authorities of the Member States,
comprise the embryo of the future forestry policy of
the Community.
(Applause)
Mr Purvis (ED). 
- 
The Commissioner mentioned
two major disasters for forests 
- 
acid rain and fire.
There is one other that affects the northern part of
Europe particularly badly on peaty and wet soils, and
that is windblow. Every 20 years it can be guaranteed
that there is going to be a hurricane. Could he please
include, in consideration for these special aids and
helps and research into how to avoid it, the problem
of windblow ?
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Mr Giolitti, lllember o.f the Comnission. 
- 
(f\Mr
President, obviously the Commission, in emphasizing
forest fires and acid rain, considers them to be disas-
ters of primary concern, but does not consider them
to the exclusion of other types of damage. Obviously
other types of damage can affect forests, such as those
just mentioned by our colleague, and they have also
been taken into account in this launching of the
Community forestry policy which I mentioned in my
speech.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
The vote will be taken at the next voting time.
16. Transport in tbe peripberal regions
President. 
- 
The next item is the report (Doc.
l-755l83) by Mr Cardia, on behalf of the Committee
on Transport, on transport problems in the peripheral
regions of the European Community.
Mr Cardia (COM), rapporteur. 
- 
(IT) Mr President,
since it is getting late, I must, out of consideration for
my colleagues renounce the oral presentation of the
text 
- 
which is longer than usual being ll0 pages
long 
- 
in which I and the Committee on Transport
have tried to provide a comprehensive reply to the
aspirations and frustrations concerning transport felt
by island peripheral regions as well as other periph-
eral regions of the Community. I believe, as do many
of my colleagues, that transport problems represent
one of the most serious obstacles to economic, social
and cultural development in these areas and regions.
However, I must thank Mr Purvis for having made
this initiative report possible with his own motion
which raised these problems back in 1981, and I
should also like to thank not only those of you who
would like to make a speech in these few remaining
minutes, but also those who have worked to improve
this report and wish to honour it in this House with
their vote.
Finally I should be grateful if Mr Purvis, Mr O'Don-
nell and Mrs Ewing would be so kind as to keep the
amendments which add something to the text, but to
withdraw 
- 
they could perhaps think on it tonight
- 
those which replace or delete the text. These
amendments do not contain much more than the text
approved by the Committee on Transport. Some refer-
ences and wording which have perhaps been given
too much emphasis or which are too specific could
disturb the balance which the rapporteur had been at
pains to obtain and which obtained the almost unani-
mous support of the Committee on Transport.
(Applausc)
Mr Klinkenborg (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, I should
like first of all to thank, on behalf of my group, Mr
Cardia who has surely made a name for himself by
presenting this report which is the fruit of consider-
able work, preparation and discussion in the
Committee on Transport. This report is, in my view,
one of the most important ever to have been discussed
in this House, concerning as it does the balance of
this Community, and I very much deplore the fact
that such an important report should come up for
debate at such a late hour and with so few Members
present. It has long been one of the aims of the Social-
ists to fight against centralization in the Community.
Our aim cannot be to establish centres but rather to
have an equalizing effect, and the maior political task
facing us is to bring about comparable living condi-
tions in the regions and in the central areas. Every
time there is an economic crisis, the less-privileged
regions must bear the brunt. During an economic
crisis things go downhill amazingly quickly but take
much longer to pick up again than in the central
areas, which means that every crisis simply adds to the
disadvantages already existing in the regions. It is
depressing to read in this report that the 25 least deve-
loped regions of the Community are all peripheral
regions which suffer for being out of the way.
As regards transport policy, these disadvantages and
structural weaknesses affect both passenger and goods
transport and have many unfortunate consequences,
such as higher production and transport costs, delays
in passenger and goods transport, bottlenecks in the
availability of transport and an inferior quality of life
for the persons living in these regions. It is a vicious
circle, since these shortcomings inevitably result in a
constant migration of people away from these areas,
which in turn leads to permanent deterioration of the
situation. The deficieni tr.nrpo.t infrastructure, bad
coordination of the various modes of transport, the
fact that the transport links between the centres and
the peripheral regions are only sporadic and, in many
cases, the total lack of links between one peripheral
region and another, all go together to form a state of
emergency as regards transport policy which is
completely out of keeping with the objective set out
in the Treaty of Rome of harmonious development of
economic life throughout the Community as a whole.
However, transport and transport policy must, since it
is they that provide the links, be one of the main
pillars for the further development of the Community
and here there is an enormous gap, which means we
must be prepared to develop specific aids with a view
to eliminating this disparity. Let us make it quite
clear : this is primarily a matter for the national
governments, since it is they who are responsible for
attending to the interests of the populations of the
regions. It is first and foremost the national govern-
ments which are called upon to eliminate this
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disparity, since there are less privileged peripheral
areas from a purely national viewpoint too 
- 
this is
not a specifically European problem.
Consequently, the first priority is to be found in the
national context and this is why it is stated clearly in
paragraph 18, following a proposal by the Socialist
Group, that as long as the present constraints on the
Community budget and the current restrictions on the
common transport policy persist, the Member States
will inevitably have to bear the financial burden for
direct, far-reaching and fast-working action. This does
not mean, of course, that the Community should not
shoulder part of this burden in the future. The
Members of the Committee on Transport, regardless
of their party, have long been calling for the establish-
ment of a European fund for the financing of trans-
port infrastructure. A quantitative and qualitative
improvement in the transport links should enhance
the viability of these areas and their populations, and
transport as a public service occupies a predominant
position in this respect.
Naturally, account must be taken of the principles of
competition and economic viability, but people
should not be allowed to suffer for the sake of these
abstract principles. Clearly, transport policy must in
this connection be viewed very much in the context
of the regional development objectives of the various
governments and for this reason we call once more for
close coordination of the various Community finan-
cial aid measures, such as the Regional and Social
Funds, as well as the transport infrastructure fund
which we have been calling for for so long. In the
forthcoming elections we as Parliament will have to
provide the people living in these peripheral regions
with an answer to the question of whether we intend
to go on ignoring them and their problems or
whether we acknowledge our responsibility in this
resPect.
\U7e as Socialists will endeavour to ensure that, as far as
we can, we do not merely pay lip service to this
responsibility. We congratulate Mr Cardia on the
excellent work he has done, we intend to support his
report and we call on all those Members who have
tabled amendments to take another good look at the
report before proposing unnecessary changes. !7e
intend to reiect these amendments.
Mr O'Donnell (PPE). 
- 
Mr President, I would like
to congratulate Mr Cardia very sincerely on his most
comprehensive and well-documented report, a report
which deals with one of the most serious problems
confronting this Communiry at the present time.
One of the most significant facts to emerge from the
Cardia report is that the 25 regions of the Communiry
with the lowest growth rates are all situated on the
periphery of the Community, with lreland, Greece
and southern Italy having the most disadvantaged
regions of all. The primarl characteristic of these
regions is their distance from the main focal points of
economic activity, and the most obvious consequence
of this remoteness is their comparative poverty. There
is absolutely no doubt at all 
- 
and indeed the Cardia
report clearly brings this point out 
- 
that within this
Community there is a very high degree of correlation
between a region's geographic location and its
economic prosperity. Accessibility is an important
determinant of regional economic prosperity while,
on the other hand, remoteness and peripherality are
serious impediments to growth and development.
If we in this Community are serious in our concern to
eliminate regional disparities and to promote
economic convergence, then it is absolutely essential
that positive action be taken to improve the accessi-
bility of the peripheral regions and thereby promote
their integration with the central regions of this
Community. This can only be done by means of a
massive investment in the provision of the most effi-
cient and economical transport systems both within
the peripheral regions themselves and between the
peripheral regions and the central regions. This must
be a top priority of a genuine Community transport
policy.
As I said, Ireland, Greece and southern Italy have the
most peripheral and poorest regions in this Commu-
nity. Ireland is a rypical example of a peripheral
region which suffers severely from the handicap of
remoteness and distance. For example, the average
access time by road transport from Ireland to the
centre of the Community is 29.8 hours, compared
with 4.8 hours for Germany, 5.7 hours for Belgium
and 7 hours for the Netherlands. Then, of course, in
the case of Ireland 
- 
and this applies also to Greece
and southern Italy 
- 
our internal transport infrastruc-
ture is very poor by European standards. Fuel and
other transport costs are considerably higher than the
avetuge for the Community. In Ireland also, as indeed
in the other peripheral regions, the accessibility factor
operates to the detriment of the more remote areas,
for example, the western regions of lreland.
The economy of my country is vitally dependent on
exports. 860/o of our exports are sold in this Commu-
nity. All these factors place Irish exporting firms at an
enormous disadvantage ois-d-ais their counterparts in
the central regions.
I believe that the Cardia report forms the basis for the
formulation of a dynamic new Community transport
policy which, if implemented, could transform the
economies of the peripheral regions of this Commu-
nity. Such a policy would also contribute greatly
towards the achievement of one of the fundamental
objectives of the Treaty of Rome, namely, the
economic convergence and closer integration of all
the Member States.
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Some of my colleagues will have had the opportunity
of visiting an art exhibition in the IPE building this
week, which was put on by representatives from Tory
Island on the north coast of Donegal. This is a small
community of 150 people which has been depopu-
lated rapidly over recent years, and the very survival of
this small island community depends on the provi-
sion of an all-weather ferry boat at a cost of buttons,
relatively speaking, in relation to the Community
budget. There is also the problem of Rathlin Island
off the coast of Antrim. These are two communities
whose very survival now depends on the provision of
an all-weather ferry boat. That is why, in one of the
amendments I have tabled, I have made reference to
the urgent need for the financing of mobile transport
infrastructure in relation to the islands off Ireland and
in Greece as well.
Mr Purvis (ED). 
- 
Mr President, I will be very
quick. I just wanted to thank Mr Cardia very much for
responding to my resolution that was tabled back in
1981. I know it has taken time, but from what is in
the report I can see why it took all that time and I do
thank him very much for the care and attention he
has given to this subject.
I am probably one of the few people in this place who
actually suffer from the effects of a peripheral
problem in living and trying to work and do business
on one of the Hebridean islands of Scotland. That, Mr
Klinkenborg, is why I have put in my three amend-
ments. I do not think that you quite appreciate,
coming as you do from the German golden triangle,
what the problems are in these remote islands.
First of all I would like to thank the Commission and
the Community in general for all that it has done for
the western islands 
- 
the new piers for the ferry to
Iona and the other parts of the western isles we
appreciate greatly, they have helped a lot. But there is
still an enormous amount to do, and that is why in
my Amendment No 6 I ask for a concerted
programme over a period of years to deal with
problems like Tory Island and Rathlin Island and all
the other problems we have. It needs to be planned
together between the Community and the Member
States concerned.
Mr Cardia, my Amendment No 4 does change your
paragraph 15 a bit. The only reason is that frankly the
wording, in English at least, does not really mean very
much. It talks about 'virtual distances' 
- 
that does
not mean terribly much 
- 
and 'special parameters'.
\What I am trying to do is call a spade a spade and say
that some sort of road equivalent tariff has to be intro-
duced or be available without contravening the compe-
tition rules of the Community, i.e. that subsidies can
be available in such situations. So I would beg you to
approve that particular amendment. It is to clarify and
be more specific.
Lastly, my Amendment No 5 is to deal with the
problems that the social conditions attached to tacho-
graphs and other questions such as drivers' hours
create for remote areas where it does take a long time
for a truck to get from A to B. Really the inflexibility
of some of these regulations does make life very diffi-
cult for those trying to run a commercial enterPrise. I
would ask the whole House to support that amend-
ment so as to put a little bit of flexibility into the
approach to these regulations that the Community has
imposed on us.
Mr Carossino (COM). 
- 
(IT) Mr President, I should
like in the minute available to express our sincere
appreciation for the thorough and exhaustive work
presented to us by Mr Cardia after long and thorough
preparatory work.
In our opinion this report represents, as has already
been said, an important stage in the development of a
modern transport policy by the Community, because
it deals in a completely new and original way with
issues which have already formed the centre of discus-
sions in the past. As I have said, it deals with them in
a different way : it calls for solidarity, without
becoming too aid orientated. It asks for and deals with
the specific issues of the peripheral regions, without
setting them against the requirements of the other
central regions of the Community. Indeed it is
promoting a comprehensive strateSy for actions in the
field of tariff, legislative and organizational harmoniza-
tion which could really help to make the Community
transport policy take off in a really modern form.
It is obviously not possible to develop these ideas and
concepts in one minute. I only hope that the Euro-
pean Parliament will share this opinion and will
support this report and that the report can form the
basis for a profitable transport policy to the peripheral
regions of the Community.
Mr Pearce (ED).- Mr President, I have not had the
chance to say good evening to you, so may I say good
evening now ?
I just wanted to clear up a misunderstanding that
might arise from what Mr O'Donnell said. He was
talking about Tory Island as being a depopulated
zone. If this was in any way referring to the Tory
benches here, I would like to explain that most of us
are attending our party conference in Blackpool and
that this is no way in disrespect of the rights of Tory
and Rathlin in that sense of the word. I hope you will
accept that explanation.
(Laughter)
President. !7e shall continue the debate
tomorrow.
(The sitting uas closed at 12 midnigbt) 1
I For the agenda for the next sitting, see the Minutes.
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MOTIONS FOR RESOLUTIONS'TURKEY'
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LIBERAL AND DEMOCRATTC GROUP (DOC. t-814t83l'
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DE LA MALENE (DOC. t-822183)
- 
voN HASSEL (DOC. t-82e183)
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MOTIONS FOR RESOLUTIONS
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FANTr (DOC. 1-838/83)
- 
PEDTNI (DOC. 1-840/83)
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I
MOTIONS FOR RESOLUTIONS'HUMAN RIGHTS'
- 
DUPORT (DOC. 1-8321E31: ADOPTED
- 
GLINNE (DOC. 1-t33/83): ADOPTED
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THEOBALD-PAOLI (DOC. 1-t3s/83): ADOPTED
***
ATGNER MOTTON FOR A RESOLUTTON (DOC.
BUITER): ADOPTED
The Annex to the Report of Proceedings contains the rapporteur's opinion
on the various amendments and the explanations of vote. For a detailed
account of the voting, see the Minutes.
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PROVAN MOTION FOR A
ADOPTED
RESOLUTION (DOC. 1-7eel83'FISHERIES'):
WAGNER MOTION FOR
INDUSTRY'): ADOPTED
A RESOLUTION (DOC. t-834183 'STEEL
SALISCH REPORT (DOC. t-7s4183'EMPLOYMENT FOR YOUNG PEOPLE'):
ADOPTED
The rapporteur was :
- 
IN FAVOUR of Amendment Nos 3 and l0 to 19;
- 
AGAINST Amendments Nos l, 2 and 4 to 9.
Explanations of aote
Mrs Nielsen (L). 
- 
(DA)Perhaps I was a little slow during the vote but I think this is a
very important matter.'S7e are all very much concerned about creating iobs for the many
young people who unfortunately these days have no real chance of finding work 
- 
not
iust a temporary job but long-term employment. Thus this is a very serious subject, and
for this reason we are endeavouring to find something which has a real future in it, and
what bothers me when we look at the text adopted is that it is further evidence that some
people believe the theory that you can create employment for young people 
- 
and long-
term employment at that 
- 
by artificially creating jobs, primarily in the public sector.
Unfortunately, this is not the way of solving the problem, since what we really need to do
- 
not only for young persons but for the unemployed in general 
- 
is to create jobs in
the productive sector. !7'e must bring about healthy undertakingp which are really capable
of producing saleable goods so that we can become competitive on the world market.
This is an economic poliry which will be in the interests of us all and primarily the many
young people who are currently out of work. If people continue with this lack of imagina-
tion as regards creating new jobs and persist in their wish to distribute the existing work
over the entire potential working population 
- 
in a word, by reducing working hours 
-we will be missing everything we need for a better future for us all.
Mr President, I am sorry, but the small majority present has voted democratically in
favour of something which I cannot personally go along with.
Mr Kallias (PPE), in witing. 
- 
(GR) I will vote in favour of the motion for a resolu-
tion contained in the Salisch report, but I believe that the problem of unemployment in
general and of young people in particular is a very fundamental one and must be tackled
using short-term, medium-term and long-term measures. These measures should be
proposed by a multipartite committee consisting of representatives of both sides of
industry, sociologists, economists, technical experts and politicians.
Mr Lalor (DEP), in witing. 
- 
The reason why the Group of European Progressive
Democrats is opposed to the Salish report is straightforward.
Our vote expresses our utmost dissatisfaction with the Commission for its presentation to
us of inadequate and irresponsible proposals aimed at overcoming what is the most crit-
ical problem in the Community.
!7e feel a 'no' vote is the only adequate means available to us.
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\7ith young people representing 43 % of the total unemployed it is time the Commissin
stopped paying'lip-service' to young people and proposed real measures to resolve the
problem.
!7e say'no' because the response is too little.
!7e say 'no' because the proposals do not measure up to the task facing us.
!7e say'no' because these proposals are a cul-de-sac.
!7e say'no'because there has been no adequate response to the problems of unemployed
women.
!7e say 'no' because the basic need to promote economic recovery is ignored.
!7e say 'no' because after so many years the Commission has not grasped the extent of
the crisis.
!fle say'no' because the Commission recommends unremunerated voluntary work, when
what young people want is paid employment or at least relevant training.
Finally we say'no' because exchanging one group of young people for another group
merely juggles unemployment figures, leads to frustration and does nothing to instil confi-
dence in young people that we are serious about our business.
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Mr Gautier (S). 
- 
(DE) Before we vote on these two
proposals for regulations, I should like to ask you to
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was being discussed in the Committee on Agriculture,
we only agreed on urgent procedure for thi amend-
ment of Regulation No 136/55, whereas this is Regula-
tion No 2958/1982 which refers to Article 2 where
the date was changed to remove any uncertainty
regarding its implementation. The agenda before us
gives the impression that we are voting on something
more, namely what is listed under No II on thi
agenda, a Council regulation on special measures for
olive oil. I do not think that we should vote on this
today since we have not given our opinion on it in the
Committee. on Agriculture. The Committee on Agri_
culture insists on drawing up a report since the tolic
is not all that simple.
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Mr Vgenopoulos (S). 
- 
(GR) Mr Gautier is right,
Mr President. We are actually voting only on Para-
gtaph 2 of Article I which transfers the date from
November 1973 to November 1974. A report has not
been drawn up on the rest of the Commission's Prop-
osal and therefore it remains to be debated by the
Committee on Agriculture.
(Parliament approaed proposal for a regulation I)
Proposal for a rcgulation II
Mr Geutier (S). 
- 
(DE) l"his regulation does not
have a number since it refers to Commission docu-
ment, COM(83) 480/final, which is a composite
proposal, and in my view we cannot vote on this part.
Neither the Commission nor the Council have asked
for urgent procedure, nor has a rePort been drawn up.
President. 
- 
I do not have any number for this regu-
lation.
Mr Geutier (S). 
- 
(DE) \\at is why I indicated the
number. It is COM(83) 480/final. I do not know what
number Parliament has assigned to it. The only docu-
ment I have is this yellow one from the Commission.
President. 
- 
!fle shall now proceed to vote.
Mr Gautier (S). 
- 
(DE)Ve cannot vote on it since
it is not on the agenda. On Tuesday morning we only
agreed urgent procedure for the first part, i.e. No I, i.e'
Regulation No 2958/1982. Only the first Part was Put
on the agenda, the second Part is not on the agenda'
President. 
- 
Has the Council asked for Parliament's
opinion on both parts ?
Mr Gautier (S). 
- 
(DE) I have no idea what the
Council has written, but it has not requested urgent
procedure. \7e shall be consulted on that. The
Committee on Agriculture has decided to draw up a
report on this matter. There are still more Regulations
in this thick document. \tre have only said, in the
interests of avoiding legal uncertainties, that the date,
1 November should be replaced by another date since
there would otherwise be a legal loophole where time
was concerned. It is not that I do not appreciate the
issue, but while I see the need for urgency on this
part, I do not see any reason for it on the rest. More-
over, it has not been requested.
President. 
- 
I think that the Commission rePresen-
tatives would agree with that. !7e shall not put the
rest to the vote.
I propose that Proposal for a Regulation II be referred
back to the Committee on Agdculture.
(Parliament apProoed referral)
Mr Edward Kellett-Bowman (ED). 
- 
Mr Presi-
dent" we have to take on trust many of these items
which you lay before us for speedy treatment. !7hen
there is a doubt about any item, I think that you
should not allow it to get on the agenda. I think you
should cause an enquiry to be carried out as to how
this item II did get onto the agenda this morning.
SECOND GATTO REPORT (Doc. t-783183
CoMMUNITY FORESTRY POLICY)
5tb indent of the Preamble 
- 
Amendment No 23
Mr Gatto (Sl, rapporteur.- (IT) Mr President, in my
capacity of rapporteur I should like to state in advance
my position on the amendments tabled.
I would begin by saying that this report has already
been before the committee on two occasions and this
is therefore the second time it is presented in the
Chamber. If the rapporteur is always bound to resPect
the deliberations of the committee, in whose name his
report stands, in the present case he is doubly bound
by the way that committee votes ; and this is why, in
expressing my opinion on the amendments, I cannot
now go directly against the will demonstrated by the
committee. Therefore, on all the amendments which
appear to the rapporteur to affect the substance, he
will declare himself against.
In particular, I have to express an unfavourable
opinion on the two amendments by Mr Helms and
Mr Mertens since they were rwice rejected in
committee.
fu regards the amendments tabled by Mr Hutton,
which number 21 altogether, I have to say that they
do not fit into the logic of this report especially as, if
we had concluded the voting at the previous Part-ses-
sion, those amendments would not have been tabled.
The rapporteur must, therefore, offer his own under-
standing of the committee's possible intention.
However, I shall accept such amendments as seem to
me to improve the wording of the text and to facili-
tate the intelligibility and clarity of the resolution. As
for the others, I shall be obliged to declare myself
against. Please accept my regrets.
IN THE CHAIR: MR ESTGEN
Vice'Presid.ent
Recital N 
- 
Arnendnent No 10
Mr Gatto (Sl, ra\porte (17) M, President, I
would be favourable to this amendment by Mr Hutton
provided that he agrees to add after:'Such as the frag-
mentation of forest ownership' the phrase : 'and the
low return on investments'.
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Mr Hutton (ED).- Mr President, I don't think that
the figures would show that there is a real low return
on forestry investment. Therefore, with regret, I don't
think that it would be proper for me to agree to Mr
Gatto's suggestion.
Preamble to pdragrapb 3 
- 
Amendment No 1
Mr Hutton (ED). 
- 
Mr President, we are shortly
going to come to Amendment No 1. I don't think
that there is any linguistic problem, but I wondered if
I could seek the guidance of Mr Bocklet or Mr Helms
as to precisely what this amendment means. It would
certainly help my group to vote.
Does it mean full coordination of everything in fore-
stry or coordination of those parts of a forestry policy
which are best coordinated ? Unfortunately, the
wording is English is not absolutely clear, and I
wondered if Mr Bocklet might be able to clarify that
for our group.
Mr Bocklet (PPE). 
- 
(DE) The title of this resolu-
tion is 'Common Forestry Policy'. Since that might
lead to the conclusion rhat it can only be imple-
mented in integrated form, this amendment has been
tabled to make it clear that it can be implemented in
a coordinated way, i.e. thag if necessary, both parts can
be caried out side by side.
I ask that the amendment be adopted.
Mr Gatto (Sl,rapporteur. 
- 
(T) Mr President, I see
that discussion is now being reopened on a point I
thought had been clarified after numerous debates and
various votes.
In my capacity of rapporteur 
- 
and thus with the
agreement of the committee 
- 
I have amended para-
graph 2, precisely with a view to removing from the
resolution the implications of an arbitrary choice and
in such a way that the two types of action 
- 
coorili-
nated action and integrated action 
- 
might be
possible. So much so that, last night, in the course of
the debate, a speaker 
- 
Mr Martin, as I recall 
-recognized that the solution put forward by the rappor-
teur had removed any doubt and uncertainty.
To insist on this amendment now, when the
committee has already twice rejected it by an over-
whelming majority, would be to create uncertainty. If
accepted, it would strengthen an argument which
would weaken the message we should like to get
across to the Commission and Council ; if rejected, it
might unbalance the resolution, in various ways whichI do not think was the intention of Mr Helms, Mr
Mertens and Mr Bocklet, and therefore I urge its with-
drawal.
'SThatever happens, I must confirm that I shall be
voting against both this amendment and the following
one.
President. 
- 
Mr Bocklet and Mr Helms, we have
heard the rapporteur. He has asked you to withdraw
the amendment. lfhat is your position on that ?
Mr Helms (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, yesterday
evening Mr Gatto stated as rapporteur that" in his view
- 
and he indicated this by nodding his head 
- 
his
motion called for a fully integrated forestry policy
with organization of the marketing forestry, lumber
and foreign trade. That is beyond us. I feel that a coor-
dinated forestry policy comprising the items we have
described here can be implemented. The other is not
feasible. I therefore ask that my amendment be
adopted.
2. Deadline for tabling amendments
Mrs Van de Heuvel (S). 
- 
(NL) Mr Presideng I
hope that you will permit me to draw the attention of
the House, by means of a point of order, to a problem
with which the Socialist Group found itself faced as
soon as the agenda for the coming week was
announced. As usual, the draft agenda fixed the dead-
line for tabling amendments at 12 noon on Thursday.
H_owever, our group does not meet until 3 p.m. on
Thursday, and thus we are going to be in diffiCulties if
this deadline is maintained. I should like to ask you
therefore if you would have Parliament decide to
extend this deadline until 7 p.m. on Thursday. Then
we could at least table our amendments in good time.
There is a precedent for this; on previous occasions
we have dealt with the situation in this way. I think
that it will not give rise to any problems. The reason I
am making this request at this point is that otherwise
the groups might very well not all be here together in
the House and would not know that the deadline had
been changed.
President. 
- 
I can already tell you that 12 reports
have been entered on the agenda for the next part-ses-
sion, as well as the budget reports. About 500 amend-
ments have already been tabled to the budget reports
alone, but we can expect at least 100 furthir amind-
ments from the Committee on Budgets.
Our technical services have thus got their hands full
and are indeed already in some difficulty. That is whyit is essential to see to it that Thursday,20 October
remains the deadline tabling amendments to all the
reports.
In the meantime, however, I would propose to the
House that the deadline for tabling amendments to
the various reports, with the exception of the budget
reports, should be put back to 8 p.rn. on Thursday.
Are there any obiections ?
That is agreed.
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3. Information tecbnologies (ESPRIT)
President. 
- 
The next item is the report (Doc.
l-750t83) by Mr Veronesi, on behalf of the
Committee on Energy, Research and Technology, on
the
proposal from the Commission to the Council
(Doc. t-466183 
- 
COM(83) 258 final) for a deci-
sion adopting the first European Strategic
Programme for Research and Development in
Information Technologies (ESPRIT).
Mr Veronesi (COM), rafuporteur. 
- 
(IT) Mr Presi-
dent, I would simply refer the House to the working
document. However, since I have the floor, I should
like to say that I am in favour of the five amendments
that have been tabled.
Mrs Desouches (S), draftsman of tbe opinion of tbe
Committee on Economic and. JWonetary Affairs, 
-(FR) The Committee on Economic and Monetary
eff.i.s was asked so late to deliver an opinion on this
report that it was unable to carry out the work it
would have liked to do. Once more I have to Protest
at this practice.
In its opinion, my committee offers some thoughts for
reflection on this first Programme. First of all, it is,
because of its aims, of essential importance in our
view. The weakness of the EEC's position in the
sector of information technology (IT) is well known:
this very week, when we received a parliamentary dele-
gation from the People's Republic of China, we were
ieminded how far Europe had fallen behind the
United States and Japan in this field. I should there-
fore like to make a number of observations.
First, as regards the choice of sectors, it seems to me
particularly important to study, as proposed..in the
do.rm.t t, advanced information processing (AIP) and
to create the industrial plant needed for the transition
from the data-processing system to that of processing
information, which is the key to the new generation
of computers. On the other hand, with regard to the
very laige-scale integrated circuit (VLS!, we should
bear in mind that research is already under way under
the American programme for very high speed inte-
grated circuits (VHSIC). Is this not already another
phase ?
Another important point seems to me to be the coor-
dination of research and development programmes
within the Community, a ioint standards policy. The
importance of this policy has already been pointed
out, and the Commission should keep the Parliament
informed of all specific problems arising in connec-
tion with standards.
It also seems essential that we should move on from
the stage of carrying out basic research to that of
industri-ally producing commercially viable products,
bearing in mind that exploiting the results of the
ESPRIT programme on a purely national scale will
not do and that the market has to be opened up.
I have three requests to make. The first concerns infor-
mation. In particular, we need more detailed informa-
tion on the firms participating in these Programmes'
on the effects of competition in this sector and on the
treatment of multinitional firms based outside the
Community.
'We should not, perhaps, forget that there is such a
thing as industrial espionage. Consequently, it would
be desirable for the Commission to consider precise
guidelines on the participation of small and medium-
icale enterprises and industries and on the entitle-
ment of firms that have not participated in a parti-
cular project to proceed to its industrial exploitation.
The Committee on Economic and Monetary Alfairs
would also welcome regular information on Progress
made with the ESPRIT programme. We regard a
permanent dialogue with the Commission as a neces-
sity, and we would ask the Commission to submit an
annual report on the results obtained to the parliamen-
tary committees concerned.
My second request concems the Protection of the indi-
vidual. Every step forward in data-processing brings
with it a danger of the abuse of card indexes and of
encroachments upon personal liberty. Progtess in the
processing and optical transmission of information 
-there is already talk of 'smart' integrated intercePtors
- 
will make it increasingly easy to record informa-
tion unbeknown to the Person concemed.
I am forced to the conclusion that the EEC cannot
push forward, as it is doing, research and develoPment
in the field of data-processing without seriously
considering a directive on the protection of the indi-
vidual, and in this connection I would remind you of
the oral question put down by Mr Sieglerschmidt and
Mr Glinne.
Finally, the foreseeable course of development in
these techniques will confront us 
- 
it may well be,
very soon 
- 
with a need for considerable changes,
both qualitative and quantitative, in the structure of
employment, bringing with them profound distur-
bances in our way of living, our place of work, the
need to travel, etc.
I have already said that we seem to be remarkably
passive in the face of such prosPects that we make no
iffort to prepare ourselves. Once more we may find
ourselves confronted with difficult problems, revolu-
tionary social changes, which will be all the harder to
cope with because we have made no attemPt to
prepare for them.
I say yes to technological research and development,
but I also say that we must look ahead and be
prepared for the social changes that will result.
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Mr Lange (S), cbairman of tbe Committee on
Budgets, 
- 
(DE) There is a document from the
committee, Annex II to the Veronesi report, opinion
of the Committee on Budgets. I would ask Mr Vero-
nesi to regard this as the position of the Committee
on Budgets. Although we are in favour of it in prin-
ciple we have indicated reservations on a number of
points which we shall discuss in the context of the
budgetary procedure.
One question still remains: Vhat position has the
Commission adopted with a view to carrying out the
relevant research ? !7e have our own experience of
centralized research, particularly in the joint research
centres. Moreover we feel 
- 
and this is not typical
either from a budgetary policy or budgetary law point
of view 
- 
that certain possibilities must be left open
for the scientists as well. !7e are for it in principle,
but at the same time we must ensure that the ESPRIT
project 
- 
and this is again a matter of financial
policy 
- 
does not mean that all other research
proiects have to go to the wall because of the high
cost in terms of finance.
Mr Markopoulos (S). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, it is a
known fact that information technology is one of the
fastest growing technological sectors there is.
However, a study of the data relating to this sector
reveals an almost disheartening picture of the Commu-
nity's position as compared with its economic compet-
itors. Simple reference to the gap which separates the
Community from the United States and Japan would
be pointless.
!(e believe it is right therefore that the Veronesi
report recommends approval of the Commisson's
proposal for a decision and calls for implementation
of the five-year ESPRIT programme. I do not think I
need to go into the technical content of the report,
because its scientific completeness leaves no margin
for doubt about the necessity of this programme and
its contribution to the technological development of
Europe in a sector which is so crucial to its future.
I would like, however, to express some views about
the execution and management of this programme. I
do agree absolutely with the six selected sectors of the
ESPRIT programme and with the criteria for selecting
projects on the basis of technical excellence, scientific
and administrative feasibility and Community-wide
participation. However, I must comment that all these
criteria leave little scope for participation by those
companies and research institutes which have not yet
moved up to a significantly high level of scientific and
technological research. This creates certain doubts, of
course, as regards the best utilization of the scientific
manpower in the Community, something which is
essential for the carrying through of the programme
as an entirety and for the technological and scientific
development of the less developed Member States,
which should also be one of our objectives.
On the other hand we must recognize as positive the
splitting up of projects for implementation in large
strategic programmes to make them part of smaller
scale programmes, from which it seems quite clear
that the small and medium-size undertakings of the
Community will benefit. On this point we would
simply wish to stress the need for a degree of flexi-
bility in the time scale for submitting ap-plications, so
that all the companies and research institutes which
are interested may take part regardless of former parti-
cipation in the first ESPRIT pilot programme.
We would also wish to stress the importance, in order
that the results of the programme can be turned to
proper advantage, of ensuring full dissemination of
the knowledge and techniques acquired for use by all
interested parties, irrespective of whether or not they
have participated in the programme.
In winding up, Mr President, I would like to stress in
oarticular that any of these projects that aim to bring
about new social situations in the operation of large
units, whether in industry or the public services thus
naturally affecting the jobs of, large numbers of
workers, should not be implemented without the
knowledge of the workers specifically involved. I7e
believe that full consultation and agreement with
them on the steps necessary in any such development
is an essential condition for is success and for
bringing the Community smoothly into a position
where it can hope to realize the best objectives of this
Programme.
I congratulate Mr Veronesi on the report he has given
us, and on behalf of the Socialist Group I recommend
its adoption.
Mr Purvis (ED). 
- 
Mr President, it is exacrly one
year ago, in October 1982, that we debated and passed
a resolution in this House on the original preparatory
phase. That is why Mr Veronesi feels that he does not
need to go into great detail at this poin! as Parlia-
ment's position is quite clear. This has been reaf-
firmed in committee and throughout all the processes.
My group is in favour and will support Mr Veronesi's
report. I am glad to see that he is adding ro it one or
two amendments that we have tabled.
However, I do not think it would go amiss at this
point to reiterate for the public at large and the
Member States in particular the grave and, as Mr Vero-
nesi calls it, alarming position in which we find
ourselves in world terms. We are lagging miles behind
the United States and Japan in the divelopment of
our information technology industries, the industries
which will provide the jobs for the immediate and
longer term future. It appears that our Ministers are all
aware of this. They keep reiterating it, and yet even in
the budget they have moved some of the iunds back
into Chapter 100 so that we have to put it back onto
the line. \7e are told they are going to make a final
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decision on 4 November. Are they ? I hope so. But we
at least are going to put our money where our mouth
is.
I, therefore, ask Mr Lange, who is representing the
Committee on Budgets here, that his committee go
along with the Committee on Energy and Research's
amendments on this aspect of transferring money
back onto the line.
Further to the observations in his short speech about
not getting involved in centralized and bureaucratic
organizations, I think that ESPRIT is a new example
of how we can proceed with research. The encou-
raging thing is the full cooperation of industry in this
programme. Industry has been fully involved with it;
they are participating; they are paying half the money
and this augurs well for the future.
The other concern we have is that Member States will
feel that they cannot rely on Community research in
this area so that they must go and do their own thing
as well. That is why we have tabled an amendment to
the effect that there must be stricter coordination
between what the Member States and the Community
are doing. The two programmes 
- 
or the l0 or
I I programmes 
- 
should be complementary, and we
should not be wasting money on overlapping
Programmes.
!7e also agree with Mr Linkohr's amendment that we
should make use of the FAST Programme which gives
us a picture of the long-term requirements that are
coming forward. It is all very well to have these
progr.-tn.t which cost money and take people's
time, but if we do not pay attention to what they
come up with, what is the point ? So we support him
there. There are other non-budgetary aspects which
are going to hit us, and we must take them seriously.
The whole question of standards: the 10 different
PTTs we have in Europe with their different standards
and their different charging policies, etc. The Commis-
sion and the Member States must SrasP that nettle
firmly and make sure that we work towards European
standards that can become quite readily world stand-
ards, both in the Third \7orld and even elsewhere in
the developed world.
Lastly, we make a plea for better dissemination of
what comes out of the ESPRIT Programme. It will be
readily available around the Community to industry
and ultimately, thereby, to the people of the Commu-
nity and to promote iobs. !7e will support wholeheart-
edly the ESPRIT programme and keep a weather eye
on its progress for the next year or two. Our
committee will be following it assiduously at every
turn.
Mr Lange (S), chairman of the Committee on
Budgets. 
- 
(DE) Mr Purvis, I have already given my
admonitions on the high cost of this proiect and we
shall check very carefully what is really necessary for
each individual item, taking into account the limited
funds available and the criterion that other research
projects should not be deprived of funds. Finally 
-and this is addressed to the Commission 
- 
we have
to check carefully that the request for staff in the prop-
osal is not excessive.
Mr Richard, .folember of tbe Commission. 
- 
May I
start off immediately by assuring Mr Lange, since he
has raised the point, that we would agree with him
totally on at least two points. One is that as far as the
programme generally is concerned, the Commission is
very conscious of the fact that the ESPRIT
programme should not exclude other research.
Secondly, as regards the Commission's demand 
- 
if
that is the right way of putting it 
- 
for ProPer
resources and staffing to do this job, of course it
should be scrutinized and the Commission is perfectly
prepared that it should be scrutinized. !7e are, frankly,
quite convinced that what we are asking for is
reasonable and sensible.
May I also deal with one or two other points raised in
the debate, Mr President, at this stage' As far as Mr
Purvis is concerned, I agree with him very much
about the dangers of overlapping and the necessity of
avoiding it. I think he is absolutely right. As far as
standards are concerned, we agree with him about
standards of telecommunications. Indeed, we intend
bringing this matter up at Athens at the summit for
precisely the reasons that he gave.
The point made by Mr Markopoulos is again a point
which the Commission takes. It is very necessary to
associate smaller counries with these large-scale coor-
dinated research programmes. It would be very unfor-
tunate indeed if the result of greater European coordi-
nation and cooperation in research was that the
smaller members of the Community felt themselves
excluded from the general line of scientific inquiry
and scientific investigation. So, we would take that
point as well.
Now, Mr President, priority was given to ESPRIT by
the Stuttgart Council in its declaration of 18 June.
Indeed, it cited the ESPRIT programme as an exem-
plary action on which negotiations should be
completed as soon as possible. This has been followed
up, if I may say so, in an exemplary way by Parlia-
ment in Mr Veronesi's report. Less satisfactory,
however, as Parliament knows, was the decision of the
July Budget Council which, although it only reducedthe budgeted payments appropriation for the
programme in 1984 from 48 to 45 m units of account,
failed to take any decision on the Commission's
request for staff without which the programme will
not be able to get underway, as we had planned, at the
beginning of 1984.
The Council also slashed the commitment appropria-
tions from 253 m units of account to 90 m units of
account. The effect of this is really somewhat
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unhealthy. It has been to leave all the European firms,
research institutes and universities, who were planning
to participate in the main programme, in the position
of being able to plan their resources now only one or
two years, instead of three, four, five years, ahead.
!7hile on the face of it that may not seem such a
drastic imposition in what is essentially a strategic and
long-term competitive research programme, the
inability to plan over a period of time, if one is
engaging in that research, is a considerable inhibition.
My colleagues in the Commission, and indeed I,
sincerely hope that the support of the whole Parlia-
ment will be added to that of the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs in reinstating the cuts
at the earliest opportunity.
!7e hope, too, that the October Research Ministers
Council will approve the programme. Ve are grateful
to you, Mr President, and to the Bureau of Parliament
for having agteed to accommodate ESPRIT on the
agenda today at rather short notice. As matters stand,
the Committee on Energy and Research has recom-
mended reinstatement of the budget cuts. Since the
amount concerned had been carefully worked out 
-and this is, I think, in answer to another point made
in this debate 
- 
by panels of senior research staff
drawn from a wide cross-section of industry, as well as
from the more traditional sources of advice to the
Commission such as research institutes and universi-
ties, I think Parliament can be certain that this money
will be well spent.
May I just give one example of the sort of issue that
we have to deal with ? In a recent study carried out by
Japanese consultants, it was estimated that integrated
circuit production 
- 
and this is perhaps the key to
the whole of the information technology industry 
-would fall for Europe from 2l % of the world total in
1978 to a projected 15 o/o of the world total in 1985,
while for Japan it is estimated to rise from 24 o/o in
1978 to 35 % in 1986. So, if those extrapolations on
estimates and projections are right, then in fact the
world situation and Europe's position in it is moving
in the wrong direction. As far as we are concemed in
the Commission, Mr President, this trend has to stop.
Otherwise our dependence on our competitors to
supply us with the goods which we need to compete
with them will be altogether far too much.
As we say in our paper, 4 million jobs may depend on
information technology's related performance in the
Communiry. If the market in the Community for
these products had developed at the same rate as that
in the United States and in Japan, supplying this addi-
tional demand could have provided perhaps 2 million
more jobs. As the Commissioner directly responsible
for employment and social affairs, I am bound to say
that that is a consideration which weighs heavily with
me. A similar number of jobs are at risk in the future
if the Community industry does not improve its
competitiveness by applying information technology
as effectively as it is being done by its competitors
worldwide.
The Commission has tackled one side 
- 
the push
side, if I can call it that 
- 
of the supply and demand
situation with ESPRIT and with the multi-annual
programme on informatics. Ve will be hoping to
complement these progtammes in the future on the
other side 
- 
the pull side 
- 
with actions designed to
stimulate demand in many customer areas, particu-
larly telecommunications and education, and perhaps
in other areas of the tertiary sector. On behalf of the
Commission may I also assure Parliament that we are
conscious of the necessity, and indeed desirous, of
keeping Parliament fully informed on all these
matters as they progress.
Mr Moreland (ED). 
- 
I wonder if I could just ask
the Commission to clarify one point. Did I under-
stand the Commissioner to say that we have, in effect,
a situation in which the Research Council is saying
one thing and agreeing to one thing, while the Budget
Council is not saying the same thing because it is not
giving the money to carry out what the Research
Council is actually agreeing to ? In other words, the
Research Ministers and the Finance Ministers need to
have their heads banged together.
Mr Richard, lWember of tbe Commission. 
- 
Mr Presi-
dent, I wonder if I might just answer Mr Moreland. I
think that perhaps one could have phrased a descrip-
tion of the situation more felicitously and tactfully,
but in essence he is right.
(Laugbter)
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
Vote I
4. Transport in tbe peripberal regions
(continuation)
President. 
- 
The next item is the continuation of
the debate on the report (Doc. l-755183) by Mr
Cardia. 2
Mr Maher (L) 
- 
Mr President, I can be extremely
brief, because we have already had a lengthy debate at
a late hour last night with some very useful contribu-
tions indeed. I do not want to repeat what my fellow
Irishman, Mr O'Donnell, has already said very
adequately in his contribution to the debate.
However, I do just want to make one or two points.
Mr Cardia has presented us with a very comprehensive
document on an important subiect, for which I think
we should be grateful to him. !7hile it does not affect
great numbers of people, nevertheless it is exceedingly
I See Annex.
2 See Debates of 13 October 1983.
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important for regions that are continuously under
threat. As life becomes more sophisticated in our
Community, the gap seems to widen between the
comforts of life available to those who live in the
central regions and those available to people who live
in the far distant places, whether in islands, penin-
sulas, mountain regions or wherever.
My attention is drawn to the principle enunciated by
Mr Cardia when he says that action to improve trans-
port services to and and peripheral regions should not
be considered as privileges to be granted to these
regions, but as a precondition for establishing real
conditions of competition between the different
regions of the Community. Like all principles, it is
basically sound, but 
- 
and I think this is an impor-
tant but 
- 
within that principle we must recognize
that it would be extremely difficult in the foreseeable
future to imagine how some of these regions could,
without a fairly massive transfer of resources, provide
themselves with the kind of facilities which would
ensure that people would be attracted to live on in
those regions in the short, medium or long term.
Of course, the question of transportation has become
a major factor in human life today 
- 
we all use it
greatly whether by air, sea or land 
- 
and transporta-
tion in and out of these regions is a cardinal point in
terms of whether people remain there or not. It is
exceedingly important that we recognize that there
must be a reasonably adequate transport service 
- 
I
say reasonably adequate because, of course, we have to
watch the economic factors as well. I accept that.
However, unless transport is reasonably adequate,
whatever else we may do in those regions about esta-
blishing economic activity will lose much of its
impact.
I am sure, Mr President, that you must find it very
difficult to grasp this problem living in a country
where there are no peripheral regions. A country like
Ireland has islands around the coast and long penin-
sulas stretching out into the sea where people are
isolated psychologically and physically and otherwise.
Those of us who live in the better regions must be
prepared to grant them some assistance. It may be on
a temporary basis to get economic activity uP to an
acceptable level. However, we will also have to accePt
that there are some regions where that could never
work. If we are to keep these latter areas oPen, then
we must be prepared to suPport them in the long
term as well. Unless that is done, we can say goodbye
to some of these areas and they will go back to the
jungle.
Mrs Ewing (DEP). 
- 
Mr President, may I thank Mr
Cardia most sincerely from my heart for all the
thoughtful things contained in his report, for the way
he has tackled very difficult problems and for trying
to improve the lot of people who do live in the kind
of peripheral places that Mr Maher has desuibed so
well.
My own area, the North and !7est of Scotland, the
Highlands and Islands, includes 80 inhabited islands.
Some of these are distinctly under threat of evacua-
tion. Ife have no island in my area without public
transport, but to coincide with this excellent report by
Mr Cardia we had an exhibition downstairs 
- 
some
of you, I think, have had the courtesy to go and see it
- 
about an island off the west coast of lreland, called
Tory Island, which has 150 Irish-speaking people and
no public transport. (It has a good name, I am told by
Mr Moreland. \7ell, we have our opinions on that, it
does not mean quite the same thing) At any rate, here
is an island that does not really want to be bolstered
up economically because its people believe in self-
help. They have no harbour, no ferry and fishing
boats can only fish for three months of the year. That
is the kind of reality of the situation we have here in
peripheries, and I could instance it from other exam-
ples, but I have chosen not to give you a Scottish
example this time but to give you an Irish one. Ve
could also give you Greek examples of islands with
very grave problems. They have tourism in the
summer time, but some of these islands in Greece
also have the same situation as Tory Island off
Donegal.
I wonder, therefore, if I could ask Mr Cardia to look
with favour on the amendments in the name of Mr
Puwis, Mr O'Donnell and myself. They all, roughly
speaking, aim at iust spelling out a few extra
problems. They are not in any way critical of Mr
Cardia's report but supplementary to it. For example,
there is a plea for flexibility in drivers' hours. This
Parliament, indeed, passed a resolution in my name at
one time calling for flexibility in drivers' hours in
these very far away places. It would have helped many
parts of the Community. It was passed in this Parlia-
ment but has not been taken on board. I think that is
a great piry. So Mr Purvis and I both call for flexi-
bility.
I point out in Amendment No 9 that there is no
reason, surely, to restrict research into new aircraft of
the larger type alone when you have a situation with
small grassy landing strips. It is small aircraft we need
for that. This is said in the hope that Mr Cardia will
accept my Amendment No 9 standing in my name.
The other amendments in my name, i.e. Nos 8, l0
and ll, are really all intended to highlight the kind of
problem I mentioned in connection with Tory Island.
The right to public transport, surely, should be recog-
nized in this Community. Some form of public trans-
port surely is the right of everybody living in the Euro-
pean Economic Community. For certain places a ferry
boat should surely be regarded as an infrastructure.
!flith these few remarks I would once again thank Mr
Cardia most warmly.
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Mr Habsburg (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, I have
read Mr Cardia's report, which is really a very
profound study, with great admiration. However, I
must say to him quite openly that one aspect has,
perhaps deliberately, been excluded 
- 
I do not know
one way or another since I am not a member of the
Committee on Transport 
- 
which concerns certain,
what I would call, psychological or political marginal
areas, of which we have examples in Germany. I7e
should not forget the enormous importance for the
inhabitants of zonal border areas which are the areas
where political tensions are most clearly visible and
which today pose exactly the same problems which
Mrs Ewing described in the islands which she repre-
sents. These areas have serious transport problems
since artificial borders have been drawn in places
where they do not belong and are further aggravated
by the fact that more and more people wish to leave
these zonal border areas and in fact do move away.
There is also a tendency , towards decay which is
perhaps not so marked in Germany because of the
generally higher standard of living. Nonetheless, it is
not correct to compare conditions in Germany with
those in Greece or southem Italy.
'We must compare the different situations inside
Germany, where conditions are totally different.
\7hen talking about these zonal and marginal areas
one should not forget or exclude those which are parti-
cularly hard hit. Indeed, an inner-European transport
plan should give particular attention to these regions,
otherwise they will die since they are growing econom-
ically weaker and are experiencing extreme difficulty
even from the point of view of trade policy. These
frontiers which we have in Germany are not real fron-
tiers. They are walls. At least within the Community
or bebween the Community and other democratic
countires, these frontiers are gradually being
dismantled, but this is not the case in Germany. I
therefore ask the House, when considering this ques-
tion further, to take account of the psychological and
peripheral areas.
Mr Giolitti, lVember of tbe Commission. 
- 
(IT) Mr
President, ladies and gentlemen, I should like first of
all, on behalf of the Commission, to congratulate the
rapporteur on the document he has drawn up, which
represents a profound analysis of the whole range of
problems that prevent the peripheral regions from
benefiting fully from the advantages of an economic
Community moving towards integration.
It will not surprise you to learn that, while I
thoroughly agree with the aims of the report, I feel
that certain points of the resolution call for deeper
consideration. For its pa4 the Commission is
prepared to make its own contribution towards the
desired end. I do not think it is necessary to set up a
special working party. All the discussions that have
taken place within the Commission pertaining to
regional poliry and transport have demonstrated, on
the one hand, that political responsibilities within the
Institution are clearly defined and, on the other hand,
that coordinating mechanisms are functioning satisfac-
torily. Furthermore, you yourselves have criticized the
excessive number of working parties and committees.
This does not mean, of course 
- 
as your resolution
suggests 
- 
that the present poliry should not be
modified.
The Cardia report includes two ideas of great impor-
tance : firs! the Community's effors must be directed
principally towards developing the infrastructure of
the peripheral regions so as to reduce their geogra-
phical disadvant.ges ; second, in the functioning of
the economic mechanisms which determine the condi-
tions of transport, regional correctives must be intro-
duced. In such matters, the notion of public service
obligation assumes central importance.
On the first point, I can assure you that the Commis-
sion is very conscious of its own role. In a Commu-
nity where the final decision on the amount of
resources and direct responsibility for the effective
implementation of projects rests with the Commis-
sion, the latter's efforts undoubtedly lie in the sphere
of pure political action and the means of persuasion.
In this connection I would suggest that Parliament
read attentively a recent proposal for a regulation for
financial support in the context of a five-year
programme for transport infrastructure.
The aim of this regulation is to strike a balance
between efforts to eliminate unacceptable bottlenecks
on the main transport routes and to bring the periph-
e,ral regions closer to the centre of the Community. It
does not conceal the fact that intense efforts wili be
needed to convince the Council of the need for such a
balance.
On the question of modifications to operating norns,
the problem is more complex. A search for balance
between, on the one hand, the objective set and the
effective functioning of transport markets and, on the
other hand, a greater integration of the disadvantaged
regions is for us one of the most delicate tasks to be
accomplished.
I should like at this point to mention a fundamental
rule which we have observed for more than 30 years.
Any measure involving departures from the norm
must be planned in such a way as not to render any
situation of imbalance permanent. Thus it should seel
to eliminate the geographical obstacle, that is to say
the best corrective will always be such thag in thi
medium term, it becomes superfluous.
These then are a few of the Commission's thoughts
and feelings in the light of this important and inter-
esting report. I very much hope that we shall soon
have another opportunity to deal in depth with one or
other of the points in the extensive programme
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covered in the report by Mr Cardia on which I
congratulate him, once again, on behalf of the
Commission.
Mr Cardia (COM)' rapporteur. 
- 
(IT) There is iust
one point on which I should like to reassure Commis-
sioner Giolitti. The srrggestion that a special working
group be set up specifically for the purpose of
studying these Commission proposals was turned
down already at the committee stage. The bit about
the working group was withdrawn ; in committee we
confined ourselves to deciding to entrust the study of
these proposals to the Commission. I do not know
why this part of the working document has not been
expunged. However, it must be regarded as having
been thrown out.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
Votel
Paragrapb 16 
- 
Amendment No 4
Mr Cardia (COM), rapporteur. 
- 
(IT) I am in
favour provided that the amendment is regarded as
something to be added on to the original text; other-
wise I am against.
Mr Purvis (ED).- I discussed this with Mr Cardia
earlier. The reason why it was meant to replace the
original text was that I did not understand the English
version of the original, but he explains to me that this
'virtual distance' means something very special in Italy
- 
notional distances, or some other idea which does
not exist in my part of the world. I should be
prepared to accept it as an addition if he could
subsequently explain to us all what he means by
'virtual distance'.
President. 
- 
Mr Purvis, is it a condition that you
have this explanation ?
Mr Pumis (ED). 
- 
I iust think he would like to do
that.
Mr Cardia (COM), rapporteur. 
- 
(IT) In some
Communiry countries the tariffs in force for certain
sea routes are determined by reference not to a real
distance but to a 'virtual distance', as we call it. For
instance, instead of 200 or 300 kilometers a figure of
100 kilometers will be agreed upon. In Italy we have
this kind of solution.
As far as the translation of the text is concerned, the
only thing that matters after all is that we should have
a correct wording. However, what is most imPortant to
me is that you should change your amendment from
something replacing to something additional. If you
were to do that, we would be left with a mere problem
of technical coordination.
Paragraph 18 
- 
Amendment No 11
Mr Cardia (COM), rapporteur. 
- 
(IT) Mr President,
I would be curious to know why Mrs Ewing is so
anxious to have a uniform fare system when a stiongly
differentiated fare system would seem more desirable
in the cases that she has in mind. I cannot see what
advantage our islands would derive from this so-called
uniform fare.
Everything else that she asks for is to be found in
various places in the text of the resolution. I would
ask her therefore to forego this idea of a uniform fare
system and to make her amendment an addition.
President. 
- 
Mrs Ewing, what have you to say to
that ?
Mrs Ewing (DEP). 
- 
Mr President, I think there
must be a translation problem here, because it is
certainly not a uniform fare system I am mentioning.
In the English text it is 'road equivalent taiff 
- 
a
principle passed by this Parliament on two occasions,
and it is not the same thing as saying it is a uniform
system. It is a recognized principle. It must be some-
thing in the translation.
Mr Cardia (COM), rapporteur. 
- 
(IT) Yes, what I
have in my Italian text of the amendment is the
wording 'introduction of a uniform fare system'.
However, the honourable lady herself acknowledges
that there is a mistake here. This should be taken into
account and the phrase should be replaced by the
wording that we have now arrived at. However, if the
paragraph is regarded as an addition and not as a
replacement, I would be in favour of it, subiect to this
correction being made.
President. 
- 
Mrs Ewing has indicated that she
agrees to its being an addition.
Mr Purvis (ED). 
- 
I am utterly confused by this
exchange. If I read it correctly, the original document
talks of advocating a uniform fare system, so Mr
Cardia, the rapporteur, is advocating that. He is now
saying he does not want it, and he does not like Mrs
Ewings's suSgestion of a road equivalent tariff which
he now calls a uniform fare system. So I am afraid I
am utterly confused as to which way round the two of
them want this. Frankly, I would be inclined towards
the road equivalent tariff rather than the uniform fare
system.
President. 
- 
Mr Purvis, perhaPs you are right, but
we ought to have clarified this in the debate and not
now while we are voting.
After paragrapb 19 
- 
Amendment No 6
Mr Cardia (COM), raPporteilr. 
- 
(IT) Mr President,
I would be against this amendment. I should like to
ask Mr Purvis to withdraw it, because it makes tooI See Annex.
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many concessions to the Commission. On transport
matters we are rather an intransigent lot, even going
so far as to call the Council of Ministers before the
courts.. However, even the Commission does not get
the same kid glove treatment from us as Mr Purvis
would seem inclined to give it. I would invite him
therefore to withdraw this amendment. If he nonethe-
less wishes to maintain it, I am against it for the
reasons I have given.
Mr Purvis (ED).- I do not deny that there is a lot
more to be done, but we should not be looking gift
horses in the mouth. The fact is that we have had
considerable benefit from the Communiry in certain
parts of the remoter areas of the Community I cited a
few examples last night 
- 
piers, landing strips, etc.
'!7'e want to encourage the Commission and the
Council to get on and do more. That is why I would
say to them: thank you for what you have done, but it
is not nearly enough, so please get on and get your act
together and produce a whole lot more for the future.
I think that is a perfectly reasonable approach and
quite consistent with Mr Cardia's general ideas.
5. Carriers
President. 
- 
The next item is the report (Doc.
l-759183) by Mr Moreland, on behalf of the
Committee on Transport, on
the proposal from the Commission to the Council
(Doc. l-1168182 
- 
COM(82) 816 final) for a direc-
tive on the conditions under which non-resident
carriers may operate certain national transport
services within a Member State.
Mr Moreland (ED) rapporteur. 
- 
Mr Presidenr,
Parliament has in various resolutions expressed its
view that its ultimate objective is to ensure that the
road haulage legislation should be primarily Commu-
nity rather than national, thereby allowing road
hauliers to operate anywhere in the Community.
There are, of course, two halves to this objective. The
first is to ensure movement without a national barrier
for the carriage of goods across the boundaries of
Member States. The second is to allow road hauliers to
operate in any Member State. Most of the proposals
before this Parliament are related to the first half of
this objective.
The Commission proposal we are discussing today
stretches into the second part. The essence of the
proposal is to allow a road haulier to take goods to
another Member State and there to collect goods and
effectuate delivery within that second Member State.
This is normally referred to technically as cabotage.
The Committee on Transport entirely supports this.
Indeed, Article 75 (l) of the Treary states that the
Council should lay down 'the conditions under which
non-resident carriers may operate transport services
within a Member State'. It was supposed to have done
that by the second stage of the development of the
Treaty. Given the emphasis that Parliament has placed
on implementing the Treaty in the context of the
court action with the Council, it would clearly be
inconsistent to resist the Commission's proposal.
However, there are reasons for supporting this prop-
osal other than the legal ones. They are listed in para-
gtaph 2 of this resoluiion. I would stress in partitular
the advantage gained by reducing the number of
empty vehicles on the road, which add up to about
40 oh of international journeys. This means, in other
words, a lorry going out loaded but coming back
empty.The committee approaches this, however, in a
slightly different manner to the Commission. Firstly,
we see no reason for excluding own-account transport
from the proposal. Secondly, the permitted operation
should not necessarily be confined to the retum leg of
a journey. There may well be instances wheri a
haulier setting out to collect an inbound load may not
have an export load available. He may, however, be
able to operate more efficiently by collecting an
outbound cabotage load on his way to his piCk-up
point. Consequently we have proposed that cabotage
on the outward iourney should be allowed as an altei-
native.
More importantly, we prefer an alternative to the
Commission's proposal for allowing rwo cabotage oper-
ations. \7e prefer to see a timetable established,
starting with one cabotage operation and leading ulti-
mately to liberalization. Liberalization mus! however,
be compatible with harmonization. This, I recognize,
is a dangerous statement. The Community is full of
statements like 'I will agree to this, if that is done'. It
is an old political excuse, used continually by many
Member States. I certainly regard it as spurious when
it comes to international road haulage journeys across
Member States. However, I think there is some justifi-
cation for taking it into account when we move, as I
said earlier, into the second half of our original objec-
tive of operating in domestic markets, where you will
have some conditions of unfair competition
Therefore, what we are proposing is that there should
be a timetable related to the liberalization of the
quota, the establishment of the law on weights and
dimensions of lorries and, most importantly in this
context, on tax. I hope that Parliament will support
this. As I said at the beginning, it is in the Triaty
which was, after all, established some 26 years ago. Ii
has not yet been implemented, and it is about time it
was. Sfle recognize the difficulties, but the Council
must act.
Mns von Alemann (L). 
- 
(DE) Mr president, I
should like to thank Mr Moreland not only for his
excellent report but also for what he said when intro-
ducing it. It is indeed very difficult to decide what we
should do now and how we can transform the treaties
which, as he correctly pointed out, were signed 26
years ago.
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Despite my reservation 
- 
and I state this at the
outset 
- 
against the introduction of this arrangement,
i.e. liberalization without simultaneous harmonization,
it was difficult for me as a member of the Committee
on Transport to speak against it once our committee
has convinced the House of the possibility of insti-
uting proceedings against the Council because of its
failure to act on transport policy and we must, obvi-
ously, be consistent in our deliberations.
\7hat form could such liberalization combined with
simultaneous harmonization take ? Like the Commis-
sion, Mr Moreland bases the proposal on the need to
rationalize road haulage. A reduction in the number
of empty vehicles on the road is an essential element
in improving the productivity of road haulage
between the Member States. One can only aPProve
this goal. The more rational use of vehicles and the
corresponding improvement in productivity are in fact
necessary and are measures which will have the full
support of the Liberal and Democratic GrouP. Unfor-
tunately, as I already mentioned, there is a catch :
preconditions for approving measures of this sort have
still to be created if we are to avoid disrupting the
transport market.
I am referring to the conditions which are alway
mentioned when it is a question of increasing the
Community quota. \flithout a prior assimilation of the
conditions of competition in the technical, taxation
and social areas it will be impossible to attain these
goals although they are justified in principle.
Therefore, on behalf of my group, I must finally point
out that any easing of the restrictions on cabotage for
Community road haulage depends on the harmoniza-
tion, in particular, of size and weight, transport infras-
tructure costs, social provisions and road haulage
tariffs.
These serious reservations notwithstanding we shall,
with a view to ultimately achieving transPort policy in
the Community, vote for the proposal as put forward
by Mr Moreland.
Mr Habsburg (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, on
behalf of the European People's Party in particular, I
should like to thank Mr Moreland for his exception-
ally well-balanced and excellent work, which we
approve, particularly because of its realism' In fact we
have a viial interest in making further savings in fuel
and the report points out clearly appropriate ways and
means of achieving this, with of course the provisional'
already mentioned by Mrs von Alemann, that real pro-
gress be made in the approximation of cabotage.
In this connection, I should like to point to a
problem which falls somewhat outside Mr Moreland's
report but which is all too often overlooked, namely
the approximation of conditions of competition. \7e
still lack 
- 
and this is something which is not
limited to transport, but goes beyond it 
- 
the condi-
tions for offsetting the dumping Practices of, in parti-
cular, State trading countries ais-d-ois our economy
which adversely is affecting transport in particular. I
believe that in addition to establishing equilibrium
within the Community and between Community
undertakings, we also need to establish it rtis-d.-ds
those which act from the outside. This is a situation
which we shall probably have to deal with more
closely in the future since the pressure from dumping
practices from the East is continually increasing, I
therefore hope that the Commission will deal seri-
ously with this question and put forward appropriate
proposals in the near future. These remarks norwith-
standing, which are by way of footnote, as it were, I
should like to thank Mr Moreland for his work.
Mr Giolitti, lWember of tbe Commission' 
- 
(IT) Mr
President, ladies and gentlemen, the Commission has
considered with great interest and, I must say also,
with considerable satisfaction the report submitted by
the Committee on Transport of this Parliament.
I note that the report goes along with our proposal in
supporting the principle of the liberalization of
cabotage and also approves of the arguments advanced
in its favour. It also sees eye to eye with our proposal
in maintaining that this liberalization must be accom-
panied by certain restrictions on those who will
benefit from it. !7e must, however, acknowledge that
there are still certain differences of opinion, mainly
concerning the restrictions to be imposed on those
who will benefit from this liberalization.
I should like to explain our position with regard to
the amendments that have been tabled. Amendments
Nos l, 2 and 3 seek to extend very considerably the
scope of the proposal for authorizing cabotage, so as
to take in outward journeys and own-account ioumeys
made by transport undertakings. I would concede that
an extension of this kind may very well be provided
for and is technically feasible, even if there is the
danger that it would be much more difficult to
control than the rypes of liberalization proposed by
the Commission.
Nevertheless, because of its innovatory nature and the
far-reaching consequences that it may have, the idea
of liberalizing cabotage is running into serious opposi-
tion not only at the national but also at the sectoral
level, and it is therefore essential to proceed with
caution. The Commission is convinced that its propo-
sal is as much as can be accepted at the Present time,
taking all the factors in the situation into account. It
is obvious therefore that, for the reasons I have just
given, the Commission cannot accept the first three
amendments tabled.
Amendments Nos 4 and 5 suggest that the liberaliza-
tion of cabotage should be carried out in stages and
envisages its gradual progression from one authorized
cabotage operation to four. This is an interesting idea,
and we would probably be able to take it on board
quite easily.
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Consultations with representatives of both social part-
ners engaged in the haulage trade have shown that to
envisage authorization of three or four cabotage opera-
tions at the present time was something completely
hypothetical, in view of the restrictions laid down by
the directive and also taking into account the organiza-
tion and structure of the markets.
On the other hand, to make the first stage nothing
more than the liberalization of one single cabotage
operation would have meant a further useless restric-
tion. !7e have proposed the liberalization of a
maximum of two cabotage operations, and we wish to
maintain this position. On the other hand, we can
accept Amendment No 6 without any resewations
whatsoever.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
Vote I
After the aote on all tbe amcndments
Mr Moreland (ED), rapporteur. 
- 
Mr President, I
think that it is at this point in time that I should,
pursuant to our Rules of Procedure, ask the Commis-
sion if it accepts our amendments 
- 
it has said that it
does not 
- 
and then propose that the matter be
referred back to the committee. Am I correct in
saying that ? I am ?
President. 
- 
Yes.
Mr Moreland (ED), rapporteur. 
- 
I have been asked
by one or two Members if I would propose referral
back to committee, but I am reluctant to do so for the
simple reason of the court action. T7e do not \rish to
give any impression of delaying anything that is
coming before the Council shortly. Nevertheless, I
would say to the Commission that I think that it
rather exaggerates the liberalization involved inothe
first three amendements. I think that it underesti-
mates the political difficulties of getting cabotage esta-
blished at all unless you have something like the later
stages of my amendments.
Therefore, I say to the House that I will make the
proposal if it wishes, but I would prefer not to.
After the oote on tbc proposal for a directioe
Mr Purris (ED). 
- 
Do I understand that Mr More-
land is asking the House to decide whether or not we
now proceed to voting on the motion for a resolution
and whether or not we refer this back to committee ?
Is that what I understand him to be saying ?
Mr Moreland (ED), rapporteur. 
- 
Mr President, rhe
Rules of Procedure lay down that it is for the rappor-
teur or the chairman of the committee to make the
proposal, and not anyone else, I do not propose to
make that proposal. If I had significant indications of
pressure to do so, I would. I do not think I have, and I
will not do so.
President. 
- 
That was the way I understood it.
6. Decision relating to a contibution to the ECSC
out of tbe budget of tbe Communities
President. 
- 
The next item is the report (Doc.
l-789183) by Mr Konrad Sch6n, on behalf of the
Committee on Budgets, on the
proposal from the Commission to the Council
(Doc. l-259183 
- 
COM(83) 158 final) for a deci-
s-ion relating to a contribution to the European
Coal and Steel Community out of the general
budget of the Communities.
Mr Konrad Schdn (PPE), rapporteur. 
- 
(DE) Mr
President, ladies and gentlemen, this proposal from
the Commission to the Council concems the second
social programme for the solution of social problems
in the European Coal and Steel Community, particu-
larly in the steel sector. The Commission eJtimates
that about 330 m ECU will be needed for this
purpose, but I should like to explain here, on behalf
of the Committee on Budgets, that at the end of the
day the final amount will be determined within the
framework of the budgetary procedure in the next
budget debate.
The European Coal and Steel Community does, of
course, have its own operational budget, but this has
been exhausted. That is why we feel that the resources
that are needed should be transferred to the ECSC
from the general budget of the European Communi-
ties. In this connection it should be noted that this
social programme is of particular interest in that it
contains a number of new elements. These include
income support arrangements for steelworkers who
have opted for early retirement and cannot be
re-employed, as well as financial support for
temporary short-time work, which must precede the
planned structural measures. They also include transi-
tional financial aids for a reduction in working time,
aids for the redeployment of former steelworkirs, aid
for the creation of temporary work and financial
support for the establishment of bodies to carry out a
forward-looking management of the labour mari<et.
On the question of these measures, the Committee on
Budgets has taken on board the demands made in this
House and fully supports them, since it also felt that
the financial resources of the Regional and Social
Funds, as well as all the other possible financing
instruments of the European Communities, should bi
coordinated by the Commission to a greater extent
than heretofore and pooled for more efGtive use. Ve
are waiting for the Commission to draw up the rele-
vant proposals.1 See Annex.
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I7e also ask 
- 
and in this we are supporting the
resolutions adopted by Parliament on the initiative of
the Committee on Budgets 
- 
that Sreater credits and
favourable interest rates should be made more readily
available than has been the case up to now. !7e feel
that support measures of this kind can help to avert
the danger that the entire burden of the steel crisis
will fall upon the shoulders of the European worker.
\7hat we are talking about here therefore is not the
typical measures envisaged in the ECSC Treaty but an
entirely new kind of deployment of all the European
Communiry financing instruments available.
I should like to say iust one word on the procedural
aspect, in other words, on the legal basis- The
Committee on Budgets Soes out of its way to suPPort
once again Parliament's view that when the budget
has been established, that is enough and there is no
further need to look for a legal basis. The Commis-
sion should take its courage in its hands and go along
with Parliament on this point, so that the regions that
are being ravaged by the crisis are not subjected to any
unnecessary distress by further loss of time. In this
matter time really is money. In this area the old adage
is often true that if we act quickly, we act twice.
!7e feel that the Council does not need any further
legal basis, but that the budgetary legislation is suffi-
cient for the purpose. I would ask the Commission to
allow itself at long last to be guided by Parliament's
views on this matter. Finally, my rePort was adopted
unanimously in the Committee on Budgets' I would
ask this House, in view of the urgency of the matter,
to vote in favour of the report and the motion for a
resolution.
(Applause)
IN THE CHAIR: MR PFLIMLIN
Vice-President
Mr Estgen (PPE). 
- 
(FR) I begin by congratulating
Mr Schdn on his report and on what he has just said.
Even if there were more of us here today, the
measures proposed would certainly not be contested ;
but in view of the gravity of the situation in the steel
industry, we must not, as Mr Schdn has already said,
waste our time on involved technical and legal proce-
dures.
The whole justification of the European Community
lies in the principle of cooperation, coordination and
solidarity. It owes its origin to a strategy designed to
obviate conflicts among the Member States in the
sectors of coal and steel. In the meantime, this
Communiry has happily developed from a purely
economic to a truly human community, and at a time
such as the present when it faces tremendous
economic challenges we must not forget that these
challenges are compounded with others, equally
tremendous, of a social nature.
The European Council decided at Stuttgart on a large-
scale campaign to relaunch the Community; but such
a project, if the man-in-the-street is not keenly aware
of it in his daily life, in his day-to-day worries and
preoccupations, will be nothing but a dead letter. On
14 September last, this Parliament adopted a very
detailed resolution on the subject of European Union,
which must, of course, be founded on the principle of
civic and political rights but also on the development
of its citizens' economic and social rights.
Developing a social policy means in the end arriving
at a policy which caters equally for the reduction and
prevention of regional imbalances. In fact, there are
already regions of our Community that are in distress
- 
I may mention the case of Luxembourg 
- 
and
once this distress assumes national proportions
disaster is only iust round the corner.
I7e often adopt measures 
- 
and rightly so 
- 
to deal
with natural disasters that hit one or another region of
the Community, but natural disasters are shortJived
and can be made good within a short space ol time.
The disaster that has now hit the Grand Duchy more
than other regions, by virtue of its largely monolithic
industrial structure, will not pass by so quickly,
despite the tremendous efforts made by the people of
Luxembourg to counter the effects of poverry and
social unrest. It is only just and fair that such a
national effort, which takes the form of social
measures, investment plans and recycling
programmes, should be recognized and reinforced by
aid from the Community.
Such preliminary measures as those I have iust
mentioned in connection with Luxembourg must in
any case be required as a condition, everywhere in the
Community, for applying Community measures, since
they constitute a guarantee that any aid granted will
be properly used. The measures recommend in the
report (income subsidies for workers forced into early
retirement, transitional financial aid to achieve a defin-
itive reduction in working-time, aid to Promote the
reintegration of former steel-workers, creation of
temporary employment) are all indispensable, but we
must above all include in this programme measures to
combat, in this very sector of the steel industry, youth
unemployment (specific professional training) and
also measures to aid small and medium-sized under-
takings associated with this sector and forming an
essential part of the socio-economic structure o( steel-
producing regions.
'S7e must realize that the crisis in the steel sector
cannot be overcome by draconian or radical measures
alone. It is a painful but inevitable fact: we need the
courage to look the facts in the face, but we must also
summon up the generosity and feeling of solidarity to
establish accompanying social measures, more particu-
larly income subsidies.
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Obviously, we must never lose sight of the most
important and fundamental dim of any national or
Community poliry concerning the steel industry,
which is to reestablish in this sector a labour market
which is forward-looking.
Mr Gauthier (DEP). 
- 
(FR) \re are greatly
indebted to Mr Sch6n for the excellent report he hai
presented to us. He has not only underlined the needfor a policy of social support to complete the
measures for restructuring the steel industry as laid
down in the Commission's second social programme,
but above all he has proposed the most appropriate
budgetary procedure for ensuring that the iunds
required to finance this programme shall be available
as soon as possible.
This second social programme in support of the steel
industry is indeed necessary, for it is the very basis of
what is needed if workers are to be successfully trans-
ferred to other employment 
- 
that is to say, a policy
of support. This programme cannot but have our full
support : the large-scale restructuring of the steel
industry 
- 
because the loss of 150000 jobs is
planned between now and the end of 1986 
- 
can
only succeed if at the same time the workers affected
are found new employment under economic and
social conditions that are acceptable.
The size of the programme laid down 
- 
330 m ECU
until 1986 
- 
would seem to correspond, at least to
some extent, to the size of the problem. The opera-
tional budgets of the ECSC would in fact be incriased
each year by almost one-third. Moreover, as we see
from the aid to promote the reintegration of former
steel workers and the financial support to set up
forward-looking labour-market management bodiei,
the measures proposed, which go beyond those
contained in the first social programme, give evidence
of a political will and a degree of imagination which
have sometimes been wanting among those faced with
the urgency of the crisis at Community level. The
crisis is so fundamental, particularly in mono-
industrial regions such as Lorraine or Vallonia, that
any delay is intolerable. S7e must therefore put a stop
to the dilatory manoeuvrings of the Council, which
for some years has been opposing the transfer to the
ECSC of funds appropriated to the EEC budget.
Consequently, we fully agree with the rapporteur and
the Committee on Budgets on the need to make provi-
sion for the necessary appropriations in the general
budget for 1984.
In view of the scale of the problem of converting the
steel industry, a social programme 
- 
even though it
be more far-reaching and more practical, as this one is
- 
is still not enough. !7e must mobilize all the finan-
cial means at the Community's disposal 
- 
the
Regional Fund, the Social Fund, the new Community
instrument, as proposed in paragraph 8 of the resolu-
tion 
- 
for the purpose of implementing integrated
regional development measures. Thus,- whai the
Community has to aim for and achieve is an all-
embracing policy for organizing and promoting the
restructuring of this industry.
All these measures to aid the steel industry must,
however, be pursued with the European steel'market
in mind. The revival of this market relieves to some
extent the pressure on conversion and on compensa-
tory measures, and therefore the prospects after 30
January 1984, when the system established under
Article 58 of the ECSC Treaty is due to expire, are of
fundamental importance. To us it seems necessary to
extend the system to 1985, and we ask the parliament
and the Commission to support this view. Any
subsequently adopted system should, however, avoid
the distortions that were to be observed in the years
1980-83 and enabled certain Member States, during
this period, to improve their own position at othersl
exPense,
I should like to ask the Commission whether it envis-
ages taking Corrynunity measures in reaction to the
protectionist attitude of the United States. Restruc-
turing, conversion and support of the market are
equally indispensable, and the future of the European
steel industry depends upon the successful outcome of
these policies taken together and not on a cumulative
series of isolated actions.
Mr Richard, Illember of tbe Commission. 
- 
Mr presi-
dent, may I start off by thanking Mr Sch6n for this
report and also those people who have participated in
this debate. From our point of view it hls been useful
and helpful.
I am bound to say I find myself in gteat agreement
with the thrust of many of the contributions ihat have
been made. There are one or two points upon which
the Commission would regrettably iina itseti differing,
but nevertheless, in terms of the general weight of
opinion and the general direction in which Farlia-
ment is moving, I do not think there is any problem
at all.
I fear I will have to decline the invitation which was
extended to me by the last speaker to comment on
what will be the new steel regime after the present
regime comes to an end. Indeed, much as I would like
it, I think that this is not entirely the right occasion,
Mr President, for a detailed discussion on ih. Co*rnu_
nity's attitude towards United States steel policy. That
has been discussed on a number of occaiions'in the
past and no doubt will be discussed on a number of
occasions in the future again.
!flhat I want to concentrate on are the measures that
are provided for in the new social measures which the
Commission is proposing and also the budgetary posi_
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tion. It is not the first time, by any means, that the
social part of Community steel policy has been
debated in this House. Can I, right at the outset, say
that the Commission is totally committed to the prin-
ciple that if one is going to restructure the European
steel industry, it is absolutely essential that social
measures run complementary with the industrial and
restructuring ones. Otherwise we would be asking that
particular industry to bear an even greater, and
perhaps an even unfairer, share of the difficulties of
the recession than we already have in the past.
Therefore the measures which are provided for in this
scheme are additional to the range of benefits tradi-
tionally financed through Article 55 (2) O) of the
ECSC Treaty, which generally cover income support
arrangements for the unemployed or reemployed,
retraining for alternative employment and travel and
transfer allowances for those required to move in
search of a new job. As in the 1981 social oolet, the
new scheme includes the promotion of early retire-
ment measures and assistance with short-time
working arrangements in an effort to reduce the
supply of labour in areas where it is already heavily in
surplus.
I do not propose to go into the scheme in any detail,
but I would lust like to say a few words about two
aspects of the matter. First, may I say something about
selective recruitment premiums. In our proposal this
accounts for more than one-third of the estimated
costs of the support scheme. It is true that recruitment
or employment premiums have always been a contro-
versial subject among economists, particularly when
they are conceived principally as job creation aids. Ve
hope that the use of a recruitment premium for
ex-steelworkers may have some job creation effect,
perhaps making the marginal, but crucial, difference
between a new investment project which gets off the
ground and an investment proiect which does not get
off the ground.
However, the Commission's main purPose for this aid
is slightly different. \ilhat we will do is to target the
aid so that it is available only where ex-steelworkers
are recruited and it is designed to offset the disadvan-
tages which experience has shown such workers suffer
from in the labour market. Since its aim is to over-
come the initial problems of steelworkers changing
jobs, we see it as a temporary aid, and the Commis-
sion has therefore proposed that it should be paid
degressively over two years. The proposal that the aid
should be payable for recruitment in publicly
financed temporary work schemes is much in the
same vein ; indeed it is based upon the same princi-
ples. The objective is to get steelworkers moving back
into the labour market. It is to launch them in new
occupations and to try and offer them some safeguard
against really long-term unemployment.
Mr President, may I say a word about the other new
aspect of these proposals. The other principal innova-
tion concerns jobs which are saved or created 
- 
I fear
it is more likely to be the former than the latter 
-through adiustments in working time. Now the House
will be aware of the Commission's desire for this
subject to be discussed, in a wider context and of the
draft recommendation which it recently put forward
on the reorganization of working time. I hope the
Commission's proposals in this general field will
continue to find a positive response here in Parlia-
ment. As regards the steel industry in particular, there
is some scope for adjustment. !7ith a continuous
process requiring four shifts in many cases, working
time could still be shortened through variations in the
combinations of shifts with a corresponding increase
in manning levels. !fle are not advocating this as a
principle, but simply encouraging adjustments
wherever room can be found for them and wherever
they can be made and shown to have a positive effect
on employment. !fle have deliberately not been too
specific, since this in an area in which the two sides of
industry are themselves innovating, and innovating
hard. STorking time is quite definitively now
becoming an increasingly common feature in collec-
tive bargaining. !7e want the aid to be an incentive
and not a constraint, and therefore we do not want to
be too specific and too rigid in advocating conditions
in which it should be implemented and applied.
Indeed, we believe that it would in general terms be a
mistake if we adopted too specific or prescriptive an
approach for any of the measures put forward in this
new support scheme. Inevitably, Member States will
have their own views as to which aid they think is
more appropriate for their own particular circum-
stances. It is right that, in close cooperation with the
t'wo sides of industry, solutions should be sought
which are best suited to the national and regional
context.
Turning now to the budgetary aspects of the matter,
Mr President, I must tell the House that neither the
re-conversion loans under Article 56 (2) (a), which are
so important for the regeneration of the regions
concerned, nor the traditional re-adaptation aid
scheme which the Commission already promotes for
the steel sector, nor these new social measures can be
financed properly from existing ECSC resources
unless additional resources can be found for these new
proposals made by the Commission. The ECSC
budget is already under very considerable pressure.
The Commission is unlikely to propose an increase in
the levy at a time when the industry concerned is actu-
ally fighting for its very survival. N7e have estimated
that to continue to support early retirement schemes
and to finance the innovations I have outlined,
roughly 330 million units of account in additional
funding will be needed over the next three financial
years.
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May I say too that our estimate is not based on prior
discussions with the Member States, though initial
reactions indicate that we have certainly not over-esti-
mated the potential costs. lfith the Commission's
decisions of late June, the extent and the timing of
national restructuring plans should now be sufficiently
well-defined for the Member States to be able to firm
up their programmes for accompanying social
measures.
Now the question inevitably arises : where is the addi-
tional money going to come from ?
As far as that is concerned, we maintain the approach
which we adopted during the social zolc, discussions
and which was eventually accepted by the budget
authorities, namely, to provide funds in the EEC
budget and then to transfer them to the ECSC budget
- 
this is where I think there may be some difference
between us 
- 
by means of a decision on the basis of
Article 235 ol the EEC Treaty.
I have noted Parliament's view, expressed before and
indeed expressed again this moming, that a decision
hy the two arms of the budgetary authority in the
course of the budgetary procedure constitutes a suffi-
cient legal basis for the transfer of funds. I wish that I
was in a position to get up in the House and say that
the Commission accepted that view. I am sure the
House will appreciate that if that was the position, it
would be infinitely easier for the Commission in
trying to get this 330 m units of account. I wish I
could say that but, unfortunately, I can't. I am afraid
that the Commission is not yet persuaded that it
would be justified in departing from its view that an
Article 235 decision is a necessary prerequisite for a
transfer to take place.
Equally, however, I hope it will not have escaped
honourable Members' attention that the Commission
has taken care, in Article 2 of the proposed decision,
to leave it to the budgetary authority to determine
year by year the amount of the general budget contri-
bution. I7e have asked for a transfer of I l0 m unis of
account from 1984, and the Commission hopes that
Parliament will provide this sum.
Thus, while there continues to be some difference on
the requirement for a particular legal instrument, I
hope tha! nevertheless, we can all agee on the
urgency of making rapid progress towards imple-
menting the proposed scheme. It is a vital parg as we
see it, of the Community's response to the needs of a
group of workers who have without doubt bome a
disproportionate burden during the present economic
crisis. It is an equally vital part of the efforts being
made to return the steel industry to health and
thereby safeguard the livelihood of those who depend
on it. I commend the proposals to the House there-
fore and hope that it will vote the means to put them
into practice.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
Votet
7. Adjoumment of tbe session
President. 
- 
I declare the session of the European
Parliament adjoumed.2
(The sitting was closed at 12.25 p.m)
I See Annex.
2 Motions for resolutions entered in the register (Rule 49) 
-Forwarding of resolutions adopted during the sitting 
-Dates for next part-session : see Minutes.
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Votes
PROPOSALS FROM THE COMMISSION (Doc.1-6321s3 
- 
COM(83) a17 final)
TO THE COUNCIL
for e directive concerning the Community list of less favoured farming areas
within the meaning of Directive 75l266lEEC (UK) (Procedure without report) t :
ADOPTED
Explanation of oote
Miss Brookes (ED), in writing, 
- 
This proposal from the Commission of the European
Communities to the Council of Ministers for a directive concerning the list of less
favoured farming areas within the meaning of Directive 75l268lEEC (UK) is vital to the
agricultural industry in Iflales.
This proposal from the Commission is referred to as'the Marginal Land issue', which we
in STales have been working and fighting for during the past six years.
This extension of the less favoured areas would remove a certain amount of the unfairness
that exists at the moment as between 'grant-aided' and 'non-grant-aided' farming lines
and would bring an overall balance to the agricultural areas.
The acceptance of this proposal from the Commission of the European Communities to
the Council would give a much needed incentive to stem the continued drift of young
people to the cities and therefore would give financial encouragement to stem rural depop-
ulation.
Farming is now our leading industry in !7ales, and a great number of allied industries
and small businesses are dependent on the family farm which is our agricultural unit in
the principaliry.
I ask, yes, demand, that the Members of this European Parliament give full support to this
proposal from the EEC Commission to the Council, so that the principle of the extension
of the less-favoured areas be established and accepted by this European Parliament.
NYBORG REPORT (Doc. t-77elt3 
- 
ROLL-OVER PROTECTION.,
STRUCTURES): ADOPTED
t
The Report of Proceedings records in en annex the repporteuds position
on the various amendments as well as explonations of vote. For detoils of
the voting the reader is referred to the Minutes of the sitting.
I Procedure without report : Ior all the other votes see Minutes.
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NYBORG REPORT (Doc. 1-780/83 
- 
AGRICULTURAL TRACTORS):
ADOPTED
T
tt
HAHN MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION (Doc. t-837183 
- 
DIRECT
ELECTIONS IN 1eE4): ADOPTED
I
It
SQUARCIALUPI REPORT (Doc. 1-770183 
- 
COSMETIC PRODUCTS):
ADOPTED
The rapporteur was :
- 
IN FAVOUR OF Amendments Nos I to 3,7,8 and l0 to 12;
- 
AGAINST Amendments Nos 4 to 5 and 13.
Explanation of oote
Mrs Seibel-Emmerling (Sl. 
- 
(DE) My group will vote for this proposal for a directive.
In doing so, however, it regrets that this House has not adopted the provisions on expiry
date that are so badly needed by the consumer. The reason we are so disappointed is that
this is a real blow to consumers' rights in the European Community.!7e would make an
urgent appeal to the House to rid itself of this anti-consumer mentality when future deci-
sions come to be taken on matters of consumer protection.
**"
SQUARCIALUPI REPORT (Doc. r'4stl83 
- 
EXPORT OF DANGEROUS
SUBSTANCES): ADOPTED
The rapporteur was :
- 
IN FAVOUR OF Amendments Nos I to 3;
- 
AGAINST Amendments Nos 4 and 5.
***
SALZER REPORT (Doc. t-7s2t83 SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGy):
ADOPTED
Mr Purvis, deputizing for the rapporteur, was:
- 
IN FAVOUR OF all the amendments.
*t*
SCHMID REPORT (Doc. 1-751183 
- 
BIOMOLECULAR ENGINEERING):
ADOPTED
Mr Linkohr, deputizing for the rapporteur, was :
- 
IN FAVOUR OF Amendment No 1;
- 
AGAINST Amendment No 2.
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Explanation of oote
Mr Adam (Sl, in witing.. 
- 
I am voting for this report because it is extremely impor-
tant to follow up the initial programme started in 1982. I7e must stimulate work on
biotechnology in the fields where rivals have gained a substantial lead. The capacity of the
Com-munity to compete in key areas related to the manufacture of improved agritultural
and.bio-industrial products can only be assured if basic discoveries in modern b'iology are
exploited.
The extension of the programme to all industrial areas illustrates the urgency.
!fle hear many references to the 1984 European elections. these elections are mainly
about what Europe will be like at the turn of the century. Either it will be an advanced
technological society or it will be nothing. Success in becoming an advanced technolog-
ical society depends crucially on the implementations of programmes such as this.
LINKOHR REPORT (Doc. t-753t83 
- 
JRC): ADOpTED
The rapporteur was :
- 
IN FAVOUR OF Amendments Nos l, 5, 8 to 13, 17 to 21, 23 to 25 and 27;
- 
AGAINST Amendments Nos 2, 4, 6,7, 14 to l6hev., 22 and 26.
SECOND GAfio REPORT (Doc. r-7831s3 
- 
coMMUNITy FoREsrRy
POLICY): ADOPTED
The rapporteur was :
- 
IN FAVOUR OF Amendments Nos 3, 7, 8, ll ro 13, lg, to 23;
- 
AGAINST Amendments Nos l, 2,4 to 6,9, lO and 15 to 17.
Explanations of uote
Ms Quin (S).- I shall reluctantly vote against this report despite the hard work done by
Mr Gatto because I am not convinced that a common forestry-policy is needed and I fear
that in my own country it would already strengthen a very powerful lobby.
The experience of forestry in my own country is that it has been an expensive way to
create jobs but a very quick way to ruin the countryside. The report seems to assume ihat
forestry is automatically good for the environment and for tourism, but ugly plantations of
boring evergreens where previously there was attractive heather-covered' moorland can
have the opposite effect and actually drive tourists away.
I am not even convinced that the timber arguments are so powerful. !7e could make the
whole of the EEC have a landscape which looks like Finland and still be importing
timber which happens to grow faster in other parts of the world.
So for these reasons, and many others which I have not got time to give, I shall vote
against the report.
Mr Bocklet (PPE). 
- 
(DE) I am giving this explanation of vote in my own name and
on my own behalf. Already yesterday evening I explained that I am opposed to a market
organization for timber for the reason that it only means more bureaucracy and further
costs and that the very nature of the case makes it unnecessary anyway. If I vote for the
rePort notwithstanding, then it is only because it calls for ioint action on the part of the
Community to combat the destruction of our forests and the pollution of our aimosphere.
I should like to make it quite clear that it is from this point of view that I am casting my
vote in favour. If we do not succeed in averting this danger which threatens all of uJ, thi
very foundations of our existence will be undermined.
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Mr Seligman (ED).- In the absence of Mr Moreland, I would like to express my aPPre-
ciation of Ms quin for admiring Mr Moreland when covered with heather 
- 
he has gone
out to get some heather to cover himself.
I would like to express my admiration for the Members of our group who are here today
instead of being in Blackpool. On the other hand I would like to express my disgust at
the way they voted on paragraph 7, which I am glad Parliament was consistent on 
- 
the
need for more expenditure on biomass from forestry. \7e took a decision this morning on
the Schmid report on biomass, we took another decision a year ago on biomass and for
my group to vote against it this morning is most inconsistent and reprehensible.
Mr Purvis (ED). 
- 
Mine is a very brief point. I thought that on behalf of the forestry
industry we should thank the European Parliament for the way it has supported that
industry this week. Our 23 amendments, have, I believe, consumed 150000 sheets of
paper in this debate and that will be of inestimable value to the forestry industry this year.
Mr Adam (Sl, in writing. 
- 
I am strongly in support of this report and hope that its
passage by a large majority will result in the speedy implementation of a comprehensive
forestry policy in the Community backed by Community funds for investment.
Not only is such a policy important in order to reduce the import of wood products but it
is essential if unemployment is to be tackled successfully in remote rural areas.
The number of jobs created may not be large, but there are many villages in the area I
represent which were either built solely for forestry purposes or are heavily dependent on
foiestry. The report calls for a comprehensive policy which must be taken to include
tourist-related activities and also suPPort for wood-based craft industries.
For these reasons I am convinced that many upland areas in the Community will benefit
from the implementation of this report.
Mrs Pery (Sl, in writinC- @R) It is the wish of the rapporteur that the EEC will draw
up a comprehensive common timber and forestry policy covering all aspects of the
problem and its ecological, economic, social and cultural implications'
As you know, the Community is heavily dependent on foreign suppliers for its timber,
which stands in second place 
- 
after oil 
- 
in our list of imported raw materials. The
EEC only covers 40 Yo of its needs.
France, though it has a wealth of forests covering one-quarter of its total territory, is
running a trade deficit in the timber sector of some 15000 million francs. !7'e have our
own timber and yet we purchase foreign timber at lower prices (e.g. Portuguese timber).
!7e also buy finished articles, particularly furniture 
- 
these too at more competitive
prices. !fle have to modernise our sawmills and restore the competitiveness of our under-
takings, but our main priority must remain the production or pulp and paper. This is. also
the case in my own region 
- 
Aquitaine, where forestry has been in decline since 1974. It
is the foremost forestry region in France and indeed in Europe (1 million hectares)
including the Landes with its famous Maritime pine. Bet'r,reen 1975 and 1980 Aquitaine 
,,
saw a loss of 5 000 jobs in the forestry sector out of an existing total of 30 000' 
,'/
Useful projects are being developed in my region, but there must be a genuine forestpy
policy coordinated at all levels 
- 
regional, national and Community 
- 
if we are to keep
our forestry alive and reduce our dependence on external suppliers. I therefore give my
full support to the report by Mr Gatto.
Mrs Theobald-Paoli (Sl, in uriting. 
- 
(FR) I unreservedly approve the excellent report
by our colleague Mr Gatto.
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I have been fighting too long for our precious forest heritage not to be satisfied with his
proposals.
The implementation of a genuine forestry policy for the Community should allow of :
- 
conservationist action ;
- 
the preservation of a natural resource that is beautiful, but also indispensable to our
environment,
- 
vital economic activity;
- 
improvement of external trade and greater independence for the Community; let us
not forget that, after oil, timber is our most expensive import.
In the matter of the intemal organization of the community, a forestry policy might
represent a new means of protection, on the fringes of the common agricultural policy,
environment and research, a bridge between the CAP and other sectors.
Concerning conservation, subsequent to the debate on the oral question I put to you last
April, you were kind enough, Commissioner, to notify me on I June of the future tabling
of a draft regulation on protection against forest fires and acid rain, backed up by a budget
of 100 million ECUs.
As regards the development of timber production in the EEC, you have prepared a plan
on the Community scale.
But it may be a long time before it is implemented.
My country, France, has already within a matter of months taken strong and effective
action on the internal level : creation of a Secretariat of State for Forestry, timber plans,
increased resources to combat forest fires, a report by Senator Vidal on forest fires.
The Communiry, for its part, has only iust begun to make arrangements at the level of the
Ten.
As a European parliamentarian, I should like to know the Commission's precise timetable
for the implementation of urgent conservationist and economic action, and how it
intends to tackle the problem of forestry policy to be carried out within the context of the
Council's agro-budgetary debate.
To expedite the European deliberations, I have tabled several amendments to the draft
budget for 1984: they increase appropriations for European forestry plans and, most
important, call for a Community system to compensate for the loss of property in forest
fires.
VERONESI REPORT (Doc. 1-750183 
- 
INFORMA,IION TECHNOLOGIES
(ESPRIT)): ADOPTED
The rapporteur was :
- 
IN FAVOUR OF all the amendments.
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'CARDIA REPORT (Doc. 1-755183 
- 
TRANSPORT IN THE PERIPHERAL
REGIONS): ADOPTED
The rapporteur was ;
- 
IN FAVOUR OF Amendments Nos l, 4,7, l0 and 11;
- 
AGAINST Amendments Nos 3, 5, 6, 8 and 9.
Explanation of oote
Mrs P6ry (Sl, in witing 
- 
(FR) Transport affords a fairly good reflection of economic
life. The underdevelopment of transport infrastructures affects the poorer regions of
Europe, which are often the peripheral regions. The enlargement of the Community is
going to accentuate the problems of the present-day peripheral regions, which are in
dangir of being reduced in the near future to a no-man's land. The Community cannot
intend to step up economic relations with the Iberian peninsula without having some
thought for the fate of the peoples of the regions to which I refer, and consequently
without providing for the necessary transport infrastructures. The French Socialists are in
favour of crossing the l% VAT threshold in order to create new own resources, but only
on condition that this serves to launch policies. One of those new policies should be trans-
port policy, since it creates employment.
My region, the Basque country, is particularly concerned. I am thinking in particular of
the plan to improve the transport links between Bayonne and Calais. That this would
benefit the Community is acknowledged on all sides, but it remains a dead letter for lack
of finance.
I am thinking also of the plan to link Paris and Bordeaux by a high-speed train. This plan
will be carried out by the French National Railway Company and the French Govern-
ment and will help to break down the isolation of the entire south-west of Europe. For
this reason it should be helped from Community funds.
If the peripheral regions are not to remain less developed than the central regions, the
distances involved must be cut by modern and rapid transport. Road traffic infrastructures
are, of course, essential, but a certain priority ought to be given to public transport: the
airport infrastructures that are so badly needed by remote regions, the railroad infrastruc-
tures that are so economical in terms of space and energy, and also port infrastructures,
because peripheral regions are generally also coastal regions.
I shall vote therefore for this report in the hope that the proposals contained in it will
very soon form an integral part of that common transport policy that this House calls for
so insistently.
MORELAND REPORT (Doc. t-75e183 
- 
CARRIERS): ADOPTED
The rapporteur was :
- 
IN FAVOUR OF all the amendments.
KONRAD SCH6N REPORT (Doc. t-78e183 
- 
DECISION RELATING TO A
CONTRIBUTION TO THE ECSC OUT OF THE BUDGET OF THE
COMMUNITIES): ADOPTED
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